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These are the Gardens of the Desert, these
The unshorn fields, boundless and beautiful,
For which the speech of England has no name .

-\il7rrl.rAM CunEN BnyANT

Why should nor we also enjoy an original
relation to the universe?

. America is a poem in our eyes. . . .
-RerpH \WeLDo EvrnnsoN

And things are as I think they are
And say they are on the blue guirar.

-\TaLLACE SrEvENs
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PREFACE

A ,
z\ t the start of his book A Homemade World: The American Mod-

F \

L \\ ernist lVriters (L975), the American critic Hugh Kenner per-
forms a characteristic and flambo yant act of critical magic. He links
fwo elements in the history of the modern world that areindependently
celebrated, but not usually seen to be connected. One is thl flight of
the Vright brothers at Kitty Hawk in L903, the first real powered
flight and yet another demonsration of the wayAmerican technological
know-how u/as rapidly changing the twentieth-century universe. The
other is a work of fiction started the next year, in which the arrist is
portrayed as a modern flier, Stephen Dedalus. The book is, of course,
James Joyce's Portrait of tbe Artist as a Young Man, about a Modernist
artist who soars on imaginary wings into the unknown arts, breaking
with home, family, Catholic religion and his Irish nation in the process.
\7e usually consider Joyce one of the great rootless, expa6 iate artists
of an art of modern rootlessness, which u/e call Modernism. In fact
one of the marks of modern writing, George Steiner has said, is that
it is a writing unplaced and "unhoused." But Kenner has a different
point, and suggests that Modernism did actually find a happy home.
Linking American technological modernity and intern ̂ ttonil Modern-
ism, he sees a new kind of kinship being constructed. He says of the
\X/right brothers: "Their Dedalian deed on the North Carolina shore
may be accounted the first American input into the great imaginative
enterprise on which artists were to coll aborate for half a centu ry." The
\Trights set the new century's modern imagination soaring; when it
landed agatn, it landed in America.
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As Kenner admits, the Modern movement did not at first shake

the American soul. But a collaboration between European Modernists

and American Moderns did eventually develop-first in expaffiate

London and Paris during the years before the First World \War, then

when American soldiers and fliers came to Europe to fight it, then

agaLn in the expam Late Paris of the I920s. As Europ ean avant-garde

experimenrs and America's Modern expectations joined, the point

came when it was no longer necess ary for Americans to go to or depend

on Europe. Gertrude Srein said that Modernism really began in Amer-

rc^ but went ro Paris to happen. Extending this bold act of appro-

priation, Kenner argues that, as an American renaissance flowered at

iro*., a distinctive American Modernism grew up. Modernism's "doc-

trine of perception seems peculi arly adapted to the Ameri can

weathef,i he ,.yr, adding, "which fact explains .hy, from Pound's

early days until now, modern poetry in whatever country has so un-

misiakably American an impress." The idea that all Modern literature

is Ame rican,whether it is or not, extends through Kenner's fascinating

book. On European soil, he is saying, the Modern movement was

born, but it appeured unrooted. In the United States it found what it

needed, a "homemade world," where it could grow in what l7illiam

Caglos \ililliams called "the American grain." Then it could be re-

exported to its origins as an approved f\r/entieth-century produ ct.Later

history reinfor..J this exchange, as Modernist writers, painters and

musicians fled to the United States from Nazism in the 1910s. So

Bauhaus became Our House, or at least our Seagram Building, Pablo

Picasso somehow translated into Paloma Picasso, and when somethittg

called Postmodernism came along everyone thought it was American

-even though its wrirers had names like Borges, Nabokov, Calvino

and Eco.
This appropriation of the new and innovative in art into an idea

of American literature is not new. Silhen the eighteenth-century Bishop

Berkeley wished to celebrate the potential of colonial Amerrca, he told

it that the arts naturally traveled westward: "\(/estward the course of

Empire takes its way." A similar assumption dominated the thought

of American thinkers in the years after the American Revolution. In

Pierre (IS1.2), Herman Melville saw Americans as history's own avant'

garde, advancing into the world of untried things. \7hen a hundred
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years ago \Valt Wlhitman inroduced later editions of Leaues of Grass
with his essay "A Backward Glance O'er Travel'd Roads" (1889), h.
emphasized that since the United States was the grear force of material
and democratic change in the world, it therefore must create a great
modern literature: "For all these neu/ and evolutionary facts, -."rritrgs,
purposes"' he explained, "new poetic messages, new forms and expres-
sions, ate inevitable. " Gertrude Stein similarly declared the United
States-with its historyless history, its novelty and innovarion, its space-
time continuum, its plenitude and its ernptiness-the natural home of
"the new composition." This \Mas not simply an American idea: Eu-
ropeans held it too. Philosophers from Berkeley to Hegel to Sartre to
Baudrillard, poets from Goldsmith to Coleridg. to Mayakovsky ro
Auden, novelists from Chateaubriand to Kafka and Nabokov, painters
from Tiepolo to Picasso felt it. As D. H. Lawrence insisted d Studies
in Classic American Literature, published in 1923 when nor just Amer-
icans but Europeans were rethinkirg the American 6aditio1,

Two bodies of modern literature seem to me ro come to the real
verge: the Russian and the American. . The furtherest frenzies
of French modernism or futurism have not yet reached the pitch
of exffeme consciousness that Poe, Melville, Hawthorne, \Xftiiman
reached. The Europeans were all trying to be exrreme. The great
Americans I mention just were it.

The idea that American literature was destined to become not only an
expression of American identity but the great modern literarure-and
therefore more than simply an American literature-has long had great
power.

The maffers u/ere never so easy. Just two hundred years ago, when
Americans had just completed their Revolution and were pro.tdly feel-
ing their identity as the First New Nation, when the Romantic revo-
lution u/as developing across the $7est, and when with the French
Revolution the calendar itself seemed to begin again, there was Amer-
ican writing, but there was no American literature. $flhat existed, in
those fervent years when Americans began to contemplate a great
historical and transcontinental destiny, uras a desire for one-a novel
literature that would express the spirit of independence, democ racy
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and nationhood. "America must be as independent tn literature as she

is in politics-as famous for arts as for Arms," announced Noah \X/eb-

ster, the great American diction aty-m ker and patriot, expressing a

powerful popular sentiment. But other voices sounded caution-nsf

rtr. least of th.- Philip Freneau, 4 poet-patriot who had fought in the

Revolution and celebrated the "Rising Glory of Ameri ca." He warned

that political independence from Europe was not the same thing as

artistic independence: "the first was accomplished in about seven years'

the latter will nor be compietely effeeted, perhaps, in as many cen-

turies. "
A hundred years ago,a hundred years after Noah \Tebster's hope-

ful appeal to the coming of American literature was another revolu-

tionary time; the ends of centuries, including our own, often are. The

modern Indusgial Revolution that had begun in the wake of the other

revolutions a hundred years earlier was transforming all values, reli-

gious, scientific and political. A sense of modernizing change swept

itt. \festern world; in fact, this is the moment from which we can

best date the modern revolution in arts and ideas, from the emer-

gence of scientific principles of relativity, technological developments

ihut generated neu/ power systems like electricity and new commu-

nications systems like the streetcar and the automobile, new intellectual

sysrems like psychology. Ibsen and Nietzsche, Schopenhauer and Zola,

Freud and B.rgror were transforming fundamental \Western ideas.

Now the great ranscontinental and indust nahtzed United States was

in an imperial mood, outsripping the production of Germany and

Great Britain combined and looking confidently forward to the role

of world power and rechnological superforce in the coming rwentieth

cenrury, which many were already naming "the American Centuty."

Like \Webster before him, \Valt \Whitman declared that in this neu/

world "new poetic messages, new forms and expressions, ate inevi-

table." But where were they?
Berween 1888 and 1890, Edmund Clarence Stedman and E. M.

Hutchinson compiled their eleven-volum e Library of American Liter-

Atrtre, from colonial times to the present. It appeared comprehensive,

and the contents made it clear what its editors considered American

literature ro be. It was nothing like the view we have of it today; indeed

ir was, as Longfellow had called it, a branch of English literature. Its
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major authors were Washington hving, James Fenimore Cooper, Wil-
liam Cullen Bryant, Longfellow, Lowell, \Thittier, Oliver \Tendell
Holmes, a largely New England pantheon. Melville-he died in
1891-was all but forgotten. Whitman-he died in 1892-was granted
small recognition. Poe was a morbid castoff of German Romanticism,
Hawthorne wrote rills from the town pump, Thoreau was a misan-
thrope. The realist and local-color movemenrs which had dominated
American writing since the Civil \War urere hardly acknowledged. \ilZhat
was seen as American literature was effectively wh at came to be called
"the Genteel Tradition." \ilZhat, then, lay beyond the Genteel Tradi-
tion? In 1890 \X/illiam Dean Howells, the "Dean" of American leffers,
having just moved to New York from Boston where he had edited the
magisterial Atlantic Monthly, published his novel ,4 Hazard of l,{ew
Fortunes-a very '90s title. Henry James published Tbe Tragic Muse,
and his brother, William, the Hanrard philosopher and p.ug-atist,
produced The Principles of Psycbology, exploring many o? 11,e ideas
about the importance of consciousness that would preoccupy modern
minds. Thought, consciousness, James explained, Jid nor function in
a logical chain and therefore needed to be described in a new language:
"A 'river' or a 'sffe am' are the metaphors by which it [consciousness]
is most naturally describ€d, " he u/rote, and so gave us a notion, a
"sffeam-of-consciousness," u/hich would help unlock our understand-
itg of the modern fiction that was to come. William James wrote
exultantly to \X/illiam Howells: "The year which shall have witnessed
the appafition of your Hazard of I'Jew Fortr,tnes,of Harry's Tragic Muse,
and of my Psychology will indeed be a memorable one in American
literature." His words seem prophetic now, for the 1890s saw, in
America as in EuroPe, a fundamental change of mood. But srill there
uras no certainty about the direction of that eagerly awaited literature.

So we must look later yet for the coming of that imperial confi-
dence
By the
of the

about American literature that informs Hugh Kenner's book.
First World \War there was sdll searching doubt about the value
American past or indeed of the American literary present. "The

present is a void and the
the past that survives in

American writer floats in that void because
the common mind is a past without living

value," complained the citic van \x/yck Brooks in 1918; "Bur is this
the onlv possible past? If we need anorher past so badly, is it incon-
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ceivable that we might discover one, that we might even invent one?"

This invention of the American literary past was a significant enterprise

of the !920s,when American writing went through a remarkable mod-

ern flowerirg and made its international imp act. Not only D. H. Law-

rence but rnury American writers and critics undertook the task of

devising a viable American literary tradition. The past that they con-

structeJ was a very different one-not a "Genteel Tradition" any

longer (that was the enemy), but a literuture that indeed went to the

"real verge." Once-major writers became minor, and once-minor writ-

ers like Melville, Hawthorne and "our cousin Mr. Poe" became major.

Writers seeking a new tradition, a fresh ABC of reading, as Pound

called it, looked everywhere, at the American) the European, the

Chinese and Japanese past and present. As the very American T. S.

Eliot explained in "Tradition and the Individual Talent" (1919) , tta-

dition cannot be inherited; "if you urant it you must obtain it by great

labour."
Constructing a usable liter ary past for contemporary writers be-

came one of the great projects of American fiction-making-and

America's fiction included American criticism. During the 1930s, for

obvious reasons in a time of political activism, it was chiefly the so-

cioeconomic past of American literature that critics reconstructed. In

the 1940s, as urar came and American ideals had to be reener gized,

books like F. O. Matthiessen's American Renaissance (1941) and Alfred

Kazin's On l,latiue Grounds (Ig4D began to insist increasingly that

there was an encompassing American tradition made on American soil

which had passed beyond inherited forms to construct a novel Amer-

ican imaginarion. In the L950s, in the ^geof rising American confidence

as its role as urorld power increased, works like Henry Nash Smith's

Virgin Land (1950), Charles Feidelson's Symbolism and American Lit'

erature (1953), R. \7. B. Lewis's Tbe American Adam (1955), Richard

Chase's The American I'louel and lts Tradition (1957) and Leslie Fied-

ler' s Loue and Death in tbe American I'louel (1960) sought for distinctive

American themes, myths, languages and psychic motifs with the means

of modern criticism and the conviction that there was a major ffadition

to be recovered and explored. As American writers grew famous across

a world that sought to understand American values, a very American

literature rose from the interpretation of American beliefs and Amer-
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ican dreams, American theologies and American democratic ideologies,
American landscapes and American institutions, American ideas of
mission and destiny, the achievements of what was now seen as un-
mistakably a "homemade world."

These, of course, were versions, critical myths. Leslie Fiedler de-
scribed his Lo ue and Death in the American I.Jouel asitself an American
novel, and so it a fine one. All literary histories are critical fictions.
But, because the needs of the American present have so often dictated
the interpretations of the American literary past, to make it "usable,,,
American literary history is more fictional than most-one reason,
perhaps, why the Modernist spirit with its own sense of being history-
less in history found America such a nafiffal home. As the critic percy
Boynton obsewed in L927: "Criticism in America is implicitly an at-
tempt by each critic to rnake of America the kind of country he [now
we would add "she"] would like, which in every case is a better counrry
than it is today." At present there is somethirg closely resemblini
chaos again-creative chaos, we may hope. $7e live or have lately lived
in an age of Postmodern deconstructions, in which more energy has
been put into demythologi zLng interpretive myrhs than constructing
them. Earlier canonizations have led to a rage for decanontzation as
the desire to challenge the usable pasr of the moderns has become
dominant. Some of this energy comes from writers who are seeking,
as they should and must, to construd a new history, often a multiethnic
or a more fully gendered one. Some comes from critics enjoying the
lush fruits of an age of critical hyperacriviry. The ..rrr.ri fl"*v of
theoretical debate suggests a Reformation revisited, not unrelated to
the Great Awakening of the 1960s. Today rhere is no doubt that the
map of the Postmodern world is itself changing fast. And so, of course,
will its uitical fictions.

As Hugh Kenner's book suggests, anxieties of influence, appro-
priations of tradition, have always abounded in American writing.
\Writers always seek to construct the history they would mosr like to
have. Trying to do untried things, Herman Melville confemed Shake-
spearean powers on his recent friend Nathaniel Hawthorne ("Some
may start to read of Shakespeare and Hawthorne on the same page").
A dedication to Hawthorne then graced Melville's ow n Moby-nttp-
and so Melville appropriated the new Shakespearean heri tageback to
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himself. Melville was soon to be forgotten but u/as recovered in the

I920s; he suddenly became a heritage agaln, for Hart Crane and so

on to Charles Olson and many, many more. The transcendentalist

Ralph \X/aldo Emerson, seeking the new American Poet, found \7alt

\X/hitman and hailed him "atthe beginnitg of agreat career." \Whitman

sought ro be the grand encompassing poet of the new America that

Emerson saw in prospecr but found his reputation highest in Europe;

he also died in relative neglect. It was not until the Modern movement

that his "new messages" began to be fuiiy read, and poets like Ezta

Pound undertook their pacts with him ("I have detested you long

enough"). Henry James made an antecedent of Hawthorne, though

also of the great European realists like Balzac and Flaubert. Then

Gertrude Stein, Pound and Eliot made an antecedent of James, just

as later poers made antecedents of Pound and Eliot. Sherwood An-

derson made an antecedent of Stein and led HemingwaY, Fitzgerald

and Faulkner ro her. In the 1940s these three u,'ent through their own

period of obscurity, until in the I950s they too became antecedents,

rwo of them with Nobel Prizes, fit to enter the boxing ring with Norman

Mailer.
This constantly renewing search, this constructing and defacing

of lite rary monuments, this borrowing and assimilating and intertex-

tualtzi1g, shows us one way in which literary traditions are

constructed-from the inside, by writers themselves. The process re-

sembles what Ezra Pound loved to call the paideuftxd, the cultural

distillation the arrist needs to create his work. Pound tried to write

the paid,euma into his modern epic poem The Cantos, his "portable

substitute for the British Museum" (later American poets have usually

used the Library of Congress and the Smithsonian). T. S. Eliot de-

scribed this consrructive process in a different way when he said:

The existing order is complete before the new work arrives; in

order to p.riist after the supervention of novelty, the uhole existing

order -,rtt be, if ever so slightly, altered . . . and this in conformity

betrveen the old and the new.

These were the Modernist versions of what we have come to call (in

Harold Bloom's phrase) "the anxiety of influence," the process by

xvl
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which writers both consruct and deconsuuct traditions for themselves,
though of course in doing that they also change the views and values
of contempo ruty critics.

American literature is indeed preeminently a modern literature,
one reason why the many anthologies devoted to it are frequently
divided into two volumes on different chronological scales-or. deal-
itg with the vast period since settlement in 1620, the second with the
last powerful hundred years. This helps explain *hy, perhaps more
than most literatures, American literary history is frequerrtty dominated
by the interpretations modern writers make of their predecessors. No
wonder u/e can find so many vaiants of the history of American writing.
A look back at older versions shows how elaborate rhe consrruct, .rd
how massive the reversals, can be. In The Rediscouery of American
Literature (1967) one of the present authors has illustrated how any
discussion of American literature draws on long-standing speculation
as old as the settlement of America from Europe itself, tt rp.a by hrge
questions about the nature of American experience, the American tand
and landscaPe, American national identity and the narure of language
and expression in the presumed "New S(/orld." The heterog.ro,r,
elaboration of literary theories collected in his Tbe I,{atiue Muse-(I972)
and A Storied Land (I976) makes clear that literary discussion is never
a continuous, steady flow, but an eddy of currents which shift us from
one concern to another and back again in new wearher with relit
landscape. They also show how obsessive the idea of the "American-
ness" of American literature has been; indeed few major literatures
have been as preoccupied with the idea of nationality. Yet just as the
question "lWhat then is the American, this new man?" was goubling
when Crdvecoeur posed it in L782, so it remains ambiguous and above
all aryuable ro rhis d^y.

If we are today in a period of high argument about American
origins and directions, v/e contend as well about the whole philosophy
of literary rnterpretation. \Vhat we have best learned to dols m"ltiply
our questions. Is American literature writing about Americans, or by
them, or even, as in Kenner's book, literature whose very spirit makes
it neo-American? $fhere are the limits of that literature, rhe edges of
writing, the suitable frames in which we can set ir, the aesthetic values
by which we judge it? \X/hat is a canon, what is a tradition, what is an
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intertextual sequence, and how subversive might these be of the idea

of lite rcry conrinuity? Is a reading of a literature simply the sum total

of the readings that various selected texts (dubiously selected, many

would say) ha,re generated? \il/hat do we mean by American, by lit-

erature, by history? Literary history must always present a more tangled

web than social, political or economic history, because in the end it

is always bound Lp with complex subjective artistic iudgrnents and

with srrong human and creative emotions. A political historian may

know who was Presicient of the Uniteci States in i8i0 with far more

certainty than a literary historian can "know" whether Ahab is mad

or \Thitman a great poet. Historians can ana\yze Lincoln's presidency

to establish his impact on the nation with far more confidence than

we can present thswritings of Melville or Twain as culturally cenffal,

demonstrarive of their time or of lasting value to the imagination. The

factremains that we must go with some vision of literature and history

or we will simply not go at all.

\fle are also in a time when contemporary American writers ate

especially conscious of the need to reconstruct traditions for them-

,.iu.r: when the different ethnic groups must recover their own origins,

when women writers deconstruct male fictions in the quest for a female

literary pasr, when Modernism is over and Postmodernism is slipping

behind us as we move roward a turn of the millennium and an artustic

phase for which we have as yet no narne. $7e live too in an age of

rapid communications and vast, indeed parodic, cultural assimilation,

*h.r. the boundaries of nations are no longer the boundaries of taste,

perception or ideas. The world map of influence is changing all the

time. New technologies transform the conditions of writitg, the nature

and rransmission of the sign; new historical aspirations shape our sense

of an impending er^, and scientific possibilities energize us to new

types of thorrght and new models for artistic form. As American culture

h"t grown ever more fluid and various, its historical singularity has

diminished in aworld which has ever-increasing access to many things

once considered part of a purely American dream. The twenty-first

century offers its own prospects and its own fears, and writers ate

already beginning to find language for them. The modernity of Kitty

Hawk 
"ttJ 

Stephen Dedalus is now a long way in the past, and our
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imaginative fictions will have to define themselves afresh whil e at the
same time making or holding to a guiding tradition.

Our ourn book is no less a fiction than any orher. \7e have thought
of it as ^ story in fwo senses-our own tale of a nation's literature,
and the fable a country told itself as it tried to understand its own
becoming in writing. The nation called itself Arnerica, and the rest of
the world has called it Amenca too, even though its land mass is only
part of the northern section of the world's \ilZestern Hemisphere. For
the authors, this book is one way to impose an order on 350 years of
writing in what is now the United States, an order that enables a vasr
range of written material to stand on a single naffative continuum. It
is also one version of the story that material tells, the America sum-
moned into being by the numberless imaginations that have srriven ro
find words and forms for new experiences or familiar experiences
encountered during neul times in a new landscape. Ours is an intro-
ductory versioD, but we have aimed to inform it with the view that an
is to be defined broadly, with a complex exisrence in its social, ideo-
logical and historical situation. Equally imporranr has been the value
of maintaining an international perspective; American literature, de-
spite all its endeavor for a native distinctiveness, has remained part of
a broad \X/estern traditioo, from which it has drawn at least ,o-. of
its usable past, to whose present it has always contributed. Now, by
virtue not only of its quality but its modern resonance, and indeed
America's ourn power of influence and distribution as well as its pos-
session of a world language, American literature rnore than ever .*irr,
for more people than simply the Americans. It is parr of, and does
much to shape, the writing of literature through much of the contem-
porary world. That is part of its power and an essential parr of its
interest.

One of the advantages of a collaborated book is a width of per-
spective, a breadth of methods and interpretations, a mix of crilical
attitudes and a dialogic way of writing. The authors come from the
fwo sides of the Atlantic, and offer, as it were, both an internal and
an international view. Malcolm Bradbury is a novelist and professor
of American Studies at the University of East Anglia in Norwich,
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England, who has written widely on American literature; he initiated

the project and in the first instance contributed much of the discussion

of th. Modern period and of the novel. Richard Ruland, professor of

English and American literature at \Tashington University, St. Louis,

Missouri, lectures and writes about American poeffy, literary history

and literary criticism; he initially contributed most of the discussion

of the colonial period, nineteenth-century poetry, modern poetry and

drama, and criticism. Dialogue, interchange and travel over the years

createci the final text, as did changing theories and events over thre

period of the writing. Both of us have borne it in mind that the end

of the fi^/entieth century has been marked by a vast change in the

ideological ffiop, as many of the theories and attitudes fixed by the

era of ihe coldwar have begun to collapse and many modern critical

assumptions have been, indeed still are, in process of ffansformation

and dissolution. As we have said, there can be little doubt that the

last decade of the fwentieth century will be as transformative and

revolutionary as the close of earlier centuries, in which patterns of

thought and art changed radically. \ilfriters' views of the world will

ch"ng., as will reigning critical fictions. But, if our Post-Postmodern

sitrraiion has senred to remind us that there are never final answers,

we will nonetheless continue to wonder what American literature is

and try to construct some useful story of it.

The vision is ours. Of course it is also the sum of the experience

won from the writers we have read and admired, the works that have

stimulated and guided our sense of creative discov€rY, the accumulated

readers who have used and so remade and rewritten those books, the

teachers who taught us, the colleagues we have talked with, the students

we have raught and learned from. S7e have both drawn as well, from

time to time, ofl some of our previous discussions of American literature

in various books and periodicals. Besides those who have worked with

us in the general and ever-extending debate about the history and

nature of American writing, we should acknowledge some very par-

ticular debts: ro the Fulbright and Guggenheim fellowship programs

that brought the American author to Britain for extended stays and

to those who made him welcome and thus made this collaboration

possible; to Janice Price (who first proposed this project), to Helen

M.N.il (who played avaluable part in the planning), Norman Holmes
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Pearson, Marcus Cunliffe, Alan Trachtenberg, Chris Bigsby, Daniel B.
Shea, Ihab Hassatr, C. Camoll Hollis, Howard TempeJ.y, Eric Hom-
berger, Dominic Belasario, K.y Norton, Richard Nl. Cook and Birgit
Noll Ruland.
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THE PT-]RITAN LEGACY
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Amil'#,.':Tn:ff;'T:.Tffn,ff1*i,':T:'J::lll
essentially a modern, recent and international literature. $fe cannor
trace its roots directly back into the mists of American antiquity. We
need not hunt its origins in the remote springs of its hrgirg. and
culture, or follow it thro.tgh from oral to written, then from manuscript
to book. The American continent possessed major pre-Columbian civ-
rltzations, with a deep heritage of culture, mythology, ritual, chant and
poetry. Many American writers, especi ally recently, have looked to
these sources as somethitg essential to American culture, and the
exffaordinary variety and vision to be found there contribute much to
the complexity and increasing multiethnicity of contemporary Amer-
ican experience. But this is not the originating tradition of what we
now call American literature. That came frorn the meeting bet'ween
the land with its elusive and usually despised "Indians" and the dis-
coverers and settlers who left the developed, literate cultures of Ren-
aissance Europe, first to explore and conquer, then to popul ate, what
they generally considered a virgin continent-a "New World " already
promised them in their own mythology, now discovered by their own
talent and curiosity.

The New \X/orld was not new, nor virgin, nor unsettled. But,
arriving in histori cal daylight, sometimes with aims of conquesr, some-
times with a sentimenhl vision of the "noble savages" or other wonders
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tfuey might find, these settlers brought with them many of the things

that formed the literature we now read. They brought their ideas of

history and the world's purpose; they brought their languages and,

above all, the book. The book was both a saced text, the Bible (to

be reinvigorated in the King James Authonzed Version of 1611), and

a g.r.rfl instrument of expression, record, argument and cultural

dissemination. In time, the book became American literature, and other

things they shipped with it-from European values and expectations

to pltt-Gutenberg printing technoiogy-shaped the lineage of Amer-

ican writing. So did the early records kept of the encounter and what

they made of it. Of course a past was being desffoyed as well as a new

presenr gained when these travelers/settlers imposed on the North

American continent and its cultures their forms of interpretation and

n ffative, their Christian history and iconography, their science and

technology, their enmepreneurship, settlement practices and modes of

comrnerce. \We m y deplore this hegemony and seek to reverse it by

recovering all we can of the pre-Colurnbian heritage to find the broader

meaning of America. The fact remains that the main direction of the

recordJ American literary imagination thereafter was formed from

the intersection betrveen the European Renaissance mind and the new

and wondrous land in the \West the sefflers found-between the myths

they brought and those they learned or constructed after they came.

This America first came into existence out of writing-European

writin g-.and then wenr on to deman d a new writing which fitted the

continent's novelty and strangeness: the problems of its seftlement,

the harshness and grandeur of its landscape, the mysterious potential

of its seemingly boundless open space. But "America" existed in Eu-

rope long b.fore it was discovered, in the speculative writings of the

classical, the medieval and then the Renaissance mind. American lit-

erature began, and the American dream existed, before the actual

continent was known. "He invented America; a very great man," Ma-

demoiselle Nioche says about Columbus in Henry James's The Amer'

ican (1877). And So, in a sense, he did-except that Columbus was

himself following a prorotype devised long before, the idea of av/estern

land which was terca incognita, outside and beyond history, pregnant

with new meanings for mankind. This place that u/as not Europe but

rarher its opposite existed first as a glirnmering, an image and ^n
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interpretative prospect born from the faith and fantasy of European
minds. Out of the stock of classical and religious madition, our of vague
historical memories and fantastic tales, an identity had already been
given to the great land mass on the world's edge which waited to be
summoned into history and made part of the divine plan. So, mille-
narian and Utopian expectations were abeady attached to this new
land. Here might be found Atlantis or Avalon, the Garden of Hes-
perides, the Seven Cities of Antillia, Canaan or Paradise Renewed,
great cities made of gold, fountains of eternal youth. Its wonders would
be extraordinary, its people strange and novel. The idea of America
as an exceptional place somehow different from all others endures ro
this duy, but it is not a myth of modernAmerican nationalism or recenr
political rhetoric. It is an invention of Europe, as old as \Western hisrory
itself.

The America-to give it one of several possible names-that was
opened .tp by exploration and discovery from the fifteenth century on
was therefore a testing place for the imaginings Europeans long had
of it. Columbus expected to find the East in the \West and .urri.d a
complex vision to interpret what he found. ft, in turn, confirmed some
of his expectations and disproved others, in a process to be endlessly
repeated as European exploration continued. There were wonderr,
cities of gold, pristine nature, strange ctvihzations, unusual savages,
the stuff of Eden. There was also danger, death, disease, cruelty and
staryation. Myth mixed with actuality, promise with disappoinrmenr,
and that process has continued too. In effect, Ameri.u b..arne the
space exploration program of an expansive, intensely curious, entre-
preneurial and often genoci dal em of European adventuring. It stim-
ulated and shaped the direction and expectation of the \Western mind,
and also filled its treasure chests, It provoked Utopian social hopes,
millen aflan visions of history, new scientific inquiries, new dreams of
mercantilism, profit and greed, new funds for the artistic imagination.
"f saw the things which have been broughr to the King fromlhe new
golden land," wrote the painter Albrecht Dtirer in 1520, after inspect-
ing the tributes from Cort6s and Monte zuma that Charles V displayed
in Brussels before his enthronement as Holy Roman Emperor; 'lAll

the days of my life I have seen nothing that gladdened rny heart so
much as these things." such wonders, such promises from the new
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golden land, enrrenched it firmly in the European imagination, where

it was to rem ain; very few travelers from Europe who aftenvard crossed

the Atlantic were without some sense of expectation or wonder as they

encountered the strange New \7orld.

Because of this imaginary history, which preceded the real one

and all but obliterated the history of those who had lived American

lives before the Europeans came, we will never really find a single

clemarcation point to show us where American writing exactly starts,

and certainiy not when it became distinctive or broke finaiiy loose from

European writing. The invaders came from many different European

societies ro lands that had indigenous and often highly complex native

cultures and a continent spread between the two poles with every

conceivable variety of clim ate,landsc ape , wildlife, veget ation, natural

resource and local evolution. These were complex frontiers, but on

them the power of forc e and of language generally proved to lie with

the semlers. Records of these early encounters thus exist, in prodigious

variety, in most European languages i natratives of travel and explo-

ration, of religious mission and entrepreneur ral activity, letters home,

reports to emperors and bishops, telling of wonders seen, dangers

risked, coast, .h.rted, hopes justified or dashed, souls saved or lost,

tributes taken or evaded, treasures found or missed. From the Euro-

pean point of view, these are the first American books. Often these

".. 
piactical reports or exhortations to coloni zatLon but at the same

time the imagin2g'.y myths began to extend; there was, for example, Sir

Thomas Moie's famed Utopia (1516), which drew on Amerigo Ves-

pucci's recorded voyages to picture an ideal future world. In a Britain

un*io,r, about maintaining and developing its sea power and its out-

posts abroad, the stories of the English navigators, told by the Ehza'

t.th*r, diplom at and promoter of coloni zatron Richard Hakluyt in his

Voyages and. Discoueries (1589-1600) , cteated intense excitement. They

were expanded by Samuel Purchas in Hakluytus Posthumus, or Purchas

His Pilgrim.r (1 625); and such books , allover Europe, fed contemporary

myrhologizing and shaped literature. They passed their influence on

to Tasso and Montaigne, Spenser and Shakespeare, John Donne, Mi-

chael Drayton and Andrew Marvell, all of whom wrote of the wonders

of the "brave new world," or the "Newfounde land." American images
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have constantly been refracted in European art and writing, and so
have the images ffaded in reverse, of Europe in America. That is
another reason why even to this day it is hard to identify a separate
space for American literature which makes it distinct from the ,rt, of
Europe.

Even when there was an actual Ame rrca,with firm sefflement, the
process continued. Naturally, the imagin ffy story now began to chaoge,
taking on specificity, definition, geographical actuali ty, asrronger sense
of real experience. Early explorers' accounts of navigation, .*ploration,
privation and wonder began yielditg to annals, geographical records,
social, scientific and naturalist obseruations. \X/hen the fitrt permanent
English settlement was founded under difficult and dangerous circum-
stances at Jamestown in Virginia in 1607 , it had its recorder, Captain
John Smith. Both a practical sea captain and a romantic adventurer,
a promoter of coloni zation forced to become savior of the colony,
Smith told the tale in his brief A True Relation of . Virginia (London,
1608), which dispels some of the golden myths but develops others,
not least some to do with himself. Smith emphasizes chivalry, adven-
ture, missio nary intention and the porentials of the rich American
plenty; he also ernphasizes practic altty, privation and dangerous con-
flict with the Indians. Still, the story of his rescue from d*g.r by the
virtuous Indian princess Pocahontas-he made it yet more exotic in
his Generall Historie of Virginia, I'leut-England, and. tbe Summer Isles
(London, L624)-gave Virgin ta and North America its first great ro-
mantic tale in English, creating a version of the Noble and Remediable
Savage that prospered freely in the European mind. Smith's mappirg,
both actual and written, of American possibilities continued. S."t Uy
the Virginia Company to explore the coast farther norrh, he gave it
the name "Neur England, " attached British names to many of irr ,rrr-
settled areas and recorded it all in his influential A Descrlpiion of I,lew
England (London, I6I6)-a reasonably accurate annals about the prac-
tical problems of travel, settlement and husbandry, detailing .ourrr,
terrain, climate, crops and prospects for cultivation. But Smith's book
uras also full of American promise, definin g a heroic and even divine
mission for those who would undertake planta[ion's great task: "$7hat
so truely suits with honour and honesty as the discovering things
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unknown: erecting towns, peopling countries, informing the ignorant,

, reforming things unjust, t...hi"g virtue; and gain to our native mother

country a kingdorn to attend her'"

As author of the first English book written in America, Smith

influenced much to come. He ,ho*t us both the need to narrate the

new and the problems involved in such narration. Introducing the

word into new space, he tries to-give plot and purpose to travel and

the landscape. iit . all early records, his is shaped by Renaissance

theories of history, Christian faith in mission, patriotic ideas of settle-

ment, moral notions of the value of plantation, cultivation and honest

toil. The excitement comes in his sense of crossing the strange frontier

berween the Old \World and the New. Smith himself could not be

sure whether his story marke d a genuine new beginnirg, but his suc-

cessors were more ..rt.irr, for the English colonies he speculated about

soon multiplied: Plymouth Plantation in 1620 and Massachusetts Bay

in 1 630,foilo-ing Smith's own maps of settlement; Maryland in 16)4,

Rhode Island in 1 6j6,New York tnL664, Pennsylvania in 1681. Among

these settlers were some who truly believed this was the new beginnitg,

^ fresh starr for history and religion, a millenanan enterprise' They

were the puritans, who, determi".d to maintain the purity of their

separatist protesrant faith, did aim to begin anew and find in that

process of erecting towns, peopling countries, teaching virtue and

reforming things unf.rst a r.tly fresh start. The "Pilgrim Fathers"

who-thl.rgh f,.rnting for Virginia-made landfall at Cape Cod in

1620 to ,.rJ. Plymonit Plantation were followittg Smith, but with an

urgenr sense of independence. Like Smith, they chronicled all they

di;; indeed the lurg., colony soon to develop at Massachusetts Bay

brought the t..hrrJogy of printing and soon produced an American

book on American ,oit, th. Bay Frol*e Book of 1640. And, though

they wrote first for themselves and their colonial successors, they also,

like Smith, had in mind readers in Europe; they were still writing for

English eyes, seeking to convert English minds'

$7hat they -ror., prolifically, was another kind of beginning to

the American story, another kind of narration that gave shape and

significance to the process of plantation, settlement, social develop-

ment. But now the voyage, -u, not the explorer Qr the planter but
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the Pilgrim, entering new space and new history. The plot was prov-
idential; God guides these encounters between the uaveler urd the
not yet written New \X/orld. The myth remains shaped by European
sources, but now one source above aIl, the Bible, and especi ally its
opening chapters, Genesis and Exodus, the tale of the Chosen People
and the Promised Land. For the Puritans (differenr raditions shaped
the naffatives of the other non-Puritan colonies) the essenrial tale was
a religious one of travail and wandering, with the Lord's guidance, in
quest of a high purpose and a millennial history. \When Puritans wrore
of the New \{/orld and the allegory of the Puritan diasp ora,they were,
by following out the biblical types, telling nothing less than the tale
of God's will revealing itself in history.

The Puritan imagination, it was acknowledged, was central to the
nature of American writing. One reason for this u/as that it brought
to the New World not only a Judaic sense of wonder and millen a11an
promise-the "American dream " that is still recalled in so much mod-
ern literature, not least in the famous ending of F. Scott Fitzgerald's
The Great Gatsby in L925-but a vision of the task and narure of
writing itself. Puritan namatives defined a shape for the writing of
America, but they also questioned how and whether language could
reveal the extraordinary experience. As a result, from the veiy begin-
nings Arnerica became a testing place of language and narrative, a
place of search for providential meanings and hidden revelations, parr
of a lasting endeavor to discover the intended nature and purpose of
the New \7orld. The Puritan millennium never did reveal itself directly,
and so the task continued-long after early plantations evolved into
permanent settlements, Puritanism turned into hard-working enter-
prise, relations with Europe and England became increasingly distant
and estranged and the thirteen American colonies finally deciur.d their
independence and became the First New Nation. That New Nation
then turned westw ard, to contemplate afresh the wide continent that
continued to provide a sense of wonder and the promise of providential
possibility. As it did so, the power and capabilities of language and
naffative remained a central matter. Slowly, these historical turns cre-
ated the modern, discovering writing that we now call American
literature.
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I I  .

"I must begin at rhe very root and rise," wrote \X/illiam Bradford to

begin Of Ptimouth Plantation rn 1(f,0. A personal journal, much used

by hit contemporaries, it was completed by 1650 but not printed until

18j 6.Bradford was a leader of the Mayflower Separatists and governor

of Plymourh for thirty years after its settlement; his account reveals

his determination ro ser on durable record the entire piigrim story-

of departure, voyage, arrival, settlement, development and lasting ded-

ication to God's purpose in history. Of these events and intentions, it

offers the mosr vivid and vital description u/e have, in part because

both its factuality and faith are driven by a fundamental conviction

about the nature of style and language. Bradford is, he says, determined

to render his account "in the plaine style, with singular regard unto

the simple truth in all things." \(/hat the simple truth was was as plain

to Bradford as to ^ny orher Puritan, whether one straining within the

confines of the Established Church in Britain or forced abroad as a

hounded Separatist for insisting on rudtcal purification of religious

belief and practice. That truth had special application, however, to

those who had fled from the persecutions of British magistrates to the

security of Dutch tolerance, only to rcahtze they must flee once more

if they were to preserve their religious and national identity. For them

the voyage to New England u/as an act of faith, derived from the

reading of providential signs in contingent events, and the "simple

truth" was therefore nothing less than an .account of the signific ant

actions of God's Chosen People, sent on a divine errand into the

wilderness. Their story sets them in a new land where history can be

redeemed. The goal is the Christian millennium, and afl' events are

signs.
Bradford's is a detailed, evocative annals, but behind it lay as type

and meaning one of the greatest of biblical namatives, the story of the

Promised Land found through the reading and following of provi-

dential intent. This was the essential Puritan vision of Bradford's book,

and it shaped as well the account by John 
\t/inthrop, governor of the

larger Massachusetts Bay Colony to the north founded ten years after

Plymouth. \ilinthrop, roo, kept his journal record, published eventually
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as The History of I'lew England from 1630 to 1649 in Lg2i-26. It was
$flinthrop who had declared in his famous shipbo ard sermon on the
Arbella that "the eyes of all people are upon us" and that the Puritans
were called to erect " a citty upon an Hill" -4 city that would stand
as lesson and beacon to the entire world. Both Bradford and Winthrop
see the migrants as none other than new Israelites; both place their
small bands firmly on the stage of cosmic history. \Tinthrop carefully
reads every natural sign for meaning and like Bradford projects a drama
rooted in time's beginnings, where God charges His people to con-
found the ever-vigilant machinations of Satan by building trillug.s and
lives that would embody and enact the divine will. For both, the asival
in the New \7orld marks a specific point on a historical continuum
which had begun with Creation and will cease only with the apocalyptic
fullness of God's final judgment. In both books the facts are many
and fully detailed, but beyond the facts are clear allegorical and ffan-
scendental meaniogs, evidence of God's participation in the successive
stages of human history.

Nonetheless, as the millen afian process interweaves with daily
events-the problems of harvest, troubles with the Indians, the hard-
ships of founding a community-Bradford's diary-record musr con-
stantly amend and adjust. It eventually takes the shape of a "jerem rad,"
a primry rype of Puritan writing. The writing that is more than a tale
of woe or failure; Lt is an interpretative account of hardships and
troubles and ^n anguished call for return to the lost purity of earlier
times. Always the rnovement of history, the detail of daily evenr, de-
mands scrupulous attention because these things partake of an alle-
gorical mystery. The material of journals like Winthrop's and
Bradford's is the stuff of mill enarian epic, but it is epic without known
outcome. Signs and meanings are always uncertain and satanic decep-
tion is always a possibility.

This is why the scrupulous simplicity and implied veracity of "the
plaine style" that Bradford explicitly adopts seem to Puritan wrirers
necessary to represent the essence of their experience. But it is also
why Bradford's and Winthrop's accounts show a falling arc, from
admirable yet impossible millennial hopes to the growing sadness of
undeniable failure. fn the understated eloquence of "the plaine style,"
Bradford, as the years pass, rnust record that his people, though de-

1 1
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siring a community of saints, remain men who have found no clear

path; ay to sancriry. Indeed in the end Bradford comes to see a dream

gone urrong, a second generation not like the first, beginning to forget

l, reject ,t. piety of th. first sertlers and their dreams of- a perfect

community. Ito"i. al\y,the snare of Satan that Bradford perceives draw-

ing men from their appointed path is exactly their success-in meeting

th. challenges of a-dangerous nature and a hostile environment, in

dealing with the Indianr,ln developing an economy. Daily and symbolic

historf divicie; the Separatisr aLm, to be in the worid but not of it,

slowly erodes, 4s the ,ettl.rs develop adequate shelter, sufficient stores

and finally, -ith the sefflement of Massachusetts Buy, a profitable and

rapidly expanding market for their surplus.

If Bradford', purr-journal, part-history has a climax, this is it, as

his tone turns toward irony and scorn:

corn and cattle rose to a great price, by which many were much

enriched and commodities grew plentiful. And yet in other regards

this benefit turned to theii hrrtt, and this accesion of strength to

their weakness. For now as their stocks increased and the increase

vendible, there was no longer any holding them together, but now

they must of necessity go ro their great lots. They could not oth-

erwise keep their .rril.-, and having oxen grou/n_ they. must have

land for pllughing and tillage. And no man nov/ thought he could

live.*..p, nJnrJcattle mJ ^ greart deal of ground to keep them,

all striving to increase their stocks'

The sefflers scamer, "the town in which they lived compactly till now

was left very thin and in a short time almost desolate," and the prospect

of building a Heavenly City in the wilderness has to be amended'

Bradford J*pr.rses the same poignancy in a comment he adds to an

early letter h. had written to-describe the way the settlers are "knit

tog.th.r as a body in a most strict and sacred bond and covenant of

the Lord." His later note observes the decaying of this faithful bond,

for the

subtle serpenr hath slyly wound himself under fair pretences of

necessity and the like, to unrwist these sacred bonds and ties,

. It is now part of my misery in old zge , to find and feel the
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*n':i iliT JIT*'# fl"t fffilT:'H.:", 
wi'lh grier and

Some fwo hundred years later, when that new acquisitiveness had
come to seem the essential spirit of America, Ralph \faldo Emerson
would observe that "The power of Love, as the basis of a State, has
never been tried" and wonder whether a "nation of friends" might
devise better ways to govern social and economic relations. The ques-
tion is a natural one when the dream is of perfect community in a
world where time dissolves the best that men can do. For here was a
nation of friends indeed, united in a love for each other that they saw
as a necess ary emanation from the divine love that sheltered them all.
But after a lengthy mial of communal ownership and labor, they re-
luctantly concluded that such were not the ways of the Lord.

The experience that was had in this common course and condition,
ffied sundry years and that amongst godly and sober men, m y
well evince the vanity of that conceit of Plato's and other ancients
applauded by some of later times; that the taking away of property
and bringing in community into a commonwealth would make them
huppy and flourishitg; as if they were wiser than God. For this
community (so far as it was) was found to breed much confusion
and discontent and retard much employment that would have been
to their benefit and comfort. . . . Let none object that this is men's
corruption, and nothing to the course itself. I answer, seeing all

:Tffi:lt?jr"il:tJ.n 
in them, God in His wisdom saw another

\X/illiam Bradford's Of Plimouth Plantation testifies repeatedly to
the shortcomings of the sons when measured by the dreams of their
fathers. As it sounds its call for a return to the primal vision and turns
toward j-'remiad, its lament for the gap benveen divine intentions and
human fulfillment becomes a fresh assertion of divine selection. Despite
their failings, the Puritans persist in writing for themselves a central
role in the sacred drama God had designed for man to enact on the
American stage, the stage of true history. In that recurrent conflict
bet'ween the ideal and the real, the Utopian and the actual, the inten-
tional and the accidental, the mythic and the diurnal, can be read-

T3
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as George Santay ana was much later to observe-an essential legacy

of the Puritan imagination to the American mind.

From Edward Johnson's A History of I'lew England (Londoo,

I6j3), better known as The Wonder-Working Prouidence of Sion's

Sauiour in I,lew England, to Cotton Mather's vast Magnalia Cbristi

Americana (L702), the formal histories of American settlement, like

the personal diaries of the time, are presented as works of religious

interpretation, tales of election, wonder-working intervention and di-

vine meaning. Johnson's elaborate history gives positive shape and

design to rhe dally events of New England by seeing ever)^vhere God's

careful attention. The Puritans were, after all, affempting to found a

new order of society based on a new covenant of men and a new

relation of religion and law. Everything was thereby made ripe for

interpretation. For those charged with the quest, it seemed that the

whole world watched as God and Satan contested the meaning of

human time on the American shore. The writer's urgent task was to

displace rhe taditional cenrer of historical significance in Europe and

direct it onto the small band of spiritual pioneers who, for the world's

sake, had accepted God's injunction to establish His Kingdom in the

wilderness.
As time went on, the process of typological interpretation greu/

ever more complex as the extending facts of American history became

^ long record of mials and proofs. Mather's Magrualia Christi rnarks

the culmination of this process. Cotton was third in line of the Mather

dynasty, which has come to seem the embodiment of American Pu-

ritanism, much as John, John Quincy and Henry Adams were later to

manifest the New England legacy of Brahmin virtue and civic respon-

sibility. He felt himself destined for leadership of both church and

srare; a man of grear learning, with a major library that displayed the

density of the culture New England had developed and its access to

European thought and science, Mather wrote close to five hundred

books, essays, sermons, verses and theological treatises. At the close

of the seventeenth century, the Magnalia Christi looks back on the

now distant story of New England seftlement and celebrates its en-

durance and cultural richness, displayed in such things as the early

founding of Haruard College. In its portraits of Governors Bradford

and tWinthrop and its biographies of sixty famous divines, it moves
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into hagiography, becoming a Foxe's Book of Martyrs for the Church
of New England. But above all, rt seeks to assert the presence of God's
spirit in the colonies. "f write the Wonders of the Christianreligioo,"
his account begins, "flying from the Depravations of Europ€, io the
American Strand." Eighty years after sefflement the story is now less
jeremiad than epic; indeed, it draws not only on the Bible but the
VergilLan tale of rials overcome in Rome's foundirg, the making of
the great city. Once again the aim is to underscore the essential Puritan
version of history which placed the experience of a few rransplanted
Englishmen at the center of God's plan for the redemption of His
creation.

I I I

"The plaine style, " the millen anan expectation, the ceaseless search
for the relationship ber'ween God's and man's history, berween prov-
idential intentions and the individual conscience: these were the es-
sential elements the Separatists brought with them when they left
Britain to found their Bible commonwealth. Running through their
concerned recording uras a metaphysic of writing which endl.ssly
sought meaning by separating the word from ornate and ceremonial
usage to attach it againto good conscience and to revelation. The plain
style, said Thomas Hooker, came from "out of the wilderness, where
curiosity is not studied"-from the life of ministers, land-tillers and
artisans. Only apparently was it naive or unshaped; rather it was a
subtle rhetorical medium devised to win acceptance for wh atBradford
called "the simple truth. " ft u/as often studded with elements of high
art-elaborate imagery, prose rhythm, complex metaphor and scrip-
tural analogy-but with the end held firmly in view, In Puritan ex-
perience, writer and audience alike distrusted "tainted sermons, " talk
or writing sffiving for decoration or ceremonial. Unlike the devotional
elegance of Catholic or Anglican writing, this was language resa crafuzed,
by its own congregation, shaped by specific theological, social and
political assumptions: "S(/ritings that come abroad," Hooker cau-
tioned, "are not to dazle but direct the apprehension of the meanest."

This was the lesson camied to America by Hooker's fellow minister
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John Cotton, the eminent English preacher who in converting to Pu-

ritanism sacrificed his famous eloquence to the spare utility of the plain

style. \ghen without preliminary indication he addressed his Anglican

congregation in the plain words of his new faith, some were said to

pull their caps over their ears, so great was the difference in utterance'

Migrating n 16? to the Bay Colony, he was soon one of its most

important spiritual leaders, "indeed a most universal scholar, and a

li'oing system of the liberal arts, and a walking library," wrote his

grrrrdron Cotton Mather. He had much to do with the beginnings of

ihe American book, being the supposed author of the famous preface

to the Bay Psalme Book of.1640. In his journal of March t, 1639,

Governor \Tinthrop noted that there was a new press at Cambridge,

and "The first thing printed was the freeman's oath; the next was an

almanack made for New England ' . . ; the next was the Psalms newly

turned into mege." All were evident American necessities, but the

remaking of the Psalms for ready comptehension and easy singing

required some justification. In his preface Cotton speaks of the "com-

mon style" of most Old Testament books and notes that "If therefore

the verses are not always so smooth and elegant as some may desire

or expect; let them consider that God's Altar needs not our

polishings"-perhaps the most famous dictum on language and art to

emefge from colonial America. Yet the famous phrase itself displays

the fact that the plain style did not eschew metaphor' Metaphor and

typology are the shaping elements of Puritan writing'

Just as the new colony acquired its own printing press, it sought

to establish its own literary style, and there was no shortage of op-

portunity for exprcssion. The hundreds of journals, sermons, devo-

iional works, histories, accounts of church and social polity and

volumes of religious controversy indicate a remarkable vitality. The

sermon lqlas the essential native form, as well as a central event of

Puritan life in a congregation where the minister was a key figure in

the sustaining of the social and religious covenant. It was a form of

providential communication and communion and a testing place of I
the word itself in its capacity to expound and interpret God's meanings. I
Leading preachers like John Cotton, Thomas Hooker and Increase I
Mather testifu to the way in which the community saw itself locked in I
a single great struggle for salvation; the sermon was affective discourse, I
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purposeful and inspirational speaking and writing designed ro generare
emotion and faith. It was to become the main insmument of that Great
Awakening tha\ one hundred years after settlement, brought a re-
newed burst of religious feruor when the old spirit seemed in decline.
Its central voice was Jonathan Edwards; his "sinners in the Hands of
an An $y God" (17 4L) remains the most famous of Puritan sermons.
In some ways this is a prty; it does not suggesr the range of Puritan
experience, and it does not fully represent Edwards himself, giving far
too narrow a view of this extraordinary intellect, as we shall see. But
it does demonsffate how the millen ar:ran spirit was sustained through
the ministry and how Puritan belief persisted in America.

Central to the Puritan's life was the question of individual election
and damnation, the pursuit by each man of God's works, the relation
of private destiny to predestined purpose. Besides rhe history and the
sermon, there was the journal, the recordirg of the individual life. For
each pious settler, personal life was a theater for an inner drama
comparable to the history of the community as a whole. Each day's
experiences could be scrutintzed for indications of God's will and
evidence of predestination, and so the story of individual lives grew
in the pages of diaries and journals in much the way historians shaped
their accounts of historical crises and public events. What the aspirant
to holiness sought as he read his life was a pattern of salvation-some
indication, however minute, that he belonged to the predestined re-
generate. This commitment to self-scrutiny and conscience gives us,
in the many journals, a remarkable access to the Puritans' inw ard life,
their balance of self and society. In journals like Bradford's and STin-
throp's, the public account, the history, of America begins; but their
record is not only of public but private and inward events, not only
congregational concerns but domestic experience. History and the-
ology merge with autobiography in the Calvinist v1y, and
autobiography-especially spiritual autobiography-became ^n ac-
cepted Puritan form, often intended for public circularion, from the
personal accountings of the Reverend Thomas Shepard to the Spiritual
Trauels of Nathan Cole. From such works we begin to sense the destiny
of the Puritan self, and as time went on and colonial life took on
greater secular complexity we begin to know its domestic world too.
As we shall see, it is in some of the later diaries that we find this earlv
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American identity at its most various and complex: in the seven vol-

umes by Corton Mather; the detailed and much more secular record

of Samuel Sewall, the most engaging account we have of Puritan do-

mestic, social and commercial life; and the Personal I'larratiue of the

grear divine Jonathan Edwards. Such works ceated a legacy of self-

scr,rtiny that was to shape later secular statements of individualism

and conscience, like that famous gospel of the American Self, the

Autobiography ofthe eighteenth century's best-known American, Ben-

jamin Franklin.

. IV .

As all this suggesrs, rhe main part of the abund ant literary expression

we have from the Puritan period is not what we would noul call

imaginative literature. History, annal, travel record, scientific obser-

vation, the diary, the sermon, the meditation or the elegy-these were

the central expressions of the American Puritan mind. Theater was

condemned, and prose fiction, in the age when the novel was finding

itself abroad, was deeply distrusted. Poetry, though irnportant, had a

rigorously defined place. But the fact remains that there was a complex

Puritan imagination that, drawing on the encompassing sense of al-

legory and typology, the Bible, and high notions of the transcendental

""a 
providential, opened ,rp America and its new sefflements to dis-

covery through the word. No doubt the commitment of the Puritans

to spiritual meditation and the "plaine style" cut their colonies off

from the imaginative excitements of what in seventeenth-century Brit-

ain was a rich age of wriring. The erotic and linguistic play of meta-

physical poerry, the dark complexities of Jacobean tragedy, even the

'1rurt epicality of Puritan writers like John Bunyan and John Milton,

whose Paradise Lost appeared in 1667, were not replicated in Puritan

New England. Yet this intense British Protestant spirit had its own

metaphysical and allegorical resources that marked early Puritan writ-

ing and later American literature. The Puritan view of the word as a

potential revelation sav/ allegory and metaphor essentially as connective

iirr.r. linking humankind to divine truth and limited the larger play
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of the imagination but never totally denied it. Puritans considered
many of the literary questions we still ask today; they answered them
differently. Just as for the Renaissance Platonist the world's maffer
came to life as a reflection of pure idea, so for the Puritan, word and
world alike were a shadowing forth of divine things, coherent systems
of ffanscendent meaning.

In this, Puritan thought anticipated many aspecrs of Romanricism,
especi ally that brand of it we call transcendentalism and find notably
American; much of this was born out of the Puritan heritage. But
where Romanticism celebrated the imagination as a path ro spiritual
understandings, the Puritan mind required piety. Believirg that they
would find either salvation or damnation at life's end, the Puritans
demanded of all the arts they cultivated-pulpit orarory, psalmody,
tombstone canring, epitaph, prose or poetry in general-that they help
them define and live a holy life. That logically led to suspicion of
pictorial, musical and verbal creations which served only for pleasure
or distraction, but allowed for much metaphorical play, much witty
obseruation, much gothic imaginitg constrained by the endeavor ro
comprehend spiritual life or their own destiny in the American world.
As visible saints with the press of history on their shoulders, the New
England settlers felt they had ^ special mission of interpreration. So
they cherished moral and spiritu al advice, valued the didactic and the
pious, and set limits on other things. This reinforced their commitment
to the famtliar American docmine of utility, the need to do or enjoy
only what leaves us better for the experience.

So, to this duy, the Puritan approach to the arts is typified by one
of the most widely used books ever published, The I'leut England Primer
(1681?). Frequently reissued, selling some five million copies, it led
generations of children through the alphabet with a dogmatic set of
mnemonic rhymes, from "In Adam's fail,/$fe sinned all" to "Zaccheus
helDid climb a tee/His Lord to see. " fts purposefulness and instruc-
tive intent is typical of the Puritan approach to verse and rhyme. \7hen
Cotton Mather gave advice to those preparing for the minis6y in his
Manuductio ad Ministarium (L726), he both commended poeuy and
warned of its dangers. A "devil's library" exists, he says, whose "muses
. . . ate no better than harlots, " and he warns that
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the powers of darkness have ahbrary among us, whereof the poets

have been the most numerous as well as the most venomous au-

thors. Most of the modern plays, as well as the romances, and

novels and fictions, which are a sort of poem, do belong to the

catalogue of this cursed library

A Mr. Bedford, he noted, had collected "near 7,000 instances" of

pestilenrial impiety from the plays of the previous five years, a sign at

least that such things circulated, as indeed PurLtan libraries prove. But

despite his strictures, Mather could say that

Though some have had a soul so unmusical, that they have decried

all verse as being but a meer playing and fiddling upon words; all

versifyirg, as it were more unnatural than if we should chuse danc-

ing instead of walkirg; and rhyme, as if it were but a sort of morisce-

dancing with bells; yet I cannot wish you a soul that shall be wholly

unpoetical. An old Horace has left us an an of poetry, which you

*ry do well to bestow a perusal on. And besides your lyric hours,

I wish you may so far understand an epic poem, that the beauties

of an Homer and a Virgil be discovered with you.

Mather may have distrusted the "sickly appetite for the reading

of poems which now the rickety nation swarms with al:' but his own

appetite for reading was substantial. He amassed a capacious colonial

library of some two thousand volumes, drew on classical, contemporary

and vernacular styles for the texture of his own prose, devoted himself

to science, classics and the learning of seven languages and was elected

ro the British Royal Society in 17 14. He was, as is evident from his

obseruations, living in a society that welcomed crates of English books

with every boat. And poetry was, in fact , tfr essential form of Puritan

discourse. Much of it inclined toward useful doggerel, but verse ̂ n-

agrams, acrostics, riddles, epitaphs and elegies, often complex and

playful, were popular forms and fill the writings of many of the major

figures, from the early John \Tinthrop to Cotton Mather himself. Most

^te occasional, but there is one poem that did dominate New

England-selling, it is said, one copy for every fwenty persons there
-Michael \X/igglesworth's The Doy of Doom (L662). It was not, ad-

mittedly, a joyous read : 224 eight-line stanzas of singsong docffinal
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verse, it displayed the threat of the Duy ofJudgmenr and the Calvinistic
docffines of damnation and reprieve with three apparently contending
aims-to instruct, to delight and to terrify. S7igglesworth, born in
England and brought to Ameri ca at the age of severr, b..ame minister
of Malden, Massachusetts. His intentions were always pious, but he
wrote his famous poem with such dramatic intensity that a friend told
him it would be read until the coming of the d^y it descibes. Typically,
he justified it according to the Puritan principle of utility:

How sweetly doth eloquence even inforce rrueth upon the under-
standing, and subtly convay knowledg. into the minde be it never
so dulle of conceivitg, and sluggish in yeelding its assente. So that
let a good Oratour put forth the utmost of his skill . he will
make a very block understand his discourse.

\X/igglesworth did put all his poetic as well as his persuasive skill to
the cause of makitg the "very block" understand. As the friend who
wrote the prefatory verse to this most famous New England poem had
it: "No Toys, nor Fables (Poet's wonted crimes),/Here be, b.rt things
of worth, with wit prepar'd."

Today we can still recogn ize the vigor of Tbe Doy of Doom and
find it a useful mirror of seventeenth-century dogma. Nonetheless
Wigglesworth has been superseded as the exemp Laiy Puritan poet by
two other writers whose vastly greater complexity displays fir more
richly the texture of doubt and struggle the Puritan poeric imagination
was able to express. One of these uras Anne Bradstreet, p.thups the
first major u/oman poet in the English language. Also bornln England,
she sailed in 1630 on the Arbella. Both her father and her husband
(by whom she had eight children) were governors of Massachuserts
B^y, but it is pardy because the poetry she produced benveen domesric
duties and recurritg bouts of illness is not about great political, his-
torical or theological matters that she interests us. For toduy's women
writers she represents a cruc ial antecedent, but other modern writers
have also seen the continuing value of her sensibility and high meta-
physical wit, not least John Berryman, who devoted his fin. poem
sequence Homage to Mistress Bradstreet to her in 1956, She acquired
a contemporary reputation as the first author of avolume of American
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poems; her brother-in-law published her work in London in 165A,

apparently without her knowledge, as The Tentb Muse, Lately Sprung
(Jp in America, "compiled," added the title, "with great variety of $Vit,

and Learnirg, full of delight." These high claims were doubtless not

her own, for her ourn note is essentially more restrained-as in the

opening poem that addresses the want of themes in America and also

the problems of being a woman Poet:

I am obnoxious to each carping tongue,

\X/ho sayes my hand a needle better fits,

A Poet's Pen, all scorne, I should thus wrong;

For such despight they cast on female wits:

If what I doe prove well, it won't advance,

They'l say it's stolne, or else, it was by chance.

The compl arnt is both personal and very compelling, and so is her

best poery.
Bradsmeet ambitiously drew for models on the writing of Ren-

aissance England, on Sidney and Spenser, and also on the French

Guillaume Du Bartas, "great Bartas," for the large classical themes

she first attempted. But it is the tug bet'ween such intentions and her

own provincial and displaced world, bet'ween public issues and the

stuff of domestic life, that creates the tension in her verse, as, indeed,

does her typical Calvinist concern about the relation benveen this world

and the next. A late poem, "The Author to Her Book" (1678), directly

acknowledges the "home-spun cloth" from which she makes her po-

etry. But, though her srongest subiects are drawn from the stuff of

daily life-m ^ny ^repoems of love and grief, some celebr atingmarriage

in surprisingly intimate fashion ("If ever fwo were one, then surely

we./If ever man were loved by wife, then thee") and others mourning

the death of loved ones or the burning of the family house-they have

a meraphysical wit and texture that anticipate the work of a New

Englander of trvo hundred years later, Emily Dickinson. This comes

in part from the struggle berween dissent and acceptance in the life

of a srrong-willed -o-rn living in a commonwealth which required

double submission, to domestic and divine duty, but also in part from
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the sense of felt experience she inherited from British poerry, mixing
an alert vivacity with an apparent simplicity. Her love is marital, her
landscape plain but brightly seen, her meditations troubled but ulti-
mately pious, her awareness of nature acute but also respectful of the
Maker of it.

Bradstreet's poems were recogn tzed in England old and new; the
poeffy of Edward Taylor was private and remained unknown until a
bulky manuscript was discovered in the Yale University library in 1 937 ,
Slowly he has been recognized as the major Puritan poet, rhe best and
most productive America would produce till the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury. He too was born in Britain, in Leicestershire, and received his
education there before emigrating in 1668. Besides those poets who
influenced Bradstreet, he had also assimilated Donne, Herbert,
Crashaw and Vaughan, the major metaphysical-religious poets of the
age preceding his. A minister in \X/estfield, Massachusetts, he was a
Puritan first and a poet second; his poetry never deviates from dedi-
cation to the glory and goodness of God. Yet there is something occult
and Platonist about his thought, a baroque intensity in his writing,
that still makes it seem a surprising product of Puritanism. \7ith its
elaborate conceits and complex rhythms, it could well have s6uck his
contemporaries as popish-a possible reason why he made no effort
to publish and indeed, according to legend, asked his relatives ro
destroy his verse at his death. If it had been, we would have been
poorer by far more than some remarkable poetry, for the recovery of
his manuscripts opened a window on the American seventeenth century
that would have stayed closed forever. His poems pormay a Puritan
sensibility fruitfully nourished by the rich literary culture of Renais-
sance England-a belated, provincial poetry in some ways, for a con-
tempo ruty of Swift-but thoroughly Puritan in its devotional piety.
They also reveal what a gtfted imagination could make of a-orlJ seen
as only an American Puritan could see it, with a power of expression
that less poetic ally skilled writers like Bradford or even Mather could
only suggest.

Taylor's poetry shows that there is an exuaordinary compatibility
between the Puritan worldview and the wrought sensibility of ,rr.tr-
physical verse-that violent yokirg of unlike things that so distressed
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Samuel Johnson. For Taylor, soul and body, grace and sin, the will of

God and the intransigence of His fallen creature, all require violence

of conception and expression to resolve their contradiction:

Alas ! my soul, product of breath divine

For to illuminate a lumP of slime.

Sad providence! Must thou below thus tent

In such a eote as strangles with ill scent?

$floe's me! my mouldering heart! What must I do?

srhen is my moulting time ro shed my woe?

Oh! \Toeful fall! what , fall from heavenly bliss

To th' bottom of the bottomless abyss?

Above , an angry God! Below, black-blue

Brimstony flames of hell where sinners rue!

Behind , a trail of sins ! Before app eat

An host of mercies that abused were!
\Without, a ragung devil! and within,

A wracking conscience galling home for sin !

These lines from "The Soule Bemoaning are part of a long

sequence that Taylor called "God's Determinations Touching His

Elect," an apocalyptic rendering of Puritan belief written about 1682.

Taylor admired The Day of Doom, and once praised his wife because

"The Doomsday Verses much perfumed her breath." Like \Tiggles-

worth's poem a meditation on judgment, Taylor's sequence is essen-

tially different in that it captures the passional aspects of faith, as

$Tigglesworth does not, by embodying the struggle berween language

urJ .rnd.rstanding. "God's Determinations" should be read whole. It

srarrs brilliantly in its account of the summoning of Creation from

infinity ("\Who Spread its Canopy? Or Curtains spun? Who in this

Bowling Alley bowld the Sun?"); it rnoves from the Fall, which caused

the po.t', exiled state, through to the joyous transit of Christ's coach

toward the Heavenly City. If it lacks the epic grandeur and the intense

dramatic sense that makes Milton's Paradise Lost the greatest of Puritan

long poems, it nevertheless powerfully rcaltzes the plight of the indi-
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vidual soul seeking both regeneration and a grasp of the compatibility
berween infinite justice and infinite mercv.

Taylor wrote many shorter poems as well-most notably fwo
series of Preparatory Meditations that he used to explore scriptural
texts and plumb his worthiness to approach the altat. These po.-,
often have a charged erotic content and an appreciative phyri. ality,
along with the daring sense of language and willingness ro extend
analogies to near breaking point that make him a t*. meraphysical
poet. His verse presents the drama of feelirg as ̂  smuggle of itrained
discourse-"My tazzled Thoughts r'wirled into Snick-snarls run" -
where doubt and self-questioning have their proper, even startling,
place-"f 'm but a Flesh and Blood bug." His best-known poem, "Hus-
wifery" (ca. L685), illustrates abarcque sensibility that .o,rld transform
homely domestic activity into symbolic explorarion of the soul's de-
pendence on God for the grace ro deserue redemption:

Make ffie, o Lord, thy Spinning \x/heele compleate.
Thy Holy \il7orde my Distaff make for mee.

Make mine Affections thy swift Flyers neare
And make my Soule thy holy Spoole to bee.
My Conversation make to be thy Reele
And reele the yarn thereon spun of thy \wheele.

Make me thy Loome then, knit therein this Twine:
And make thy Holy Spirit, Lord, winde quills:

Then v/eave the web thyselfe. The yarn is fine.
Thine ordinances make my Fulling Mills.
Then dy. the same in Heavenly Colours Choice,
All pinkt with Varnisht Flowers of paradise.

Then cloathe therewith mine Undersranding, \7ill,
Affections, Judgement, Conscience, Memory,

My \fords, and Actions, that their shine may fi,ll
My v/ayes with glory and Thee glorify.
Then mine apparell shall display before yee
That I am Cloathd in Holy robes for glory.
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\il7hat is most remarkable is the way Taylor's verse employs the strained

conceits of the meraphysical madition to render the psychological and

emorional pressures of New England Calvinism, thereby using the

linguistic intensity of poetic ceation as itself a means of reaching

toward God and redemPtion.

Though discovered only lately, Taylor's large body of poetry now

seems a convincing source for our sense of what Roy Hanrey Pearce

has called the continuity of American poeffy. It has the spareness of

Puritanism, a sense that rhe Bible and the roubled soul and conscience

are sufficient locations for a struggle of the word toward revelation.

But, unlike most Puritan verse, it is not doggerel, diagram or crude

psalmody. Rather it displays triumphantly what Taylor's fellow Puritans

might only suggest: rhat there is a relation between the way the world

is seen and the aesthetic energy of the written vision. The Bunyanesque

world of Holy \X/ar, where Grace abounds and the Pilgrim progresses

roward the Holy City or the New Jerusalem, is presented as a powerful

inward drama for which poetry is a necess ary voice for manifesting

both mystical and verbal tension. This is a markedly American world,

for in the Puritan way America is made the special ground for the

contest of grace, part of the sacred landscape of revelation in which

historical and personal event enacts providential meaning. Taylor's

poems pass beyond litera ry artrfice to become emblems of ffanscendent

relationships, beyond allegory into the moral, psychological and sym-

bolic intensity that comes to characteflze so much of the richest Amer-

ican writing, from Emersor, Hawthorne and Melville through Emily

Dickinson and Henry James to \t/illiam Faulkner.

In imaginative prose fiction, there was, however, no comparable voice.

Indeed this -^r long to stay true, and though the novel eventually

became a major American form, it was slow to put down roots. But

one form of prose srory, arising directly out of the Puritan trials

in the wildem.rr, did reach a smiking level of creative energy-the

Indian-caprivity narrarives. In the struggles with landscape and climate,
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and above all in the battles with the Indians, the Puritans found them-
selves in direct encounter with America. In the providential plan, it
was here they would confront Satan in the "howling wilderness'i where
the Gospel had not yet reached. The Indian-captivity narrarives can
be read as the record of this story, another form of providential history
and annal, but they also became in time a prototype of popular Amer-
ican writing, dominating publication during the last years of the sev-
enteenth century and serving as essential source for much later
American fiction.

The ever-present Indian threat haunted all the colonies, and the
stories of captivity recorded temible events. As Cotton Mather said,
the settlers felt themselves "assaulted by unknou/n numbers of devils
in flesh on every side," and King Philip's \,Mar of 1675-76 brought
heavy casualties. The naffative accounts described the ensuing evenrs
but drew as well on the essential Pur itan myth that shaped p.r..ption
of the adventure: a chosen people crossing the sea to enter a wilderness
peopled with devils, suffering, tri al and captivi ty,learning of the close-
ness of taint and damnation and seeking redemption in the quest for
the nerilI city of salvation. These captivity stories tell of being taken
by the Indians, enduring dreadful hardships, witnessing horrors, facing
the cruelty of captors toward their prisoners, then of arescue or escape
which restores the narrator and permits him or her to recount these
adventures to seek out their providential meaning.

Captivity namatives were stories of trial and persecution endured
in the Satanic world of darkness that lay just beyond the covenanted
settlement. In the prose of a devout believer, the entire adventure
could be shaped into a lived allegory of salvatior, not just for an
individual but for an entire people. That is the spirit of Mrs. Mary
Rowlandson's story, The Soueraignty and Goodness of God, Together
lVith the Faithfulness of His Promises Displayed: Being a l,larratiue of
the Captiuity and Restauration of Mrs. Mory Routlandson (1682). $7ell
and carefully written, it was an account of her actual captivity durirg
King Philip's \War; it became a prototlpe, immensely popular, fre-
quently reprinted, much copied. Rowlandson's tale is an adventure
story which, 4s the title suggests, never forgets the experience's tran-
scendental meanings. The Puritan mythos guides her: she links her
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imprisonment with that of the soul snared by sin and with the countless

captivities of the Bible (from the children of Israel to Jonah in the

*i.I.'s belly); her language echoes that of the Old Testament and she

draws on its types. When she calls the Indians "he11-hounds" and their

dancin g "ar"r.-blance of hell," she means what she says: the Indians

are servanrs of Satan, their celebrations an emblem of spiritual death.

Her frequenr forced marches parallel the hazardous devil-beset journey

all must make through life; her rescue the same unaccountable act of

God's rnercy that -itt bring His Chosen Peopie to the heavenly king-

dom. The essenrial Puritan mph asserts itself: the captivity narrative

is sermofl, moral lesson, revelatory history-but also precursor of later

sensationalist fiction and gothic tale.

The apparenr reductiveness of these stories should not blind us

ro the po-* that Puritan vision could bring to the feel and form of

experi.r... The allegorical level of each narrative provided an entrance

by which the pou/er of storytelling could establish itself among a people

devoted to seruiceable truth and convinced that fiction v/as simply an

elaborared form of lying. Like Bunyan's (almost contemporary) Pil-

grim's Progress, Rowlandson's approach allows the story of an indi-

,ridrrul lifelo b. coherendy structured and to share the appeal of its

scriptu .;1lparallels and sources. \X/ithin these serious purposes' though,

the puritan writer was-as Defoe would parodically suggest tn Moll

Fland.e/s-free to make a tale as affective and diverting as possible.

Rowlandson's captivity account exhibits many qualities we find in the

best New England writing. Because God's purposes are displayed in

the slightest detail, the language can be remarkably concrete:

On the tenth of February 1675, Came the Indians with great num-

bers upon Lancaster: Their first coming was about Sunrising; hear-

ing the noise of some Guns, w€ looked out; several Houses were

burning, and the Smoke ascending to Heaven. There were five

person, t"ken in one house, the Father, and the Mother and a

sucking Child, they knockt on the head; the other two they took

and cairied away alive. . Another there was who running along

was shot and wounded, and fell down; he begged of them his life,

promising them Money (as they told me) but they would not

h.urke" t him but knockt him in head, and stript him naked, and

split open his Bowels.
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This is more than careful observation; it is another application of the
"plaine style" strivitg for accurate representation of observed life. But
the limits of the Puritan imagination, the elernents of experience their
creed made them unable to explore, are also apparent. Mrs. Row-
landson can acknowledge the pull of Indian life and "the wilderness-
condition" but must avert her eyes. Native tradition and culture, the
complex depths of America's natural world, are not fit subjects for
her discourse. The Puritan quest was not to know the land but to
redeem it and thereby redeem all of human history.

.vr.

By the end of the seventeenth century, New England was a dense,
settled culture, bookish, largely led by its ministers, in relatively close
contact with English and European thought. It was also a society
confirmed by its own history ttJ the failure of the Puritan Revolution
in Britain (in which New Englanders participated) in its redemprive
purpose and its sense of living out an elected, providential history on
American soil. It was a culture of biblical promise and manifest purpose
that deliberately excluded much from without and within-the more
Anglican and Cavalier spirit of the rwice-deported Thomas Morton of
Merry Mount, who would so fascinate Nathaniel Hawthorne and
whose The I'lew Englisb Canaan (L637) was a highly irreverent account
of Puritan piety and self-justification, the antinomianism of the critical
religious thinker Anne Hutchinson and the preacher Roger Sflilliams,
who managed to get himself exiled both from Plymourh and Massa-
chusetts B^y. Outcast as a dissenter to Rhode Island, \fiftams was
one of the few who tried to see the American Indians on their own
terms and made it his apostolic task to live with them "in their filthy
smoky holes . .. to gain their tongue." His Kty into the Languages of
America (1643) offered native vocabulaty lists and doggerel stanzas
which showed how the white man could learn from native culture and
native civilitv:

If nature's son both wild and rame,
Humane and courteous be:
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How ill becomes its sons of God

To want humanity? .

God gives them sleep on ground, on straw,

On sedgy mats or board:

\7hen English softest beds of down

Sometimes no sleeP afford.

I have known them leave their house or mat,

To lod ge a friend or stranger,

\7hen Jews and Christians oft have sent

Christ Jesus to the manger.

If Puritan prose and poerry tell us what the Puritan experience

meant for new Americans, the dissenting voices hint at what they

excluded. The Indian was only just making his entrance into American

writing-as a howling savage for som e , dcivil child of nature for others

like Wittiums. It was nor surprising that Indians, like blacks in the

South, remained marginal; not just the Indian wars but the warring

relations of the indigenous tribes, the language barrier and the prob-

lems of understanding the customs of native culture made contact

difficult. In literature as well as society, the Indian was to remain

excluded, never really fercihzing mainstream culture as the blacks

would eventually do. American nature often lay beyond the Puritan

cornpass as *.1i, largely remainittg a place of peril and a "howling

wilderness" beyond the safety of the plantation through which the

pilgrim passed on his way to the Heavenly City. As many writers since

have noticed, one legacy of the Puritan temper was the slow process

of American surrender to the land that was America; as Robert Frost

put it in the poem he read for President Kennedy't lnauguration, "The

iund was orlrc before we were the land's./She was our land more than

a hundred yearc/Before we v/ere her people. . , ." One result of this,

\X/iltiam Carlos \(illiams was to explain in his bitterly anti-Puntan In

tbe American Grain (1925), was that the sefflers were late to acquire

what the Indians possessed naturally, the capacity to "bathe in, to

explore alurays more deeply, to see, to feel, to touch . . ' the wild

b..,rty of the New \X/orld." \(/hat the Puritans denied, then, was what,

rwo hundred years larer, Henry David Thoreau accepted, that Amer-
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ican nature was the greatest form of instruction the continent offered,
that, as \il7hitman said, the land itself was the grearest poem. \X/hile
some Puritan nature writing exists, the forest beyond the settlemenr,
rather like the Europe left behind, seemed, as Nathaniel Hawthorne
would suggest in "Young Goodman Brown," dangerous and forbidden
space, psychologically as well as geographically. The neur seftlers saw
New England as a stage on which their roles in a divine drama were
on trial, and their Canaan was a millennial land, not a land of milk
and honey. The Indian sense of mystic reverence for the land, of the
timeless cycles that separated hirn from European linear history, had
not yet become cenffal to American culture.

Because of such exclusions, much later American writing, and
some would say the American imagination itself, revolte d against Pu-
ritanism. In fact to many later artists the very idea of a "Puritan
imagination" would come to seem a contradiction in terms. Haw-
thorne, one of whose ancestors was a judge at the Salem witchc mft
trials, returned with a sense of curious ambiguity to rhe world of his
steeple-hatted Puritan ancestors in The Scarlet Letter (1850). He tests
the idea of "iron-bound" Puritan society against the world of nature,
but discloses as well that the power of the Puritan spirit has nor died.
Indeed, in the preface, he wonders what Puritanism signifies for his
own art, anxiously admitting that his very book would probably seem
a crime to his own ancestors:

"\(/hat is he?" murmurs one gray shadow of my forefathers to the
other. "A writer of story-books: tW(hat kind of abusiness in life,
-what mode of glorifying God, or being serviceable to mankind
in his d^y and generation,-may that be? Why, the degene rate
fellow might as well have been a fiddler. "

American writers and critics took many generations to come to terms
with the implications of Puritanism. fn the L920s, when the modern
American arts flowered, fierce debates still raged about the destrucrive
power of Puritan influence: it was frequently held responsible for all
that was materialistic, commercial and anti-aesthetic in the American
view of life. Critics blamed the Puritan herit age for much that seemed
to limit American writing: its heavily allegor iztngdisposition, its failure
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to open out to experience or the ambiguity of the symbol, its lack of

inclusiveness, its dull response to the world of nature, its rigorous

moralism and its Anglo-saxonism. More recently, a reviv aI of interest

in the Puritan heritage has grown to the point of arguing its centrality

for the American imagination.

Neither view is entirely true. Even when they glorified their sep-

arateness and the virtues of the inner self, American Puritans sdll owed

much to their British forebears and conternporaries. And others, from

different origins and with ciifferent beiiefs, writing Tater or elsewhere,

opened many of the doors of American literary discovery. Yet the

Puritans' cosmic, rranscendental and providential vision, their faith in

an escape from a dead Old \7orld to a redemptive New one-their

"exceptionalist" belief in the powerful recovery of history-lingers yet

in American culture. So does their belief in the novelty of the story

they told and the value of their own "tenth muse." Passionately reas-

serted as a political aim in the early years of the Republic, repeated

with growing confidence in Ralph \7aldo Emerson's "American

Scholar" oration of 1837, in Herman Melville's rejection of "this leaven

of lite rury flunkeyism toward England" in 1850, agaun in \ilhitman's

disavowal of the "petty environage and limited area of the poets of

past and present Europe" in 1888, and so onward into the rwentieth

century, the conviction that Americans had a special purpose and

would speak it in a special voice was to remain continuous, guiding

the vision of American writers long after the devotion to Calvin's

doctrines died. The Puritan imagination does not explain the extraor-

dinary variousness American writing was to achieve, but it certainly

does not deserve the status of an eternal negative adversary. Puritanism

may have set certain limits on the American imagination; it was also

one of its essential roots.



CHAPTER

"20

AWAKENING AND
ENLIGHTENMENT

. I .

ln he God who sent the Puritans on their emand into the American
ll' wilderness did not send all His transatlantic settlers over the warer

in the same spirit. A Quaker God shaped \X/illiam Penn's Pennsylva nra,
a Catholic Lord populated the Chesapeake B^y area of Maryland , an
Episcopalian Deity led the way to the abundance of Virginia. Not all
the colonists were visible saints; some were entrepreneurs, indentured
seffants, even convicts. And the land was not only a "howlirg wil-
derness" and desert of trials, but a mine, an unexploited source of
wealth, a space for social opportunity or social concealment. There
were many stories to tell of America, often containing similar elements
(a sense of wonder, of freedom, of human novelty or paradisal hope)
but with very different intonations. A spiritual or devotional discourse
was not the only voice; a langu age resonating with secular pleasure or
more direct commercial cunning might also namate settlernent's his-
toric enterprise, as CaptatnJohn Smith had shown.

" 'Tis agreed , that Travellers are of all Men, the most suspected
of Insincerity," noted Smith's successor in recording Virginia, Robert
Beverly. However, said Beverly in his liv ely History and Present State
of Virginia (L705), while Frenchmen incline to hyperbole in such mat-
ters, "The English, it must be granted, invent more within the Compass
of Probability, and are contented to be less Ornamental, while they
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are more Sincere." Sincere or not, Beverly well knew the trope within

which he was inventing, and it was a Large one, nothing less than the

trope of the Earthly Parudise itself- "Paradice itself seem'd to be there,

in its first Native Lustre." Beverly's account evokes the innocent pas-

toral already celebrated by Draltoo, Raleigh and Manrell, a land where

life is propertyless, the noble savages live pleasurably and innocently

and the problems are simply those of relating nature to culture. Yet

Beverly'r is clearly not a seventeenth- but an eighteenth-century mind,

concerned with both improving and sustaining the garden of innocent

pleasure which is Virginia. His thought, based on values of reason,

science and progress, seeks an enlightened pastor aI, an intelligent pol-

ity; his history tells a story of social growth.

Beverly's Virginia is decidedly not Puritan, yet in New England

itself confidence in a theocentric universe was shifting toward a more

scienti fic, rational, empirical curiosity about the nature of the cosmos

and of human society. The foundation of the Royal Society in London

in 1662, rhe spirit of Locke, Burke and Newton, the intellectual cur-

renrs of the age ,were inmoducing ideas that would deeply shape Amer-

ica and in due time help bring it to independent nationhood.

Puritanism itself gradu aIIy responded to modern scientific study. In

The Christian Philosopber (I72I), Cotton Mather espouses scientific

learning: he can assert that "The \7orks of the Glorious coD in

the Creation of the World , are what I now propose to exhibit" since

the book of the universe continues to be God's book to be read. But

the distance between Mather and a later Enlightenment mind like

Benjamin Franklin's nevertheless remains enormous: while Franklin

examined in minute detail wbat occurred to see how it occurred,

thereby increasing the stock of practical human knowledge, Mather's

scientific curiosity asked why God's nature might behave in the ways

it did. "The ,Winds; 'ris an Angel moving his Wings that raises them,"

Mather nores. The danger of scientific thought, he warns, is the temp-

tation to atheism that must be "hissed out of the \il7orld." Like his

ancesrors, the world for Mather had been created by a "BEING that

must be superior to Matter, even the Creator and Gouernor of all

Matter." For his great successorJonathan Edwards, this was sdll much

the way in which natpre must be read.

Yet the spirit of' New England was changing as the eighteenth
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century began. Its emerging secularism is evident in the Diary of Samuel
Sewall, the most engaging recorder we have of Puritan domestic, social
and commercial life. Sewall began as a preacher, turned businessman
and finally became chief justice of Massachusetts, a consumrnate Pu-
ritan gentleman. A devout man, he sat as judge at the Salem witch
trials but later repudiated his role in the affar-"reirerated strokes of
God" causing him to take "the blame and the shame. " He also wrote
the first attack on slavery in America. His diary,however, ponrays an
American life of small things in its detailed accounring of the uneasy
balance bet'ween spiritual aspiration and the petty demands of everyday
life. Here we see the scurry of commercial affairs, family life, social
contacts' political duties, and learn when Cotton Mather's chimney
caught fire. Half-consciously it is a comic record, especially in its
account of Sewall's late-life courtship of various widows, "God having
in his holy Sovereignty put my wife out of the fore-se at," In a char-
acteristic mixture of spiritual intensity and secular concern, Sewall
woos Madam Winthrop with printed sermons and gingernuts, assessing
her character and whether or not her clothes are clean. His tone is
sometimes pompous, often witty, but he is always a pleasure to read.
His significance goes further, however, for he is a figure on the turn:
away from the Puritan past, toward the Yankee, commercial, empirical
spirit of eighreenth-century America.

The newer spirit in America was more conspicuous outside the
bounds of New England. The diarist lWilliam Byrd II of \fesrover,
Virginia, was a relative of Robert Beverly-a great landowner and
gentleman planter, protector of the Virginian garden, and in many
ways the antithesis of his Puritan contemporary Cotton Mather. FIis
library, the largest in the colonies, was nearly rwice the size of Mather's
and reflected both his rank and his ideals of cultivation. Sent to England
for his education like so many of the wealthy, then and since, he learned
Latin, Greek, Hebrew, French and Italian. He prepared for the bar
at the Middle Temple, learned the tobacco business in Holland, be-
came a member of the Royal Society and made his friends among the
courtiers, wits and writers of AugustanEngland: Wycherley, Congreve,
Swift and Pope. He brought the world of Restoration England back
with him when he returned to Virginia tn 1705 to become a leading
political figure and one of America's greatest landowners-he founded

l
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Richrnond on his own estate, which at his death covered nearly two

hundred thousand acres. He built a great mansion, \Westover, and

followed the Augustan model of improvement: land development,

planned abundance and the managed landscape were his ideals.

Byrd's sense of American life and possibility is cast in terms quite

different from those of the Puritan commentators. His world too is,

in its way, threatening; he fears disease, disaster and the wreck of his

ships, but his nature is no "howling wilderness" or den of devils.

Development is hard, but America is a promising garcien rising in the

hierarchy from barbarism to civihzatron, nature to art, forest and fron-

tier to tamed landscape. Cultivation in every sense is possible; nature

can be balanced benveen wilderness and artifice as history advances

nor toward God's millennium but to the plainer achievements of hu-

man progress that rest on individual energy and character. Byrd brings

us remarkably close to the eighteenth-century American mind that

owed quite as much to contemporary Europe as to its seventeenth-

century past.

Byrd's writings move in Augustan cadences, turning freely from

nature to political events, casting the eye of sophistication on the

empirical and primitive world. His three records of Virginia life, The

History of the Diuiding Line Betwixt Virginia and I'lorth Carolirua Run

in tbe Year 7728, A Progress to the Mines in the Year 1732 and A

lourney to tbe Land of Eden in the Year 7733, were written for private

circulation and nor printed till 1841. All are urbane and stylish, often

catching Swift's tone as he sends Gulliver on his travels: the desire for

colonizationis a "Distemper," an "Itch of Sailittg to this New \World."

There is a sharp contrast berween Byrd's sophistication and the frontier

people he meets as inquiring traveler or suffeyor of his colony's bound-

ary line, and backwoods customs on the Carolina frontier excite his

sense of comedy. The Indians attract his social curiosity and prompt

the observation that their women make excellent wives. As for plan-

tation life itself, that is a responsible Arcadian idyll where the rural

gentleman-philosopher may study, think and meditate amid his well-

managed lands. The sharpest rendering of Byrd and his times comes

from his .!e cret Diary G709-I2)-composed, like Pepys's, in his own

code, and discovered and deciphered only in I94I. Here an entire

culture comes alive, without any of Sewall's self-scrutiny or pomposity.
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The Diary is the frank self-record of a powerful political figure and
man of commerce who works hard but reads much, entertains con-
siderably but has many family woes, is master over land and slaves yet
expresses a modest and rational Christian devotion. "I said my prayers
and had good health, and good thoughts, and good humour, thank
God Almighty," he notes at the end of many of his days, ofren addi1g,
"I rogered my wife (lustily)."

Byrd's writing also demonstrates that American nature itself was
hard material for the mind to manage. American physical space v/as
vast, its clim ate varied and often dangerous, its problems of settlement
and social organi zation great. It was neither tamed nor enclosed, nei-
ther a garden to work on nor distantly sublime and enlarging to the
visual and aesthetic imagination. There were those in Er.rrop., like
Buffon in France, who sau/ the American climate as peruerr., . danger
to man and his development. Others sought to embrace the special
and remarkable wonders of American nature, but the American meta-
physic that would merge man and terrain was slow to develop. It was
not until the eighteenth century moved toward its end that the idea
of America as a promising new pastoral came to accommodate its
Revolutionary meaning. Another Frenchman, J, Hector St. Jean de
Crdvecoeur' who came steeped in the ideals of Rousseau, expressed
them in his Letters from an American Farmer (1782), a powerf,rl dem-
onstration of how a neur nature and a new social order might generate
a neu/ kind of man and close the great circle of civil izationon American
soil. This u/as the theme that Thomas Jefferson turned ro in his one
book, I'lotes on the State of Virginia (L784-85). fn Jefferson's post-
Revolutionary times, Crdvecoeur's rural metaphysic became a vision
of an ideal classical polity where the new free farmer and new liber-
tarian institutions found expression in an exuaordinary and open-
frontiered landsc upe, there to administer, according to the highest
eighteenth-century ideas, the heroic pastoral of the New \World.

. I I  .

The eighteenth century was a period
ideas and ideals, a change which did

of major change in American
not so much displace the mil-
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lenarian impulses so deeply associated with the American continent

and American settlement as refashion them in response to the intel-

lectual and scientific questions of the Ag. of Reason. In America, as

elsewhere, the Reformation world of Aristotle and Ramus gave u/ay to

the Enlighrenment world shaped by Newton and Locke; philosophy

turned from rigid theology tow ard natural science; the values of Deism

and moral naruralism, liberalism and progress increasingly became the

appropriate ways to interpret American experience. The English-

speaking coionies strung out aiong the Eastern seaboard were growing

ever more settled, more heterodox and more open to new ideas not

only from Europe but from each other. America's map was enlargitg,

its sense of bein g a rising empire increasing as its interior became an

object of exploration and curiosity, the number and size of its cities

expanded, its professions and mercantile development greu/. Ameri-

cans urere gradually discovering the social and scientific complexiry of

their New \7orld. The Puritan inheritance was being moderated and

changed by the new thought and the new social order; the great re-

ligious awakenings of the new century were not simply attempts at

reviving the old inheritance but energetic efforts to give new meaning

to rapidly changing times.

AII this is evidenr in rwo remarkable American minds that flour-

ished in the eighteenrh century, Jonathan Edwards and Benjamin

Franklin, two men who berween them seemed to rcaltze and sum up

the changes of American thought and the variety within it. Born within

three years of each other, the fwo ate often seen as representing the

conrrasting principles of eighteenth-century Ameri c^n life-one the

idealist, the other the materialist; one the Puritan preacher working

in New England and on the frontier, the other the man of political

activism working to influence the affairs and the direction of the *il/est-

ern world; one the speculative thinker who was eventually to be thought

of as an American Aquinas, the other the polymathic man for all

seasons, the printer and politic ian, scientist and inventor, whose flex-

ible, ranging intelligence could turn readily in any direction his curiosity

led him. In these terms, they do indeed seem to represent opposite

principles in the American mind-an older metaphysical Puritan

rtruin, looking back ro the past, a new spirit of Yankee mercantile
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practic ality and ingenuity, looking forward to the future. Tl,re contrasr
is significant, but not complete. It is perhaps truer to say that new and
old were, in different ways, combined in both, and that both embodied
fundamental American continuities they passed on to the future.

Edwards's foremost purposes were clear: to make Puritanism vi-
able for the eighteenth century and re-establish its main doctrines on
a sound philosophical basis. He planned a summa, a History of the
Vork of Redemption, but it was still unwritten when he died at j5
from a smallpox inoculation undergone to demonsgate to his Princeton
students his confidence in science. His theological purposes are per-
haps best suggested by A Careful and Strict Enquiry, into tbe Moiern
Preuailing I'Jotions That Freedom of Witt Is Supposed to Be Essential to
Moral Agenq, Virtue and Vice, Reward and Punishment, Praise and.
Blame (1754). The title might well recall his mentor, Cotton Mather,
but where Mather had drawn on secular scholarship ro buffress his
orthodox theology, Edwards went further, responding directly ro con-
temporury Deism and experimental science. As a child he had recorded
his obseruations "Of fnsects" and "Of the Rainbow" with a precise
notation of data that u/as to characterize his later assimilation ol N.--
ton; by his mid-teens, he was studying Locke's Ess ay Concerning Hu-
man (Jnderstanding and making notes on "the Mini." The r.r1rir, for
his sermons and theological writings, was both a vivid awareness of
physical phenomena and a recognition of human subjectivity; for Ed-
wards, both bore directly on questions of God's grace and spiritual
regeneration. His Treatise Concerning Religious Afections (L7 46) and
his own story of "awakening" in the Personal I,larratiue (ca. I74l') raise
many of the Reformation questions that had concerned first-generation
Puritans, but he brought a new emotional insistence to the recordirg
and justifyitg of the affective force of faith. This emotional power
charged his sermons and helped spark the Great Awakening of reli-
gious energy which spread from Maine to Georgia in the lare 17J0s,
a revivalist fervor he sometimes condemned but nevertheless acknowl-
edged as a response to the genuine inflowing of grace.

Edwards was, in short, a Puritan whose open-minded study of
doctrine led him to the psychology of subjective experience-and so
to anticipation of the transcendental Romanticism of the nexr centurv.
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He was an American millennialist reading signs and types for a coming

American regenerarion of mankind. Scientific discovery simply added

to the typological evidence:

The late invention of telescopes, whereby heavenly obiects are

brought so much nearer and made so much plainer to sight and

such *ond.rfull discoveries have been made in the heavens, is a

rype and forerunner of the great increase in the knowledg. of

hearreniy things that shali be in the approaching glorious times of

the Christian church,

he could say tn Images or Sbadouts of Diuine Things, one of the most

powerful illustrarions we have of the Puritan typological imagination.

brrt Edwards's typolo gy canembrace as well the experience of intuition

and the individual soul, indeed, we might sdl, of that antinomian heresy

for which the Puritans had earlier condemned Mrs. Hutchinson and

the Quakers. Nature itself becomes a syrnbolic system with man its

interpreter.

I believe the grass and other vegetables growing and flourishitg,

looking gr..1 and pleasant as it were, ripenitg, blossomitg, and

bearinl f."it from the influence of the heavens, the rain and wind

and light and heat of the sun, to be on purpose to represent the

d.p.rdence of our spiritual welfare upon God's gracious influences

and the effusiom of His holy spirit. I am sure there are none of

the types of the Old Testament are more lively images of spiritual

things.

Indeed, like the secular Platonism of the Renaissance, Edwards's form

of Puritanism opens up a world of interpretative significance to the

artist of close obsenration and imaginative sensation and helps explain

the later welcome European Romanticism would receive in America.

The symbolistic, rranscendental American mind owes much to Ed-

wards. It is his spirit that leads to Ahab's cry inMoby-Dick, "O Nature,

and O soul of man! how far beyond all utterance are your linked

analogies ! not the smallest atom stirs or lives in matter, but has its

.rrrrrrirrg duplicate in mind"; to Thoreau's insistence that the world
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exists to supply us with tropes and figures; to Emerson's, that "Every
natural fact is a symbol of some spiritu al fact."

Franklin would seem to have little to do with any of this. "\(/har
then is the American, this new man ?" I . Hector St. Jean de Crdvecoeur
asked in the most familiar passage of his Letters from an American
Farmer; he answered that

He is an American, who, leaving behind all his ancient prejudices
and manners, receives new ones from the mode of life h. has
embraced, the new government he obeys, and the new rank he
holds. . . . The American is a new man, who acrs on new principles;
he must therefore entertain new ideas, and form new opinions.

Of this new, self-created American type, Franklin seems the supreme
example. Born in Boston, son of a chandler and soap maker, h;, hke
Edwards, heard Cotton Mather's sermons. But after meager schooling,
drawing his education mainly from the books he read as an apprentice
printer, he ran off at seventeen to Quaker Philadelphia, spenr ruro years
in London-where he wrote a rationalist pamphlet called A Disser-
tation of Liberty and Iliecessity (L725) to argue that the individual is
not free and therefore not morally responsible-and then returned to
Philadelphia to open a highty successful printshop. It was the poly-
mathic side of Cotton Mather, the side that led him through the sci-
ences from natural obsenration to medicine, that Frankh; folowed.
Indeed the Boston spirit never left him; he remained always Puritan
in his self-scrutiny and his desire to edify. But his was the Puritan
conscience wholly seculafized; absorbing the Deism of his d^y, he
becam e a m^n for whom the spiritual questions of his forefath.r, had
turned to questions of ethics, self- management and public service. His
very consciousness of self and his determination to master rather than
suffer worldly events came from those forefathers, but his rise to public
success and his eventual status as the country's first internationally
acknowledged statesman reveal how far colonial life had shifted from
the guiding vision of the "Pilgrim Fathers" to the historical expansion
of the civilization they planted. Franklin was, indeed, the new man,
the American as modern, -ho self-consciously acquired the qualities

4 I
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necess ary for the successful creation not only of his own but the col-

onies' destiny.
Franklin belonged ro an expanding new age of American culture,

^n age of travel, n.*rpapers, bookshops, scientific and philosophical

societies, m gazines, theaters and universities. He compiled and

printed what became one of the most familiar of all American publi-

cation s, Poor Ricbard,'s Almanack (1733-58), an annual broadsheet of

practic al farmirg, social advice and home-spun wisdom ("Honesty is

it. best policy' j, founded America's second magazine, The General

Magazine and, Historical Chronicle, wrote from his youth onward for

the press and devoted himself to inventions and institutions to seffe

the public weal-the Franklin stove, the lightning rod, the first library,

,tr".t paving, sweeping and lighting, the American Philosophical So-

ciety, itt. Uninersity o1 P.rtnsylvania, a city hospital, a new kind of

clock. His writings ranged from popular texts to scientific publications

over an extraorJirrrry ruttg. of interests and in most experimental

fields; he was elected ro the Royal Society and awarded its gold medal.

Franklin's best-known book, The Autobiography, written berween

I77I and 1788, published in I79I and 1818, was thus not simply a

personal nagarive or even a classic story of self-help and individual

progr.rr, but a cenral document of the evolutionary growth and the

irrt.ll.ctual morion of America itself. He wrote it in troubled times,

the times of his own grearesr importance, international fame and

influence-rhe first part when he was in England in I77I, in the

immediately pre-Revolution ffy years, the second after the Revolution

in !784, when he was American Minister to France, the third back in
philadelphia in 1788. By then the elderly international statesman and

one of the prime forgers of the neu/ nation, its Declaration of Inde-

pendence and Constitution, was now a "citizen of the world" with

much to look back on: his ou/n growth a pattern for the growth of

the nation itself.
Tbe Autobiography is one of those summary texts of obvious

public imporrance-, though Franklin initially began it in the manner of

Lord Chesterfield, 4s a manual of private guidance for his natural son.

Having emerged from the poverty and obscurity in which I was

born 
""a 

breJ to a srate of affluence and some degree of reputation
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in the world, and having gone so far through life with a considerable
share of felicity, the conducing means I made use of, which with
the blessing of God so well succeeded, my posterity may like to
know, as they may find some of them suitable to their own situ-
ations, and therefore fit to be imitated.

tWhen the Revolution broke the story off, friends urged its conrinua-
tion; Franklin (who may fairly be called one of the world's first public
relations experts) incorporated their letters:

"\flhat will the world say if kind, humane, and benevolent Ben.
Franklin should leave his friends and the world deprived of so
pleasing and profitable a work; a work which would be ,rseful and
entertaining not only to a few, but to millions? . I know of no
character living . who has so much in his power as thyself to
promote a greater spirit of industry and early attention to business,
frugality, and temperance with the American youth,"

wrote olle. Another directly linked Franklin to America's meaning as
an " efficacious advertisement" of the nation's charader: "All that has
happened to you is also connected to the detail of the manners and
situation of a rising people. "

Franklin not only carefully sustains such an identification, but he
meticulously establishes its roots in his family's Puritan pasr. He takes
his story back three generations, to Ecton, Northamptonshire, in En-
gland, where his family were Protestants and dissenrers who traveled
to New England in 1682, "where they expected to enjoy their mode
of religion with freedonl." His upbringing was nourished on Mather's
Essays to Do Good and Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, and both feed his
own book. But Puritanism has become seculafized. Franklin carefully
dramatizes his move to Philadelphia to emphasize the space benveen
his own Poor Richard's "unlikely beginnings" and his later wealth,
success and influence; the older Calvinist mode of spiritual growth is
now adapted to worldly purposes, to amaterialist "Pilgrim's progresS,"
for senzice to God is now senrice to man, and rnorality an iss,re of
social utility. It is a tale of a quest for "moral perfection" which is also
social achievement. Apptopriately it has its failures and backslidings
-hence the famout .hrtts he devised to record his progress (later to
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be imitated by ScottFttzgerald'sJay Gatsby). He seeks to acquire "the

habitud.e of.the thirteen virtues," from Resolution ("Resolve to perform

what you ought; perform without fatlwhat you resolve") and Frugality

("Waste ,rothirrg;') to Indusmy ("Lose no time; be always employed

in something useful") and Humility ("Imitate," he asserts comfortably,
'Jesus and Socrates" ) . He noted on his elabor ate datly tables his failures

in any of these virtues: "I was surpriz'd to find myself so much fuller

of fauhs rhan I had imagined; but I had the satisfaction of seeing them

diminish."
Tbe Autobiography is also the tale of Franklin's life seen as abook.

To the end, he liked to call himself "8. Franklin, printer," to regard

his mistakes as " ettata," his task as the makin g of a " chatacter, " his

business rhe finding of a "style" of writing and of life. A main story

of the book is his forging of a discourse leading to worldly success;

from that discourse he in turn consructs a fictive being, none other

than Ben Franklin, man of the world, representative American and

example to us all.

As Prose Writing has been of great Use to me in the Course of

my Life, and *ui a principal Means of my Advancement, I shall

t.il yo., how in such a Situation I acquir'd what little Ability I have

in that way,

he announces. He recounts how as a chitd in Boston he and "another

bookish lad of the Town" were found by his father disputing with

each orher-a habit, he notes with characteristic wit allied to edifi-

cation, that "Persons of Good Sense, I have since obseru'd, seldom

fall into . . . except Lawyers, University Men, and Men of all sorts that

have been bred ar Edinborough"-and his father points out "how I

fe|| short in elegance of Expression, in Method and in Perspicuity.

. . . I saw the Justice of his Rernarks, and thence grew more attentive

to the Manner Ln writing, and determin'd to endeavour at Improve-

ment." The source of his lesson is Addison's'spectator, a gteat favorite

in America; he thinks "the \Writing excellent, and wish'd if possible

to imitate it." He makes summaries, sets them aside, then attempts to

re-create the essays from notes, finding that, when compared with the

originals, "I wanted a stock of \Uords or a Readiness in recollecting
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and using them." So he tries versifyirg,
for \il7ords of the same import but of
measure, or of different Sound for the
and usage. Discovering his faults and

"since the continual Occasion
different Length, ro suit the
Rhyme," enlarges vocabulary
amendirg them, he becomes

what the reader akeady knows him to be, one of the most acclaimed
of eighteenth-century prose writers.

Essentially Franklin's is a classic eighteenth-cenrury prescription
for utilitarian prose, edi&ing and effective, shaped by Royal Society
ideas and standards of good sense. It is "the plaine style" updated in
the spirit of Coffon Mather, but to a secular end: "I approv'd the
amusing one's self with Poetry now and then," he notes, "so far as to
improve one's language, but no farther." The task is to create a man
of sense and science in a prose age; since,

when ill-expressed, the most proper Sentiments and jusrest Rea-
soning lose much of their native Force and Beauty, it seems to me
that there is scarc e any Accomplishment more necessary to a Man
of Sense, than that of Writing Well tn his Mother Tongue.

As Franklin finds his way to wealth and from moral innocence to
useful wisdom, the resulting mixture of Puritanism and practic alrty
surely makes The Autobiography the rnost striking book of colonial
Ameri ca-^nd the first life, we might say, of modern American ma1.
Franklin was to take the story only to L757, but already ir had reached
the public figure who is model for his people, the Founding Father in
embryo. Rather like the novels of Daniel Defoe , The Autobiography
can take its place as one of the memorable realist fictions of the eigh-
teenth century, the story of the making of a self through useful em-
ployment in the world of things. A tale of adventures tending ever
upward, it defines the success we already expect when we begin our
reading. And it shows how what $7eber and Tawney have taught us
to call the Protestant ethic came to direct the energies of the American
character, and indeed shape it toward revolution and nation ality.

It may seem rernarkable that two of the most impor tant prose
documents of the American eighteenth cenrury, apaft from political
statement and controversy, are autobiographies, but in a Deistic age,
when, as Pope said, "The proper study of mankind is Man," auto-
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biography becomes an inevitable form. One, Edwards's Personal I'lar-

ratiue, is a tale of spiritual awakening, a discovery of divine emotion

within the self. The other, Franklin's self-record, is a tale of moral

entrepreneurship and consequent social awakening, for the developed

single individ"rt and man of sense could identify with nothing less

than human progress itself. In their different ways, the stories of both

men reveal an essential American transition from the world of Calvinist

orthodoxy to the world of the Enlightenment.

.  I I I

Franklin was nor only scientist, politician and American Founding

Father; he was also a literary critic, much concerned, like the other

Founding Fathers, with the fate of the arts in the New World. In late

life, h. *us srill wondering whether or when the arts would cross the

ocean from Britain to the new nation:

Why should that petty island, which compared to America is but

like a stepping-stone in a Brook, scarce enough of it above water

to keep or.'r rho.t dty; *hy, I say, should that little Island enioy

in almost every Neighbourhood, more sensible virtuous and elegant

Minds, than we can collect in ranging 100 Leagues of our vast

Forests? But 'tis said the Arts delight to travel \West'ward.

Even ^s asixteen-year-old in Boston, writing in 1722 the Dogood Papers

he provided for his brother's newspaper, The I'lew-England Courant,

Franklin was looking to literary matters; his paper no. 7 was one of

the colonies' earliest pieces of literary criticism. It is a burlesgue,

offering to answer the "Complaint of many Ingenious Foreigners .

That good poetry is not to be expected in I'lew England." Such com-

plaints were to continue well into the nineteenth century, often causing

gr.", offense, but Franklin's offense is only assumed. He offers to

refute the charge by q.roting examples fro m An Elegy upon the Mucb

Lamented Death of Mrs. Mebitebell Kitel, of which
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It may justly be said in its Praise, without Flattery to the Author,
that it is the most Extraordinary Piece That ever was wrore in New-
England. I will leave . Readers ro judge, if ever they read any
Lines, that would sooner make them draw tbeir Breath and Sigh,
if not shed Tears, than these following.

Come let us mourn, for we
Sister,

Who has lately taken Flight,

haue lost a Wrft, a Daughter, and a

and greatly we baue Mist her.

Franklin's extended mockery of such appallirg verse displays him at
his most witty and entertaining. But this youthful essay is also notable
for its urbane, Augustan manner; it is an attack on wh at aneoclassical
age called "Dullness," He is therefore posing as well the preoccupying
problem of the arts in eighteenth-century America: were the colonies
indeed refined enough to produce the "polished" arrs that a civil ized,
age demanded?

Forms of this question were to last long in American thought,
but they took a particular shape in the Enlighrenment age.Despite
men like Edwards, the old rnillen anan account of providential history
uras fading as a nev/ cyclical sense of the fate of nations grew from the
work of thinkers like Vico and Montesquieu. The new tesr of culture
u/as progress, and science and the arts were presumed to progress
together, evolving in a cycle of development and passing from .g. to
a,ge, country to country, in sequences of ascent and descent. Behind
the spirit of British Augustanism was a faith in just such a succession
in the course of empire: this is *hy, in Windsor Forest (L7 L3), the
greatest of the Augus tan poets, Alexander Pope, could conceive of a
motion of empires leading from Greece to Rome and Rome to Brit ain,
where refinement, science and patronerge reproduced the age of gold.
America frequently figured in this plan of things, since empire seemed
to move westward as barbarism turned to refinement, nature to sense.
In 1726, the British philosopher and theolo gLanBishop George Berke-
l.y, shortly to visit the colonies, circulated some verses "On the Pros-
pect of Planting Arts and Learning in Ameri c^" which turned the old
Utopian hope into a new principle. They conclude with a prophecy
that came to haunr much American thought and writing.
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There shall be sun g another golden lge ,

The rise of emPire and of arts,

The good and great, inspiring Epick rage;

The wisest heads and noblest hearts.

Not such as Europe breeds, in her decay,

Such as she bred, when fresh and young;
\X/hen heavenly flame did animate her clay,

By future poets shall be sung.

\X/estward the course of empire takes its way;

The four first acts already Past,
A fifth shall close the drama with the day:

Time's noblest offspring is the last.

Berkeley's historical dra m , echoed by Gibbon, Volney and many

others, sees America as the world's youth moving to a rising glory.

Once aga1na millenarian vision, it was cast now in new and progress-

orient.J t.rms. The promise of. a golden age that would replace Eu-

ropean decay and *orrurchical institutions and call forth its own heroic

epic was to obsess rhe eighteenth century on both sides of the Atlantic.

Other British poets, like Aaaiton and Thomson, embellished this Whig

theme, linking poerry ro politics. Oliver Goldsmith, in The Deserted

Village (fi7q, i.., in decaying Auburn the decline of the golden age

purroral, the middle ground berween barbarism and urban corruption,

but the Muse, driven our of Britain by enclosure and the Industrial

Revolution, is sent sailing across the seas-to America.

The index of the golden age was a balanced progress, and so in

incorporaring the neoclassical ideal, the poets of America began to

irrt.rirer rhe colonies in the language of heroic and pastoral epic. The

rational world view of Deism, the celebration of progress and hus-

banded nature, the urbane cosmopolitanism of Pope, Sheridan and

Addisoo, came ro preoccupy much if not rnost American writing. But

the problem of whether th. colonies were yet ready to nurture such

an att was a real one. There were no paffons, few great cities, an

insufficient educated audience, and the poets were usually first and
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foremost preachers or lawyers. As early as 1728, in the first literary
publication in Maryland, Richard Lewis offered a ranslation of Edward
Holdswofth's Muscipula "to cultivate Polite Literature in Maryland."
Yet its dedicatory verses confess the difficulty of bringing such " soft
encbanting strains" to a colony where

,..f 
'{J;ilJ*,y;;::;T::T: 

i[: ?i!,;:d 
Prains,

"To raise the Genius," 'til/E no Time can spare,
A bare subsistence claims our utmost care. . . .

It might seem that somethitg rougher and less swain-ridden was more
suited to the American case. Indeed Ebene zer Cooke's "The Sot-$feed
Factor," ptblished in London in 1708 and revised in L731, is jingling
satire about a British innocent who comes as a "sot-weed," or tobacco
merch ant, to the Maryland backwoods, where the shrewd locals abuse
and cheat him. As John Barth's adaptation in his 1962 novel of the
same title reminds us, Cooke's is one early eighteenth-century Amer-
ican poem we can take some real pleasure in.

But Romantic barbarism or mock-heroic were not yet American
concerns, and there is little to relieve the stiff solemnity of most
eighteenth-century colonial verse. Secular epic gets off to a decidedly
shaky start in Roger Wolcott's 1500-lrne Brief Account of the Agenqt
of the Honourable John rVinthrop (1725), where the Puritan Fathers
provoke classical allusions and, persecuted by Aeolus and Neprune,
flounder in the same sea of Vergilian pastiche that would drown Co-
lumbus in later poems. The aim might be a new art, in a new spirit,
but it rarely departed from Augustan polish and the old classic al ap-
paratus. In New Jersey the preacher-poet Nathanael Evans admitted
that . . we are in a climate cast/S7here few the muse can relish, "
but he nonetheless made it his poetic duty to summon the muses to
the Schuylkill River, "$(/here liberty exalts the mind;/\7here plenty
basks the live long day,/And pours her treasures unconfrn'd./Hither
ye beauteous uirgins tend. . . Rarely u/ere the Muses summoned as
frequently across treacherous waters as now, but they remained cu-
riously English Muses and apparently loath to travel.
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The goal American poers were setting themselves, in neoclassic

fashion, u/as imitation of the best British models. One of eighteenth-

century America's most popular preachers and poets, Mather Byles,

was a nephew of Cotton Mather, but he did not turn to Puritan models

for his verses, 4s his "To an Ingenious Young Gentleman" (17 44)

made very clear:

He, 'wondrous Bard! v,,hose Nurnbers reach our Shore,

Tho' Oceans roll befween, and Tempests roar.

O Pope I thy Fame is spread around the Sky,

Far as the \Waves can flow, far as the \Winds can fly!

Haill Bard triumphant, fill'd with hallow'd Rage,

Sent from high Heav'n to grace the htppy Age:

For thee a thousand Garlands shall be wove,

And ev'ry Clime project a laurel Grove;

Thy Name be heard in ev'ry artful Song,

And thy loud Praise employ each tuneful Tongue.

Byles set to work to cultivate an American "huppy Age," celebrating

imitation and assaulring dullness and eccentricity in Bombastic and

Grubstreet Style: A Satire (L745)-itself an imitation of similar attacks

in Britain. "Pope's are the Rules which you, my Friend, receive," he

wrote, "From him I gather what to you I give." For others, like Na-

thanael Evans, the ideal bard might be Cowl.y, Milton, Gray, Thomson

or Goldsmith, but well into the nineteenth century the dominant spirit

of American verse would remain imitation and universality, neoclas-

sicism and Augustanism , all in pursuit of what Thomas Odiorne, in

1792, was sdll, in a poem of this title, calling "the Progress of Refine-

ment." This dependence made eighteenth-century American poeffy

minor verse with a major theme-the advance of the nation itself. It

was a literature of small talents, but one that awaited, or announced,

the agival of the Muses and the moment of epic fulfillment. As con-

renrion with Britain increased, the political implication grew clearer:

the Muses would bring both poetry and liberty as intertwined strands

of a single fabric.
It is hence nor surprising that the celebration of native achieve-
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ment reached its peak in the L770s, as the veil seemed to 6emble. The
decade opened withJohn Trumbull of Yale inviting American poerry to

s7ake from nature's themes the moral song
And shine with Pope, with Thomson and with young;
This land her Swift and Addison shall view
The former honours equall'd by the new. . . .

A year later at Princeton, confidence was even higher, as Philip Freneau
and Hugh Henry Brackenridge indicate in their jointly written "Poem
. . . On the Rising Glory of America":

Hither they [the MusesJ wing their way, the last the best
of counries, where the arts shall rise and grow
And arms shall have their d^y-E'en now we boast
A Franklin, prince of all philosophy,
A genius piercing as the electric fire,
Bright as the lightning's flash, explained so well
By him, the rival of Brittania's sage [Newton].
This is a land of every joyous sound,
Of liberry and life, sweet libertyl
without whose aid the noblest genius falls
And Science irremievably must die.

These were the poets who v/ere to write during the years of revolution
and set the path for poetry in the nev/ republic. Trumbull was one of
a group from Yale which included Timothy Dwight, later presidenr
of Yale, Joel Barlow, who would write The Columbiad (1807) , and,
David Humphreys; we now call them the "Connecticut $7its" or the
"Hartford Wits," though the links between them diminished as rime
went on. Freneau became a political journalist and powerful poet,
Brackenridge an early novelist. But here, at the start of their careers,
they were already sensitg that America was on the doorstep of epic,
that the arts and politics, science and liberty, were nou/ bound in one
revelatory equation. They believed that revolution signaled the coming
of the Muses, the dawn of a golden age of libetty, enlighrenment and
artistic deliverance. The ideal late Augustan epic, the culminaring
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poem, was thus not in vers e at all; it was the Declaration of Indepen-

i.rr.. of 1 77 6. Seven years later, its self-evident truths reigned on the

American strand. It is less clear that the Muses did. In epic and mock-

heroic, the poets of this Revolutionary generation sought to affirm their

arrival, to match art to arms and fulfill the regenerative promise of

Berkeley. Yet one thing is obvious: if the Muses had come, and the

confident promise of Freneau and Brackenridge that "susquehanna's

rocky sleam unsung" would "yet remurmur to the magic sound /Of

song-heroic" was now being fulfilled, then those Muses chose to reveai

themselves not in new artistic forms but fully clad in the metrics, the

closed rhymes, the aesthetic conventions and the poetic ffopes of much

earlier British neoclassical writing.

IV.

Intellectual histories and theories of Zeitgeist head us to expect radical

changes in a narion as its destiny unfolds, but frequently what seems

a fr-,ndamental shift in direction is merely an alteration in the language

of discourse. In the early years, the settlers in the new land thought

of their experience and shaped their sense of it in biblical images of

the gard.r, and millennial fulfillment. The discourse precedittg the

Revolution of 177 6 and the assessment of its meaning that dominated

succeeding decades called forth a language of political economy rooted

in the statecraft of Greece and Rome, just as later years would turn

to meraphors of philosophy and the arts to comprehend themselves,

but the ,rnderlying concerns sust arn a recogn tzable continuity through-

out. The Revolutionary years were in a sense a second birth for the

westering people. Once agaln they asked themselves the meaning of

their errand. By now their God seemed distant and content to let them

discover His purposes in the task He set before them-the forging of

a new narion-and so their recorded thought turns from scriptural

analogy ro political debate on the rights and responsibilities of citi-

zenship, the limits and proper obligations of governments.

W. have seen how Benjamin Franklin tailored his book as he had

his public self to fit the idiom of his time. \7hen he set himself to

describe his country in L782, in "Information for Those Who \Uould
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Remove to Ameri cd," he provided advice Bradford and Winthrop
might have offered long before, though his mode is not theirs. "America
is the Land of Labour," he wrires,

and by no means what the English call, Lubberland, and the French
Pays de Cocagne, where the streets are said to be pav'd with half-
peck Loaves, the Houses til'd with Pancakes, and where the Fowls
fly about ready roasred, cryirg, Come eat me!

One class of immigrant is therefore no more likely to make his way in
the neu/ nation than he was in the new colonies, the idle aristocrat.
People here, Franklin warns, do not ask of a lew arrival , "Wbat is
l)t," but

What can he do? . . . The Husbandman is in honor . . . and even
the Mechanic, because their employments are useful. The People
have a saying, that God Almighty is Himself a Mechanic, the great-
est in the Universe; and he is respected and admired more for the
variety, ingenuity, and utility of his handyvorks, than for the An-
tiquity of his Family.

Franklin's formulations are themselves artful, and yet, true to his
Puritan ancesffy, their art serues to drive their import to good purpose.
For, just as God's altar needed no polishing in the Boy Psatme Book,
the new nation provides no encouragement to artists who, like the
wellborn they traditionally selve, conmibute little to rhe nation's work-
aday needs. Few Americans are willing or able, Franklin warns, "to
pay the high Prices given in Europe for Paintings, Statues, Archirecrure,
and the other $7orks of Art , that are more curious than useful. " So
true is this, in fact, that "the natural Geniuses, that have arisen in
America with such Talents, have uniformly quitted that Country for
Europe, where they can be more suitably rewarded. " This had already
proved the case with painters like Benjamin \West and John Copley
who had gone to train and seffle in Italy and London, beginning an
expatriate tradition in the American arts that many native writers would
follow, from Sfashington Iruing to Henry James and T. S. Eliot. And
though Franklin desired to see this situation reversed, he recognized
that artistic culture was sdll in some sense based in Europe.
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The arts, then, were not seen as a first need for the new United

States. The Founding Fathers-educated men nourished on ideas of

Enlightenment and progress, with cultivated tastes and substantial

libraries-might envy the European nations their arts, but not the

social institutions that traditionally supported them. Their first concern

was the health of their new nation. Franklin once said that one good

schoolmaster was worth twenty poets; Jefferson thought the novel a

"great obstacle" to the education of youth and advised against sending

young people to Europe for "cultivation";James Madison, iike Mather

before him, argued that "poetry, wit, and criticism, romances, plays,

etc., deserve but a small portion of a man's time."

Of cenrral interest in our thinking about the arts in the early

republic is a letter sent by John Adams to his wife from Paris in 1780,

where he remarks that it would be a "very pleasant Amusement" to

walk in the gardens of Versailles or the Tuileries and desuibe the

statuary to her: "instructive Entertainment, improving in History,

Mythology, Poetry." But that is not to his present purpose:

It is not . . . the fine Arts, which our Country requires. The Usefull,

the mechanic Arts, are those which we have occasion for in a young

Country, as yet simple and not far advanced in Luxury, although
perhaps too much for her age and character.

He cannot allow time for temples and palaces, paintings and sculptures;

his du{ is to learn the science of government:

I must study Politicks and Sflar that my sons may have liberty to

study Mathematicks and Philosophy. My sons ought to study Math-

ematicks and Philosophy, Geography, Natural History, Naval Ar-

chitecture, Navigation, Commerce and Agriculture, in order to give

their Children a right to study Painting, Poetry, Musick, Architec-

ture, Statuary, Tapestry and Porcelaine.

The paradigm remains a gloss on Bishop Berkeley's vision of civili-

zatton's westward march, the course of empire; for, to Adams and the

orher Foundirtg Fathers, these are the stages through which human

development makes its way.

From this perspective, the relatively slim achievement of the early
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republican years in the polite arts acquires an almost positive tinr, The
creative energies were there, but they turned elsewhere in a time when
the hardships seemed as great as those faced by the first fathers of
Plymouth and the Buy Colony. Once again, as in the seventeenth
century,language was needed as an instrument of assertion, definition,
confirm atron_a language of polemic and logical discourse now be-
came the rhetoric of public speech, newspaper editorial, political pam-
phlet. The quality of such efforts can be measured by their eventual
shaping effect on the nation, but they had their own conremporary
recognition. "For myself," the elder \X/illiam Pitt told the British House
of Lords,

I must declare and avow that in all my reading of history and
observation-and it has been my favourite study-that for solidity
of reasoning, force of sagacity, and wisdom of conclusion under
such a complication of difficult circumstances, flo nation or body
of men can stand in preference to the General Congress at
Philadelphia.

The Declaration of Independence and the Constitution were major
acts of intellectual endeavor, but study of the classics and their rhetoric
did more than guide the planners of the new nation; it fostered a love
of oral discourse and a faith in the power of public speech to govern
sensible men of good will. This uadition remained a pou/erful one into
the nineteenth century, though little noted by historians because its
performances, tied to current events, v/ere rarely preserved. But its
pov/er can be measured through the decades of popular stump oratory,
the speeches of Clay, Benton and Daniel Webster, the extended de-
bates of Stephen Douglas and Abraham Lincoln. Most central for the
student of literature, perhaps, is the crucial part it would play in the
platform voice that shapes the declam ̂ tory verse of \(afu $fhirman.

Seventy-five years after the Declaration of Independence, a writer
for the I'lortb American Reuieu could insist thar

We are living once again the classic time of Athenian and Roman
eloquence, on a broader stage, in larger proportions, with elements
of excitement, hopes of progress, and principles of duration, which
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a;H.cheered 
and strengthened the souls of Demosthenes and

In the age of Daniel \Webster and Edward Everett, the powers of the

word were bent toward the preservation of the republic the first fathers

had bequeathed, its reificarion in phrase and image for the generations

yet to follo-. For Adams, Jefferson, Madison and Hamilton, the task

was to "declare the causes which impel . separation," to frame a

plan of governance, "in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish

j,rstice, insure domestic Tranquillity, provide for the common defence'

iro-ote the general \Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to

o,-rrr.1rr., and our Posterity." The best words of the best minds did

nor flow in the familtar rhythms of verse or the conventional plotting

of nalative fiction. The poetry and story of these exhilarating times

appeared in the pamphlets of Paine, the measured celebrations of the

D.claration and the Constitution and the remarkable series of news-

paper essays which eventually became The Federalist Papers.
^ 

The pressure of political events induced Franklin to set aside his

autobiography in L771; three years later the same pressure led him to

invite Ttomas Paine ro leave his native England and settle in Phila-

delphia. Paine had been forced into bankruptcy after publishing The

Coi, of tbe Officers of Excise (1772), ^n appeal to Parliament for

improved wages. FIe brought the spirit of British radicalism with him,

"rJ 
the situation he found in America ignited his libertarian sympa-

thies. He wrore an impassioned antislavery pamphlet and several fem-

inist tracts, arguing that progress cannot be expected as long as half

the population is kept ignorant and encouraged to be venal in order

to survive. In I77 6 he published Common Sense, a pamphlet urging

an immediate declaration of independence from Great Britain. Within

three monrhs it had sold 100,000 copies and become the central literary

document in the Revolutionary movement. "Government, like dress,

is the badge of lost innocence," Paine argued; "The palaces of kings

are built on th. ruins of the bowers of paradise." Aty government is

justified only so long as it serves the needs of the governed; they in

,.rrr, ate free to choose whatever form brings "the least expense and

greatest benefit." Paine eventually pursued his commitment to revo-

lrrtion back ro England and on to France, where his Rigbts of Man
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(I79l-92)-dedicated to George \X/ashington-urged the overthrou/
of the British monarchy in response to Edmund Burke's Reuolution
in France, but his greatest work m^y well have been in prompting and
sustaining the rebellion of the British colonies in America. Between
L776 and 1783 he published sixteen pamphlets entitled The American
Crisis which spoke directly to the current milit ary situatiol. The first
is known to have inspired the colonial roops durirg the dark Decem-
ber of I77 6; it was read aloud to all the regiments and passed from
hand to hand. Paine's opening words have become his monument in
the American national memorv:,/

These are the times that try men's souls: The summer soldier and
the sunshine pariot will in this crisis, shrink from the service of
his country; but he that stands it Now, desenres the love and thanks
of man and woman.

If Paine's pamphlets embody the voice of the Revolution itsell
the sound of the nation's reflections on the governmental structure it
hoped would ensure its future can be heard in The Federalist, eighty-
five letters published in the I'lew York Independent Journal benveen
October 1787 and August 1788. Signed "Publius," rhe arricles urere
the work of Alexander Hamilton, later the first Secret My of the Treas-
ury, John J^y, diplomat and first Chief Justice of the Supreme Court,
and James Madison, supporter of Jefferson and, as fourth Presidenr,
his successor. For his leadership during the Convention, Madison be-
came known as the Father of the Constitution, and he worked tirelessly
to secure its adoption by the still-separute states. Since New York's
acceptance was crucial to ruttfication, the letters of Publius offered
extended and often eloquent explanations of the unprecedented form
of political organizatton proposed in the new Constitution. From that
duy until this, The Federalist has remained an unofficial appendix ro
the nation's first effort to write its meaning; its language of deliberation
and cautionary promise has become the public language of the counrry.

Developing that language engaged the foremost minds of the
Revolutionary decades: newspapers, pamphlets and political oratory
took the place once held by docrinal tracts, memoirs of conversion
and pulpit eloquerlce. \X/ith the Constitution ratified, argumenr over
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its interpretation grew and political animosity intensified. \7hat had

once been the matter of literature became a contentious political

issue-the pastoral ideal of the neur nation was now much more than

an elegant literary rope. "Those who labor in the earth are the chosen

p.opl. of God, if ever He had a chosen people, whose breasts He has

,rr"j. his peculiar deposit for substantial and genuine virtue," Jefferson
affirmed in his I,lotes on the State of Virginia. He drew from this a

clear implicarion about the nature of the new republic and warned of

dangers in manufacturing and large cities: "\While \ile have land to

labor then, let us never wish to see our citizens occupied at a work-

bench, or rwirling a dis taff.." Hamilton's faction disagreed and looked

forurard to an age of industrial production-and so the battle for the

future history of America grew. In 1819, \Tashington Irving, as his

name suggests a child of the Revolution, born in the year of Indepen-

dence, published the first American literary folktale, "Rip Van \X/in-

kle." In it the old rascal Rip meets Henry Hudson's ghostly sailors,

drinks deep, and sleeps a ru/en ty-year sleep in the Catskills. \X/hen he

returns to his village, he finds an atmosphere of argument, a "perfect

Babylonish jargon," and his world turned upside down; he has slept

through the Revolution. "The very character of the people seemed

.h"t g.d. There was a busy, bustlitg, disputatious tone . . . instead of

the accustomed phlegm and drowsy tranquillity." Revolution and in-

dependence had forged new conditions for American culture. To them

the American wrirer, just like Rip the old storyteller, would have to

adjust.
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erhaps the most remarkable thing about the American literature
of national construction bet'ween the Revolution and the 1820s

is not its quality, but the fact that any got written at ail,, A time of new
nationalism, dominated by practical and political issues, is not nec-
essarily a good age for the creative imagination-although many liked
to think so. Through these years of the early republic the desire for a
"declaration of literury independence" and a "truly American litera-
ture" was constandy repeated, but it would not really be until the
1840s that a noteworthy response came, and the issue would persist
into the twentieth century. "Americans are the western pilgrims, who
ate carrying with them the great mass of arts, sciences, vigor and
industry which began long since in the east; they will finish the great
circle," Crdvecoeur had declared, explaining what it meant to be Amer-
ican, "this new man." At various points-the 1780s, the 1820s, the
l840s-finishing that great circle became a national preoccupation.
Figures like Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, Joel Barlow and Noah
\X/ebster in the earlier years, Sfilliam Cullen Bryant, Sfilliam Ellery
Channitg and Ralph \X/aldo Emerson in the later ones, pressed the
argument. In an age of spirited political deb ate, magazines and news-
papers arose in quantity to declare the need for a national art, a national
science, a national architecture, a national literature and a national
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language rhat would be entirely American-consistent with its newness

and rts classicism, its rudrcalism and its traditionalism, its democ rucy

and its high religious principles.
The case for an "American literature" was largely rnade on na'

tionalist principles already developing in the Europe of Herder and

Madame de Stael. Much of this sensibility was Romantic, insisting that

the arrs were born from the spirit of the people, the power of their

traditions, their distinctive institutions, their folk and popular past.

America itself was a Romantic principle-rich in remarkable land-

scape, new social feeling, distinctive and forward-looking political in-

sriturions, the finest flower of the eighteenth-century Enlightenment.

It had Rousseauesque "noble savages," celebrated by the French writer

Chateaubriand in Atala (1801), it had men of the woods and of nature

like Daniel Boone, celebrated by Lord Byron in Don luan. History

now belonged to the new Americans, and more than Americans looked

for its new expression in the arts. Yet the obstacles were formidable.

The history that Americans possessed was, like it or not, in large part

European, and the high arts of the nation were still imported from

England, France, Germ any and Ita\y, or shaped by Christian and neo-

classic aI traditions. Despite the importance of rising cultural centers

like Boston, Philadelphi a and later New York, London remained the

primary cultural capital. Most American reading came from Britain,

not least because without an international copyright agreement Amer-

ican publishers freely pirated British books without bothering to pay

their authors. \flith their moral seriousness, social density and increas-

ing Romantic sensibility, such books satisfied a growing bourgeois

American readership. American taste was provincial; in a time of ex-

panding empire, it was also largely neoclassical, as the new public

buildings showed. Public themes dominated private ones, offering little

encouragement to poetry. There was no clear American aesthetic, no

parron zge , no developed profession of letters, no certain audience. No

wonder the American writers now beginning to appear spent much

time complaining about their fate.
Philip Freneau was no Anglophile traditionalist; indeed he was

one of the most consistently revolutionary of the Revolutionary gen-

eration of poets. Nonetheless when he contemplated the task of the
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American writer he saw only disappointment, and in 1788 he sounded
a lament that became familiar in American literature:

Thrice hrppy Dryden, who could meet
Some rival bard in every steet !
S7hen all were bent on writing well
It was some credit to excel. . .

On these bleak climes by Fortune thrown
\Where rigid Reason reigns alone,
\7here lovely Fanqt has no sway,
Nor magic forms about us play
Nor nature takes her surnmer hue-
Tell ffi€, what has the Muse to do?

In 1801 Charles Brockden Brown, editor of the important Philadelphia
magazine the American Reuiew and Literary Journal, and now the
acknowledged father of the American novel, expressed similar concern:

Genius in composition, like genius in every other art, must be aided
by culture, supported by patron age' , and supplied with leisure and
materials. . But a people much engaged in the labors of agri-
culture , rn a country rude and untouched by the hand of refinement,
cannot, with any tolerable facility or success , carry on, at the same
time, the operations of the imagination and indulge in the specu-
lations of Raphael, Newton, or Pope.

Complaints of this kind-of lack of culture, of patronage, of forms
and materials-became a familiar American incantation, almost a
subgenre of American literature. Often they berayed a classical vision
of the arts, a Golden Age dream of refined artists supported by civihzed
patrons. Meanwhile in Britain the patron was disappearing, the mer-
cantile publisher emergitg, a new form of Grub Street developing and
an altered literary taste taking over. Nature-in which America was,
it was agreed, sublime-was replacing social subjects in much aft. Yet
to Americans even nature seemed to require European decay to make
it poetic, and quite a few traveled abroad to experience it. In 1828
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James Fenimore Cooper (expariate to Paris for seven years) com-
plained of American "poverty of materials" ("There is scarce an ore

which contributes to the wealth of the author, that is found, here, in

veins as rich as in Europe"). In 1860, Nathaniel Hawthorne (expatriate

ro England and ltaly) found the secret of romance in the decay of

Europe ("Romance and poetry, lW, lichens and wallflowers, need ruins

to make them grow"). As late as 1873 Henry James (expatriate in

Britain for most of his life) has an American artist cry in The Madonna

of the Future, "\(/e are the disinheriteci oi artl"
So a formidable idea grew that an American art was a promise

as yet unredeemed. America was, as it were, Romanticism as yet un-
inscribed, and the poetic and the imaginative had to be hunted else-

where, one reason for the continuing transit of American literary

exparriates back to the Old \X/orld they were supposed to have rejected.
Ameri can literature found itself caught between two contradictory
claims: the need for literary independence and republican originality,
and the hereditary tie for nourishittg contact with the European cultural
pasr. All this fed the contentious literary debates of new America. Do

rue artists innovate, or do they imitate? \flould they emerge from the

spirit of nationahty, or cosmopolitanism? Should they serve public

purpose, or aesthetic and possibly therefore decadent pleasure? Had

they a legacy from the past, or must they be born anew in the radical

energy of the present? It is no wonder Arnerican post-Revolutionary

literature had a double tradition of high promises and dark complaints.
A poetry furnished with Indian squaws, heroes of the Revolution,
prairies and katydids prompdy appeared, but it was novel in subject
matter, traditional in form. Revolutionary epics-Freneau's and Brack-

enridge's Poem on tbe Rising Glory of AmericA, Dwight's The

Conquest of Canaan, Barlow's Columbiad-did more to herald literary
grearness than achieve it. British mag zinists intenrened, sometimes
vindictively, but often justifiably, assaulting the new "American liter'

ature" for its high ideals and its low performances. Americans often
retaliated by puffing small talents into large reputations, as new nations
do. To dignify the new society, classical forms remained remarkably
durable in a public art seeking to represent the moral universality and

democratic dignity of American ideals. The persistent call u/as for an

art of histori cal grandeur, heroism and national celebration, the expres-
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sion of God's and nature's timeless truths. But the Deistic and mor-
alistic ideals underpinning the new republic did not adjust easily to
the subjective spirit of the new Romantic age-which in its full flow-
ering came to America at least a generation late, in the transcendental
movement of the 1840s-in large part a revolution of the imaginarion
against the constaints laid upon it.

None of this should surprise us. After all, one aspect of America's
foundi.g legacy seemed to insure her literary provincialiry more than
any other. "As an independent nation, our honour requires us to have
a system of our own, in language as in government," declared the
paffiotic lexicographer and scientist Noah \Webster. "Great Britain,
whose children we are, and whose language we speak, should no longer
be our standard; for the taste of her writers is already corrupted, and
her language on the decline. " For most of his life \Tebster labored for
linguistic independence, often by looking to the past, as when he edited
Winthrop's lournals. But he looked to the future roo, by p.rblishing
his Grammatical Institute of the English Language (L783-85), which
attempted to define distinctive American expression. Part of this be-
came the famous and best-selling Spelling Book, his effort ro standa rdize
American spelling. Ben Franklin prompted him to write Dissertations
on the English Language (1789), which celebrated the purity of Amer-
ican style, above all in the prose of Ben Franklin. Involvement in many
political and scientific affairs-he was one of the many polymathic
minds of the age-did not stop his undertaking as a lifetime's work
his American Dictionary of the English Language (1828), a subsequenr
basis of most American dictionaries. Despite its insistence on distinct
American spellings and more than five thousand "Americanisms" not
found in British dictionaries, it parudoxically demonsrrated the com-
plex historical dependence of America's language on Britain and thus
displayed the inescapable limits of linguistic freedom. American lan-
guage u/as to go its own wly, but it was an indebted language, as
American arts were indebted arts. There could be no easv solution to
the problem of linguistic and literary independence.
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. I I  .

The Americans of the Revolutionary period had no doubt which

was the most serious and necess ary of the literary arts. Poetry had

sounded the promise of the American millennium, poetry had deco-

rated and civilized Greece and Rome, and so poetry was called to its

duty now that the narion's moment had come. The Connecticut \7its

represented the ideai of public verse. \Vhen General Gage cieclared

mart2al law in Bosron in 1776, poetry responded, andJohn Trumbull's

long M'Fingal: A Modern Epic (Philadelphia, 1776; extended 1782)

became one of the age's most successful, and delightful, literary works.

Drawing on the mock-heroic form, scurrilous rollickittg style and loose

octosyllabic couplet of Samuel Butle r's Hudibras (L663-78) to turn all

events and causes to farce, it concerns a comic Tory squire (his name

is drawn from Macpherson's Ossian) who is publicly humiliated by an

American cowd in his debate with the American \X/hig Honorius.

There is much literary mockery, as in this passage where M'Fingal

finds the patriots have erected a flagstaff:

Now warm with ministerial ire,
Fierce sallied forth our loyal 'Squire,

And on his striding steps attends
His desper ate clan of Tory friends;
\When sudden met his wrathful eye
A pole ascending through the tky,
Which numerous throngs of whiggish race
tWere raising in the market-Place;
Not higher school-boys' kites aspire,
Or royal mast, or country sPire;
Like spears at Brobdignagian tilting,
Or Satan's walking-staff in Milton.

Despite dense topical allusions, there is enough satirical energy and

ebullience tnM'Fingalto make the poem entertaining today. Yet mock-

epic was hardly the spirit with which to celebrate the success of the

American Revolution. Once the great events u/ere over, the insistent
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desire of American poets for a true American epic repeatedly expressed
itself.

An early attempt was made by Trumbull's fellow Connecticut \X/it
Timothy Dwight. Dwight was to become president of Yal e , a supporter
of the study of literature and a Calvinist moral force in the new nation.
His aim was Miltonic, to write the American religious epic in his eleven-
book The Conquest of Canaan (1785). Following the Puritan typological
principle, Dwight reads America as the second "blissful Eden bright"
and matches the story of Joshua's defeat of Canaan with his counrry's
revolutionary uansformation. His moral summons continued in Tbe
Triumph of Infidelity (1788), warnirg Americans that Satan-through
Catholicism and Deism-was still busy. An important aim of his stilted
verse was to show that the structure of British heroic poerry would
adapt easily to American themes. This he illustrated in Greenfield
Hill (L794), a pastoral poem so determinedly derivative that specific
eighteenth-century British poets can be attached to each book of it.
Another progress-piece, it follows the motion of liberty from Europe's
depravity to the American promise of one emblematic Connecricut
village. "Shun the lures/Of Europ€," Dwight tells us, nonetheless de-
claring that "Miltonic strains" will "the Mexic hills prolong. " A pri-
mary source is Goldsmith's The Deserted Village-of which Dwight's
theme is an extension. Here is Goldsmith in 1770:

Sweet Auburn! loveliest village of the plain,
\Where health and plenty cheered the labourirg swain,
\(here smiling spring its earliest visit paid,
And parting summer's lingering blooms delayed.
Dear lovely bowers of innocence and ease,
Seats of my youth, where every sport could please,
How often have I loitered o'er thy green,
Sfhere humble happiness endeared each scene!

And here, fwenty-four years later, is the opening of Dwight's second
part:

Fair Verna! loveliest village of the wesr;
Of every joy, and every charm, possess'd;
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How pleas'd amid thy varied walks I rove,

Sweet, cheerful walks of innocence, and love,

And o'er thy smiling prospects cast my eyes,

And see the seats of peace, and pleasure, rise.

The landscapes and the sentiments are as indistinguishable as the

rhythms, bur that is virtually Dwight's point. America not only fulfilled

Goldsmith's pasroral ideai; it otrered equivaience of taient. Anci where

Goldsmith has ro end in despair, Dwight does not, closing with a

"Vision, or Prospect of the Future Happiness of Ameri ca" which

depicts rhe safe tansatlantic landfall of the westerit g Muses.

Such millennial visions became familiar in Revolutionary Ameri-

can poerry. Joel Barlow was another of the \Wits, though of more Deistic

remperarnent. His aim was not religious but classical, secular, political,

epic. His first amempr was The Vision of Columbus (1787), which turns

Columbus into an American Aeneas. In prison he is vouchsafed a

vision of successive kingdoms and empires, with the greatest empire

of all initiating rhe "interminable reign" of freedom and justice. Iron-

ically, because his theme was great empires, Barlow dedicated the poem

to King Louis XVI. But by 1807, Barlow had become a friend of Tom

Paine and Mary $Tollsronecr aft, writte n agalnst Burke and identified

with the French Revolution. The poem needed recasting. He extended

it into Tbe Columbiad (1807), firmly epic in tone ("I sing the Mariner

who first unfurl'd/ An eastern banner o'er the western world") but

more than an epic, he said, for it was no mere call to arms but a

celebrarion of the worldwide inculcation of American principles and

a new, Deistic universal language. Because Barlow does seek to define

his principles and articulate the problems of writin g ̂ n American epic,

we can give him place in the line that leads to Song of Myself, The

Cantos and The Bridge. But no very strikittg poetic gift is on display,

for Barlow was less a poet then than a political agent, land speculator

and European negoriaror for the American government; following Na-

poleon to Russia with messages, he was to die on the retreat from

Mor.o*. The poem that survives from his French years refuses all

eloquence about liberty and universal freedom:
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Ye Alps audacious, thro' the heav'ns that rise,
To cramp the duy and hide me from the skies;
Ye Gallic flags, that o'er their heights unfurl'd
Bear death to kings, and freedom ro the world,
I sing not you. A softer theme I chuse,
A virgin theme, unconscious of the Muse,
But fruitful, rich, well suited to inspire
The purest fuenzy of poetic fire. .

The poem rs Tbe Hasty Pudd.ing (1796), dnexpauiate dream of home
cooking about a very American dish, a mock-heroic celebration of the
commonplace that Emerson might have recalled when he urged Amer-
ican poets to look to "the meal in the firkin; the milk in the pan":

Despise it not, ye Bards to terror steel'd,
Who hurl your thunders round the epic field;
Nor ye who smain your midnight throats to sing

Joyt that the vineyard and the still-house bring; . .
I sing the sweets I know, the charms I feel,
My morning incense, and my evening meal,-
The sweets of Hasty-Pudding. Come, dear bowl,
Glide o'er my palate, and inspire my soul.

Such liveliness, all too rare in early American poetry, does much
to compensate for the over-h eaw diet of The Columbiad. But elsewhere
the weighty, public, neoclassical standard ruled in post-Revolution ary
verse; u/e find it even in the work of nvo black slave poets, Jupiter
Hammon and Phillis \Wheatl.y. \il7heatl.y, in particulat, was a re-
markable phenomenon. Brought from Africa at the age of eight, sold
as a slave in Boston, she was a prodigy who learned English in sixteen
months and, more surprisingly, the prevailing conventions of Augustan
verse. These conventions scarcely allowed of any private voice or any
expression of her own condition. Her work is prim adly a display of
the complex web of classical allusions and elegant circumlocutions she
had mastered:
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Sii: r:ff ::ilffi:,:i:::ffl;;;
And sweep tempestuous o'er the plain,

Be still, O tyrant of the main;
Nor let thy brow contracted frowns beray,

While my Sussanah skirns the wat'ry u/ay.

More ironically, one of her themes is the statutory American Revo-

lutionary one of liberty, 4s in "Liberty and Peace" (1784), where

golden-haired Muses celebrate a freedom that goes unquestioned by

the author's own situation:

Auspicious Heaven shall fiU with fav'ring Gales

Where e'er Columbia spreads her swelling Sails;

To every Realm shall Peace her Charms display,

And Fleavenly Freedom spread her golden Ray.

The perfect skill with which \Theatley writes the dominant American

poem reveals the extent to which poetry was seen as polite accom-

ptirtrtrrent and public assertion rather than personal revelation. Her

rt itt makes her imporranr in the history of black writing in America;

her limits show the confinements against which her successors would

later have to sruggle.
The only p".t of this period who occasionally strikes modern

readers as ̂  significant talent is Philip Freneau, a journalist, propa-

gandist and pairior somewhat in the mold of Paine. Often called "The

Frther of American poetry," Freneau is the only poet whose work in

range and quality comprises ̂  considerable American achievement

berween the Puritan writirg of Taylor and Bradstreet and the nature

poems of \X/illiam Cullen Bryant. Like Bryant, much of his energy was

.orr.rmed by his democratic feruor and humanitarian impulses, so

much so that it is commonly assumed, in both cases, that much sig-

nificant poeuy remained unwritten while the artist concerned hinnself

with the, drama of his time, But this is doubtful, since both Freneau

and Bryanr suffered the limitations of the aesthetic principles they had

inherited from Pope, and both paid an artistic price for the irnagi-
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natively impoverished philosophical assumptions which underlay those
principles.

While a student at Princeton, Freneau was akeady serious about
a poetic career, writing early imitations of Goldsmith, Shenstone, Pope
and the "Graveyard School" of Collins, Young and Gray. (He pro-
duced two adaptations of Goldsmith's The Deserted Village: "The
American Village" and "The Deserted Farm-House.") But whether
he employed the armory of Augustan satire to assault British ryranny
or echoed the picturesque sentimentalities of the "early Romantics,"
Freneau never escaped the aesthetic consmiction of conremporary
Deism. His "The \7ild Honey Suckle" (1786) draws a nature senti-
mentally committed to illusrating the transience of life from birth to
death. "The space between, is but an hour,/The ftail duration of a
flower." And his celebrated "The Indian Burying Ground" (1788) is
yet another echo of the Indian as classicism's primitive, nobly and
stoically ready in death to continue the life he knew:

By midnight moons, o'er moistening dews,
In habit for the chase arcayed,

The hunter still the deer pursues,
The hunter and the deer, a shade !

Freneau was an accomplished maker of verses, and the passion of his
republican sentiments and his love of country pressed his idea of poetry
to its very limits. But limited it was, in ways which were ro narrow the
emotional range and diminish the poetic achievement of several more
gifted later writers. Freneau's Indians are actually French pbilosophes
in native dress. Their nature is the nature of Deisffi, the instrument of
logical reason hymned in "On Mr. Paine's Rights of Man" (1792):
"From Reason's source, a bold reform he brings ,/In raising up man-
kind, he pulls down kings." For the Deist, the God of the Puritans
had retreated behind the mechanism of his Creation. He was ro be
known-and He was to act-only through the laws the scientists were
to discover by using the instrument God himself provided: human
reason. "Know then thyself," Pope had written, "presume not God
to scan;/The proper study of mankind is Man." \(/hat this could mean
poetic ally is as apparent in Pope's brilliantly versified Essay on Man

7 I
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as it is in Freneau's stilted "Reflections on the Constitution or Frame

of Nature" (1809), "Science, Favourable to Virtue" (1809), "On the

Uniformity and Perfection of Nature" (1815) and "On the Religion

of Narure" (1815). Each is ^ rhymed essay that asserts a rational

proposition. The limited scope for the imagination may be seen in

Freneau's titles and in the poverty of imagery available to a world view

that must sing of. a "Great Frame," "a lovely philanthropic scheme"

or "The parts that form the vast machine." But it is not only the

clockwork universe that hobbled the imagination that would sing its

praise. Its balance and harmony combined a monotony of verse line

with an optimistic view of man that could prove equally monotonous.

Beside the "organ tones" of Milton or the metaphysical tensions of

Puritan believers like Edward Taylor, Freneau and the Augustans

whom he and his fellow Americans imitated can seem deficient in their

grasp of the complexity, the underlying tragedy of much human life.
\il7hen Pope banished the quest for meaning from man's concern, he

unwittingly robbed the poet of his fire:

lll ff*fi f':[h"{t*lfiffr "" see ;
All partial evil, universal good:

And, spite of pride, in eming reason's spite,

One truth is clear: \Whatever IS, is nlcHT.

$7hat such unquestioning optimism might sink to poetically is apparent

in the droning regulanty of Freneau's restatement:

Who looks through nature with an eye

That would the scheme of heaven descry,

Observes her constant, still the same,

In all her laws, through all her frame.

No imperfection can be found

In all that is, above, around ,
Al1, nature made, in reason's sight

Is order all, and all is right.
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Freneau, as we have seen, was frankly willing to acknowledge his
own limitations and that of the culture he spoke for so passionately
in other ways: "An ageemployed in edging steel/Canno poetic raprures
feel. ." He admitted, too, that Revolutionary America had gained
political but not yet cultural independence from Britain. The American
arts would thus go on feeding on the literary accomplishmenrs of the
older nation until the strength for native crafting could emerge. \Vhat
makes this literature hard to read now is nor its imitation, which is
always present in the arts, but its failure to match what it imitated.
The problem was that European forms did not suit the need ro write
a new nation with new experience, a neu/ science and a new politics
on a new continent. As greater talents than Freneau-Bryant and
Longfellow, Holmes and Lowell-would demonsrrare, the limitations
of importing theories and modes of poetry developed far away from
the life and natural landscape of the American continenr could only
constrain the literary rmagination. A new conception of poetry would
not come until the task had been reimagined from within-and that
lay at least a full generation in the future.

The poets who followed Freneau echoed his complaints. "No
longer in love's myrtle shade/My thoughts recline-/I'm busy in the
cotton trade,/And sugar line," reflected Fitz-Greene Halleck with sim-
ilar irony. Halleck was a "Knickerbocker" poet, one of a group of
writers from a busy and booming New York that was ready to challenge
Philadelphia as the center of liter Ny activity during rhe first decades
of the nineteenth century. It was a diverse group who sometimes met
to make common cause-Halleck and Joseph Rodman Drake collab-
orated on the satiric political poems of the Croaker Papers (1819), just
as \Washington Irvitg and James Kirke Paulding produced the satirical
Salmagundi papers (1807-8). Augustan wit and satire met Romantic
feeling: their heroes included Byror, Shelley and Scott. Drake's "Cul-
prit F^y" (1816) is an American landscape poem set in the Hudson
Valley; Halleck made a British tour in 1822 and wrote "Alnwick Cas-
tle" and "Burns" (collected 1827), which, like STashingron Iruing's
prose Sketch'Book of Geffiey Crayon, Gent (1 8L9-20), revealed the
atftaction European Romantic writers and subjects now had for Amer-
ican authors. But the same great issue of Native Literature concerned
them. "Fairies, giants and goblins are not indigenous here," Paulding
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complained in an essay in the second series of Salmagundi (1819), "and

withr-the exception of. a few witches that were soon exterminated, our

worthy ur..rlors brought over with them not a single specimen of

Gothic or Greek myrhology." He also mocked the nou/ ubiquitous

Scott in "The L^y of the Scottish Fiddle" (1813), and in his long

naffative po emTbe Backwoodsman (1818) he pleaded again for abreak

with "seffile, imitative rhyme" and turned to the backwoods, the

"unrracked forest world" of frontier Ohio-though his farming hero

Basil is suspiciously Wordsworthian. Pauiciing is more successfui in

his local historical novels Koningsmarke (1823) and The Dutchmnn's

Fireside (I83I), which can claim a place beside the American romances

of James Fenimore CooPer.

As the \War of I8I2 ended, the issue of native originality grew

lively agaLn. In 1818 William Cullen Bryant joined the debate in the

Edinburgh Reuieut, acknowledgirg the current limitations of American

poetry but announcing a bright prospect for the American arts. Bryant,

who was to be the major figure of American poetry for the generation

between Freneau and Emersoo, represented that promise himself.

From a Massachusetts Calvinist background, he had been drawn to

poerry as ̂  child, writing rhymed versions of the Psalrns and the Book

Lf ;oU and precocious verses on the Duy of Judgment. His first models

were Augus tan,but he moved through the "Graveyard Poets" to Burns

and, especially, \flordsworth. Burns, he said, had entirely transformed

the Brilish poeric habit of looking " at nature through the spectacles

of books," while $Tordsworth had caused "a thousand springs" to

gush frorn his he art-as is evident in his famous poem "Thanatopsis"

if311), the first version of which he wrote at sixteen. Its title means

"view of death," and it displays a neo-Wordsworthian communion

with nature and a stoical acceptance of return to its elements ("To

him who in the love of Nature holds/Comrnunion with her visible

forms, she speaks/Avarious language . . .").Bryant and his age were

moving away from Calvinism and scientific Deism toward Unitarian-

ism; this released a meditative spirit quite new to American writing,

which Bryant expressed in measured blank-verse forms. By I82I his

first collected Poems appeared, to be followed by a volume in each

decade of his long life. From the middle 1820s it was plain that he

was America's foremost poer and critic, as well as a major cultural
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figure. In 1825 he left his Massachusetts law practice ro move to New
York, nour the domin ant literary capital, and became the nation's
leading newspaper editor, running the New York Euening Post for half
a century.

Over a long lifetime of writing that reached from what he himself
called "infant literature" to the large creative flowerirg of transcen-
dentalism, and then to the age of conventional Victor ian gentility,
Bryant represented the middle possibility of an American verse, some-
where berween classicism and the philosophic Romanticism of Cole-
ridge and Emerson. He sustained a sure confidence that America
'offered prim ary subjecr matter for poetry; this lay in

the elements of beauty and grandeur, intellectual greatness and
moral ruth, the stormy and the gentle passions, the casualties and
changes of life, and the light shed upon man's narure by the story
of past times and the knowledge of foreign manners.

Poetry he saw as "a suggestive att," yet essenti ally a moral one: he was
a poet of ideal conceptions and generalities, seeking a verse that ex-
hibited "analogies and correspondences . . . between the things of the
moral and of the natural world." There was for Bryant no Romantic
agony; these correspondences were clear and commonly shared. Na-
ture's meanings were specific and unchanging and awaited didactic
affirmation:

Poetry lifts us into a sphere where self-interest cannot exist, and
where the prejudices that perplex our everyday life can hardly enter.
It restores to us our unperverted feelings, and leaves us at liberty
to compare the issues of life with our unsophisticated notions of
good and evil.

\fhen Bryant pictures the natural world-in poems like "The Yellow
Violet" (18 L4), "The Death of the Flowers" (1525) or "To a Fringed
Gentian" (1'829)-he usually does so with all the concrereness the
English Romantic poets displayed. He could depict American narure
and scenic complexity far more effectively than Emerson or S7hitman
ever would, but the vigor of experienced detail is all too often checked
by his need to establish a moral universal. One of his most famous
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poems, "To a \Waterfowl" (1815), creates a memorable figure of a

bird's lone flight across the sky. Yet he nails it to mediocity by additg,

Deepty has sunk:ftTJ'lf;ou hast given,
And shall not soon depart.

He who, from zone to zone,

Guides through the boundless sky thy certain flight,

In the long way that I must tread alone,

$flill lead my steps aright.

Something constrains the full expression of his imagination, the organic

fulfillment of his imagery-and keeps him more a pre-Romantic than

a Rom antrc, nearer to Goldsmith or Gray than \Tordsworth or Cole-

ridge in their profoundest questioning.

Bryant nonetheless was the cosmopolitan writer America had

needed, regularly visiting Europe, yet always turning his eyes back to

his own country. He traveled widely in the United States as well, his

admirable travel books followirg the progress of the nation as it mas-

sively opened out through exploration, migration and the taking in of

new territories to the \West. His poetry followed, with a sense of

enlarging and nominating utterance, the grandeur of the American

scene, its forests, prairies and mountains-as in "The Prairies" (1832):

These are the Gardens of the Desert, these

The unshorn fields, boundless and beautiful,

For which the speech of England has no nam

The Prairies. I behold them for the first,

And my heart swells while the dilated sight

Takes in the encircling vastness.

In poems like this we can see the serious, measured economy of his

verse seeking to respond to the vastness and sensation of the new

landscape. We also see the difficulty. Conventional speculations about

the rise and fall of empires appear; he imagines vanished Indian civ-

rhzations and "that advancing multitude/\fhich soon shall fill these
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deserts," just as Co.oper had in his novel The Prairie (L827)-and he
crosses the prairie on a very literary "steed."

American nature poems were Bryant's greatest claim to fame; but
he was also a social poet-devoted to human Ltaflan reform, supporting
abolitionist principles and, when civil war came, the Northern cause.
By then he was internationally famous and, along with \Tashington
Irving, proof that the new nation had a proud role for the serious man
of letters. Edgar Allan Poe said of Bryant that "his poetical reputation,
both at home and abroad, is greater than that of any other American. "
\il7hen a successor generation emerged during the 1830s in mercantile,
Unitarran Boston, now confident it was the nation's cultural center
and hub, the leading figures-Henry \X/adsworth Longfellow, Oliver
\Tendell Holmes andJohn Greenleaf Whittier-shared Bryant's gently
Romantic sensibility, his tone of Victorian sagacity, his moral, didactic
and humanrtanan impulses. These poets, the "Fireside Poets" or the
"Schoolroom Poets," dominated mid-century America and shaped
the Genteel Tradition that was to influence the literary direction of
the entire century.

Yet the American poetic tradition was already beginning to divide,
with the deeper and darker Romanticism of Edg ar Allan Poe and the
transcendentalism of Emerson proclaiming an ambitious new role for
the American writer. Emerson's essay "The Poet" (1844) defined the
poet as Shelleyan prophet, seer) namer, not " ̂ ny permissive potent ate,
but an emperor in his own right." Emerson's poet was the ransformer
of epochs: "All that we call sacred history attests that the birth of a
poet is a principal event in chronology." In "The Poetic Principle"
(1850) Poe discarded "the heresy of Tbe Didactic" in his quest for
supernal Beauty: "Under the sun there neither exists nor can exist
anything more thoroughly dignified-more supremely noble than
. . . this poem which is a poem and nothing more-this poem written
solely for the poem's sake. " These were ideals Bryant never sought. If
a poem like his "Forest Hymn" (1825) displ ays a pantheism that sees
God as "the soul of this great universe," this is certainly not Emerson's
Over-Soul. Nor is Bryant's sentimental if melancholic trust in Nature
anything close to the world of complex, shifting, troubling challenge
that Emerson, Thoreau and S7hitman found when they tried to read
nature's meanings. The shift from Bryant to the transcendentalists is
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from one kind of Romanticism to another, from the world according

ro Locke and Newton to the world according to Kant and the Neo-

platonists. As that deeper sense of poetry and the imagination devel-

oped, Bryant stayed in the earlier world. Yet for the 1820s he opened

a new sensibility, and he remains an interesting, important precursor

of changes to come.

. I I I .

This domination of the public over the private, the universal over the

imaginarive, helps explain why, through the early nadonal period and

the first quarter of the new century, arrr epically oriented, public poetry

was regarded by the American audience as a cenmal liter ary forrn. By

contrast, drama and fiction excited far more social suspicion. \7e

usually date the beginnings of American drama from the 17 67 Phila-

delphia production of Thomas Godfrey's The Prince of Partbia, a blank-

verse drama of passion and violence in the Orient that rests firmly on

the conventions of Jacobean theater. This was some twenty-five years

before the first American novels appeared. In I77 4 the Continental

Congress actually banned "plays and other expensive diversions and

entertainments," but dramatic performances favoruble to each side

were presented during the conflict, and both Crdvecoeur and Brack-

enridge wrote dramatic dialogues to stir patriotic feelittg. During the

posr-Revolutio naty years, theater companies and theater buildings in-

creased in number, and more and more plays were written by Amer-

icans. As a popular form, American drama was expected to enshrine

patriotism, but in fact most of the repertory came from European

stock, and many American plays were adaptations of European

originals-like The lYidow of Malabar (1790) that the poet David

Humphreys developed from a French source. Of the playvrights who

emerged in the early nineteenth century, there were talents of

imporrance-like James Nelson Barker, author of Tears and Smiles

and The Indian Princess (both 1808)-but none of great literary dis-

tinction. Most are forgotten, and the evolution of early American thea-

ter belongs more to soc tal than liter Ny history.

There was, however, one early American playvright who not only
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explored the problems of patriotic drama but earned a lasting place
in the repertory of the American theater. Royall Tyler fought in the
Revolution, entered the law office of John Adams and eventually be-
came Chief Justice of the Vermont Supreme Court; he authored one
of America's earliest novels, The Algerine Captiue (1797). After seeing
a New York production of Sheridan's Tbe School fo, Scandal, he wrote
Tbe Contrast (L787), a comedy that rises above mere historical interest
because Tyler so successfully marries inherited convention and native
impulse. His motives, he claimed, were patriotic, as he explained in
the inffoductory notes which invite applause for the work,

independent of its inminsic merits: It is the first essay of American
genius in a difficult species of composition; it was written by one
who never critically studied the rules of the drama and, indeed,
had seen but few of the exhibitions of the stage; it was undertaken
and finished in the course of three weeks; and the profits of one
night's performance were appropriated to the benefit of the suf-
ferers by the frre at Boston.

Tyler's now famous prologue uras itself a paffLotic declaration:

Exult each pariot heart!-this night is shewn
A piece, which we may fairly call our own;
\,Vhere the proud titles of "My Lord! Your Grace!"
To humble "Mr. " and plain "Sir" give place.
Our Author pictures not from foreign climes
The fashions, or the follies of the times;
But has confin'd the subject of his work
To the gay scenes-the circles of New-York.

The "contrast" of the title is benveen foreign manners and follies and
domestic plainness. The central character is homespun, rural Colonel
Manly, set against the urbane New Yorker Dimple, whose Chester-
fieldian chicanery and aped British manners are mocked. So is the
devious foppery of Dimple's man, Jessamy, which in classic Restoration
comedic fashion is set against the honest , $aggy independence of
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Manly's seru antJonathan-who later becam e a familiar type-figure of

the Yankee in American humor

But Tyler's play is not only a celebration of native homespun-

a subject he returned to in the letters of his The Yankey in London
(1809). He challenges as well colonial suspicion of theater, still so

strong that for some performances this rollickitg comedy was billed

as "a Moral Lecture in Five Parts." Tyler acknowledges the dangerous

frivolity of some theater, but blames that, too, on Europe- ", . . a[,

which aims at spiendour anci paracie,iMust come from Europe, and

be ready made." Of course his play is quite different:

Why should our thoughts to distant countries roam

S7hen each refinement may be found at home?

Who travels now to ape the rich or great,

To deck an equipage and roll in state;

To court the graces, or to dance with ease,

Or by hypocrisy to strive to please?

Our free-born ancestors such arts despis'd;

Genuine sincerity alone they pnz'd. . . .

The contradictions here arc apparent, for Tyler's is a very mannered

celebration of "genuine sincerity:' But we may doubt whether the

play's "Moral Lecture" drew its audiences in the first place. The Con-

trast lives, on page and stage, because it masters its contradictions and

becomes a successful American version of the English Restoration

comedy of manners, with a great deal of its wit and style. The tidy

heroic couplets are finished, the dialogue has coffeehouse grace, there

is a well-balanced five-act structure, and the play's very "playness" is

an act of successful creative assimilation from a well-developed ffa'

dition. Though, as we have seen, many attempts were made to gtaft

American materials on British stock, The Contrast remains an out-

standing example of an and entertainment because the task has been

done with high imaginative skill. Yet what the play equally dramatizes

is the continuing dependence of American drama on European con-

ventions as an inescapable fact.

Serious American theater was never to escape from the weighty

authority of European drama: Shakespeare and Congreve, Ibsen and
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Shaw, Pirandello and Beckett. American originality was to show itself
in more popular forms: vaudeville, burlesgu€, minstrelsy, the Broadway
musical and Hollyrvood motion picture. The need to face this depen-
dency was acknowledged early by William Dunlap, who both as play-
wright and theatrical historian was a principal founder of the national
theater. His version of the patriotic argument was that what theater
measured was the advance of American civthzation: "The rise, progress
and cultivation of the drama mark the progress of refinement and the
state of manners at any given time and in any country." But drama
was, he also urged, the most universal, which meant also the most
international, of the literary forms. Of the more than fifty plays that
he wrote or adapted over his twenty influental years as thearical
manager and playvright, largely in New York, almost half were free
adaptations from French, German and Eltzabethan sources. FIis own
best play was Andrd (1798), a nationalistic piece about the British
officer captured by the Americans during the \War of Independence
and hanged (it was later revived as a musical spectacle with the title
The Glory of Columbia Her Yeomanry). He produced several pioneer-
itg works of American cultural history, among them History of the
American Theatre (1832) and History of tbe Rise and Progress of the
Arts of Design in the United States (1834). Dunlap was one of those
rare Americans of his time able to eke out a livelihood in the arts, in
his case as man of the theater and, later, as a successful painter of
portraits. He also wrote Tbe Ltfe of Charles Brockden Broutn (18 15),
thus celebrating a figure as important in the rise of American fiction
as he himself was in the rise of American rheater.

Dunlap had few successors. Serious dramatic literature was to
remain rare in America throughout the nineteenth century; and when
in the next century the best American plays were written, they belonged
to an age when the demands of liter ary nationalism were yielding to
the stateless forces of aesthetic modernism. As a result, for a hundred
years and more after the Revolution, the literary arts in the United
States were to be served predominantly by poets and, above all, by
novelists.
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. IV.

In its detailed empiricism and treatment of commonplace and ordinary

life, the novel from its origins has mirrored the experience of the rising

bourgeoisie-so much so that we can think of it, in George Steiner's

phrase, os the burgher epic. The novel's language is prose, its heroes

and heroines are famtliar and recogn tzab\e and it deals with the con-

crete, the everyd ay, the materiaL. Ir the novel's emergence in Europe

as a new and domin ant genre, America had played a significant part.

For it was in a Renaissance Spain where romantic chivalry was being

replaced by the mercantile adventure of New \World wealth that Cer-

vantes wrore Don Quixote de la Mancha (1605 , L6t5)-the book that,

in its sense of inquiring empiricism, its concern for commonplace life

and its parodic relation to the old romances that send the Don into

his madness and adventures, can stand as the first of the modern novels.

In Brit ain,the form perhaps acquires firm existence with the rnercantile

and documenrary actualities of Daniel Defoe-two of whose books,

Molt Flanders and Colonet lack (both L722), include in their topography

of modern enrrepreneurial and profitable adventure episodes set in

the southern American colonies.
The novel form developed rapidly in several directions in Britain,

all of which were felt in American fiction when it eventually began to

evolve. For Defoe and Smollett, narrative fiction \Mas predominantly

an art of adventures that involved the physical documentation of an

expansive, knowable world, a world the practical intelligence could

grasp and use. For Richardson it was a sentimental and moral form

whiih looked ro the familial, domestic, Puritan virtues to provide a

basis for new laws of feeling and social advancement; Richardson was

the founder of the senrimental novel, the novel of sexu ality and class,

social ascent and managed emotion, the love that finds its fulfillment

in the well-made maffLage. But as the novel developed self-consciously

as a genre, it began to question itself through witty inversion. Henry

Fielding's /os eph Andrews (I7 42) began as a parody of the sentimen-

tality and sexual opportunism of Richardso n's Pamela (L7 40) but be-

came a full-fledged tale on its own, what Fielding calle d a " comic epic

in pross"-4s good a definition of the new form as we can find. And
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Laurence Sterne's extraordinary The Lrfe and Opinions of Tristram
Shandy (L7 6V67), the open-ended book he could conclude only with
his own death, parodies the entire new and novel species, challenging
its experiential, pragm atic philosophies, its namative processes and
orders and even the very mode of its presentation, the book itself.
\X/ith Sterne the novel began its experirnentally subversive history. By
the mid-eighteenth century all these possibilities were available to
Americans, but they shared with many in Europe a suspicion of the
new form. Its capacity to inflame as well as instruct grew apparent,
and its tempting porraits of sexual immor altty and European manners
made it suspect; Jefferson condemned it, Timothy Dwight was appalled
by its social and moral influence, Noah \Tebster found it dangerous
and encouraging to vice. A late eighteenth-century America fed by
libertarian sentimentality and Enlightenment philosophies might seem
hospitable context for the form. Yet for various reasons-the ready
avarlability of British books, the rejection of the manners, customs and
follies the genre seemed dependent oD, but above all a mixture of
Calvinist and Revolutionary suspicion-the novel in Arnerica emerged
belatedly, slowly and hesitantly. Not until the radical decade of the
1790s, a decade when, under the impact of the French as well as the
American revolutions, the nature of libertarian and sentimental pas-
sions came under scrutiny, did interest in the American novel develop.

Even then, the doubts and hesitations were very apparent in the
first novels themselves. In a time when the issue of women's roles and
women's rights attracted increasing attention, Samuel Richardson's
essential theme, seduction, was a concern of many early American
novels-seduction by men, seduction by ideas contrary to nature,
seduction, especially,by novels themselves. The book usually identified
as the first American novel, \X/illiam Hill Brown's Tbe Power of Sym-
pathy; or, The Triumph of Nature (1789), announces its intent "to
expose the fatal coNSEeuENcES oF sEDUcrroN." A rather thin epis-
tolary work which recounts a typical Richardsonian tale of female
libertarian energy going too far and leading to sexual confusion and
disgrace, it eventu ally brings both seduced and seducer to the tomb
for repentance. Novels themselves can be a source of danger-unless,
like the repentant seducer of the book, they call for virtue, which
means the identification of nature with reason, and reason with srict
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morality. A very similar plot is used by Mrs. Hannah Foster in her

much better novel The Coquette (1797), purportedly the tale of the

seduction of the author's cousin by ^ son of Jon athan Edwards that

ended with death in childbirth. Both books are fictions warning against

fictions, protecting themselves against the accusation of imaginative

license by insisting they arise from actual situations, as they did. The

Pou.,er of Sympathy is described as "founded on truth," The Coquette

as "founded in fact." But the book that established this tradition firmly

in America-anci prepared the way for our popular modern

romances-was Mrs. Susanna Rowson's Charlotte Temp/e. Rowson was

an influenttal Briton who emigrated to America; her book was pub-

lished first in London in 1791, where its theme seemed conventional,

but then in the United States in 1794, where it did not, and became

a great best-seller. Part of the interest of this otherwise none too

interesting work is that it dram atLzes the move of its materials across

the Atlantic, telling of ^ pure young British girl encouraged by her

soldier-seducer to elope from Britain to the United States, where she,

as usual, dies pathetically, and he, as usual, repents.

This plot is virtually reversed in the tract-novel The Emigrants;

or, The History of an Expatriated Family (1793), written by the radical

American Gilbert Imlay. Having fought in the Revolution, Imlay moved

to London and France, knew Paine, Barlow and Godwin, and is now

most famous for having fathered in Paris a child by Mary \Tollstone-

craft, whom he deserted. Nonetheless he expressed feminist passions,

artacked British divorce laws and attitudes toward women and cele-

brated in his novel an alluring, romantic, rural America where new

family relations and a natural goodness prevail-in Ohio, "those Ar-

cadian regions where there is room for millions, and where the stings

of outrageous fortune cannot reach you." Imlay's book is polemic

verging on naive pastoral, and it draws only weakly on the emerging

spirit of fiction thar was stiming the very circles he moved in-where

neu/ tensions of reason and feeling, new concerns with the claim of

the subjective and the psychological, u/ere generating the gothic novel.

In Britain Mrs. Radcliffe' s Tbe Mysteries of Udolpho and \X/illiam God-

win's Caleb lVittiams appeared in 1794, and M. G. Lewis'sThe Monk

rwo years later. Not only was fiction recovering some of its origins in

romance and the fantastic, but it was also debating the relations of
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reason and the imagination, the static and the revolutionary. In chal-
lenging the Augustan equation of Nature and Reason, it generated an
early Romantic change so deep it would reshape the direction of sub-
sequent fiction both in Europe and in America.

Possibly these are the books that Royall Tyler's hero Dr. Updike
Underhill finds everyvhere in America when he returns after a seven-
year captivity in Algeria.

In our inland towns of consequence, social libraries had been in-
stituted, composed of books designed to amuse rather than insmuct;
and country booksellers, fostering the new born taste of the people,
had filled the whole land with modern Travels, and Novels almost
as incredible.

Tyler's preface to The Algerine Captiue insists on a native fiction to
respond to this situation, and, as with The Contrast, congratulates his
ou/n homespun depiction of American manners. Ironically, however,
the main part of the book is Underhill's adventures in Europe, his
captivity by pirates in North Africa and the challenge all this poses to
his Protestant view of life. Tyler is offering his own version of modern
travel and incredible adventure, as if-rather like later authors, such
as Melville-America itself is now so plain and unexotic a world that
only more primitive societies can offer the earthly paradise he looks
for. The sections on America are thus realistic and satirical, but the
world beyond can be teated as romance: Tyler's book points to the
romance as a form of American fiction. Given America's very nature,
the spirit of romance seemed to many of its best novelists well suited
to its new order of things. It was thus a crucial fact about American
fiction that it came into existence as neoclassicism turned toward Ro-
manticism and the values of reason and as managed sentimentality
moved toward the disturbances of an era of imagination and feeling.
That difference from the European novel in chronological and intel-
lectual origin is one reason for the distinctive charucter of the American
fiction al tradition.

There can be no doubt that that tradition starts with the work of
Charles Brockden Brown, the Philadelphia magazinist, who in an early
essay, "The Rhapsodist," urged the powers of intuition to take us
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beyond sense impressions, "in order to form a tattonal conception of

the present life and our own resemblance to the phantom of a dreanr."

Brown was very much a mind of the 1790s, a Late eighteenth-century

libertarian with doubts, alive to the contradictory claims of reason and

feeling, sincerity and imagination, sense and sensibility. Like William

Godwin, the British rudical whose Caleb \X/illiams deeply influenced

him, he saw the ambiguity of the natural moral self his contemporaries

celebrated. New scientific theories, new ideas of women's rights, new

iibertarian questions, ran through Phiiadelphia at the time, and Brown

responded in narratives which ueated strange mental states and inner

disorders which matched parallel achievements in the British and Eu-

ropean gothic tradition. At the century's end, h. produced a remark-

able group of novels, four of whi ch-Wieland (1798) , Ormond (1799),

Arthur Meruyn (1799,1800) and Edgar Huntly (I799)-are especially

notable tales of troubled reason, fed with Faustian anxieties. Leslie

Fiedler, who has written well on Browr, obseryes in late eighteenth-

cenrury gothic fiction the radical's mixture of desire and fear-desire

for new knowledge and feeling , fear of a door that might open into

the darkness of insanity and self-disintegration, a landscape of col-

lapsing faith, weakening authority and parricidal emotions where minds

p.5 by way of reason ro the terrible and peruerse, the unfamiliar, the

esganging and the grotesque. The psyche becomes implicated, forced

ever onward by boundless human desire, irrationally filling with am-

biguous reflecrions and refractions that match the labyrinths and ruins

of an unnatural outrvard world.
It was into this world that Brown was drawn, and he made it

central to the radition of American fiction, 4s successors like Poe and

Hawthorne acknowledged. He knew perfectly well that the topography

of that world belonged in Europe, where gothic itself came from.

Europe u/as the seat of those old crimes, hermetic societies, dark

forests, ancient castles, strange manuscripts and Piranesian ruins. But

Amer riannature had its own grotesqueries, so he undertook the project

of transadantic conversion he describes in the preface to Edgar Huntly:

America has opened new views lo the naturalist and politician, but

has seldom furnished themes to the moral painter. That new springs

of action and new motives to curiosity should operate; that the
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field of investigation opened to us by our own country should differ
essentially from those which exist in Europe, may be readily con-
ceived. The sources of amusement to the fancy and instruction to
the heart that are peculiar to ourselves are equally numerous and
inexhaustible. It is the purpose of this work to profit by some of
these sources; to exhibit a series of adventures growing out of the
condition of our counrrv.

J

This uras the now statutory declaration, save that Brown is not merely
claiming to explore American conditions with an American imagina-
tion, but pointing that imagination firmly toward gothic: "Puerile su-
perstitions and exploded manners, Gothic castles and chimeras, are
the materials usu alTy employed for this end," he continues, but "The
incidents of Indian hostility, and the perils of the wesrern wilderness,
arc far more suitable; and for a native of America to overlook these
would admit of no apology." Hence lVieland is subtitled An American
Tale. Like several of his stories the plot arises among European mys-
teries and hermetic secret societies, but here the gothic landscape
moves from East to S7est, as the older \Tieland leaves Germany for
America's vastness and an untried, rootless nature where established
moral meanings are no longer secure.

An important part of Brown's interest, and his imporuance for
later writers, is the way he invests the American landscape and cityscape
with a neur ambiguity. In Brown's writing the uncert ain, unuacked
space of American topography, currently being explored in American
travel writing, becomes, as in most gothic writing, peculiarly vivid but
also peculiarly placeless, its promising garden also a porentially malign
wilderness-a view conditioned by naturalists like Buffon, who read
nature's degradation in it, and by contempo rury American scientists,
concerned with its sffange and unexpected forms. Brown turned the
same vision on the American cityscape, which could be read at once
as the place of civilizatton and also of pestilence, of "perils and de-
ceptions" as great as those of the wilderness. Brown's Philadelphia
was now America's greatest city. The yellow fever epidemics that had
ravaged it and other cities in the 1790s rage through Ormond and
Arthur Meruyn, whrch originate America's city fiction much as Wieland
and Edgar Huntly begin its nature fiction. The plagues had raised
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medical suspicions that American diseases v/ere more terrible than

European ones, and they fed Brown's exffaordinary American topog-

raphy, where nature is no longer pure pastoral but has obscure and

labyrinthine significance, where cities contain comupted innocence and

dark relations. Brown's estranging nature and estranging city, his

awareness of the irrational power they release, would recu t agaLn and

again in subsequent American fiction; appropriately Melville would

.utt one of his city nightmares Pierre; or, Tbe Ambiguities. In such

works, deceptions abound, sense impressions and intuitions ate un-

reliable guides and reason and faith are equally unstable, for here

identity itself is thrown into doubt.

From

This is actu ally a landscape of innel space; Brown brings a genuine

sense of psychology to the American novel, one of the true contri-

butions the gothic mode gave to fiction. Using the now familiar se-

duction plot both in Wieland and Ormond, he creates two complex

heroines-CLaru \Tieland in the first, Constantia Dudley in the

second-guardians of sentiment and sympathy who are exposed not

just ro the male seducer familiar in this kind of fiction but to the

seductive new thoughts of the Romantic age. These persecuted maidens

are matched with highly elaborate versions of the male manipulator;

Carwin in the first novel, Ormond in the second , are seducers whose

obsessions are more than sexual. Both are associated with the Illu-

minati, the Europ ean secret society, both seek strange new knowledge,

both employ extraordinary stratagems: Carwin uses ventriloquism, Or-

mond mimicry and disguise. This is heady stuff, and Brown uses great

naffative skill to move his stories beyond the domestic scene through

the gorhic mimor into that other world where identity grows fragile

and the commonplace loses its familiarity. In Artbur Meruyn and Edgar

Huntly Brown makes more use of the American environment; Arthur

is a coun6yman from the farm who encounters the deceptions of the

American city and Edgar faces his demon in the American wilderness.

Both ate drawn by "unconscious necessity" into disordered worlds

where apparent adversaries turn out to be dark doubles of the self.

This was impomanr material for the American novel; sometimes best

remembered for his exotic effects triloquism, hypnotism and

sponraneous combustion in Wieland, somnambulism in Edgar

Huntly.-Brown's more signific ant contribution was in the exploration
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of a contemporary psychology that probes beyond the limits of reason
into a world made strange. This resuhs in a moral ambiguity new to
American fiction, though it would become familiar in Poe, Hawthorne,
Melville and the future great succession of the American novel. Sud-
denly a power of darkness, a sense of mystery, is shown to be secreted
in the seemingly benign world of American nature, in plain American
democrucy and common sense. The innocent Adamic parudise is laden
with dark secrets, landscape dissolves into troubl.d pryche and a note
of challenge enters American fiction.

Brown u/as the father of American fiction because in his work we
can sense European literary forms undergoing a sea change, the novel
becomitg an American genre. While it owed much to European gothic,
the American novel is less concerned with society, institutions, man-
ners, classes, and more with the romantic, the melod rumatic, what we
now call the "fictive. " It became a fictional type for a society where
imagination was seeking its own new order, where self, nature and
institutions were being redefined. When modern critics began seeking
the origins of the powerful tradition of American fiction that srill serves
today, they soon learned to look to Brown. Richard Chase sees his
work as a founditg source for the American "romance," which would
pursue its different nineteenth-century course from the European
"novel. " For Leslie Fiedler the essence of American fiction is its gothic
sensibility and flight from women, domesticity and sefflemenr toward
the existential self-discovery of the frontier. R. \7. B. Lewis describes
a domin ant myth of an American Adam who lives in mythic and
metaphysical rather than social space. Harry Levin finds in American
fiction a rising power of blackness, an underside discovery of the
diabolic, the evil, the estranged, while Richard Poirier discerns an
emphasis on imaginary and fictive spaces which separate American
written worlds from real ones. In the interests of distinguishing an
American novelistic raditioo, these points have often been overem-
phasized; modern criticism stresses the centrality of the gothic, gro-
tesque and fictive modes to European writing as well, and the American
and European traditions are now seen as profoundly influencing each
other. The fact remains that when, as D. H. Lawrence says, we find
in America altteruture that goes to "the real verge" as much European
writing does not, a ltteruture that interrogates American affitmations
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and challenges naive American dreams, we owe much of this to the

labyrinthine pathways opened up by Brown
Brown actually quarrels less with the heritage of European writing

than with the didactic tradition of sentimental American fiction, Yet
anorher product of the Puritan imagination to prove influental

throughout the nineteenth century. The tradition of Mrs. Rowson

-o.ilJ flourish, leaving the line from Brown to occupy the troublitg,

interrogating margin. But what James Kirke Paulding described as

"rhe blood-puddit.g school" was not the onlit method used by Amer-

ican writers to strain the boundaries of the novel. Another Philadelphia

writer, Hugh Henry Brackenridge, ried a different course with Modern

Chiualry, a vasr, open-ended novel he serialized between 1792 and

180j and collected in 1815. Brackenridge was a poet who had collab-

orated with Freneau, and he began the project as a Hudibrastic verse

satire, "The Modern Chevalier," before switching to the method of

picaresque prose comedy drawn from Smollett and, in the end,

Cervanres-for this is an updated American Don Quixote, as its title

suggests. The two k.y characters transported from situation to situation

to comment satirically on society and the times arc Captain Faffago,

bookish, sagacious but sometimes foolish, who acts as Don Quixote,
and Teague O'Re agan,the coarse, unlettered, bogffotting Irish servant,

who playr Sanch o Panza. The open structure takes this odd couple all

"ro.md 
the Pennsylvania "lubberlands" and into Philadelphia's higher

culture. They encounter elections, the \X/hiskey Rebellion, universities

and philosophical societies (like Franklin's). Teague embodies the rise

of American populism, and is even shipped off to France to show the

oddity of Arneri.rtr human and animal nature. Brackenridge himself,

like many of his thoughtful contemporaries, was split in his attitude

toward the new United States, divided as it was between elitist and

egalrtarian possibilities, democratic hopes and the threat of the mob.

The book ir to specific ro its age that some historical knowledge is

needed to read it now, but it does show us that a vivid social and

satirical fiction was possible in America.
The quesr for a native American novel progressed slowly. It moved

from Philadelphia ro orher Eastern seaboard cities as Boston, Charles-

ton and New York developed mercantile classes with intellectual and

artistic as well as economic and political aspirations. The Knicker-
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bocker scene which had nourished the essay and poetry turned as well
to the fictional forms, and it found its voice in \Tashington Irving. The
Goldsmithian essays Irving wrote with Paulding as the Salmagundi
papers established him as a New York wit, but his repuration was
made with his "comic history of the city," A History of l,{ew York

by Diedrich Knickerbocker (1809), a work of mock-learning and
literary parody much admired for its technical skill and wit by Scott,
Byron and Coleridg.. Irving's prose was neoclassical, but his sensibility
half-Romantic; he was drawn by Scott and Campbell, excelled in in-
venting comic personae and yet had an appreciative sense of the mel-
ancholic and picturesque. His style was a search for a balanced voice
that would let him be both American and European, let him comically
report his own age yet reach for the "legends" of the past. A youthful
Grand Tour through Europe educated him in Romantic sensations;
and it was to Europe he returned, after the \War of 18I2, in an attempr
to heal the widening political and literary breach, esrablish himself in
the literary profession and resolve the manifest problems of the Amer-
ican writer.

In 1815 he sailed for Liverpool, settling in Britain first in an
attempt to rescue the family business, then to try to live by writing in
the world of the English Romantics. Scott received him generously,
and at Abbotsford he read the German Romantic folktale writers. The
British too were looking back to the Romantic past, as industrialism
thrived during the peace that followed Napoleon's defeat ̂ t\Waterloo.
As the Battle of the Quarterlies raged, British magazines mocked Amer-
ican aspirations for an independent literature: "In the four quarters
of the globe, who reads an American book?" demanded Sydney Smith.
But almost single-handedly, Irving seized the momenr and reversed
the condescension with the essays, sketches and stories of Tbe Sketcb-
Book of Geffiey Crayon, Gent. (1819, 1820), Bracebridge Hall (1822)
and Tales of a Traueller (L824), which appealed enormously to British
and American audiences alike, Irving cast himself as a romantic raveler
who makes his sketches, essays and vignettes, or colleds his fables, as
he passes from place to place, obserying the picturesque and the his-
torical, the i'ry-covered ruin, the falling tower, the "mouldering pile."
In Romantic fashion, h. polarized the activities of the imagination,
dividing them betrveen Europe and America. Europe was the pasr, the
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poetic, the rimeless, the mythical; indeed in a sense it was living Ro-

manticism, ^ depository of the antique, the exotic, the traditional,

"storied association." America was the present, rushing, potential,

time-bound, political; it u/as in a state of literary promise, with its

prodigious but srill unwritten and unfelt grandeur of prairie, river,

mountain and forest. In the center is Geoffrey Crayon, the traveler-

painter huntirg each nook and cranny that calls forth a sensation and

; sketch, rurning Europe's Romanticism back on itself by giving Eu-

ropean and American readers alike the history they were beginning to

crave in an age of rising indusmialism and entrepreneurship.

Irving was the American writer as ambassadorial expatrnte. In

M"y 1815, h. began a seventeen-year European residence that would

take him over the landscape of the new Romanticism in Brit ain, France,

Germ any and Spain and establish fresh links ber'ween American writing

and European lradition. His response to this Romanticisrn was half

acceptirg, half ironic, but it led him toward a historical mythology of

American life. In Volney' s Ruins, translated by Thomas Jefferson and

Joel Barlow in 1802 as a rudtcal text, the French writer had associated

moldering crvthziation with political decline. Inring associated it with

art itself; the Europe he paints is a timeless human past, stable and

engagirg, a picturesque paradise rooted in custom and peasant ways

and scarcely touched by modern industrialism or expansion. His essays

recognize political antagonism and social change but emphasize the

r..Jfor th. imaginarion as an aid to reconciliation, "looking at things

poeric ally rather than politically. " \7e can sense an element of evasion

i" this, and he himself admitted this was a "light" Romanticism, not

much more than "magic moonshine." But America needed a legend"ry

past, and he went on to collect it from many European sources, working

deliberately to construct a new sense of world landscape for the Amer-

ican imaginarion. He gathered folktales from the Germany of Tieck

andJ.an Paul (J. P. F. Richter); in Sp aln,in addition to writtngLegends

of the Alhambra (I$2), he rewrote the Columbus legend, thereby

providing another triangulation for American experience. The influ-

ential American historians of the time-Prescott, Ticknor, Everett-

were cosmopolitan Lzlngthemselves in the same way, turning to Europe

to give the United Staies a significant history. hving likewise defined

a set of references that would relate the European Romantic past to
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a fresh American present, providirg an imaginarive geography that
would shape much later American writing, 4s well as much American
tourism.

Most of Lving's writing was about Europe-as if this had become
the required material for th'e Ameri can artist seeking to recover the
Romantic past from whence aft sprang-but he did set a few tales,
now his most famous, in the United States. "Rip Van \Winkle" and
"The Legend of Sleepy Hollow," both in the Sketch-Book, have become
classics of American folklore. They were in fact conscious endeavors
to transport elements of the'European folk tradition ro American soil
and arc adaptations of German folktales, transposed to a "timeless,"
European part of America, the Dutch-American villages of the Hudson
River valley, the heart of the American picturesque. He sets them here,
as he says in his own voice in "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow," because

population, manners and customs remain fixed; while the great
torrent of migration and improvement, which is making such in-
cessant changes in other parts of this restless country, sweeps by
them unobserved. They are like those little nooks of still water
which border a rapid stream, where we may see the smaw and
bubble riding quietly at anchor, or slowly revolving in their mimic
harbor, undisturbed by the rush of the passing current.

It is this ahistorical and apolitical sleepiness that, to Irving, offers the
possibility of legend, a view he shared with the German Romanrics he
imitated. Even so, the "passing cument" does enter the stories. Rip
Van Winkle steps out of society into fwen ty years of timelessness when,
in the Catskill Mountains, he meets the ghostly drunken revelers from
Henry Hudson's creur who lull him into a long slumber with a flagon
of magic wine. His sleep takes him through the greatest American
change of all, the Revolution; and when he returns to his village its
old sleepiness has gone, replaced by disputation, politics and historical
motion. But Irving's theme is not political; what the Revolution frees
Rip from is "pettic oat government," for his shrewish wife has died.
Like Lving himsell Rip can nou/ become a legend-maker, telling tales
of the world before the war, transmuting history into myrh. Rip makes
legends; Ichabod Crane, in "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow," becomes
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their victim. This classic Yankee entrepreneur chases a rich heiress

and her prosperous farm but is, ironically, cheated into seeing a ghost

and losing his fortune through the belief in magic he has drawn from

"Cotton Mather's history of New England witchcraft."
For an America without a written folk traditior, hving provided

essential material, the stuff of much future tall tale; here were stout

Dutch burghers, backwoodsmen, Yankee peddlers, henpecked males

and their garrulous wives, male dreams of freedom and space. His

tales-he planned one novel but never wrote it-were his main con-

tributi on,-a durable invigoration of the Romantic and the popular

tradition of American fictional writirg. But it was European distance

that had added glow to his materials, as he found when, in 1832, h.

came back to America, a f€ted author with a greatEuropean reputation,

to face conremporary American history in the changed world of Jack-
sonian, 'westward expansion and commercial speculation. In this world

the easrward Grand Tour was being replaced by a \Western one which

led not to civilized but to natural wonders, an American scene being

written in many literary languages. \X/illiarn Barram's influential Trau'

els (L79I) had explored American landscape as romantic grandeur.

Tirnothy Dwight's Trauels in New England and I'leu York, 1769-1815

(1,82I-2U had seen nature as the field of improvement and subjected

the regrettable prevalence of forest to the standards of clearing and

cultivation. Meriwerher Lewis and Villiam Clark had, in their record

of advenrurous continental exploration, Journals (1814), added new

language of description and scientific report. John Jarnes Audubon

*rt giving ^n extraordinary narrative and visual record of the birds

and animals of the conrinent. And so this America was now available

to Iwing's touring, his sentimental associationism, his sense of the

sublime.
This native landscape became the theme of his later books, his

"\Testerns": A Tour of the Prairies (1835), Astoria (1816) and Tbe

Ad,uentures of Coptain Bonneuille, U.S.A. (1837). The first is his Geof-

frey Crayon tour to the "untrodden" frontier where the Indians were

beittg driven from their homelands, but the book simply reveals how

hardlt was to render rhe \West and the prairies-('For which the speech

of England has no name," Bryant had written-in the language of the

European Grand Tour. Indians romantically became Arabs and gyp-
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sies, the unwritten mountains European Gothic cathedrals, and though
the I'lorth American Reuiew praised Irving for "turning these poor
barbarous steppes into classical land," they remain, for Irving, in a
state of curious vacancy. Something of the reason for this is apparent
in the other fwo books, which u/ere commissioned works. This ,rrt.rr.
is not innocent, but space for entrepreneurship, and Irving was never
interested in the paradoxes and conmadictions, the present roubles
of history. Astoria really celebrates New York commercial intervention
into the development of the \West in its account of John Jacob Astor's
monopolizing of the fur trade in the Pacific Northwesr, and Captain
Bonneuille is the similar story of the famous soldier-explorer staking
claims to American lands. These are minor works , and hving seemed
to know it, returning to Europe again as minister and ambassador in
high government posts and doubting the durability of his talent. \7hat
these late works show is the difficulty faced by those seeking rhe rone
and shape of American narrative in the opening world of American
nature, exploration and mercantilism. They reveal the \West not only
as a social and political but as a linguistic and literary fronrier.

It was a quite different writer who was to take on those social
and narrative implications most directly and thereby point the direction
to American fiction al maturity. James Fenimore Cooper was in many
ways Irving's antithesis. He too expariated to Europe, but came back
not to acclaim but to a kind of disgrace for his criticism of his narion.
He too applied Romantic standards to American life and moved toward
American legend, but his legends never stepped fully outside history
or politics. As a child, Cooper lived among the contradictions of Amer-
ican pioneering, the root conflicts berrveen nature and culture, frontier
life and drawing-room civiltzation. His father was a judge, explorer
and travel writer, a land enrepreneur and Federalist squire who himself
founded, cleared, settled and governed Cooperstown in the Finger
Lakes region of the New York State frontier-he claimed to have pur
more land under the plow than any other American. Cooper grew up
there, went to Yale and then to sea, onto Arnerica's other frontier
where similar growth and development was occurrirg. He himself
became a landownet, apotential rural aristocrat. But mamiage and the
need for money drove him toward the writing of fiction. Like most of
his contemporaries, he was obsessed with the thought that America
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was a blank sheet, offering virtu aLly no materials or language for lit-

erature. In l,lotions of the Am<ricans (1S2S), written for European

consumption, he was to offer his version of the familiar litany about

his country's neglect of talent and "poverty of materials":

There is scarcely an ore which contributes to the wealth of the
author, that is found, here, in veins as rich as in Europe. There
are no annals for the historian; no follies (beyond the most vulgar
and commonplace) for the satirist; no rnanners for the drarnatist;
no obscure fictions for the writer of romance; no gross and hardy
offences against decorum for the moralist; nor ^ny of the rich

artificial auxiliaries of poetry. The weakest hand can extract a spark
from the flint, but it would baffle the strength of a grant to attempt
kindling a flame with a pudding-stone.

The irony behind this statement is that, when he wrote it, Cooper

was well into a career that would encompass nearly all these liter ary

guises; he was to produce over thirty novels whose mass, variety and

very geographical as well as literary scope would display the many

openings that existed for fiction al and imaginative treatment of Amer-

ican society and nature, land and sea frontiers, history and manners.

He drew as well on the age's widening range of narative voices: those

of the historian and explorirg scientist, those of the satirist and the

writer of romance. These voices were so many, and drawn from so

many sources, that he looks clumsy to many readers, as Mark Twain

demonstrated with ease in his delightful literary parody, "Fenimore

Cooper's Literary Offences" (1895). Both his literary simplicity and

his superb mytho graphy make us see hirn today as prim anly a writer

of boys' books, the originator of many of the essent tal" \7estern" modfs

of the American popular imagination. Yet to Scott and Balzac as to

Gustave Aimard and Karl Muy, he was a major presence, an originator

of modern fictional romance who did not evade the historical and

social conflicts that lay behind it. Looking from East to West, Europe

to America, drawing room to prairie, Cooper gave America the ro-

mantic narrative history it lacked. His discourse drew from the ever-

opening record of the land emerging from the explorers and reporters,

the historians like \7. H. Prescott and George Bancroft who were

writing the romantic historiography of the new continent and recover-
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ing its \Testern and Spanish past. The images of pioneers and Indians
he created, above all in The Leatherstocking Tales, entered not only
American but world popular mythography, bur unlike Irving's they
had a power of social criticism that took them far beyond legend.
Despite the opprobrium he eventually suffered, despite his ou/n doubts
about the very existence of a sufficient American writing, he was able
to unlock the potent , if chaotic, variety of the expanding national
narrative of the busy years after 1820,

Cooper began pallidly enough, with a pseudo-Jane Ausren,
English-set novel, Precaution (1820). His allegtance then shifted ro
Scott, and with The Spy (182 1) he was the first to show that Scort's
form of romance had American applicarion. The tale took him from
drawing room to forest, from manners to historical processes, from
Britain to America. The Spy is set in the Revolutionary $(/ar, seen as
a time of historical crisis and changing social order in which families
and loyalties divide and ideas of right and justice blur. Its cen tralfigure
is Harvey Birch, an adventurer who resists mamiage and sociali zat1on
in order to withdraw into the natural moral world he forges for himself.
Harvey prefigures many of the qualities of Cooper's most famous hero,
Natty Bumppo or Leatherstockirg, who was to make his first tentative
appearance in Cooper's next novel, The Pioneers (1823). Cooper grad-
ually found his essential material, shifting away from the senrimental
novel toward a form that could be a critique of his own changing
culture-which he sees as divided in direction and intentioo, yer ca-
pable of romantic mythography. Leatherstocking was ro become a
Romantic archetype in several protean forms over the five books in
which Cooper explored various moments in his long lifetime. There
are fwo ways of readitg the sequence: one in the order of Natty's life,
from initiation to manhood in The Deerslayer (L841), maturity tn Tbe
Last of the Mobicans (1826), self-chosen obscurity in Tbe Pathfinder
(1840), degraded elderly isolation in The Pioneers (1823) and death
on the distant frontier in The Prairie (1827). The other, more illumi-
nating, is to follow the order of writing to see how Natty's image and
Cooper's view of fiction altered from book to book.

The Pioneers turns on the conflicts of settlement. Set in the upper
New York State region where Cooper grew up, it depicts his own
father in Judge Temple, who brings crvtltzation, progress and law to
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the virgin forest-but also inmusioD, property rules, ungainly man-

sions, corrupt customs and the careless laying waste of nature. As its

title suggests, the book deals not with a single figure but a group of

settlers who display the paradoxes of this conflict; it is first and fore-

most a comedy of social clumsiness and moral ineptitude. Cooper
introduces Natty Bumppo first as a minor, dislocated figure, a seem-

ingly degraded man dispossessed and disheartened by the new ways

of American life. Yet as the book grows and sefflement comes to seem

moraiiy more doubtfui, both Natty and his frienci Indian iohn,
Chingachgook-oire of the first complicated portraits of the Indian in

fiction-acquire dignity, even a natu ruI ttanscendence as expressions
of the dying wilderness. In inventing Natty, Cooper had found a prime

subject, that of the alternative possibility secreted within the wilder-

ness, an ideal of life beyond legal and social conventions governed by

moral ones in their Romantic essence. The wild huntsman, Der Frei'

scbi,itz, who has made his pact with nature and the forest, emerges
from German Romanticism or Rousseauean idealism to take physical

as well as symbolic place as the legend uty, untutored new American

born out of the virgin wilderness. "A hero in space," R. \(/. B. Lewis

has called him, suggesting that he represents a timeless, innocent,
Adamic irnage of man apafi from history, immersed in nature. But

Natty is in history, and so the Leatherstocking novels are historical

novels in the sense meant by the Marxist critic Georg Luk6cs: that is,

they deal with ideolo gical transformations from one order of things to

another, the making of the stages of society.
Thus, like the contemporary Romantic painter Thomas Cole,

Cooper too is preoccupied with the course of empire, the cyclic

moving process of history along the borders where ctvtltzation casts
its shadows before. Sflhere he differs from the progress-piece poets is

that he does not regard every new stage as advance. Leatherstockitg,
in the novels after Tbe Pioneers, thus follows the moving frontier to

experience the conflicts of various historical periods. Meanwhile,

Cooper was interspersing these novels with many others-tales of

the sea-frontier like Tbe Pilot (L824), or tales of the Puritan past like

The lVept of Wisb-ton-Visb (L829)-which deal with other cises in

the nation's history. In the next Leatherstocking novel, Tbe Last of tbe

Mohicans (1826), h. took Natty back to the forested frontier world of
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L757 where, in near virgin land, the Indian is being eliminated. This
is an often violent adventure story in which Natty recognizes his true
position: like the Indians, he is a borderer, a man without a people,
the last of his kind. Tbe Prairie presents another rransformarion. By
nou/ Cooper had moved to Paris, for his ou/n and his children's his-
torical education. The blank lands of the high plain where the srory
is set had been acquired from the French by the Louisi ana Purchase
of t803; Chateaubriand had romantically explored them for fiction in
Atala (1801). Cooper nou/ proposed a more European meaning for
Natty: he is now the indurate Romantic, the dying old hero falling
back like an Indian into the land from which he has emerged. He has
become at last a "philosopher of the wilderness," and the book, says
the Preface,

closes the career of Leatherstocking. Pressed upon by time, h. has
ceased to be the hunter and the warrior, and become the trapper
of the dying \West. . . . Here he passes the closing years of his life,
dying as he had lived, a philosopher of the wilderness, with few
of the failings, none of the vices, and all the nature and truth of
his position.

Cooper here becomes almost a Romantic prose-painter as he de-
picts Natty rising from the land like a youth gilded by the seming sun
before turning him back toward the inescapable truth of history as u/e
see his declinittg powers. For he is now ancient and more or less
nameless, an almost \ilfordsworthian figure in a condition of resolution
and independence. Here he has come to escape "the wasteful temper
of my people" displayed in Ishmael Bush, the predatory Moses in the
American wilderness who has come \West "to find a place where no
man can ditg the words of Law into my ears. " Bush is a corrupt
version of Nafiy, who sees man not as a beast seeking freedom by
instinct, "but he must see and reason, and then conclude." Meanwhile,
fulfilling Cooper's social theme, various orders of society and civili-
zation come across the landscape, the new settlers and despoilers, the
scientific explorers on their expeditions, the sociali zed Easterners. But
in its bleakness and exposure the flattened high plain mirrors only
Natty's condition. His death is both a Romantic rranscendence within
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nature and the'end of things, for the historical cycle will now bring

institutions, establish law, raise cities, aII the while eroding the phil-

osophical and moral import of everything Natty represents. The book

combines Cooper's historical and his mythic impulse to unite social

naffative and transcendental arrest, thus creating the mixture of tern-

poral consciousness and timeless u/onder Cooper contributed to the

American fictional tradition.

But Cooper's seven- yeff expatriation in Paris complicated his

social views. He saw the 1810 Revolution which established Louis

Philippe as the citizen-king, and he took it as his role to explain

American democracy to Europeans, while examining democracy's own

history in Europe in novels like The Brauo (1832), The Heidenmauer

(LS3A and Tbe Headsman (L833). He also wrote international novels

whose cultural comparisons gave much offense in America. The Mon-

ikins (1835) dealt with Leaphigh (England), Leapthrough (France) and

Leaplow (America) and attacked Jacksonian leveling. In Homeward

Bound and Home As Found (both 1818), h. told the story of his return

home. He questions American institutions and manners frorn the stand-

point of an international group of travelers, includittg urbane Euro-

peans and returnirg "hadjis." Th e attacks on his property and opinions

that had garhered during his absence explain his satirical assaults on

Steadfast Dodge, the fawning newspaper editor, and the ingenious

Yankee confidence man, Aristabulus Bragg. Matters were not helped

by his essay of dissent from the egalitarian mood of Jacksonian de-

rnocracy, The American Demouat (1818). Cooper's expatriation had

taught him to direct his social and moral criticism in acts of couruge

and challenge to his times that won him enormous unpopularity and

the assaults of the press. Nonetheless his work in the 1840s sustained

the attack. The "Littlepage Trilogy"-satanstoe (1845), The Cbain-

bearers (1845), Tbe Redskins (1846)-is a very different version of

American history from that of the more famous Leatherstocking se-

quence. It is a story of American settlement told in terms of developing

greed, moral opportunism and growing national decay. But the Leath-

ersrocking tale had not been finished. Cooper returned to the saga

once again, telling, in The Pathfinder (1840), the story of Natty's drift

toward society and domesticity until he discovers that his own Adamic

place in the world forbids it, and, tnThe Deerslayer (1841), portraying
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the moral anxiety attached to Natty's first act of killing and his con-
sequent acceptance of the pains as well as the rewards of nature. Some
of Cooper's most intensely -ythic and Romantic scenes are here. Side
by side, the two sequences show his complexity: the "Littlepage"
novels exemplify his soctal rcalism and his sense of history as process,
while these last Leatherstockirg books reassert his gift of wonder
before American nature.

No one could call Cooper an exact novelist; his books run aw^y
with themselves, his language moves strangely from scientific notarion
to Romantic sublimity, his minor characters are often crude simplifi-
cations. As Mark Twain showed, he frequently violates probability.
Yet he is the cental figure in the transformation of the early American
novel; the flood of fiction from his imitators largely began the com-
mercial life of American fiction. Suddenly American history was a rcady
subject for narrative, and tales of the Puritan, Indian and Revolutionary
past filled the market, competing with the rival flow of senrimental
domestic fiction, largely written by women, which was pouring off the
presses by the 1830s. "How many new writers rose up suddenly, the
moment that their neighbours had made the discovery that there urere
such writers-that such writers should b.," wrote William Gilmore
Simms, the Southern author who was Cooper's best disciple, in ex-
plaining his impact. Cooper had alerted writers to the value of regional
and backwoods materials and thereby widened the naffative landscape;
they were soon exploring different sections of the country and their
different pasts with a detail that would evenru ally nourish the local
color movement of the post-Civil War period. John Neal urrote novels
of Maine (The Doutn-Easters, 1833) and Catherine Maria Sedgwick,
of Massachusetts (Hope Leslie, IS27). The South found its voice in

John Pendleton Kennedy, who explored the Virginian plantations, and
Robert Montgomery Bird, who wrote of the Kentucky border (I,lick
of the Woods, 1837). Simms himself, the most importanr of rhem,
wrote of Carolina, partly to portay contemporary customs, but also
to retell the past, as he did with his best book The Yemassee (L835),
a tale of the early wars berween the British and the Yemassee Indians
where the debt to Cooper is very apparenr.

But the debt to Cooper was not just one of new subjects but of
new forms, as Simms emphasized. $7hat he had initiated was the
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American romance, a form permitting an epic enterprise, allowing a

vigorous por trayal of American settings, and enabling the creation of
an active and ingenious American hero whose skill is tried in "hitherto

untried situations." Tbe Yemassee was a "modern romanc€," and
Simms explained that this was quite different from the novel: "The

Romance is of loftier origin than the Novel. It approximates the poem.

The standards of Romance . . . are very rnuch those of the epic. " The
persuasive conviction of this argument was demonstrated when Haw-

thorne continued the speculation about the form in his novels and
prefaces at mid-century. The term meant almost the opposite of what
it means today; "romance" was virtually the antithesis of the senti-
menral fiction it sought to rival. Nor did its implications point only
toward the land frontier or the new regionality and concern with
backwoods and rural life. In 1838 Edg ar ALlan Poe published his one
novel, I'larratiue of Arthur Gordon Pym, a sea story which crossed the
tradition of sea adventure with the dark symbolism common to ro-

mance. Brockden Brown forms ^ background, for this is a tale of
gothic terror, the story of a dark voyage from Nantucket which follows
mysterious hieroglyphs into the vast unknowo, the empty whiteness
that turns from blankness to death. Poe's book was among other things
a parody or literary hoax in the genre of sea fiction genre that in

American fiction must also be traced back to Cooper. The sea story
ranged from a form of romance-as in Robert Montgomery Bird's The
Aduentures of Robin Day (1839)-to a form of documentary realism,
largely because of the possibilities explored by Cooper. \il7hen between
L$4 and 1846 the ex-Haruard student Richard Henry Dana, Ir.,
undertook a voyage as common seaman and faithfully recorded the

brutalities of seaboard and \West Coast life anonymously tn Two Years
Before tbe Mast (1340), the book was immediately attributed to Coop-
er's pen.

In Brown and lrving, the potential of American narrative had

clearly appeared. \X/ith Cooper, it became evident to all. By the end
of his life he stood at the center of. a large, multidirectional flow of
American writing. These early writers were male and female, senti-
mentally uplifting or socially critical. They established a curiosity about
moral feeling and social representation, historical rediscovery and con-
rempo rury social investigation, about land and sea, East and \(/est,
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Yankee and backwoodsman, city and country, factual record and
gothic invention, that provided the foundations for further develop-
ment. $ilhen Hawthorne turned back to the subject of the Puritans,
more than thirty novels preceded him with the topic (one by Cooper),
many, like Harriet V. Cheney's A Peep at tbe Puritans (1824), sug-
gesting the anti-Calvinism of the changing age. \X/hen Herman Melville
wrote his story of another dark voyage our of Nantucker, he had as
predecessors not just Poe and the symbolic romance, but Dana, and
Cooper's later, more realistic sea fiction (Afloat and Ashore and Miles
Vallingford, both Ls44), in fact an already substantial tradition. The
spacious landscape and seascape, the testing historical sense, rhe feeling
of moral interrogation and spiritual questing that marks the writing of
what we call "the American Renaissance" ^^y have been a slowly won
prize, But it did not arise from nowhere, though its writers often
emphasized their isolation. It came, in fact, from a busy writing culture
that had, after all, emerged out of the hopes and doubts of the Found-
ing Fathers.



CHAPTER

o40

AMERICAN NAISSANCE

. I .

he peaking of American literary power just before the middle

of the nineteenth century sdll seems such a novel and remarkable

event that it remains the heartland for all discussion of American

literature, our of which arises ̂ ny understanding of the originality of

American writing, any sense of a modern or modernist lineage. For

\Thitman it ull b.gan with Emerson: "America of the future, in her

long train of po.t, and writers, while knowing more vehement and

luxurianr or.r, wili, I think, acknowledge nothing nearer this man, the

actual beginner of the whole procession. ." In I94I, as America

entered the Second \7orld Silar and it became even more important

to reco gnrzethe strength of American achievement, F. O. Matthiessen

completed a groundbreaking study of the maior writers-Emerson,

Thoreau, Hawthorne, Melville, V/hitm ^n-_^nd their culture. But he

could find no title ro describe the extraordinary episode he had ex-

amined. His friend and student Harry Levin proposed "American

Renaissance"; that is what Matthiessen called his study, and that is

what we call the era still. The term is, however, imperfect; this was

not a rebirth but a neu/ beginnirg, as Emerson insisted and as Mat-

thiessen himself said, observing that the period signaled America's
,,coming to its first marurity and affirming its rightful herit age in the

whole .*purr. of afi and culture." But it was, as he also said, the

American equivalent of an E\tzabethan Ag., when artistic, intellectual
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and political energy generated ̂  fresh and still commanding time of
expression. Hence the term serues us, though what we are observirg
is actually the American Naissance.

The shape of the period is fairly exact. Its end is clear; it faded
with the American Civil \X/ar in 1861, though it also raised most of
the issues that brought the war about. The start is less precise, but
Emerson's I'lature (1836), with its repudiation of the pasr and the
"retrospective age" and the assertion of a new vision ("I become a
transparent eyeball. I am nothing. I see all"), will serve, followed by
his oration "The American Scholar" of the followirg year, for many,
then and now, the nation's true declaration of liter My independence.
Throughout the 1840s an increasingly confident temper uras ro grow,
partly through Emerson's stimulation, in American writing; in 1841
William Ellery Channing spoke of the age's new "tendency in all its
movements to expansion, to diffusion, to universality." By mid-century
this sense of innovative, intuitional discovery had reached its peak.
Over five remarkable years between 1850 and 1855 appeared Emer-
son's Representatiue Men (1850), Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter
(1850) , The House of the Seuen Gables (1851) and The Blithedale
Romaruce (1852), Melville's White-lacket (18j0) , Moby-Dick (195 1) and
Pierre (1852), Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin (1852),
Thoreau's rValden (1854) and $Valt S7hitman's first version of Leaues
of Grass (1855). For today's reader, here is the time of the distinctive
emergence in America of the poem, the essay, the questing lavel tale,
the novel and-if we add Poe's work of the previous rwo decade
the modern short story.

Behind this efflorescence was the fresh, certain spirit, the convic-
tion of historical opportunity being seized by u novel creariviry, that
came in large measure from Emerson. "There is a moment in the
history of every natioo," he said in Representatiue Men,

when, proceeding out of this brute youth, the perceptive powers
reach their ripeness and have not yet become microscopic: so that
man, at that instant, extends across the entire scale, and, with his
feet still planted on the immense forces of night, converses with
his eyes and brain with solar and stellar creation. That is the mo-
ment of adult health, the culmination of power.
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This \Mas what Emerson was acknowledging in, or exhorting from,

American'thought. It was, especially, New England thought. Though
Poe from the South, Melville and 

'\Walt \Thitman from New York,
joined the enterprise, a New England that had somehow reactivated
its dying religious heritage was the center. "From 1790 to 1820 there

uras not a book, a speech, a conversation, ot a thought in the State,"
Emerson said of Massachusetts in his Journalt;" About 1820, the Chan-

ning, \7ebster, and Everett era begun, and we have been bookish and
poetical and cogitative since." This is overstateci. Boston had never

neglected the ministry or education, the book or the magazine. It had

the l,lortb American Reuiew from 1815, where Bryant printed "Than-

atopsis" and where the arguments for national literature raged; Cam-

bridge, across the river, had Haruard, learning, scholarship, and

Bancroft and Parkman, Motley and Ticknor, the leading historians.

New England was a hub of reforffi, from temperance and feminism

to antislavery, and was central in national politics. Its old Puritanism

had been transformed, above all by Unitarianism, which, \ililliam Ellery

Channirg said, showed "The soul is the spring of our knowledge of

God," an assumption close to Emerson's. It had close contact with
British and European ideas (its writers and thinkers crossed the Atlantic
frequently) and was the port of entry for Romanticism, another rnaior

,orlr.. for Emerson. \flhen Alexis de Tocqueville recorded his impres-

sions of America in the 1830s, he found Boston considered itself "the

Hub of the Universe." By the 1810s American literature, serious and
popul ar, w^s already very largely New England literature. The central

triumvirate of Longfellow, Flolmes and \X/hittier reigned, along with

Dana and Lowell and Channirg. It had k.y women writers, of whom
Margaret Fuller and Hamiet Beecher Stowe, author not only of Uncle
Tom's Cabin but also of vivid records of New England life, were most

notable. There were the voices of new religion and radical reform, like

Orestes Brownson, the early abolitionists and Margaret Fuller, both a

ranscendentalist and the most powerful mind of the era's ferninist
movement. And there were the transcendentalists.

Emerson's leading role has made the ranscendentalism of which
he was spokesman seem central, but perhaps it seems more so in

retrospect than it did at the time. It was one of many movements in

the afi at a point when sects and schisms, religious and philosophical
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tendencies, stirred New England life and spread abroad ro the narion.
Utopianism and sectarianism, mesmerism and phrenology, anything
that, as Charles Dickens pur ir, looked " a litde beyond,;; suited the
contemporary New England temper. So powerful have Emerson and
his circle come to seem that we should not forget that it was in some
respects on the dissenting fringe of what Edgar Allan Poe, an ourside
obseryer, called "Boston Frogpondium." For most of the century New
England represented a more genteel herit age and a rnore pedagogic
one. It was the poetic home of Longfellow, Lowell and Holmes; it was
vestigially Augustan, educated, civilized and almost European; it spoke
magisterially from pulpits and Lyceum lectures, from mag zines and
academic groves. Matthiessen's "American Renaissance" was actually
part of a broader and more various Naissance; his view has the modern
emphasis on talents who were half-tangential to their age. Yes, New
England was uanscendentalism, but also a good deal more.

.rr.
"$7ho, except wretched children, now reads Longfellow?" asked Lud-
wig Lewisohn in 1932, indic ating the reversal that had overtaken rhe
author once thought to exemplify the very spirit of the narion's poerry.
The modern condescension tou/ard Henry $Tadsworrh Longfellow is
nowhere better prefigured than in some kindly commenrs made by
\X/alt \Thitman on hearing of the popular poet's death. In a materialisi,
money-worshipping age Longfellow had been avaluable counrerforce,
\X/hitman said, ernerging as "the poet of melody, courtesy, deference
-poet of the mellow rrvilight of the pasr in ltaly, Germany, Spain,
and in North America-poet of all sympathetic gentleness-and the
universal poet of women and young people." But Longfellow "is not
revolutionary, brings nothing offensive or new, does not deal hard
blows." Whitman thus put Longfellow at the opposite extreme from
his ou/n ideal of poetty, which he descibed elsewhere as akin "to
outside life and landscape . . . -to the elements themselves-not
sitting at ease in parlour or libr ary listening ro a tale of them, told in
good rhyme." The fwo views are incompatible, and Whitman has sur-
vived and Longfellow has not. The irony is that Longfellow shared
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similar passions with \X/hitman on the need for a national literature.

\X/hile still a student at Bowdoin, Longfellow gave an address on na-

tionalism in literature in which he resolved to provide his country with
the native writing the age needed, and he always spoke for a poetry

drawing its qualities "from the spirit of a nation-from its scenery
and climate, its historical recollections, its government, its various
institutions." The broad public aims u/ere similar, but the methods of

achievirg them u/ere fundamentally different.
Longfellow's way u/as to prepare studiously for the task-he even-

tually became professor of modern languages ̂ t Bowdoin and then
Smith Professor at Harvard. He joined the tide of American scholars

who went to European, especially German, universities in the 1820s,

spending three years learning several languages and literary traditions.
The chief outcome was his bo ok Outre-Mer; A Pilgrimage Beyond the

Sea (1831), modeled on Irving's Sketch-Book, except that Longfellow
presents a soulful sell deeply Romantic, engaged in a Goethean voyage
of educative sensations, of melancholy and joy and hunger for unity
in the eternal. A second journey in the 1810s took him deeper into

German Romanticism and the Goeth ean ideal of the cosmopolitan
man of letters, massively learned and endlessly curious, who yet em-

bodies his native cultural spirit. From this came the novel Hyperion
(1839), based on Wilhelm Meister, which depicts Romanticism as ^
mode of growh where man's immortal strivings are brought within
the tragic compass of human limitation. Now determined to be Amer-
ica's popular poet, he published Voices of the I'ligbt (1839), where the

same issues appear in more accessible cadences. Here, in "A Psalm of
Life," Romanticism merges with sentimental opdmism and rnoral uplift
to give that familiar poem its strivirg, cautiously spiritual note:

Let us, then, be up and doing,
With a heart for any fate;

Still achievitg, sdll pursuing,

Learn to labor and to wait.

"Life is real! life is earnest!" intones a confident voice that distills the

strenuous moral truths of an earlier time to touch the hearts of countless

unsophisticated readers.
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With Ballads and Otber Poems (1841) Longfellow emerged as the
nation's balladeer; "The Village Blacksmith" and "The \7reck of the
Hesperus" were to become poems every schoolboy learned and re-
membered. Hawthorne gave him the American subject of Euangeline:
A Tale of Acadia (1847), and with Tbe Song of Hiautatha (1855) he
adapted the metrics of the Finnish Kaleuala to a sentimental Indian
legend, America's equivalent to Tennyson's Idylls of the King. The
Courtship of Miles Standish (1S5S) is perhaps the most successful of
his long verse narratives. Evoking his own New England family past,
it rejects the militarism of the Puritan Miles Standish in favor of
the solid middle-class stability of John Alden, thereby celebrating the
choices of ,Longfellow's own age. He displayed great talent for the
shorter ballad as well, which he employed in a traditional wdy, to
record, simply and musically, moments of significance in the national
history. "Listen, my childreD," begins "Paul Revere's Ride" (1861),

establishing the storyteller's compact of simplicity, sustained by a met-
ric of musical fluiditv:

A humy of hooves in a village street,
A shape in the moonlight, a bulk in the dark,
And beneath, from the pebbles, in passing, a spark
Struck out from a steed flying fearless and fleet.

It was all very learnable. "You know the rest," the ballad concludes,
and, as intended, horse and rider ride out of the poem and into the
nation's folk-memory. In such ballads, Longfellow's aim u/as to take
Irving's intentions with Rip Van Winkle and Ichabod Crane to greater
depths, to give America legend, to clothe, in Iruing's phrase, "home
scenes and places and familiar names with those imaginative
associations so seldom met with in our new country. "

This was one Longfellow; but there v/as another, the vastly learned
poet and translator whose lifetime project was his translation of Dante's
Diuine Comedy (1865-67), and whose renderings from Spanish or
German or ProvenEal, often the hidden sources of his own poems,
would suggest to a distant relative, Ezra Pound, the scope of learning
needed by u poet. The sixty-three sonnets posthumously collected in
1907 not onlv show his masterv of the form but the breadth of his
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reading, the disappointments of his life, the importance of his friend-
ship with the grealt minds of Boston like Agassiz and Sumner. One,
"The Cross of Snow, " beginning "In the long, sleepless watches of
the night," deals with the greatest tragedy of his life, his second wife's
death from burns. Another, "Mezzo Cammin," obserues that "Half of
my life is gone, and I have let/The years slip from me and have not
fulfiIled/ The aspiration of my youth. . . ." The debt to Dante shows
in the poems that treat the Diuine Comedy as a medieval cathedral,
with scuiptured towers , blazing windows, confessionals that hold for-
gotten dramas, crypts resonant with old lamentations. The poet be-
comes a laborer who sets his load down outside the cathedral to pray
as the "tumult of the time disconsolate" fades and "the eternal ages
watch and wait" in a sonnet that reveals Longfellov,r's own burdens
of personal grief and the senrice he saw great literature performing as
the solacing voice of eternity. It also displays his conception of his own
task: to associate American poetry in spirit with great world literature.

Longfellow was remarkably successful. He became the embodi-
ment of American poery to a more than American public. His fame
was worldwide; he was received by Queen Victoria in private audi-
ence; his bust stands in lWestminster Abbey. The irony is that the
moment in history he summoned, the conception of the poet's role he
shared with his wide audience, no longer prevails. \7e have come to
value, as Newton Arvin once put it, a poetry of difficulty, "emotionally
perplexed, intellectually hard-earned, stylistically dense," so that it is
no longer easy to do justice "to poets who 'signified' no more, or not
much more, than they plainly stated." Longfellow's way with poetry
was to interpret the mysteries of eternity in the conventional moral
terms of his own age. Unless our conception of poetry changes sig-
nificantly, he will never again be thought great, Yet, that said, it is sdll
possible to admire his learning, versatility, skill, musicality and the
civilizing role he played in the development of American verse. Amer-
ica's Victorian sage, he came to embody the Genteel Tradition in its
moralism and sentimentality. He also represented Boston in its role of
intelligent mediator between the achievements of world art and Amer-
ican possibility. \fhen it was put to him that American literature should
reflect the sweep of the prairies and the sublimity of the Grand Canyon,
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he gave, in his interesting portrait-of-the-American-artist novel Kaua-
nagb (1849), the balanced, truly Bostonian answer, that a man does
not necess anly become a great pget because he lives near a great
mount arn. He reflected the neur Bostonian confidence that it wrote for
the world-the confidence that Bret Harte summed up when he said
that you could not shoot an arrow in any direction there without
bringing down the author of t'wo or three volumes.

But perhaps the fullest embodiment of that confidence was Oliver
\flendell Holmes, doctor, dean of the Harvard Medical School and
the witty table-talker who sustained the madition of Augus tan urbanity
through the entire era of Boston suprem acy and frankly declared his
Back Buy aristocrucy tnTbe Autocrat of the Breakfast Table (1858) and
its rwo popular successors. He was aloyal and proud member of what
he identified in his novel Elsie Venner (1861) as "the Brahmin caste
of New England. " In his view, the American poet was set to no high
task; he denied the poet prophetic power, argued for much of his life
that prose and poery were essenti ally the same and demanded straight
common sense-"Don't write any stuff with rhyrning tails to it that
won't make a decent show for itself after you've chopped the rhyming
tails off. " His ou/n poetry was uers de soci6td, dependent, as he said,
on his facility: "I'm a florist in verse, and what utould people say/If I
came to the banquet without my bouquet?" He could write serious
scientific-philosophical poems like "The Chambered Nautilus" ( 1858),
but he was always ready to respond to an occasiof,, as in his "Old
Ironsides" (1830), dashed off to protect the frigate Constitution from
destruction by the N"oy-"Ay, tear her tattered ensign down!/Long
has it waved on high." Behind the confident Augustan wit and Bos-
tonian certainty, however, there was a medical reformer and serious
rationalist who challenged the Calvinism of his own upbringing by
reaching toward a broader humanism.

This was not always apparent. In "The Moral Bully" (1850) he
outraged many by teasing the abolitionists and others who

Turn the sweet milk of kindness into curds,
Or with grirn logic prove, beyond debate,
That all we love is worthiest of our hate.
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But his quality may be more accurately seen in the exactly executed
utterance and firm values of the satirical spoof of his Calvinist heritage
in "The Deacon's Masterpiece, or, The \X/onderful 'One-Hoss-Sh ay' :
A Logical Story" (1858). Here ^ single poem marks the end of an
entire intellectual radition.

Have you heard of the wonderful one-hoss-shay,
That was built in such a logical w^y
It ran a hundred years to a duy,
And then, of a sudden, it

begins the parable about a
last forever, like Calvin's
years, it

caffrage built with no weak link so as to
logical theology. But after a hundred

went to pieces all at once,-

i,i,T,ffi#.["*;:i ff :] u,,,,,
J

End of the wonderful one-hoss-shay.
Logic is logic. That's all I say.

Holmes's srong human itanan beliefs, his dissent from the doctrine of
original sin and his scientific curiosity are apparent in the fine "med-

icated novels" he wrote in later life: Elsie Venner (186I), Tbe Guardian
Angel (1867) and A Mortal Antipathy (1885). Here Holmes is no longer
the repository of safe) sure Boston thought, but the adventurous med-
ical man setting the complexities of psychology against the certain-
ties of religion, explorirg the Unconscious, multiple personality and
the psychotic origins of behavior. This was the more complex and
courageous face of Brahminism, prefiguring the dissent of Henry
Adams, the experimental spirit of William James and the inquiries of
pragmatism.

For a long lifetime Holmes stood at Boston's center during its
heyday, amid a vttal and glitterirg literary-social scene which radiated
influence to the rest of America and celebrated the commercial pros-
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perity condemned by more radical thinkers like Emerson. Holmes had
no regard for the transcendentalists and dismissed them in verse:

And oh, what questions asked in clubfoot rhyme
Of Earth the tongueless and the deaf-mute Time!
Here babbling "Insight" shouts in Nature's ears
His last conundrum on the orbs and spheres;
There Self-Inspection sucks its little thumb,
With "S(/hence am f?" and "S(/herefore did I come?"

By the time he died in 1894, aged eighty-five, the artistic standards of
his attitude and generation had been supplanted by fresh European
imports, first by philosophic Romanticism-he mocked the tendency
as comittg from "those dreamily sensuous idealists who belong to the
same century that brought us ether and chloroform"-rnd then re-
alism. The Genteel Tradition he both teased and represented was
dying, and the Boston he embodied was no longer the American literary
capital. For several generations he had spoken for its mixture of con-
servatism and reforming humanism, arrogance and culture, autoc rucy
and saving wit. Just before his own death in L892, his friend John
Greenleaf $Thittier addressed his last poem to Holmes, praising his
optimisrn and wit and remarkirg,

\ilfe have grown old together, ure have seen
Our youth and age between,

Two generations leave us, and to-day
\7e with a third hold way. . .

It was an epitaph for an entire, long-lived era of cultural influence and
domination they had shared, or perhaps divided benveen them.

For if \fhittier, too, represented the Boston Genteel Tradition,
he represented a very different side of it. Even their friendship can
seem strange. Holmes was the embodiment of Back Bay hauteur, \7hit-
tier afarm-boy from Haverhill, Massachusetts, who held himself closely
attached to the New England countryside. Holmes saw poetry as a
form of light refinement ("Poetry is not an afiicle of prime necessity,
and potatoes are"); \Thittier consecrated his verse to "the sacred in-
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terests of religion and humanity." Holmes mocked the British Ro-
mantics, parodying their ballads in "The Spectre Pig" and "The
Mysterious Visitor"; 'Whittier's mentors were Byron and Scott, his aim
to be his nation's popular balladeer. Holmes denied the poet's emo-
tional power; Whittier saw poety as "the moral steam enginery of an
age of action." Holmes associated versifying with urbanity; \flhittier
confessed to his ourn lack of artistic education and his rural limitations
and discerned in his verse, in "Proem" (1 847), "The rigor of a frozen
clime,/The harshness of an untaught ear." Holmes was the humanist
Unitaruan, Sfhittier the impassioned Quaker. And where Holmes
mocked the abolitionists in "The Moral Bully," Whittier became the
poet of abolitioniSffi, devoting much of the first half of his writing life
to prose and poetry in support of the antislavery crusade led by his
friend William Lloyd Garrison. He repudiated his first book, Legends
of I'lew England in Prose and Verse (181 1), as too literary, and from
1833 to the emancipation of the slaves in 1865 the bulk of his poetic
output, in volumes like Poems \f,/ritten During the Progress of the
Abolition Question (1837) and Voices of Freedom (1846), took the form
of "trumpet calls" of declamation and invective on the slavery question.
If they have little interest now except in the light of the issues they
address, they earned him a national reputation. \X/hittier's conscious-
ness of his own limits was exact, as "Proem" suggests. His was not
"the seer-like power to show/The Secrets of the heart and mind." But
there was a task, a very Bostonian task, to perform:

Yet here at least an earnest sense
Of human right and weal is shown;

A hate of tyranny intense,
And hearty in its vehemence,

As if my brother's pain and sorrov/ were my ou/n.

Today it is the other side of his verse that claims attention, the side
he called his "Yankee pastoral" which bequeathed its legacy to Edward
Arlington Robinson and Robert Frost. Like Longfellow, \X/hittier sa\il
legend and ballad as the L.y to American poetry. His best volumes
are Home Ballads (1360) ,In War Time (1864), which contains "Barbaru
Frietchie," Tbe Tent on tbe Beach (1867) and Among tbe Hills (1869).
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In these books folk voice and exact obseryation of nature convey the
quality less of literary than popular legend as Whittier's Quaker pietism
and conventional sentimentality fade before fresh, personal intensity.
His most-read poem, "Snow-Bound: A \Winter Idyl" (1866), recalls
two days of childhood confinement in a farmhouse after a heavy
blizzard:

And, when the second morning shone,
S7e looked upon a world unknown,
On nothing we could call our own.
Around the glistening wonder bent
The blue walls of the firmament,
No cloud above, no earth below,-
A universe of sky and snow!

The sense of scene, the vivid local detail, was the nearest an American
writer had reached to Goldsmith's The Deserted Village or Burns's
The Cotter's Saturday ltight.

The strengths and limitations of the Schoolroom and Brahmin
traditions are perhaps best summed ,rp by the career of James Russell
Lowell, a decade younger than the others and the most richly endowed
Boston Brahmin of them all. A member of one of the leading patrician
Cambridge families with an uncle who had founded the mill-town of
Lowell, he possessed all the skill and facility, the breadth and learning,
that New England could now provide-but also tts fatal lack of artistic
focus. A man of brilliant gifts, a highly successful journalist and verse-
writer, his writing reflects a theoretical aimlessness, the high price paid
by those who cannot identify their purpose or how to accomplish it
-what the transcendentalists, whom he came to distrust, were suc-
ceeding in doing. He was only twenty-two when he published his first
book of poeffis, A Year's Life ( 184 1 ) ; when, t\Mo years later, he followed
it with a second, Edgar Allan Poe wrote that Lowell "had given evi-
dence of at least as high poetical genius as anyone in America-if not
a loftier genius than any." Five years later, in 1848, his reputation was
at its height. In one year he published Poems: Second Series, much
applauded, though the verses today seem little more than rhymed
platitudes and generalities; Tbe Vision of Sir Launfal, a Tennyson-
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inspired poem on the Grail legend; the first series of The Biglow Papers,
Yankee-dialed prose and verse firmly supporting the abolitionist cause
and attackirg American aggression in the Mexican \War; and A Fable

fo, Critics, a long satire on his contemporaries that he printed
anonymously-the title page describes it as "By a Sflonderful Quiz,
who accompanies himself with a rub-a-dub-dub, full of spirit and grace,
on the top of. a tub."

One stanza both illusmates
summ arizes what his poetic
Revolution:

Lowell's candid self-knowledge and
tradition had achieved since the

There is Lowell, who's sriving Parnassus to climb
With a whole bale of isms tied together with rhyme;
He might get on alone, spite of brambles and boulders,
But he can't with that bundle he has on his shoulders;
The top of the hill he will never come nigh reaching
Till he learns the distinction 'rwixt singing and preachirg;
His lyre has some chords that would ring pretty well,
But he'd rather by half, make a drum of the shell,
And raftle away till he's old as Methusaleffi,
At the head of the march to the last neu/ Jerusalem.

The facility, wit and high spirits recall Holmes; the sense of mission
indicates how close to the surface earlier Puritan didactic determination
remained. Lowell's learning brought him the Professorship of Belles
Lettres at Harvard in 1855; his fame rnade him first editor of the
Atlantic Monthly in 1857, where he published most of the major figures
of the age and sought out and promoted new writers like William
Dean Howells. By now he was largely an essayist and critic producing

striking essays on European writers. A second series of Biglow Papers
(L867) showed his continuing involvement in the issues of the Civil
\Var, but Gilded Ag. America and the declining power of the older
patricrate disappointed him as they did Henry Adams. He came to sed
that he had dissipated his gifts. He had ranged from local vernacular
writing to urbane cosmopolitanism, from reflective poetry to polemic,

and he had tried many styles. But his wide-ranging curiosity and in-
tellectuality had not produced a distinctive voice or one clearly major
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work. Lowell had not become the American Matthew Arnold he had
set out to be.

There were other forms of success. In later life he was American
Minister at the Court of Spain and Minister in London, where he
delivered a memorable address on "Democracy." He adopted the
social appreciation for Europe and England that for many in his gen-
eration was a form of protest against the Ameri ca of the Gilded Ag.
and an admission of persistent provincial anxieties. In L873 he wrote
that

I frankly confess that I like England immensely, I find men of
leisure at every turn, men who are profound scholars, who think
for themselves, with whom interchange of ideas is an inspiration.
Where there is one such man in America there ate a dozen here.
Do you wonder I like it? The contrast is not a fault on the part of
the counmy: it is the consequence of youth and the struggle for
material existence.

James and Adams were to develop this sensibility of displacement
into a testin g analysis of Ameri ca, anAmerica where afte r 1865 primary
social assumptions that had guided the nation were no longer viable
and where a new education and sense of history urere necess ary.Lowell
never crossed this bridge; rnoreover, the line of American poetry that
sustained hirn had lost its ene rgy, if not yet its reputation, by the Civil
\Var. Like Bryant, Longfellow, \X/hittier and Holmes, he represented
the American tradition but not the American Renaissance. The force
of that I^y elsewhere, in another aspect of New England which he
found in the contrasting and contrary spirit of New England's
most original movement, transcendentalism.

I I I  .

To try to grasp the spirit of transcendentalism is, by definition, to ry
to grasp the ungraspable-which is precisely what transcendentalism
sought to do. \X/hat essentially guided its thinking was its dissent from
Unitarianisrn and the Lockean and Newtonian world view that had
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persisted so powerfully into the American nineteenth century, its cel-
ebration of individualism, self and consciousness and its reassertion of
an idealistic Neoplatonism that, paradoxically, drew it back again to-
ward Edwards and the Puritan tradition. Its thinking was fed by
the spirit of Romanticism as it had developed through organicist
philosophers like Kant and Swedenborg, Coleridg. and Carlyle,
who asserted the power of the imagination, the soul as spirit illuminated
by the divine. But it partook too of that cultism and Utopianism that
made New England a flourishing center ior new sects and faiths
and the urgent self-made individualism that seemed part of the essen-
tially Franklinean American temper. In what John Quincy Adams
called New England's "bubbling cauldron of religion and politics,"
where moral urgencies and new revelations grew readily and prophets
and solitary thinkers came to seem a natural part of the landscape,
transcendentalism spoke to the value of inward spiritual promptings
and the need for a private relation between the self and the universe.
It was a form of spiritual revivalism that dramatized the searching
self at ^ crucial moment, when the time-the notion itself was in-
tensely American-seemed ripe for total renewal, yet another Great
Awakening.

On September 9, 1832, when Ralph rWaldo Emerson, descended
from a long line of New England ministers and himself the minister
of the Second Unit arran Church in Boston, announced his skepticism
about the Lord's Supper, resigned his ministry and pledged himself
to a personal, noninstitutional form of faith, Very few could have known
that a whole new er^ in the history of the American imagination u/as
under uray. At the end of that year, Emerson set sail for Europe in a
state of mental crisis to reconsider his position; there he encountered
the full force of European Romantic, organicist thought, in religion,
philosophy, social opinion and poetry. Of that thought, we may fairly
say he gave a creative misreading. The link with pornzerful European
intellectual developments is rcal, but we have only to compare Emer-
son's thinking as it now began to develop with that of his British friend
and correspondent Carlyle to see how the flight from the quotidian
marketplace into the abstract, the empyrean and the personal could
be differently conducted in an Ameri canmind. After Emerson returned
a year later, he settled well outside Boston in sleepy Concord, soon to
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become transcendentalism's capital city. And he now declared himself
in his first book, aptly called I'lature (1836). Emerson's statement of
the innocent vision at work in a natural world was meant as a new
beginning for himself and all Americans, and that is what it eventually
came to seem.

In its argument for a ransformed relation ber'ween self and the
material world, Na ture was nothing less than a manifesto seruing notice
that the Enlightenment tradition of Byrd and Franklin, wh at had be-
come "the corpse-cold Unitarianism of Brattle Street and Harvard Col-
lege," no longer lived. It had now to be challenged by the insistence that
God had made material nature not as amere commodity but as ahiero-
glyph of His spiritual world. Nature was not merely a challenge to
man's powers of domination and exploitation; it spoke directly to the
self, to the individual mind and soul. "To what end is Nature?" Emer-
son asked; he proposed that it was a scripture, more immediate and
more accessible than any written statement, though it called for its
scriptor, the "Orphic Poet," who responds to and incorporates its lan-
guage. Even though he was quickly denounced for his "German insan-
ity," Emerson's radiating conviction began to catch hold of his times, as
he had known that it would. By 1838, Harriet Martineau was explaining
to her fellow Britons that one could not really know America unless one
knew Emerson. In him "one leading quality is to be distinguished . . .
modest independengs"-('independence equ ally of thought, of speech,
of demeanour, of occupation, and of objects in life. " Emerson himself
did not embrace what had originated as a derogatory label until his lec-
ture "The Transcendentalist" in 1841 that acknowledged the influence
of Kant and asserted that the transcendentalist "believes in miracle, in
the perpetual openness of the human mind to new influx of light and
power; he believes in inspiration, and in ecstasy." By then this faith was
already becoming a movement. From L836 there was a "Ttanscenden-
talist Club" that attracted many New England rudical thinkers drawn
by Emerson's faith in the self-Bronson Alcott, George Ripl.y, Orestes
Brownson, Theodore Parker, Margaret Fuller and Elizabeth Peabody,
who uras just about to become sister-in-law to a far more skeptical resi-
dent of Concord, Nathaniel Hawthorne.

Independence was the keynote. In 1837 Emerson delivered his
Phi Beta Kappa address at Haward, "The American Scholar." It mem-
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orably restated the theme that "S7e have listened too long to the courtly

muses of Europe" and thereby earned its place as Arnerica's declaration

of lite rury independence. And it argued that the scholar in his right

state is not simply a thinker but "Man Thinkitg," an active voice

of experience. The theme of independence was extended in "Self-

Reliance" (1841), which expressed a central docrine: divinity existed

intimately in each natural fact, in each individual self. This was no

appeal to the acquisitive individualism of Franklin's Poor Richard, nor

to the enmepreneurism of his busy commerciai age.Emerson's seif is

ethically opposed to selfishness; his is a quest for the best self one can

imagine to merge in ultimate union with the transcendent Self, what
he called "The Over-Soul" (1841). The religious implications are clear:

this independence characterizes the believer whose identity rests on

foundations not of this society or of this world. Indeed Emerson's

essays, sermons and addresses, which came in a gteat outpouring as

he toured the country and spoke his powerful message, can be read

as a secula rtzed version of the jeremiad and millen adan utterance.

Drawing on his minister's rhetoric and the language of European phi-

losophy and poetry, h. challenged his audiences to see through the

surfaces of the familiar world to the wondrous redemptive reality be-
yond, a rcaLtty read Iy available in its pure Platonic essence but sadly

hidden by the mask of appearance. Emerson's natural supernaturalism

was less ̂  path to the spirit through the world of matter than ^ sa-

crame ntalwtng of the ordinary through recognition of the spiritual

import of all things.
In this sense, transcendentalism was yet another awakening of the

spirit in New England, an indication that the sensibility of Jonathan
Edwards still lived on in the new American world. For Emerson,

however, as for Bronson Alcott, Orestes Brownson and the others, the

meaningful reality of the immaterial world existed in much closer
proximity to the material one than the Puritan settlers had held. For

the Puritans, the divine plan vouchsafed hints of spiritual ruth as it

worked itself out providentially through the successive stages of history;

for Emerson, the epochal moment was eternally present. Thus the

message that now leapt alive from New England's "bar-rooms, Ly-

ceums, committee rooms" to "fill the world with their thunder," as

Emerson put it, was in essence apocalyptic. In I'lature Emerson v/as
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, already denouncing the age of the retrospective and announcing:
"There ate new lands, neu/ men, new thoughts. Let us demand our
own works and laws and worship." In Representatiue Men (1850) he
announced the moment of neu/ power when man extends across the
full scale. He called for a world of self-made genius and the geniuses
came, as if from his tutelage; he took from his ministerial trainirg the
prophetic role and spoke in the voice of revelation about "the infinitude

of the private mind. " If history as progress and democ rucy as American
principle seemed to support all this, Emerson nevertheless felt it was
possible to bypass history, to make mind and self the measure of life.

i In time his potent equation of the self and the universe came to seem
an essential American principle and the originating theme of much of
its finest subsequent literature, indebted as so much of it was to Emer-
son's radiant mess age,

Yet for all his travels as a lecturer and his massive appeal to
thinkers and writers as various as Nietzsche and William James, 

\Walt

Whitm an, Carlyle and Harriet Martineau, Emerson was fundamentally
a private, contemplative scholar, a man who held that "Life consists
in what a man is thinking of all day," u/ho appeared in public chiefly
because his sense of mission and his need to support himself demanded
it. He was not temperamentally suited to lead a movement, and his
relations with others, even fellow-ranscendentalists, were often distant.
Not everyone u/as persuaded by his energy and his claim to be a
representative man; many, like James Russell Lowell, u/ere drawn but
finally unconvinced. When he was asked to join those hoping to form
a communitaruan, transcendentalist, Fourierist Utopia at Brook Farm,
near Boston, where even the solitude-loving Nathaniel Hawthorne
joined in the experiment for a time, Emerson declined, repeating his
conviction that society would only improve when the individual self

was sufficiently cultivated. The ranscendentalist spirit worked in many

u/ays to change American life in the age of confidence and progress.

But it was just this opposition benveen individual self-reliance and the
desire for group action thatwould finally split the movement, between
those like Emerson and Thoreau who followed the path of individual
spiritual regeneration, and those like George Ripley, Bronson Alcott,
Orestes Brownson and Margaret Fuller who turned to direct social,
political and indeed Utopian reform. Transcendentalism was thus to
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reach into every aspect of American life: education (Alcott and Eliz-
abeth Peabody), religion (Brownson, Theodore Parker), feminism
(Fuller), political and social reform (Ripley, Alcott, Thoreau; Brook
Farm and Fruitlands). But its place in American literature would be
small if it had produced only the essays on these topics that filled Tbe
Dial (1840-44) or only the verse of Emerson and Jones Very. \flhat
enabled this movement to transform American literature was the crucial
relationship Emerson saw bet'ween his spiritual vision and the nature
and social role of the writer.

Here, agatn, the inspiration can be traced to European Roman-
ticism. But it was not the Romanticism that Irving and Bryant, Cooper
and Longfellow shared with Goldsmith, Collins, Gray, Burns and
Scott. \7hen Howard Nemerov asserts that great poets are " admirable
not because they present values (though they do) but because, they
become values," he is referring to the tradition of DerDichter, the poet
as prophet-seer. In "Circles" (1841) Emerson evokes this ideal to attach
it to his epochal expectations for literature:

Literature is a point outside of our hodiernal circle through which
a new one may be described. The use of literature is to afford us
a platform whence we may command a view of our present life, a
purchase by which we may move it. . . . Therefore we value the
poet. All the argument and all the wisdom is not in the encyclo-
paedia, or the treatise on metaphysics, or the Body of Divinity, but
in the sonnet or the play.

In "The Poet" (1 844) he expands this idea: poets summon true life
through the lens of nature, letting us "see trifles animated by a ten-
dency. . . Life will no more be a noise. . . Poets turn the world to
glass." The poet may seem to create meaning but actually sees through
the surfaces that veil it. This stress on seeirg, vision, points to one of
the many puns transcendentalism used to reconstitute language itself:
the poet is a see-er, a prophet who helps us see through our €ye, the
((I" of our self-reliance that will make the first-person voice of Tho-
reau's Walden and Whitman's Leaues of Grass an echo of that tran-
scendent Self, the Over-Soul. Emerson's poet is also epochal and
prophetic, " a principal event in chronology." Poetry summons the
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transitional moment of a new time: "\(/e are like persons who come
out of. a cave or cellar into the open air," says Emerson. "This is the
effect on us of tropes, fables, oracles and all poetic forms. Poets are
thus liberatitg gods." They are) in fact, perceivers of a prior poem,
the universe itself:

The sea, the mountain-ridge, Niagar a, and every flower-bed, pre-
exist, in pre-cantations, which sail like odors in the air, and when
any man goes by with an e^r sufficiently fine, he overhears them
and endeavours to write down the notes without diluting or de-
praving them. And herein is the legitimation of citicism, in the
mind's faith that the poems are a corrupt version of some text in
nature with which they ought to be made to tally.

It is Emerson's notion of earth as text and sacrament that marks
the place he holds in American literature: benveen the Puritans with
their providential allegory and the later symbolists. Emerson is a di-
dactic and religious thinker; he quests for fundamental truth. But he
refuses to manslate rhe rnaterial world into simple allegory. By distin-
guishing the fixed sign-what he calls "mysticism"-from the multi-
valent symbol, he opens the way to later writers from William James
to \X/allace Stevens:

The quality of the imagination is to flow, and not to freeze. .
Here is the difference benveen the poet and the mystic, that the
last nails a symbol to one sense, which was a true sense for a
moment, but soon becomes old and false. For all symbols are
fluxional; all language is vehicular and ransitive, and is good, 4s
ferries and horses ate, for conveyance, not as farms and houses
ate, for homestead.

The seeds of the underlying belief here-"The history of hierarchies
seems to show that all religious emor consisted in making the symbol
too stark and solid" -1pny well lie in Coleridge's Biographia Literaria
(1817) and Shelley's Defence of Poetry (182 1). But in thus freeing the
symbol to resonate in the imagination of the perceiver, Emerson lib-
erated American poetry from the prisons of subject and purpose in-
herited from eighteenth-century verse. He thereby discredited univocal
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didactic aff and gave Thoreau, lil7hitman, Hawthorne and Melville a

resonanr marerial world which would yield its transcendent significance

only to the free play of suggestive analogy. The promise of poetry lay

nof in its direct statement but its fluid signification, "a new connection

of thought":

\flhy cover a knowledge of new facts? Day and night, house and

g"rj.rr, a few books, a few actions, serve us as well as would all

tr.de, and all spectacles. \We are far from having exhausted the

significance of the few symbols we use.

The present world, the American world, is thus present to the poet

., -"terial awaiting vision and the utterance that allows it to be known.

"I look in vain for the poet whom I describe," Emerson concludes;

"S(/e do not with sufficient plainness or sufficient profoundness address

ourselves to life, nor dare we chaunt our own times and social cir-

cumsrances." He knew he was not himself that poet. He published

rwo volumes of verse-Poems (1847) and May'Day (1867)-and his

own prose, as these quotations suggest, has an extraordinary innovative

lyricism. But Emerson wrote no masterpiece. Na ture, his first book, is

u l.t grhy essay, complicated by what emerged as his special vocabulary

and hir dirdain for coherent, system atLC argument. Books like Repre-

sentatiue Men (1350) , English Traits (1856) and the rwo collections of

Essays (1841, 1844) give ample indication of the independence Hamiet

Martineau recogn tzed, but like his poetry they cannot provide ^

rounded picture of his thought or its remarkable centr altty to Arnerica's

philosophi.ul and literary traditions. For this, one must turn to the

l.r ,rol,-rmes of the lournats (L909-L4, posthumous) where his popular

public lectures germinated, and to the disciples who responded to his

i.udership with lives and work that have continued to rnake an im-

poganr contribution to the American character. The lasting signifi-

.ur.. of public utrerances like The American Scholar (1837) and the

Diuinity Schoot Address (1818) lay with those who heard or later read

them and then altered the way they thought and lived. Emerson es-

sentially bequearhs his task and his nation's need to the genius not yet

come:
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Time and nature yield us many gifts, but not yet the timely man,
the new religion, the reconciler, whom all things await. . Banks
and tariffs, the nev/spaper and caucus, Methodism and Unitari-
anism, are flat and dull to dull people, but rest on the same foun-
dations of wonder as the town of Troy and the temple of Delphi,
and are as swiftly passing away. Our log-rollitg, our stumps and
their politics, our fisheries, our Negroes and Indians, our boasts
and our repudiations, the wrath of rogues and the pusillanimity of
honest men, the northern made, the southern planting, the western
clearing, Oregon and Texas, are yet unsung. Yet Americ a rs a poem
in our eyes; its ample geography dazzles the imagination, and it
will not wait long for metres.

Emerson published The Poet in 1544. One year later, on July 4, the
birthd ay of national independence, Henry David Thoreau began the
venture in spiritual independence that led to Walden. Ten years later,
S7hitman published Leaues of Gra.rs. Each drew directly on Emerson's
thought, and each, like Emerson's Dante, "dared to write his auto-
biography in colossal cipher, or into universality" to express an Amer-
Lca ab complex and fluid as the self he evoked , 4n America whose
suong destiny the expansive ambition of Jacksonianism would label
"manifest." .

Certainly, when Henry David Thoreau began building ^ cabin
near Concord on Emerson's fourteen acres at \Talden Pond, many
must have recalled Emerson's Self-Reliance, and Thoreau himself
would see his fwo-ye at adventure on the pond's shore as a westward
quest for the Emersonian self:

I went to the woods because I wished to live deliber ately, to front
only the essential facts of life, and see if I could not learn what it
had to teach, and not, when I came to die, discover that I had not
lived. I did not wish to live what was not life, living is so dear; nor
did I wish to practice resignation, unless it was quite necessary. I
wanted to live deep and'suck out all the marrow of life, to live so
sturdily and Spartan-like as to put to rout all that was not life, to
cut a broad swath and shave close, to drive life into a corner, and
reduce it to its lowesr rerms.
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The only one of the manscendentalists actually born in Concord, Tho-

reau, after a ministerial training, chose a life of what he called

"excursions"-schoolteacher, sun/eyor, handyman, student of nature.

His writing was itself such an"excursion," a journey to the center of

life; as he said, he raveled much in Concord. His Journals (fourteen

volumes, 1906, posthumous), his letters and verses, articles and

speeches, and his rwo published books, /. 'Week on the Concord and

Merrimack Riuers (1849) and Walden (1854), represent the epitome

of Emersonian inciependence. $yritten with saity Yankee wit, cirawing

on etymological p.trr to force us through the appearance of words

and things ro the only reality that signifies, they show he was a poet

to the marrow. He u/rote few good verses, but he approached langu age

and the building of. a book the way a genuine Romantic poet does.

Vald.en is an experience, as well as a description of one. Thoreau

insists that we learn from him but rejects any direct attempt to follow

his parricular parh from cabin to pond; he had cabin and pond, we

have Walden.
Some critics have seen Thoreau solely in the shadow of Emerson's

originality, the agenr of Emerson's conception; but this easy dichotomy

ignores rhe complexity of his writing. Indeed we have only to compare

Emerson's "Th; Apolo gy" (1846) with Thoreau's prose to see the

distance come:

Think me not unkind and rude
That I walk alone in grove and glen;

I go to the god of the wood
To fetch his word to men.

Tax not my sloth that I
Fold my arms beside the brook;

Each cloud that floated in the skY
\Writes a letter in mY book. . .

Emerson is simply not his own poet; he is still meter-making and fixing

the symbol into discursive statement. Thoreau is defining, refining

experience. Through successive versions Walden changed; Thoreau

the naturalist and thot.",r the transcendental scout reporting from
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the bush disappeared before the artist exercisirg elaborate tonal and
structural control. In fact we cannot take the simplest word of 'Walden

for granted. The ((I" of the first page is Thoreau the woodsman, the
student of society and his own soul, but also Thoreau the artist, ma-
nipulating and coloring the woodsman's experience. \We look through
this ((I" as Thoreau looked through his pond-which is indeed a pond
but also a mirror to the depths of the soul (and both, he hints, might
be bottomless) and to the endless reaches of the heavens overhead.
Eventually we come to see all that Thoreau claims for his pond he
claims also for his book. His ((I" is our ".y.," and our gaze will not
be true until we find the pond itself lying bet'ween the covers of Walden.

The book Thoreau desoibes writing at S7alden Pond was not
Walden but A Veek on the Concord and Merrimack Riuers. He pub-
lished this in 1849 in 1,000 copies largely at his own expense. Four
years later he was forced to undertake storage of the remaining 706:
"I have now a library of nearly nine hundred volumes, over seven
hundred of which I wrote myself. It is not well that the author should
behold the fruits of his labor?" It has reasonably been surmised that
the failure of A Week generated the artistic complexity of. Valden In
no position to publish, Thoreau went on reading sections of his new
book to friends and reaffanging passages to heighten their effect until
publication becarne possible. Thus, in the book that gradually took
shape, the materials of memory were so transformed by imagination
that they became parable, or what Thoreau called "scripture." His
churchgoing neighbors would have been appalled by the claim, as they
were at his familiar reference to the Bible as an "old book" in no way
differing from the Vedas. In Walden, simple narrative is persistently
lifted and uansformed by its context. Part of this effect lies in the
narrator's own persona-in the complex way his voice colors details
with an irony that doubles the freight of each statement or a wit that
moves us instantly from beachcomber voice to sage. But equally im-
portant is the role assigned to the reader. Most of us are like the text's

John Farmer, with commitments and responsibilities which make the
path to the pond inaccessible. But that path was for Thoreau's sole
use anryay, not for us, and he has abandoned it himself now that it
has grown too famiiar for his purpose. Yet, by joinirg John Farmer in
the appropriate cleansing rituals and listening for the beckoning sound
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of the flute (that Thoreau did play), we , too, as poor students and true

readers, can visit \flalden Pond.
\Talden is not a place of total solitude. The railroad runs by it,

society is close. \Where Emerson was a retiring man and a largely

theoretical lover of nature ("Be careful daddy, or you'll dig your leg,"

his son cried out as he worked in his garden), Thoreau savored the

material world, 4S he did the social one. While Emerson risked his

limbs digging his garden, Thoreau stood in ponds up to his nose

observing insects anci Whitrnan walked the Manhattan streets hungrily

digesting the tangible life he found there. It is in the complex relations

between the inward self and the ourward world in all its complexity

that Thoreau shows his force; he experienced the material world in

his very effofts to interpret and thereby ranscend it. In many ways a
private man ("Take Thoreau's arm?" a friend once said, "I'd as soon

grasp the limb of a tree"), his prickly independence drove him to a
public life and public actions Emerson could only commit to his jour-

nal. The relation bet'ween self and community, coming in and going

out, the single separate person and the eru masse, as \Thitman put it,

were a lasting ranscendental question. Thoreau was no communitarian
like Ripley or Bronson Alcott, but he engaged the community. An

abolitionist, he spoke out for John Brown; when the Mexican \Var

burdened his conscience, he spent a night in jarl ruther than pay taxes

for its support. Like similar events in reformist New England, this act

became a symbolic statement: when asked why he was behind bars,

Thoreau wondered why any decent man was outside, supporting an

unjust state. In another emblematic gesture, he declared his wish to

resign from all the institutions he could not remember having joined.

The most durable impact transcendentalism made on social action
followed Thoreau's "Civil Disobedience" (1849); it guided Mahatma

Gandhi's campaigr of passive resistance to British rule in India and

the tactics of civil disobedience used against ractal discrimination and

the Vietnam \War in the 1960s.
Thoreau was also a poet, often, as in "The Inward Morning"

(1842), one of considerable moral power. But he was no more the

great poet Emerson was summoning than u/as Jones Very, the best of

the New England transcendentalist poets. Rather, Thoreau was the

symbolist Emerson could only describe, seeittg simultaneously the thing
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before him and the spiritu aI analogue he held equally real. He was the
adventurous pioneer who turned woods and pond into a frontier of
the spirit. It was left to \ilZalt \Thitman to explore that larger mingling
of individual and community, those larger passages of travel and ex-
pansive motions of American life that would make the United States
itself the greatest poem and \X/hitman its summoned poet. The con-
nection vras clear: "I was simmering, simmering, simmering; Emerson
brought me to the boil," \fhitman would say. \7hen he sent out copies
of his Leaues of Grasg \Thittier threw his into the study fire. Emily
Dickinson would not read it: "I . . . was told that he was disgraceful."
Holmes wrote in the Atlantic Montbly that \X/hitman's "rhapsodies"
were "figures played upon a big organ which has been struck by
lightning." But Emerson responded passionately and impulsively, ac-
knowledging the new book with a remarkable letter:

I am not blind to the worth of the wonderful gift of "Leaves of
Grass." I find it the most extraordinary piece of wit and wisdom
that America has yet contributed. I am very huppy in reading it,
as great po\iler makes us htppy. . I give you joy of your free
and brave thought. I have great joy in it. I find incomparable things
said incomp arubIy well, as they must be. I find the courage of
treatment that so delights us, and which large perception only can
inspire. I greet you at the beginning of a great career.

It is tempting to see these three writers as a single identity: Emerson

the thinker, Thoreau the bold experimenter in life's living, $(hitman

the singer and seer. But if this clarifies, it also simplifies, for each man

was ruly his own. Perhaps they might better be distinguished by their

affitude toward Nature, Emerson's great hieroglyph and the primary

reference point for almost all Romantic artists. Emerson-despite his

insistence that the world was real and not the shadow of ideas-

remained closest to philosophical idealism and the spirit of Kant. Tho-

reau expressed a fat more direct contact with the natural world, and

his best writing holds on to it with the transcendentalist's characteristic

bifocal vision. S7hitman always retained a transcendentalist mysticism

and a belief in nature as force and source, but the mysterious value

of life lay finally in what he directly felt and saw. Silords and vision
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coincided and so his long continuous poem is open-ended and
curnulalivs-a comprehensive, catalogirg, unpunctuated "word-
book," as he called it, whose omnivorous pages could encompass, as
u/e shall see, the leaves of grass and the leaves of books, stasis and
change, the shifting progress of America from rural to urban industrial
nation.

. IV.

Today it is clear to us that one essential service Emerson performed
fc'r American writing was to release the power of symbolism and
thereby ffansform much subsequent thought and poetry. But he was
not the only poetic revolutionary of his time to perform that task; nor
v/as his the only way to perform it. When the French symbolist poets
of the middle and later nineteenth century discovered an American
source for their sense of art's pou/er, it was not to Emerson they looked
but to Edgar Allan Poe-a writer for whom nature provided none of
the emblematic security Emerson could find in it. Like Emerson, Poe
is a poet of mental adventure; like him, he is in a fashion a transcen-
dentalist, seeing reason pointing the way beyond itself through intuition
and imagination. It was the sense of what lay beyond that made Emer-
son and Poe so different and transformed the entire nature and sen-
sibility of the quest. \What to Emerson gave order to Poe gave disorder;
where Emerson discerned Over-Soul or cosmic force, Poe sau/ a rnore
thanatogenic entity, an elusive beauty , a " never-to-be-imparted secret,
whose attainment is destruction," as his narrator puts it in "MS. Found
Ln a Bottle." If Emerson's was the affirmative, Poe's was the decadent
imagination. Poetry led not to Orphic truth, "new light and power,"
but into the inverted, labyrinthine world of the imagination which
disinvests the concrete world of its materiality while offering no secure
and redemptive mystery beyond. From the start, the optimism of Amer-
ican manscendentalist symbolism had its inversion in a poet who suf-
fered neglect and abuse in his lifetime and after it, whose voice has
always seemed not only pen/erse but frequently insecure, yet whose
importance is now quite unmistakable.

ft was, apdy enough, in posthumous form, in the essay "The Poetic
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Principle," published in 1850, one year after his tragically early death,
that Poe summed .tp the principles of his entire writing life. They were
symbolist principles:

\7e have taken it into our heads that to write a poem simply for
the poem's sake, and to acknowledge such to have been our design,
would be to confess ourselves radically wanting in the true Poetic
dignity and force:-but the simple fact is, that, would we but
permit ourselves to look into our ou/n souls, we should immediately
there discover that under the sun there neither exists nor can exist
any work more thoroughly dignified-more supremely noble than
this very poem-this poem per se-this poem which is a poem
and nothing more-this poem written solely for the poem's sake.

Poetic meaning is located in the poem's own composition and utter-
ance, not in an exterior referential truth. In this Poe was wholly out
of tune with New England. He did not share its epochal note-"The
truth is, I am heartily sick of this life and of the nineteenth century in
general," says the narrator of "Some Words with a Mumffry"; "I am
convinced that every thing is going wrong." And he certainly did not
share what he called its "heresy of The Didactic," which was one thing
that did unite Longfellow and Emerson:

It has been assumed, tacitly and avowedly, directly and indirectly,
that the ultimate object of all Poetry is Truth. Every poem, it is
said, should inculcate a moral; and by this moral is the poetical
merit of the work to be adjudged.

Neither Emerson nor the Schoolroom Poets could accept Poe's
counterthesis, the fundamental incompatibility bet'ween beauty and
muth. He aimed, of, good Romantic premises, to assault the insistent
American union of the aesthetic and the moralisdc that obsructed the
free enterprise of the imagination, To pursue this hazardous enter-
prise was to celebrate the aesthetic centrality of the individual symbol:
poetry was itself and could be nothing else. As for Emersonian Nature,
that was both independent of human life and lacking in poetic guid-
ance: "no position can be attained on the wide surface of the natural
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earth, from which an artsstical eye, looking steadily, will not find mafter

of offence in what is termed the 'composition of the landscape.' "

Poe, in short, embraced not Romantic affirmation but Romantic

agony, the separation of afi and nature. Everyhing about his short

unhappy life must have confirmed him in this attitude. He was, as it

happens, born in Boston, very much by chance) for he was the son of

a traveling actress. The bohem Lan background stuck, for though he

was to sign his first book of poems "By a Bostonian, " that u/as half-

ciisguise; he wouid always quaruel w-ith the place he called "Frog-

pondium" and thereby tarnish the contemporary literary reputation

he would have liked to win there. When his father disappeared and

his mother died, he was adopted as an rnfant in Richmond, Virginia,

and so became a Southerner. These origins seem more consistent with

his often aristocratic lite rury temper, especially since we have learned

to associ ate "southern Gothic" with historical and social pain. But

Poe's gothic spirit comes less from a regional awareness than from a
perpetual sense of psychic and geographical esrangement. Indeed his

writing seems finally to come from writing itself; his works, like those

of Brockden Brown, displ ace their environment, staking all on the

fantas izing process and the refinement of the imaginative pou/er up to

and beyond the point of hallucination.
Poe's upbringing was that of the insecure gentleman; he had a

period of schooling in England, a year at the University of Virginia

ending in bad debts, a spell at \il7est Point Military Academy ending
in dismissal. FIe published poems and wrote for ma gazines and became

editor of the Southern Literary Messenger in Richmond. Mamied to his

fourteen-year-old cousin Virginia, he moved north to New York in

L837 , to edit, write and make a living in the practical world of "our

anti-romantic national charucter. " But he had great difficulty in at-

tracting the attention of the American public; it did not help that he de-

spised it. At forty, he was found dying penniless in a Balttmore gutter.
\Whitman, one of the few at his grave, spoke of his poetry as "lurid

dreams." The controversy which had run through his life managed to

outlast his death, for his literary executor, Rufus Griswold, maliciously
portrayed him as a depraved, neurotic, indeed satanic figure.

In all this he was the exemplary podte maudit, with displacement

his home. He had always emphasized his ourn anonymity, obscurity
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or aristocracy and cultivated confusion about his background and age.
He likewise enfolded the source and the very tone of his work in
mystery. His poetry and fiction arise from an inwardly constructed and
mentally anguished landscape, far ftom familiarity, nature and society
in any conventional form. His poems and stories voyage, but rarely
across flat surfaces: they go above, below, down into the maelstrom,
out beyond the grave. Reality is not framed; nothing separates the self
and what it sees. The egotistical narrators seem psychotic and
divided-as Laruer Zitr puts Lt, " A Poe character is never more insane
than at the moment he begins to reason with uS," for reason is not
the governor of excess. The visual eye opens on terror and deception,
what the storyteller of "A Descent into the Maelstrom" (184L) calls
"the wild bewildering sense of the nouel which confounds the be-
holder." Dream situations and dream functions dominate everyrhere.
And if for Poe there is an excitement in the American landscape as it
opens wesfward in "The Journal of Julius Rodman" (1840) or to the
sea in his one novel, I''/aruatiae of Arthur Gordon Py* (1838), familiar
sources-the maps of reason, travel memoirs, scientific reports or
logbooks-turn into journals of obsession. "For the bright side of the
painting I had very little sympathy," Py- says of sea narratives,

My visions were of shipwreck and famine; of death or captivity
among barbarian hordes; of a lifetime dragged out in sorrow and
tears, upon some grey and desolate rock, in an ocean unapproach-
able and unknown. Such visions of desires-for they amounted to

*nx;.:"#T,iJ;1,ffi #TffiL:T:red''[o'lhe 
whore

Poe began his career with poetry. His sure voice and insistent
theme-the system atic search for a supernal beauty lying both beyond
and at odds with the phenomenal or noumenal world-is clear in his
181 1 volume of new and revised Poems with its preface defending
"music" and "indefiniteness" in poems like "To Helen" and "Israfel. "
"\il7ith me poetry has been not a purpose, but a passion," he declared
in the preface to The Rauen and Otber Poems (1545). By now he was
exploring more intensely the extraordinary dislocated and sumeal land-
scape he calls up in "Dream-land," and "ultimate dim Thule," which
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is "out of spAcE-out of rtnnE. " There was also some greater reaching
toward popul arity, "The Raven" was widely read- and much
parodied-in part because of its insistent musicality:

Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered, weak and weary,
Over many a quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore-
\X/hile I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there cam e a tapping,
As of sorne one gendy rapping, rappin g at my chamber door.
" 'Tis some visitor," I muttered, "tapping at my chamber door-

Only this and nothing more."

Similar music ality and strong narrative line mark much of his later
verse like "Ulaluffi€," and "The Bells"-which earned him Emerson's
dismissal as "the jingle man. " These poems are primarily efforts to
define the position of the poet and evoke the supernal rnysteries of
death and the unknoum; they all reflect the metaphysical speculation
that peaked in his discursive explanation of the universe, Eureka
(1848). The musicality itself owes its presence to Poe's poetical theory
of transcendence, his endeavor to subvert the didactic: beauty being
an " indefi,nite" or nondidactic pleasure, it must be achieved through
" indefrnite sensations-to which end music is an essential, since the
comprehension of sweet sound is our most indefinite conception."

The consistent intention thus remains throughout the pursuit of
transcendental beauty:

\We would define in brief the Poetry of words as the RD ythmical
Creation of Beauty. Beyond the limits of Beauty its province does
not extend. Its sole arbiter is Taste. \With the Intellect or with the
Conscience it has only collateral relations. It has no dependence,
unless incidentally, upon either Duty or Truth. . If our sugges-
tions are truthful, then "after many days" shall they be understood
as muth, even though found in contradiction of all that has been
hitherto so understood.

This is Coleridgean (a poem is "opposed to ^ work of science by
having, for its immediate object, pleasure, not truth"), as is, indeed,
that constant speculation about the nature of poery which made Poe
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a fascinating symbolist theorist and analyst of the creative process. It
is characteristic that having written "The Raven," Poe would offer an
analysis of its compositional process. "The Philosophy of Composi-
tion" (1846) purports to "detail, step by step, the processes" by which
the poem "attained its ultimate point of completion." To counteract
the usual Romantic image of composition as "a species of fine frenzy,"
Poe promises

a peep behind the scenes, at the elaborate and vacillating crudities
of thought-at the true purposes seized only at the last moment
-at the innumerable glimpses of idea that arrived not at the ma-
turity of full view-at the fully matured fancies discarded in despair
as unmanageable -at the cautious selections and rejections-at
the painful erasures and interpolations-in a word, at the wheels
and pinions-the tackle for scene-shifting-the step-ladders and
demon raps-the cock's feathers, the red paint and the black
patches, which, in ninety-nine cases out of the hundred, constitute
the properties of the literary histrio.

The result is an exmaordinary view of the writer's workshop that is
itself as much a tale of ratiocination as his own "The Murders in the
Rue Morgue," a discussion of "The Raven" designed "to render it
manifest that no one point in its composition is referable either to
accident or intuition-that the work proceeded, step by step, to its
completion with the precision and rigid consequence o,f amathematical
problem."

That "The Raven" was actually written according to the blueprint
described is unlikely. The author of "The Philosophy of Composition"
is rather another of Poe's manic narrators, like the teller of "The Fall
of the House of Usher," trying to order and systematrze the processes
of unreason. Poe appears to be determining causes and principles from
results, though we know they u/ere appropriate principles for him.
Thus he argues that because poems depend on intensity of effect, they
should be short, "the limit of a single sitting"; hence the "proper"
length for his intended poem should be "about one hundred lines. It
is, in f act, a hundred and eight." The end of poetry is the contemplation
of the beautiful; the highest manifestation of beauty is associated with
sadness; "Melancholy is thus the most legitimate of all the poetic
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tones." To produce rt, he "betook myself to ordinary induction,"
resolved on a reiterated refrain, determined to keep it to one word,
chose the bird and the word it would utter, "sonorous and susceptible
of protracted emphasis. . These considerations inevitably led me to
the long o as the most sonorous vowel, in connection with r as the
most producible conson ant." Hence a raven monotonously repeating
the word "Nevermore. " And what was the most universally melancholy
topic? Death.

"And when, " I said, "is this most melancholy of topics most po-
etical?" From what I have abeady explained at some length, the
answer, here also, is obvislls-('$(/hen it most closely allies itself
to Beauty; the death, then, of a beautiful woman is, unquestionably,
the most poetical topic in the world."

It has not gone unnoticed that the outcome of his entire logic of
composition produces one poem and one poem only: the one he wrote.
But the importance of the piece is its penemation of the poetic process
and its protagonist: the writer himself, in his imaginative quest for
meaning and significadon.

Flere, too, "The Philosophy of Composition" resembles one of
Poe's own short stories, the form he began exploring with such orig-
inality in the early 1830s. Like his poems, they too record adventures
of the imagination, tales in which, ^gaun and agaun, his narrator or
naffators press onward, whether as passive wills or apparently rational
interpreters, beyond the world of reason toward a dark rnelancholic
beauty close to death, or-in "Berenice" (1835), "Lrgera" (1838) ,or
"The Fall of the Flouse of Usher" (1839)-through an elaborate dec-
adent economy beyond it, to touch the supernal world across the grave.
Some are "ratiocinative" tales displaying the logical powers, the ex-
ercise of deductive skills that provided the model-with works like
"The Murders in the Rue Morgue" (1841) and "The Purloined Letter"
(I845)-for the modern detective story. "The mental features dis-
coursed of as analyical . . . are always to their possessor, when inor-
dinately possessed, a source of the liveliest enjoyment," begins the first
of these, opening three full pages devoted to an analysis of analysis:
"As the strong man exults in his physical ability, delighting in such
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exercises as call his muscles into action, So glories the analyst in that
moral activity which disentangles," This ratiocinative naffator is every-

where in Poe's prose and makes it unmistakable. The discrimination
of faculties, the competences as well as the consequences of psycho-

logical awareness, ate a persistent concern. Yet the rational analytical
narrator has his advers aty, or else is hts outn advers aryi in "\X/illiam

\7ilson" (1339) the central character is challenged by r double exactly
like himself. In the best-known tale of all, "The Fall of the House of

Usher," the narrator, a man of reason and analysis, enters a world

where veils gradually fall until everything is inverted and even the
house follows its mirror image into the tarn.

Poe's "mathematical" or "ratiocinative" intuitionalism consis-
tently uses scientific methodology to quarrel with science. His con-

ception of cornmon sense is not Common Sense, the Lockean herrtage;
ratiocination is a reformed logic always inwardly in dispute with its

scientific aims, In the stories of ratiocination, intuitional logic may

order disorder; in the tales of terror, of "the grotesque and arabesgue,"

the reverse commonly occurs-logic and sense face their obverse in

mystery, depression of soul, madness or death. They press beyond the
borders of the faculties and senses, through new senses of melancholy

or dread, through synaesthesia and sensual multiplication toward the

transcendent and morbid mystery of the beautiful. Such a quest re-
quired its own landscape of terror, which came, Poe said, not from

Germany but the soul. "I deduced this terror only from its legitimate
sources, and urged it only to its legitimate results."

Yet it was, in fact, the Germany of Tieck and Hoffmann, the
England of decadent aristocr4cy and moldering houses, the sinister
Paris landscapes of Eugdne Sue, that provided the distant settings he

needed for tales like "The Fall of the House of Usher," "\William
\$Tilson" or "The Murders in the Rue Morgue." Discarding the prop-

erties of American space and time, the tales and poems seek an ima-
ginary world in which to function. Thus they, too, refuse that

employment of familiar American life Emerson demanded. Here then

was an essential difference: for Poe, the imagination held rich sym-
bolizing potential, but it led toward obscurity and solitude. Transcen-

dentalism's natural supernaturalism, its need to sacram entahze the

visible and ordinary, was not Poe's way. His heritage stems rather from
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Brockden Brown: the imagination needs a landscape all its own to lay
bare its own paths of discovery, its prirnal principles of composition.

If, for modern readers, Poe-the author whose grave went with-
out a tombstone for twenty-six years-now seems the classic writer of
American Romantic decadence and the source of an essential tradition
in the American imagination, that is belated acknowledgment. If he
has subsequently won major recognition in at least three roles-as
deep, troublirg poet, signific ant symbolist theorist and major originator
of the rnodern short story-he remaineci unappreciated in his own d^y
and was long to seem to many Americans a curiously European writer;
he was indeed adopted as such by Baudelaire and the French sym-
bolists. Certainly even the best of his poems and stories often seem
superficial, though their meanings go deep. Often they are offered to
us as hoaxes or literary mysteries; but they also enfold mysteries, lead-
itg us into the realms of a hallucination where reason fractures into
psychic release and the world breaks open inside and outside the self.
One of Poe's most disordered tales is his only novel, I'larratiue of Arthur
Gordon Pym (1838). Presented as ̂  hoax, dismissed by Poe himself as
"a very silly book," it seems today one of his most significant works.
This story of a sea voyage to the last terua incognita, the Antarctic,
prefigures the obsessive, deranged and melancholic quest of Melville's
Ahab, another maveler from Nantucket. Like Melville's tale, it drives
deep into the dark vortex of the world, to "the embraces of the cataract,
where the chasm threw itself open to receive us." Making its way there
through mysteries and hieroglyphs with rich potential for interpreta-
tion, it offers no answers. At the end of the journey is the white,
blanked symbol of incomprehensible death. One of Poe's most trou-
bling works, Pym is also his furthest oureaching toward the elusive,
morbid symbol of supernal manscendence so alluring to Romantic
artists, despite its dark terror. Emerson is transcendentalism in its clear-
glass face, its clarity. Poe is tanscendentalism in the dark obscurity
which, 4s Melville was to Say, no honest student of life can deny.
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1p he age of the first person singular" was Emerson's name for

-lL the k.y period in American culture he so gladly announced
and so prpudly celebrated. These preCivil War decades were an age
of the prophet and an age of the poet, and often the two seemed
indistinguishable. Ringing transcendentalist sermons like Emerson's
sratement of new faith in "The Divinity School Address" (1838) or
Theodore Parker's "The Transient and Permanent in Christianity"
(1841) showed how much the Protestant tradition was changing. Much
of the new prophecy came in verse: S7hittier's impassioned antislavery
poetry, Jones Very's high-toned mysticism (Very briefly believed him-
self the Messiah returned), Poe's hunger to be the Shelleyan poet,
"unacknowledged legislator of the world," were typical of the times.
The self rode high, and a title like \Whitman's "Song of Myself" was
a natural product of the individualism and self-reliance celebrated by
transcendentalism. Essential to its appeal was that it spoke of breaking
with the past, beginning anew, reaching to the future and the age of
unmied possibilities; and that discovering sense of self, that new sense
of the possible, fit perfectly with the expanding territory and aspiration
abroad in the nation. Transcendentalism m^y have been born in the
economic panic of 1837, but it surged in the confident years when
America's material face was transforming, its map of land and resources
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enlargitg, its cities grourirg, immigration booming, industrialism flour-
ishing. The phrase "Manifest Destiny" helped celebrate the incorpo-
ration of Oregofl, the annexation of Texas, the Mexican War, and the
California Gold Rush; and the European revolutions of the 1840s made
Ameri ca a standard of liberty and democracy others sought to emulate.

No wonder that, within and without, Americans acquired new
confidence, which their writing expressed. As James Russell Lowell
put ir:

They tell us that our land was made for song
t$7ith its huge rivers and sky-piercing peaks,
Its sealike lakes and mighty cataracts,
Its forests vast and hoar, and prairies wide. . . .

The times favored epic travel, sometimes inward and metaphysical
(Thoreau's "I have uavelled much in Concord") or oufward and trans-
continental. John Charles Fr6mont record ed The Exploring Expedition
in the Rocky Mountains (1845) and Edwin Bryant What I Saw in
California (1848), a literury prospecting of what would become nexr
year's Gold Rush. The travels u/ent, of course, wesfward-M argatet
Fuller's Summer on the Lakes (L844), Francis Parkman's The Oregon
Trail (1849)-but also eastward, in Emerson's Englisb Traits (1856),
Margaret Fuller's At Home and Abroad (185 6),Hawthorne's Our Old
Home (1863). They looked southward to Pacific paradises (Melville's
Typee, 1846), even at the blankness of Antarctic ice (Poe's Arthur
Gordon Py*, 1838), or northward to the Arctic (Elisha Kent Kant's
Arctic Explorations, L856). The travel-form became an essential rype
of American namative as never before, often testing the self in new
types of quest on a new continent, a vast land and seascape for the
Ameri can mind to wander in-one of the fictional heroes of the age
would be the wandering Ishmael who tells the story of Melville's Moby-
Dick (1851). But the continent also raised anxious questions about
guilt and sin, not least as Americans looked to the South and saw the
spectacle of slavery.

For, as Emerson observed, this was a time when there uras scarcely
a man or a woman in New England without the plan for a new com-
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munity in his or her pocket. In the North the antislavery movement

spread, and abolitionists launched the Liberty Party. "God's Time is

best!-nor will it long delay," pronounced \Tilliam Lloyd Garrison

in his poem "Universal Emancipation" in I8$. Feminism had been

a rising movement in the United States from the early paft of the

century, but now it acquired new energy with the forceful arguments

of Margaret Fuller, whos e \X/oman in tbe I'lineteenth Century appeared

in L845. Intensely active in transcendentalism, Fuller edite d The Dial

and urged the movement toward historical and political issues. Her

groundbreaking discussions of women's intellectual, economic, polit-

ical and sexual concerns were driven by all of her passion, high in-

tellectual authority and polymathic reading, and they played a

fundamental part in changing general attitudes. Feminism was a dom-

inant cause of the 1840s, but in Fuller's case it was part of her general

identification with the many movements of an internationally revolu-

tionary decade, when the changing atmosphere of the nineteenth cen-

tury led ro the revolutionary upheavals of 1848 in Europe. Fuller

identified above all with the struggle for freedom in ltaly, and she

began a book on Ma zzint, Returning from Italy in 1850, she perished

Ln a shipwreck, the end of a career of unmistakable power.

The new Romantic emphasis on self was often accompanied by

an emphasis on society, that on nature by ^ concern with the state of

rising industrial culture, that on yea-saying by u current of interrogation

and nay-saying. "I hear the whistle of the locomotive in the woods,"

Emerson noted in his journal in 1842,

wherever that music comes has its sequel. It is the voice of civility
of the Nineteenth Century saying, "Here I am." It is interrogative;
it is prophetic: and this Cassandra is believed: \X/hew! Whew!
How is the real estate here in the swamp and wilderness? Ho for
Boston! \flhew! \flhew!

Emerson was not the only one to see that the age of self-reliance was

based on a decade of explosive industrial development , that the ma-

terial world was not simply pristine nature. The locomotive, the ma-

chine in the garden, inserted history into the landscape and process
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into transcendent things. This the manscendentalists found hard ro ac-
commodate, as Emerson concluded in one of his finest poems in 1847:

Things are in the saddle,
And ride mankind.

There are fwo laws discrete,
Not reconciled,-
Lan' for man, and law for thing;
The last builds town and fleet,
But it runs wild,
And doth the man unking.

Though Emerson saw this tension, he held onto his organic equa-
tion-self and nature, soul and Over-Soul. \Whitman saw it too, but
his response was not intemogative but incorporative; he comprehended
contradictions, rather than teasirg himself with their conflict and am-
biguity, and he nominated himself as the voice of the whole "Kosmos"
("I permit myself to spe ak at every hazatd,/Nature without check with
original energy"). But though there was, for the optimistic American
mind, primal revelation to be had in modern Ameri ca, andthe buoyant
self, the first person singular, spread like the locomotive itself across
the continent, the need for interrogation and suitable articulation grew.
The appropriate form for that was perhaps not the poem but the much
rnore dialogic, interactive form of the novel.

In Europe, pressures just like these were breaking open the form
of the Victorian novel as it responded to what Raymond Williams has
called "a pressing and varied experience which was not yet history."
A newly vivid and obsessively social fiction-Dickens, Thack eray,Mrs.
Gaskell wrote it in Britain; Stendhal, Balzac, Flaubert in France; Gogol,
Pushkin, Dostoevsky in Russia-was opening out to mid-century con-
tradiction: to cities and their lower depths, to crime and poverty, ro
crowds, strange impressions, interweaving voices, existential solitude.
It bred new grotesquerie, and the new "realism," which became a
formal movement in France after 1848. But America was a land of
nature; though immigrants now poured in, its cities u/ere not domin ant;
though industry grew rapidly and the workplace became familiar
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ground, nature seemed the space to root national identity and possi-
bility. The transcendentalist poem or essay, the travel record or the
questing memoir of self seemed the ideal mode of expression, and
Emerson himself never favored the novel. Even so, the great fictional
drive that ran through Britain and \Western Europe in the 1840s
reached America, too. By mid-century America was also discovering
and writing itself through the novel, above all the novel of Hawthorne
and Melville. It was a fiction that appeared far less social than that of
Europe: Hawthorne, who professed a distrust of "the Present, the
Immediate, the Actual," called it the "Romance," and Melville said in
Tbe Confidence Man: "It is with fiction as with religion; it should
present another world, and yet one to which we feel the tie. " But the
novels of both were intemogations of the real. $7hat is more, they were
also fundamental interrogations of transcendentalism.

Hawthorne and Melville were both skeptical writers, artists of an
irony and detachment not always easy to follow yet essential to their
literary discovery. Hawthorne lived on transcendentalism's fringes. He
himself went to George Ripley's experiment aI tanscendentalist com-
munity Brook Farm, found little creative inspiration in wheeling man-
ure and so ceated the "Blithedale" of his ironic The Blithedale
Romance (1852). He had Emerson and Thoreau for neighbors in Con-
cord, where he lived at the Old Manse (Mosses from an Old Manse,
1846). Melville raveled to transcendentalist Utopias in the South Seas
and explored his self-quest there in Typee (1846) , O:moo (1847), Mardi
(1849). His ship the Pequod in Moby-Dick (1851) is manned with old
Calvinists and neur transcendentalists. Sfhen he wrote his remarkable,
admiring essay "Hawthorne and His Mosses" (1850), he saw Haw-
thorne, his friend-to-be, as an American as natural as Niagara; but he
also identified in the recesses of the older rnan's writing something cen-
tral: a" gteat pourer of blackness" that derives its force from "its appeals
to that Calvinist sense of Innate Depravity and Original Sin, from whose
visitations, in some shape or another, no thinking mind is always and
wholly free." Melville was also reading his nation's Puritan legacy in
himself; as Harry Levin has pointed out, in Hawthorne, Melville, Poe,
blackness is a compulsive shade, and it is in their writings we find what
we do not elsewhere, the turned-over, darkened face of transcendental-
ism, or what Melville called the power of saying "No ! in thunder."
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Today manscendentalism is still celebrated as the optimistic center
of the American imagination, the source of its new language and vision;
a recent critic, Richard Poirier, has seen Emerson as the great renewer
of all literature and language, the philosopher of natural form, an afi
beyond artifice from which truth will ernerge. If so, Hawthorne and
Melville represent the testing of this metaphysic; they explore what its
great Yea asserts, in texts of such complexity, such difficult reaches
of sign and symbol, that we have difficulty not just in reaching to their
meaning but with the very way rhey seek ro mean. Nlelville, in Pierue
(1852), declared his ideal of novels that "never unravel their own
intricacies, and have no proper endings, but in imperfect, unantici-
pated, and disappointing sequels (as mutilated stumps) hurry to abrupt
interminglings with the eternal tides of tirne and fate." This is a meta-
fictional enterprise, delibe rutely leading us into the obscurities and
uncertainties that contemporary opinion acknowledges as the basic
crisis of all reading. Hawthorne and Melville disclose the American
enterprise both in its transcendental and imaginative desire, and also
in its ftagrlity. Trunscendentalists always questioned their literary her-
itage; they questioned it the more when they looked beyond the novel
genre of the past to the discourse of the present. Along with Poe, they
required obscurity. Hawthorne sought it by shutting himself aw ay in
an upper room of his mother's house in Salem and writing as an author
without readers, like the Oberon of his "The Devil in Manuscript"
(L835). Melville accepted the role of the rejected author, saying after
the failure of Mardi: "So far as I am individually concerned & inde-
pendent of my pocket, it is my earnest desire to write those sort of
books which are said to 'fail.' " This was more than a willful obscurity,
for it gave America what it lacked and sorely needed, a truly critical
literature.

I I  .

It was exactly at mid-century, after his long obscurity, that Nathaniel
Hawthorne published his most successful book, America's first un-
doubtedly great novel. The Scarlet Letter ts a historical romance that
takes as its focus the adulterous love benveen a Puritan minister and
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Hester Prynne, a maffied member of his congregation, in the Boston

of just two hundred years earlier. It is the one novel of Hawthorne's

four which does not deal directly with his own time, though it deals

with it indirectly: The Scarlet Letter is a careful measuring of the

historical, religious, lite rury and ernotional distance that separated the

Puritan New England of the past from the transcendentalist New

England of the present, of the change from the old "iron world" to

the world of "freedom of speculation" which Hester, Hawthorne's

most remarkable fiction aI character, embodies. Adultery is the haunt-

irg theme of mid-nineteenth-century fiction; but The Scarlet Letter is

not really a love story. As Henry James, a direct beneficiary of Haw-

thorne's artistry, later put it: "To Hawthorne's imagination the fact

that these fwo persons had loved each other too well was of an interest

comparatively vulgar; wh at appealed to him was their moral situation

in the long years that were to follow. " The story starts not with the

love affa:ir itself but with its consequence-with Hester standing on

Boston's public scaffold, the child of the liaison in her arms, and the

red emblem of sexuality, the scarlet letter, the embroidered 
( (A" 

for

Adulteress, emblazoned on her breast. Hawthorne creates a conflict

of nature and culture. The act of love that sanctifies itself in nature
("\il7hat we did had a consecration of its own," Hester tells the minister,

Arthur Dimmesdale, in the forest) is for this culture an act of sin,

requirittg guilt, confession and penitence. Hawthorne called his book

a "romance," but its implications are not entirely Romantic. He cel-

ebrates nature, the self that might be recovered from it and the "vital

u/armth" coming from the "electric chain" of true humanity. But he

also acknowledges culture, the world of social existence. The novel is

a ftagedy of the divided claims made by the natural and the social self.

The Boston of the book is therefore not its only world. To the

east is a cavalier, less rigorous social order, in Brit arn; to the west is

the forest wilderness, a place of rornantic potential and unwritten space.

Yet the gray iron-bound law of Puritan society is the commanding

inescapable world of the novel. Here religion and law coincide, and

private action is of both public and providential concern. Just as he

sets the scarlet 
((A" 

agatnst the gtay, steeple-hatted world, Hawthorne

introduces other colorful emblems: beside the scaffold are both the

prison, "the black flower of civilrzed society," and the wild rosebush,
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a "sweet moral blossom" betokening "the deep heart of Nature."
Hester's daughter, Pearl, comes to signify natural innocence, and the
forest seems to promise an Edenic release from fallen guilt and sin.
Still, the Emersonian idea of the guiltless new start is not Hawthorne's.
Like the Puritans, he could be a moral and providential allegorist,
sesing the signs of nature and individual human acts as emblems in
the world's sin-laden drama. But he persistently qualifies those mean-
ings. Forced to wear her sign, Hester by her life amends and compli-
cates it, turning the ((A' from Aduiteress to Able, to Angel, to any of
several meanings available to a responsive reader, The Scarlet Letter
can be read as a work of either allegory or symbolism. In a sense it is
a work where allegory is dispersed, freed of fixed moral meanings, and
then reconstituted, It is a novel of signs and symbols, concealments
and revelations, hidden truths of self and expressed public utterances
and confessions-and a book in which the very nature of meaning, of
how we express it, what we seek from it, and why we need to do so,
is a central concern.

All this is clear from the book's main story-which is not so much
that of the remarkable heroine, Hester, as that of Arthur Dimmesdale,
an equally remarkable portrait of a man driven by forces both conscious
and unconscious from a suppressed struggle for personal morality to
an outwatd confession and assertion. For most of the book Dimmesdale
seeks to hide his sin and learn from it, believing in the rightness of
his ministry, the value of holding within himself the guilt that makes
him human and so capable of understanding his flock the better. The
letter that Hester shows, he hides, as he seeks to read himself and not
be read by others. But the sign driven inward keeps insistently man-
ifesting itself-on his body in the form of physical stigmata which are
seen and interpreted by the vengeful husband, Chillingurorth, and
outwardly in nature, imprinted on the heavens at night. Yet in neither
self nor nature is there resolution; Dimmesdale comes to peace only
when he returns to society and the daylight world and stands on the
public scaffold where Hester stood, making his election sermon into
a deathbed confession.

Hawthorne insisted that this u/as an " obscure" book, and this is
so. His aim was to penetrate and articulate the deepest levels of human
psychology, those levels where conscience, guilt and au/areness of sin
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resdessly function. The subject of the book and the preoccupying
interest of Hawthorne's writing is the human heart itself in its contra-
diction, complexity, its vital moral warmth, its need for expression.
The Puritan imagination thus interested Hawthorne not just as a his-
torical subject but because it raised the essential moral issues of his

writing, indeed of his existence as a writer. He returned to it agaun
and again in his stories and essays, finding his own w^y to write by
shifting the Puritan allegorical mode ̂ way from its typological, prov-

idential meanings to a different level of human perception and artistic
endeavor. The result was symbolic creation, where the moral and
religious principles behind the initial allegory do not die in reductive
translation but become imbued with the smange contradictions of
human life; they take on uncertainty, indecipherability, ambiguity. The
symbol is plurali zed, moving benveen the public world and that of
personal feelirg, between the daylight of actuality, history and social
iconography and the dark moonlight of the subjective imagination.
The red letter functions with just this ambiguity; it is nou/ a hieroglyph
planted in the heavens, now a fixed sexual accusation, now a letter

over the heart that, taken into the heart, can be transformed, and now
an unmanageable psychosomatic secret. It speaks both to the social
law in its fixity and to the Romantic lore of self and humanity, where
it can change. It remains at no single or fixed level of literalness, nor
do the book's other typological images-black and red, light and
shadow, prison and flower , image and refraction. Like the letter itself,
the book loses its singleness of meaning so that we need to peer

vigilantly to fathom its rnoral, psychological and expressive mysteries.
Is it therefore not surprisirg that along with The Scarlet Letter

went another story that Hawthorne had to tell-the story of the book's
writing. In his "Custom-House" preface he explores not only the events
that led to the writing of the book, but also his own deep, indeed
Puritanic, guilt about the very act of creation-we could say that this
is one implicit subject of the novel itself. Along with Poe's "Philosophy

of Compositioo," this essay is a central American document both of
creative induction and its consequential literary anxiety. Amongst other
things, it suggests that his namative springs from a partrcular and crucial
moment in American thought and writing and from an anxious re-
sponse to the claims of Romantic sensibility. Hawthorne portrays the
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Salem Custom House, a locus of contempo rury actuality and practicality

where he worked as a surveyor, as the place where he finds an am-
biguous embroidered letter which starts his im agination and Hester's
story. This story rises from his own condition, as aman divided benveen
a past of Puritan guilt and a present of transcendental hope and be-
rween his own subjective imagination and the daylight world of com-
munity and actuality. Unlike Poe, however, he does not see the
imagination as an autonomous power; it too is touched with fallibility
and the need to face what he calied "the earth's doom," which is the
knowledge of our participation in history and the human community.
Hawthorne is even prepared to see the symbolic imagination as a form
of false knowledge:

It was ^ folly, with the materiality of this daily life pressing so
inrusively upon me, to attempt to fling myself back into another
age; or to insist on creating the semblance of a world out of arry
matter. . . . The fault was mine.

In that doubt, Hawthorne was acknowledging his ou/n Puritan
inheritance and making it part of his drarna. That inheritance u/as both
destiny and stain. And both were within him. So Hawthorne (who

himself added the w to the family name) must tease out his relation
with his own antecedents. He tells us of his first American ancestor,
\7i11iam Hathorne, who came from Cheshire to Massachusetts amongst
the earliest settlers in 1630; he has "dim and dusky grandeur," but
was also a"bttter persecutor," possessing "all,the Puritanic traits, both
good and evil." \X/illiam's son was a judge at the Salem witch rials
and was thereby marked with Puritanism's own sin: the witches' blood
"may fairly be said to have left a stain on him." Such guilty stains of
human nature are ever)nvhere in Hawthorne's work. They even affect
and affhct those who, in the present, seek a guiltless neu/ world com-
posed from the transcendental power of the imagination with its image
of man and history reborn; at times Hawthorne uras one of these
himself. Yet it is his doubt that dominates. He imagines how his " grave,
bearded, sable-cloaked and steeple-crowned" progenitors would re-
buke his concern with aft and this obscure act of his imagination-
just as, within the art, they challenged Hester's feelings of imaginative
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independence ("The world's law was no law for her mind"). The

Puritans are his adversaries: "No aim that l have ever cherished, would

they regard as laudable." But they are also his history and part of his

self-doubting consciousness. Not only do they form the subiect of the

book; they promote the doubt about whether it should even be written,

for "Let them.scorn me as they will, strong traits of their nature have

intertrvined themselves with mine."
This self-doubting aspect of Hawthorne, so mysdfying to many

of his contemporaries, so familiar and modern to us, penetrated deep

into the invention and writing of his namatives. Hawthorne was a man

who withdrew into imagination and writerly solitude, only to suspect

that this withdrawal was a social offense which produced a loss of

reality and actuality in his nature. The same doubts are manifest in his

view of the form he used, the very American form of "romance" which

Cooper and Simms had espoused. Hawthorne explores it not for its

promise but for its complexitlt and contradiction. It was woven, h.

said, in a moonlit space "somewhere benveen the real world and fary-

land, where the Actual and the Imagin ary may meet, and each imbue

itself with the nature of the other. " In saying this, Hawthorne was

teasing at the very spirit of Romanticism and expressing a doubt about

the method that was thereafter to enter the self-challenging tradition

of American att, Emerson's poet was to be a seer, seeking a clear sign;

but Hawthorne's artist is a creature of conscious contradictions, seek-

ing and creating oppositions. Like many modern writers, Hawthorne

was an author who would not claim authority.

It was always Hawthorne's disconcerting way to affirm, or rather

half-affirffi, art and the artist as bein g ^t the center of a set of dialectical

contradictions-between past and present, selfhood and community,

the allegorical and the syrnbolic, the Calvinist sense of guilt and the

neu/ transcendentalist faith in Adamic innocence, the imagin ary and

the actual, creation and silence. These, as he saw it, were the conffa-

dictions of his culture and his life. After the death of his father when

he was four, he had grown up in a house of women in a declinittg

Salem where the older families were losing to new wealth and Puri-

tanism was gradually yielding to Unitananrsm. He attended Bowdoin

College, where he was a classmate of Longfellow, but after leaving in

L825 he retired mysteriously to the confinement of an upper room in
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his mothei's house. His writings there v/ere as hidden as he was. He
published an early gothic nov eI, Fanshawe (1328), at his own expense,
but he then sought to destroy all copies, and fwenty-one years passed
before he wrote another long narrative. He produced many tales, but
they were published anonymously in ladies' mag zines, and it was
r'welve years before Tutice-Told Tales (1837) brought him out of ob-
scurity. FIe then won political preferment and his first public post, in
the Boston Custom House berreen 1 539 and 1841, and he also became
engaged to Sophia Peabody. He joined the communitarian experiment
at Brook Farm, the Fourierist Utopia near Roxbury, but his inspiration
and his hopes both failed. It was not until his mamiage and the peace
of the Old Manse in Concord that his imagination revived and the
stories of. Mo.s.te.t from an Old Manse (1846) appeared. But income and
society were still necess aty, and so he took the post in the Salern Custom
House that he describes inThe Scarlet Letter. In 185 1, after its success,
he could still say that it was only now, "if it even yet be the case, that
the Author could regard himself as addressing the American public,
or, indeed, ary public at all."

Yet the stories of the obscure years had displayed his uncommon
talent and laid down his primary themes: the Puritan past and its
ambiguous heritage ("The Maypole of Merrymount," "Endicott and
the Red Cross," "The Gray Champion"), human sin and guilt ("The
Minister's Black Veil," "Young Goodman Brown"), the complex de-
ceitful messages of nature ("Roger Malvin's Burial," "R.ppaccini's
Daughter"), the dangerous Faustian pursuit of perfection ("The Birth-
mark," "The Artist of the Beautiful"). Above all they explore the
complexities of isolation and the haunting need for the community of
the human heart. He wrote to Longfellow that "There is no fate in
this world so horrible as to have no share in its joys or sorrows" and
fear of loss of contact with the warm flow of human life is everyvhere
in these stories. $(/akefield moves around a street corner and becomes
a mere spectator of the life he might have lived ("\Wakefield"). Ethan
Brand, like Chillin$vofth, pries into the secrets of another's heart and
through intellectual pride cornmits the unpardonable sin ("Ethan
Brand"). The minister who dons a black veil to remind his congregation
of the depravity of human nature ("The Minister's Black Veil") suffers
the same separation from his community as Goodman Browo, whose
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inability to accept a morally complex world completely isolates him:
"They carved no hopeful verses on his tombstone, for his dying hour
was gloom" ("Young Goodman Brown"). In the more frankly gothic
"mad scientist" tales there is the same concern with alienation and its
destructive effects. Aylmer insists on rernovitg his wife's birthmark,
both to reject the world of common imperfection and to demonstrate
his own power ("The Birthmark"). And Rappaccini sacrifices his ourn
daughter to his similar scientific obsession with defeatittg human mor-
tality ( "Rappaccini's Daughter").

Not surprisingly, Hawthorne was seen by most of his contem-
poraries as a moral allegorist. "The deepest emotion aroused within
us by the happiqst allegory, as allegory, is a very, very imperfectly
satisfied sense of the writer's ingenuity in overcoming a difficulty we
should have preferred his not having attempted to overcorne," Poe
said of him, adding, "One thing is clear, that if allegory ever establishes
a fact, it is by dint of overturning a fiction." Henry James wrote an
admiring study in 1879, but read the warning in his work that a
rnoralistic tale ruined both tale and moral. It is certainly true that some
of his stories, like "The Celestial Railroad" or "Egoism, or the Bosom
Serpent," do come close to being fixed fables, rather than that kind
of work that Emerson called "fluxional . . vehicular and transitive."
But Hawthorne often had a way of making his allegorical implications
unstable; his world only seems to offer rcadable meanings. "The young
man rejoiced that, in the heart of the bamen city, he had the privilege
of overlooking this spot of lovely and luxurious vegetation," we are
told of the garden in "Rappaccini's Daughter"; "It utrould sen/e, he
said to himself, 4s a syrnbolic language to keep him in communion
with Nature." This symbolic language points to deception, however.
The barren city remains around him, the garden is not God's nature
at all, but Rappaccini's overreaching endeavor to consmain and im-
prove the natural; the symbols to hand are misleading, equivocal. As
in many of Melville's mles, such as the remarkable "Benito Cereno,"
the messages of sense are elusive. Often the stories are about symbolic
ambiguity, the difficulry of reading signs, the duplicitous nature of
most moral assertions and deductions. Hawthorne bas a motal theme,
but it is in tension with itself, disputes itself. He repeatedly exposes
the fiction of his fictions, their potential for deception. Hence Emer-
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son's complaLntthat he "invites his readers too much into his study,

opens the process before them. As if the confectioner should say to

his customers) 'Nov/, let us bake the cake.' "

Hawthorne everywhere reminds us that his American fiction be-

longs not to the world of Common Sense inquiry, but to the shifting

metaphysical and metaphoric world of atroubled Romantic sensibility.

The form that Brown, Cooper and Simms had initiated and celebrated

poses problems that Hawthorne lays before us on the page. "\When a

w-riter calls a work a Romance," he declares in the preface to The

House of the Seuen Gables (185 1),

it need hardly be observed that he wishes to claim a certain latitude,

both as to its fashion and rnaterial, which he would not have felt

entitled to assume, had he professed to be writing a Novel. The

latter form of composition is presumed to aim at a very minute

fidelity, nor merely to the possible, but to the probable and ordinary

course of man's experience. The former-while, as a work of art,

it must rigidly subject itself to laws, and while it sins unpardonably,

so far as it may swerue aside from the truth of the human heart-

has fairly a right to present that truth under circumstances , to a

gteat extent, of the writer's own choosing or creation.

The prefaces to the four romances con tatnwhat reflection on the theory

of fiction itself he has left us. In them he regularly distinguishes berween

his own psychological aim-what he calls, in the preface to The Snow

Image and Otber Tusice-Told Tales (185 1), "burrowing, to his utmost

ability, into the depths of our common nature, for the purposes of

psychological romance"-and the verisimilitude of everyday life he

associated with the English novel. In "The Haunted Mind" he de-

scribes a half-lir region between sleeping and wakin g, " an intermediate

space, where the passing moment lingers, and becomes ffuly the pres-

enr; a spot where Father Time, if he thinks nobody is watching him,

sits down by the wayside to take breath." Here one might touch the

Unconscious: "In the depths of every heart there is a tomb and a

dungeon, though the lights, the music, and the revelry above may cause

us to forget their existence, and the buried ones, or prisoners, whom

they hide." That this is a world of pure fantasy the modern reader,

used to psychological fiction, will doubt; it is part of Hawthorne's
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modernity. But Hawthorne presents it with anxiety because the duy-

light world of social verisimilitude did concern him.

This conflict provides the tension of The House of the Seuen

Gables. One of Hawthorne's most realistic fictions, it deals with con-

tempo rury experience and the demands of history as aprocess requiring

commitment to the obligations of the present. One of its central figures

is that most supreme of literalists, the daguemeotypist Holgr ave, in

whom the demands of the present and those of realism coincide. He

is Hawthorne's figure of modern man, an image of Emersonian self-

reliance who aggressively rejects the past, seeing it lying on the present

like a grant's dead body. He raises some of Hawthorne's key questions:

has the present the right or power to set itself free from the past? And

is rue life the life of the material world, or is there another life of the

imagination that feeds on things beyond time? Hawthorne's own un-

certainties are evident in his portrait of Holgrave:

Altogether in his culture and his want of culture, in his crude, wild,

and misty philosophy and the practical experience that counter-

acted some of its tendencies; in his magnanimous zeal for man's

welfare, and his recklessness of whatever the ages had established

;ffi T.',i:i:ff?# : ii,Ti';'$ffi '.11U ;'l,H?51 11 t:
representative of many compeers in his native land.

In the year of Emerson's Representatiue Men, it is clear what Holgrave

represents; Hawthorne sets against him the Pynchon brother and sister

from an older and simpler econoffiy, the two owls fleeing into a world

where history is a process-like the train that takes them to the lonely

station with its broken church. But Hawthorne suggests reconciliation

by bringing together Holgrave and the innocent Phoebe, the demo-

cratic present and the hereditary, Puritan past. Holgrave, resisting the

temptation to violate Phoebe's trust, throws off the Puritan curse,

Maule's curse, which his Puritan ancestors have handed down through

their "adamant" disregard for the inner life of others.

This conflict of rornance and realism became Hawthorne's subject.

In The Blithedale Romance (1852) the Blithedale community is itself

a romance. It is a version of Arcadran pastoral where, as Hawthorne
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says in his custom ary third-person preface, his aim was "to establish
a theatre, a little removed from the highw ay of. ordinary travel, where
the creatures of his brain may play their phantasmagoric antics, without
exposing them to too close a comparison with the actual events of real
lives." Hawthorne's concern is the fruits of human pride and
isolation-shown in the self-insulating zeal of the utilitarian prison
reformer Hollingsworth, the overimpassioned feminism of the misled
Zenobra (based on Margaret Fuller), the detached voyeurism of the
narcator, ivfiles Coverdale. This is the oRe book where Hawthorne uses
a self-ironizing narrator other than himself; Coverdale, insipid and self-
doubtitg, peerin g at others from tree branches and through apartment
windows, is an unreliable storyteller and a forerunner of the deceptive
naffator of many modern novels. He both interprets the story and, as
a "Minor Poet," illusuates Hawthorne's theme of destructive sepa-
ration from the warm life of others. Blitbedale ts a work of disturbed
pastoral, of Utopian ironies , dn ironic comedy with a tragrc outcome.

The quest for the guilt and sin seceted in the American Utopia
was one Hawthorne took with him when he sailed to Europe in 1853
to become, through government patronage, American Consul in Liv-
erpool. His characteristic ambivalence is recorded in Our Old Home
(1861), a nonfictional work largely derived from his Englisb l'lotebooks
(1870, 1942, posthumous) which dwells on the traditional claim of
England on the American imagination but also on differences-the
ordinariness of the familiar American world, the value of American
moral clarity and simplicity. Hawthorne explored what Henry James
called the "complex fate" of being an American heir to European
culture in three English romances, Septimius Felton (1872),Dr. Grim-
shaute's Seuet (1883) and The Ancestral Footstep (1881), all left unfin-
ished at his death. Once agarn it was only by rejecting government
office that he could write, and in 1857 he left England to live among
Ameri can artists in Rome and Florence. His fourth full-length naffa-
tive, The Marble Faun (1860), is set in Rome. It is his most aesthetic
romance, perhaps his riskiest-the book in which he makes his most
intent inquiry into art's dark ambiguities while still suspecting that all
such inquiry might be a cardinal sin, part of that dispassionate obser-
vation which is art's moral crime. Rome, the city of Catholicism, cor-
ruption and art, embodies the book's controlling problem. The "central
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clime, whither the eyes and heart of every artist turn i' it is also crime-
haunted and malanal. Holding the Arcadian promise of an unfallen
classical world, it is now degene rate and marked with "the smell of
ruin and decaying generations." The metaphoric center of all this is
Hawthorne's extraordinary creation, Donatello, the "faun" who is
brought from a classical and Arcad r^n world into an ^ge of moral
corruption and degenetacy, there to reenact mankind's primal fall,.

One of the sadnesses of Tbe Marble Faun is that it seems like a
farewell to art. By the end of it, rites of innocence and experience
have been performed, but the pressing American question of whether
man can escape his fall is left unresolved, to pass on to the unfinished
questionings of Melville's Billy Budd, Foretopman (L924, posthumous).
Hawthorne has faced the decadent consideration that art's very power
of peneuation into the sinful, the corrupt and the unknown brings it
into dangerous intimacies. His uncert ainty on the outcome enters into
the preface, where he reflects for the last time on the difficulties of
romance, especi ally the American romance, u/ritten about a country

where there is no shadow, Do antiquity, no mystery, flo picturesque
and gloomy wrong, nor anything but a commonplace prosperity
in broad and simple daylight, as is happily the case with my dear
native land. It will be very long, I trust, before romance writers
may find congenial and easily handled themes, either in the annals
of our stalwart republic, or in any characteristic and probable
events of our individual lives. Romance and poetry, iry, lichens,
and wall-flowers, need ruin to make them grow.

A strange irony now haunts the catalogue alre ady famliar from Lving

and Cooper; America is reconstituted as the land of artlessness, the

artist sdll a strang€r, but the very intensity of human knowledge that

Hawthorne had pursued through romance is somehow denied to his

homeland. Clearly he feared to the end the direction in which full

artistic immersion was tugging him. The fears intensified when he

returned to the United States in 1860 to find civil war brewing. His

abhorrence of war as an insrument of reform made him want to

protest; he also felt American innocence slipping away, and with it his

own creative pou/ers. Art and reality now disappointed alike; after he
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died, aged sixty, in 1864, Emerson commented in his journal on the
final sadness of Hawthorne's "painful solitude . . . which, I suppose,
could not longer be endured."

. I I I

In the event, Hawthorne's part in the extraordinary fictional upsurge
of the American 1850s was to extenci weli beyond the pages of his
own work. One year after The Scarlet Letter there appeared the fictional
mastenil/ork of nineteenth-century America: Herman Melville pub-
lished Moby-Dick; or, The lVhale (1851), a novel in whose origins
Hawthorne had played a significant part. Its dedication reads

In Token
Of mv Admiration for His Genius

This Book is Inscribed
To

NATHANIEL HA\rTHORNE.

Behind this acknowledgment luy a striking connection between the
two melr. They had met in the Berkshires after Melville had printed
"Flawthorne and His Mosses" (1850), where he had declared "great
geniuses are part of the times, they themselves are the times, and possess
a corresponding color"; his claim for Hawthorne is as sweeping as
anything in Emersoo, yet another American Renaissance claim for the
power of a man, a moment and a nation. The essay's nationalism stems
partly from indignation at his century's preference for British authors,
^ preference Melville himself had suffered: "Let America first praise
mediocrity even, in her children, before she praises . the best
excellence of the children of other lands." Sydney Smith's jibe of thirty
years before-('\Mho reads an American book)"-51ill rankled. So it
is the mighty Shakespeare that Melville sets at Hawthorne's side:

Some m^y start to read of Shakespeare and Hawthorne on the same
page. . . . But Shakespeare has been approached. There are minds
that have gone as far as Shakespeare into the universe. . . . Believe
ffie, my friends, that men not very much inferior to Shakespeare,
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are this d^y being born on the banks of the Ohio. And the day
will come, when you shall say who reads a book by an Englishman
that is a modern?

Melville's Hawthorne has a "black conceit" that "peruades him

through and through," a "blackness ten times black"; a writer of

obscurity misunderstood as "a man who means no meanings," he is

actually "deep as Dante" with a " great, deep intellect, which drops

down into the universe like a plummet." This view of Hawthorne is

close to many modern readings of him, but in describing Hawthorne

Melville was clearly intent on picturing himself. Hawthorne is "the

divine magnet" to whom "my magnet responds," he explained in the

admiring, thoughtful correspondence that nour followed. Yet his letters

to the more famous writer and nev/ friend reveal a fear that his ou/n

writing will not be understood. Both the essay and the letters are

displays of Melville's own sense of flowering genius, intimations of the

grand scale, discursive, dramatic and ftagLc, of the masterpiece he was

planning, testaments to the process of conception and reconception

that would take it down to the heart of things: "I feel I am now come

to the inmost leaf of the bulb." In fact, 4s Melville later indicates in

his elegiac poem "Monody," the two. men's tempers never quite

matched-Hawthorne never did wholly share Melville's intensity and

tragic sense. After the strained arnbiguities of Pierre (1852), the friend-

ship began to cool, but it had nevertheless been one of those seminal

literary relationships based on a primal shock of recognition. It nour-

ished the essential spirit, the lightness and also the darkness, the sym-

bolic inclination and the philosophical scope of Moby-Dick, the one

work of Melville's that succeeds in dramatiztng an Emersonian scale

of vision wrestling in self-questioning irony with the fundamental ob-

scurity of life's meaning.
Perhaps it was this shared sense of obscure meanings, philosoph-

ical a+d social, that brought the rnen together. Melville had been born

in New York City of rooted and distinguished stock: the Calvinist

Melvilles of Boston, the Dutch Reform Gansevoorts of Albany. But in

1830, when he uras 11, his businessman father went bankrupt and soon

died mad from worry and overwork. Melville always saw himself as

an economic orphan, a displaced person thrown into a harsh world
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of alienating social forces. His male cenral characters usually move
from deprivation into some hard rite of passage-the rnost famous of
them all takes the name of the classic wanderer: "Call me Ishmael,"
begins Moby-Dick. \Torking as bank-clerk, salesman, farmhand,
schoolteacher, Melville became an Ishmael. The economic panic of
1837 sent him shipping as a cabin boy on a voyage from New York
to Liverpool, the bleak experience behind Redburn (1849). His ex-
ploration of the American land frontier down the Erie Canal and the
Mississippi leci to The Confid,ence-Man (1857), and clerking in a New
York bank helped with his most Dickensian story, "Bartleby the Scrive-
ner" (1853), with its famous dissent: "I u/ould prefer not to." In 1841
he sailed as seaman aboard the whaler Acushnet on a long voyage into
the Pacific; when he jumped ship in the Marquesas Islands he found
the alternative primitive world he portrayed in Typee: A Peep at
Polynesian Life (1846), his first book. He joined an Australian ship,
where mutiny on board led to imprisonment in Tahiti, the experience
behind hrs Omoo: A I'larratiue of Aduentures in the South Seas (1847).
It was at sea, in these alternative worlds, that his life began: "Until I
was twenty-five," he told Hawthorne, "Ihad no development at a17."
A whaling ship and the extensive reading he did while at sea was, he
said, his Yale and Harvard.

At first he was successful. Like many American writers, he began,
in Typee and Omoo, with a fiction ahzed travel-writing very in tune
with 1840s American expansionism and the interest in conrasts be-
tween social and natural life. He enlarged and embellished his own
adventures and added factual material culled from his wide-ranging,
hapha zard reading to produce ̂  pleasing mixture of fact and fancy.
Typee, a combination of seagoing experience, travelogue and Pacific
adventure in exotic and Edenic circumstances, greatly pleased his read-
ers, and thereafter Melville always feared he would be remembered
only as the man who had lived among cannibals in the Marquesas, a
public expectation he was indeed never to escape. None of the eight
full-length fictions that followed ever matched this first popular success,
as Melville grew less willing to provide publishers with what they
wanted and what he went on promising them. \fhen, in !849, he
published Mardi, we can see what could be called the persistent Amer-
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ican weakness for allegory asserting itself. To the theme of mavel and
adventure, he added metaphysical questioning and a search for life's
meaning that would make his work grow ever more obscure. Based
on voracious intellectual reading, the book is a long-winded allegory
of sea ravel, a vast quest for transcendent beauty laced with Swiftian
satire and a running dialogue benveen characters representing philos-
ophy, poetry and history. Today we can read it prim afily as Melville's
preliminary skirrnish with romance, the book that searches for that
break in the crust of fictional form that would open the way to Moby-
Dick.

Mardi did not sadsfy contemporary readers, and Melville reverted
to more popular books, written quickly for the market created by
Typee but displaying a grim new realism . Redburn (1849) tells of ^
young American sailor who attempts to retain his Romantic innocence
in the face of harsh shipboard conditions and the terrible Liverpool
slums. Even his return to America, along with a shipload of Irish
immigrants seeking the promise of the New World, cannot lighten the
book's somber vision. Melville's early paradises were beginning to
dissolve under the pressure of social and personal evil: harsh economics
and base poverty, dark modern cities and deluded expectations dis-
place the national optirnism. A similar realism deals with Melville's
own experience in thewarships of the U.S. Nroy tnlVhitelackel (1850),
where he develops his fundamental concern with the conflict ber'ween
American Romantic naivete and darker experience. The central char-
acter's symbolic white jacket is the metaphor for his innocence, iso-
lation and affempted Emersonian self-reliance. He takes his name from
it, and he nearly dies in it when he falls from the yardarm into the
"speechless profound" of the sea and is tugged down by its weight.
That plunge into the dark vortex of experience, the nodal mystery,
was to be a mysterious goal guiding the quest of Melville's next and
most notable work.

Moby-Dick is a novel that grew only slowly into what it is: surely
the best American novel we have had. Melville started it as a factual
account of the whaling industry, but it crossed with his reading of
Shakespeare, his involvement with Hawthorne, his wish to write a
"wicked" book to interrogate the persistent innocence of his age. "This
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is the book's motto (the secret one) ,-Ego non baptiso te in nomine
-but make out the rest yourself:' he wrote excitedly to Hawthorne;
Ahab uses the same words to give a harpoon a diabolic baptism.
Melville himself described the book as a "botch," but it became a
powerful Romantic Fausti an tragedy of man confronting nature and
divine power. Its three cenral characters are the wandering narrator
Ishmael, the monomaniac Captain Ahab and the white whale itself.
Ishmael, the obsenrer and wry storyteller, gives the book its speculative
anci varying namative voice, indeed voices. Ahab's bitter revenge on a
natural adversary that has not nourished but wounded him provides
mythic smuggle, which is as much a battle of intellect and faith as of
action. The whale itself manifests the elusive, complex energy of nature.
So Ahab, that "ungodly, God-like man," setting his need for revenge
against his captain's duty to ship, crew and commerce, becomes a
challenger of the universe, attempting to puncture the pasteboard mask
of the world itself in order to reach whatever power has let the whale
violate his body. That mask conceals somethirg like the Emersonian
Over-Soul, which the novel both invokes and challenges, testing what
Melville saw as the great transcendentalist belief and Thoreau perceived
as its greatest danger: its easy assumption that the cosmos is good.
That benign face of nature is not denied in Moby-Dick; indeed it
suffuses the book. Ishmael takes a contemplative and comradely view
of the world's fecundity, as we see in his friendship with the "savage"

Queequ€g, in the kneadirg of the sperm and above all in the undersea
ciomesticity of the family of suckling whales. That vision undoubtedly
helps secure his salvation as the one survivor from the wreck of the
Pequod: "The unharming sharks, they glided by as if with padlocks
on their mouths; the savage sea-hawks sailed with sheathed beaks."
Rut the gteat vortex under the sea which draws us into contemplation
is also a vortex of destruction, and Ishmael, riding at the end on

Queequeg's coffin, on a "soft and dirge-like main," survives alone.
Moby-Dick is a great and also a distinctively Ameri cannovel, about

the ambiguity and duplicity of transcendental knowledge, the light and
the dark, the dangers of " craving after the indefinite. " It takes tragic
form because Melville, here and elsewhere, regards nature as a deceitful
hieroglyph. Indeed, he suggests, the "k.y to it all" lies in the story of
Narcissus, and the way it matches the lure of the sea:
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And still deeper the meaning of that story of Narcissus, who be-
cause he could not grasp the tormenting, mild image he saw in the

f:::*,i::x?i,r:"u'r:1:nt.ff ii,'l','l:';il:'#1';
ungraspable phantom of life; and this is the k.y to it all.

But no key unlocks Moby-Dick. \il7here Hawthorne discovered ambi-
guity in the space between imagination and reality, Melville finds it in
the strange signals of reality itself. In the chapter "The Doubloon, " a
gold coin is nailed to the mast, a forging of the great circle of the
world itself. But when each member of the Pequol's crew steps forward
to examine it, he interprets it differently, according to his beliefs,
intelligence, age , sensibility and personal nature, doubling and redou-
bling the doubloon itself. "I look, you look, he lookt," mad Pip pro-
claims; "we . . . ate all bats." Appropriately, the book itself constantly
multiplies its own language, as it conducts its own naffative and lin-
guistic search for the meaning of "the whale. " \(/e hear the language
of dusty scholarship, of scientific cetology, of Christian and classical
mtrh and Romantic celebration, of voy ag:;;'g and adventure, as the
prose seeks a sufficient commensurability. If there is no human way
to know even a small truth, Melville undertakes to demonstrate, then
any and all meaning must remain uncertain. Like any major novel, this
one has generated a multiplication of readings and of readers; in fact,
modern fiction is filled with Melvillean commentaries. But Moby-Dick
is, amongst other things, the novel as commentary, surrounding its
tragic mtrh of the great Romantic overreacher with a wealth of inter-
pretation of the Great Leviathan, who is both whale itself and the
whale as book, each representing "the great gilding demon of the seas
of life. "

Melville's skepticism about transcendentalism ("He who hath
more of joy than sorrow in him . . . cannot be true-not true, or
undeveloped," he says in the book) found its perfect form in the vision
of large Romantic tragedy. Melville was never to discover himself again
to this degree. Moby-Dick enjoyed a small success, though one con-
temporury critic called it "maniacal-mad as a March hare-mowing,
gibberitg, screaming, like an incurable Bedlamite. " But the book that
followed, Pierre; or, Tbe Ambiguities (1852), lacks a fundamental shape
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and is an eccentric, ambitious failure. Berween L853 and L856, how-
ever, Melville produced eighteen shorter fictional pieces, some of
them minor masterworks. Recallirg Melville's visit to Liverpool of No-
vember 1856, Hawthorne described his friend discussing "Providence
and futurity, and . . everything that lies beyond human ken." Mel-
ville had

pretty much made up his mind to be annihilated; but still he does
not seem to rest in that anticipation. . . . It is strange how he persists
. . . in wandering to-and-fro over these deserts He can neither
believe, nor be comfortable in his unbelief; and he is too honest
and courageous not to try to do one or the other. If he were a

::igffiJtt, 
he would be one of the most truly religious and

In this special sense, Melvtlle uta.s a religious man, and most of his late
writing continues his anxious questioning of the visible world's mys-
terious hieroglyphs. In "The Piazza," Melville's narrator knows that
he is spinning a fafuy-tale web to escape the world's pain, just as he
acknowledges the nest of cankerous worms beneath the lovely blossoms
of his Chinese creeper. But in "Benito Cereno," the benevolent op-
timist Captain Delano does not see the gap ber'ween appearance and
rcalrty aboard ship, fails to unravel the deceptions of the slave revolt
that has turned society upside down. Delano's innocence protects him
from harm but also from understanding-the mystery of human na-
ture, the double face of good and evil, the ambiguous complexities of
the world's realities. The narrator of "Bartleby the Scrivener: A Story
of \Wall Street," is similarly benevolent and, wrapped in self-concern,
similarly blind to the ambiguities of human existence suggested by the
employees in his law office. Wall Street, the law, the tomblike confines
of the office itself-all point to a society and a world uncongenial to
human life. Bartleby, one-time clerk in the Dead Letter Office and
now the narrator's copier of legal docurnents, has come at last to the
ultimate existential denial: "f would prefer not to," he responds to
each request, and finally, "I'm not particular" to identify his condition
as quintessentially human. In its grotesque urban atmosphere and vi-
sion of the superfluous man, "Bartleby the Scrivener" seems kin to
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Gogol, -Kafka or the Dostoyevsky of No/es from the Underground.
Melville, that is, was a true nineteenth-century writer of a changing
age whose tales deal with a good deal more than what he called "land-
lessness." His work, like Dickens's, builds a narrative of major man-
sition, from the innocence of Typee and "The Paradise of Bachelors"
to the industrial power of "The Tanarus of Maids." Even the Pequod
is as much a floating factory and workplace as an adventuring sailing
vessel, and its crew arc part of a process of historical change. In The
Confi.dence-Man: His Masquerade (1857), another remarkable tour de
force, a Mississippi steamboat, the Fidile, sets sail on April Fools' Day
and, a true Ship of Fools, becomes a microcosm of the American order.
Here the confidence man, a grotesque master of cunning disguise,
manifests the mysterious, deceitful "confidence" that makes commer-
cial society work and money function. As the book shows, Melville
was himself a mid-century master of the grotesgue, like Gogol or
Dickens. His grotesque is not simply a mannerism but away of grasping
the absurd realities of an age when prelapsarian innocence must give
way to a sense of deceit, guilt and comuption.

Melville is a cenual figure of American writing prior to the Civil
\Var. But, unlike Poe or Hawthorne, he sunrived that war, living on
till 1891; the great nay-sayer who never won unqualified admiration
for his finest books lived out the last twenty-five years of his life in the
obscurity and mental agony he had always feared. The war inspired
his first book of poems-B attle-Pieces and Aspects of Var (1866)-
and he wrote further volumes in verse: Clarel: A Poem and Pilgrimage
to tbe Holy Land (1376), about his ceaseless quest for faith; then John
Marr and Other Sailors (1888) and Timoleon (189L), privately printed
in editions of nventy-five copies. The late story Billy Budd demon-
strates persuasively that he retained his power as a writer of narrative
fiction to the end of his life. Here innocence stutters and evil speaks
loud as the simplicities of an eighteenth-century world give way to the
battleship of nineteenth-century life. Adamic Billy dies at the yardarm,
nonetheless stoically affirming the rule of the ship of state and the
inhumane forms of society; his legend, Melville says, sunrived, to be
read in many ways. So did Melville's manuscript, left unfinished when
he died unknown in 1891 and continuing to haunt readers with its
conflicting and unresolved meanings since its recovery in 1924. It
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remains as well an eloquent indictment of America's inability to rec-
ognrze and suppo rt a major literary talent who now seems to us what
he wished to be: his nation's candidate for rivalry with Shakespeare
or Milton.

IV .

In 1849 Melville wrote to Evert Duyckinck, eciitor of the New York
Literary lVorld and his mentor and friend, describing his attitude to-
ward Emerson, "this Plato who talks through his nose":

Nry, I do not oscillate in Emerson's rainbow, but prefer rather to
hang myself in mine own halter than swing in ^ny other man's
swing. Yet I think Emerson is more than a brilliant fellow. Be his
stuff begged, borrowed, or stolen, or of his own domestic manu-
facture he is an uncommon man. Swear he is a humbug-then he
is no common humbrg. . Now, there is something about every
man elevated above mediocrity, which is, for the most part, in-
stinctively perceptible. This I see in Mr. Emerson. And, frankly,
for the sake of the argument, let us call him a fool;-then had I
tather be a fool than a wise man.

There is much in the biblical figure of the wise fool that characterizes
the works of the American Renaissance and the sources of its strength.
Its authors belonged to Melville's "corps of thought-divers" who con-
sequently affempted and achieved more than any of their nation's
writers had yet done. As he went on to tell Duyckinck, Melville loved

all men who diue. Aty fish can swim near the surface, but it takes
a great whale to go down stairs five miles or more; & if he don't
attain the bottom, why, all the lead in Galena can't fashion the
plummet that will. I'm not talking of Mr. Emerson now-but of
the whole corps of thought-divers, that have been diving & coming
up again with blood-shot eyes since the world began.

Melville was nonetheless prepared to make his distance from Emerson
plain: where Emerson assum ed a beneficent energy in the world, Mel-
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ville felt uncertaLnty and frusration. "This 'all'feeling," he wrote to
Hawthorne in 185 1,

there is some truth in. You must often have felt it, lying on the
grass on a v/arm summer's day. Your legs seem to send out shoots
into the earth. Your hair feels like leaves upon your head. This is
the all feeling. But what plays the mischief with the muth is that
men yry insist upon the universal application of atemporary feeling
or opmlon.

The " all" feeling was familiar in America, and it was soon to find its
poet. Four years after this letter, tX/alt Whitman published the first
version of his Leaues of Grass (1855), that work of cosmic inclusion
which accepts the unity and beneficence of the All with an affirmation
far more akin to Emerson's "Brahm a" than to the skepticism of a Poe,
Hawthorne or Melville.

The " all" feeling, the ideal of large embrace, is the guiding prin-

ciple of Leaues of GnASS.Its first preface expressly asserts it. Anonymous
save for its daguerreotype of a bohe mranrzed Whitman-named only
once in the poems as "$(/alt Whitman, an American, one of the roughs,
a Kosmss"-it offers to respond to the democratic American present

in the spirit of the "equable man" u/ho encompasses everything and
sees eternity in each man and u/oman. Vhitman casts himself as the
poet into whom everything poured-the massive and varied continent,
the democ ratrc spirit, "the general ardor and friendliness and
enterprise-the perfect equality of the female with the male," "the

large amativeness-the fluid movement of the population-the fac-
tories and mercantile life and laborsaving machinery." America u/as
itself the greatest poem: "Of all the nations the United States with
veins full of poetical stuff most need poets and will doubtless have the
greatest and use them the greatest." Over Whitman's lifetime, the
dream, like the poems in the successive versions of the book, grew

ever more complex, but even when he found that he was not "used

the greatest," it was never entirely lost. The 1855 edition of. Leaues
uras a slim volume, twelve untitled poems in ninety-five pages, some
set in type by the author himself. Among them were the first versions
of his finest, later called "Song of Myself," "The Sleepers," "I Sing
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the Body Electric" and "There \Was a Child \Went Forth." For the
next three decades, lWhitman worked this same book like a landscape
garden, shifting and changirg, revising and deleting, developing mass
and detail, dramatuztng his own complex self, but above all
incorporating-with that famous all-acceptirg, physical ernbrace.

Gradualy, as edition followed edition, the original poems grew
and major new poems began to emerge. The 1856 edition boldly added
to its spine Emerson's urarm salute celebrating the beginning of a great
career, one of the most notable of all acts of literary acknowledgment:
"I find it the most exraordinary piece of wit & wisdom that America
has yet contributed." It also added "Song of the Broad Axe," "Crossing
Brooklyt Ferry" and "The Song of the Open Road." The 1860 edition
introduced "Starting from Paumanok" and "Out of the Cradle End-
lessly Rocking," as well as the sexually explicit Calamus and Children
of Adam poems that mark ^ change of direction from mysticism to
personalism, from democracy to physical "adhesiveness." Sflhitman's
ideal of democratic universalism was deeply smained by the Civil War
of t 86I-65, which challenged and in many ways broke the optimistic
transcendentalist spirit. But the war ultimately intensified $Thitman's
identification with the nation and its people. In S7ashington he entered
into the horror of the 'nrartime bloodshed by visiting and working in
hospitals, calling himself a "wound-dresser" and sharing the lives of
the young men forced to enact their country's quamel. He wrote his
later prose account Specimen Dayr (1882) and the cycle of war poems
Drum-Taps (1865) in the light of this experience, identifying with the
historrcal momentum of the times and the deaths of "beautiful young
men" -('everything sometimes as if blood color, & dripping blood."
Above all, his identification with Lincoln was total. The President's
death and state funeral drew the poet into a process of complex in-
corporation: of death with life's flow, of a hero with his nation and
people, of \Whitman himself with Lincoln, the people and the nation.
tWhitman's lament for the dead leader, "When Lilacs Last in the Door-
yardBloom'd," is one of the finest elegies in the language. \WithDrum-

Taps, it, too, merged with the ever-growing Leaues in the edition of
1867 ,

The war changed things, and so did the Gilded Ag.. \Whitman

was no longer the mystical bohemian radical, but the "good gtay poet."
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His early hopes changed to the serious doubts that afflicted most
intelligent Americans in the period of careless industrial growth that
followed the Civil \(ar. \Thitman made his opinions plain in the prose
of. Democratic Vistas (1871), lamenting a spectacle of depraved greed
and base acquisitiveness. A logic of despair \ilas perhaps appropriate,
but others, like Henry Adams, expressed it, not \il7hitman. Though
everythitg seemed less simple than before, the westward flow toward
human happiness less inevitable and democratic spiritu alizatton less
certain, S7hitman's fundamental rascendent assertion remains: life is
good, with America the vessel appointed to carry it forward into the
future. Thus to the edition of Leaues in I87I, the year of Democratic
Vistas, he added his poem of westering transcontinentalism and dem-
ocratic world unity, "Passage to India." There urere to be three more
editions, in the centennial year of 1876, in 1881 and, in L892, the
"Deathbed Edition." They incorporated change and recorded an al-
tered national'destiry, the bloodiness of war, the shifting motion of
history. Yet the essential structure remained the same. The open-ended
and never-punctuated leaves remained persistently affirmative-man
is divine, the self true, the world good. The continent America was
fillitg would eventu ally manifest its destiny in a perfect commonwealth
that would reshape the world. And the Leaues would live as he had
meant them to, as proueative leaves of the life force itself.

Leaues of Gra.r.r could thus be the massive open poem that none-
theless always retained its essential principles and its essential structure.
Edmund Gosse, one of \Xftitman's many British admirers, once de-
scribed the Leaues as "literature Ln a condition of protoplasm. . . . He
felt acutely and accurately, his imagination was purged of external
impurities, he lay spread abroad in a condition of literury solution."
That was the aim and the novelty. At the heart of its subsequent
widespread influence on the twentieth century was its capacity to in-
corpor ate ail* and although its essential task was mystical, it was also
realistic, that of amassing and cataloging. A subjective poem of self, it
is also confidently epical in its absorption of the past and celebration
of the future of a people. \il7hitman's aim was preemptive. He offered
himself-and has ultimately been accepted-as the nation's Homer,
Vergil and Milton, singing the song of the nation as a song of ^
particular self. This was a new song, both a way of seeitg and being,
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a unifying song compounded of ego and society, people and landscape,

rnale and female, death and life, personal sensation and historical

destiny.
In both his radical poetic theory and his politics, \X/hitman sought

to merge his opened-out self with his county and her place in the

march of history by a transcendent and transcendentalist act of the

ego-and thereby become an Emersonian representative man, prophet

and seer. The "\7alt \fhitm an" who stands bearded in his broad-

brimmeci hat anci stares confidentiy out from the frontispiece of the

first edition is a seer whose visionary words are intended to be large

and long-lived. Similarly the poetry is a shocking break with the private

intonation of traditional lyric poetry. "I cELEBRATE myself," begins

the lengthy "Song of Myself ":

Shall I pray? Shall I venerate and be ceremonious?
I have pried through the strata and analyzed to a har,

And counselled with doctors and calculated close and found no

sweetet fat than sdcks to my own bones. . . .

Divine I am inside and out, and I make holy whatever I

touch or am touched from;
The scent of these arm-pits is aroma finer than prayer,

This head is more than churches and bibles or ceeds. .
I dote on myself . . . there is that lot of ffie, and all so

luscious. . .

By 1867 he could add to the poem:

One's-self I sing, a simple, separate person;

Yet utter the word Democratic, the word En-Ma.r-te.

The operative public recitative of the frank, tasteless €go, what he

himself called the "barbaric yawp" he sounded across the rooftops,

becomes universal; it can embrace society itself.
The space berween that representative ego and the private man

can sdll baffle Whitman's biographers. Born of a modest, barely literate

Long Island family, \Thitman had eight brothers and sisters, two of
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them imbeciles. With only five or six years' formal schooling, he took
to the trade of Franklin, Twain and many other American writers:
setting type for a printing house. After some schoolteaching, he turned
to journalism-reporting, reviewirg, editing ntually becoming an
editor of the Brooklyn Daily Eagle in 1846, to resign in L847 because
the paper was too conservative on the slavery issue. There was a period
of "loafing," out of which the first Leaues came, but he was never to
support himself with his verse. He held a government post for a time
but lost it when a superior discovered the sexual explicitness of his
poetry. During the Civil \War, he spent long hours nursirg and com-
forting the wounded of both sides; and he eventually-after a paralytic
stroke in 1873-retired in a wheelchair to Camden, NewJersey, where
for twenty years he continued his revisions of Leaues and reminisced
for the adoring disciples who now clustered about him. His book claims
that "who touches this touches a ma fl," yet neither the book nor the
facts really clafify the actual \Walter \Mhitman. Specificity was one of
his standards; his poems seem acts of frank description derived from
the hard details of his actual life. But as often as not he was distortirg,
inventitg, coloring the facts to flesh out the changing fictive character
of the all-embracing "I," the persona he invented for Leaues: "\Walt
Whitm an, anAmeri can, one of the roughs, a Kosmos,/Disorderly fleshy
and sensual . . . eating, drinking and breeding,/No sentimentalist . . . ,
no stander above men and women or apart from them . no more
modest than immodest."

Like Milton's blindness, \Whitman's life, with its frustration and
final physical inca pacrty, mocked the heroic mission he had undertaken
as the nation's epic bard, its articul ating public voice. But everyone
must live with the gap between what he is and what he would like to
b.; part of Whitman's greatness-like Milton's-s,4s his ability to
project the larger-than-life self he could imagine into the voice of his
poetry. \Thitman's "I:' which in the end becomes the poetry and the
poet's supreme creation, is a recogntzable product of American ota-
torical tradition, a spoken or chanted ego. As he tells us in "A Backward
Glance . ," his 1888 meditation on his conception of the Leaues
and its high national function, it had its literary sources. He u/as an
early and avid reader of the Bible, Shakespeare, Ossian, Scott and
Homer, knew Greek and Hindu poets, the I'libelungenlied and Dante.
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Goethe's autobiography showed him a man unafraid to portay the
universe in terms of himsell and Carlyle and Hegel reinforced Emer-
son's stress on the representative man and his heroic role in cosmic
consciousness. A11 this crossed with the apparendy contradictory mis-
sion of findirg an aesthetic formulation that would merge the poet
with the ordinary life of the folk. The result was ̂  democatic epic:
"Endless unfolding of words of ages !/And mine a word of the modern,
the word En-Masse." Moreover, this voice of the self, voice of the
mass, voice of the destined future) voice of the afr, must aiso be the
voice of the All, the Over-Soul. "I speak the password primeval . . .
I give the sign of demomacy ;/By God ! I will accept nothing which all
cannot have their counterpart of on the same terms." His aim was to
solve the problem of writing an epic in democatic America: the fun-
damental desire behind the poem was, he tells us,

a feeling or ambition to articulate and faithfully express in literary
or poetic form, and uncompromisingly, my own physical, emo-
tional, moral, intellectual, and aesthetic Personality, in the midst
of, and tallying, the momentous spirit and facts of its immediate

days, and of current Americ a-and to exploit that Personality,

identified with place and date, in a far more candid and compre-

hensive sense than any hitherto poem or book.

For his conternporaries, this Adamic aim was particularly evident in
one notable aspect of Whitman's ((I": its unabashed physical corpo-
reality. His is, he said , " avowedly the song of Sex and Amativeness,
and even Animality." This was one thing that divided him decisively
from the ranscendentalists. Thoreau understood his transcendental
aims, but not this: "it is as if the beasts spoke," he said. Emerson
strolled with him one d^y on Boston Cornmon trying to persuade him
to soften his explicit sexuality; \X/hitman made it clear that he not only
would not, but could not, compromise. "Nature was naked, and I was
also," he wrote in Specimen Days (1882), the late book where he
painfully sought to reconcile the divisive elements of commercial,
Gilded Ag. America and to question the cultural Genteel Tradition
that it nourished. The naked sexual self is central to his desire to
include everything, from birth to death, dark city street to wide coun-
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tryside, rich life and poor, men and
spear of grass itself, sex expresses the
onward:

women, in his work. Like the
life force that drives the poetry

Tenderly will I use you curling grass,
It may be you ranspire from the breasts of young men,
It may be if I had known them I would have loved them;
It may be you are from old people and from women,

and from offspring taken soon out of their mothers' laps,
And here you are the mothers' laps. . .

O I perceive after all so many uttering tongues:
And I perceive they do not come from the roofs of mouths

for nothing.

Like Emerson's ideal symbol, lfhitman's grass-blades, the uttering
tongues .of the writing and the central figure in his title, resist narrow

signification. But a cucial implication is the phallic one of irresisdble

creativity, Thomas's "force that through the green fuse drives the
flower." Grass is life itself, speaking beyond and behind death, com-
mon everyvhere and to a[, endlessly vital, tirelessly procreative. So

were his own leaves to be, as they continued in unending grourth and
inclusiveness from edition to edition. By modern standards, his sexual
frankness and homoerotic implication is tame; it is nevertheless im-
portant to recognize that his embrace and ejaculations are meant to
evoke the surge of nature's continuous renewal, while his indiscrimi-
nate mergings of men and women, self and nature, are his signs of

divine love.
These stratagems bred hostility for Whitman by setting him firmly

in opposition to the decorum of the Genteel Tradition. \(hitman
mourned this, but it was what he had calculated. "Establish'd poems,

I know, have the very great advant age of chanting the abeady per-

form'd, so full of glories, reminiscences dear to the minds of men,"

he observed in "A Backward Glance O'er Travell'd Roads"; "But my

volume is a candidate for the future." His aim was essentially avant-
garde; he was a radical and a new kind of symbolist. Though he

appeared to literalize the world about him by granting it linguistic
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place in his poems, h. insisted on his aesthetic novelty and above all,
in symbolist fashion, on "the image-making faculty, coping with ma-
terial creation, and rivaling, almost triumphing, over it. " Proposing a
new relation between observirg poet and what he obsenres, his aim
was experimental-as was America's. He always felt that his carte de
uisite was to the coming generations and not alone to his own:

One main contrast of the ideas behind every page of my verse,
compared with establish'd poeffiS, is their differer-rt relative attitiide
towards God, towards the objective universe, and still more (by
reflection, confession, assumption, &c) the quite changed attitude
toward the ego, the one chanting or talking, tov/ards himself and
towards his fellow-humanity. It is certainly time for America, above
all, to begin the readjustment in the scope and basic point of view
of verse; for everything else has changed.

This was the spirit of Ezra Pound's later determination to "Make It
Neuz. " !7ith it, $Thitman made himself central to the legacy of nearly
every later American poet of scale, for the multivalent imagery he
cultivated posed long-term questions of the relation in America be-
rween symbol and reality, ego and epic. That fertile madition of the
expansive and incorporative American poem that haunted so many
trventieth-century American poets-Pound with The Cantos, Hart
Crane with The Bridge, Wallace Stevens with I'lotes Toward a Supreme
Fiction, William Carlos S7illiams with Paterson, Charles Olson with
The Maximus Poems-took its rise and guarantee from Whitman's
faith in the open assimilative poem, ever in process of creative renewal
in its reach toward the future

.v.

"The proof of a poet is that his country absorbs him as affectionately
as he has absorbed it," Sfhitman wrote in the early confident days of
his 1855 preface, only to find how long it would take before reciprocal
absorption would indeed begin to develop. It is one of the ironies of
American literature that the later nineteenth century should produce
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two major poets who would prove to be the genuine antecedents of
most serious modern American poetry, yet that, of those fwo, one

should be a public poet who virtually lost the public he so confidently
addressed, while the other was so priv ate that scarcely any of her poems

appeared in her own lifetime.
Emily Dickinson so shunned public disclosure that most of her

verses imply a total inwardness, a refusal to share in the collective

utterance of the world; there is no ideal of chanting or talking here,

rather a universe of rugged inward meditation and drama that takes

on expression but no clear social form. Indeed, to set $Thitman and

Dickinson side by side seems almost a breach of propriety-though

one way of understanding modern American poetry is to say that many

of its poets did just that. Yet this quiet resident of Amherst,

Massachusetts-where Calvinist and UnitarLan traditions mingled in

doubt and uncert ainty-is so private and subtle where Whitman is so
public and garrulous, her poems are so brief, tight and oblique where
his expand, circle, ramble and repeat, that many forget they were
contemporaries. Did they in any u/ay know of each other? She was

told his book was disgraceful and never read it. He might just have

known of her, but her "letter to the \7orld /That never wrote to Me"

was not ever really mailed. Seven of her poems appeared, anonymously,

during her lifetime, but the remaining works, close to eighteen hundred

of them, did not come to light until after her death. They were pub-

lished in 1890, just before Sfhitman died, but it u/as not until the

L920s that they were fully acclaimed, and not until L958, when Thomas
H. Johnson edited them, that a satisfactory edition and full impression

uras possible. Only then was it fully clear that these enigmatic short

lyrics were the work of America's greatest poet. As with Edward Taylor,

another part-Puritan spirit before her, her poetry was a metaphysical

and moral secret which might never have been fathomed.
This was because, although she did now and agarn try to publish,

for Dickinson the writing seemed a satisfying secret, sufficient to itself.

The continent she sang was that of Emerson's inner self, and her

vocation was the liberation of-in Emerson's phrase -a private

chicken coop. \(/e know that she read Emerson and heard him lecture

and that he had some effect on her. $7e also know the people she met

and corresponded with, but there biography virtually ceases to illu-
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minate her or her verse. There is no egotistical sublime here, oo dra-
matic self on show and no trascendentalist outreach. Rather there is
an inreach, a guiding concept of privacy and selfhood which creates
a metaphysical distillation from its own being. \7e need only look to
some of her famous openitg lines-"The Soul selects her o\Mn Society,"
"I dwell in possibility," "Renunciation-is a piercing Virtue"-1s feel
the pained self-an atomrzirg, the willed self-enclosure, which is the field
of her verse. Unlike \X/hitman's, her poetry articulates a life carefully
hiciden, even from the Puritanism and Evangelicalism of h'er Amherst
neighbors and of her own family. \With few forays out, the sum of
her life was conducted in her father's house. Even here she kept
her distance. As she said of her family in a letter to her one literary
mentor, Thomas \Wentworth Higginson: "They arc religious-except
me-and address an Eclipse every morning-whom they call their
'Father . ' "

Even this remark is oblique. Dickinson is religious, but her world
of faith seems homemade. She knew very well the painful erosion of
belief that was taking place among the orthodox who sumounded her,
the troubles that marked the transition from Calvinism to Unitananrsffi,
and she felt this in her own conscience and consciousness. But although
the subtly rewritten iconography of Christian discourse provided her
essent tal material and transcendentalism evidently stirred her, neither
provided her with a solution to the agonized experience of life, nor
did the optimistic spirit masking the divisions of her age ever color
her spirit. The years of the Civil War saw her most concentrated poetic
work, but the war itself did not impinge directly on her poems-
though we m^y speculate that it had something to do with the doubt
and horror they so often express. The Emersonian vision is there,
too. The artist becomes the spider of her poem, who "holds a silver
Ball,- /In unperceived hands" and rears "supreme/His theories of
light." Her poet sings the inner sell but also searches in vain for the
truth outside-for "Not unto nomination/The Cherubim reveal."
Poetry is thus as devious as the meaning of the universe. \When she
sees Truth, she must tell it all, but "tell it slant . . ./The Truth must
dazzle gradually/ Or every Man be blind."

Hence not only the themes of Emerson but the devotional inri-
cacies and metaphysics of a John Donne or George Herbert appear
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to lie beneath her poetry. Yet no single familiar artistic convention

seems to match the slanted truth of her verse. She writes with con-

densation, with tight formal control and hymnlike construction, but

there is also fragmentation. \X/hitman broke with the metric of sresses,

turning to free-verse forms that roll rhythmically and to "bare lists of

words" that work through reiteration to amplification, while dashes

and dots imply incompleteness, language's pressure otherwise limiting

what pushes to be said. A similar struggle with the limits of raditional

discourse breaks open Dickinson's verse, which rejects conventional
punctuation and completed phrasing, employs dashes for pacing, and

thereby creates ambiguity and multiplicity. \Where \X/hitman used lists,

she scattered alternative words about her manuscripts-synonyffis,

close pairings or rival locutions that keep the poems incomplete so

that final print seems to imprison them. This is doubtless deliberate,
part of the method of "circuit" which she celebrates. Apparently simple

or even naive perception takes on exreme tension that holds contra-

dictions in balance. In this sense, too, she seems a metaphysical poet.

One of the most powerful of all her contradictions is benveen the

banal and the momentous, as in the familiar "I heard a Fly buzz when
I died," that subtly disturbing poem wherein

I willed *y Keepsakes-Signed away
$Vhat portion of me be

Assignable-and then it was
There interposed a Fly-

\X/ith Blue-uncertain stumbling Buzz-
Between the light-and me-

And then the \Tindows failed-and then
I could not see to see-

Dickinson's reclusive nature so masked her intense dedication to

the discipline of her craft that confidants like Higginson mistakenly

thought she was unable to reach the smooth rhymes and rhythms of

Tennyson or Longfellow. And yet for today's reader, no single sampling

can adequately represent the range of play and speculation that ex-
plodes in the tiny cosmos of her individual poems. There are several
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Emily Dickinsons: a poet of wit, the creator of the riddling, sometimes
overcute description of the snake, "A narrow Fellow in the Grass"
who brings " a tighter breathing/And Zero at the S6ns-" and the
railroad-((I like to see it lap the Miles-/And lick the Valleys up."
There are the wry reflections on death, that dominant preoccupation

where the wit functions doubly, not just as a voice of condensation
but as the extreme, postmortal source of her meditation-"Because I
could not stop for Death,-/He kindly stopped for me." And there
are poems of visiofi, of mystical experience-"Better-than Music !
For I-who heard it-/ . 'Twas Translation- /Of aLl the tunes I
knew-and more. ." There are transcendental poems of nature and
poems appalled at nature, where the vision recalls the doubtful ques-
tioning of Melville or the icy abyss of Poe. In "I tried to think a lonelier
Thing /Than any I had seen," the only hope she can imagine for one
"Of Heavenly love forgot" is another poor soul to touch in mutual
pity. "The Soul has Bandaged moments-/\7hen too appalled to stir,"
she suggests. Despite occasional respite, the "moments of Esc ape-/
\When bursting all the doors-/She dances like a Bomb, abroad," she
faces unflinchingly the loss of such guy freedom,

The Soul's retaken moments-
S7hen, Felon, led along,
With shackles on the plumed feet,
And staples in the Song,

The Horror welcomes her, again. .

these things, she concludes, are "not brayed of Tongue."
These were certainly not frequently brayed of tongue in nine-

teenth-century America. \7e are hearing here the accents of the modern
world, a world of doubt, of Kurtz's "the horror" that Emerson, Tho-
reau or even $Thitman could not or v/ould not irnagine. This world
could grow cold and harsh, as in "It was not Death, for I stood up,/
And all the Dead lie down," where living comes to seem "like Midnight,
ggpg-"
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\7hen everything that ticked-has stopped-
And Space stares all around-
Or Grisly frosts-first Autumn morns,
Repeal the Beating Ground-

But, most, like Chaos-Stopless-cool-
Without a Chance, or Spa
Or even a Report of Land-
To justify-Despair.

Traditional faith yields for Dickinson and the America of her age , and

ours, to present doubt, as in this exmaordinary short poem:

I reason, Earth is short-
And Anguish-absolute-
And many hurt,
But, what of that?

I reason, we could die-
The best Vitality
Cannot excel Decay,
But, what of that?

I reason, that in Heaven-
Somehow, it will be eve
Some new Equation given-
But, what of that?

The Emerson of "Experience," "Politics" and "Fate" had explored

the flaws in his own special optimism and felt the anguished strain of

acknowledging death as inescapably part of his affirmation of life. In

"Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking," Sfhitman had sought to make

death the source of beauty by turning the sea into an eloquent mother

of natural motion who whispers "the low and delicious word death. "

But it is Dickinson who fully distilled the darker Janus-vision of her

age against the grain of a culture that called its popular poetry in-

creasingly tow ard sentimentality. It is this Janus-vision that made her

seem so contemporary to the modernist poets of the next century.
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They responded as well to her insistence on the discipline and formality
of art, the taft by which the words are placed rightly on the page. In
consequence her reputation grours daily as one of the best of America's
writers, 4 writer in whom the legacy of nineteenth-century Romanticism
turns toward the complexities of twentieth-century Modernism.
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\X f t't 
"Nathaniel 

Hawthorne observed in his 1860 preface to The

\y \y Marble Faun that "No author, without tial, can conceive of

the difficulty of writin g ^ romance about a country where there is no

shadow , , no picturesque and gloomy wrong, nor anything but a

commonplace prosperity in broad and simple daylight," he wrote on

the eve of a conflict that would shatter his America forever. Almost

every European taveler to America, from Alexis de Tocqueville to

Charles Dickens, had seen a shadow, a gloomy wrong, a monsffous

contradiction at the heart of American claims to freedom, democracy,

equality. A year later, that wrong-slavery, "the peculiar institution"
-would plunge the nation into the world's first modern war and

threaten to divide it beyond mending. Melville's "Benito Cereno"

(1856) had presciendy pictured American innocence staring blindly at

its own tragic secret. In New England alrnost every writer-Emerson,

Thoreau, \Whitman, Bryant, Lowell, above all Whittier-had re-

sponded to the abolitionist cause; meanwhile in the South nearly every

writer had written with equal passion and religious cert ̂ rnty in support

of a culture that saw slavery as essential to its economic and social

sunrivat. When the conflict came, it shattered and ransformed Amer-

ican culture. Before the war had ended, Hawthorne died in depression

and an entire era of American writing came to a close.

The Civil \War was fought for a complex of reasons, but chiefly

Abraham Lincoln's need to maintain the Union as a whole, against
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Southern claims to the right of secession. "My paramount objective
in this struggle is to save the Union, " the President asserted to Horace
Greeley, the influential abolitionist editor of the New York Tribune,
in August 1862:

it is not either to save or destroy Slavery. If I could save the Union
without freein g any slaves I would do it; and if I could save it by
freeing some and leaving others alone I would also do this.

But the rising surge of Northern abolitionist sentiment and the growing
argument about the spread of slavery into the \West had already made
slavery the main casus belli. By 1862 Lincoln had already prepared the
Emancipation Proclamation that would free the slaves and change
black American destiny. In the popular mind in both camps, the ab-
olition or extension of "the peculiar institution" was the issue- a fact
that had much to do with the power of books-and of one bool< in
particular.

"So this is the little lady who made this big war!" Lincoln said
to Harriet Beecher Stow€, author of two prodigiously popular novels
that could be fairly said to have altered the course of the nation and
created international feeling on the slavery issue. Stowe was one of the
many women writers who largely dominated Ameri can popular liter-
ature, shaping general taste and moral sentiment. The daughter of a
famed Northern Congregationalist preacher, Lyman Beecher, the wife
of another minister, the sister of six more, she felt all the moral force
of the abolition issue. She had never lived in the South and did nor
know slave life at firsthand, though when she lived and ministered in
Cincinnati she had contact with many fugitive slaves fleeing North.
She turned her sentimental and moral mode of writing to the subject
of slavery in Uncle Tom's Cabin, which first appeared as a serial in a
Vashington antislavery weekly from 1851 to 1852, increased in length
as interest grew, and then came out as ̂  book in L852. It had extraor-
dinary impact; it sold more than 100,000 copies in the United States
in one year and a million and a half worldwide, making it one of the
greatest international best-sellers ever, the best-known American
nsvsl-a book, said Emersoo, that "encircled the globe." Holmes
and tVhittier praised it; when, in 1868, John \X/illiam De Forest de-
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scribed the nation's search for "the Great American Novel," he made
tt a prime contender. George Eliot, George Sand, Tolstoy and Henry

James all honored it, though less for its aft than its moral power. Stage
versions increased its impact, while often turning it toward minstrel
humor-to which, in fact, its more comical black characters owed
something. Motifs from the book-Ehrza crossing the ice-or char-
acters like Topsy ("I 'spect I just grow'd") became general folklore.
Songs, poems, plates and busts illusmating the book appeared every-
where. Srowe followed it with the story of a slave rebellion, Dred: A
Tale of the Dismal Swamp (1854) , dn equally interesting, if less well
known, novel. She also published The Kty to "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
(1853) to show that she had drawn extensively on abolitionist materials
and slave namatives for the "truth" of her story.

Preachy, moralistic and overdramatic, Uncle Tom's Cabin, or Life
Among tbe Lowly is nevertheless a remarkable book. Stowe had no
doubt about its virtue; it was, she claimed, a Christian book, written
by God Himsell with her as merely His scribe. \With such authorship,
it was inevitably a work of certainties rather than ambiguities. The old
Puritan theme of God's American intentions recurs in Congregation-
alist guise: the novel's driving energy stems from His accumulating
wrath at the wrongs slavery does to fundamental laws of love, family
and uue feeling. Stowe brought vivid powers of representation to the
didactic social and moral themes of the book. She knew just what she
was doing: "There's no arguing with pictures, and everybody is im-
pressed with them, whether they mean to be or not," she said. The
book's best sections are, in fact, those which picture living human
beings who are thought of, bought and sold as things, and not those
concerned with the famous Uncle Torn, the long-suffering slave who
was to become the stereotype of black fortitude and, ultimately, hu-
miliating passivity. Stowe's difficulties are understandable; she was not
close to black life and the black had not become a rounded character
for fiction. The real strengths of the book are in its social portraiture
and its use of sentimental techniques for serious purposes. Feminist
critics have celebrated the novel as offering an alternative to the lit-
erature of moral ambiguity or male adventure, for creating a "matriar-

chal vision" emphasizing the values of love, culture and morality over
instrumental values. Along with Stowe's other work, including her
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tales of New England domestic life like The Minister's Vooing (1 859),
Oldtou;n Folks (1869) and Poganuc People (1378) , rt affected the ffa-
dition both of the moral tale and of local-color writing, and it certainly
has helped bring women writers of succeeding generations toward the
center of American fiction and has helped give confidence to their
themes, subject matter and moral emphasis.

But like all books that change the world and shape popular feeling,
its influence was also problematic , Uncle Tom's Cabin unquestionably
estabiished biack iife-a white version of it-as a subject for an Amer-
ican fiction that had essentially neglected it. It prorroi.ed innumerable
countenrersions from the South-no fewer than fourteen proslavery
fictions of contented black slave life appeared in the next three years
alone. For black writers, however, it had more complex and longer-
lasting impact, as its motifs and themes, versions of black speech and
black character, above all its image of pious black humility, shaped
future fiction, popular culture, even the movies. Over the generations
black writers have therefore felt compelled both to draw upon it and
to struggle against it. James Baldwin wrote of black writers working
within the " cage" of the book, and recent black novelists from Richard
Wright (Uncle Tom's Children, L940) to Ishmael Reed (Flight Into
Canada, L97 6) have continued the struggle to break loose from its
images. The difficulties of the fight for black expression u/ere abeady
evident in the very slave naftatives on which Stowe drew. The classic
example, a powerful and deeply felt reversal of all the conventional
images of slave existence and sensibility, was The I,larratiue of the Life
of Frederick Douglass, An American Slaue (1845).Douglass wrote his
own account of escape from slavery, but there were many more which
often had to be written with white assistance; most slaves had been
denied the possibility of reading and writing. Yet another k.y slave
narcative, used by Stowe, u/as by William \7ells Brown (1S 17-88), who
fled slavery, became active in the cause of abolition and wenr to En-
gland, speaking on its behalf. He there produced the first black novel,
Clotel; or, Tbe President's Daughter (London, 1853). AboutJefferson's
daughter by his slave housekeeper, this powerful work deals with sexual
exploitation, miscegenation and the humiliations of the slave auction;
Brown later extended his story to cover the Civil \War itself. Brown,
an educated mulatto, clearly faced the problem of black representarion,
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which he solved by making his central character near-urhite. His novel
is also evidently influenced by Stowe's book, which he warmly praised
and which helped secure him an audience. Not surprisingly, later black
writers critictzedthis dependence and his failure to get closer to slave
speech, social existence and sensibility. But Brown's still interesting
novel shows how hard the problem was. The full representation of the
black in fiction would have to wait, till the turn of the century and
beyond.

Much the same could be said about the depiction of the Civil
\War itself. This was the largest crisis the nation had faced. It marked
the fracturirrg of its unity, the moment of greatest change in its history.
Yet none of the major writers of its generation came close to it, in
either language or actual experience: HenryJames was kept from battle
by his "mysterious wound," Mark Twain was away in the \(/est, \7il-
liam Dean Howells was a consul in Italy, $flalt \X/hitman was not a
participant but a hosp ttal visitor and wound dresser, Emily Dickinson
was, as alwayS, a recluse. \7hen Edmund \X/ilson wrote Patriotic Gore:
Studies in the Literature of the American Ciuil lVar (1962), he was
struck by the relative absence of lite rury expression. \(/ars, he con-
cludes , are no time for belles-lettres. \ilhat they produce is polemic,
speeches, serrnons, report dge , soldiers' songs and popular battle hymns
and verses like 'John Brown's Body," Julia \fard Howe's "Battle
Hymn of the Republic" and Daniel Decatur Emmett's "Dixie," which
rallied the combatants in the conflict. As Emerson said near the start:
"Al1 arts disappear in the one art of war." But wars are often followed
by a major burst of creativity reflectitg the wartime experience, as
happened after the First World \(/ar. There was important literary
expression, especially in verse-\X/hitman's Specimen Days (1882) and
Drum-Taps (1865), eventually to form part of Leaues of Gra.ss, Herman
Melville's Battle-Pieces (1866), war poetry by Henry Timrod and Sidney
Lanier, whose verse was deeply rnarked by his Southerner's experience
of a Northern prison during the war. Various novels followed, like

John William De Forest's Miss Rauenel's Conuersion from Secession to
Loyalty (1867), Albion Tourg6e's A Fool's Errand (1879) and works
by Thomas Nelson Page and George \Tashington Cable. Yet direct
trace of the great crisis on the novel was not strong. It seemed \X/hitman

was right when he said, "The real war will never get into the books."
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De Forest, with his strong battle scenes, was the first realist to record
the conflict, though with a clear message of healing. Ambrose Bierce's
sensitive and macabre war stories come a good deal later, while perhaps
the greatest novel about the immediacy of the battlefield did nor appear
for thirty years, from a writer born six years after the conflict ended
who said he reconsmucted the experience from the football field-
Stephen Crane's The Red Badge of Courage (1895). The major impact
of the war on Southern fiction had to wait even longer; some interesting
novels appeared during Reconsructioo, but the grear treatments came
in the rwentieth century, with Ellen Glasgow and \William Faulkner,
who found in the conflict of mercantilism and feckless chivaby a mod-
ern and a universal theme.

The notable changes came not in what was written about but in
ways of writing. Few wars have been as fully recorded by the direct
participants in memoir and annal, as the upheaval forced language
toward a new realism to undermine old myths, ideals and faiths. An
old eloquence died to be replaced by a neu/ plainspokenness, the note
of Lincoln's great speeches. The war desroyed fwo social orders, both
justified by the same God: not just the "race of stately planters" and
their Southern feudalism, but the old entrepreneurial democ rucy of
the North. What replaced them was a modern, imperial, industrial
nation-state. \When the South capitulated to end the war and Recon-
struction came, the domin ant voices stressed the need for healing and
recovery, for a return to the gospel of national expansion, progr.rt
and Manifest Destiny. $Valt \Whitman, who had tended wounded
troops, recorded the homor of death and suffering in his war poetry,
but his essential theme was to be, more than ever, reconciliation:

But now, ah now, to learn from the crisis of anguish,
advancing, grappling with direct fate and
recoiling nor,

And now to conceive and show to the world what your
children en masse reallv are. . .

"During the secession war I was with the armies, and saw the rank
and file, North and South, and studied them for four years," he wrote
in 1881. "I have never had the least doubt about the counrv in its
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essential future since." In Miss Rauenel's Conuersion from Secession to
Loyalty, John \X/illiam De Forest follows the course indicated by his
title; the book moves from realistic reporting of wartime pains toward
"a gtand, re-united, triumphant Republic." Albion Tourg6e's A Fool's
Errand is a bitterly critical record of war and Reconstruction in the
South by a Northern-born writer who was wounded in battle and
seffled in North Carolina. George \X/ashington Cable defended the
civil rights of blacks in the postbellum South but eventually turned
toward softer regional romance. Indeed, xs industrialism spread, the
memory of the Old South actually became a myth which Northerners
accepted and cherished. "Make [your Southern heroine] faLI in love
with a Federal officer and your story will be printed at once," advised
one Southern romance novelist, Thomas Nelson Page.

In a time for healing, the idea of national progress was the balm.
\Wesr'ward expansion diverted attention from the conflict of North and
South to the ever-enlarging new lands that were prompting vast pop-

ulation movement. Attention shifted as well toward the development
of industry and technology which had helped cause and mechanuze

the war and now provided the energy of Reconstruction. Before the

war, \falt Whitman's open-ended verse had celebrated the transcen-

dental self. After it, in a sweeping imperial surge, it celebrated the

manscontinental self passaging wesfward to India, a modernizing self

turning toward new inventions, technologies and industries. Whitman's

ever-expanding and wandering ego undertook to utter a nation in its

imperial phase, takitrg on geographical and indust rial enlargement. For

several decades the two processes seemed parallel; then, 4s we can see

from \X/hitman's verse, they began to divide as it grew apparent that

the nation had two contrary images of itself-one as an ever-westering

pioneer land based on nature and space, the other as an urban nation

where immigrants labored in great factories while the skyline pushed

ever higher. In 1869, when a golden spike was driven at Promontory

Point, Utah, to mark the compledon of the transcontinental railroad
joining'the fwo coasts, it seemed a celebration of the opening Sflest.

More fundarnentally, rt was a celebration of the indusffial motors

driving America forward that would draw that \West into a vast mod-

ernizing process which made America, by the century's end, the world's

leading industrial nation.
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The twenty-five years bet'ween the end of the war and the 1890s,
when the frontier officially closed, were the period of the mosr pro-
found changes America had yet seen. This was America's Victorian
period, celebrated in a series of great exhibitions like the Great Ex-
hibition held in London in 185 1 to proclaim the Victorian and the
technological age. In 1876, a hundred years after the Declaration of
Independence, the Centennial Exhibition held in Philadelphia pur
American mechanical achievement on display, a mass of technological
wonders hke Thomas A. Edison's telegraph and Alexander Graham
Bell's telephone. The spread of new land was matched by industrial
innovation, the migration of national population by ^ massive increase
in the scale of immigration, the emergence of new states and territories
by the bursting upward energy of high-rise shock cities like Chicago.
Industry, technology, capital investment and the grourth of trusts led
to the amassing of great personal fortunes, a new kind of wealth and
power. The "\7ild \(/est" no sooner opened than it became a place
like any other, already developing its "Buffalo Bills" and its place in
popular mythology and national nostalgra. In 1893 came the \forld's
Columbian Exposition in Chicago, the dynamic city that tied \'X/est

and East into a single, interlinked, modern economic and social system.
The historian Henry Adams, scion of one of the oldest American
families, already feeling himself displaced by the new wealth and new
politics, visited the massive display housed in over four hundred build-
ings. With the hum of the large electric dynamo in his ears, Adams
recognized the proliferating processes and "energies quite new" that
expressed the aggressive capitalism and politic al management desrined
to displace abstact thought and ail, traditional educations, including
his own. The old order of Jeffersonian agrarianism had turned into an
advanced indusrial society, a unified process-but also a multiverse
running beyond intellectual comprehension and control.

Predictions of these developments had already uppeared in the writings
of the American Renaissance, even though in this new America many
prewar authors and works were to be forgotten. Thoreau and Emerson
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had constructed their "nature" and their idea of the ranscendental

self in part as advers ary to a world devoted only to material systems.

Melville and Hawthorne posited a fundamental conflict between the

pastoral world of mythic tzed history, the history of ideal nature, and

the timebound world of the practical and the mechanistic; both per-

ceived the changes in consciousness that would be required by the

new cities of iron and alienation, Hawthorne tnTbe Blithedale Romance
(1852), and Melville tn Redburn (1849), Pierre (L852) and "Bartleby

the Scrivener" (1 857). Melville's The Confi.dence-Man (1857), about

the masquerade of trust on which capitalism depends, is a work of

deep modern awareness. Like the transcendentalists, the novelists of

American "romance" did not fail to perceive the directions of Amer-

ican development; in fact, they often saw more deeply into its impli-

cations than their successors. Yet the sense of national change uras so

great that Ln a few years their work seemed distant and remote. lWhen

HenryJames wrote his study of Hawthorne in 1879, he described him

as a distant ancestor from a thinner soil and a more innocent time.

And so it was that the only influential reputations to survive the war

were those of the New England Schoolroom Poets celebrated by the

Genteel Tradition whose domination would endure to the end of the

century.
The sunrival of the Genteel Tradition was ensured by the authority

of its critics, among them Edmund Clarence Stedman, an important

anrhologist and an influential voice in the "new ideality" that guided

the postwar age. Silhen Stedman looked around him in his Poets 
"f

America (1385), he saw his own time as an interregnum. Great Amer-

ican poets lay tn the past, above all Longfellow, SThittier, Holmes and

Lowell, who demonsrated that the genius of America revealed itself

in high moral principles. Their very accessibility made them American;

they set the standard for judging a present of proliferating, debasing

literary commercialism and divisive sectionalism. Emerson was admit-

ted to the pantheon, but held to be overfond of "woodnotes wild."

Whitman was judged valuable for his cornmitment to literury democ-

racy, but found guilty of a "lack of spirituality." Stedman reflected his

ageand its desire for a solemn moral literature; he felt that the challenge

of his duy was to relate "ideality" and the spirit of realism when what

Americans craved vrere "the sensations of nature and cosmopolitan
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experience. " Poetry, Stedman had to admit, was thus fat losing in

importance as the rask was assumed by novelists, who "depict Life as

it is, though rarely as yet in its intenser phases."

Depicting life as it is became the preoccupation of the newer

American novelisrs. John \ililliam De Forest had set the tone in a

manifesto-ess ay of 1868 titled "The Great AmericanNovel." De Forest

called for ^ novel that provides a "picture of the ordinary emotions

and manners of American existenc€," a picture, he says, never yet fully

cirawn. "The Great American i.{ovei" must avoid the "subjective" spirit

of Flawthorne's romances ("only a vague consciousness of this life")

and the exparr iate withdrawal of the writer who "neglected the trial

of sketching American life and fled abroad for his subjects." And

though he admitted America was still a"nation of provinces," regional

or cameo writing would not really serve, either. The need was for ^

novel of closely observed detail and broad social significance. In this,

De Forest was urging the claims of the neu/ realism that uras already

finding expression in the work of writers like William Dean Howells,

Henry James and Mark Twain who in different fashions were to draw

the developing realistic methods of Europe deep into American fiction.

Realism of social subject had become a dominant characteristic of the

European novel from the upheavals of 1848 onv/ard. Flaubert and the

Goncourr brothers urged the need to open literature to a full range

of social concern; George Eliot in Adam Bede (1859) argued the im-

portance for fiction of "all those cheap common things which are the

precious necessaries of life. " These and other authors, like Turgenev

and Tolstoy, pointed the way for the new American writers too, for

as \7i11iam Dean Howells declared after acknowledging the importance

of European developments, realism was characteristically democratic

and therefore implicitly Ameri can, an art of the dramas of ordinary

exisrence and the "life of small things." In the United States it could

be an expression of optimism and even of ideality, for it was, Howells

said, about "the more smiling aspects of life, which are the more

American." Taking what was familiar and local in American experi-

ence, the methods of realism could create a democratic universal. This

was very much \X/hitman's aim in poetty, where catalogues of things

ate to merge into wholeness through his poetic "En-Ma.tre. " The new

realism was particularly relevant for the novel, that most realistic of
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all the literary forms. The older lineage of romance did not die, but
in a material time it becarne displaced toward popular fantasy; it was
realisrn in its various languages that became the exploring and inno-
vative discourse of the neu/ American writing.

This was due in part to the accelerated widening and spreaditg
of American life. "$(/rite of what you knowl Write of your very own!"
urged Edward Eggleston, author of the popular dialect novel Tbe
Hoosier Schoolmaster (1871) about a youthful Indiana schoolmaster
struggling through the rough frontier years before the war. One of
many books from the "Middle Border" of America, its new preface
in 1892 explained Eggleston's intentions:

It used to be a matter of no little jealousy to us, I remember, that

the manners, customs, thoughts and feelings of New England coun-

try people filled so large a place in books, while our life, not less

interesting, not less romantic, and certainly not less filled with

*:xiil:"# j:"ffi:";fi 
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Regional writing, he said, "had made our literature national by the

only process avatlabl.," for "the 'great American novel,' for which

prophetic critics yearned so fondly twenty years ago, is appearing in

sections." Looking back from the 1890s, Eggleston recognrzed that an

important development in American writin glay in its escape from East

Coast domination and its turn toward sectional narratives and poems.

Nourished by the couleur locale tradition of Hugo and M6rim6e, Maria

Edgeworth and Bulwer-Lytton, it drew also on the more directly Amer-

ican influences that came from travel writin g, dialect humor and fron-

tier tall tale. Many things encouraged this regional spirit in writing:

the domination in book-length publication of European authors (not

until 1891 did American writers acquire the protection of an inter-

national copyright law), the emergence of mass periodicals as a market

for short fiction, postwar curiosity about disparate sections of the

country and a growing nostaLgiafor simpler times and tales of an ever-

more-strange past.

The concern of this writing was to capture the peculi ar flavor of

regions and districts, dialects and customs, dress and landscape. It
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reached from the New England of Hamiet Beecher Stowe, author not
only of (Jncle Tom's Cabin but of accurate evocations of Massachusetts
life in Tbe Minister's Wooing (1859), Oldtoutn Folks (1869) and Po-
ganuc People (1878), through O. Henry's metropolitan New York, to
the South of the Georgia writer Joel Chandler Hanis, who ceated
Uncle Remus, George \Tashington Cable, who captured Creole life in
Old Creole Days (1379) and created a dense panorama of Louisiana
in his novel The Grandissimes (1380), and Kate Chopin, with her
outspoken novel of female repression, The Awakeriing (1899). It
teated the "Middle Border" of America as its mixed ethnic groups
moved frorn frontier to settled agriculture in the work of Edward
Eggleston and E. S(/. Howe, author of Tbe Story of a Country Town
(1883). But above all, literary regionalism explored the \West. \7hen
Bret Harte, the writer from Albany, New York, who had traveled to
the goldfields and mining camps of California, published the stories
of The Luck of Roaring Camp in 1870, he won acceptance for an entire
new realm of discourse by bringing into literature aworld of drunks,
rogues and vagabonds, described with an emotional and vernacular
freedom that challenged the moral strictures of the Gilded Ag. and
prepared the way for the greatest master of the entire genre, Mark
Twain, who followed it to u/orldwide popularity.

\flhat was important about regionalism was not only that it opened
up new parts of the nation's life and geography for literature, but that
it also introduced new languages for the rendering of American ex-
perience, several drawn from popular comedy: the powerful dialect
humor of George \f. Harris's Southern tall tales in Sut Louingood:
Yarns Spun by o "I'lat'ral Born Durn'd Fool" (1867), and Joel Chandler
Flarris's exploitation of Negro plantation stories in the Uncle Remus
tales which began to appear in the 1870s. Popular humor flourished
in the work of stage and newspaper performers like Charles Fanar
Brown ("Artemus \fi/ard"), Henry Wheeler Shaw ('Josh Billings") and
David Ross Locke ("Petroleum V. Nasby"); they passed on their arts
to Samuel Langhorne Clemens-who chose in the same manner to
call himself "Mark Tw ain." Extrav agant tall tale could turn to bleak
irony, as it did in the work of Ambrose Bierce, the writer from Cali-
fornia whose macabre battle tales prefigured the work of Stephen Crane
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and whose mischievous mockery of hypocrisy and gentility in The

Deuil's Dictionary (1906) anticipated H. L. Mencken. Poetry too be-

came regionalist. The best-known poet of the \(/est, Joaquin Miller,

won international reputation for his Songs of tbe Sieruas (1871). The

diplomat John Hay, a frrend of Henry Adams, collected the vigorous

dialect poems of the Pike County Ballads (1871). The most popular

poet in America toward the end of the century was James \ilhitcomb

Riley, the "Hoosier Poet" from IndLana, whose local dialect verse, in

volumes like The Old Swimmin'-Hole (L881), sentimentalized rural life

and whose "Little Orphant Annie" tugged the nation al heartsrings.

It was part of the smength of this region al tradition, which became

universally popular during the 1870s, that it not only called up and

often sentim entalized an American past that was fading, but also gave

expression to the as yet unvoiced and radical, thus introducing new

aspecrs of American life-the immigrant experience, the black expe-

rience, the experience of women-and pointing the path toward social

criticism and naturalism. The work of Harriet Beecher Stowe and her

successors, like Mary E. \fikins Freeman in her grimly detailed por-

traits of New England life, A Humble Romance (1387) and A I'lew

England I,lun (1891), fostered a feminine sensibility far different from

the sentimentality of the mob of scribbling women who had so annoyed

Hawthorne. In Maine, Sarah Orne Jewett explored her decaying sea-

port world rn The Country of tbe Pointed Firs (1896) with extraordinary

literary finesse; in New Orleans Kate Chopin created her analytcal

studies of women's suffering, At Fault (1890) and The Autakening

(1899), with ^ skill and pou/er that has only lately been recogntzed.

\7hen Willa Cather wrote her memoir No/ Under Forty in 1936, she

acknowledged Jewett and this tradition as a source for her own writing,

and it had its impact on the work of other central Fsrentieth-century

uromen authors, like Edith \il/harton and Ellen Glasgow. William

Faulkner, that preeminent modernist regionalist, recogntzed that "my

own little postage stamp of nadve soil was u/orth writing about"; we

can see a similar indebtedness to these exploring antecedents in the

work of Carson McCullers, Eudora S7elty and Flannery O'Connor.

Sfriting the identities of regional life undoubtedly brought ex-

tensive new possibilities into American literature, but its challenge was
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always to cast local experience onto a universal scale, as Kate Chopin

vehemently argued when she disputed with the "veritist" regional

writer of the Middle Border, Hamlin Garland:

Human impulses do not change and can not so long as men and

women continue to stand in the relation to one another which they

have occupied since our knowledg. of their existence began. It is

why Ibsen will not be mue in some rernote tomorrow. . And,

nor.withstanding Mr. Garland's opinion to the conuary, sociai prob-

lems, social environments, local color and all the rest of it are not

of themselues motives to insure the sunrival of the writer who

employs them.

\X/hile she may have been wrong about Ibsen, Chopin was right about

the literary problem. Subject matter alone is never sufficient to insure

literary quality, and realism quickly fades into document unless it

display, 
".rrhetic 

awaren.r, 
"tJ 

complexity. Howells sought to resolve

this difficulty by linking the local to the national and thereby to the

universal. But it was also possible to reverse the quest by seeking

aesthetic complexity and artistic cosmopolitanism as away to discover

the nature of a serious realism.
\)7e might say that Mark Twain took the first of these paths and

HenryJames the second. As the American literary herit agewas growing

more region al, rtwas also growing vastly more international. ForJames,

it was the destiny of the American writer to be cosmopolitan. The rise

in American expatriation after the Civil \War was not due only to dissent

from American commercialism and opportunism; it was also a response

to artistic hunger for more complex literary awarenesses and forms.

Even the regionalist spirit had its European sources; writers like Joa-
quin Miller, Ambrose Bierce, Bret Harte and Mark Twain spent con-

siderable time in Europe, and Flowells himself, who attacked "litemry

absenteeism," was greatly tempted to stay on in Venice. As American

writers in the aftermarh of the war confronted the land spread of the

nation and the new cityscapes, the conflict of moral faiths and material

processes, nostalgic reminiscence and radical chang€s, they began to

encounter the complications of modern art.
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I I I .

No writer sought to give voice to the conflicting resources and direc-
tions of American culture in the post-Civil War period more fully than
the author who took to himself the humorist's name of "Mark Twain. "

Samuel Langhorne Clemens had begun his literary career by going
$7est, lighting out for the territory like his most famous hero, Huck-
lebemy Finn. During the urar he had divided his sympathies, even
senring briefly in the Southern army, for his parents were Southerners
who had moved from Virginia into the slave-holding lands of the
Louisi ana Purchase and settled in Missouri. But the Scott-influenced
line of Southern chivalry did not finally tempt him (in his later writing
he both employed it and devastatingly mocked it) and the \West became
his answer. His instincts were entrepreneurial; his father was a spec-
ulator always dreaming of a fortune. Samuel had grov/n up in Hannibal,
on the Mississippi riverbank, at a time when the river was still the
nation's great north-south turnpike, the crossroads of slavery and
abolition, a gathering place for \Western passages. This prewar Mis-
sissippi Valley life u/as to become his best material and acquire a
pristine innocence, but it was always charged with the nation's changes
and tensions. His first instinct was to live on the river, and, as he was
to explain rn Life on the Mississippi (1881), he followed this instinct
to the point of becoming, in L859, a licensed steamboat pilot. But he
had also worked as a printer's apprentice on the local newspaper that
was edited by his brother Orion, and when he went \,)7est it was as
much a journalist as a prospector. He did prospect in Nevada but
joined the Virginia City Territorial Enterprise, where he began to draw
on the Southwest humor tradition and adopted a humorist's pseud-

onym from the river life he had left behind him.
His early writing owed much to the tall-tale tradition of Augustus

Baldwin Longsffeet, whose Georgia Scenes (1835) l"y behind much
contemporary dialect humor. But there were also "Artemus \(/ard"
and 'Josh Billings," and then, when he moved on to San Francisco,
the work of STestern writers like Bret Harte and Joaquin Miller. A
\Western tall tale, "The CelebratedJumping Frog of Calaveras County"
(1865), gained him a nattonal reputation, and so in 1866 he decided
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to move to the East, being drawn, h. said, by " a 'caII' to literature, of
a low otdet-i.e. humorous." Twain's relocation signaled the start of
his remarkable synthesis of the elements of post-Civil War American
writing as he undertook to link the local-color and \Western madition
of his early work with the social, intellectual, commercial and indust naI
spirit of the decades he himself helped name the Gilded Ag.. His
materials were always to lie in the world of the \West and the rural
Mississippi Valley of the period before the u/ar; but the essential con-
ditions and primary spirit of his writing were to come directlir from
the rapidly changing world that was to follow it. The prewar world
uras agraflan, the posfwar world indusmial; the prewar world he knew
was based on black slavery, the postwar world he would come to
explore depended increasingly on wage slavery. The world of the river
frontier u/as the world of innocent, individual mo rultty; the world of
the new indusmial and urban frontier was the world of the Genteel
Tradition. Twain's easrward voyage in 1866 uras a journey into the
deepest changes of his own contemporary culture.

His great gift u/as his humor, which was not simply a comic tactic
but a vernacular clarity and moral skepticism which he could deploy
against respectable Eastern pretension and moral convention. In 1867 ,
already an established writer, h. left New York with a group of well-
off and pious Easterners drawn by the "tide of a great popular move-
ment" on an extensive steamer tour to Europe and the Holy Land.
Americans were looking with new veneration and nouueau riche in-
nocence toward European culture and the past. Travel facilities were
improving, passages growing more quick, and many could afford to
look at, and collect , att. Twain's comic report on the voyage ,Innocents
Abroad (1869), mocks not so much European customs, culture, religion
and an ("when I had seen one of these martyrs I had seen them aLl,"
he wrote, surnming up the Old Masters in a famous phrase) as innocent
American veneration of them. But Twain was an innocent himself; his
difference from his fellow passengers u/as that he could offer the clarity
of \Western skepticism, a "splendor of gay immorality" they did not
share. Innocence thus becomes a form of realism, a perspective that
could be turned on America itself. After the great success of Innocents
Abroad, Twain wrote Rougbing It (1872), Like Irving and Cooper
before him, he looked from East to $7est, evoking the mining camps
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and pioneers he had left behind in a voice that mingled Eastern lit-

erariness with vernacular extrav agance. But it was what came next,

the articles of "Old Times on the Mississippi" (eventually Life on the

Mississippi), that staked out his essential resources-Mississippi Valley

life in its heyday before the war. In one sense this was idealized,

picturesque material, and he partly reated it as such. But he also

offered a new realism: the river was not just a landscape but a work-

place, and a dangerous one, with deceits and snags he had plumbed

himself in his training as a riverboat pilot.

Twain was writing of the past, but his career was becomittg one

of the great success stories of American letters. He became an energetic

Eastern businessrnan, promoting his product through the new market

in subscription sales and as a powerful stage performer. He married

into a wealthy coal-owning family and moved to Hartford, Connecticut,

where he reigned as both luminary and licensed rogue in the Nook

Farm group. His writing and reputation acquired the respectability he

wanted, even as he chafed against it. Philip Rahv once set TwaLn as a

typical S7estern "redskin" writer against the Eastern "palefaces," but

there was a pa\eface in him, too. An entrepreneurial go-getter himself,

he understood the shifting history of his time, as his first novel, The

Gilded Ag, (1873), written in collaboration with Charles Dudley \War-

ner, showed. The book confronted the present, looking at the period

1860-68 as one which

uprooted institutions that were centuries old, changed the politics

of a people, transformed the social life of half the counffy, and
wrought so profoundly upon the entire national character that the
influence cannot be measured short of two or three generations.

A deeply revealing book, it portrays the age as a great gold rush where

land and city alike are packed with fortune hunters. Its great comic

invention is the confidence man Colonel Sellers, a latterday portrait

of the indefatigable huckster that Cooper, Melville and Charles Dick-

ens, in his one American novel, Martin Chuzzleutit, had seen as an

important American type. \X/hat is apparent is that, despite the satire,

there was a Colonel Sellers in Mark Twain himself. For literature now

was a form of hucksterism, a caprtalist enterprise in which copyrights
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were patents and the age encouraged literary mass production (Twain

thought of sending a fellow humorist to South Africa to colled material

for a diamond mines Roughing It).

Literary contradiction flourished in the Gilded Ag., and-like

\X/hitman in his own way-Twain manifested it. The critic of American

society was also its celebrator, the times of moral flux and corruption

were also times of national greatness and expansion. Never quite sure

whether to enjoy or condeffiD, Twain developed two warring voices:

that of the boyish comedian, that of the bitter satirist. As the bad bcy

of American genteel culture he found himself able to identify with

Tom Sawyer in Tbe Aduentures of Tom Sawyer (1876) , an evocation

of his Mississippi boyhood life and a classic boy's tale of a romantic

adventurer enjoying treasure hunting, infant loves and secret games

just beyond the gaze of the adult world. In the end, Tom is the bad

good boy, but a deeper challenge lay seceted in the story in the figure

of the more independent and anarchic Huckleberry Finn, for whom

return to genteel life aftet the adventures are over is far less easy. It

took Twain much rouble and many pauses in the writing to dig out

Huck's deeper story. He did not publish The Aduentures of Huckle'

berry Finn until 1885 , aboy's book that is far more than a Boy's Book,

the book with which, said Ernest Hemin gway in another famous act

of literary affirmation, American literature really starts. The book's

greater depth and its extraordi nary intensity do not simply come from

the fact that Huck, the dirty child of nature whose escape from the

\7idow Douglas and "sivilization" is so much more than a boyish

prank, is a deeper hero. It is not simply due to Twain's sharpened

sense of evil and social pain, nor his fuller vision of the deceptions,

gullibilities and feuds of that "sivilization." It is not even that he

confronts here the stain of slavery by presenting in Nigger Ji- not a

srage black but a round human being. \X/hen Huck and Ji* cornmit

themselves to following the course of the elemental river downstream,

this commits Twain too into following the course of a mythic natural

power to which not only they but their inventor-and his readers-

must respond.
Twain described Huckleberry Finn as "a book of mine where ^

sound heart &. adeformed conscience come into collision & conscience

suffers defeat." That defeat was possible, of course, because of the
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change in American history befween the time of the story and the time

of its writing: Twain knew that his audience would feel that Huck

does right when he decides to do "wron g" -( 'what's the use you

learning to do right when it's troublesome to do right and ain't no

mouble to do wrong, and the wages is just the same?" Huck asks,

explaining his decision not to return Jim to slavery. Yet the book still

challenged its genteel audience because it is not religion or social

responsibility that brings Huck to his decision; it is a simple and natural

innocence beyond civilization Twain's generative decision was to tell

the story in Huck's first-person, dialect voice, with all the unreflecting

simplicity that this enforced. In a maffelous comic conspiracy, there-

fore, ure must read the book in naivete and wonder. Huck has no

complete vocabulary for what he does; his tone of spoken innocence

voices the clear-seeing eye of childhood which can question and upturn

so many social values by failing to comprehend them. The great moral

climax of the book-Huck's "All right, then, I'11 go to hell"-is pos-

sible because the domain of the raft has become a special world of

human intimacy where a fundamental human bond develops berween

the tattered, instinctive white boy and the superstitious, equally in-

stinctive black slave. The drifting river transforms their journey into

an intuitive, mythic quest, and in the process Huck's dialect becomes

a serious and capacious literary language.

It remains nonetheless a comic language; Huck never really dis-

covers conscience. Nor, as the author's warnitg note at the beginning

reminds us, is his the only dialect in the book. Twain's is not just a

story of nature but society, the society of the mercantile, often urban

central river where the great technological steamboats work, as do the

Melvillean confidence men, the King and the Duke, exploiting inno-

cence for gatn. At the end Tom Sawyer reappears and returns the tale

to Twain's favorite form, burlesque; most readers agree in disliking

the last part, seeing it as a weakening of the story's moral intensity.

Even the f.amiltar ending, where, in one of the most often remarked

gestures in American literature, Huck decides he cannot return to

"sivilization" and chooses to "light out for the Territory:'is not quite

what it seems. This is sdll Tom's plan: its aim is to have "howling

adventures amongst the Injuns," not celebrate moral independence.

Twain leaves us uneasy even with Huc[<; he refuses to affirm that Huck
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has discovered a new conscience. It is rather the conscience below the
conscience, the freedom of comic play itself, that Twain celebrates.
That is why he can seem to us both the author of one of America's
greatest books, a novel that through its vernacular realism, its self-
creating voice and its childlike naturalness in the face of moral chal-
lenge freed American fiction for the future, and a writer riven with
contradictions. He was never to repeat this triumph and was entirely
huppy to bring both of these heroes back for boyish, burlesque ad-
veniures in later books written for money. Nor is it clear whether he
himself believed in Huck's "sound heart." \X/hen Tom Sawyer an-
nounces toward the end that Ji- is "as free as any creature that walks
this eafih," we cannot be sure just what that freedom amounts to.

Nor could Twain, for in the best of the books that came after
Huckleberry Finn he shows increasing doubt about the possibility of
asserting any natural independence or true innocence in the post-
Darwinian era he lived in. Sometimes his optimism rose and he cele-
brated the age of democratic technology; sometimes he despaired of
man's enslavement to machine. He sometimes saw potenttalfor growth
in hum an nature, at other times a dangerous povrer that struggled to
impose religion, reason and morality over chaos. All this ambiguity of
feeling is present in his fantasy A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court (1839), set in the feudal past of sixth-century Camelot, that
popular resort of the Victorian gothic imagination. The book starrs as
a celebration of American entrepreneurship and Yankee ingenuity in
the person of Hank Morgan, the Connecticut machine shop super-
intendent and inventor, who says: "So I arn a Yankee of the
Yankees-and practical; ye s, and nearly barren of sentiment, I
suppose-or poetry in other words." Transported by u blow on the
head to King Arthur's court, he becomes a Promethean apologist for
dernocrucy and technology. In this dark place of monarchy, snobbery
and ignorance he is, he sayS, 4 modern Robinson Crusoe, bringirg the
benefits of conmivance and efficiency to the savages. The slaves are
freed, superstition overthrown, the benefits of the bicycle and modern
advertising ^re inroduced, as they had been to modern America.
Twain's friend \X/illiam Dean Howells called the book an "object-
lesson in democ racy," Yet this is to miss the dark irnplication of the
ending. For it is not simply modern science and enlightenment Hank
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brings to Camelot. The story ends in a fantasy of terrifying superiority

and then a massive holocaust of violence and technological murder, a

dark prediction for the future.

By now Twain was America's leading writer: "the Lincoln of our

literatur€," said Howells. His fame was international and his assaults

on the Genteel Tradition had an impishness that spared him the hos-

tility \X/hitman met. He was engaged in every kind of ambitious venture,

but in the early 1890s the stucture collapsed. His entrepreneurial

activities turned to failure as a result of investment in technological

projects like the Paige typesetting machine, which wouldn't. He went

bankrupt. Family deaths and the promptings and commands of his

humor-which often seemed to him like a demonic possession-added

to his pessimism. And so did his growing intellectual doubts. His ideas

were nor systematic, but he had read Darwin, Haeckel and Lecky, the

modern determinists. He came to see man as an absurdity, the world

as a mechanism set going by a cruel Creator. He undertook to pay his

debts with Pudd'nhead Wilson (1894), which, not surprisingly,

"changed itself from a farce to a tragedy while I was going along with

it." He turned once agaun to the Mississippi Valley of his youth, but

sees it now through a darkened vision. The plot comes, 4s so often in

Twain, from fafty tale, the old prince and pauper plot he had used

before of rwo infants exchanged in the cradle. But here one child is

free, the other a slave; one a person, the other property. The book

obserues the absurdity of slavery, where a touch of black blood makes

the child a chattel, and makes Roxana, the black mother who contrives

the exchange to protect her child, a remarkable heroine. But the dark

irony is that there is no freedom to set against slavery. Both children

are trapped by the lives they have learned and, in failing to find any

effective moral or social identity, show the worst marks of their origins.

Identity becomes no more than the fingerprint Pudd'nhead \Wilson,

the book's aphoristic sage, uses to unravel the murderous tragedy that

develops.
Like Melville, Twain was to devote all his late work to this pes-

simistic vision, revealing, behind the popular humorist, a dark satirist

responsive to the rising determinism thatwas turning optimistic Amer-

ican thought to doubt and self-questioning. "The Man That Corrupted

Hadleyburg" (1899) is the story of an apparently virtuous town cor-
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rupted by money lust. "The Mysterious Srangsl"-qompleted in 1906,
but published posthumously in l9L6-sums up Twain's sense of man's
absurdity in a story of Satan's appearance in a medieval Austian town
to explain that mankind is part of a "grotesque and foolish dream,"
a toy in a Creation devised to ridicule the idea that men progress, act
morally or really exist ^t ail,. In lVhat Is Man2-privately printed in
1906, published in L9L7_-he argued similar views: man is a machine,
moral and mental faculties are automatic products of temperamental
impuises and man is therefore "entitled to r-ro personal merit for any-
thing he does." The sense of cosmic irony and human solipsism that
informed his work up to his death in 1910 was a revolt against the
innocent, flamboyant writer America asked him to be. He had himself
remarked that the secret source of humor was not joy but sorrow; the
bitter satirist in him now exploded, showing him beset to despair by
the intellectual anxieties of his times. As with any popular aurhor-
and he was the first of the major Ameri can novelists to be really
popular-critics since have left us with widely different versions of
his qualities. Some saw him as the comic democratic sage, the quin-
tessentially humane American writer. Others saw him as a sensibility
defeated by the blandness of American culture, a satirist who yielded
to materialism and gentility: "Twain paid the price of caving in," said
Sherwood Anderson. For others like Henry Nash Smith, it was exactly
his double consciousness that made him a great writer-rhe pull be-
fween an instinctive realism and a genteel aspiration, between progress
and nostal Bia, that forced him to experience the inner conrradictions
of his age.

Certainly Twain expressed his age and its changes, not only in
materi aI and social conditions but in belief. Reflecting on his friend's
career in 1901, Sfilliam Dean Howells saw him as the \Westernerwho

had been forced to face, but also challenge, a world in which the
natural and the primitive were being made obsolete:

The inventions, the appliances, the improvements of the modern
world invaded the hoary eld of his rivers and forests and prairies,
and while he was still ^ pioneer, a hunter, a rapper, h. found
himself confronted with the financier, the scholar, the gentleman.
. . . They set him to thinkitg, and, as he never was afuaidof anything,
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he thought over the whole field and demanded explanations of all
his prepossessions-of equality, of humanity, of representative gov-

::1il:T';:*:::f,1";H::;ffi"?"*':",t1Tji3,1';ff ilT:
solutions or in any manner final, he laughed ag Ln. . Such, or
somewhat like this, was the genesis and evolution of Mark Twain.

Twain knew and wrote of an America that grew from the pioneer,
pastoral, yet slavery-stained world of the 1830s and 1840s through the
war, and then onu/ard into the deep uprootings of 1860s technology
and social Darwinism where a new image of nature replaced the West-
ern myth he had begun with. These changes he explored, comically,
nostalgically and with affection until the pain and sense of corruption
broke out in the heroic refusals at the end. Like Dickens, his talents
were half-instinctive; he was a popular writer, not an author of fine
controls. He had the ranging eye of comedy, from farce and burlesque
to satire and dark irony, and comedy's doubt about the sureness of
human identity and the deceit of social institutions, its pleasure in
imposture and anarchy. This was, moreover, American comedy with
its angle of simplicity and native am zement, always ready to mock,
though often almost ready to be charmed by, rank, pretension, manners
or status. Like \Whitman, his lasting gift to American writing was ̂
rr^ative voice. As T. S. Eliot said, he was one of those seminal writers
who, by escaping false sructures and bringing language up to date,
change the tradition for all their successors.

. IV.

Howells's pormait of Twain as a regionalist from the American past

challenging the ransformations of the present suggests one reason why
these two men, the most celebrated writers of their time, became such
close friends. For Howells was a believer in the novel-the novel as
a serious form of social attention, not a species of romance. His at-
gument for fiction's cent rulity dominated literary debate in the Gilded
Ag.-for his voice sounded from the editorial chair of the authoritative
Atlantic Monthly-and his views had much to do with the fact that,
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from the war to the century's end , it was the novel and not the poem
that was the central expressive form. The genteel Fireside Poets of
Boston wrote on; Emily Dickinson sustained the tight aesthetic econ-
omy of poetry in her privacy. There was Whitman's aim of repre-
sentativeness and amplitude: "Chants of the prairies,/Chants of the
long-running Mississippi and down to the Mexican sea,/Chants of
Ohio, Indtana, Illinois, fowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota" and of cat-
alogued attention and response to social change: "Immigrants amiving,
fifteen or rwenty thousand in a w-eek. " But such lines were alrnost a
description of fiction's aims, and there were those who savr \X/hitman's
loose, endless declarations as nothing more than prose in pieces. "The
art of fiction has in fact become a finer art in our duy than it was with
Dickens or Thackeray," Howells claimed, writing now of his other
eminent friend, Henry James. By "finer att" Howells meant a more
precise and detailed art, an afi responsive to social necessity. For
Flowells insisted that America was no longer to be written as timeless
myth, a state of natute, a Hawthornian "romance," but as a changing
social mechanism very much in process that required the detailed
understanding of the new novel.

Flowells saw both American society and American literature cross-
ing a great divide, and some version of this vision haunts the best
American writing of the Gilded Ag.. It explains the conflict of rnodern
process and nostalgia in Twain and the theme of American innocence
forced to encounter modern experience in the work of Henry James.
It is evident in Howells's own fiction. fn his most famous novel, Tbe
Rise of Silas Lapham (1885), the move from an innocent, independent
prewar econorny to the comupting world of postwar corporations and
mergers brings moral crisis to his simple paint manufacturer Lapham.
Flowells \Mas spokesman for a change in stylistic assumptions which
were direct responses to deep changes in national experience. Behind
hirn was the large imaginative universe we call Romantic; its American
geographical locus was largely New England, and its essential spirit
optimistic-libertarian. Beyond would be the imaginative universe we
vaguely call Modernist, its geographical locus commonly bohemian or
stateless, and its essential spirit one of experiment prompted by crisis.
But berween is the major movement we call Realism. Like the others,
it was an international movement, but it had, as Howells saw, its special
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American application. Its geographical locus was the place of

change-the altered farming community, the new practices of business

and politics, the modern city, the changing region; its pieties u/ere

increasingly those of skepticism and science. It was not one tendency

but many, ranging from local-color regionalism, that extension of the

geographical and empiri cal rcach of American literature that Howells

firmly supported, to wider-ranging novels of social process or political

corruption-Twain's and \(/arner's The Gilded Agt, Henry Adams's

Democracy (1880), John Huy's The Breadwinners (1884), Hamlin Gar-

land's ,4. Spoil of Office (1892). The writing of realism could express

social nostalgta and idealism, but would move also toward progressive

or populist indignation and scientific materialism. In helping America

understand itself in historic time as a society in the forefront of mod-

ernizing change, it expressed the logic both of American conditions

and the American mind with its "peculiarly matter-of-fact" quality, as

Thorstein Veblen put it, and its mo rul prasmatism. This was the un-

derstanding of reality Howells came to represent, both as critic and

novelist.
William Dean Howells was a Midwesterner from Martin's Ferry,

Ohio, and grew up, like Twain, in an atmosphere of printing and

journalism. A campaign biography of Abraham Lincoln provided him

with funds for a rip to Boston, where he had an almost dreamlike

welcome from Hawthorne, Holmes and Lowell. They greeted him as

the representative literary \Westerner with what Holmes actually de-

scribed as ̂ "Iaying-on of hands." The book on Lincoln also won him

the substantial political rew ard of the American consulship in Venice.

Here he spent the crucial years of t 86I-65, so that along with his rwo

major contemporaries Twain and Henry James he too missed the war.

Europe tempted him, and his first novels are set there. But he ste ad'

fastly rejected the rising fashion for what he called "literary absentee-

ism" and insisted instead on dealing with the immeduate, ready material

of contemporary American change. Back in Boston, h. secured his

apostolic succession by joining the Atlantic Monthly; by 1871 he was

its editor and influenttal tone-setter, the Dean of American Leffers.

Supportive to his contemporaries, he administered critical reputations,

became the temperate voice of liter ̂ ry change and set out to balance

New England's "idealtzing" tendency with the "tealtzing" spirit of
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New York and the $(/est. Realism-the "only literary movement of
our times that seems to have vitality in it"-sssame both his cause
and the method of his ov/n writing. Romanticism, he granted, had
worked to escape the paralysis of tradition and widen the bonds of
sympathy, but it was now exhausted. It remained for realism "to assert
that fidelity of experience and probability of motive that are the es-
sential conditions of a great imaginative literature. It is not a new
theory, but it has never before universally characterized literary en-
deavor." Its moment had come: as both the dominant tendency in the
Europe he never ceased to be conscious of and the controlling emphasis
of George Eliot, Turgenev and above all Tolstoy, whose methods and
socialistic principles he admired, it was equally the best way to express
the new America.

Howells was always to see himself neatly placed betrveen his two
friends, Mark Twain and Henry James. James was, he said, the leader
of the "new American school," but he was too dependent on aes-
theticisrn and on Europe; it was Twain who was "th; Lincoln of our
literature" and the man of "western sense." Between the fwo (who
did not like each other's work), Howells mediated; never the experi-
mentalist that James was, he was nevertheless a formalist who could
only watch with admiration Twain's divine amateurishness. He had
his own formula for success in postwar American culture, a culture of
those who, like himsel{ had "risen": he spoke middle-class morality
back to itself as common sense and confirmed the nation's confidence
in its contemporary mass and solidity. His interests were extensive and
flexible; his books assimilated moral observation, politics and reportage
with a capacious curiosity. They are often spoken of as "photographic";
Henry Adams began the metaphor, in an admiring review of Their
Wedding lourney (L872). His first novel, it is a work of common
American detail done, like so many American novels, in the simple
form of the travelogue as we follow a honeymoon couple to their classic,
picturesque destination, Niagara Falls. Plot, he said, was "rhe last thing
for which I care"; his stories developed through vignette and a lu-
minous vigor of the commonplace. Howells had the good novelist's
gift for selecting just those elements in a situation which bring it home
and suggest forthright veracity.

Many of Howells's novels-he produced something like a novel
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a year, of varied quality-are slight, but he is perhaps the most
underyalued of nineteenth-century American authors. He was a mid-
dlebrow writer, close to the Genteel Tradition and to many its very
personification. Yet at best his books display a detailed social attention
combined with a moral acuteness rare in America; as Lionel Trilling
once said, the novel of manners and morals, so famtltar in Europe, is
uncommon in the United States. "Don't despise the d^y of small
things!" says the lawyer Atherton rn A Modern Instance (1882), one
of his best books. The " d^y of small things" was what Howells himself
never despised, and his books link personal and national experience
so carefully that all small experience has larger consequence, all private

lives and values acquire a subtle illustrativeness, and the domestic and
local standard becomes a sufficient measuring-rod for the largest issues
of existence. This was, he claimed, his Americanness, and American
realism could deal with plainer problems and brighter things than
European-after all, what u/as "peculiaily American" was the "latge

cheerful aver age of health and success and h.ppy life." Recording
American life in its smallest, newest details and qualities, he could, he

believed, see it with a special clarity. His books therefore create a

feeling not just of the familiar, but of the utortb of the familiar: what
is ordinary can redeem us. If one part of his realism was a realism of
presentation, a fidelity to the commonsense material world, another
part was his realism of judgment, his commonsense mor ality.

This, certainly, could lead to simplicity. His works have a Norman
Rockwell spirit of detailed innocence, and he too recogn rzed his pho-

tographic flavor-he was, h. said, using the American "snap-camera"
to focus small groups, hrppy scenes, rural society, sreet life. His moral
realism could indeed seem pious and separate him from the naturalist

writers who came after him and whose work he acclaimed with gen-

erosity and warmth. The dark determining secrets behind the real, the
problems of social stress and strife which now began to rock American
life, only slowly penetrated to disturb his writing. As both his age and
his books developed, however, he too began to see desperate forces
ar work in America and increasingly came to doubt how "smiling" the
face of the American commonplace really was. Indeed, in his work,
as it took on larger political themes and Utopian questions, we can

see how the values of domestic moral individualism were coming under
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threat in corporate America. Howells found himself pushed toward
socialism and to yet larger subjects, as other writers, too, were being
pushed. Annie Kilburn (1888) deals with the immigranr poor and

'.workitg-class experience. Then came the harsh social contrasts that
rocked New York City and challenged its indifferent capitalists in the
novel with which he greeted the roubled 1890s, A Hazard of I,{ew
Fortunes (1890), and the social-and socialist-citicism of his Uto-
pian roman ce A Traueler from Altruria (L894). Here he pursued the
rigorous social questioning of books like Edward Bellamir's Looking
Backutard (1888) and Ignatius Donnelly's Caesar's Column (1891)
which test the American present agatnst the promises and dangers of
an imagined future.

His two best works are novels of this mansition. Tbe Rise of Silas
Lapham (1885) develops his recurrent theme of the moral or \X/esrern

pan/enu trying to understand American society and American Society,
the web of classes. Lapham has discovered a source of paint and gone
into business in the "Poor Richard" way, making money through his
own energy and resourcefulness. But he returns from the Civil \War

to find a new era of business, "The duy of small things was past," and
he is stretched beyond his moral means. Though his paint business
thrives and he becomes a "solid Man of Boston," anearly case of the
businessman as public hero, he is lost in a world roo big for him. He
aspires to upper-class status and polish, but he encounters Gilded Age
corruption in the new corporatism; he overextends and is drawn into
shady dealings and speculation. The image for this is the big house he
is building in Boston. The house burns down and he instinctively
renounces his speculation, finding that it has threatened his domestic
life. His financialfall is his moral rise; he is taken back into the world
of his family and small things-the heartland of Howells's fiction.

But Howells also arrays the forces againsr this solution, for Amer-
ican society was indeed displacing the men of small things. Progres-
sivism and sociology alike showed that life in modern cities v/as not
always subject to moral control, and newer, younger writers \Mere seeing
around them a world not of traditional culture and morality but of
iron forces in society and human biology that "really" determined
existence. Howells had attempted to reconcile through realism two
essential American taditions: the radition of "rough" democracy,
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represented by Emerson, Whitman and to some degree Twain, which

looked to the self and the \West to bring forth a brave New \florld,

and the Genteel Tradition, which asserted the power of society and

culture as real forces and looked easrward to the Old World. But he

found this meditation was doomed to fail.

Howells was outraged by the hanging of seven anarchists following

the Chicago Haymarket Riots of 1886. As the conflicts berween capital

and labor grew, he was no longer sure that smiling American life was

coming out all right in the end. A Hazard of I'{ew Fortunes (1890) is

a transitional book in more than one way, for it explores his own

decision to leave genteel, moral Boston for competitive New York

City, a decision that forced on him a rereading of American culture.

New York in this moubled novel is seen as a city of social tension and

strikes, pove fiy, tenements, Darwinian competition. His new portrait

of the capitalist, Jacob Dryfoos, presents a man who no longer possesses

ethical inner guidance but functions according to the "lawless, godless"

rules of social Darwinism. His cenmal character, Basil March, 4c-

knowledges the "economic chance-world we have created" where men

sruggle bloodily, "lying, cheating, stealing."
Society was no longer a bright moral stage where life is illumined

novel and aby its o'wn virtuous center; it demanded a neu/ kind of

more determinist and sociological vision to grasp it. In the essays of

Criticism and Fiction (1898) Howells restated his realist credo:

\ile must ask ourselves before anything else, is this mue?-true to
the motives, the impulses, the principles that shape the life of actual
men and women? This truth, which necessarily includes the highest
morality and the highest artistry-this truth given, the book cannot
be wicked and cannot be weak; and without it all graces of style
and feasts of invention and cunning of construction are so many
superfluities of naughtiness.

It is a credo which lends support to the new naturalist generation that

did not rdeahze and human rze but defined an American life of human

ironies, underclasses, social conflict and Darwinian struggle. Howells

backed Hamlin Garland, Stephen Crane, Frank Norris and Abraham

Cahan, the new literary voices. He also backed the new muckrakers
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and social critics, from Henry Demarest Lloyd, whose attack on the
Standard Oil monopoly u/as given a whole issue of the Atlantic, to
Thorstein Veblen, whose work of ironic social analysis, The Theory of
the Leisure Class (1899), was ^ superb dismantling of the laws of
"pecuniary ernulation" by which many Americans sought to live. In
turn, these writers recognized his influence and importance, and he
remained a literary power to his death in 1920. He had indeed guided
a new era in American writing-but into far less smiling places than
he could ever have anticipated in 1865.

.v.

In 1867, Mark Twain had found himself joining the tide of a great
popular movement:

Everybody was going to Europe-I, too, was going to Europe.
Everybody was going to the famous Paris Exposition-I, too, was
going to the Paris Exposition. The steamship lines \Mere carrying
Americans out of the country at the rate of four or five thousand
a week in the aggregate. If I met a dozen individuals during that

ffi':il|;.::T,n:i:ing 
to Europe directlv' I have no distinct

But Twain was not the only obseruer of these new innocents abroad,
these older paricians distrustful of the new wealth and the new politics
or else the representatives of that new wealth hungering for the re-
inforcement of older culture-as if to reverse the massive tide of
immigration from Europe flowirg onto American land and into Amer-
ican cities, they went by the steamerload to a Europe that increasingly
became a cultural and social romance. In The American (L877), Henry

James tells a story almost the reverse of Twain's, the romance of the
rich S7estern Ameri can) Christopher Newman, who tours Europe,
finds that "what he had been looking at all summer was a very rich
and beautiful world, and that it had not all been made by sharp railroad
men and stock-brokers," and, not just looking but discovering, learns
that both innocent and deep stories contain their deceptions and cor-
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ruptions. James is usually seen as Twain's ouright opposite-the pale-

face to his redskin, as Philip Rahv once put it. And certainly, though
both men were voices of the new realism, they were realists of con-

trasting hue. Twain threw himself into America's chaotic postwar ma'

terialism and became the voice of its confusions and contradictions,
its hopes and nostalgias; James followed realism into elaborate moral,
psychological and aesthetic complexities, seeking to penetrate beneath
their surfaces and discover those means in consciousness and form by

which we give, in Roland Barthes's wordt, "to the imagin ary the formal
guarantee of the real." Twain, like \Whitman, opened American writing
to a freer voice; James opened it to a deeper art, aft as a quest for

knowledge of self and the wider world.
Like Twain and Howells, James was conscious of growing up in

an America undergoing enormous and fundamental changes. He was
raised in New York City and Cambridge, Massachusetts, in the world
of "the busy, the tipsy and Daniel \Webster," but in a very special
enclave of it: the James family, almost a country in its ouln right. Henry

James, Sr., his father, was a man of means, a Swedenborgian and a

friend of Emerson's who adopted the tradition of tanscendentalist
idealism and once said he preferred spiritual to natural existence. The
heritage of New England moralism shaped the son-the doing of
"simple and sublime" things that his sculptor in Roderick Hudson
(I87 6) celebrates. His father had regularly taken his children to Europe
for their "sensuous education"; not only Europe but that sensuousness,
the hunger to apprehend experience through consciousness, remained

with the novelist son throughout his life. He was kept out of the Civil
\War through an "obscure hurt" sustained fighting a frre. He studied
law at Harvard but then turned to writing; his first tales appeared in

the Boston magazines as the war ended. He sought to establish himself,
as did most American writers, with the ravel piece, writing of America
but also of England, France and Ttaly, the three essential European
parishes of the novels that would follow. He visited Europe benrteen
1869 and 1870 and from 1872 to 1874, returning each time to "do

New York" but steadily opening up the eastward map which he felt

was as cenral to the American heritage as was that to the $(/est.
In L875 he collected his mavel pieces as Transatlantic Sketches

and his tales under the apt title Tbe Passionate Pilgrim and Otber Tales,
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tales that lay down many of the essential themes that would serve him

for his novels and draw on and amend a symbolic international ge-

ography alread y part-established by Irving and Hawthorne. The title

tale ir"ut, the famrlrar subject of an Ameri can claimant in England,

which Hawthorne had also used; "The Last of the Valerii" and "The

Madonna of the Future" contrast American innocence of vision with

Italian beauty and decadence and also consider the American artist's

quarrel with his own country; "Madame de Mauves" concerns an

Arrrerican forrurre allying itself w-ith a French title, 4s would The Ainer-

ican His first novel published as a book, Roderick Hudson (1876), is

the story of an American sculptor's need to drink the cup of experience

and leave Puritanic America for the decadent "golden air" of Italy, a

tale that implicitly comments on The Marble Faun by Hawthorne, an

author to whom James remained clearly indebted. It is a romance, but

a skeptical one) skepti cal, too, about the very idea of Europe as a

,o-urr.., by insisting on social and psychological verisimilitude and

the value of experience, "the real taste of life." As in most of James's

early novels, rhe large mythology persists, drawing on the old literary

polarities: innocence and experience, ordinary American life and the

rich an of Europe, plain present and dusky deep past. James suggests

that the romantic and innocent American will always risk defeat in

Europe's ambiguous, social and often tainted air while enlarging his

or her knowledge and vision. At the same time the innocent and

unencumbered American "balloon of romance," as a kind of fictioo,

would need to be made more profound and grainier by incorporating

some of the experienrial, moral and social subtlety, the denser regis-

mation of life, to be found in the great European novels.

In the centennial year of 1 87 6,when Americans at the Philadelphia

Exhibition were gazLng in amazement at the neu/ technologies, the

telephones and typewriters they would be using in quantity just a few

years later, and when speeches announced the spread of American

territory and "the vast profusion of our wealth )' I ames was making

what he called his "choice." That year he was back in Paris with the

leading novelists of his &ge , Flaubert, Daudet, the Goncourt brothers,

Maupassant , Zola, Turgenev, admiring their fierce literary honesty

while gradu ally coming to distrust their aestheticism. He rnoved on to

London, and at the end of the year decided to settle there for good:
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"My choice is the Old World-my choice, ffiy need, my

selected London, his "murky Babylon," as

, ,  
HC

on the
and ^

whose
gation
world.

whole the most possible form of life. I take it as an artist

bachelor; as one who has the passion of observation and

business is the study of human life. It is the biggest aggre-

of human life-the most complete compendium of the

It was, in short, the most strategic location for one whose essential

posture was that of watcher and observer and whose conviction was

that art arose from the texture of the culture on which it drew. James
was soon assuring Howells that it was on "manners, customs, usages,

habits, forms" that the novelist lived, that it took cornplex soctal ma-

chinery to set the novel into motion, that America was too divided

between the materi al and the abstract. Howells disagreed: it was the

American want of such things that made the opportunity of its writers

so interesting. Precisely this question haunted James thereafter. None-

theless, with many doubts about "giving up" and "puyment," he began

the expamiation that would last his lifetime. So began, too, his full

commitment to the "intern ational theme" that would dominate most

of his subsequent work and which he would take to ever more elaborate

levels of refinement and complexity.

James's choice was not ^ rejection of his American heritage-

indeed he saw himself claiming that heritage as a right to cosmopol-

itanism, for he was, he recognized, "more of. a cosmopolitan (thanks

to the combination of the continent and the USA which has formed

my lot) than the averuge Briton of culture." As he wrote in 1888 to

his brother \7i11iam James, the philosopher, psychologist and

expounder of American pragmatism whose thought was greatly to

influence him,

I aspire to write in such a w^y that it would be impossible to the
outsider to say whether I am at agiven moment an American writing
about England or an Englishman writing about America (dealing
as I do with both countries), and so far from being ashamed of
such an ambiguity I should be exceedingly proud of it, for it would
be highly civiltzed.
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For Henry James the essential principle of fiction was contrast, and
no conffast was greater than that encountered "when we turn back
and forth between the distinctively Arnerican and the distinctively
European outlook." Commenting on the American writer who had
shaped him most, he observed in his study Hawthorne (L879) that
Hawthorne lacked roots, wanted soil for his fiction, but also that he
possessed the American "joke": the rcahtzation that social forms and
densities were not everything. This indeed would become the heart of
james's fictioil, the persistent probing both into anC beyonC the ma-
terial world, the probing that has historically been so deeply American.
He uras always to retain the Adamic conviction that self is in some
sense prior to social formation and circumstance,. the pragmatist's
presumption that perception and experience ate not commonsense
rnatters but formative crises of consciousness, an idealist belief that
knowing reality is always a pursuit, an endless aesthetic and social
quest which the novel, with its roots in both mtrh and density of detail,
embodies. That American quest for reality among the murky depths
of Europe, its buildings, social practices, ancesries and hieroglyphs,
would drive his fiction persistendy toward new types of inquiry, so
that his work as a whole becomes an elaborate search for the sufficient
impression and the significant form-and finally an essential foun-
dation of all modernist fiction.

Like his brother \X/illiam's philosophy or his friend Henry Ad-
ams's history writing and Education, James's work is thus essentially
a search for knowledge in a world so massed and yet so evanescent
that it demands intense self-awareness from its observer. In its earlier
forms, James's explorers enact the need of the "free" but materialist
American self to encounter what it knows least of: history, society and
the complexities of art. In The American (1877), the emblem atically
named Christopher Newman is the modern American hero as \Western

millionaire businessman, a "commercial man" with an easy but con-
cerned morality whose optimism is confronted with dusky Old World
expedients. S7e see him "steppirg forth in his innocence and his
rnight," longitg for a new world which now can only be the Old. Like
most of James's central figures, he begins as an observer and becomes
a discoverer, adjustitg his \X/estern physicality and his Puritanism to
a growing aesthetic and experiential need. But as is usual in James,
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such desire is also financial and sexual; Newman's "program" is to
b.ry himself a "first class" wife and link new American wealth with
established social distinction. Thus James's international theme con-
cerns uansatlantic exchange in more than one sense: the plot of the
American "romance" of Europe includes the intricate embraces of
money. Newman's quest fails in a melodramatic European deception,
and when James, late in life, wrote his preface to the book for the
New York edition of t907, he confessed it was an "arch-Romance."

Through the late 1870s James complicated his concerns. Tbe Eu'
ropeanr (1878) brings two socially experienced Europeans to the plain
Puritanic light of New England; Daisy Miller (1878) tests a young
American girl's complex innocence in the decadences of fever-infested
Rome; Wasbington Square (1880) looks through many refractions of
irony at the New York City of James's youth, much as The Bostonians
(1886) would explore posttranscendentalist Boston in the new age of
"the woman question." But his finest early novel is undoubtedly Tbe
Portrait of a Lady (1881), the story of Isabel Archer of Albdny, New
York, the free young girl determined "to see, to try, to know." Set in
motion through three European counuies-a green-lawned England,
a socialite France , dfl aesthetic Italy-she endures as an emblem of
hope until the money that is to set her free becomes her downfall.
Entrapped by two scheming American expatriates, the materialistic
Madame Merle and the sterile, metallic aesthete Gilbert Osmond, she
mamies him, refuses to leave him and is consequently "ground in the
very mill of the conventional." The tale can be read in the madition
of George Eliot, the line of the English social and moral novel that
balances against the needs of the individual self the claims of society
-and its moral exactitude is an essential part of its power. But in the
conflict benveen the rwo versions of self expressed by Madame Merle
and Isabel it is verv American:

"There's no such thing as an isolated man or woman; we're each

of us made up of sorne cluster of appurtenances . . ." [says Madame

Merlel. "I know a large part of myself is in the clothes I choose

to wear. I have a great respect for things ! . . ."

"I don't agree with you ." fsays Isabel]. "I don't know

whether I succeed in expressing myself, but I know that nothing
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else expresses me. Nothing that belongs to me is any measure of
me: everything's on the contrary a limrt, abarrier, and a perfectly
arbiffary one."

Though Isabel must ultimately face the fact that there is more ro life
than the Emersonian unconditioned self, James preserves her as a
transcendent charucter, for this is a novel of apprehendirg psychology.
In his preface he explains his decision to "place the centre of the
subject in the young woman's own consciousness," thereby identifying
her angle of vision with the untried spirit of the discovering imaginarion
itself. $7e follow the workings of her thought and feeling as she engages
the life she knows she cannot separate herself from: "the usual en-
counters and dangers . . . what most people know and suf[er." She
becomqs the very essence of character in fiction as she suffers contin-
gency and knowledge. The question of how we apprehend reality and
derive morality and experience from it (Isabel's question) is paralleled
by the question of how the artist apprehends, creates an impression,
positions himself beside discovering characters, composes form and
creates the illusion of life $ames's question).

Il then, the novel is a social form, creating the "illusion of realtty,"
and a moral form, expressing "felt life," it is also an aesthetic, self-
knowing form, a managed and composed impression. There is an art
of fiction, which James increasingly concerned himself with in the
stories and literary criticism he wrote in the 1880s. His rwo big novels
of the period depart from the "international theme" ro detail an age
of alteration, gathering masses, increased political acdvrty, changing
modern cities. The Bostonians (1886) deals with the way in which the
city of manscendentalism was riven by a conflict in sexual relations
through the rise of feminism ; Tbe Princess Casamassima (1886) is a
turbulent city novel about anarchism in London. The books were not
well received, though they are fine works of modern culture-readirg,
and James began to feel he had fallen on "evil days." For a time he
set the novel aside altogether, only to suffer disappointing failure as a
playwright. For him as for Twain and Howells, the early 1890s were
a bleak period, when, as his brother William said, the world seemed
to entet a" moral multiverse" of growing fissure berween consciousness
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and the material or realistic world. But like the best writers of the

1890s, James responded to the sense of crisis with a new art, self-

consciously made, at odds with the rising popular audience whose

expectations seemed to limit the novel. His new methods were apparent
tnWbat Maisie Knew (1897), a work of impressionist psychology. As

the title suggests, it is a fable set in consciousness-the "small ex-
panding consciousness" of the young girl Maisie, with its "register of

impressions" as she seeks to understand what is happening in the adult
(which is also the adulterous) world around her. Similar sexual secrets

are hidden in the labyrinths of The Turn of the Sueus (1898), but here

the ghost-story form obscured the obscurities and made this one of

his most popular late works.
But his finest novels were yet to come. Around the turn into the

t'wentieth century-the century when, h. said, the novel would come

at last to self-consciousness-he produced his founding novels of Mod-

ernism: Tbe Sacred Fount (1901), The Wings of the Doue 09A4, Tbe

Ambassadors (1903), The Golden Bowl (1904), In them the interna-

tional theme returns, but as a matter for total reconsideration. Tbe

Ambassadors, the story of Lambert Smether's attempt to discover what

has happened to his compatriot Chad Newsome in Paris, is the most

accessible. It appears to restate James's earlier moral theme: "Live all
you can; it's a mistake not to," Srether is told by Little Bilham in the

Paris where Strether has learned to perceive his own American limi-

tations. But what Strether eventually learns is the more consequential

ability to see, to master "the impression, destined only to deepen, to

complete itself," to recognize the limits of consciousness. Suether is

the only one of James's late characters to reach so far into understand-

irg and coherence. Most of the late novels are about the "cracks in

things"-4s in The Golden Bowl, where the international theme is

recast and the aesthetic and the merce nary , the contemplative and the

acquisitive, mingle in the cenmal symbol of the flawed bowl, itself

suggesting not only social emptiness but the necess ary incompleteness

of art itself. These books capture an increased sense of the disorder
and contingency of modern European society, a new awareness of the

flaws in the sought object and an admission of ,the epistemological

incompleteness of perception, patterni.g, composition. Society be-
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ccmes suspect, an object of dangerous knowledge; the "thickness of
motive" James had always associated with Europe begins to dissolve;
aesthetic awareness no longer promises clear moral realuzatlon.

Like his brother William, Henry eventually came to see through
the hard material surface of the modern world to the discrep ancy
between consciousness and the matter it implied, and he became a
severe challenger of his own earlier realism and an experimental Mod-
ernist. Europe, he said, "had ceased to be romantic to me"; a visit to
Arnerica in I9A4 sho-wed him there too a world of lvfammon towers
and hotel ctvrhzation which had lost its light expectancy. Like Henry
Adams's The Education of Henry Adams, his The American Scene,
printed in the same year, 1907, displays a massed modern world out-
running comprehension and perception, yet charged with material
energy and power. S7hen the First World \il/ar came, he expressed his
sense of the rising unreality of reality to Hugh Walpole: "Reality is a
world that was to be capable of this." Yet he pledged his support for
the British cause by takittg out British citizenship just before he died
in 1916,In his lifetime, and since, there have been many who criticized
him for his "literary absenteeism" and his withdr awal from his na-
tionality. But in his poet's quamel-not just with Gilded Ag. America
but with the direction of modern history-he was not alone. Many
who stayed at home-Melville and \Whitman, Howells and Twain-
displayed their inward expatriation, showing themselves increasingly
alienated from their times, their audience and the confident illusions
of material progress. Others followedJames on the path of expatriation,
temporary or permanent: Bret Harte, Howard Sturgis, Bernard Ber-
enson, Stephen Crane, Henry Harland, Edith \Wharton, Gertrude
Stein-some seeking Europe's "civilization," others the radical bo-
hemia of art for its own sake, the path of experiment. James himself
had sought both: social Europe, the Europe of the past, and aesthetic
Europe, the Europe of artistic innovation. As perhaps his most cunning
admirer, Germude Stein, was to see, there were two Henry Jameses
-the nineteenth-century realist allured by Europe, and the twentieth-
century Modernist who set American writing free to tell the story of
the nation's new era.
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MTJCKRAKERS AND
EARLY MODERNS
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T" Europe, at the start of the 1890s, the age was swept by a fun-
lL damental change of mood: a fresh spirit for ^ millennial decade.
Ibsen and Zola, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Bergson and Freud were
transforming mental response to the modern-it was a L.y word of

the decade-in much the same way that scientists and technologists

like Marconi and Rontgen, Diesel and Benz, Pasteur and Curie were
transforming the physical universe and creating a climate of dis-

covery. Old certainties faded; the old Nomregian playvright Ibsen

was reported as saying, "The great task of our time is to blow up all

existing institutions-to destroy. " For the following twenty-five
years, until this explosive attitude found its eventual expression on

the battlefields of the First World \(/ar, the transformation con-

tinued. It was commonly agreed, not just in America but in Europe

too, that in this transformation the United States would play a historic

role. Yet, as the 1890s began, there was little about the surface ap-
pearance of American literary culture that suggested the great upheaval

of the new was taking place. William James, the Harvard psychologist-

philosopher-pragmatist, did publish Principles of Ptychology in 1890,

which displayed the same interest in a new subjective science of con-

sciousness that men like Henri Bergson urere exploritg in Europe.
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James portrayed human consciousness struggling for pragm atrc self-
definition in what he called the modern "pluriverse," and he went on
to offer a new metaphor for the processes of mind. Thought, con-
sciousness, was not a chain of l inked segments: "A'river'or a'stream'
are the metaphors by which it is most naturally described," he said-
his "stream of consciousness" phrase had rich implication not only
for the changing language of perception but for the nventieth-century
novel. And, at much this time, the greathistorian Henry Adaffis, abeady
feeling dispiaced in a worici that no ionger neecieci his eighteenth-
century values or nineteenth-century education, did recognize the un-
disciplined energies of a new age of exponential acceleration and did
acknowledge the dissolution of earlier intellectual orders. Indeed he
was to subtitle his account of this new pluriverse, the extraordinary
third-person ironic autobiography Tbe Education of Henry Adams
(1907), "A Study in Twentieth-Century Multiplicity."

Yet in most departments of American intellectual life and culture
it seemed that the Genteel Tradition went on-idealistic, polite, cul-
tured America suruiving despite both the changing directions of West-
ern thought and the commercialisffi, materialism and vulgarity of
the age.Its leading figures were old, and several would die before the
decade was done. But critical opinion supported it, and even the
increasingly bitter Howells and th. impish Mark Twain came to seem
part of it. In an age that has since been described as "the end of
American innocence, " it lived or, right up to American entry into the
First World \(/ar, a sharp reminder of the division in American culture
berween ideal and mechanical processes-and the social irrelevance
of the arts. The American philosopher George Sant ayana assessed the
tension berween the world of thought and aft and the world of his-
torical change in his famous lecture of 19II, "The Genreel Tradition
in American Philosophy":

The American Wiil inhabits the skyscraper; the American Intellect
inhabits the colonial mansion. The one is the sphere of the Amer-
ican man; the other, at least predominantly, of the American
woman. The one is all aggressive enterprise; the other is all genteel
tradition.
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Indeed at the dawn of American multiplicity, the Genteel Trz-
dition rode high. Its literary critics like Edmund Clarence Stedman
and Thomas Bailey Aldrich felt that the times were not ripe for in-
novation but were made for taking stock. "For the first time we have
an absolutely free and democratic Republic, extendirg from sea to
sea," Stedman said introducing hts American Anthology (1900). "It is
a fitting moment for this historical survey of the stages through which
we have reached the threshold of an assured future. " But when he
had looked back, in the earlier Library of American Literature (18SS-

90), ten large volumes of readings from colonial times to the present,

he did not see the radition we would celebrate today. There was, in
effect, no American Renaissance. The literary past defined and cele-
brated by Stedman and his generation, the reading of the nation's
identity they sanctioned, uras-as Longfellow had described it-a
branch of English literature. Its major authors were Irving, Cooper
and Bryant, Longfellow, \Thittier, Holmes and Lowell. All came from
the cultured, semipamician intelligentsia of the East and North , all
pleased Boston-led literary taste , all were white and male. Yet for a
whole generation the most energetic writing had had far more populist

backgrounds and expressed a vaster nation and the regions and fresh
sources within it-the farms, small towns and, increasingly, the new
urban melting pots.

This neu/ writing had become much more than local-color re-
gionalism. The settlement of the frontier had been an enormous na-
tional task, an act of makirg culture grow on arid plain and prairie.

But accordirg to the census of 1890 the land mass was officially filled
from coast to coast, the frontier no longer open. The new frontier uras
the ctty, where immigrants in massive numbers from Southern and
Eastern Europe joined internal migrants driven off the land by the
agricultural depressions of the 1880s. America was now a continent
webbed by railroads and modern communications with rising urban
conglomerates, surgirg industry, commerce and technology. Towering
skyscrapers rose, great department stores appeared, the yellow press

spread everyvhere. Beneath the general patina of wealth and social
aspiration, the massive changes of post-Civil $Var America were be-
coming apparent in every walk of life. The automobile, the telephone
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and electric street lightirg, the bright sueetcars and elevated railw?ys,
all the sophisticated embellishments of urban America were turning
the rural American from Jeffersonian hero into rube. As the United
States became a great commercial empire ruled by multimillionaires
Iike Rockefeller, Frick, Carnegie and Morgan, scandals and massive
fortunes, from oil, railroads, steel, money itself, dented the gospel of
pure individualism and generated passion for reform. American in-
dustrial achievement and output were now outstripping those of Great
Britain and Germany combined, making America rhe world's ieading
technological power. But the social unrest that ruvaged Europe in the
1880s reached America too; strikes and riots revealed the conflict of
mass and class, poor and rich, new money and old.

Some of this sense of conflict had already made its way into what
was now beginnitg to be called "muckraking literature," the new
reporting and fiction that had been emergirg since I879-the year
Henry Adams published his bitter novel Democraq) about the corrupt
new political order, and Henry George printed his powerful social
tract Progress and Pouerty which saw the fwo elements of the title
proceeding hand in hand. Thereafter in the work of authors like Re-
becca Harding Davis, Henry Demarest Lloyd, Edward Bellamy, Ig-
natius Donnelly and many more, we can see a rising note of progressive
critical indignation growing out of the age of capitalism, industrialism
and political conflict and displayed alike in fiction, journalism and
polemic. Thorstein Veblen's irontc Tbeory of the Leisure Class (1899)

would intoduce the phrase "conspicuous consumption" to the Lan-
guage, and Lincoln Steffens's The Shame of the Cities (1904) would
make investigative journalism an American madition. By the 1900s
"muckraking" would become a critical flood urged along by many of
the leading writers. From the end of the 1870s on it was starting to
become clear that what Newton Arvin has called "the apparently placid
interval" between the upheavals of the frontier and the ravages of new
indusrialism was over. The 1890s was a cultural fulcruffi, when the
religious, social and moral faiths of an older America began to shift
toward a twentieth-centurv vision.
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Like similar exhibitions in Buffalo and St. Louis, or the Paris Exhibition
of 1889 dominated by Eiffel's great modern tower, the Chicago \World's

Columbia Exposition of L893 brought together many of these com-
peting energies and tensions. Set in the shock city where the new
skyscrapers rose, it displayed the vast scale of American technological
progress and called on the arts to celebrate the new era: the motto of
the exposition was "Make Culture Hum." The historian Frederick

Jackson Turner came to speak on "The Significance of the Frontier
in American History," explaining that the frontier was the cornerstone
of American national character-but acknowledging its era was over.
The writer Hamlin Garland came and declared, "Here flames the
spirit of youth. Here throbs the heart of America." As he later recalled,
"Far from being a huge, muddy windy market-place [Chicago] seemed
about to take its place among the literary capitals of the world." He
shared that belief with the poetess laureate of the exposition, Harriet
Monroe, who later worked to make it realiry by starting, in I9I2, her
famed little magazine Poetry, which carried many writers both of a
Midwestern and of the Modern movement and where Carl Sandburg
celebrated the city as "Hog Butcher for the \X/orld,/TooI Maker,
Stacker of S(/heat." Midwestern writing would flourish over the next
twenty-five years with such writers as Henry Blake Fuller, Sherwood
Anderson and then Carl Sandburg, Edgar Lee Masters, Vachel Lindsay
and later still Ernest Hemingway. Yet only a small part of this was
joyous American celebration. In the exposition year of 1893, Fuller
published his realist Chicago novel Tbe Cliff-Dwellers, set in the busi-
ness skyscrapers domin atLng a city where "all its citizens have come
for the one commofl, avowed object of making money." Chicago u/as
not only the frontier city of the past but the commercial megalopolis
of the future; when Fuller wrote romances, as he did, he chose Italy
as a more appropriate setting. Theodore Dreiser acknowledged Fuller
as the founder of the modern American cily novel and an influence
on his Sister Caruie (1900)-in which Chicago appears as pure magnetic
force, a drivittg modern dynamo where artistic values and all the old
standards of genteel morality have virtually no place.
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The new city was a new subject, but more than a subject; it
provided verbal expression for a new attitude tou/ard life, remote from
the genteel vision. Life would no longer be interpreted by the classic
moral counters, the traditional liberal codes. In their early writing,
Twain, Howells and James had espoused a moral liberalism that sought
to give some animating intention to the social and material world they
so exactingly explored. But the traditional morality of a Howells, the
Romantic ideality of a \SThitman, the discriminating cultural intelligence
of aJames no ionger seemed to offer entry to the experience witnesseci
by the younger writers of the 1890s, They reached toward the material
mass and American aggressive enterprise, in search not just of the
"facts" but of the iron laws behind them that "reaLly" determined
existence-the biological constitution of man, the impersonal ma-
chinelike operations of society, the functions of evolutionary process.

These young writers of the 1890s came from the emerging Amer-
ican worlds they drew on in their writing-Garland from the econom-
ically depressed prairie of the \Wisconsin and Iowa Middle Border of
Main-Trauelled Roads (1891; revised 1893), Frank Noris from the
Chicago of The Pit (1903), Theodore Dreiser from the Ohio German-
immigrant stock lured to the city of Sister Carcie (1900) and Jennie
Gerhardt (I91 1), Stephen Crane from the Methodist upbringing he
rejected for the New York tenement bohemia of Maggie (1891). Nor-
ris's McTeague, Crane's Maggie Johnston, Dreiser's Carrie Meeber
and Jennie Gerhardt, Harold Frederic's Theron \(/are, the neu/ raw
businessmen and salesmen, the immigrant workers, the disenchanted
ministers, the rural and urban proletariat-these v/ere new people in
literature, found in new environments like the modern tenement, the
industrrahzed stockyard, the svreatshop, the department store, the sky-
scraper, the commercial rust. Their world-and this was a charge
that would be turned against their authors-was not one of culture
or ethical scruples, manageable by conscience and moral judgment.

The maditional sequences of fictional plot-human beings fulfilling
sensible and rational lives against a worthy backdrop of fortunate social
reality or benevolent nature _-are displaced by an image of man as
small figure in a deterministic system which ironizes by ignoring him
in an irresistible evolutionary process wholly indifferent to individu-
aLrty. Norris explored the naturalist's bArc humaine; Crane, in "The
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Open Boat," portrayed nature as "indifferent, flatly indifferent";

Dreiser observed tn Sister Carrie:

Among the forces which sweep and play through the universe,
untutored man is but a wisp in the wind. . . . As a beast, the forces
of life aligned him with them; as a man, he has not yet wholly
learned to align himself with the forces. In this intermediate stage
he wavers-neither drawn in harmony with nature by his instincts
nor yet wisely putting himself into harmony by his own free-will.

The new vision had several sources. In On I'latiue Grouruds (Ig42)

Alfred Kazin argues that it was engendered locally and grew "out of

the bewilderment, and thrived on the simple grimness, of a generation

suddenly brought face to face with the penrasive materialism of in-

dustrial capitalism." It "poured sullenly out of the agrarran bitterness,
the class hatred of the eighties and nineties, the bleakness of small-

town life, the mockery of the nouveaux riches, and the bitterness of

the great new proletaflan cities." It had "no center, flo unifiiing prin-

ciple, no philosophy, rio joy in its comirg, no climate of experiment."
This assessment is only partially uue: there was both a philosophical

component and external influence as well. In 1891 in Paris the French

novelist Paul Alexis produced what is now one of his most famous

works five-word telegram that read: "Naturalism not dead. Letter

follows." ft went to Jules Huret, a French journalist investigating the
fate of amovement influentialin European writing, painting and drama

from the 1870s, naturalism. Alexis was a disciple of its leading figure,
Emile Zola, who had explained its implications: art was both a work-
shop task and a form of document Ny discovery in which "the study

of abstract, metaphysical man is replaced . by the study of natural
man, subject to psycho-chemical laws and determined by the effects
of his milieu." By the 1890s, naturalism was under threat in Europ€,
prosecuted in the courts and press for its "foulness" and gradually

displaced by more aesthetrctzed, avant-garde ideals of decadence,
impressionism, intuitionalism-an art less concerned with the objective
recordirg of a so-called "scientific" reality than with subjective ap-
prehension, the first arts of "Modernism." But in America naturalism
had a special appeal as a way of interpreting material change and
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systematically recording the processes
For fwo decades, versions and variants
European Modernism began to be felt

that were altering the nation.
of naturalism dominated until
in America and provide pow-

erful opposition.
The writers of the 1890s were, both in Europe and America, a

consciously mansitional generation that broke free of Victorianism and
the American Genteel Tradition. They felt themselves standing at the
end of one era and about to enter another. As Garland put it in his
appropriately titieci Crumbling ltiols (i894): "-We are about to enter
the dark. \We need a light. This flaming thought from Whitman will
do for the searchlight of the profound deeps. AU that the past was
not, the future will be." In America, these writers were the first to
articul ate an age shaped by the harsh impact of modern indusrial life
and the scientific ideas emerging to interpret it. Their idea of reality
was "cultureless," a material, phenomenological affafu invested with
the contingency following man's alienation from thing. Finding past
accountings incomplete as they contemplated the proliferating social,
psychic and sexual energies and changes at work, theirs was predom-
inantly an age of scientized realism, of naturalism, and hence largely
an 'age of the novel and the short story. True, there was an aesthetic
or bohemian movement, in authors like Henry Harland, James Gib-
bons Huneker, Lafcadio Hearn, Stuart Merrill and Richard Hovey,
which took the path toward symbolism and art for art's sake. But this
usually led out of America altogether, as often as not toward Paris.
There was some important poetry: that of Edward Arlington Robinson,
the somber poet from Maine who brought naturalism to his stoic,
vernacular verse rnThe Torrent and the I'Jight Before (1896) and Captain
Craig (1902). And Stephen Crane's The Black Rider and Otber Lines
(1395) showed him to be a poet as well as a storyteller with a voice
for the cosmic irony that presided over the decade:

A man said to the universe:
"Sir,  I  exist!"

"Flourever," replied the universe
"The fact has not created in me
A sense of obligation. "
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But it was above all the short story and the novel that expressed the
nation's changing sense of itself and-despite entrenched genteel
critics-directed the writing of the decade and led it firmly toward
the rwentieth century.

Cosmic irony was very rnuch a note of the 1890s and many of
its stories end in tragedy. This was the spirit of the dark fables of
Ambrose Bierce, whose macabre fin de sidcle tales were collected in
In tbe Midst of Life (1892). And it was the spirit of Stephen Crane's
stories, like "The Open Boat" or "The Blue Hotel. " Crane's own life
was ftaglcally short: he died of tuberculosis at the age of 28. His brief
writing life more or less spanned the decade which his novel The Red
Badge of Courage (1896) now seems to dominate. His literary career
began with the "city-sketches" he wrote when he broke with his re-
ligious upbringing and settled, scandalously, in the bohemian poverty
of New York City. These led to Maggie; A Girl of the Streets (1893)
and its companion piece, George's Motber (1896), set in the tenements
of "Rum Alley," a Darwinian world where life is lived in the urban
jungle. In his presentation copies of Maggie he wrote that the book
intended to show "that environment is a tremendous thing in the world,
and frequently shapes lives regardless," and the book's naturalist bias
is clear. It retells the familiar sentimental tale of a good girl from a
poor background who, soiled and discarded by her lover, is forced to
become a prostitute, the victim of the genteel accusations of others.
But Crane draws not a moralistic but a naturalist lesson. "I'11 fergive
her, I'11 fergive her," cries Maggie's hypocritical mother at the end,
but she is simply attempting to apply a sentimental code to a world
of amoral energies and misfortunes, the world of the modern city where
sunrival depends only on strength and fitness. Mrggie lies outside this
world-"None of the dirt of Rum Alley seemed to be in her veins."
This intensifies her pathos but also exposes her to fatal rnisfortune,
since she falls bet'ween the forces of genteel hypocrisy on the one hand
and evolutionary vitalism on the other. Maggie is naturalism, but its
mock-heroic style, high irony and careful literariness make it a form
of impressionism as well.

This is the mixture that shapes the novel which won Crane in-
ternational reputation and the high artistic regard of Henry James,
H. G. \Wells and Joseph Conrad, The Red Badge of Courage. Here he
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shifts from one fundamental naturalist setting, the city, to another, the
battlefield. He was too young to have known the Civil \War, but he
had, he said, got his sense of the rage of conflict from the football
field, "or else fighting is an heredit^ry instinct, and I wrote it intui-
tively. " The times witnessed wars and imperial adventures, and many
of the writers of the decade like Norris and Crane were to work as
war correspondents in the Spanish-American conflict of 1898. Crane
sets his story in the past, but this could well be called the first novel
of modern watfate, a novei of war as inexorable machine, fought
between mechanical corporate masses in a neutral natural world where
Emersonian self-reliance counts for nothing. Beneath the panoply of
armies and flags, the human agent is ironized, distanced by force,
subjected to incomprehensible, temifying experiences of which he can
possess only elusive and partial knowledge. Consciousness requires a
new mode of perception and the artist a new strategy of presentation.
Thus The Red Badge has two perceivers. One is Henry Flemirg, "The
Youth, " whose ordered consciousness is displaced by the motions of
war and of instinct, and whose traditional processes of apprehension
become instantaneous, sudden, intuitive, his mental mode impression-
istic, even cameralike-"Flis mind took a mechanical but firm impres-
sion, so that afterward everything was pictured and explained to him,
save why he himself was there." The other is the artist himself, who
must also generate image from contingency, form from chaos, find a
"hidden long logic" for his story and so become not simply the realistic
reporter but the conscious, explicit interpreter of things.

The Red Badge is a novel of an age greatly preoccupied with
"reality." \Var is presented as realtty atits most exffeffie, as an assailing
world aggressively assaulting consciousness and existence itself. Henry
goes into battle hoping to be a Romantic hero, but Crane deliberately
omits all indication of a moral or political purpose in his Civil \War

and simply emphasizes its experiential nature. The novel confines itself
to the experience and impressions of one simple young private over
two days of hard fighting as he loses his desire for heroism and ex-
periences cou/ardice, adapts to the corporate mass and rcaltzes nature's
basic indifference, but then strangely achieves his red badge of cou rage,
his initiatory wound, in the confused instinctual economy of battle. At
the end we are told that he comes to feel at home in this world, and
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the book is usually read as the story of his initiation into manhood.
But the novel's thrust is far more ironic. The world he discovers is not

for him: it belittles the self until he finds he is "a very wee thing."

Heroism and cowardice are not acts of will but the functioning of
instincts. His wound is not so much an initiatory rite of passage as a

touch from the nihilistic world, and his bravery is as ambiguous as

that of Joseph Conrad's weak heroes . The Red Badge can be doubly
read: as a work of naturalism, 4s it largely was in the United States,

or as a work of experimental impressionism, 4S it was when, at the

end of his short life, Crane moved to England and found himself

admired for what H. G. \Wells called "the expression in art of certain
enormous repudiations."

But what was "real' ' and what realism actually uas in the American
1890s was argued endlessly. "In advocating veritism," Hamlin Garland

declared, "I am not to be understood as apologizing for the so-called
realists of the duy,In fact they are not realists from Howells's point

of view. They are indeed imitators of the French who seem to us sex-

mad." Garland was well-read in scientific determinism, like so rnany

of his contemporaries, but in his belief in the potential strength and

moral competence of the individual self he was less than fully natu-

ralistic. His novel Rose of Dutcher's Coolly (1895) treats the period

theme of the growing up of a \Western farm girl and her emancipation

in, once more, Chicago. But Rose is no Carrie Meeber; when tempted

by stirring sensuality, she is "rescued" "by forces within, not laws

without." Garland's best work was in the short stories of Main-

Trauelled Roads (1891; 1893) and Prairie Folks (1893) where he could

use a lyrical impressionism to bring out the essential contrast of his

work: berween the prairie world of the Middle Border and the new

city. Though he could write bleakly about it, his city is largely a place

of emancipation and wonder; it is in rural life that the laws of naturalism
prevail, both in the unchanging drudgery of enslavement to the land,

and in the changing, ever-more-harsh cruelty of economic process. In

several of the best stories_('Up the Coulee," "A Branch Road"-sr,
individual who has seen wider horizons and hopes returns to "the old
place" to find the cost of his freedom has been the entrapment of

others. But if Garland sees rural life as lost life, he also invests the

broken farmsteads of his changing world not just with harshness but
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lyrical value, and its people not just with brutality and fatalism but

stubborn individualism -a "warm soil" lies hidden in their hearts.

This contrasr, this sense of a need for psychic liberation and this lyrical

impressionism would; two decades later, pass into the tales of Sher-

wood Anderson's Vinesburg Ohio (I9I9), which link this poetic form

of local color with technical and aesthetic experiment inspired by

Gertrude Stein.
The writer mosr firmly and system atically committed to naturalism

was Frani< Nomis-who had stuciied art in Paris and returned to the

University of California bearing Zola's yellow paper-covered works.

He dismissed the realism of Howells as "teacup tragedies" and saw

naturalism as "a form of Romanticism," a form of great modern drama

encompassing "the vast, the monstrous, the tragic." Norris urged the

importance of exploring "the unplumbed depths of the human heart,

"rJ 
the mysrery of sex," and admire d Zola's novels of purpose which

set in motion a social hypothesis or a domin ant passion-love, hate,

greed, sexuality-to follow its fatal destiny. His McTeague: A Story of

San Francisco (1899) is the purest example of ZoLa-esque naturalism

America urould produce. Naturalism, he said, meant placing life above

literature-"rhe honest, rough-and-tumble, Anglo-Saxon knockabout

that for us means life." It also meant a basic kind of evolutionary

analysis that assumed the b\te bumaine and the war of the "higher"

and "lower" parts of human nature, so he projected an underworld

of powers and instincts which became for him the truth about life;

roiuntil Dreiser (whom, as an editor at Doubleday, Norris discovered)

does an American novelist reach so far in portraying man's "victirni-

zatron" by instinctual processes and the universal energies which sug-

gesr a life force at work in the world, indifferently using and abusing

man. Norris was to inmoduce fwo forms of naturalism into American

writing: a psychologi cal naturalism rn McTeague and Vandouer and tbe

Brute (1914, posrhumous) and a sociological naturalism rnThe Octopus

(1901) and The Pit (Lg}r, the first rwo volumes of "a big epic trilogy,"

the "sfheat trilo gy:' he never completed-for, as he was about to go

to Europe ro collect material for the third volume, The Volf, he too

died young, from peritonitis, at the ^ge of thirty-fwo.

McTeague is the story of an oxlike Sweeney Agonistes, an atavistic

dentist from the California mining camps who goes to San Francisco
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and is sexu ally awakened by u patient, Trin a, of careful Swiss peasant

background. Norris develops the story melodramatrcally; naturalism
here is not simply the documentary instinct he brings to his portrayal

of San Francisco immigrant and poor life, but also the fatalism that
links every apparent good fortune to a system of dark inevitability.

Gold, the California metal, dominates; McTeague wants a gold tooth
to hang outside his parlor, and the wealth of gold is what Trina most

desires. Her win in a lottery precipitates misfortune, turning her peas-

ant fru galrty to bas e avance and his native brutality into drunkenness
and violen ce. McTeague is, like Vandouer, a story on the period theme

of degeneration and the brute double that lies beneath apparent civ-
rltzatton, Despite his insistence on the difference benveen "higher"

and "lower" instincts, Nomis, pursuing the "black, unsearched pen-

etraha of the mind," is led-without benefit of a Freudian vocabulary
-into the world of unconscious forces and the complexities of psy-

chological life. McTeague finally kills Trina after the deterioration of
their maffLage and ends in the desert of Death Valley, handcuffed to

the corpse of the bounty hunter who has pursued him and whom he
has killed. Large forces dominate Noris's world, as inexorable as
anything in the work of his contemporary Thomas Hardy. Hence the
book's comment on McTeague and Trina:

Their undoing has already begun. Yet neither of them was to blame.
. . . Chance had brought them face to face, and mysterious instincts
as ungovernable as the winds of heaven were at work knitting their
lives together. . [They] were allowed no choice in the matter.

But Norris's appetite for experience and scale, his hunt for life

itself, led him toward a naturalism of yet more epic reach. It would
concern the largest economies of force, the vastest laws of supply and

demand, the most universal energies-much like the history of Henry

Adams or Brooks Adarns. He found his subject in the cultivation,
distribution and consumption of the wheat which functioned both as
energy principle and as the basis of capitalist economy. In naturalist
fashion , The Octopu.r is based on an actual scandal, the conflict betrveen
the farmers of California's San Joaquin Valley and the Southern Pacific

Railroad in 1880 as the railroad tightened its suanglehold on the re-
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gional economy by manipulating freight rates. Norris moves through
individual ragedies and corrupt politics to vaster chains of causality,
seeing ranchers and railroads alike in the grip of yet larger forces,
cosmic laws of nature, the ever-working machine, of which the wheat
itself is the center, the fundamental naturalist syrnbol. At the end of
the book " the WHEAT remained, untouched, unassailable, undefiled,
that mighty world-force, that nourisher of nations, wrapped in Nirvanic
calm, indifferent to the human swarms, moved onward in its appointed
grooves." The novel conclucies in powerfui, vague abstractions that
transcend aII the characters' sufferings and pains-"the individual
suffers, the race goes on"-and Norris emerges as a biological evo-
lutionist with a dual commitment: a writer of radical, progressive in-
dignation and a cosm tc fatalist, mystic aLIy believing in some harsh yet
ultimate "good. "

It is temptitg to read The Octopus, a very pourerful book, as a
protest novel leading the way to the muckraking fiction of the pro-
gressive years of the century's first decade, It is certainly ̂  precursor
of works like Upton Sinclaif s Tbe Jungle (1906)-the novel about the
abuse of immigrant labor in the Chicago stockyards that led to reform
of the food-packing laws. It is likewise ternpting to read The Pit, where
Norris takes the wheat story on to Chicago and the wheat-trading pit
of the Board of Trade, as one of the first modern novels to challenge
the values of American business. Larzer Zitr claims it as "the first
profound business novel because it rightly examines the psychic con-
sequences of the commerciali zatron of American life. " Again Norris
shows himself a local pessimist and ^ cosmic optimist. For him, de-
terminism can be both a gospel of human victim rzatron and a gospel
of hope. As Santay ana was to say:

We are part of the blind energy behind Nature, but by virtue of
that energy we impose our purposes on that part of Nature which
we constitute or conrol. \We can turn from the stupefying con-
templation of an alien universe to the building of our own houses.

Charles S7. \Walcutt once aptly described American naturalisrn as " a
divided sream" that expresses both determinist pessimism and tran-
scendentalist optimism. This uras one reason why naturalism in America
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proved so adaptable. Biological inevitability produces the brutal fate
of McTeague but also the indifferent life-givirg energy of the wheat.
In Jack London's works, understanding the laws of the pack can pro-

duce Nietzschean mastery and the authorial superman, Jack London
himself. New confinement is also new freedom, for the world that
works beyond individual destiny can also emancipate individual or
race from the debilitating past.

Nonetheless, we rnay also read in Norris that concern with lost
aesthetic and sensuous emotion which was partof the 1890s in America
as well, ^ concern which finally helped lead American writing auay
from materialist realism. The revolt of the aesthetic against the Puri-
tanical was the subject of Harold Frederic's tale of. a small-town min-
ister from New York State, The Damnation of Theron \Vare (1896).

And it served as centering theme for another fine novel of the decade,
Kate Chopin's The Awakening (1899), the book where she confidently
displayed herself as far more than the local-colorist of Creole and Cajun
life she had so far seemed to be. A vivid evocation of New Orleans
polite and Creole life, Tbe Auakening ts also the disturbing story of
Edna Pontillier, six years married to a wealthy businessman who lives
solely for "getting on and keeping up with the procession." she be-
comes discontented with her life of money, fine clothes and furnishings,
her status as her husband's valuable possession, and she leaves his
home. She recognrzes her love for Robert, with whom she has an
innocent friendship, succumbs to the attentions of Arobin, but then
decides there is no way to filI the emptiness in her life and so ends it
by surrenderitg to the waters of the Gulf of Mexico. The gulf sounds
throughout the story, with its murmur "like a loving but imperative
entreaty," as it "invites the soul to wander for a spell in the abysses
of solitude, to lose itself Ln mazes of inward contemplation." Her first
"awakening" comes when Robert teaches her to swim in its waters;
the sexual implication of this led to contemporary disapproval and
later modern and feminist interest in the book. Yet to read it solely
as a Victorian woman's futile attempt to break society's bonds confines
Chopin's book to the "problem novel" she sought to transcend. This
is certainly ^ tale of women's changing self-perception-Edna's hus-

band attributes het vagaries to "some sort of notion concerning
the eternal rights of women." But in resolving "never ag ln to belong
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to another than herself" and casting off "that fictitious self which we
assume like a garment with which to appear before the world," Edna
confronts the wider ambiguities of Emersonian self-discovery. She is
caught between self-rcaltzation and existenttal inner solitude, between
a sense of human divinity and regression. This is her ragedy and the
book's compelling mystery.

The Autakening-dismissed in its d^y as "gilded dirt," rightly
praised now as "the first aesthetically successful novel to have been
written by an American woman"-is a reminder that 1890s writing is
often a transitional writing that allows the unexpressed to express itself,
lets the repressed be spoken. The immigrant and the Jewish-American
novel began to find voice; Abraham Cahan published his story of a
RussianJewish immigrant who becomes a sewing-machine operator in
the harsh city, Yekl: A Tale of the I'lew York Ghetto (1896), and opened
a neu/ radition. Now, too, black experience began to find shape in
literature. Up to the 1890s, the most powerful writing by blacks had
taken the form either of slave narratives-above all the majestic I'lar-
ratiue of the Life of Frederick Douglass (1845)-or, like the art of the
American Indian, found expression in song or oral folktale. Those who
had written-Phillis \7heatl.y, William \Wells Browo, Harriet E. \fil-
son and others-had found it hard to break the impress of white
convention. The poet Paul Laurence Dunbar, born in Ohio, knew
slavery only by hearsay, but he set himself "to interpret my own people
through song and story, and to prove to the many that after all we are
more human than African." With collections of dialed verse like Lyrics
of the Lowly Life (1396), h. became the first black poet of reputation.
Even so, he could hardly escape the limited poetic of the time, and
his work, though moving, often remains close to the dialect verse of
white writers like Stephen Foster and James \Whitcomb Riley. He also
wrote novels: The Uncalled (1898), using a white protagonist to tell a
personal story of a minister's rejection of religious faith, and The Sport
of tbe Gods (1902), the first novel to handle black Harlem life in detail.
But the author who best anticipates future achievements is Charles \W.

Chesnutt, also from Ohio, whose stories tn The Conjure Woman and
The Wife of His Youth (both 1899) and novel, The Marrow of Tradition
(1901), dealing with political violence against blacks, made him the
first important black fictionalist. In both writers, the griefs of slave life
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are left behind as they begin to explore the contemporary tensions of

the "new negro" in white society. Thus they lead the way to the debates

about black consciousness that would develop berween Booker T.

$Tashington's remarkable memo k Up from S lauery ( 1 90 1 ) and the more

militant polemic of \7. E. B. DuBois's multigenre book The Souls of

Black Folk (1903) and continue into the "Harlem Renaissance" of the

I920s.
As the new voices sounded during the 1890s the Genteel Tradition

began to fragmenr, and by the time the century turned there was

evidence of a vigorous modern mood. It did not yet have the flam-

boyance and challenge of the European movements of the opening

years of the century; it was heavily wedded to the spirit of

naturalism-a naturalism that was, however, by no means a flat state-

ment of reality but an innovative struggle to perceive it and understand

it, thereby questioning moral values, dominant social assumptions,

social and political power, the limits of liter ffiy form. The new mood

reaffirmed the Romantic sense of the arts as experimental, rcaching to

the future, distrusting the conventional values of the prevailing culture.

It opened ways forward, but in two contrasting directions. One was

toward a literature of reportage, prolixity, social interventio D, & writing

that insisted on the pou/er of the material and the exploration of fact.

The other was toward an ^rt of omission, trusting little to its subject

matter and everything to its form. One was the path toward naturalism

as documentation, the other the path toward aestheticism. Naturalism's

promise lay in writers like Norris, Dreiser, Jack London, Upton Sin-

clair; aestheticism found its heroes in Stephen Crane, Ambrose Bierce,

new bohemians likeJames Gibbons Huneker, Lafcadio Hearn, Richard

Hovey and Bliss Carman. One of these, the former realist Henry H.ar

land, went to London to become editor of the decadent bible The

Yellout Book. But bohemia, the land of an itself, still seemed a Eu-

ropean location, though in the followitg years New York, Chicago

and San Francisco began to offer their versions of this model of aes-

thetic paradise. As they said at the Chicago World's Fair, culture in

America was indeed beginnitg, if quietly, to hum.
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66 q, o the Twentieth Century came it began with 1901," wrote

L/ Gertrude Stein, prophetess of the new, tn Paris France (1940),

as if not everyone had noticed; and indeed not everyone had. For it

did not come everpyhere or in the same way. Stein observed that the

British had had the nineteenth century and the rwentieth would be

one too many for them; the French, with their taste for the eternal,

had difficulties too. America, with its special gift for progress, lDAs the

nventieth century, though it would have to go somewhere else to make

it happen, in fact to France. At times Stein sounded like Senator

Beveridg., who, as the century turned, announced: "The twentieth

cenrury will be American. . . . The regeneration of the world, physical

as well as moral, has begun." At others she sounded more like her

artistic contemporary Ezra Pound, who described turn-of-the-century

America as " a haLf-savage counffy, out of date" and went to Britain.

In the suenugus Rooseveltian dge , the truth for the moment was that,

however assertively American an American writer felt, the best place

to caffy forward that assertion was probably abroad. At the start of

the century, the American arts had almost no artistic confidence, no

certainty of direction or guiding ffadition, no strong aesthetic feeling

and no pride in the creative past. As James Gibbons Huneker said,

the United States was a land of bathtubs, not bohemia. And, as Van
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\X/yck Brooks could still complain in I9L5, "Hurn an nature in America

exists on rwo irreconcilable planes, the plane of stark intellectuality

and the plane of stark business" which forced American artists into

one of two postures: inward exile or outward expatriation. Close to

the beginnirg of the century, Henry James revisited the United States,

setting down his unh.ppy record of its modern mass tn The American

Scene (1907). \X/riting his memoirs, he recalled how the American who

refused to sacrifice to the "black ebony god of business" had so often

experienced w-hat he called the "American complication; the state of

having been so pierced, betimes, by the sharp outland dart as to be

able ever afterwards but to move about, vaguely and helplessly, with

the shaft in one's side." The shaft, of course, was the claim of European

experiment that so powerfully influenced the rediscovery of the Amer-

ican arts.
The thought waves stirring artistic innovation across Europe that

would prove so important to American writers, artists and intellectuals

were both potent and yet still remote. Most of the American writing

up ro the second decade of the century u/as both practical and popular,

or populist, though it camied the sense that this was an age of revo-

lution ary ideas. Yet, as the modernist revolution developing in the

European arts made clear, the crisis and the promise of modern forms

was far more complex, radtcal in far more fundamental ways. As the

nineteenth-century synthesis shattered, as the uadition collapsed and

the underlying value systems that had shaped centuries of. an were

challenged or dissolved, the whole basis of artistic enterprise had, it

seemed, to be re-created. This was the radical adventure of Modernism,

and it dominated European artistic endeavor in the years berween 1900

and the Great \War. It was a time of rnovements, radical artistic theories,

a rime for what the German critic Wilhelm \X/orringer called abstrac-

tion. The new movements multiplied, and they awarded themselves

absract and aggressive names: cubism and postimpressionism, expres-

sionism and futurism, acmeism and constructivism, imagism and vor-

ticism. Americans were there as it happened and played major roles.

Gertrude Stein, from 1903 an expatriate in Paris, was a stimulus to

cubisrn and tried to find its equivalent in fiction; Ezra Pound, equally

active in London, stirred the lively literary scene there into a compa-

rable spirit and played a central part in starting the English-language
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movements of imagism and vorticism. Other Americans were influ-

ential, not the least of them T. S. Eliot, who bridged the space between

the British and American traditions. But this was not, or not y€t,

American literature, which on native grounds took a slower path to-

ward the modern revolution.
In muckraking times, the heritage of naturalism prospered, be-

coming both more central and more commonplace in the work of

writers like the adventurous and incredibly popular Jack London, the

politic ally influential Upton Sinclair and the many investigative jour-

nalists, such as Lincoln Steffens and Ida Tarbell, who expressed the

critical spirit of populisrn and progressivism Ln ̂ time of reform. Speak-

ing for the unspoken, often expressing srong rudtcal theories, they

turned critical language into a domin ant literary discourse-and

seemed for a time to be the voice of the modern itself. The literary

power and the rudtcal energy of which the tendency was capable

became evident in Theodore Dreiser's .Sesl er Carrie, an ambitious novel

that merged American innocence and deep social experience. Born to

German immigrants in \Wabash, Indiana, and speaking German at

home, Dreiser found that his path into literature became a tale of

struggling self-discovery. After movitg to Chicago and journalism, he

published his novel, with the support of Frank Norris, in 1900. It had

a difficult career, for its publisher virtually suppressed it and forced

changes on its text. And indeed it was clear that it contained a deep

affront; for Dreiser, naturalism was no literary device (though he had

literary pretensions), norwas it an abstract philosophy (though he had

philosophical pretensions, too) , Sister Carrie ts a novel written by an

author who takes naturalism entirely literally. A plain tale of contem-

porary urban life and the very material terms under which it is lived,

it tells the story of the Darwinian ascent of Carrie Meeber, a totally

ordinary girl who leaves her Midwestern hometown, is captured by

the amoral magnet of Chi cago, loses her virginity and then uses her

body and her energy to win economic and social success-a plot that

offended all the moral idealism of the d^y, yet has the ring of practical

rrurh.
Sister Carrie won its early reputation in Brit ain, and only slowly

was accepted as what it is, an American classic. Today it can be seen

as a fundamental myth of modern displacement, filled with the detail
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of the changirg modern world. Carrie's first seducer, Drouet, is an

American prototype, the traveling salesman or "drummer," a new

naturalist characrer. She is lured to him by his expensive clothes,

bulging wallet, free and easy manners and above all by the social

prospects he offers. She is not drawn primarily by sexual temptation;

in fact the true seducer is the city of Chicago itself. It is " a giant

magnet," a "wonder," and it has "its cunning wiles, no less than the

infinitely smaller and more human temptet. . . . Half the undoing of

the unsophisticated and natural mind is aceomplished by forees wholly

superhuman. " Sister Caruze displays the power of this material super-

world and the way it replaces conventional moral and social values.

Carrie eventually rejects Drouet for Hurst'wood, whose calf shoes and

gray suits are more sophisticated and who stimulates her into further

aspiration. This leads her onward again; sex is her American education,

drawing her at last from material obsessions to aesthetic curiosity, and

she turns to a young man who teaches her to read. Each stage of her

development is understood by Dreiser; she becomes engrossed in each

and every situation, material and sexual, until it loses its magic and is

set aside. Despite the many large generaltzatrons about hum an nature

Dreiser offers, there is never any irony, for society is always real, a

fabric of growing energies in which the individual is eternally im-

mersed, a force field in which new lives are lived. Things, clothes and

goods speak to Carrie, with what Dreiser calls the "voice of the so-

called inanim ate." Even the human mind is a modern machine. \7hen

Hurstwood stands in front of his office safe, wondering whether to

steal its contents in order to possess Camie, his consciousness is rep-

resented as an existential mechanism, a "clock of thought." As Richard

Poirier has said, Dreiser's characters-here and in the later novels he

produced into the 1940s-always merge Ln a common bondage to "the

hummirg, soaring vistas of the city with their evocations of mysterious

prorniSe," drawn by no personal factors or human sympathies but by

"the non-personal forces that fill the yearning eye with steel and con-

crete, that manipulate time by the pulsations of manufacture and

money-making."
Dreiser u/as the great original of modern American naturalism,

and Sister Carrie, published appropriately as the century turned, ex-

pressed its lasting force. His book remains a classic work of naturalist
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expressionism, superior to all the conventional naturalism of the duy

simply by force of his personal identification with the material world

he explored. But meanwhile naturalism \Mas to become the convention

of American writing, shaping the practice of everything from journal-

istic expos6 to the popular tale of adventure, Americans deprived of

much of their moral history now saw a process-ridden or Danvinian

world about them, and the writers responded. Dreiser himself had

trained as a journalist, and it was the writer-journalists who guided

the "muckraking" spirit that dominated the early rwentieth century

and its ascendant progressive feeling. In the mid-1890s McClure's Mog-

azine had already become a central expression of this tendency, and

the paper was soon filled with the work of important writers testing

the world of trusts, city ghettos and political corruption. Lincoln Stef-

fens, author of one of its most powerful expos6s, The Shame of the

Cities (1904), became an editor (so, later, did Willa Cather), recuiting

many of the newer writers; "I could not pay them much in money,

but as an offset I promised to give them opportunities to see life as it

happened in all the news varieties," he said. The muckraking impress

became cenmal to American fiction, exemplified above all in the novels

of Robert Herrick and Upton Sinclair. Sinclair's Tbe Jungle (1906),

described byJack l,ondon as "the Uncle Tom's Cabin of wage-slavery,"

represents the best of this powerful genre. First and finally a savage

diatribe against the Chicago meat-packing yards, the killing pace of

factories and the squalid and deprived ghetto life of immigrant workers,

it displays the progressive indignation of a radical era in American

thought. Sinclair begins the book powerfully, explorit g the arrival of

optimistic Eastern European immigrants in the promised land. But as

his story grows, we can see, rather too plainly, his polemical intent,

for he forces his human material into misfortune and thence toward

a radical outcome clearly aimed at social reform in the society beyond

the book.
The radical reportage of the early 1900s represents the hopes of

an America that saw a Utopian political future which the century has

nor confirmed, though its critical vision should not be forgotten. The

classic case is Jack Londo n, a Nietzschean socialist who represents the

restless side of the modern American mind. London was ^ popular

writer, famed for his tales of the Klondik., like the stories of The Son
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of the \Y/olf (1900). But his political energy drove him to explore
society's underside as well, not least tnThe People of tbe Abyss (1901),
an account of the poverty of London's East End. But more famous
than his revolution fiy works were his stories of the evolutionary suug-
gle in the wild-The Call of the Wild (1903), The Sea-Wolf (1904),
lVhite Fang (1906)-where he explored what he called "rhe dominant
primordial beast." The fiftv books London managed to produce (often
by buying his plots from other writers) earned him over a million
dollars before his early death; he was able to turn his revolutionary
Marxism into a capitalist triumph. S7riting in the Rooseveltian era of
rugged individualism about the laws of the pack and the tribe, the life
of the wilderness, the sea and the jungle, h. celebrated endurance,
courage and Nietzschean energy. Even his radicalism was in tune with
the popular mood. His stories turned easily from intolerable work
conditions or strikes to racist tales about the Yellow Peril, or from
children's adventure fables to eventful apocalyptic novels like The Iron
Heel (1907) about a totahtafian future America. Always beyond the
adventures was the adventurous Jack London himself, the former hobo
who had been everyrhere and done everphirg. He presented himself
directly in the serious and autobiographical Martin Eden (1909) and
by implication in all his courageous, superhuman leaders of the pack
who master "this chemic ferment called life," Iearn the ferocious ways
of nature and come to a leader's understanding of force. He turned
naturalism into a romantic popular and populist celebration- awary
from a philosophy of despair or ironic victim izatton toward a cele-
bration of will and vitalism. He is still read by the young as an exciting
storyteller and in the former Soviet Union as one of America's foremost
rudical novelists.

Naturalism also made itself felt in the less popular, more serious
writing of the times. The work of Edith Wharton marks a moment in
American fiction when the accumulated social transitions of the cenrury
made the novel of society and manners on the European model possible
in the United States. Born and brought up as adebutante in a patrician
New York that aped European manners but whose traditional social
standards were giving way to new wealth, new frivolity, new customs
of the country, she had a ready subject to hand. "Fate had planted
me in New York, with its fashionable stiff upper class, its money and
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status oriented world," she noted, adding that such material was as

suited to magedy as that articulated by the social realists and naturalists.

The tragedy came from her sense of social and sexual imprisonment

and her fundamental awareness of the discrepancy between civiltzatron

and the harsh economic laws on which its privileges were founded.

Her ourn society marriage was unhappy; she was disquieted not only

by the direction American society was taking but by her own role as

commodity and sexual victim within it. She turned to writing and

followed her friend Henry James into European expatriation, seffling

in Paris in 1907. There were those who read her work as being essen-

tiallyJamesian, and she certainly shared his and Henry Adams's sense

of the cultivated American mind being driven steadily into ironic

detachment-this is the theme of her late backward glance over the

Gilded Ag. society of her growing up, The Agt of Innocence (1920).

But her social knowledge was far more precise than James's, and her

sense of imprisonment and the limits set on self-expression greater.

She shared his finesse but had a sexu aI anger all her own.
\Wharton's novels portray social existence doubly, 4Q tragedy and

as material for satire. In her most powerful book, The House of Mirth

(L905), Lily Bart comes to know herself as "the victim of the crvihzation

which had produced her, " the "highly spec tahzed product" of a society

that needs specimens of beauty, fineness and delicacy for economic

exhibition. Lily is a u/oman of some moral scruples and civilized as-

piration. Her ragedy is her discovery that behind the world of morality

and society ate the rules of sexual trade:

It certainly simplified life to view it as a perpetual adjustment, a
play of party politics, in which every concession had its recognized
equivalent; Lily's tired mind v/as fascinated by this escape from

i:.;ffi:ng 
ethical estimates into a region of concrete weights and

Arrayed against the promises of cultivation are the naturalistic con-

ditions of economic determination; the conflict leads to Lily's death.

The underlying naturalist principles are even clearer tn Ethan Frome

(1911), the story of a New England farmer who is kept in emotional

and physical imprisonment after he had sought to escape a loveless
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marciage. But it u/as social imprisonment in the world of class and
commerce that finally interested \0flhartotr, and in The Custom of the
Country (I9I3) tragedy is replaced by satire. The "custom" is divorce,
the new fashion of the dge , which Undine Spragg, who has no moral
anxieties, uses for her social promotion. Undine understands what
more delicate and cultivated Wharton heroines do not, that the "in-
stinct of sex" is a "trading capacity" and that one sells oneself at the
highest going rate. Undine is an upper-class Carrie Meeber, who uses
society while manifesting its uncieriying laws.

Aristocratic decline in a society in transition acquires additional
intensity in the novels of Ellen Glasgow. For Glasgou/ was a Virginian
and her theme the collapse of the elite classes in the South. She deals
directly with the Civil War in her early The Battle Ground (1902), but
the bulk of her novels are set in the postbellum world where the social
order must uansform itself and shed its illusions. With this theme she
set the scene for what was to become the Southern Renaissance, that
major growth of Southern fiction and poemy that was to develop
through writers like lWilliam Faulkner and Robert Penn Wamen, Car-
son McCullers, Eudora $(elty and Flannery O'Connor. Like S7hartor,
Glasgow was essentially a novelist of society and manners, a devastating
obseruer and satirist in a world where serious codes have been defeated
by economic laws and can produce only static and absurd behavior.
As the Old South became the new South, she recorded the process
with growing irony until, in later works like Barren Ground (1925) and
Vein of Iron (I%5), her vision of life as a realm of suffering and
endurance reaches its peak. She once called herself a rudical in con-
servative times, a consen/ative in radical times; the reformed South
she sought was not what history gave, but her rejection of nostalgic
sentimentality made her into a rigorous and serious novelist. The hard
laws of human suryival form the common theme of her varied books,
and those who understand the necess ary stoicism are the women for
whom life is no romantic comedy but a world of pain.

Perhaps the most striking interfusion of social manners, moral
scruples and the dark world of unyielding nature is to be found in the
work of Willa Cather. She, too, uras Virginia-born but went at the age
of nine to Nebraska, still to some extent pioneer land. This meeting
between the novel of form and culture in the tradition of Flaubert and
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Henry James and the western world of pioneering and immigration

provided the essenti al materials of her fiction. In O Pioneers ! (I9I3),

The Song of the Lark (I9I5) and My Anrcnia (1918) she explored

pioneer experience in the landscape of Nebraska, the Midwest and

Colorado; her energetic, resourceful heroines express a vitalism she

celebrated in books that evoke a prairie aristocracy pursuing an ideal-

istic and spiritual life in a harshly material world. That growing material

harshness becomes the subject of her lesser-known yet remarkably

subtle novels of the mid-!920s, A Lost Lady (1923), The Professor's

House (1925) and My Mortal Enemy (1926). Reacting against an en-

eruated culture and an arro gant commercialism, she looks back to the

primitive roots of culture itself, to the ancient western ctvtltzations

whose historical vitality was now being dissipated. She then turned to

making legend of American settlement in t'wo novels of early spiritual

pioneering supported by her Catholic faith: Death Comes for the Arch-

bishop (1927), ser in New Mexico, and Sbadouts on tbe Rock (I93L),

set in Quebec. Like \X/harton and Glasgow, Cather was a delicate

formalist looking past society to a world of force beyond it; like them,

roo, she is notable for how she finds in the endurance of women a

\vay of redeeming the naturalist division of nature and culture.

The formal precision of these three illusuates how naturalism in

America uras changi ng, a change that is apparent in the fate of Dreiser's

career. His Sister Carrie had announced the new century as an age of

compelling material forces in which old moral codes were at best

imelevant; in displaying through Carrie's evolutionary desire an amoral

means of dealing with these new challenges, his book caused outrage.

\7hen, in I9LI, he returned to fiction with lennie Gerhardt, another

tale of awoman in whom desire defies convention, the shock was less

apparent. And when he began his "trilogy of desire," a story about a

vitalistic millionaire (part-based on the Chicago traction magnate

Charles Tyson Yerkes), his porrait of Frank Cowperwood, a rnan of

massive commercial and sexual energy triumphing in the Darwinian

world of business, seemed a glorification of American possibility. The

first two volum es, The Financier (I9I4 and The Titan (19 14), are frank

celebrations of Cowpenvood's superhuman powers; only the post-

humously published The Stoic (L947) suggests reservations and reminds

us that Dreiser became a Marxist in later life. By the I920s the con-
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viction that materi al acquisitiveness was corroding American life was

growing, as Glasgow and Cather also showed. In his powerful later

novel, An American Tragedy. Dreiser offered a darker vision that dra-

matLzed the tawdriness of the American dream. Carrie's potent modern

energy had taken her from poverty along a spiral of ascent to fame

and the suspended animation of her rocking chair. Clyde Griffiths's

not dissimilar dreams take him through the contradictions of American

society to the electric chair, a victim of chance and system.

The method oi An American Traged,y remains naturaiism. Re-

searched and documented, amassed and rnassive, its story founded on

an actual murder case, it lays its claim to truth in its very density.

S7hen it appeared in 1925, however, naturalism was being challenged

by u Modernist syrnbolism. The change taking place can be illustrated

by ^ novel on a similar theme published the sarne yeff: Scott Fitzger-

ald's Tbe Great Gatsby. Both are tales of the American Dream gone

wrong; both turn on figures who seek to enjoy the success American

society seems to promise; both characters construct a dream with

women at their emblematic centers; both these dreams lead to tragedy

and death. But An American Tragedy identifies with the victim alone,

as an object of our compassion. Clyde is made a representative figure

for whom life is a struggle. Ironically, his rewards come to him just

too late; when the chance comes to make a wealthy mafftage, he already

has made a poor mill-girl pregnant. He takes her on a photographic

expedition in a boat and naturalist fate strikes. The boat rocks, the

camera strikes her, she drowns. The bulk of the bulky book examines

the naturalist implications: if man is the product of conditions, cir-

cumstances and accident, is he to blame for the crime with which he

is charged? Dreiser turns the question into indictment by taking the

story into the complex legal arguments of the law courts and the death

cell to relate his sense of naturalist ambiguity to a passionate concern

with injusti ce. An American Tragedy is ultim arcIy a protest novel which

points backward to earlier naturalism and fonvard to the social protest

fiction of the Depression 1930s.
Tbe Great Gatsby, however, transforms its naturalist materials just

as Gatsby himself magnificently transforms his own past and social

reality. \We know little that is literally true about him. Also a story of

a careless, materially privileged society built on a sterile world, the
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book generates, through Gatsby, 4D extraordinary illusion. Gatsby't

easy corruptions are hidden in his own glow and justified by his love

for Daisy and the timeless dream he hopes to fulfill with her. Gatsby

is a dandy of desire who seeks to uansform money into love, tirne into

an endless instant of contemplation, the clock into dream. He floats,

in his "ineffable gaudiness," on the everlasting American dream, while

beneath him a confusing, surreal record of economic and social facts

unravels. His existence is supported by the moral tolerance and reti-

cence of the naffator, Nick Carraway, who records the modern world

through the shifting flash of fashions, the sensuality of clothes, the

motion of ffaffic, the jumble of parties, the conmasts between the

landscape of wealth and the ashheaps of a wasteland economy. Con-

tempo rury social disconnection passes by under the indifferent bill-

board eyes of Dr. T. I. Eckleburg, the book's impassive divinity.

Gatsby's surreal dream meets defeat as an "ashen , fantastic figure"

desroys him under "amorphous trees." Two worlds of modern writing

here intersect: the apocalyptic world of modern sterility and fragments

and the transcendent world of the symbol where time can become myth.

The tension lasts into the famous ending where FitzgeruLd re-creates

the American Dream of a wondrous pastoral America, but also the

world of the modern history which has displaced it. If An American

Tragedy is a naturalist magedy, Gatsby is a symbolist one. Setting the

two books side by side, ure can sense that a literary revolution has

divided them into dispar ate ways of articulating the terms of Arnerican

life. A fundamental change has occurred in fictional notation and in

underlying assumptions about the nature of lite rury language itself.

I I  .

No one ever set out more delibe rutely to produce such a change than

did Gertrude Stein. She asserted her place in history unabashedly: "I

was there to kill what was not dead, the Nineteenth Century which

uras so sure of evolution and prayers," and nothing compelled her

more than the desire to be a modern genius. She was born in Allegheny,

Pennsylvania, of educated and cultivated German-Jewish immigrants

who took her regularly to Europe as a child and were wealthy enough
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to give their precocious daughter an education at the Harcard Annex,
now Radcliffe College. Here she learned, from William James and
others, that in the 1890s a new climate was emerging and that the
evolutionary, determinist neo-Darwinian view of nature and the in-
dividual and nature was giving way to a freer, more complex vision.
Along with Peirce, Royce and Dewey, James was emphasizing that the
relation between mind and object can never be static but must be
understood as part of developing flux. Conclusions can never be fixed
once and for ali but are constantly under "pragm atic" test; conscious-
ness manifests our transitivity of being and is best seen as a Heraclitean
"river or a stream"-qrith this he substantiated one of the most fun-
damental of Modernist epistemological metaphors. Stein's initial train-
itg was in experimental psychology and medicine, and she rook her
interest in automatic writing, the rhythmic tropes of memory, the
collectivities of consciousness with her when she moved ro Paris in
1903 with her brother Leo, an art collector and very much a Harv ard
aesthete. Intenditg to continue her experiments in the form of im-
aginative writing, she settled, almost by accident, in the cenrer of the
postimpressionist and then the cubist experimentation which would
so revolutionize twentieth-century visual art. Both Steins u/ere respon-
sive and interested, acquirirg C€zannes, Matisses and Picassos; partly
as a result of her experiments in verbal psychology, she set out to do
like things in literarure.

She had brought with her a novel in progress, Quod Erat De-
monstrandum (posthumously published in I95L as Things As They
Are). Between L904 and 1906 she took a Larc Flaubert rext, Trois
Contes, and undertook to create a "ne'w composition" with it-aprod-
uct of the "new spacrtime continuum" that she, like Henry Adams,
that other prophet of modern consciousness, dated from the rnodern-
izing turn into the new century and saw as especially American. The
book that emerged,Three Liues (1909), she claimed as "the first definite
step ^way from the Nineteenth and into the Twentieth Century in
literature." As the debt to Flaubert suggests, the work contains nat-
uralist and behaviorist elements, but also a high aesrheticism. Its subject
is the limited lives of three servant girls, and she used, in her portrait
of the black girl Melanctha, what she called "the continuous present"
to display Melanctha's way of perceiving. As Stein put it, "there was
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a marked direction of being in the present although naturally I had

been accustomed to past present and future, and why because the

conception forming around me was a prolonged present." This was a

crucial step. Reinforced by the example of cubist painting and her

recognition of the "future feeling" hidden in the work of Henry James,
she moved toward ^ form of abstraction-toward tropic repetition

and against the realist noun, direct chronological ordering of namative

and "remembering" as the recording device of fiction. She sought to

displace convention al narcative past tense with a "continuous present"

and approached, in short, the spatial form and the narrative devices

and assumptions, the displacements and estrangements central to fic-

tional Modernism.
This method she now tried in her one large novel, Tbe Making

of Americans, written between 1906 and 1908 but not published until

1925 when her most famous literary pupil, Ernest Hemingway, helped

transcribe it. It attempts in nine hundred pages to write a nonsequential

history of America by following the rhythms of repeated experience

within one single immigrant family, her a form of verbal cubism.

The artrvorks she had acquired were now taking on increasing an^-

logical significance for her work-as is evident in Tender Buttons

(I9L3), the book that, appearittg around the time the Armory Show

inroduced postimpressionist painting to America, brought her im-

portance home to her compatriots, or to some of them. Consisting of

short prose lyrics, its collagelike constructs function by word associ-

ation and reject realistic or naturalistic notation. Like her novel, they

derive from a principle of contemporaneity rather than developing

sequence, for it was her aim to turn temporal or historical perspectives

into spatial smuctures. She was convinced that she lived in a world of

totally ffansformed reladons, a new scenario of consciousness ("the

composition in which we live makes the art we see or hear," she said,

adding that everyone had become contemporary with Modern corn-

position). Above all it was Americans who knew that, but they still

had to find the aesthetic of the Modern, to discover the changed task

of the arts. Although her intentions were, as she always insisted, Amer-

ican, she needed the afi movements of Europe to direct them and

provide her with an experimental climate. As she was to say of the

American expatriates who in considerable numbers were to follow her
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on a similar quest: "Of course they all came to France a gtear many
to paint pictures and naturally they could not do that athome, or write
they could not do that at home either, they could be dentists at home."

Stein's importance and her limitations can be seen by comparing
her with her foremost contemporaries. Though she retained many
elements of naturalism, she was also naturalism's antithesis, insisting
that the importance of the Modern luy not in its subject but in its
method, its poetic. The conflict of the aesthetic vision and the con-
temporari social subject that so concerned Edith \Wharton or rWilla

Cather did not concern her: a rose was a rose was a rose. She had
little interest in examining the historical for ces behind the new com-
position; so, unlike the other Modernist writers with whom she is often
compared, unlike Joyce or Proust, she does little to locate or explore
the crisis of perception her form would appear to enact. At a time
when single unitary reality no longer seemed available, her devotion
was to the nature of sensation and relation within the work itself. This
implied not only the dissolution of plot, character and mimesis, but
also of a rigorous control of material through authorial consciousness.
"Begin over agarn-and concenttate," she told Ernest Hemin 5way
when, after the First tX/orld S7ar, she became mentor to an entire new
generation of American writers of fiction. Yet rn a sense her own work
does not concenffate or seek the condensed emotion, the kinetic im-
personal center sought by so many of her contemporaries. She cele-
brated the dismissal of the noun and the paragraph and ignored the
sentence-producing abstraction; Hemingway, learning his distinctive
lesson from her, reached almost the opposite conclusion by insisting
on the perfection of the "true sentence" and the hard noun. "It is
flatteritg to have a pupil who does it without understanding it," she
said of him, yet his "misunderstanding" became central to modern
American fiction.

In the years before the First \X/orld \Var, Stein constructed a
remarkable if often bewildering bridge between American writing and
the most experimental aspects of French painting; in the years after
it, her flamboyant personality, her wealth, her active part in the ex-
patriate scene of Paris in the stylish and agonized I920s, all helped
make her a major influence. Few writers have ever had such impact
on their successors. By L9I3, when it was obvious that a new and
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"modern" generation of writers and painters was coming to birth in

an America just beginning to accept the avant-garde, and when Stein

was at last gaining American fam.e as the literary wing of the Armory

Show, Shenrood Anderson, just starting to write, turned to her Tender

Buttons. He found ^ bareness of composition, a rhythmic prose, a

concern with language in its own right vital for "the artist who happens

to work with words as his materi al." Anderson in turn influenced

Hemin gway and Faulkner; during the L920s the expatriation of ^n

important part of an entire literary generation turned her Paris apafi'

ment into a place of aesthetic pilgrim ^ge where writers absorbed the

advice, the literary education and the artistic milieu she could offer.

It became apparcnt that she represented a major aspect of European

Modernism, a gteat "revolution of the \7ord," and though European

writers and artists were often cynical about her Barnumlike style of

promotion, she passed on much of value to Americans, arguing that

the Modern movement was especially crucial to the natural experi-

mentalism of the American arts. With the appearance of Tbe Making

of Americans tn 1925 and of her sriking critical essay "Composition

as Explanation" in 1926, her own best work u/as over. But plays, operas

and memoirs continued to appear in profusion. $7orks like The Au'

tobiography of Alice B. Toklas (1933), celebrating Stein as a genius and

written not by her companion but by Stein herself, and Euerybody's

Autobiography (1918) capitaltzed on her public reputation but at best

largely display her great powers as a wit. She nevertheless remained

the figurehead for an experimental attitude more and more American

writers and readers were ready to acknowledge. If the best American

prose from around l9I3 moves toward a stronger sense of its own

modernity, to a fracturing of naturalistic surface and a new and more

profound attention to the word as such, that has much to do with the

merger of European experimentalism and distinctive American preoc-

cupations forged by Gertrude Stein.
Stein was not the only experimental American writer of her gen-

eration to turn to the new arts of Europe in order to begin over agaun

and concenmate and so discover a new basis for American writing.

The depressed state of poetry was readily apparent to many in the

United States around the turn of the century when the modest gifts

of Trumbull Stickney and his friend Villiam Vaughn Moody, a bitter
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lyric poet and poetic dramatist, seemed the best avatlable. There u/as

discussion of French symbolism, which had transformed the European

verse of the 1890s, and some American poets addressed themselves to

its spirit, but usually by flight: Lafcadio Hearn toJapan, Stuart Meffill

and Francis Viel6-Griffin to Paris, Henry Harland to London to edit

The Yellout Book. Interest gradually gre\il as Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot,

John Gould Fletcher and Conrad Aiken all acknowledged the impact

in America before 1908 of Arthur Symons's book The Symbolist Moue-

meTt in Literature (1899). Attention turned to the Decadence and Les

Fleurs du Mal, to Verlaine, Mallarm6 and Laforgue, to \f. B. Yeats

and Ernest Dowson and ro the accelerating transition from Victori-

anism. As students at the University of Pennsylvania betrveen 1901

and 1905, Ezra Pound and his friends William Carlos \ililliams and

Hilda Doolittle began discussing the possibility of a revitaltzed Arner-

ican poetry and concluded that they had no native models to turn to.

They disagreed about their next step, with \X/illiams believing that the

solution l^y in America and a return to native speech and Pound

increasingly looking ro the path of expatriation. Soon the energetic,

spectacular troubadour was in London, busily bullying compaffiots

and British alike into seeing him as the main spokesman of an incipient

American poetic revolution.

For all that is flawed and idiosyncratic about him, Pound is one

of the grear modern poets and a fundament ally important critic. His

importance lies not just in his own poery at its best-the poems of

Canzoni (1911) and Ripostes (I9I2), Homage to Sextus Propertius

(1918), Hugh Selwyn Mauberley (1920) and of his early Cantos-or in

critical essays on mafters ranging from how to read and the spirit of

Romance ro the critical interpretation and promotion of his greatest

conremporaries, but also in his general influence and guidance. Pound

began in the languid spirit of the Decadence, but he knew all the time

that he was fighting for a new poery and a new interpretation of all

the literature and culture of the past; his idea of the modern revolution,

his "Risorgimento," changed many times, and finally it became polit-

ically disastrous. His expatriate career ended in tragedy when his life-

time interest in the interaction of the arts and economics led him to

support Mussolini and consequendy face a charge of treason. Yet

Pound was always intensely American. Cruelly, but accurately, Ger-
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trude Stein portrayed him as the classic American village atheist and

cracker-barrel philosopher: "A village explainer, excellent if you were

a viilage but if you.were not, not." Born in Hailey, Idaho, Pound

always bore the trace of his \X/estern origins, not least in his populist

attitudes toward money and credit. He spent most of his youth in

Philadelphia, first visited Europe at thirteen, and in L906, perhaps

recalling his distant kinsman Longfellow, took his master's degree in

comparative literature. Pound began as a Romantic, his model the

bohemian troubadour, and he lost his teaching post in Ind rana for his

eccentricity. His poetic interests spread, from Rossetti, Swinburne and

Brownirg, who dominate his earliest poems, to Franqois Villon, Pro-

venqal poetry and Lope de Vega. These came to mingle with atffaction

to symbolism and the japonisme and impressionism of Lafcadio Hearn,

\ilhistler and later Ernest Fenellosa that created an enduring interest

in Oriental literatures, in the Japanese No play and haiku, in the

Chinese ideogram. But the American debts were deep, above all to

\7alt \Whitman, with whom, as he would explain, he had a long love-

hate relationship:

He rs America. His crudity is an exceeding great stench but it zs

America. . He is disgusting. . Entirely free from the renais-

sance humanist ideal of the complete man or from Greek idealism,

he is content to be what he is, and he is his time and his people.

. And yet I am but one of his "ages and ages encrustations,"

or to be exact an encrustation of the next ^ge.The vital part of

my message, taken from the sap and fibre of Amerlca, is the same

as his.

Mentally I am a tValt Sfhitman who has learned to wear a collar

and a dress shirt (although at times inimical to both).

Pound waq,not content to be what he was. In 1908, disillusioned

with American poetic provincialism and seeking a vast education in

Kultur, he left for Europe, pausing in Venice to publish his first volume

of poeffis, A Lume Spento (1903), a deeply Swinburnian volume, ded-

icated "to such as love this same beauty that I love" and filled with

ideas of Decadent fragility. But then he settled in London, which, h.

explained in a bitter attack on cultureless America, Patria Mia (1913),
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illusmated "the futility of all aft except the highesr." Like Stein in
Paris, he was fortunate in finding himself sumounded by an armosphere
of artistic revolt, for London had been filling with movemenrs, Eu-
ropean and homegrown, what \Wyndham Lewis called "titanic stimings
and snortings." Pound saw a "new school of arts" forming and joined
in enthusiastically. For these experimentalists the line inherited from
Romanticism and Victorianism was exhausted, and even Decadence
had died of its own fragility. No longer public oraror or spiritual
aesthete, the poet had to be an avant-gaide adverlturer. In reaetion to
the lyricism, personality and "slop" of Romanticism, aharder form of
verse u/as evolving-"Let us agree to call it classicism," said the poet-
philosopher T. E. Hulme, whose verse Pound encour aged. This "new
poetic" came from many sources: the residue of the Anglo-Irish sym-
bolist revolt of the 1890s, particularly as evidenced in the work of
\(/. B. Yeats; the hard intellectual wit of Donne and the Metaphysical
poets; the more ironic aspects of French late symbolist poerry in the
work of figures lik e Laforgue and Corbidre; the brevity of the popular

Japanese forms of haiku and tanka, which stimulated Pound's interesr
in the ideogr am; the philosophy of Wilhelm \X/orringer, empha srzrng
the abstraction of art, and of Remy de Gourmont; and the impact of
many current European movements, from unanimisme to Italian fu-
turism.

In London Pound found rwo essential literary communities he
sought to unite. One drew together British and Irish writers-Yeats,
Hulme, \il7yndham Lewis, F. S. Flint, D. H. Lawrence, Edward Storer,
Ford Madox Flueffer (later Ford) ,James Joyce, himself expatriated to
Trieste. The other was an expauiate comrnunity of American poets-
Hilda Doolittle, Robert Frost, John Gould Fletcher and, after I9I4
and most importantly, T. S. Eliot. Hilda Doolittle, an old friend, shared
some of Pound's ideas and moved toward a Modernist classicism; she
published her first volum e, Sea Garden (1916), in London. Frost wrore
in a different spirit. He had farmed in New Hampshire before moving
to London and was closest to British nature poers like Edward Thomas.
But he also possessed a darkened Emersonian vision, a sense of human
irony close to William Vaughn Moody'r, a stoicism like Edward Ar-
lington Robinson's; there was an uneasy melancholy and bite in his
Romanticism that Pound recognrzed as American, and so he helped
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him publish his remarkable early volumes ,4. Boy's Witt (I9I3) and

I'lorth of Boston (1914) in London. But it was T. S. Eliot-born in St.

Louis of New England stock, educated at Harvard by Irving Babbitt

and George Santay ana, a philosopher who turned to poetry to evade

the family tradition of public service-who was to prove the crucial

figure. He had seized on the importance of the Metaphysical poets

and Laforgue; he "has actually trained himself and modernized himself

on his otun," Pound wrote to Hamiet Monroe, editor of the Chicago

magaztne Poetr!, urging her to publish "The Love Song of J. Alfred

Prufrock" in I9I5. This extraordinary work, begun in America and

finished in Munich in I9I1, was indeed, with its hard modern irony,

its sense of contempo rury sterility, its fragme ntary method and uers

libre, the exemplary modern poem-Pound was to describe it as suf-

ficient justification for the Modern movement in poetry. Eliot was also

a major critic whose doctrines of "impersonality" and the "objective

correlative" derived from modern argument and fitted with those of

Hulme, \(/orringer and others who now impressed Pound as well as

with the ideas of Pound's "Imagism." Like Pound, Eliot was laboring

to reconstruct the literary tradition and redeem the "dissociation of

sensibility" he found in most verse. \X/ith the striking neur idiom he

offered in his ironic early poems and the radical mansformation of

theory he presented in criticism, he exactly answered Pound's needs,

and their complex and often troubled relationship became the seedbed

of much Anglo-American poetry.

The literary movement that developed berween about L9I2 and

the end of the I92As in London had links and parallels with the

extraordinary outburst of poetic activity that u/as taking place in Amer-

ica in the work of poets like William Carlos S7illiams, \Tallace Stevens

and Marianne Moore. Here too Pound v/as a prime mover. A re-

markable assimilator of the experimental ideas and techniques of oth-

ers, he was also an innovator who followed out each stage in the

evolution of the "new poetic" not just as condenser and promoter but

as maker. Without him, it seems totally unlikely that rwo disparately

formed traditions-the British and the American-would have come

temporarily together in a volatile mixture that would completely rad-

icalize them both. An excellent if flamboyant translator and imper-

sonator, Pound in his own verse moved rapidly from late Romanticism
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and Decadence to Modernism. The early troubadour pieces and
Browninglike dramatic monologues gave way to a tougher, harder,
more classical modernity in Personae (1909) and Canzoni (1911). Sen-
timental female figures from Pre-Raphaelitism and Decadence srill
hover here-Romantic apparitions that suggest the evanescenr splen-
dor of beauty, the ideal, the symbolic. In fact they are figures for a
unity that Pound, like many of the great symbolists, would eventu ally
find in the very form of the poem itself, in the instant complex of
language anC image. Pound's critical evolution sho-ws similar devel-
opment. Though The Spirit of Romance (1910) seems to seek a Ro-
mantic revival, he increasingly described the task as "classical," the
essential recovery of what Van Wyck Brooks in America was calling
"a usable past," the selective sense of tradition that would overcome
gentility and provinciality. Increasingly it would prove that even in
America there was such a past, to be found through bypassing the
Genteel Tradition. But for Pound and Eliot the answer was "cosmo-
politanism," based, as Henry James had said, on the American gift for
assimilating other cultures. Eliot argued in his essay "Tradition and
the Individual Talent" (I9I9) that madition uras not simply inherited;
it had to be earned and possessed by gre ailabor. That meanr recovering
the great moments and meanings not just of European but of classical
and Oriental civilization, distilling the focus of creation, the impersonal
nature of poetry and seeing the poet as the rudical agent of culture
and the rneasuring edge of language. In the modern crisis of language
and poety lay the heart of the modern crisis of culture, for the relative
vitality of language revealed the validity or the worthlessness of culture
itself. Both Pound and Eliot acknowledged this sense of cisis; and for
Pound it was the artists, "the antennae of the race," who had to re-
solve it.

This entailed for the modern artist an avant-garde responsibility,
abreak with mediocre social values and the commercialism of culture,
an urgent enterprise in Making It New. The new poetry also required
a new criticis ffi, 4 changed version of aesthetics and cultural definition.
Art had to respond to discoveries in science, psychology and philos-
oPhy, to fundamental issues of language and cultural structure. The
artist was in every sense a critic, of culture, of anistic heritage, of the
kind of creative past that would construct a civili zed present. This was
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another reason why the task of poetry and the task of criticism went

hand in hand, reforming the bases of liter ary argument. In this Eliot's

was clearly the greater mind, the more philosophically acute and exact,

the more judicious in interpretation; Pound's was the richer, the more

various, the more concerned with action and discovery. Pound was an

arch organi zer-Ford Madox Hueffer saur him as a kind of Baden-

Powell, always trying to get artists under canvas-who promoted major

writers like Frost, Eliot and James Joyce, constantly visited Paris to

gather news of fresh movements, took an active part in the international

literary scene and commandeered whole sections of liter ary magazines

on both sides of the Atlantic to promote what he most admired. Later

Pound and Eliot diverged, Eliot to become a British writer and a close

associate of the Bloomsbury group, Pound to continue his expatrLate

wanderings and his dreams of a contemporary cultural transformation

in Paris and then Italy. But between I9I4 and 1920, when they were

working most clqsely together, they transformed the entire scenario of

Anglo-American poetic Modernism.

So, as Stein pursued her prose revolution of the word in Paris,

Pound, closely aided bV Eliot, fought the poetic revolution of the new

in London. His first major enthusiasm was imagism, reputedly founded

in a Kensington tea shop when he persuaded Hilda Doolittle to start

signing her poems "H. D. Imagiste," sometime in I9I2. Pound was

convinced that London needed a "mouvemong" on the French model,

expressing the new post-Romantic and post-Victorian aesthetic he rec-

ognized developing around him. His genius was to attach names and

manifestolike ideas to a congeries of tendencies abeady coming into

existence, though imagism was undoubtedly his creation, based on a

half-willing group of participants whose aims were comparable but

hardly the same, drawn together around the force of his personality

and the excitement of the moment. Doolittle's talents were as a delicate

poet of modern classical subjects and as ̂  lyric feminist; Joyce and

D. H. Lawrence, whom he also managed to involve, were heading in

very different directions. But movements were indeed in the an, the

avant-garde was becoming alert on both sides of the Atlantic and in

Britain and America "little magazines" were springing up to advance

the new experimentalists and their underlying tendencies. Pound has-

tily constructed a lineage, going back to 1908 and T" E. Hulme's call
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to find "beauty in small dty things." He included Hulme's slight poeric
output in his 1912 collection Ripostes and formally announced the
movement in Harriet Monroe's Poetry; A Magazine of Verse, which
started that yeffi to express the explosion of artistic energy in
Chicago-and to which he appointed himself foreign comespondent.
In the March I9I3 issue, he and the British F'. S. Flint announced
"Imagisme" and declared its essential principles for creating a "harder
and saner" new poetry:

Use no superfluous word, Do adjective which does not reveal some-
thing.

Go in fear of abstractions. Don't tell in mediocre verse what has
abeady been done in good prose.

Don't imagine that the art of poemy is any simpler than the art of
music.

Imagism was to become a central theory of twentieth-century
poetry primarily because it concentrated a general Modernist direction
into a reasonably clear set of precepts. The overall intention was
summed up in the "Retrospect" Pound added to spell out guidelines
for anyone who wished to understand modern verse:

In the spring or eaily summer of 1912, "H. D.," Richard
Aldington and myself decided that we u/ere agreed upon the three
principles following:
1 Direct treatment of the "thing," whether subjective or objective.
2 To use absolutely no word that does not conribute to the
presentation.
3 As regarding rhythm: to compose in the sequence of the musical
phrase, not in the sequence of a meronome.

Broadly, imagism is a neosymbolist theory. Stressing the concreteness
of lite rary language and the responsibility of the poet fo, language, it
defines the image as " that which presenrs an intellectual and emotional
complex in an instant of time." Unlike allegory, the imagist symbol
does not confer coherent fixity of meaning; refusing to use symbol as
ornament or a figure for something other than itself, it aims for con-
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cretion and the immediate release of poetic energy. A formalist doc-

trine, it makes language prior to reality; as a Later adherent, Archibald

Macleish, rephrased it, "a poem should not mean but be." Imagism

struggled against Romantic shimmer and haze, the bland indefinite in

poery and its dependence on exterior facts or forces. What was uni-

versal in aft came not from some power beyond language-the ab-

solute, a priori quasireligious "Over-Soul" of the transcendentalists,

for example-but from language's own combinative and kinetic

powers. Similarly the poet was no longer \7hitm anran visionary or

cosmic assimilator of the universe attempting to comprehend the all

in the self. He was the ironist, the doubting skeptic, $Tallace Stevens's

comed Lan of perception or the blind seer of Eliot's Waste Land ("I

Tiresias, though blind, throbbitg between two lives,/Old man with

wrinkled female breasts ."). Thus poetry lost its naffative qualities,

its naive descriptions, its broad Romantic absractions and its prophecy.

It acquired the hard, edgy, impersonal, post-Romantic skepticism of

Modernity,
Despite all the quarrels and vanatrons since, there are still good

reasons for believing that the major line of inquiry in twentieth-century

Anglo-American poetry started here. Most of the significant poets of

the time were engaged with aspects of what Pound was trying to

concentrate. In 19 14 he edited his remarkable anthology Des Imagistes

with its gifted group of contributors: "H. D.," James Joyce, D. H.

Lawrence, William Carlos \ililliams and more. Yet signs of divergence

were already evident. The British and Irish writers were going in dif-

ferent directions from the American. Two major figures, Eliot and

Stevens, were absent. The most minor of the poets, A*y Lowell, was

soon to mou nt atakeover bid, carryin g imagism off to the States, where

she produced three more imagist anthologies (which Pound dubbed

"Amygisme"). The search for the poetic supreme fiction bred personal

quarrels, political disputes and different reactions to a world terribly

darkened by world war. For Pound the k.y question was how to achieve

the symbolist transfiguration of form he desired, the "bust through

from the quotidian into the 'divine or permanent world.' " He looked

to the method of "super-positioning," an energetic juxtaposition of

disparate elements generating kinesis. His trvo-line poem "In a Station

of the Metro" (1916) illustrates the technique:
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The apparition of these faces in the crowd;

Petals on a wet, black bough.

The rwo elements-the faces, the petals- are parallel, neither prior

to the other. The poem thus uses neither simile nor conventional

meraphor where this is illuminated by being called that. The image-

collision occurs simultaneously, to produce the concenffation and pic-

torialism of Chinese ideogram or Japanese haiku. Pound claimed to

have caughr "rhe precise instant when a thing outward and objective

transforms itself, or darts into a thing inward and subjective. " For him

this was the essence of modern poetic energy, uniting thought and

object, inward and oufward, and generating both symbolic vision and

form.
Yet there were great problems in taking this kind of concentration

onward, beyond the short poem, the thought-feeling complex in an

instant of time, and beyond the friendly agreements of I9L2. Pound

himself joined \X/yndham Lewis in vorticism, redefining the image as

" a tadiant node or cluster . . . what I can, and must perforce, call a

voRTEx, from which, and through which, and into which ideas are

constantly rushing. " Vorticism, a neofuturist tendency which linked

poerry and cubist-influenced semiabsract painting, produced the mag-

azLne Blast to demand a transforming modern explosion in the arts.

It found its terrible equivalent in the \World \X/ar which put the me-

chanical modern energies it celebrated to horrifying use, killed some

of the k.y figures involved and left the rest conscious of a crisis in

human history and crvthzation more profound than any they had an-

ticipated. Yet war in many ways justified the Modern movement in

which Pound was so cenrral, puttin g afrnal end to Romantic celebradon

and Victorian historical optimism. Many young American writers, from

Pound and Stein to Hemingrvay, Dos Passos, Faulkner and Fitzgerald,

were involved in it or suffered from its direct imp act. Pound himself

directly expressed his historical dismay and at the same time made his

farewell to London in the bitterly satirical Hugh Selutyn Mauberley

(1920): "There died a myri ad,/ And of the best, among them,/For an

old bitch gone in the teeth,/For a botched cwthzation." He interro-

gated the collapse of culture in Homage to Sextus Propertius (L9I9), a

translation-adaptation of the Roman poet, and began the lifetime epic
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called The Cantos. But the culmination of the modern method and the

modern mood, with its intense sense of personal and cultural sterilLty,

came in T. S. Eliot's The Waste Land (1922), which Pound edited

down to a third of its original length and which Eliot duly dedicated

to him as il miglior fabbro (the better craftsman).

Modernism flourished amongst the generation of the L920s, but

directions also began to diverge and multiply. Pound moved on to

Paris, which was to become the experimental laboratory for young

"lost generation" American writers, while Eliot remained in London

and became a British citizen. Meanwhile in the United States the

Risorgimento that Pound had been pleading for seemed to be occur-

ring. Critics like Randolph Bourne and Van \X/yck Brooks had been

urging a radical view of the literary past, assaultittg "puritanism" and

calling American writers to their own critical responsibilities. Avant-

garde movements and magazines emerged to draw on the "modern

tradition" defined by Stein and Pound. Pound himself increasingly

acknowledged American artistic origins by announcin g an angular pact

with the one nineteenth-century American poet who had constucted

an avant-garde poetry entirely out of his ov/n world-encompassing

American self. In 191,3 rn Poetry Pound made his declaration: "I make

a rruce with you, $Valt Whitm an-/I have detested you long enough./

. . . \7e have one sap and root- /Let there be commerce between

Lrs." Pound's cosmopolitan, free-form project, Tbe Cantos, "a poem

including history," an "endless poem, of no known categoty," is a

kind of objectified Song'of Myself. It joins, as Roy Haryey Pearce has

said, the continuity of American poetry as none of Pound's earlier

work does by embracing \X/hitman's sense of the poet as his ouln hero,

struggling to fashion a relation berween self and the elusive world of

culture and history beyond himself, and finding that stuggle means a

challenge to all existing modes of expression. Pound remained an

imagist, using the techniques of superpositioning and fragmentation

to make an epic poem designed to distill the "paideuma," the essential

complex of ideas that constitute the core of any culture. The quest

took him through explorations of Homer's Greece, Confucius's China,

the Medici's Italy and the America of the Adams family and of Roo-

sevelt, examinirg the structural interaction of politics, economics and

artistic energy, seeking those central moments in human history when
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it mansfigures into mtrh and secular time achieves artistic coherence.
"This is not a work of fiction/nor yet of one man," Pound says in
Canto 99, still far from the end of his lifetime quest. In fact the grear
quest-tale-founded, like his friend James Joyce's U/ysset on Homer's
Odyssey-led to personal and to cultural tragedy. Assaulting rwentierh-
century debasement of coin and word, looking for the enlightened
leader, Pound moved to Mussolini's Italy and made fractured radio
broadcasts for the Axis during the Second World \War. So the poem
takes us to a gu^ided cage in Pisa, where Pound w-as held under n^rilitary
arrest, and through St. Elizabeth's mental hospital in \Washingtotr, D.C.,
where for many years he was held unfit to plead to treason charges,
before coming to final self-doubt and remimination. The long run of
Tbe Cantos (1925,1928, L934, L937,1940, L948, I9j9,1968), reachirg
to Canto 778, is still not properly edited, and it dissolves into incom-
pleteness, dismay and silence that records a vision sadly differenr from
that of Whitman's open-ended Song of Myself, a dark fulfillment for
one sdll potent line of American Modernism.

No serious poet writing in English could avoid the implications
of the imagist revolution, the new tasks for poetry it implied, the artistic
crisis and artistic possibility it defined. In I9I7 T. S. Eliot published
the poems , Prufrock and Other Obseruations, and in 1920 the essays,
The SacredWood., thatestablished him as aleading figure of the posru/ar
scene. It was in 1922, however, that the Modern movement exploded
in Europe with publication of Joyce's Ulysses, Rilke's Sonnets to Or-
pbeus, Yeats's Later Poems, Pirandello's Henry IV, D. H. Lawrence's
Fantasm of the [Jnconscious, Oswald Spengler's Dechne of the \X/est-
and Eliot's The \X/aste Land, the most powerful poem of the decade
and the summation of both its war-weary spirit and recenr poetic
developments in the English language. Eliot's poem owed a great deal
to Pound, as he acknowledged, and it used imagist methods. Even so,
it pointed another way from Pound. Deeply indebted ro the French
symbolist tradition of irony and to the Eliot doctrine of impersonality,
this five-part work distills what we now know was a personal psychic
crisis into a vision of a wasted world of lost religious faith and total
cultural decline, of clinics and breakdowns, sterile sexual liaisons and
futile entertainments, of Babylonish cities of degeneration where all
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faces are blank and where commerce dominates. It was a poem of

"ftagments shored against my ruins," a quest for feeling, faith and

prophecy in an ^ge that felt itself cut off from history and meaning.

Based on the roor myth of the parched and sterile land which awaits

the intervenrion of the Fisher King, it deals at once with histori cal,

spiritual, religious and psychic crisis. The faint hope of redemption at

the end, in fact, pointed Eliot's path toward what was to come. In the

complex poetry of Ash Wednesday (1930) and the long meditative

poems of Tbe Four Quartets (19$), he moved through memory and

desire toward tradition and religion.

Eliot's was not basically an American traditioo, as he indicated

by taking British citizenship-much as his British inheritor \7. H.

Auden later took American citizenship in a complex exchange of tra-

ditions. Eliot did acknowledge his native ancestry, not least tn The Dry

Saluages in Tbe Four Quarters, but he had genuinely cosmopolttantzed

himself. The Waste Land owes little or nothing to the emergitg Amer-

ican line of Emerson and $ilhitman, nor do the religious and meditative

poems of his later work. For this reason, Eliot's influence on other

American poetry, though it y'as profound in the I920s and again after

the Second World $Var, remains ambiguous. While recognuzLng his

monumental imperarive, William Carlos Williams complained bitterly

in his Autobiography (L95I) that "Critic ally Eliot returned us to the

classroom just at the moment when we were on the point of escape

to marrers much closer to the essence of a new art form itself-rooted

in the locality that should give it fruit." In the self-irontzing figure of

J.Alfred Prufrock, the tired dandy who can only watch life from ^

distance, Eliot had mocked the confident role of the Romantic poet.

In insisting on the separation of the man who suffers and the mind

which creares, he had repudiated all Whitman-like inclusiveness, the

union of the single separate creature and "the En-Ma.t-re. " In the Janus-
faced figures of Tiresias and the cardpl ̂ yrng Mme Sosostris of The

Waste Land, he had questioned the poet as the prophetic visionary

with an unambiguous truth to assert. And in the Henry Adams-like

cultural dismay and despair he expressed, he made the poet a bleak

reader and critic of culture rather than a creative optimist. Both \fil-

liams and the somewhar younger Hart Crane felt the need to challenge
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this skepticism and despair, though in verse forms and techniques that
sprang from imagism and the concept of the modern poem represented
by The Waste Land.

For the generation of American poets arising around and after
I9I2, the task was to come to terms with the conception of poetic
modernity encapsulated in imagist ideas. In the November 1915 Poetry,
\Wallace Stevens, another poet who had followed the parh through
ironic dandyism and the influence of French symbolism, published
"Sunday Morning." Set on the Christian Sabbath, it is a highly stylized
dialogue between the poet and a woman who questions her religious
faith yet still feels the need for a spiritual life and for "some imper-
ishable bliss. " The poem suggests that although old moral and religious
certainties have faded, the imagination can still respond to the "am-
biguous undulations" of the world and find its transcendental
occasions:

Deer walk upon ouf mountains, and the quail
Whistle about us their spontaneous cries;
Sweet berries ripen in the wilderness;
And, in the isolation of the rky,
At evening, casual flocks of pigeons make
Ambiguous undulations as they sink,
Downward to darkness, on extended wings.

Stevens's poet of the modern secular imagination, seeking for "fictive
things"-s|limately for a supreme fiction-was touched by cument
philosophical contradictions and the sense of poetic and imaginative
deprivation. But he is more like the Europeans Rilke or Valdry in
believing that a rwentieth-century philosophical poem can be con-
structed, that the crisis of modern history can be healed by poetic acts
of perception and creative imagination. In "Anecdote of the J^r"
(1923), the human agent "placed a jar in Tennessee," and "The wil-
derness rose up to rt,/ . . . no longer wild. " Stevens, the Hartford,
Connecticut, insurance executive, is essenti ally a contemporary aes-
thete constructing a role comparable to that claimed by cubist painters.
It was appropriate that to define the modern poet, h. took for a later
volume a Ptcasso title, The Maru with the Blue Guitar.
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Stevens's poetry represents a bridge bet'ween a French and Eu-

ropean tradition and an American condition particularly shaped by

American nature. Other poets were even more determined to assimilate

those elements of Modernism that would settle with least fuss into the

American landscape, what \X/illiam Carlos \Tilliams called "the locality

that should give it fruit." \Tilliams was a friend of Pound's and ded-

icated a volume to him; he uras unquestionably part of the same in-

ternational Modernist thought world. But he resisted expatriation and

the tradition of social dissent and cultural dism ay that went along with

it. He wanted imagist things-a concenrated poetry in which meaning

was focused on and in objects, "the thing itself, " andon the relationship

of the imaginative faculty to them. But he also wanted this "hardness"

to be balanced by Whitman's wide Romantic acceptance and his cel-

ebration of the "procreant urge" in all things. \(illiams uranted imagism

without the apocalyptics, as did Hart Crane when he finally brought

his long poem The Bridge (1930) to the point where all the images of

urban sterility he locates in Manhattan aretranscended by the Romantic

completeness he is finally able to assign to the span of the Brooklyt

Bridge, that American Romantic-mechanical achievement. It soon be-

came evident that American poetry was dividing ber,ween two Mod-

ernist maditions, the cosmopolitan and the native, the despairing and

the hopeful.
By the beginning of the I920s, it could be asked whether the

Modern or Modernist movement in America really owed its origins to

the artistic adventures of Europ€, or whether it had a native, natural

birth in what Hugh Kenner calls "the homemade world." The truth

is, of course, that great artistic revolutions, large innovative periods in

the arts, normally arise in a climate of cosmopolitanism; this one cer-

tainly did. But what stirs in the international melting pot is then often

amended and nativrzed to suit national traditions and sensibilities-

even though these traditions and sensibilities are themselves amended

by the process. The Modern movement afforded to American writers

the possibility of rediscovering and reconsructing their sense of that

native raditior, of looking at their forms, their artistic assumptions

and above all their national past Ln a different way. Some of them, like

Eliot and Pound, took a European or even a global view of the t^-

ditions of the new. Others returned to native soil and looked afresh
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at the American heritage. Stevens sought to make his poem "the cry
of its occasioo," exploring American sites by placing jars in Tennessee.
Williams reviewed America's literary stock back to the Puritans, trying
to tX/hitm ̂ nuze Modernism; \Whitman, he said, had always declared
that

his poems, which had broken with the dominance of the iambic
pentameter in English prosody, had only begun his theme. I agree.
It is up to us, in a ne\rr dialect, to continue it b;' ne\trr construction
on the svllable.

In memic, subject matter, aesthetic intention and social aftitude, \Wil-

liams and others sought to relandscape the Modern movement, to fit
it to the American place and moment. So, while Pound and Eliot
helped point the general direction of $Testern poemy, \Tilliams, Ste-
vens, Frost, Moore and later the objectivists took the American line
forward, only to find it merging readily with the legacy of Emerson
and his contemporaries. This path eventu aIIy created a new poetic
authority for American verse; by the I950s it represented a main force
in intern ational modern poetry. In the novel, likewise, the line that
linked James to Stein and then Stein to Anderson, Flemingway and
Faulkner gave fiction an innovative and experimental tradition that
was in turn to refresh the literature of Europe. In theater, the influence
of fbsen, Strindberg and Maeterlinck would revivify the American
drama of Eugene O'Neill and Elmer Rice, and that would duly pass
lessons back to modern European drama. If the Modern movement
was initially a very European affarc, it had always had American par-
ticipants whose role, influence and dominance increased steadily. In
the difficult political ^ge that developed in Europe , they became ready
and necess ̂ry hosts to the tradition of the new, which began to look
ever more wesfw ard. Whether outland or homem ade, American writ-
itg began to take k.y place in the vigorous ferment of Western
rqrentieth - centurv literature.



CHAPTER

THE SECOND FLOWERING

I .

A ccording to most of the memoirs, somewhere in the short span

\ of years between I9I2 and I9I4 the entire temper of the Amer-

ican arts altered: Pound's Risorgimento seeme d at last to dawn, Amer-

rca's cultural coming-of- age occurred and writing in the United States

became unmistakably modern. The salons of Mabel Dodge Luhan-

prophetess of the new, early psychoanalysand and rudrcal hoste

brought artists like Alfred Stieglitz and D. H. Lawrence together

with political left-wingers like John Reed and Big Bill Huytood. In

her apdy titled four-volume autobiography, Mouers and Shakers
(193317), she recalls that

it seems as though every^Mhere, in that year of 19I3, bamiers went
down and people reached each other who had never been in touch
before; there were all sorts of new ways to communicate as well
as new communications. The ne\r/ spirit was abroad and swept us
all together.

Sherwood Anderson and Harriet Monroe, Margaret Anderson and

Alfred Kreymborg and many more cultural commentators and partic-

ipants agreed. "The year L9I2 was really an extraordinary year, in

America as well as Europ€," wrote Floyd Dell, the novelist and play-

wright who started in Chicago's bohemia and moved to New York's
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to edit the radical new politico-literary magazineThe Masses (later The
Liberator),

It was the year of the election of [Woodrow] S7ilson, a symptom
of immense political discontent. It was a year of intense woman-
suffragist activity. In the arts it marked a neu/ era. . . . It was then
plans were made for the Post-Impressionist [Armory] Show, which
revolutionized American ideas of art. In Chicago, Maurice Browne
started the Little Theare. One could go on with evidence of a
New Spirit come suddenly to birth in Amefica.

It was clear that by L9I2 the radical change in the arts that had
been sweepittg across Europe was finding its way into America. In fact
the new tendencies had been developing there for some years. The
avant-garde spirit of the prewar years was not entirely an affak of
American expariates in Europe. From 1905 Alfred Stieglitz promoted
the newest French and German aft movements through his Photo-
Secession Gallery in New York City. H. L. Mencken, throughout the
I920s the scourge of the American "booboisie," was one of many who
had been celebradng the antffationalist and intuitionalist spirit of
Nietzsche and Bergson. Freud's American visit of t908 indicated the
growing importance of psychology and psychoanalysis, and the views
of George Bernard Shaw, Dostoyevsky and D. H. Lawrence made their
impact on young American minds. Many of the new ideas coming from
Europe proved useful sticks for beating a Genteel Tradition which, 4s
George Santayana argued in I9I1, was now being repudiated:

The illegitimate monopoly which the genteel tradition had estab-
lished over what ought to be assumed and what ought to be hoped
for has broken down. . . . Henceforth there can hardly be the same
peace and the same pleasure in hugging the old proprieties.

Sirnilar ideas were alive in political thought where an old progressivism
was moving towa rd anarchist and syndicalist ideas. In the singula r year
of 19L2, political radicalism peaked in America, with all the presidential
candidates offering versions of a Progressive ticket and the socialist
Eugene V. Debs polling a million votes. This was, it seemed, an avant-
garde moment in American life, as political and artistic rudicalism
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joined hands and the bohemias of New York and Chicago were en-

ergized by fresh political, artistic and psychosexual awareness. In 1913

the Armory Show toured New York, Chicago and Boston to display

side by side the painting of the American naturalist "Ashcan School"

and the postimpressionist works of C€zanne, Picasso, Matisse and
Duchaffip, while through Walter and Louise Arensberg's New York

salon (I9L4-2I), poets and painters maintained their contact with
cubism and dadaism and the waves of the new continued to reach the

American shore with regularity.
Not every innovation was fully assimilated; much of the experi-

ment, particularly its political spirit, would not survive the war. But

for a time these fresh currenrs engaged an America of rising intellectual

opportunities and intensifying artistic preoccupations convinced that

nineteenth-century values were increasingly obsolete. Avant-gardes ex-
ist to shock, yet in some ways the shock was less intense in the United
States than in Europe; the new styles and attitudes often seemed yet

another facet of the social and mental change accompanying techno-
logical developments every^ryhere apparent. The most notable impact

uras on American arts and architecture, on the subsequent direction

of American style and on the future of Modernist experiment. Little

magazines and reviews began appearing in great numbers: political

magazines like The Masses (1911) and The I'lew Republic (1914), lit-

erary m gazines like Poetry (1912), Others and The Little Reuieut (1914)

that presented remarkable new talents confidently exploritg bold neul

forms. On the European model, experimental theaters, like Maurice

Browne's Little Theatre in Chicago and the Provincetown Players of

New York and Cape Cod, offered work by Eugene O'Neill, Edna St.

Vincent Millay and Floyd Dell. The \Tashington Square Players staged

both European experimental dram a andnew plays byJohn Reed ,Zona
Gale and Susan Glaspell; and from L9L9 the Theame Guild began its

conribution to the mansformation of American drama. In fiction,

James's late novels and the work of Gertrude Stein offered an equiv-

alent artistic rudicalism that was to be taken up by many of the younger

novelists after 191'3.
The changes went deep, suggesting to many an end of the pro-

vincialism that had seemed to limit the free development of American

culture for so long. During his visit to London in I9I4, Van Wyck
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Brooks contemplated the growth in his counmy of a new sensibility.
The book he wrote there, America's Coming of Age (L9I5), was in
effect his "American Scholar" address to his generation. Calling for
an era of independent, creative living , a rcjection of the irrelevant past
and present to embrace a freshly assertive future, Brooks followed
Santay ana and Charles Eliot Norton in assaultirg the Genteel Tradition
of the post-Civil \War era; like Mencken, Randolph Bourne and Harold
Stearns, he rooted that radition in what he roo easily labeled
"Puritanism"-he identified everirthing Anglo-Saxon as colonial and
insisted that America's future lay in a natively based cosmopolitanism.
Brooks's Romantic expressionism was hostile to the classicism of "New
Flumanists" like hving Babbitt and Paul Elmer More who had so
profoundly influenced T. S. Eliot. Their opposed views would shape
critical debate for more than a decade, but they agreed in their an-
tagonism to contemporary American philistinism and in their concern
with recovering what Brooks called a "usable past," a cultural and
literary legacy to nourish and sustain the redemptive initiatives of the
present. Brooks's quest for viable literary tradrtion led him eventu ally
to the enormously popul at "Makers and Finders" sequence of books
(I93G52) on the heritage of American writing. But his principal
achievement came earlier, when his was the leading voice of the pi-
oneering optimism that dominated the years from L9L2 to I9I7 , the
first phase of American Modernist experimenr.

That mood u/as not to last. American entry into the war in April
I9I7 divided the radicals and weakened the progressive spirit. By I9I4
Henry James, near his life's end, had recogntzed the cultural impli-
cations of the war:

The plunge of civihzation into this abyss of blood and darkness
by the wanton feat of those tu/o infamous aristocrats is a thing that
so gives auray the whole lon g age during which we have supposed
the world to be, with whatever abatement, gradually bettering, that
to have to take in all nou/ for what the treacherous years were all
the while really making for and meanins is too ragic for any words.

The horrors of mechanical warfare and mass slaughter, the disinte-
gration of European empires and the rise of Bolshevism in Russia,
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\Wilson's failure to win American support for the League of Nations
-everything conspired to alter the national temper irrevocably. The

Red Scare of tgtg signaled new intolerance toward radicalism, while

the election of \X/arren Harding in 1920 showed the American voter,

accordirg to H. L. Mencken, "tired to death of intellectual charlatanry"

and turning "despairingly to honest imbecility." The First World \X/ar

had a ff^gLc impact on aesthetic sensibility, especially among the young

American writers or would-be writers who served in EuroPe, either as

combatants or as members of the various ambulance corps. It im-

printed itself across the writing of the I920s and had much to do with

the atmosphere of Spenglerian gloom and decadent anxiety which

haunted that period. Scott Fitzgerald's Amory Blaine, in This Side of

Paradise (1920), missed thewar, as his creator just did, but has "gro'uln

up ro find alJ, gods dead, all wars fought , aII faiths in man shaken. "

For many American writers, the war marked a cutoff point from the

past, an ultimate symbol for the dawn of modernity. In the new mood

of nihilism and decadence, the spirit of aesthetic revolt nevertheless

survived despite the waning of political radicalism. Indeed political

disarray and continuing acquisitive commercialism confirmed artists

and writers in their suspicion that the national culture was Puritanical,

repressive and indifferent to the arts, and so they continued the revolt

of bohemia and the large-scale expatriations and experiments of the

1920s-until the bubble of the Jazz Ag., for Fitzgenld "the greatest,

gaudiest spree in history," burst in the economic crash of 1929.

Thus the rwo generations of I9I2 and L9I9, so close in a1e , so

divided in experience, launched a major era of American writing, an

era during which, 4s Fitzgerald, that responsive interpreter of stylistic

history, put it, "something subtle passed to America, the style of man."

The major careers that dominated American writing into the 1950s

started then and so did the modern madition. The prewar generation

was largely founded in the poetry of Pound and Eliot, Frost and

Doolittle, \7a11ace Stevens, \il/illiam Carlos WilliaffiS, Marianne Moore,

Conrad Aiken, Carl Sandburg, Edgar Lee Masters. In theater there

was Eugene O'Neill, in fiction Gertrude Stein, Sherwood Anderson,

\X/illa Cather and Sinclair Lewis, in general ideas Brooks, Randolph

Bourne, Babbitt and More, Mencken and \Walter Lippmann. The post-

war generation included Fitzgerald, Ernest Hemingway, John Dos Pas-
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sos, \X/illiam Faulkner, e. e. cummings, Thornton \filder, Kenneth

Burke, Edmund $filson, Archibald Macleish, Ritg Lardner, Hart

Crane, Robert E. Sherwood and Elmer Rice. The later emphasis shifted

decisively toward the novel, so that by the end of the 1920s both

American poerry and American fiction were established on a radical

course. Taken together the work of these fwo generations over the

years from I9I2 when the first promise came of the American Risor-

gimento that would, Pound promised, "make the Italian Renaissance

look like a tempest in a teapot," through to 1929 when the Great

Crash collapsed nor just the American boom but the postwar global

economy can be regarded as one of the major ventures of modern

literature. It was all, said Malcolm Cowley, a "second Flowering,"

comparable only to the great age of the American Renaissance iust
before the Civil \War. Certainly by the end of the I920s, it was no

longer possible to regard American literature as a provincial literature,

a subbranch of British writing, or deny it a domin ̂nt role in the

evolution of the Modernist arts, As America had emerged from war

not a debtor but a creditor nation, so too had its culture.
The main rca\rzation of this achievement was concenmated in the

decade of the 1920s. As with the American Renaissance, the sheer

rnagnitude of this creative explosion is best suggested by ^ simple roll

call. The year L9I9 was that of Pound's Homage to Sextus Propertius,

of Sherwood Anderson's cycle of linked short stortesWinesburg Obio,

which did for a small Midwestern town what James Joyce had done

for Ireland's capital in Dubliners, James Branch Cabell's mannered

novel Jurgen, sign of a rising mood of decadence, \Willa Cather's My

Antonia and Eugene O'Neill's first play collection, The Moon of the

Caribbees. The year L920 sav/ Edith \Wharton's late novel Tbe Age of

Innocence, Sherwood Anderson's Poor Vbite and one of the first of

the war novels that would dominate the decade, John Dos Passos's

On.e Man's Initiation-lgl7. Sinclair Lewis published Main Street,

which prefigured the new decade by satirizing the transition of the old

pioneer \ilflest into dullness, boosterism and vulgarity that thought

small-town main street the center of civiltzatton, Main Street shared

the best-seller lists with a first novel by another Minnesotan, F. Scott

Fitzgerald, whose This Side of Paradise caught the flamboyantly dec-

adent spirit of youth in a posfwar age. Ezra Pound published Hugb
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Selwyn Mauberley, T. S. Eliot Poems and his critical collecdon The
Sacred Wood and William Carlos \X/illiams his surreal prose poem Kora
in Hell. The year I92I saw Dos Passos's war novel Tbree Soldiers,
Fitzgerald's collection of stories Flappers and Pbilosophers, Marianne
Moore's Poems and Eugene O'Neill's play collection The Emperor

lones,
The event of t9Z2 was unquestionably the appearance of Eliot's

The Vaste Land, which coincided in publication with the second part

of Oswald Spengler's The Decline of the West, James Joyce's Ulysses
and \7. B. Yeats's Late Poems. In the United States Fitzgerald pub-
lished The Beautiful and, Damned., its very title suggesting "the touch
of disaster" that Fitzgerald would find in all the stories he now told.
Carl Van Vechten's mannered Peter \Vhtfle appeared, and Sinclair
Lewis produced his best-knourn novel, Babbitt, a sociological-satirical
portrait of a Regular G.ry from Middle America who belongs to all
the clubs, is obsessed with new mechanical gadgetry, devotes himself
to the cult of business but suffers a vague sense that something im-
portant is missing from his life. That vitalistic essence is also the theme
of Eugene O'Neill's play collection The Hairy Apt,and its absence in
contemporary American culture the subject of Harold Stearns's col-
lection of citical essays by leading critics, Ciuilization in the United
States-which in effect concluded that there was none and advised
young artists to seek out artistic Europe. The year 1923 showed that
the advice was being taken: in Paris the enlarging American expatriate
community was generating its own magazines and small presses from
which came William Carlos Williams's poemy collection Spring and
All and Three Stories and Ten Poems, the first book of Ernest Hem-
ingway. A small press might well have printed-so little did it sell-
\flallace Stevens's first gatherirg of poeffis, Harmonium; e. e. cummings
displayed himself as a poet of imaginative typographical experiment
inTulips and Chimneys. rWilliams also produced in this ye^r The Great
American I'Jouel, a small book ravestying the everlasting ambition
indicated in the title; but D. H. Lawrence's Studies in Classic American
Literature, the first book by an Englishman fully supportive of the
experimental history of American writing, did much, along with Stuart
Pratt Sherman's The Genius of America, to assure American writers
that they did indeed have a usable past. Elmer Rice's Tbe Adding
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Machine showed that America had an expressionist dra ffid, and Jean
Toomer's Cane signaled the beginnings of the Harlem Renaissance of
black writing.

The year 1924, when Calvin Coolidge became President, was not
among the richest literary years, though it saw publication of Robinson

Jeffers's poetry in Tamar and Other Poems, Marianne Moore's Obser-
uations and a first book of poerns by a virtually unknown writer, The
Marble Faun by William Faulkner. The year 1925, however, was an
anTtus niirabilis that displayed the experimental spirit now at work in
all its wide variety. Theodore Dreise { s An American Tragedy was a
monumental naturalist document, but it was F. Scott Fitzgerald's The
Great Gatsby that Eliot called "the first step the American novel has
taken since Henry James." In Paris Gerrude Stein published Tbe
Making 

"f 
Americans, her lengthy cubist novel. Begun around

1906-08 and copied out by Ernest Herningway for his literary edu-
cation, it was her conribution to the Modernist revolution of the word
that preoccupied Montparnasse in the L920s and 1910s. Stein's influ-
ence was apparent in Sherwood Anderson's Dark Laughter, his most
experimental novel, another lament for lost vitalism and the book
Hemingway would parody the next year rn Torrents of Spring. Equally
experimental, in an expressionist mode, was John Dos Passos's city
novel Manhattan Transfer, while Hemingway himself came to full no-
tice with In Our Time, a collection of linked, hard-edged stories which
portrayed the collapse of older confident American ideas among the
World $7ar's stockyard piles of corpses. With Willa Cather's Tbe
Professor's House, Ellen Glasgow's Barren Ground and Sinclair Lewis's
Arrowsmitb, the more raditional American novel also showed its
strength. In poetry, too, a major project appeared in Pound's XVI
Cantos,' Eliot published The Hollout Men, his dance of despair, and
Poems, 1909-25, e. e. cummings XLI Poems, H. D. (Hilda Doolittle)
her Collected Poeffis, RobinsonJeffers Roan Stallion andWilliam Carlos
Williams In the American Grain, his endeavor to recover from the
national past a fertile iconography and myth, the materials of a mature
American literature.

The year 1926 continued this extraordinary acceleration of ex-
periment and emergirg talent. \X/ith history and politics, naturalism
and realisrn in question, the momentum of the times pointed firmly in
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an avant-garde direction-a search for stylistic alternatives to cultural

nostalgia, an aesthetic release from the naturalistic view of art, an

encounter with the new, exposed conditions of conternporary life.

Hemingway's The Sun Also Rzseq with its famous epigraph from Ger-

trude Stein, "You ate all a lost generation, " distilled the essence of

the posrwar exparnte revolt while William Faulkner's Soldier's Pay

portrayed the decadence of the posrwar world in Ameri ca. Hart Crane

published his first volume of poems, White Buildings, and Langston

Hughes his The Weary Blues, mergin g jazz rhythms with black themes.

The year 1927, the year of Lindbergh's flight, sau/ the execution of

Sacco and Yanzetti-which began to rally intellectuals back toward

politics-and Ernest Hemingway's Men lVitbout Women, some of his

finest short stories, \Tilliam Faulkner's second novel, Mosquitoes, and

Conrad Aiken's experimental text Blue Voyage. In 1928 came \X/illiam

Carlos Williams's ^.4. Voyage to Pagdfty, dedicated to Pound, as well as

Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur's play The Front Page and Eugene

O'NeiII's Strange Interlude, The yeat 1929 saw rwo major developments

in the work of Williarn Faulkner: Sartoris began the Yoknapatawpha

sequence, whle The Sound and the Fury told the story of the Compson

family in four voices to begin a phase of experiment with time and

consciousness. With Ernest Hemingway's A Fareutell to Arms, the

decade's major war novel appeared; another wildly ambitious writer,

Thomas Wolfe, produced his prolix celebration of American genius

tn Look Homeutard, AngeL Theatrical expressionism flourished in El-

mer Rice's Street Scene and O'Neill's celebration of machine mysticism,

Dynamo.
With the crash of October 1929 the whole remarkable episode

seemed to end and the "Twenties" were over. But in 1930 came Hart

Crane's attem pt atthe modern summative American poem, The Bridge,

the first volume of John Dos Passos's attempt at the summative Amer-

ican novel, The 42nd Parallel (which opens U..I.,4.), \Tilliam Faulkner's

As I Loy Dying and Sanctuory, and T. S. Eliot's Ash \Y/ednesday. In

this year, too, Sinclair Lewis became the first American writer to win

the Nobel Pnze for Literature, a recognition, as he acknowledged in

his speech, less of his ourn writing than of the recent extraordinary

achievements of his American contemporaries. The 1910s brought

attacks on stylistic experiment from both right and left, and the Mod-
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ernist rnovement seemed over rn a time of pressing social roubles. The
tags of decadence and despair stuck: Malcolm Cowley's The Second
Flouteringis subtitled "\forks and Days of the Lost Generation." There
had actually been rwo generations whose work had interfused to
remarkable effect, interlocking the experimental formal and social opti-
mism of the first with the Spenglerian disillusion and historical pessi-
mism of the second. If they were initially, some of these writers, lost,
they found themselves artistically with remarkable speed. It was as if the
relatively apolitieal climate of the 1920s and the sociai banaiity of what
cummings called "the epoch of Mann's righteousness/the age of dollars
and no sense" stirred them toward aestheticism, experimentalism, ex-
paftLation and avant-garde inquiry, while the driving, often disturbitrg
changes of their transitory err- prompted a search for new styles that
would reconcile the Modernist word to the moderntzingwar-wounded
world. By the end of the L920s, the results seemed as much part of the
native climate as the radio and the Ford automobile. A fundamental
change of forms had occurred; it paralleled the achievements of Euro-
pean Modernism but had its own distinct dmbre, even its own affirming
vision. Nor did the achievement seem foreign, 4S the writers for the
Arnerican future rediscovered a usable American literary past, an ex-
perimental tradition that helped them accommodate and nation alize
the modern need to rename the world into a fresh and vital existence.

' I I  .

From the first, the nature of Modernism in the United States was to
be a matter for passionate debate. \7hen Harriet Monroe started her
new Chicago mag^zine Poetry; A Magazine of Verse Ln I9L2, she set
on it an epigraph from \Whitman: "To have great poets there must be
great audiences, too. " But this was nowhere nea t avant-garde enough
for Pound, whom she wanted to recruit as her foreign correspondent.
"Are you for American poetry or for poetry?" he wrote from London,
adding:

If I can be of any use in keeping you or the magaztne in contact
with whatever is most dynamic in artistic thought, either here or
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in Pari much of it comes to me, and I do see nearly everyone
that matters-I shall be glad to do so.

He conceded that some boosting of American poetry was valid, "pro-

vided it don't mean ablindness to the art," since "Aty agonrzitg that

tends to hurry what I believe in the end to be inevitable, our American

Risorgimento, is dear to me." S7hat Pound disputed was where the

poetic stuff of that renaissance was to come from; it would certainly

not develop from dependence on past models, or sentimentality, or

collusion with genteel audiences. His own contributions to the mag-

azine were, like everything else he did, a form of education, a study

session in the international sources of Modernism:

I think if our American bards would study Remy de Gourmont
for rhythm, Laurent Tailhade for delineation, Henri de R6gnier
for simplicity of syntactical construction, Francis Jammes for hu-
manity, and the faculty of rendering one's own time; and if they
would get some idea of intensity from Tristan Corbidre (since they
will not take their Villon in the original) there might be some hope
for American poetry.

But this was not where Harriet Monroe drew her hope for an American

poery. She was an old poetic hand who had been appointed Laureate

of the \X/orld's Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893, where her

"Columbian Ode" was declaimed to the accompaniment of brass

bands. One of her aims for Poetry was to encourage a native epic that

celebrated the building of the Panam a Canal. Her dispute with Pound,

conducted in the pages of the m gazine both as an argument and a

competition in editorial choices, can stand as the formative quarrel of

modern American poetry.

\Vhat made Poetry so cenral was that it coincided exactly with

a set of major poetic changes that the mag zine was eclectic enough

to capture. The rubbish was considerable: Monroe offered the mag-

azine as "a green isle in the sea, where beauty may plant her garden,"

and Joyce Kilmer's "Trees" was a find she celebrated with pride. Yet

Pound provided \W. B. Yeats, D. H. Lawrence, H. D ., T. S. Eliot and

the declaration of imagism while a native generation of American

poets-\X/illiam Carlos \ililliams, Edna St. Vincent Millay, Sara Teas-
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dale, Vachel Lindsay and Carl Sandburg-found its way to her mag-
azLne.In 19I4, when Monroe instituted a competition for a war poem,
she received a group of Paris-set verses from "Peter Parasol." The
poems did not win but some appeared in the magaztne, and \Tallace
Stevens's poetic career began. Eliot's "Prufrock" upp.ared there,
though only after Pound had rejected Monroe's view that it oughr ro
"end on a note of triumph"; in November I9I5 Stevens published his
seminal speculation on faith in a secular world, "sunday Morning."
But lylonroe's deepest satisfactions lay elsewhere-in the late work of
Edward Arlington Robinson, the nature verse of Robert Frost, the free-
verse Chicago poems of Carl Sandburg, the chants and ballads Vachel
Lindsay based on "American" rhythms from hymns and folk songs,
the gloomy local portraits of Spoon River by Edgar Lee Masters and
the Red Indian pieces of Lew Sarett. These favorites led her assisrant
editor, Alice Corbin Henderson, to rebuke \)il. B. Yeats after he had
told those at a Poetry dinner in Chicago that they were too far from
Paris:

Mr. Lindsay did not go to France for The Congo or for General
William Bootb Enters Into Heauen He did not even stay on the
eastern side of the Alleghenies. . . . He is realizing himself in relation
to direct experience, and he is not adopting to his work a nvilight
zone which is quite foreign to him, as it is, generally speaking, to
the temperament of the nation. He is working out his salvation in
his own way. It will be his salvation ar any rare, and therefore worth
more to him than if he rundled in on the coat tails of English and
French credentials, and much more worth while to the nation.

For a time, until Pound broke with the magazine and turned his
attention to the rival Chicago venture The Ltttle Reuiew, Poetry. like
the Armory Show, dramatically revealed two different versions of the
modern. One drew on the cosmopolitan inheritance, with its deca-
dence, symbolism, critical questioning of modern culture and quest
for a new supreme fiction; the other stood on native ground, Emerscn
and \X/hitrnan, local color and progressive romantic confidence. Both
lines were to prove crucial to American poetry and indeed became
most forceful when they began to inte ract with each other. In the years
up to 1920, it seemed that the major representatives of the native line
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were Vachel LindSdy, Carl Sandburg and E,dgar Lee Masters. All were

Illinois-born voices from the land of Lincoln and all expressed the

Chicago spirit Monroe sought to print. \ilhitman lay behind them, but

not Pound's \ilfhitman, the poet of new forms; theirs was the affirm-

ative, chanting, all-embracing democrat whose poetry was popular and

populist hymn. Lindsay acknowledged some affinities with imagism,

but his "General \X/illiam Booth Enters Into Heaven" ("To be sung

ro the rune of 'The Blood of the Lamb' with indicated instruments"),

printed in Poetry in 19I3, was an attempt to catch the collective sound

of mixed races, creeds and personalities forging the onward, singing

progress of humanity. He was a defiant populist, a celebrator of small-

town virtues who took his vigorous rhetoric from the tent-meeting and

the hayride. His innovations lay in the beat of popular song, the Whit-

manesque "yell" and the voodoo voice ("Mumbo-Jumbo will hoo-doo

you," he declared in "The Congo: A Study of the Negro Race") as

u/ays ro merge popular culture and aft. But although his experiments

were, in the end, naive and limited, they helped change the voice of

American poetry and for that he is remembered.

The true Chicago poet was Carl Sandburg, whose "Chicago

Poems" appeared in Poetry in I9L4. His free, loose-line verses sing

the railroads and the stockyards, the people of the streets and the facts

of poverty, with a warm affectionate energy. Where Lindsay opposed

the modern city, Sandburg celebrated it and its people: "The People,

Yes," he declared. Nature and city merge with each other, as in "The

Skyscraper" where "the sun and the rain, the arc and the rust" all

"play on the building and use it." Yet he retained a rural simplicity

which, like Lindsay's, was finally outrun by the larger cosmopolitanism

of the I920s. By contrast, Edgar Lee Masters offered the darker voice,

drawing on the stoicism of Edward Arlington Robinson and above all

on Robinson's practice of naturalist portraiture ("Miniver Cheevy,"

"Luke Havergal"). Masters's Spoon Riuer Antbology (1915) consists

of some fwo hundred or so such portraits. Their characters have two

things in common: all belong to the same Illinois small town and all

are dead, speaking their sad stories from beyond the grave. As in his

friend Sherwood Anderson's Winesburg Ohio, the short-story se-

quence which clearly shows Masters's influence, the small town is here

no place of virtue or moral strength; these are tales of meaningless
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maniaiges, accidents and disease, unsung songs of individual ineptitude
and economic exploitation. Though Masters seeks in his epilogue for
a Whitmanian wholeness, it is the sense of blighted lives that survives.
Yet what Dreiser, Anderson and these three poets confirmed was that
there really was a "Chicago Renaissance" which was playing its vig-
orous part in the nation's liter ary development

But in the pages of the same magazine far larger talents were
declaring themselves. One was Robert Frost, who had worked in a
mill, studied at Haruard, then farmed and taught in Nev'Hampshire.
Frost learned his own lessons from Edward Arlington Robinson. He
had, however, become an exp atriate, moving to England in I9I2 and
farming in Buckinghamshire. He was not really part of imagism; indeed
his closest associations were with the British "Georgian School" of
nature poets, especially Edward Thomas. Even so, Pound supported
him, not only getting his first rwo books, A Boy's Will (IgLi) and
I'lorth of Boston (L9I4), into print in London but affirming him for
painting "the thing, the thing as he sees it." These were remarkable
early volumes, immediately generating sufficient reputation for his re-
turn to America. Frost had somehow found both his voice and his
needed subjects very quickly. The subjects were drawn from nature
and simple, 4S the titles declared: "Mending \(/all," "After Apple-
Pickin g," The voice had a shrewd, grainy vernacular tone with a stoical
moral wisdom to it, and it never changed greatly thereafter, through
the many volumes of lyrics, dramatic monologues, duologues, political
poems and verse plays that Frost would produce over a long lifetime
after he returned home to New Hampshire. The voice would make
him seem almost innocent of technique, and consequently he has a
double reputation. For many he was the plain, popular rural sage, a
moral sentimentalist, a poet of the rural heartland, an individualistic
democrat who spoke publicly for private values and was admired by
President Kennedy. But for others, like the critic Lionel Trilling, he
was the great poet of contempo rury tragic vision, evokin g a" terrifizing
universe" of exposure and emptiness, the romantic vacancies of rnod-
ern secular life.

If Frost is a major Modernist poet, it is precisely because of this
latter dimension of his work. An essential development in the history
of rwentieth-century poetry has been a coming to terms with the with-
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drawn legacy of Romanticism, the fading traditional claims of panthe-
ism and transcendence. The poet is thus returned to him- or herself,
the word to vacanCy, the symbol to disconnectedness. Frost often seems
to suggest that the old tadition of nature poetry is recoverabl e; a major
part of his verse is, after all, based on seasonal or natural lessons drawn
from a natural world that seems to contain human significance. Frost
strikes this pose, yet what he finds in nature-the harsh lives, the
rugged New Hampshire settings, the relation of farmer to neighbor-
breeds skepticism about ideas of wholeness or fulfillment. Nature's
mystery is present, but it is not Emersonian. As in the poem "Desigo,"
it may be "the design of darkness to appal" or there may be no design
at all. The famous "stoppitg by Woods on a Snowy Evening," from
the volume l,Jeut Hampshire (Ign), is a poem of division betrveen
human promises and obligations and the white mystery of nature. Yet
the whiteness is itself ambiguous in its meaniog, as is apparent in
another poem from the sarne volume, "For Once, Then, Something."
Here, looking down a well, the speaker seeks to read the obscure
meaning there, the image beneath the water. He does see "Something
more of the depths-and then I lost it":

One drop fell from a fern, and 1o, a ripple
Shook whatever it was lay there at bottom,
Blurred it, blotted it out. S(hat was that whiteness?
Truth? A pebble of quanzl For once, then, something.

The vernacular roughness of Frost's lines is more than pure pop-
ulism; it is a skepticism of vision that gives him the curious and dis-
tinctive metaphysical control of his best poems. An image, word or
consruction is turned and teased as he as speaker tests and retests
himself. One of the k.y questions for the poets of Frost's generation
was whether a \X/hitm anLan or Emersonian Romantic posture was re-
coverable in the modern urban and secular world. Frost gives us little
of that world as a place, but he responds to its poetic condition. Like
Wallace Stevens, though with demotic skepticism rather than philo-
sophical abstractness, he is concerned both with the difficulty of finding
meaning in the thing perceived and the danger of unacknowledged
self-shaped perception. His poetic utterance asserts meaning's poten-
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ttal yet confesses to its own anxiety. The figure he summons at the
end of "The Oven Bird" looks remark ably like a personified repre-
sentation of the problems of the modern poer:

The bird would cease and be as other birds
But that he knows in singing not to sing.
The question that he frames in all but words
Is what to make of a diminished thine.

Frost's answer seems interestingly contradictory. The very act of per-
sonification claims a Romantic avatlability of natural symbols, just as
the rhyming verse suggests the continuing accessibility of a traditional
lyricism. Yet the symbols reveal a diminished access to insight, a re-
duction of poetic potential, as the vernacular pressure on the lyric
voice demonstrates the need fot a new discourse. Frost's response is
a kind of caution and canniness in theme and in form knowing in
singing not to sing.

For other poets, the challenge to redefine the imaginative process
and the Romantic symbol in a post-Romantic world pointed the way
to new aesthetic experimentation. This, indeed, was just the problem
imagism had sought to pose, and it was the problem which every
considerable poet in America after I9I3 felt the need to face. Pound
and Eliot had questioned the organicist inheritance from the British,
European and American Romantics which had already reached a crisis
in late nineteenth-century symbolism. Pound's idea of the kinetic
image-vortex or ideogr am and Eliot's doctrine of poetic impersonality
had sought to focus poetic activity on the functioning of language itself
and away from the radiating Romantic sensibility of the poet. That
was why the questing enterprise of The Cantos and the ironic frag-
mentation of Tbe \Y/aste Larud took their places at the center of serious
modern poery. Nonetheless there were those who, equally modern,
wanted to displace cosmopolitan despai r and chaotic dispersion and
replace them with American optimism and a vision of wholeness. One
such poet was William Carlos Williaffis, who as a medical student at
the University of Pennsylva nia met Pound and Hilda Doolittle and
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like them began to write youthful poery in imitation of lush late
Romanticism. He visited Pound in his London expamiation but re-
jected that path: "I knew I could not live as Pound lived, and had,
besides, no inclination to experiment," he explained in his ,4 utobiog-
rapby (I95L). Instead he chose to settle himself for life as a general
practitioner in his own hometown, Rutherford, New Jersey, and ried
to grow what Hugh Kenner has called "home-made" poetry there;
neighboring Paterson with its polluted waters and indust fial wastes
became his primary poetic cityscape. Yet he too was going the way of
imagism. In I913-the year he published his first significant volume
of poems, The Tempers-he contributed to Pound's Des Imagistes
anthology, and the work he now printed in Poetry and Alfred Kreym-
borg's lively Others showed how close he was to its aims: concentration
and objectification through the rejection of emotion and the dislodging
of the "poetic," the search for "hard" tmages and poetic energy gen-
erated by the poem itself from the process and instant of its making.

Sfhen Williams's volume Al Qrt Quiere! appeared in L9I7, he
thus seemed a prototypical imagist. But in the preface to his next book,
Kora in Hell: Improuisations (1920), h. declared his quamel with Pound
and Eliot, describirg them as "Men content with the connotations of
their masters." In 1922, when Tbe Waste Land appeared-that poem of
the evanescent international city as a mdlange adultire du tout with its
images of ftagmentary sterility amongst the rootless, stony rubbish-
Williams sau/ it as the great poem it was, even though he complained
that it was a setback to the development of poetry. He u/as primarily
offended by Eliot's lack of Americanness and his enactment of the
poem within the universe of tragic world culture; for Williams's own
fragments were not shored against ruins. Yet for all his emphasis on the
American voice and the locality that bore poetic fruit, \Tilliams con-
sorted with experimental, expatriate developments right through the
I920s. Many of his books were printed by the small presses of expa-
triate Paris, and in L924 he visited the experimental scene there-
though showing equal interest in James Joyce and the sale at the Bon
March6. Nonetheless he persisted as a counterweight to cosmopolit an-
ism: Modernism was necessaty, but it could be gotten better from 9
Ridge Road, Rutherford, New Jersey, than anyvhere else, and not
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from an irrelevant "classicism" but from a recovered Romanticism.
This uzas the aim of the volum e Spring and AII (1923), which starts

with a series of declarations on the all-powerful imagination and its
need for a new compact with reality. It asserts the guiding value of
the great American poet of new forms, \Whitman, as well as that of
postexpressionist painters like Juan Gris who show that "the illusion
once dispensed with, painting has this problem before it: to replace
not the forms but the reality of experience with its own. " Hence poemS,
iike paintings, "must be reai, not 'reaiism' but reality imelf." Typical
of the path \X/illiams was taking was "By the Road to the Contagious
Hospital," where the pictorialist, object-centered method is directly
invested with \Whitmanian ideas of "the procreant urge," or generative
creativity. The poem ends, "One by one objects are define d-/ , . . the
profound chang e/has come upon them: rooted, they/grip down and
begin to awaken."

This procreant rooting of poetic materials went with the case for
localism, his attempt to be what he called in the title of his next book
In tbe American Grain (1925). He wanted art to reach fresh force, as
the precise thing was touched by the imagination and rnade open to
fusion and incorporation. His Americanness has something to do with
this. His own background was part-European (an English father who
never took Ameri can crtizenship, a mother from Puerto Rico, a half-
European education), but like Twain, Lardner and Dos Passos, h.
believed in the power of distinctive American speech to give writing
a new dialect and form, "words washed cle an" by American voicing,
things seen aneu/ through the American gift for wonder. If history was
indeed darkenirg, as he came ever more to suspect, it could be re-
covered by a going "back to the beginnirg." That was the aim of In
tbe American Grain, a prose recovery of the best past of the American
imagination and its unique sense of things and nature. He compared
early responses to the new land, the difference between Puritan distrust
of America as "devil's territory" and the wonder felt by explorers like
Columbus and Cort6s. He compared Cotton Mather's "S(/onders of
the Invisible $(/orld," which saw the Puritans embracing "voluntary
Exile in a squallid, horrid American desart," with the spirit of men
like Daniel Boone or the missionary Pdre Rasles, who sought to in-
corporate to himself God's visible world, implying that
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All shall be included. The world is a parcel of the Church so that
every leaf, every vein in every leal the throbbing of the temples is
of that mysterious flower. Here is richness, here is color, here is
form.

In the American Grain was tWilliarns's ABC of Reading, his endeavor
to construct an American paideuma pointing not toward despair but
to transcendental possibility.

From this point oD, Williams's poetry and prose were to function
in counterpoint to the developments of Modernism in Europe. His
prose work / Voyage to Pagany (1928), dedicated to "the first of all
of us, my old friend Ezra Pound," was in fact a commentary on the
gains and losses of European expatiation. Williams was driving toward
the idea of. a Modernist epic born from localism, from American ex-
perience and the loose vernacular line or "vafiable foot" based on the
rhythms of distinctively American speech. As he was to put it:

A minimum of present new knowledg. seems to be this: There can
no longer be serious work in poetry written in "poetic" diction.

. Speech is the foundation of the line into which the pollutions
of a poetic manner and inverted phrasing should never again be
permitted to drain.

In the early 1910s he aligned himself with the postimagist group of
American poets called the objectivists, Charles Reznikoff, George Op-
pen and Louis Zukofsky, and supported their insistence that all as-
sociational or sentimental value should be dropped from verse. He
contributed to their An "Oblectiuists" Antbology of t932 and increas-
ingly insisted that "No symbolism is acceptable. No symbolism can
be permitted to obscure the real purpose: to lift the world of the senses
to the level of the imagination and give it new currency." In the world
of the Depression, of poverty, stanration and bread lines, descriptive
documentary writing received renewed attention; \X/illiams employed
the foqm in his Life Along tbe Passaic Riuer (1932), an important step
toward the epic poem that was growing in his mind. Sfith lVbite Mule
(1937) he began an experimental novel trilogy, but the logic of his
endeavors all came clear when the long poem Paterson appeared in
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four volumes between 1946 and L951 with a fifth volume, really a coda
on its writing, added in 1958.

Paterson's importance, and the reason for its influence on many
postwar American poets, is undoubtedly that it was \X/illiams's answer
to Tbe Cantos. As Pound's ambitious epic went on, the possibility of
bringing it to unity had grown more remote, and his political involve-
ment drove his plan for the new paideuma ever more adrift. After the
ragedy of the Pisan prison cage and his period in a \X/ashington mental
hospital, Pound offered ir-r 1962 the poignant confession of Canto 116:

. My errors and my urrecks lie about me.
And I am not a demigod,
I cannot make it cohere.

But Paterson is a poem determined to cohere, and within the de-
manding, testing world of the imagination. Like any modern epic, it
was made of profusion and confusion, of images and episodes which
were, as \Williams said, " aIl that ^ny one man may achieve in a lifetime. "

The perception of Paterson is disjunctive but not in the fragmentary
way of The Vaste Land, the shoreless sea-questing of The Cantos, nor
even in the reconstitutive, overarching spirit of Hart Crane's similar
endeavor, The Bridge. In Williams's culminative long poem,

man in himself is a city, beginnitg, seeking, achieving and con-
cluding his life in ways which the various aspects of a city may
embody-rf imaginatively conceived-any city, all the details of
which may be made to voice his most intimate convictions.

But no gen eraltzed, cosmopolitan city, no "unreal city" like The Vlaste
Land's, would really do. Like Faulkner, Williams turned to the shapes
and secrets of his own local landscape. He verbally constitutes neigh-
boring Paterson, at once place and person, from its varied American
history, from its contempo rury indust nal debasement, its polyglot pop-
ulation, its rees, rocks and water. The "filthy Passaic" which runs
through it is his river of inseminating consciousness, his version of

Joyce's Liffey as it passes over the motion-in-stasis of the Passaic falls
into the fertrhzed male-and-female world bevond.
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Paterson Ls in its way a Postmodern poem, which is why it could
pass on lessons to later poets as varied as Allen Ginsberg and Charles
Olson. Like Leaues of Grass, its aLm is unitary, a total creative im-
mersion, a floating in the procreative. Williams knew that with its
fragmentation and multiplication it would othenvise have been a poem

of disconnected ruins, isolated symbols or cude allegorical myths, like

earlier Modernist epics. "I wanted to keep it whole, as it is to me,"
he said. He tried to do this through what he called " a mathematics of
particulars" which would transfer the plural into the one, the local

into the universal, the fictive into the uanscendental. \Whether Paterson

does effectively cohere, thereby healing Modernist fragmentation, is

something readers will go on debating. Coherence is itself one of
fiction's fictions which the imagination so celebrated for its making

seeks to guarantee. In the end, as with most fictions, the weight of our
interest falls on the making, not on the conclusions that can be drawn
from it. But for the poet, as Williams set out to confirm finally in
"Asphodel, That Greeny Flower" (1955), the two elements were inex-

tricable because "Only the imagination is real!" \Tilliams, the family

doctor from Rutherford who had seen so much dirt, so many births
and so active and sensual a creation everywhere around him, had taken
that as a hard reality to confront; the lifetime lesson taught the triumph
of the imagination. \When $7allace Stevens prefaced Williams's Col-
lected Poems, 1921-1931 (1934), he made a surprising but accurate
judgment: "he is a Romantic poet. This will horrify him." Williams
was indeed a Romantic poet, or rath er a Romantic antipoet who strove
to reconstitute the ordinary as a Romantic principle.

Stevens always conceived his own task in Romantic terms, as one

wherein the imagination informs and is informed by reality. This, in

a post-Romantic age , requires, he said, " an uncommon intelligence"
and an instinct for the genuine. He said this not directly about himself

but about Marianne Moore, another of the crucial explorers who
pointed the direction of American poetry and gave it a sense of coherent
endeavor. \Women's poery and its mode of perception had been from
the start an essential pafi of imagism. H. D. had been the first named
"fmagiste" and the method had been seized by Amy Lowell. But it

was Miss Moore who grasped the poetic possibility it raised most
forcefully with that stipulated "uncommon intelligence." Her work
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showed no large epic themes and her output was never great: against
the 400 poems of Stevens's collected work, her Collected Poems (I95I)
contained some seventy pieces. But, like Stevens, her one major subject
was the nature of poetry and the complex relation of reality and artifice,
a subject to which she affended with careful wit and a great capacity
for meditation within verse. She was born in St. Louis, like T. S. Eliot,
who identified her as "one of those few who have done the language
some service in my lifetime," and like hirn she became one of the impor-
tant modern editors, editing the revived Diai from i925 to 1929. Her
early poems appeared both in Poetry and the London Egoisr. Through
the efforts of H. D. and Bryher (A. S(/. Ellerman), her first volume,
Poems, was published without her knowledge or approval in London
in L92L; her first American volume, Obseruations, appeared in L924,
Like \7illiaffis, she acknowledged an " appetite for the essenti al"; like
Williaffis, but with ^ good deal rnore wryness, she sought to adapt
imagist methods to Arnerican conditions (her early poem "England"
both celebrates and questions her own "languageless country" where
letters are written "in plain American which cats and dogs can read!").

But ^ late poem has the Stevens-like title "The Mind Is an En-
chanting Thing," and like Stevens she uras always very much a poet
of the mind. Her poem "Poery" (1921), which went through several
versions, still remains her best-known piece. It faces the postimagist
question: what is the basic relationship berrveen poetic emotion and
real things? She asked for poets who were "literalists of the imagi-
nation," for poems which would present "imaginary gardens with real
toads in them." Poetry was a mode of delusion, but

if you demand on the one hand,
the raw material of poetry in

all its rawness and
that which is on the other hand

genuine, then you are interested in poetry.

Moore's interest in poetry recalls Dickinson's, although Moore was in
her twenties before her forerunner's work was widely known or ap-
preciated. Both poets worked the spaces they identified as belonging
to them as women and both have been called "poets' poets" for their
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verbal precision and formal experiment. Like Dickinson, Moore never
married (she is said to have mourned Eliot's marriage in 1957) but
although she led a quiet life in New York, she knew many of the
writers and artists of her time and pursued diligently her career as an
innovative poet. Pound, David Kalstone has remarked, "worked with
the clause, \fi[iams with the line, and Stevens with the word"; Moore
worked carefully with individual stanzas, then duplicated them metic-
ulously: "I tend to write in patterned arrangements, with rhymes .
to secure an effect of flowing continuity." Modest subjects-animals,
features of the landscape-are meated with technical subtlety not aL-
ways apparent to the casual reader. But Moore has helped shape a
generation of younger writers, most notably Elizabeth Bishop, Randall

Jarrell, Rich ard tWilbur and Robert Lowell. Her careful mosaics of
fragments gleaned from a lifetime's close obseruation are among the
era's major exhibits of ^rt embodying the simultaneous seeing and
saying of perceived experience.

For \Tallace Stevens-that ironic, self-skeptical modern Romantic
-the limits of the imagination in the secular contemporary world were
the enduring subject of his artistic attention. The result was a poeuy
of originating meditation which made him the one natively American
poet among his generation who-as a thinker about, and a thinker in,
poetry-can seem genuinely comparable to Yeats, Eliot or Val6ry.
There have been those (like the critic Yvor \Winters) who have felt
Stevens reached the state and stuff of the imagination all too easily,
with a rcady hedonistic gaiety and a urant of real human experience;
to them \X/illiams's grainier and rnore rootedly experienced poetry
seems the better, a founding form of liberation for the century's Amer-
ican poetry. But Stevens was the poet of poetry as intelligence and
that rare thing in America, an essentially philosophical poet, which is
to say that his poems endlessly eng age us with abstract conceptions of
"imagination," the "real" and "poetry" itself as afictionaltztng, naming
and world-constructing enterprise. S0e can find his achievement con-
centrated for us in three books-Co llected Poems (1957), Opus Post-
bumous (1957) and The .l{ecess ary Angel: Essays on Reality and the
Imagination (I95I). Here are more than 400 poems and much prose
devoted to the end which he declared as his own, consideration of
"the theory of poery in relation to what poetry has been and in relation
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to what it ought to be. " They display a quest that runs from the mood

of 1890s decadence to the preoccupation with the fictive that drew so
many after the Second \X/orld $Var, a quest for what Stevens called

the supreme fiction, in a postreligious world where, h. said, "After

one has abandoned a belief in God, poetry is that essence which takes
its place as life's redemption." It was Stevens's sense of the imagina-

tion's restorative force that made his poery Romantic; he had, he said,
"a feeling about the world which nothing satisfies except poetry."

Stevens began, in fact, as a Paterian Decadent and a dandy: "The

novelty of the poet's radiant and productive atmosphere is the morality
of the right sensation," he once said. The few student poems he pub-

lished in the Haraard Aduocate drew for tone on the more flamboyant

symbolists like Verlaine and Laforyue and display what Samuel French

Morse calls " an interest in the comic irony of the quotidian and a
glance at the grotesque." Stevens studied law in New York, practiced

at the New York bar until L9I6, then joined the Hartford Accident

and Indemnity Comp dny, where he would remain an executive and
finally a vice president for the rest of his life. But when in I9L4 he

approached Poetry mag zine, the serious and reticent lawyer masked
himself as the poetic aesthete "Peter Parasol, " author of a mannered
and high-toned poetry which insisted on its flamboyance and novelty,
its comic bravura. It has always been easy to mistake Stevens's seri-

ousness. The early poety in particular, collected in his first volume
Harmonium in 1923, with its bright languages, its hoo-hoos and ay-
tay-tums and its stylish systems of consonance and alliteration, made
him look to some a bright, balletic but finally trivial poet like Edith

Sitwell. He had a taste for fanciful poetic personae: Pet er Parusol soon
appeared in his own poem as a Parisian dandy bemoaning the shortage
of female beauty in the world, and there would be the "Emperor of
Ice Cream," the "Comedian as the Letter C," the "sleight-of-Hand

Man, " the ''Man with the Blue Guitar. " Titles came from French poetry

and from paintings, especially cubist paintings. In Decadent fashion,
the poems u/ere celebrations of the imagination in its secular sensual
condition, "tootings at the wedding of the soul" pronouncing "the

marria ge/of flesh and aff." The world of the imagination was presented

as a carnival world drawing on florid Mexican landscapes and elaborate
acts of invention.
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Harmonium was a commercial failure that earned only $6.70 in
royalties for its author in its first six months. Stevens himself saw the
poems as early experiments and wished to subtitle the volume "Pre-
liminary Minutiae." But for all its flamboyances, it was consistent with
an enlargitg and serious line of speculation. Coleridg., from whom
much of that speculation in fact derived, would probably have called
Stevens's primaty poetic gestures acts of "fancy" rather than "imagt-
nation. " Yet this was, rn a sense, the point : after the pantheistic mar-
tiage of hum an Lmagination with ranscendental force in the outward
universe had lost all discernible divine guarantee, f ancy, the imagi-
nation's ballyhoo, was what was left, as the poet, seeking to enrich the
world by uttering its things into being, sought delight and awareness
in fictive construct. The meditative impulse behind the poems uras
evident in the longer, more serious pieces of the collection, "sunday
Morning," "Le Monocle de Mon oncle," "A'High-Toned old Chris-
tian \il7oman," "Peter Quince at the Clavier" and "Thirteen \7ays of
Lookin g at a Blackbird"-ns1tr1 seen as some of Stevens's finest work.
"Poetry is the supreme fiction, madame," he declared, for the first but
not the last time, in opening "A High-Toned Old Christian \il/oman."

The line seems addressed to the personified Genteel Tradition itself
which seeks to "Take the moral law and make a nave of it/ And from
the nave build haunted heaven." But the poet as sensual aesthete
constructs his own heaven, whipping " a jovial hullabaloo among the
spheres":

This will make widows wince. Bur fictive things
Srink as they will. \Wink most when widows wince.

The task is secular, conducted within the limits of reality, seeking, as
he said elsewhere, "Nothirg beyond reality. \Tithin tt,/Everything. . . ."
Art is "a compensation for what is lost"; "God and the imagination
are one." The perennially baffling question of what links the self's
image of the real to the actual world, how the creative imaginarion
forms ideas of idea in a universe deprived of innate design, was ro
compel his work for the rest of his writing lifetime.

FIe had already posed these questions in "The Comedian as rhe
Letter C," a characteristic ally witty journeying through the imagina-
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tion's landscapes. Crispin, the central figure, has served his "Grotesque
apprenticeship to the chance event" and crossed the overwhelming
sea, where he is "washed away by magnitude," to the translinguistic
worlds of Europe and the sensual, exotic Caribbean-much 4S, in
inspiration, his author had. He returns, "the poetic hero without
palms," to Carolina, hoping that "his soil is man's intelligence," and
comes to the conclusion of Williams and Faulkner: "The man in Geor-
gra waking among pines/Should be pine-spokesm an." But the inex-
orable facets of the real multiply and Crispin ends among contradictory
Muses, ironically defeated by "things as they are." Reality overwhelms
the imagination, and the "plum" of life's goods remains elusive. Yet
here was a quest that had to continue, through Stevens's complex
volumes of the I930s: Ideas of Order (1935), Owl's Clouer (L936), The
Man utith the Blue Guitar (I937)-where "things are as I think they
are/ And say they are on the blue guitar. " A growing seriousness and
precision became evident; by Parts of the tVorld (1942) and Transport
to Summer (1947), his dogged exactitude was clear. This last contained
"Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction," a title that summ anzed all his
work as its subtitles summarized its principles: "It Must Be Abstract,"
"It Must Change," "It Must Give Pleasure." Stevens's poems were
always based in an act of thought, always subject to the occasions that
prompted them, always tuned as instruments of aesthetic delight. The
world of his poetry was pared down by now, from summer elaborations
to the harder light of autumn, through his desire to make the poem
"the cry of its occasi on,/Part of the res itself and not about it," as he
wrote in "An Ordin ary Evening in New Haven." Like reality itself,
the task remained obdurate to the last, sustaining an unending inquiry
into the relation of imagination and reason, subject and object, utter-
ance and vision. His late, reflectrve Auroras of Autumn (1950) showed
a deepened awareness of "poverty" and life's tragedies. Vhen, at the
age of seventy-five he published his stout Collected Poems (L954), he
added a crucial section called "The Rock," his concluding encounter
with life's resistant solidity.

Wallace Stevens carried the native Emersonian grain through
French symbolism and American pragmatism into the epistemological
revolution of the mid-t'wentieth century. As the commentary on his
work and thought accumulates, it becomes more and more likely that
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he will assume a central position in the literature of his time for the
seminal influence he has had on the generation of writers who suc-
ceeded him.

. I I I .

The war the United States entered in I9I7 to make the world safe
for democracy, as President \Toodrow \Wilson put it, was the nation's
first major foreign conflict. Although its impact on American thought
and development proved to be deep and wide-ranging, the United
States, its soil untouched, seemed less directly affected than Europe;
indeed it emerged from the war more convinced of its "basic" values,
suspicious of foreign entanglements, uneasy about the direction of
world affairs, distrustful of the progressive politics of the prewar years.
Looking to itself, the nation concentrated on business, economic ex-
pansion, the advancing of technology, the spread of consumerism;
new developments seemed simple extensions of traditional American
principles of individualism and the pursuit of abundance for all.
Yet change was everyvhere visible as the economy boomed. \X/ealth
spread, mores altered, the texture of life changed, new technologies
appeared in every home and street. For Americans as well as Euro-
peans, the war was felt as a point of crucial translation that marked
the beginning of an era, the L920s, as clearly as the Great Crash marked
its end.

One did not need to have gone to the European trenches to feel
the sense of change and generational separation, but many American
writers did go, as if seeking necess^ry life experience. John Dos Passos,
Ernest Heminryay, e. e. cummings and Edmund \X/ilson were in the
ambulance corps; Hemin gway was wounded on the Italian front and
turned that wound into a primal metaphor for the pain of life in a
troubled age. Scott Fitzgerald had just finished officer school and u/as
about to embark for Europe when the armistice was signed; \X/illiam
Faulkner trained with the Royal Canadian Air Force and encouraged
the mtrh that he had senred as a pilot in France. For many of these
writers the war was the subject of their first literary utterances, an
image of fundamental transition, a challenge to the small-town values
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among which many of them had grown up, to old heroic ideas of
battle, to the notion of "culture" as a body of established beliefs,
modes, languages. "Culture" had also meant Europe, but now Europe,

tearing itself to pieces on the battlefields, meant experience not as art
and tradition but as horror, extremity, historical exposure.

The war produced the war novel: John Dos Passos's fwo works
of growing disillusion, One Man's Initiation-l9l7 (1920) and Three
Soldiers (I92I); cummings's The Enormous Room (1922), about his

confinement in a French prison camp after expressing pacifist views;
realistic battlefield works like Thomas Boyd's Through tbe Wheat
(1925); novels about the "separate peace" of the disenchanted modern
hero like Hemin gtvay's A Farewell to Arm.r ( 1930). But what dominated
the I920s was the postwar novel-the novel permeated by war as an
apocalypdc metaphor, the sign of a world severed from its past,

changed, darkened, modernrzed. "I u/as certain that all the young
people u/ere going to be killed in the war," Frtzgeruld recalled in
describing the genesis of This Side of Paradise (1920), "and I wanted
to put on paper a record of the strange life they had lived in their
time. " Hemingway's The Sun Also Rises (1926) turns upon its cast ruting
war wound, afflicting not just his hero but the surrounding "herd" of
modern young people as they search for new values and life-styles in
a suddenly vacant world. The writing of the L920s abounds
in images of ftagmentation, waste, castration and sterility-not just in
Pound's "Hugh Selwyn Mauberley" or Eliot's The Waste Land, but
in the Valley of Ashes that darkens Fttzgerald's The Great Gatsby
(1925), the genital wound that dominates Hemingway's The Sun Also

Rzses (1926), the wounded soldier who casts his shadow over Faulkner's

Soldier's Pay (1926) .
If a sense of purposelessness, decadence, cultural emptiness and

political failure pervades the new American fiction of the I920s, post-

war developments made their contribution. The compromises of \X/il-
son's Versailles Trcaty, the refusal of the U.S. Senate to nttfy his
support of the T,eague of Nations, the Red Scare, the extenditg of
Prohibition, the fading of progressivism, the rise of isolationism-all
made critical contemporaries and later observers see the 1920s as a
decade of political ignorance, flaunted capitalism and material wealth,
intolerance and Puritanism. But this conservative decade also set in
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motion some of the most profound changes of American history,
though they were less directly political than behavioral, cultural, psy-
chological and structural. America modernized and in so doing swept
away many of the values ordinary Americans thought cenral to the
meanings of their national life. As the economy shifted its center from
production to consumption, as the focus moved from country to city,
as credit ran free and personal spending boomed, as neu/ technologies
brought autos, telephones, radios and refrigerators to the grov.ring
numbers of middle-class homes, change rnoved at an ever-faster pace.
The I920s was an ^ge of Puritanism and Prohibition, but also of
psychoanalysis and flappers, jazz and film. The age that challenged
innovation and looked back nostalgically to the rural past also saur
massive new technological advances, the airplane, the interstate high-
way, sound in movies, the high-rise sophisticated excitement of the
cities. The tension between nost algta and novelty was exemplified in
some of the k.y conflicts of the age-immigration restriction, the
Scopes "monkey tial" in Tennessee about the teaching of Darwinian
evolution in schools, the trial and later the execution of the anarchists
Sacco and Vanzetti, a cause cdldbre which split conservatives and rad-
icals and repolit rcrzed what had seemed a largely apolitical decade.

The American novel of the I920s explored to the full this mixture
of experimental excitement about the new and anxious awareness of
historical loss. None showed it more than F. ScottFttzgerald, a novelist
who seemed to exemplify the decade and indeed virtualby became the
I920s in literature. Born in LS96 in St. Paul, Minnesota, his ^ge ran
roughly parullel to the century's decades, his career matched the rising
excitements of American life. Going to Princeton in I9I3, he encoun-
tered and was allured by its world of wealth and privileged promise.
He trained as an army officer but did not reach France until the
expatriate season of the I920s. That year his first book, Tbis Side of
Paradise, came out, to rival on the best-seller lists a work by another
Minnesotan, Sinclair Lewis, but where Lewis's Main Street summed
up the I920s through ahalf-savage and half-loving portrait of Puritanic
Middle AmerLca, Fitzgerald dealt with East Coast wealth and charm,
college days, youthful excitement and above all with the new gener-
ation. Like James Branch Cabell's Jurgen (I9I9), his u/as a self-
consciously decadent book. Its "golden boy, " Amory Blaine, is a " ro-
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mantic egoist," "hallowed by his own youth." He chases wealth,
beauty and religion, and senses the dilemmas of the age.style is ^[,
history is person alized as fashion. Daring conduct, flamboy^nt self-
presentation, sensitivity and desperate self-expenditure mark the mod-
ern spirit. Everything is evanescent , all the while promising transcen-
dental possibility. A youthful and often ill-written book, it aimed to
be, and becaffi€, the text for the posfwar generation, launchitrg its author
as a style setter, writing, he said, for "my own personal public-that
is, the countless flappers and college kids who think I am a sort of
oracle. "

To many of his critics, Fitzgerald sdll appears little more than a
srylish chronicler-a man so immersed in the social life, the amuse-
ments, the illusory promises of his time, with its fashions, its wealth,
its changing sexual habits-and its charm-that he could never stand
back far enough to consider and test it. And certainly Fitzgerald is a
novelist of immersion, deeply invested in the dreams, illusions and
romantic vulgarities of his generation. Yet, as his later novels and his
famous essay "The Crack-Up" make very clear, Fttzgerald not only
knew he paid a very high price for his literary tactics, but he was able
to measure and explore that price with the greatest critical intensity.
"The Crack-Up" draws a close analogy berween the historical devel-
opment of the I920s, from early euphoria to increasirg srain, and his
own psychic curve from early buoyancy to trauma. The Depression of
1929 becomes the crisis of his generation as they face their own eco-
nomic, spiritual and psychic overexpenditure, and it panllels his own
personal"crack-up." As the titles of the story collections that followed
the first novel show- Flappers and Pbilosophers (I92I), Tales of the

Jazz Agt (I922)-Fitzgeruld dedicated himself not just to the task of
capturing but of promoting the moods, fashions, styles and self-images
of the age of flappers, jazz and flaming youth. But as the title of his
second novel, Tbe Beautiful and Damned (1922), also suggests, there
was a darker side; he emphasized that all his stories now had "a touch
of disaster in them." Gloria and Anthony Patch-just like that other
exotic couple, Scott and his wife , ZeLda-want to make their mamiage
a "live, lovely, glamorous performance," trusting that "something is
going to happen." But the pressures of time and moral carelessness
take their toll, and the book is dominated by an increasingly familiar
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posfv/ar tone of fragility and self-induced destruction:

to live without my pretty face," Gloria cries.

don't want

Like his character Dick Diver in the most analytical of all his

novels , Tender Is the I'light (I934)-a summing-up of the L920s from

the Lg30s, a look back over the Boom from after the Crash-Fttzgerald

believed in involvemenr and saw the task of the writer and intellectual

as rhat of risking himself in the chaos of the times, despite the danger

that one will not remain fully "intact." The writer's role is to become

a "performing self," an agent in the places where history, society and

change are most conspicuously enacted. Fitzgerald's public style and

his fictional style were both modes of involvement; in his later work,

however, he began increasingly to understand the driving forces behind

the social display and his own psychic and economic overextension

and began to seek the literary forms for exploritg them. Ironic aLIy

enough, it was The Great Gatsby (1925), the bookwith which his early

public success began to fade, that brought the elements into fully

effective balance. Its indirect, often ironic first-person technique was

learned from Joseph Conrad, and it is his masterwork, the book T. S.

Eliot acknowledged as ̂  modern classic. The mixture of involvement

in and critical understandirg of its story is held in perfed control; the

aurhor, rather like his hero I^y Gatsby himself, seeks a parvenu's

enrrance into the social world while standing romantically and critically

outside it. As we have seen in comparing it to Dreiser's American

Tragedy, it is a novel of modern dream life, its vision demanding a

style well beyond naturalism, its approach requiritrg not conventional

moral interpretation but an imaginative instinct. The narrator, Nick

Carraway, becomes a voice of what Fitzgerald called "selective

delicacr"-filtering sensations and impressions in an order appropriate

to his growing understanding of Gatsby's nature, presenting a land-

scape of complex images so that Gatsby, initially just another comupt

product of his material world, is gradually distinguished from it and

finally made the victim of its massive carelessness. The novel suffuses

the material with the ideal and turns raw stuff into enchanted object.

That partly reflects Gatsby'r own romantic and obsessive qualities, but

it is also the product of a symbolist mode of writing that informs

everything-Gatsby's dreams, parties, even his shirts-with an en-

chanted glow.
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Gatsby is searchitg for a mansfiguring vision, a world beyond the
clock of historical time, life seeming meaningless unless muested with
meaning. Fitzgerald too projects meaning onto the book's troubled
landscap€, its surreal world of the metropolis and contemporary social
life, its strange detail thrown up in startling instants and images of
shifting fashions, sudden music, the decor of hotel rooms, the glamour
of possessions, the crowded motion of the sreets, the suburban ash
heaps, the passing faces and the passing hearses that catch the narrator's
eye. Fitzgerald plays off the ruro alternatives: the world romantically
arrested, suspended in wonder and love, and the world in motion,
filled with rootless, grotesque images of dislocation, fragments without
order, a waste land. That tension sdll haunts the final pages where the
dream of a pristine America commensurate with man's capacity for
wonder is also a nostalgic desire for what time, change, selfishness and
contingency defeat. Gatsby is an elusive, deceptive, almost counter-
feited figure, but he is also a port rart of the artisr-chasing, with his
"creative passion," a symbol, Daisy and the green light, which is both
transcendent and comupt. The book becomes a symbolist tragedy
about the symbolic imagination's sruggle to persist Ln a lowered his-
torical time. In its final backward look at the American Dream, it
explores the inherent ambiguity of the native sense of wonder in a
rneretricious, deceptive world , Fitzgerald succeeds not just in inter-
naltztng his own times-the era of a "whole race going hedonistic,
deciding on pleasuls"-lut in rcahztng them as the source of aserious
literary form.

As I920s unease grew, Fitzgerald internalized that too, sensing
the economic cost yet to be paid, the moral interest that u/as coming
due. FIe himself was now overextended , financially and emotionally.
The relative econornic failure of The Great Gatsby drove him ro pro-
ducing countless inferior magazine stories, some showing the touch of
vision and genius he so evidently possessed but others disappointing
to today's reader as they u/ere to their own author. The stock market
crash of 1929, Zelda's growirg mental illness, the unpaid bills and his
own alcoholism were weakening the inner self behind the public faqade.
He read Spengler and Henry Adams, Marx and Freud and sensed
the need for a "Great Change." In the Depression of the 1930s, he
saw the imelevance of the rich he had so admired and grew more
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conscious of the roors of his ou/n wealth and his psychic situatioo,

more au/are of the historical processes that underlay the displays and

disorders of his age. All this went into his next novel, Tender Is tbe

Irlight, a troubled and troublesome book, never quite completed, so

we can srill read it in two versions. It is a tale of psychic disorientation,

carefully made typical. Of his central couple, Dick and Nicole Diver,

Fitzgerald can say: "At that moment, the Divers represented externally

the exact furthermost evolution of a class." I)iver himself, ffained as

a Freudian psychologist, can also represent the endeavor to plumb the

unconscious forces that lie beneath the postwar world of chance, vi-

olence, breakdown and unexplained death. Behind the glitter of wealth,

the sunlit glow of luxurious expatr Late life on the French Riviera and

in Paris, there sound constant echoes of the war lately ended. The

book's method is panoramic and expository, its historical reach framed

by an awareness of endless inner violence, fragility and despair. The

world appears one of surfaces, but the expressive action is propelled

by underlying processes-a compositional challenge that explains why

the book was fwice written and set in two different orders, as Fitzgerald

sought to balance the relation of inner and outer life, personal stories

and larger themes.
Fitzgerald was never satisfied with his novel and continued to

amend it even after publication. Imperfect as it is, lacking the corn-

pleteness of Gatsby, it remains a major work; even its incompleteness

seems appropriate, for incompleteness and psychic overextension were

now Fttzgerald's preoccupation in the serious writing he continued to

produce despite growing personal collapse. The essays of 1936 and

1937, "The Crack-Up" and "Early Success," display how frankly he

tested aft against disintegration, playing his own thirties against his

twenties, interweaving historical and person aI awareness of crisis. His

alcoholism by now serious, his wife, ZeIda, permanently hospit ahzed,

his youthful reputation fading fast, his finances in chaos, he turned to

Hollyvood for work as a screenwriter. His final novel, Tbe Last Tycoon

(Ig4I, posthumous), is one of the best Hollyvood novels. But it too

was left incomplete, interrupted by Fitzgerald's sudden, early death in

L940. Monroe Stahr is the last of the great producers, another master

stylist who is gradually destroyed by the disintegrative forces of the

world outside him but also by the fragmentation of his inner life. This
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is another testing of the American Dream, set in the great dream-
factory, Hollyvood itself, with its tinsel images and its hidden conflicts.
Stahr's tragedy resembles Fitzgerald's own, for he roo had smuggled
to reconcile form and time, art and history, creation and commerce,
seeking to invest his actions with romantic and moral value while seeing
many of his dreams turn to tinsel or dust. After Fitzgerald's death his
reputation fell further but has since revived, 4S the major arrisr he
could be when his powers were working has become more apparent
and his fcrmal achievement grown more clear.

Tbe Last Tycoon, 4s we have it, unfinished, concludes with a
working note Fttzgerald had written to himself: "ACTroN rs cHAR-
ACTER." It was an appropriate epitaph, fitting his effort ro find through
living ^ literary form suitable to his times. It applied in another
way to the life and work of his great friend and rival through the
L920s and 1930s, Ernest Hemingway. Here was another writer com-
mitted to his own times and bonded to his own generarion, stricken
by the "unreasonable wound" of war; he called his first rcal book In
Our Time (1925). For Hemingway too the writer was a performing
self who discovered, through action , areas of personal being and
crisis he could use to challenge the truth of language and form. But
where Frtzgerald tested himself in the social world, Hemingway
tested himself on its fringes, in those places of exisrenrial encounter
that bring selfhood and courage physically to trial. Another exparr iate
in Paris, he wrote of bullfighting in Spain, war on the Italian fronr,
the Spanish Civil War, game hunting in Africa, rarely setting his key
novels in the continental United States. The short srories that bring
him to home materials deal largely with the Michigan woods in which
he had spent much time in his youth and with the testing initiations
of young manhood that he repeated and reproduced throughout his
life. Life-style and art-style again merged in quesr of the existential
and moral econorny that would express itself in the "one true sen-
tence" he always sought to construct. The new artistic economy meant,
exactly, economy-a bodily and stylistic toughness, a refusal of ro-
mantic illusions, a conrolled use of words, a precise and tensile self-
expenditure. Technique in life and writing was precision-a precision
that in time Hemingrvay came to feel that Fitzgerald lacked . Fttzgerald
seemed to emphasize weakness; Hemingway emphasized inner
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strength, the things one cannot lose , Fttzgerald amassed material but

wasted it and to some degree himself; Heminglvay's was a life where

romantic feelings and pains were kept half-hidden, contained by an

exact language. Fitzgerald's was an open world, Hemingway's a tight

and exclusive one, specified, appropriated, with its ou/n distinctive

terrain, its sanctified places, its own drinks and guns and rods, its own

types of speech. Over that temain moves the Hemin gway hero, crossing

the dangerous estate with an ̂ ft of ease that cloaks but does not entirely

conceal what lies behind-tension, insomn La, parn, wounds, the night-

mare of the age.
Hemingway's fictional world is always a clean, well-lighted place,

a world of the carefully selected minimum; this led him to a style of

pure limitation that ^t its best made him into an experimenter with

the experience and form of his time. His "hard" technique was anal'

ogous to modernist poetic doctrines of "impersonality" and the "ob-

jective correlative" and to the work of the postimpressionist painters

he admired. It was also shaped by personal experience. Born in 1899

in Oak Park, Illinois, he grew up in a famtly dominated by ^ genteel,

evangelical and repressive mother. Male roles and functions were

driven from the house into a nature both initiatory and often mean-

inglessly cruel-the Michigan woods, where his Nick Adams discovers

life in several shoft srories. After journalistic training Hemingrvay ex-

tended his encounter with "reality" by serving on the Italian front in

the First \florld \War as an ambulance driver with the American Field

Service. Here he sustained, while rescuing an Italian soldier, serious

shrapnel wounds in both legs, his initiation into modern exposure.

Some of his best writing-the stories of Men Without Women (1927)

and the novel A Farewell to Arms (I929)-deals 'vith this experience,

his fundamental loss and his conviction that modern war and violence

emptied the great heroic abstractions, the high notions of pure heroism

and sacrifice. He found return to the United States hard and so chose

an exp affL^telife in Paris, which provided the material of his first novel

The Sun Also Rises (1926) and his late memo ft A Moueable Feasl ( 1964,

posrhumous). He had letters from Sherwood Anderson inffoducing

him to several exp affLate gurus, including Gertrude Stein, from whom

he learned more than he was later prepared to admit. "Begin over

agarn_.and concentrate," Stein told him after reading some early sto-
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ries, and concentration became his fictional aim. He worked for a
formahzed, antiadjectival prose style that seemed less like aesthetic
mannerism than a plain elimination of all loose or evocative reference:
"All you have to do is to write one true sentence , " he says he told
himself. "$(/rite the truest sentence that you know. "

Hemingway's tight linguistic economy, setting limits on false ex-
perience and rhetorical afflatus, was initially displayed in the short
story. Three Stories and Ten Poems (1923) and In Our Time (1924),
first printed in Paris, established his style and intro,Juced, i1 seven of
the fifteen stories of the latter volume, Nick Adams, whom we see
both in the Michi gan woods and in wartime violence where narure
consumes its own creations and the corpses of the dead seem no more
important than the slaughtered caffle in the Chicago stockyards. The
tight style complements a tragic stoicism; Hemingway's puriry is shrill,
suffused with the personal experience, the historical loss and the suf-
fering out of which it has been wrought. Edmund \Tilson once re-
marked that Flemingway's surfaces seem always to suggest "the
undruggable consciousness of somethirg u/rong. " This manner of writ-
ing is a kind of existential realism that seems to derive directly from
encounter with experience, but it also implies acquaintance with a new
historical condition and so leads onward into a world of trauma, sleep-
lessness, an awareness of. nada, of all meaning lost except that which
can be arduously reconstructed. So the writing both focuses attention
on the cleanness of its own line and on the stoic pain and integrity of
the experience and its human witness.

Hemin gway is usually at his most exact and brilliant in his short
stories, which remain among his best work, but during the I920s he
extended his terrain into the novel, first parodying his menror Sher-
wood Anderson in the amusing but slight Torrents of Spring (I9L6),
and then in the far more substantial The Sun Also Reses (1926) (called
in England Fiesta). \Yith its memorable epigraphs, one from Eccle-
siastes and the other from Gertrude Stein-"You are aII a lost
generation"-1hs book, set among the Parisian expariates, indeed
seemed a text for the times. Stein later denied calling the postwar
writers, drinkers and wounded young people "the lost generation,"
but the phrase stuck, and so did the vision of a world of lost spirits
like Lady Brett Ashley, the dangerously overromantic Robert Cohn
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and the war-wounded narrator,Jake Barnes. Jake and Lady Brett, the

sexually wounded stoic and the nymphomaniac, share a modern ini-

tiation and know their task. "I did not care what it was all about,"

Jake notes. "Al1 I wanted to know was how to live in it. Maybe if you

found out how to live in it you learned from that what it was all aboltt."

"Learning to live in it" is the main concern of the book, Hemingway's

most social novel, a Baedeker of social and moral knowledge-an

exisrential education in the right drinks, the right places to go, the

right level of feeling and sensibility. The characters seek a "damned

good time" but also a purity of action and being at the point of

maximum exposure. Jake's wound is the central symbol of the intol-

erable intrusion of pain and history into the self which is the ultimate

reality, rhe fundamental modern initiation. It also keeps him in a tight

world of male comradeship, of men without women, of the things one

cannor lose. It would be "pretty to think" that things could be oth-

enpise, but romantic prettiness is not to be had-only a contained

survival in the primitive and pastoral life glimpsed in Spain at the

bullfight and on the fishing trip. Here the abiding earth can be en-

countered and managed, if one has genuine finesse and craft- afi'ci6n.

Much of Hemingway's later fiction would concenffate on that

sense of. a direct encounrer between struggling man and the seemingly

implacable universe. ,4 Fareutell to Arms (L929) returned to the Italian

front of the war, with its mud, disease, slaughter and reffeat. Its hero,

Lieutenant Frederic Henry, is another stoic and modern stylist:

I was always embarrassed by the words sacred, glorious, and sac-

rifice and the expression in vain Abstract words such as glory,

honor, courage, or hallow were obscene beside the concrete names

of villag€s, the numbers of roads, the names of rivers, the numbers

of regiments and the dates.

Henry's love affar with the British nurse Catherine Barkley is his

attempr ro find ^ path of escape through love. But the harsh, rain-

drenched landscape provides the gloomy images that lead toward the

tragic outcome, as Catherine dies in childbirth: "That was what you

did. You died." By the end of the novel Lieutenant Henry, conscious

of the cruel indifference of nature, the danger of abstract illusions, the
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brutal mortality of all human life, is driven into a stoic isolation and

a "separate peace" with nothing more to say, making his farewell to

the dead Catherine: "It \Mas like saying good-bye to a statue. After a

while I went out and left the hospital and walked back to the hotel

in the rain." The method is clarity itself; its stylistic rules are expressed

in the book about Spanish bullfighting , Deatb in the Afternoon (1932).

$Triting must express "the real thing, the sequence of motion and

fact which made the emotion and which would be as valid in a ye^r

or in ten years or, with luck and if you stated it purely enough, aL'

ways. "

During the 19J0s, along with his generation, Hemingway moved

away from the stoic isolation of his early novels toward more social

and communal themes. He left Paris and in time moved to Key \7est,

then Cuba, and recogn tzed the changing mood of the times , To Haue

and Haue I,lot (I%7) tells of Harry Morgan, who tries to make a living

by smuggling; as he dies he expresses the new Hemingway lesson:

"No matter how a man alone ain't got no bloody fucking chance."

\X/ith its heavy social satire the book is one of Hemingway's weakest,

but it helped prepare him for his most directly political novel, For

Wbom tbe Bell Tolls (1940), set during the Spanish Civil'War, which

Hemin gway visited as a correspondent and about which he also wrote

a play, The Fifth Column (1918). The novel departs from.4 Farewell

to Arm.s in its insistence that "No man is an Ilande ," as the title, taken

frorn John Donne, emphasizes from the start. Robert Jordan, its Amer-

ican hero, finds a growirg sense of commitment and responsibility as

he joins the Republican forces in a sabotage operation against the

Fascist troops of Franco. The Hemingway prose grows lusher and

more rhapsodic as Jordan falls in love with the Spanish girl Maria,

who has been raped by the Falangists, murderers of her father. Hem-

ingway mutes much of the sentimentality by using a pidgin-Spanish

manner, but the suppressed romanticism of his earlier work now be-

comes far more open. Jordan is a Frederic Henry who has rediscovered

the value of feeling, the romantic potential of nature itself and ulti-

mately the worth of the great abstractions Henry had rejected. He

suffers disillusionment but finally surrenders his life in a willed sac-

rifice, affirming that "the world is a fine place and worth the fighting

for and I hare verv much to leave it. " It was an affirmation that seemed
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called for as the threat of Fascism rose in the world, but it represented

a change in the spirit of Hemingway's work. One of the finest novels

we have of the Spanish Civil \Var, For Whom tbe Bell Tolls also

prefigures some of the weaknesses of Hemingway's later writing: a

tendency toward too ready transcendental affirmation, a growing sen-

timent a\ity, a ripe romanticism that gradually undermined some of the

darker, deeper aspects of his earlier vision and drew Hemingway,

always a novelist of male heroes, further toward becoming his own

best hero.
\(here Fitzgerald's career ended bleakly in 1940, Hemingway

both as popular writer and flamboyant u/ar comespondent found him-

self .utuf,rlted into ever-greater fame. He uras a courageous and often

foolhardy reporrer of the Anglo-American invasion of Europe in the

Second \X/orld War and single-handedly liberated the Paris Ritz. \War

u/as his natural subjecr, and in reportage and the later fiction he sffove

ro express his view of it. He had become a soldier-writer, a heroic

stylist. The legend ary Colonel Richard Canmell of Auoss the Riuer

and into tbe Trees (1950) is a thinly disguised self-portrait. Canrwell

has an instinctive comradeship for "those who had fought or been

mutilated, " an insider's deep knowledge of war, sport, food and love-

making. He reaches "accurately and well for the champagne bucket,"

"stands straight and kisses true": the Hemin gway hero as embittered

success. In the antiradical posfwar climate, Hemingway's prewar sense

of political commitment faded; what he was left with was his own

legend and a sense of life's fundamental struggle. That u/as expressed

inthe plain, powerful myth of The Old Man and the Sea (1952), which

won him rhe Nobel Pnze for Literature. A tale of ritual encounter

between an old Cuban fisherman and the destructive natural forces

that surround him as he battles first with a guant marlin and then with

the sharks who strip his pri ze to a skeleton, it is an affirmative work:

"But man is not made for defeat. A man can be destroyed but

not defeated." That message was to take on a darker look as the

legend ary author-hero reached his last years. A man of action battered

b/ r.tion, his body was bruised, his brain damaged. He worked now

on five more book-length manuscripts but found it hard to complete

them. One, AMoueable Feast, was a memoir goitg back to the "won-

derful" years of the 1920s. Two were novels: Tbe Garden of Eden
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(1986, posthumous), which also returnedto France and ends on a note
of liter ary confidence, and another, yet more moving, which appeared
in 1970 as Islands in the Stream.

Islands uras first intended as ^ trilogy about the Second \forld
Sfar, but it became three stories about Thomas Hudson) a painter and
sailor living in Cuba, a broken stoic who keeps passing beyond the
limits of his conrol as wear and tear break his grip on art, sporr,
strength, sexualLty, comradeship, marrrage and fatherhood. The book
is a dark self-potttait, the more moving because it, too, was never quite
completed. By the time of its publication, Hemingway was dead; on

JuIy 2, 196I, he killed himself, as his father had, with a shotgun, the
victim of depression, paranoia and increasing physical debility. The
dark shadows evident everyvhere through his finest books had over-
whelmed him, and the writer of physical action came to the end of
his great strength. Today it is the early books that look the best-the
most profound and self-discoverirg, the most finished in form and
exact in style. In the contemporary climate, some critics have chal-
lenged Flemingway's masculine carapace, his insistence on the male
hero preservitg gtace under pressure, his stress on bravery and soli-
tude. A clich6 about the Hemingway hero persists, and in his later
years Hemin gw^y did a good deal to encourage it. None of this should
distract from the tragic smength and the exact prose of the early work.
To return in particular to the early stories is to see how complex his
fictional world is, how much lies under his plain prose surfaces. For
readers throughout the world, Hemingway's prose expressed the hard
clarity and underlying existential pain that for many characteri zed the
modern age.

One more major novelist emerged from the fresh, confident at-
mosphere of the American novel in the I920s, in some u/ays the greatest
of all. This u/as William Faulkner, who grasped hold of the almost
moribund tadition of American Southern fiction and brought ro it
the energy and resources of experimental Modernism, to the point
where some of his finest fictional explorations of form and conscious-
ness fully compare with those ofJoyce, Proust or Virginia lWoolf. What
made Faulkner's historical and social vision so different from that of
his contemporaries was the distinctive, defeated nature of Southern
history, its great chivalric and rural traditions broken apaff by the
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American Civil \X/ar that abeady Lay sixty years in the past but was

everyN/here present in Southern consciousness when Faulkner began

to write of it. Faulkner always remained essentially a Southern writer;

born in 1897 , he grew up in Oxford, Mississippi, and spent nearly all

his life rhere, apart from frequent visits to Hollyrvood to earn money

by screenwriting. It was what he made of that engrained history and

the angles he took upon it that made him a great writer. The impact

of that temible defe at that had wasted the South and fulfilled the curse

that lay upon it, leaving it to the disorders of Reconstruction and the

growing predations of indu strrahzation and mercantilism, was one main

source of his writing. But another u/as the impact of Romantic, Dec-

adent and modern literature. During a brief bohemian spell in New

Orleans he came under the experimental influence of Sherwood An-

derson, 4s his own work was developing from Winesburg, Ohio (I9I9)

to the more mannered experimentalism of Dark Laughter (1925).

Faulkner also tried himself out as a poet in verse influenced by Keats

and the French Decadents. The writing of his own time, above all

Joyce's [Jlysses, was to have a profound effect on him, Yet at the same

time he always insisted that his work v/as bred "by Oratory out of

Solitude." In fact it was by linking the classic Southern romance, so

influenced by Scott, with the modern sense of experimental form, by

merging a deep-seated sense of regional history with ^n awareness of

the fracture of historical time, that he becarne a maior novelist.

Faulkner's first novel, Soldier's Pay (1926), which Sherwood An-

derson got published on condition he did not have to read it, was a

decadent text about the malaise of postwar society, its central figure

a scamed and blinded \World War veter an, Mosquitoe.t (1927) is about

decadent life in bohernian New Orleans and reveals Faulkner's desire

for a timeless poeric beauty as well as his sense of the sterility and

narcissism of contempo laty existence. But this was all beginning work,

and it was with his next book, Sartoris (1929), that Faulkner found

what he needed as a writer-of the "native soil" through which he

could interpret the fundamental drama of a Southern society emblem-

atic of human fate in an age of war, lost hopes, sffess and profound

transition. Yoknapatawpha County, like Hardy's $7essex, became a

populous, rich, almost real literary landsc apein which universal themes

could work themselves out. Around its county seat, Jefferson, lies a
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distinctive world of dispossessed aristocrats, of carpetbaggers and en-
ffepreneurs, sharecroppers and former slave owners, of woods, bear
hunts and pine-winey afternoons, of a long history of settlement back
to Indian days when the white man's curse was first brought to the
virgin land, of past chivalry, lasting guilts and the defeat of 1865. Inro
this rooted universe Bayard Sartoris returns from world wat, uneasy
about his manhood and place, seeking a reckless death among modern
machines in a latter- d^y version of the fate of his ancestors. The present,
in debased form, releases, reenacts arrd contradicts the past. The Sar-
torises are contrasted with the Benbows, delicate, intellectual and nar-
cissistic. And Sartorises, De Spains and Compsons are conmasted with
the Snopeses, modern entrepreneurs and opportunists who act without
historical sense and only from self-interest. And so, said Faulkner,

I discovered that writing was a mighty fine thing. You could make
people stand on their hind legs and cast a shadow. I felt that I had
all these people, and as soon as I discovered it I wanted to bring
them all back.

Sartoris is ^ loose, brggy monster of a book, originally to have
been called Flags in the Dust and shaped out of. ayet vaster manuscript,
a wild outpouring of social and historical material that was to seffe
Faulkner as groundwork for most of his writing thereafter. The great
change came with the next novel, Tbe Sound and the Fury, ̂ stonishingly
published in the same year yet tot alJy different in'its style and concept
of form. It is best read in an edition thatcontains the appendix Faulkner
added to it in 1946 giving the history of the Compson family back to
1699, though it should be remembered that much of this history was
devised later when the many lives of Yoknapatawpha County had
become more real for their author and more tightly interlocked. It has
rightly been acclaimed as the great American equivalent of Joyce's
[.Jlysses, which strongly influenced it, and its complex time scheme-
the four narratives are set on four different days, three in L928, one
in 1910, not in consecutive order-and its stream-of-consciousness
methods make it plainly Modernist. The first fractured story is set in
the present of 1928 and belongs to the mind and perceptions of Benjy,
an idiot with a mental age of five; then we move to the monologue of
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Quentin Compson on the d.y of his suicide back in 1910. \(/e next

hear the voice of the surviving, opportunistic Jason Compson and

finally the enduring voice of the black servant Dilsey. In this and the

books that followed, Faulkner displayed a remarkable compendium

of Modernist srategies, though the tactics are finally very different

from Joyce's or Proust's and always at the senrice of a larger history,

that of Yoknapatawpha itself. Faulkner's preoccupation with time has

to do with the endless interlocking of personal and public histories

and with the relation of the past to the lost, chaotic present. A central

theme of. The Sound and tbe Fury is Quentin's attempt to arrest both

subjective and historical time by defending his sister Caddy's virginity

from psychic corruption and time's flow; the book started, Faulkner

tells us, from the single image of young Caddy't dirty drawers. Benjy

himself is locked in a single continuous moment of time that removes

all causality or consequence from his perceptions. Jason sees matters

empirically, Dilsey from a patient sense of human continuity. Strange

associative links-like the coincidence of Caddy't name and the caddie

at rhe adjacent golf course-allow themes and images to multiply and

give the novel its intense, dense symbolist qualities.
In the group of novels that followed-As I Lay Dying (re30),

Light inthe deliberately sensational and commercial Sanctuary (L%D,

August (I93 and Absalom, Absalom! (I936)-Faulkner's

methods were extended.
complex

I think rhere's a period in a writer's life when he, well, simply for

lack of any word, is fertile and he just produces. Later or, his

blood slows, his bones get a little more brittle . but I think

there's one time in his life when he writes at the top of his talent
plus his speed, too,

Faulkner later commented. These are the books written at the top of

his talent, and in them we can feel his experimental powers at full

force. Each reaches, in small selective units, into the Yoknapatawpha
experience, revealing it not so much in expository historical narrative

as in distinct units of perception. So we feel the long underlying
history-from the seventeenth-century moment of settlement in the

not quite virgin, Indian South to the immediate present-as a process
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in which there ateoccasions of concentration, moments of temporal
amest, millennial instants where history inrersects with deep points of
psychic crisis or personal perception. Rape and corruption, miscege-
nation and human taint enact their historical cycles, making Faulkner
frequently a novelist of gothic extremity and violence. The various fates
of Southern aristocrats and poor whites, blacks and Indians, work
themselves out in an apocalyptic landscape. It is a world where in I8i5
the "stars fell" with the appearance of a comet, where in 1865 a whole
nation arrd madition went down to deieat, and where land as spirit has
yielded to land as pure property, woods to axes, gardens to machines,
South to North, timeless wonder to "progress." But in this fallen Eden
of the South, there are still moments of promise as life is renewed in
the cycle of eternal time, as human endurance reveals itself, as romantic
wonder yields up a lyric and manscendental vision and a sense of
symbolic significance.

As I Loy Dying tells the story of the six-day funeral journey of
the Bundren family through fifty-nine interior monologues, reflections
on movement and stasis, living and dying, as they travel beside the
moving wagon "with an outward semblance of form and purpose, but
with no inference of motion, progress or retrograde." Sanctudt!, a
more gothic novel, creates a remarkable figure of conrempo rury evil
in Popeye, the emptied, sterile man who has "the vicious depthless
quality of stamped tin" and who revenges his impotence by raping
with a corncob the whore-woman Temple Drake. The much finer and
more exact Ligbt in August deals with miscegenation and a lynching
through pursuing three cunningly interlocked narrarives-that of the
victim, the wandering orphan Jo. Christmas, who commits murder in
a confusion of racial identity, that of the Reverend Gail Hightower,
who secludes himself from life in an attempt to relive one single mo-
ment of historical time, and that of the encompassing figure of Lena
Grove, fecund and pregnant, weaving round the story her natural
abundance and future promise. In Absalom, Absalom!Faulkner brings
many of his previous characters together and tells agaln the story of
the downfall of a family, the gothic tragedy of the house of Thomas
Sutpen and his grand "design." Qnentin Compson returns as the cen-
tral figure, trying to understand and place the historical process that
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has led the Sutpen family to its fate. The complex chronology of the

book is so dense that the new reader really needs the k.y to its time

scheme constructed by Cleanth Brooks-who called the book the

greatest of Faulkner's novels and proof that Faulkner always regarded

history not as a set of facts but as a great imaginative reconstruction.

Certainly by nou/ that imaginative history u/as becomittg dense,

and Yoknapatawpha County-('\7illiam Faulkner, sole owner and

proprietor, " 2,400 square miles of crossed histories, a web of dynasties

and genealogies, heroisms and crimes, stories and storytellers-richly

populous. A good part of Faulkner's later work went into filling in its

spaces. In the stories of The [Jnuanquished (L938) and Go Doun, Moses

(1gqZ), he gave his characters wider room and a richer history, eX-

ploring the transformation of the land and the growth and decay of

its dynasties as they move toward a present of greed and expropriation,

In the laffer volume we find one of the finest of all modern long short

stories, "The Bear," the tale of Ike McCaslin's initiation into nature

and the demands of time. In the late trilogy about the sharecropping,

predatory Snopes family , The Hamlet (1940) , The Town (1957) and

The Mansion (1959), Faulkner, ever extendittg his materials and the

number of his storytellers, turned to com.dy, and in his last novel The

Reiuers (1962) to farce. In his late A Fable (1954) he attempted a

summative work, using the First World \War to tell what is in effect

an allegory of Christ's suffering and crucifixion for mankind. It lacks

his earlier complexity and is not a success, but it affi.rms what Faulkner

celebrated in acceptirg the Nobel Pnze for Literature in 1950, his

belief in "courage and honor and hope and pride and compassion and

pity and sacrifice." Faulkner had always been interested not simply in

the onerous pains of Southern history and its relation to the crises of

the modern psyche, but in the plenitude of human nature, the lyrical

and transcendental aspects of the natural world and the feeling that

creativity and hope can be relived and passed from generation to

generation, so becoming timeless. The endurance of Southern blacks

as victims of the history he explored confirmed his belief. All this

sometimes sentim entahzed his work, but it also helped make it myth-

ical. The work had, like many of the best modern American novels,

originated amid the decadent despairs and the experimental artistry
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of the 1920s, and like Frtzgerald's and Hemingway's, ir persistently
reflects the ffagic exposure, the abrasion, the sense of radical discovery
through which modern American fiction found itself.

The achievement of the American novel in the I920s spread much
wider-to e. e. cummings's Tbe Enormous Room, Gertrude Stein's
The Making of Americans, Sherwood Anderson's Dark Laughter, John
Dos Passos's Manbattan Transfer, Willa Cather's Death Comes for the
Archbisbop and much more. It represenrs one of the most remarkable
periods of Anrerican literary history, and its hunger for new styies,
new forms, new attitudes to human nature and human history, new
modes of artistic self-discovery, generated an atmosphere of innovation
perhaps even more powerful than what had been happening in the
new poeffy. It often began in expatr rate withdr awal to Europe or in
bohem lan separation from a culture that was seen as Puritanic, ma-
terialistic and fundamentally hostile to art, but it rook up European
experiments and assimilated some of the cultural despair and the sense
of psychic and historical crisis we recogn rze as part of what was coming
to be called the Modern temper. Many of these writers found thar
what had been created at the radical fringes, in the hothouse aesthetic
atmosphere of the I920s, was quickly drawn toward the center. Hem-
ingrvay won national and international success, Fitzgerald finally earned
his belated recognition and Faulkner became internationally acknowl-
edged as one of the most significant Modern experimentalists. Perhaps
this was because they possessed both a distinctively Modern vision and
the sense of cultural contradiction that existed in an American society
looking both backward and forward, to a recedirg, half-mythic Amer-
ican past and a shock-laden present rushing onward inro a yer more
alienatitg future. Thus they expressed the novelty of the new and often
European forms and their relation to their own culture, as it experi-
enced the rape of an older American innocence. They revealed the
existential crisis of the tge , but also some of that half-ironic sense of
wonder it still possessed, what Fitzgerald expressed in the final phrases
of The Great Gatsby in speaking of the "ransitory enchanted momenr"
of wonder that creates an aesthetic contemplation man neither seeks
nor understands: "So we beat oD, boats against the current, borne
back ceaselessly into the past. " The result was that they were able to
construct an enduring tradition for their successors : Fttzgerald's bright
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yet also embittered and terrible social vision, Hemingway's existential

,.rr. of tragedy, Faulkner's gothic perspective-without which the

work of ,rrcc.ssors like Eudora \7elty, Carson McCullers and Flannery

O'Connor, or Be|}ow, Updike and Pynchon, seems scarcely possible.

Their impact continues, their expression of amodern America persists,

right inro the novel of the later twentieth century. If American poetry

f-rra found a new way to utter the meaning of the nation, so too had

the American novel.



CHAPTER
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RADICAL REASSESSMENTS

I .

Fjf L. Mencken, the most entertaining and widely read of Amer-
ll. lI o ica's commentators during the first third of the century, once
imagined himself standing on the French Line pier-"wrapped in the
American flug"-11r4ving farewell to yet another boatload of young
artists and writers pursuing the aesthetic promise of Europe's greener
fields. But while Stein, Tliot and Pound did settle permanently abroad,
countless others paid their ritual visit and returned to share Mencken's
United States at first hand-among them Frosr, Hemin Way,Anderson
and Frtzgerald, Katherine Anne Porter, Sinclair Lewis, Eugene O'Neill
and numberless lesser talents. Archibald Macleish planned to live
abroad for five years and did just thaq writing poems and verse drama
strongly colored by the work of Eliot and Pound. But on his rerurn
to the United States at the end of the L920s, Macleish repudiated the
poetry he had admired and imitated, arguing that wasreland pessimism
and alienation had isolated the expatriate poet from the needs of his
countrymen. He called for "public speech" to address the economic,
social and rnoral issues of the age. A few years earlier, Van Wyck
Brooks in Tbe Pilgrimage of Henry lames (L925) had complained of
severed roots and distanced audiences, and one of the major figures
of the new Modernism, William Carlos WilliaffiS, had accused Eliot
and the expatriates of betraying the liberatirg impulse of American
Modernism by working to revive the conservative values and verse
conventions of European tradition. For Williaffis, fruitful experimen-
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tarion was possible only with American materials, with the settings and

speech patterns that charac tenzed a natlve culture abandoned or poorly

understood by the cosmopolitan expatriates.

The note was a familiar one. The plea for cultural nationalism

made by Macleish, \ililliams and Hart Crane asserted yet once agaLn

the value, the necessity, of an art nourished in native soil. And yet by

1930 the argument was inescapably more strident and insistent. If

literature exists to write an ever-changing world into comprehensible

existence, then the world faced by Macleish in 1930 pose d a unique

challenge. Thinkers as different as Henry Adaffis, William James, San-

tayanaand the younger Holmes had warned of the fissures in American

bedrock assumptions, of the strain an ever-increasing velocity of change

would inescapably create. With the cash of the New York stock

market in L929, the decade of no tomomows came to a frightening

end, and Americans u/ere stunned by the rapidity of their slide. "The

counrry can regard the present with satisfaction and anticip ate the

future with optimism," President Coolidge announced in December

!928, and it is easy to understand his good spirits. The volume of

acriviry on the New York stock exchange had topped a billion shares.

During the previous three years, General Motors shares rose from

$99 to g2I2; in the summer of 1929, industrial stocks climbed nearly

25 percent. That autumn the rising atc ctacked and sent values tum-

bling. By 1932, the bottom of the Great Depression, industrials had

fallen from 452 to 58. General Motors dropped from 2I2 to 8.
rWhat had come to seem an irreversible ride on the celesti al rutl-

road became perhaps the most serious challenge the Arnerican Dream

had faced since the Civil S7ar. Life savings disappeared overnight.

Suddenly there were fewer jobs and lower wages for those that re-

mained. In 1932, the average monthly unemployment total reached

12 million with wages at 60 percent of the 1929 level and industry

operating at half its 1929 volume. Some 5,000 banks had failed and

everyone knew the song "Brother, Can You Spare a Dime?" In 1933,

2,000 rural schools did not open. There were 200,000 unemployed

teache rc and 2.3 million children without schools to attend.

President Roosevelt launched his New Deal reforms and social

programs to get the nation back to work, but it was not until the

industrial boom forced by the need for armaments after the Japanese
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attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941 that the nation's economic and social
life regained a semblance of its earlier vitality. The intervening decade
had raised questions for Macleish and other American writers that
no number of earlier warnings could have prepared them for. This
time the traditional jeremiad seemed inadequate, for if it was painfully
clear that little promise remained to American life, the sources of
necess ary renewal no longer spoke unequivocally from a simpler past.
Capitalism and its trusted indust nal and technological handmaidens
seemed pov,rerless to halt the slide and sustain an egalitafian society
that could guarantee the welfare of all. The world the artist was asked
to understand and interpret had become dominated by economic and
social forces that questioned insistently the nature of the nation: \What

had America become? S7hat future might it anticipate? Given the
startling new circumstances, what in the nation's past now spoke mean-
ingfully to its present and future?

The changes of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
that had made Ameri ca an urban, industrial society u/ere brought into
sharpened relief when the entire edifice seemed to many on the brink
of collapse. The challenges of pov€fty, of social justice and economic
equity, of national identity and intern atronal power in a world feeling
increasingly the presence of the Soviet Union-these u/ere the issues
that forced the American writer toward the subjects, languages and
themes of the Depression and u/ar years. As his nation threatened to
disinte grate, the writer recogn ized the ftagility of its coherence and
undertook to number the diverse strands that had come to constitute
it with the hope that the most vital could be made newly relevant.

S7hen Van Vyck Brooks announced America's Coming-of-Age in
L9I5, h. lamented the nation's inability to nourish itself on its rich
past and insisted that the arts must function as a social force, that they
had the power to cure the ills of a stagnant culture. Three years later
Brooks anticipated some of the freshest thinking of the next decades
in "On Creating a Usable Past." Initially ^ manifesto for the young
rebels intent on challenging the critical authority of an older generation,
the sacred quest it urges was eventu ally made by most of the era's
serious writers. "The spiritual welfare of this country depends alto-
gether upon the fate of its creative minds," Brooks w'rote.
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The present is a void, and the American writer floats in that void

because the past that sunrives in the common mind of the present

is a past without living value. But is this the only possible past? If
rs/e need another past so badly, is it inconceivable that we might

discover one, that we might even invent one?

During the L920s American writers expressed their dissent from

a materialist America by expatriation, by engaging in experimental
aesthetic adventure, by exploritg new forms and joining in the ex-

citements of surrealism and the revolution of the word. By the 1930s

the amitude changed as writers both questioned and struggled to

reinterpret the history of their ourn culture, which had changed so

rudically overnight. \When the social machine seemed to have broken

down completely, and, as Leo Gurko put it, "there were whole schools
of mechanics jockeying for the privilege of starting it up again," the

earnest but ineffectual liberalism of Brooks and the others steadily gave

way before the vitality of Marxism and the energetic conservative
response it engendered. The serious dialectic of the l%Os demanded
extensive reassessment of every aspect of the national life. From a

literary perspective, the answers offered by the New Left and the
Southern Fugitive-A grarrans emerged as most significant for the artistic
future of the country. It is not difficult to understand the appeal
Marxism held for critics like Edmund \filson, Granville Hicks and

V. F. Calverton and novelists like Dreiser, Wright and Dos Passos.

\X/ith its faith in progress, science and a richer life through the hu-

manitarian reform of industrialism, Depression Marxism was a clear

developmenr of I,l ew Republic liberalism and the foggy-headed so-

cialism of writers like Floyd Dell. The Tennessee agraians had their

forebears as well in the ethical neohumanism of Irving Babbitt, Paul

Elmer More and Stuart Sherman; their shared rejection of just this
progress, science and industrialism, their emphasis on individualism
and the need fot a saving remnant, and their consequent consen/ative-
reactionary political, social and religious platforms attest their debt to

the earlier critics.
The 1930s changed and developed this map of intellectual and

Iiterary thinking. The expatriates of the I920s came back, or stepped
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out of Greenwich Village into the real wastelands of the 1930s, and
were both dismayed and invigorated by the changed Arnerica they
found. As Malcolm Cowley has recalled,

Thousands were convinced and hundreds of thousands were half-
persuaded that no simple operation would save us. . . . There had
to be the complete renovation of society that Marx had prophesied
in 1848. Unemployment would be ended, war and fascism would
vanish from the earth, but only afrer the revolution.

Marxist analysis of the social and economic wreckage, Edmund \Tilson
noted, " at least offered a discipline for the mind, gave a coherent
picture of history and promised not only employment but the triumph
of the constructive intellect. " Since an appropriate past was an im-
portant component of their reform program, the American Marxists
of the 1930s undertook a fresh reading of the nation's political and
literary history. Th e Partisan Reuiew and Anuilfor April 1 g36published

a group of papers with the heading "\(/hat Is Americanisrn? A Sy--
posium of Marxism and the American Tradition." The papers were
replies to a questionnaire that asked, "\What is your conception of
Americanism?" "Do you think of it as separate and opposed to the
cultural tradition of \ilZestern Europe?" The response from novelist
Robert Hemick measured the sense manv had of what was at stake:

For all the years of my conscious life I have believed in what used
to be called, fondly if rather vaguely, " the American madition'' . . .
that is, a cultural base differing from that of all other peoples, due
to the physical environment, racral inheritances, and historical de-
veloprnent of the American people. . . . I do not feel today that
this vigorous American tradition has survived the shock of the
\ilforld \X/ar and its economic convulsions, and the still greater
shock of bewildered disillusionment at the partial collapse of the
economic structure. . If American civilization survives, without
taking either exueme of left or right . . . the enduring and inrinsic
value of "the American tradition" will have been demonsrated.
That uadition is now in the crucible. The world awaits the outcome.
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The tradition of the Left that emerged from Herrick's crucible

included Edmund \Wilson's Traaels in Tuto Demoryacies (1936) and

To the Finland Station (1940), Joseph Freeman's anthology Proletarian

Literature in the United States (I%5) and Bernard Smith's Forces in

American Criticism (L939). Two Marxist readings of American literary

history undertook a thorough revision of the nation's literar.y heritage:

The Liberation of American Literature (1932) bV V. F. Calverton and

Tbe Great Tradition; An Interpretation of American Literature Since

the Ciuil War (1933) by Granville Hicks. Neither Calverton nor Hicks

made a lasting impression on serious readers of literature, but the case

was significantly different with a third ambitious literary survey, Vernon

L. Parrington's three-volume Main Currents in American Thought

(1927-30). Parrington's Jeffersonianism brought leftist economic de-

terminism a sense of native continuity, and Main Currents swept the

literary scene and dominated for more than a decade the nation's

conception of its usable literary past.
\il/riters as different as John Dos Passos, Nath anael \West and

Richard Wright were drawn at one time or another to the sffingent

questioning of American values urged by the Marxist left, but by the

end of the decade little of its intense energy and less of its newfound

influence remained. Marxism would emerg e agarn, in the decades fol-

lowing the Second World \Var, to challenge American consensus and

easy assumptions about the social and political roles of artists and their

art,but by I%9 the first wave of economic analysis had collapsed from

its own mechanical reductionism and from its unhappy identification

with the policies of the Soviet Union. For John Reed and countless

others, Russi a had becom e a vrable alternative to an America that no

longer seemed able to function, but Stalin's purge trials and the Nazi-

Soviet Nonaggression Pact of L939 destroyed the base in history for

explanations that claimed to be above all others historical. As Edmund

\Tilson was to recall in 1943,

the young journalists and novelists and poets who had ffied to base
their dreams on bedrock, had the spectacle, not of the advent of
"the first rruly human culture," the ideal of Lenin and Trotsky,

but of the rapid domination of Europe by the state socialism of

Hitler and Stalin, with its strangling of political discussion and its
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contemptuous extermination of art; and they no longer knew what
to think.

Franklin Roosevelt's liberal economic and social prograffis, the
industrial recovery stimulated by military rearmament and the slow,
painful rcalization of Soviet totalitarianism combined ro destroy the
cohesion and efficacy of the American literary left just as its sgongesr
advers ary recorded an important-what time would prove to be
decisive-triumph. In L938 two young instructors at Louisiana State
University published a poetry textbook that signaled the literary frui-
tion of the Southern Fugitive-Agrarian rnovement and the eventual
revolution in lite rury taste and methodology that has become known
as the New Criticism. (Jnderstanding Poetry, by Cleanth Brooks and
Robert Penn \il7aren, taught a generation of Americans not only how
to read but also what was worth reading, and that generation in turn
transformed the study of literature in the nation's schools and colleges,
thereby authorizrng and institutionali zing one version of Modernism
for countless aspiring young writers.

As students at Vanderbilt University in Tennessee, Brooks and
\Warren had joined with Allen Tate, Donald Davidson and John Crowe
Ransorn, a group of poets which had evolved from the eaily years of
The Fugitiue magazine (1922-25) into the conseryative-some feel
reactionary-sociopolitical analysis of I'll Take My Stand: The South
and the Agrarian Traditrcn (1930) by "Twelve Southerners." Of all the
sections of the nation, the South, or those who tdealtzed the leisured,
stable aristocratic culture of the plantation South, felt the most threat-
ened by the Northern urban-industrial civihzation championed by her-
alds of the "New South" as remedy for the malaise of the Depression.
The Vanderbilt agrarrans urged as an alternative a tradition rooted in
regionalism: life centered in the land and values of a less frenetic,
acquisitive time, and aft nourished in the Vestern legacy of classic
and Christian humanism. Ransom, Tate and \Wamen u/rote restrained,
elegant, learned verse much like Eliot's, whose work they revered and
whose "Tradition and the Individual Talenr" (1920) helped shape rheir
thinking. Like the writers of the left they so passionately opposed, the
Southern regionalists drifted from their social commitments as the
I930s drew to a close, but they passed on a remarkably coherent and
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influenttalliterary program to the decades that followed. When Brooks

and \,il/arren selected their readings and prepared their representative

analyses for (Jnd.erstanding Poetry in L938, they drew upon what the

Marxists and socialists had been unable to secure, a canon of allusively

rich and challenging verse and a methodology of close attention to

"rhe poem itself"-both legacies of Eliot's Modernism and his later

cultural conservatism. \When Ransom published his essay collection

Tbe I,Jeu Criticism in I94L, he gave a title to a new era of literuty

discourse.
The South was not the only region to develop its lite rury potential

in the years before the Second World \War, but its success was the

most remarkable, enduring into the 1940s and beyond as a celebrated

"southern Renaissance." Mencken had angered the entire region of

the South with his coverage of the Scopes "monkey trial" and his

gibes at "The Saharu of the Bozan " But the eventual influence of the

Agrarian-New Critics in the nation's universities, the poetry of \7amen,

Tate and Ransom, the plays of Tennessee \7i11iams and the fiction of
\Warren, Ellen Glasgow, Thomas \Wolfe, Katherine Anne Porter, \Wil-

liam Faulkner, Carson McCullers, Flannery O'Connor and Eudora

Welty made the South for several years the center of the nation's literary

achievement,

Jane Austen once remarked that all she needed for her novels was

a single rural setting and ^ few country families. Villiam Faulkner

grad,.rally came to understand his Modernis t afi in much the same u/ay:

"I discovered that my own little postage stamp of native soil was worth

writing about and that I would never live long enough to exhaust it."

This is what Tate and Davidson meant by regionalism, a cultural con-

cept based in the aesthetic thinking of Modernism. Unlike the nostalgic

sectionalism of the posr-Civil War local-color movement, this region-

alism saw in the local and the specific the only source of general,

human value, either social or artistic; regionalism is thus one answer

to the era's search for a usable past, a mode of radical literary discovery

of materials and themes that speak through the particular to the needs

of the entire nation. In this sense Willa Cather, Edgar Lee Masters,

Carl Sandburg and Sherwood Anderson are Midwestern regionalist

writers, with Cather moving on to exploit the correlatives of the South-

west; Edward Arlington Robinson and Robert Frost used New England
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as Robinson Jeffers and John Steinbeck used Califor nia, not to cele-
brate the separate section but to question universal values through the
specific case.

Viewed as fecund source, cities like Chicago and New York were
also regions, as was not only Harlem but the life of black Americans
drawn upon in the writing of the Harlem Renaissance and its heirs-
Claude McKay, Jean Toomer, \Wallace Thurman, Countee Cullen,
Langston Hughes, \7. E. B. DuBois, Ralph Ellison, James Baldwin,
Gwendol;tn Brooks. A similar quest for usable materials led rc the
excited discovery of other overlooked regions: in the lives of women,
native Americans and the artists and literary bohemians who gathered
in Manhattan's Greenwich Village-('Inglorious Miltons by the score,
and Rodins, one to every floor," John Reed quipped. It would draw
as well on the worlds of European Modernism and Hitler's 6migrds-
Thomas Mann, Hannah Arendt, Vladimir Nabokov, Albert Einstein
-who continued to amive and undergo the assimilation that atvaryirg
speeds would nourish the American grain. Perhaps the foremost case
in point is the psycho analyic thought of Sigmund Freud, Alfred Adler
and Carl Jttg, which touched writers as different as Edmund \X/ilson,
Conrad Aiken and Eugene O'Neill and has remained a staple resource
for any artist explorirg the many-layered life of the mind. Like Marxism
and even Agrarianism, psychoanalysis can be seen as part of the
growing internatio nahzation of the American hterury intelligence. As
Laurence Holland notes, "By 1940'the psychiatrist,' the 'archetypal

symbol' and 'the Oedipus Complex' had become part of modern
mythology'r-yet another way in which the 1930s and 1940s sau/
American and European thought developing rogerher.

I I

The Europe that journeyed wesru/ard during these decades was less
the normative model of earlier provincial years, more one source among
many of constructs and vocabulary for grasping and expressing an
"American Century." The suggestions of cubism and James Joyce were
eagerly grasped as modes of manifesting a modern reality that could
no longer be seen whole from any single perspective but only surmised
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from the intersection of varied perceptions. \Whether one looked at

the public world of Depression America or the inner life of the in-

dividual, what had once seemed single, coherent, whole, now lay in

pieces . Ezra Pound had noted how the simple life of a village will

nourish a sense of sequence, so that history and life itself can be thought

of as continuous, coherent narrative. But "in a ctty, visual impressions

succeed each other, overlap, overcross, they are 'cinematogtaphic.' "

With the success of the first full-length talking movie, Al Jolson's The

Jazz Singer in 1927, the century found its truly representative art form;

American writers were quick to adopt its shifting time-scales, its visual

collage and montage, its sense of a whole composed of some 100,000

often obliquely related fragments. Dos Passos stitched together bits of

films, newspaper stories and popular songs; Faulkner drew together

"the rug-tag and bob-ends of old tales and talking."

In 1922, an entire year of moviegoing numbered some 40 million

Americans; by 1930 the total was close to 100 million per week. T e-

gitimate theater in the United States has never enjoyed such success,

partly because of the nation's size and partly too because few significant

talents or theatrical organizations endure long enough to register a

lasting impact. O'Neill's association with the Provincetown Playhouse

helped channel European cunents into New York productions and

launch a career that would bring him the Nobel Pfize in 1936. But

taken together the audiences of O'Neill, Maxwell Anderson, Clifford

Odets, Robert Sherwood and Lillian Hellman never matched the grow-

irg numbers at the movie "palaces." And as Hollyvood developed

into the world's capital of filmed drama during the 19J0s, it was not

the playvright who journeyed to Southern California to participate and

profit but novelists like Faulkner and Fitzgerald. After the war, how-

ever, the dramatist and the no-longer-neu/ medium did establish a close

working relationship to produce film versions of plays by Tennessee

Williaffis, Arthur Miller, \Tilliam Inge and Edward Albee. More recent

writers in all forms know film 'and its techniques thoroughly-as do

their readers; selling a work to a film maker for a percentage of the

movie's receipts usually brings the highest financial reward a writer

can hope for. The years since the first "talkie" have thus made the

motion picture a dominant influence on American literature. A com-

plex piecing together of myriad filmed fragments, the film has remained
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a fruitful model for writers trying to bring into formal unity a national
life that has remained permanen dy ftactured, for a diversity of audi-
ences that resembles nothing so mush-as Henry James once
remarked-as a checkerboard of distinct and conmasting needs and
interests.

If we distinguish between the atrical production and drarnatic lit-
erature, we can say that America has a long history of theater but few
playwrights and only a handful of plays that perennially hold the in-
terest of both audiences and thoughtfu! readers. Wsiting companies
from Britain toured the colonies and led to the consrruction of play-
houses from Boston to Charleston, but the persistenr demand ro fill
the seats and show a profit often stocked them with minsrel, burlesque
and vaudeville entertainments (some little rnore than the "Royal None-
such" of Huck's King and Duke), just as rising production costs have
turned New York's Broadway toward lavish musical comedy and as-
tronornical ticket prices. Such conditions have been unable to nourish
and support an Ameri can Shakespeare, Molidre, Ibsen or Chekhov
and have limited many promising dramatists to a few notable plays
before forcing them toward the more dependable, substantial rerurns
of cinema and television writing. There have been poets and novelists
who wrote plays, but very few writers remembered prim anly as play-
wrights: FIenryJames tried his hand, as did e. e. cummings, S7. C. nfil-
liams, RobinsonJeffers, Edna St. Vincent Millay, Frank O'Hara, Faulk-
ner, Bellow and Richard \Wilbur. Among the more successful efforts
have been experiments with verse drama, such as Eliot's Murder in
the Cathedral (1935) and The Cocktail Party (1950), Macleish's /. B.
(1958) and Robert Lowell's trilogy, The Old Glory 0964), based on
tales by Hawthorne and Melville. And there have been a few plays
that continue to receive attention from amateur and regional companies
and their audiences: Maxwell Anderson's What Price Glory? 0924)
and \Vinterset (L935), Thornton \Tilder's Our Town (1938) and Tbe
Skin of Our Teeth (1942), Robert Sherwood's Petrified Forest (L935),
Idiot's Deligbt (L936) and Abe Lincoln in lllinois (1938), William Sa-
royan's The Time of Your Ltfe (L939) and Lillian Hellman's The Chil-
dren's Hour (1934) , Tbe Little Foxes (1939) and Toys in tbe Attic ( 1960).
Students of dtamatic expressionism often date serious American drama
from Elmer Rice's The Adding Macbine (L923), but the play is rarely
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staged; similar historical interest sumounds the early political plays of

Clifford Odets, \{aiting for Lefty (1935) and Awake and Sing (I%5).

The only playvrights and playvriting to hold the boards for notable
periods since the Second World $Var have been Arthur Mille r (Death

of a Salesman, L949), Tennessee \X/illiams (The Glass Menagerie, 1944;

A Streetca,r I'lamed Desire, 1947; Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, L955) and

Edward Albee (Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, 1962).
The notable exception, America's single plapxtright of world stat-

ure, has been Eugene O'Neill. In his posthumous autobiographical
masrenvork, Long Day's Journey into I'Jight, O'Neill portrays the di-

lemma of the native theater in the career of the play's father, James
Tyrone. Beginnirg his life as an actor with much promise and high

aspirations, Tyrone has the fortune-misfortune to find himself starring
yer after year in the lucrative crov/d-pleasing Count of Monte Cristo.

Secure profit and easy applause draw him repeatedly from the goals

of his youth until u/e meet him lamenting his life as bartered away and

unfulfilled. James O'Neill earne d a fortune playitg the lead tn Monte

Cristo more than five thousand times; the constant travel drove his

wife to morphine addiction and his f\I/o sons to alcoholism. "You

might say I started as a troup€r," E.tgene O'Neill once remarked. "I

knew only actors and the stage. My mother nursed me in the wings

and in dressing rooms." S7irhin ten years after committing himself to

a career as playvright, O'Neill was acknowledged as a major force in

the American theater; in another ten years he was known worldwide

as winner of the Nobel Prize in L936, the only American playwright

to be so honored. And yet the young O'Neill had wanted nothing to

do with the commercial theatical world of his father. In L906, after

his rebellious life-style and drinking led to expulsion during his first
year at Princeton, he spent several years "just drifting"-pining for

gold in Honduras, workin g a cattle steamer to South Afrrca and ships

sailing berween New York and Southampton, combittg beaches in

Buenos Aires and briefly reporting for a Connecticut newspaper. He

tried acring with his father's company but detested the mediocre vehicle

that paid the bills.
The turning point in O'Neill's life was a six-month sanatorium

stay for nenrous exhaustion and tuberculosis in 19 L2.Forced to remain

idle, he read Strindberg, Ibsen and the Greek tragic poets and decided
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that "I want to be an artist or nothing." \With the submission of the
one-act Bound East fo, Cardif, he was accepted for one sernester as a
special student in George Bake f s 47 \Workshop at Haru ard; the same
year he published his first book, Tbirst, and Other One-Act Plays. If
Ameri can dramatists have been limited by the economic caurion of
popul ar theater, what growth there has been can be attributed to low-
budget experimental companies like the Provincetown Players and the
Sfashington Square Players, both founded in I9I5, and the Group
Theater, founded in 1931 O'Neill's long association with the Prov-
incetown Players-with summer productions on Cape Cod and winter
runs in New York-gave him the opportunity for extensive experiment
in dramatic style and structure and earned for the Players a place in
American literary history.

O'Neill was from the first an experimental-if independent-
Modernist. As he looked at the relations of self and society, h. was
initially moved by the material forces that diminish human choice, and
he came to share the perspective of the naturalistic determinists. But
his wide reading, especi ally in Freud, J.rng and Adler, gradually led
him to attempt drama tiztngthe inner struggles and conflicts that govern
the search for existential meaning. The theater he inherited valued
realism above all else, often a realism achieved through the devices
and artifice of the stage manager. Though occasionally naruralistic and
often melod ramatrc, O'Neill sruggled to free himself through his own
experiments with psychological expressionism. Taping the nine-acr
stream-of-consciousness Strange Interlude (1928) for ^ television re-
vival, acress Glenda Jackson remarked that O'Neill did nor write
dialogue, he wrote speeches. Many of the plays contain lengthy mon-
ologues; Tbe Iceman Cometh (1946) ends with perhaps the longest
such speech in recent dramatic history . The Emperor Jones (1920) uses
pou/erful lighting and musical effects to portray its proragonisr's dis-
integration through Darwinian stages to helplessness. Describing his
use of sound in the play, O'Neill recalled:

One d.y I was reading of the religious feasts in the Congo and the
uses to which the drum is put there-how it starts at ^ normal
pulse and is slowly accelerated until the heartbeat of everyone
present comesponds to the frenzied beat of the drum. Here was
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an idea for an experiment. How could this sort of thing work on

an audience in a theater?

r Some of O'Neill's dramaturgic experiments are more successful

than others. He uses Greek choruses, single characters played by rwo

actors, cinernatic flashbacks and elaborate stage masks to porffay the

ways "the sickness of today" renders life hollow and intolerable-of

his more than thirty plays, only Ah, Wilderness ! (1933) is a comedy.

In Dynamo (1929), an elecric dynamo becomes symbolic of a new

divinity, much as it had for Henry Adams. The play's theme, according

to O'Neill, is "the death of an old God and the failure of science and

materialism to give a satisfactory new one for the survivitg primitive

religious instinct to find a meanirg for life. " As the insistent symbolism

of expressionist style has lost its innovative freshness, many of O'Neill's

experiments have come to seem dated and forced, but his reputation

as a dtamaturgic pioneer seems secure. Like the European masters he

admired, he worked to open the range and possibility of dramatic

discourse. His language is often clumsy and his thinking the urgent

profundities of the autodidact, but he took the opportunity of staged

thought more seriously than any American ever had, almost single-

handedly beginning a tradrtion of serious writing for a natnve theater

that would conrinue to fight for place in an arena dominated by com-

mercial entertainment.
Several of O'Neill's early dramas continue to play well and ate

occasionally produced : Anna Christie (1921), The Hairy Apt (1922),

Desire (Jnder the Elms (1924); a film version of The Emperor lones

with Paul Robeson has become a television staple. But it is the later

writing, some of it produced posthumously, that sustains his reputation

as a playvright who can hold audiences through long evenings of tragic

discourse. LongDay's Journey into \tight is precisely that, both for the

haunted Tyrone family and for those who watch the painstaking anat-

omy of their cyclic self-punishment. Revivals of The lceman Cometb

(1946) continue ro be well attended and well reviewed, an evening

listening ro the derelicts and has-beens waiting in Harry Flope's saloon

for a kind of God ot, a raveling salesman named Hickey who attempts

to bring the happiness of uuth through the desffuction of illusion.

Pursuing the ghosts of his own personal memories, the later O'Neill
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used the illusion of theatrical performance to test the power, the dis-
appointment of illusion itself. In A Touch of the Poet (1957), part of
a cycle called "A Tale of Possessors Self-Dispossessed, " happiness lasts
only as long as a Prandello-like mirror image sustains the illusions of
the uniform-u/earing tavern keeper, and illusion collapses into insanity
as a way to sustain life in the play's sequel , More Stately Mansions
(re64).

The three decades after the First World \X/ar loom large as the
golden i/ears of American drama. The work of O'Neill, Cdets, Maxwell
Anderson, \Wilder, Saroyan-and later Arthur Miller and Tennessee
Williams-represents for the most part the narion's only serious
achievement in the world of dramatic literature. But even at the height
of their power and influence, none of these writers, not even the best
of them, Eugene O'Neill, could be thought of as an important cultural
force in the nation's life. Modern America has watched its stories staged
by film makers and, since the 1950s, by the ever-growing commercial
indusry of television. Neither of these forms owes much ro serious
theater, except as the currents of thought and aesthetic experiment
passed from European precedent into the American film indusmy.
Television has brought drama nightly into every home, but after the
early years of live perforrnances such as those presented by "Play'house
90: ' the development of videotaping has replaced the art of the theater
with the technology of film. Americans for the mosr parr watch dramas
constructed by editors working with segments of tape recorded by
many cameras in a sequence dictated by production rarher than dra-
matic or namative priority. The writers of these dramas, like the aurhors
of film scripts, work as part of a large team and follow the rigorous
requirements of the genre-for the television writer this often means
a thirty- or sixty-minute format with calculated interruptions for com-
mercial announcements. Art has always been valued for the challenges
it overcomes, and writing for film and television has been characterized
by energy and impressive skill. But the genres involved bear only
superficial resemblance to what has come to be known historically as
the drama; their histories are only no\M being written and their relation
to the world of letters remains as yet uncertain.

This is merely to repeat that American culture has been shaped
by the size and diversity of the counry. Serious playvrights require
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theatrical centers and sophisticated audiences to support the produc-
tion of their plays and to absorb the implications of their thought. But
American settlement soon outdistanced the influence of Boston, Phil-
adelphia and Richmond; New York, with its highly commercialized
theater and modest avant-garde off-Broadway and off-off-Broadway,
has never been a London or Paris, accessible and central to the cultural
life of the hinterland. Few Americans-there have always been a
few-journey to New York to experience and support serious play-
writing, and the companies that take to the road to bring New York's
theater to the rest of the nation are usually composed of apprentice
or moderately talented adors presenting material deemed readily ac-
cessible to provincial outlanders. Such road shows have become un-
profitable and hence rare as their intended audiences choose to remain
loyal to the family television set now supplied with made-for-cable
films. Theater in America has become increasingly a matter for local
resident companies. These are often thoughtful, experimental and com-
mitted to the highest values of theatrical craft; they have atftacted in
scores of communities across the land discriminating and supportive
audiences. It is among these groups that the future of theater in Amer-
rca must be sought, and it is doubtless among these groups that its
best playvrights are currently to be found.

. I I I .

Yet American theater sdll draws upon both the Modernist drama of
the I920s (O'Neill and Rice) and the political or "agitprop" theater
of the Lg3Os-agitation propag anda that sought instant appeal to pop-
ular audiences. John Bonn's 15 Minute Red Reuiew (1932) and Elia
Kazanrs and Art Smith's Dimitroff (1934) used Communist songs and
slogans to stir their audiences to direct political action. The best of
the group, Clifford Odets's Waiting for Lefty (1935), ends with the
cast leading the audience on ^ purposeful march from the theater;
1960s happenings and performance theater owed much to this changed
relation of play to spectator. The 1910s sau/ not only "proletarian
theater, " but also the "prole tadan novel, " for as the Great Crash of
L929 developed into a deep-seated national and world depression, it
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soon became apparent that the social and cultural mood that had
dominated the l920swas gone for good. In Ig3IFitzgerald announced
the end of his "Jazz Age": "It ended two years ago, because the utter
confidence that was its essential prop received an enormous jolt and
it didn't take long for the flimsy structure to seffle earthw ard." The
same yeff Frederic Lewis Allen's "instant history," Only Yesterday,
set the I920s ^p^rt as " a distinct era in American history. " What
Malcolrn Cowley called the "exile's return" began as the checks to
Paris stopped and writers came home to articulate a changed America.
They found that progressive and rudtcal thought had not died in the
I920s. The left-wing Michael Gold had been arguing for a "proletarran
literature" as eaily as L92I, and when he took over the Communist
paper I'lew Masses, he repeatedly assaulted the bourgeois "imbecility"
of American writing. From L927 to 1930 V. L. Parrington was pub-
lishing his liberal social history of American literature, Main Currents
in American Thought. The rcdtcal voice sounded clearly, too, in the
prose as well as the poery of the Harlem Renaissance, with such works
as Jean Toomer's Cane (1923), and inJewish immrgrant autobiography
or fiction like Abraham Cahan's The Rise of Dauid Leuinsky (I9I7).

In 1927 liberal intellectuals found clear political cause in protesting
the executions of the anarchists Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Y anzetti,
but itwas not until the stock marketfrenzyof 1928 and the subsequent
collapse of an overspendirg, overborrowed system that a new literary
accounting seemed inevitable.

Naturalism, documentary, muckraking, politi cal ruge returned to
the novel as writers like Sherwood Anderson, Upton Sinclair and Theo-
dore Dreiser took up radical issues and explored the language of
unemployment, bread lines, urban misery, rural decay. Radicalism was
no longer disloy alty, for one could castigate the economic system yet
identifiz with "real" AmerLcai "f am accepted by working people every-
where as one of themselves and I am proud of that fact," Anderson
wrote. One could challenge the political order and yet praise the
nation-('America" upp.ared in all the titles. \il7riters as different as

John Dos Passos, Hart Crane and Thomas \Wolfe showed the general
desire to explore the disordered nation, celebrate its epic qualities and
speak for its troubled populace. The year 1930 marked the turning
point. That year, Michael Gold in The I'lew Republic attacked the
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"genteel" experimentalism of the bourgeois, aesthetic fiction of Thorn-

ton $flilder and renewed the calls he had been making in the I'leut

Masse.r for author-fighters and worker-correspondents. \Writers like the

steelworker Jack Conroy or the black migrant to Chicago Richard

\X/right began to win attention. Gold's own lews 
rVitbout Money also

appeared in 1930, along with works with disturbittg social titles: Ed-

ward Dahlberg's Bottom Dogs, Mary Heaton Vorse's Strike! In No-

vembe r 1929, in the very wake of the Crash, the I'lew Masse.t sponsored

the 'John Reed Club" for young writers, its slogan "Art Is ^ Class

Weapon." By 1934 there v/ere thirty such groups across the nation;

the New York club founded what would become the major intellectual
journal of the times, Partisan Reuiew. Like the first American S(/riters'

Congress of 1935, its position was Stalinist, and it set out to assault

liberalism, repolit rcrzewriters and engage them in the great class smug-

gle. This was the peak; by 1937 , rn the wake of the dismaying Moscow

show trials, the editors were already rcacting against Marxism's "to-

talttanan trend" and showing increasing sympathy for the Modern

movement and sophisticated critical theories. They announced that

"the imagination could not be contained within any orthodoXy," but

for a few fevered years the attempt had been made.

This development, the dissolvirg of committed radtcalism into

the posfwat "new liberalism," was to emerge as a crucial fact of Amer-

ican intellectual life. Many events-the show trials, the Spanish Civil

\(/ar, the signing of the Soviet-Nazi pact in 1939, the end of the

Depression, the coming of war in 1 941-all helped lead to the changed

attitudes of post- L945, with whose consequences we still live. Little of

the rudtcahzrng spirit survived the 1910s in Marxist form. Writers

associated with left-wing positions joined in the battle against Nazism

and Fascism, often using documentary skills developed in Depression

America to report from Europe or the Pacific. Hemingway and Stein-

beck namated the war from European battlefields, Dos Passos went

to the Pacific, and by the 1940s they were writing for an America that

had at last thrown off economic crisis. But we should remember that

the move toward "proletartan literature" and its methods of realism,

naturalism, report age and documentary uras not the only direction of

1930s writing. If Hemingway and Fitzgerald opened their fiction to

new social concerns, they did not abandon their formal inventiveness
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of the I920s, The I930s saw Faulkner's rnost experimental and Mod-
ernist novels, and one of the decade's key works of fiction, John Dos
Passos's three-volume U.S.A. (1930-36), uses complex formal exper-
iment to reach frorn subjective consciousness to public event and create
a powerful version of twentieth-century American history from 1900

to Sacco and Yanzetti. In the work of DjunaBarnes, Henry Miller and

Nathanael \fest, the quest for a modern gothic surrealism and artistic
extremism continued, while in novels like Look Homeward, Angel
(I92% Thomas Wolfe made the social landscape the material for a
prodigiously inclusive subjectivity.

Yet the turn toward a socially sensitive realism and naturalism
did slacken the energy of Modernist experiment, especially among the

writers who undertook to speak of poverty, ghetto alienation and social

displacement and sought alanguage to express the immedracy of their

engagement. According to Michael Gold, the Modern movement was
over; in 1930 he described himself as "the first writer in America to

herald the advent of. a world proletarian literature as ̂  concomitant
to the rise of the world proler^rrat." Gold called for "Proletaruan

Realism," works that displayed not Modernist pessimism but revolu-

tionary 6laru and expressed the poetry of the worker molding his ou/n

world. FIis own leuts Without Money (1930) attempted to express these
convictions. A ghetto novel about Rumanian-Jewish immigrants on

New York's Lower East Side at the turn of the century, today it reads
less like "Proletarian Realism" than as a significant if sentimental con-
tribution to the Jewish-American fiction that had begun to widen the
social map of the American novel. Its ancestor is Abraham Cahan's
The Rise of Dauid Leainsky, published in the year of the Bolshevik
Revolution, I9L7 , the story of a diaspora Jew looking to America as
the promised land and leaving sbtetl life in Lithuania to search for
"marvellous transformations." Here the Columbus myth becomes a

Jewish rite of passage as he shaves off beard and earlocks to follow
the path from rags to riches, from the simple world of the shtetl to a
new world of secularism, cornplex modern sexual relations, greed and
alienation. It is the story of social success and moral dislocation that

would find its echoes in many Jewish-American writers thereafter.
Gold's book reproduces this myth in its most political form. His auto-
biographical hero makes ̂  similar journey, but stays poor and finds
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identity with the proletarrat, the true Jews, "Jews without money." At
the end he undergoes conversion to Marxism: "O workers' Revolution,
you brought hope to ffie, ^ lonely suicidal boy. You are the true
Messiah."

If, as the Hungarian Marxist critic Georg I uk6cs has argued, a
modern realism means recognition of the objective evolutionary con-
ditions of history, Gold's book is hardly socialist realism. It feels far
closer to another book that expressed theJewish experience in America
in yet deeper and more complex form, Henry Roth's Call It Sleep
(1934), another story of a boy's growing up on the Lower East Side
before the First World \War with the paradoxical, collapsing myth of
the Promised Land. Roth too shares the Marxist sympathies common
at the time and uses naturalist description to present the bleak streets,
the gross sexuality, the bitter father and life-givitg mother that Gold
had also drawn. But his book is concerned less with the search for a
political solution than the necessity of a coherent and adequate lan-
guage, a new gift of tongues. The child David Schearl lives in a world
of endless pidgin sreet talk, a babel of politics, obscenity and illiteracy,
the chaotic voices of the melting-pot world. Finally he plunges a metal
ladle into the electrified steetc ar track hoping for rescue through the
intensity of a true inner language. Call It Sleep manages to combine
both the fractured prose of chaotic modern life and the fierce intensity
of its ranscendental vision. It was among the best of a good many
novels-by Daniel Fuchs, Meyer Levin and others- that attempted
to capture the ffuth of urban Jewish experience and led the way to a
rich efflorescence of Jeurish-American fiction. By the 1940s and 1950s

Jewish-American novelists like Saul Bellow, Philip Roth and Bernard
Malamud were attempting a similar reconciliation of realism and tran-
scendentalism, European and American fiction. Drawittg on the in-
ternational heritage of Kafka, Isaac Babel and Isaac Bashevis Singer,
they undertook a moral and artistic depiction of a new America of
mass culture, affluent alienation, historical uncertainty and troubled
patriotism. Their hunger to express their nation's life condition made
them central to an ̂ ge of general displacement, and the Jewish hero
-Bellow's Herzog, Roth's Zuckerman-became for atime an emblem
of the entire culture.

A similar widening of the American fictional tradition occurred
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in the black novel as it developed out of the Harlem Renaissance of
the L920s, In 1930, as the Depression began, Richard \Wright, a rural
black from Mississippi, moved north to the modern city, Chicago,
where he joined the John Reed Club and in 1934 the Communist Party,
an experience he explored in an essay ten years later, "I Tried to Be
a Communist." After the vivid, troubling stories about black life Ln a
brutal and racist South, Uncle Tom's Cbildren (1918), he wrote his
masterpiece, I'latiue Son (1940), the story of Bigger Thomas, tried and
executed for the "almost accidental" murder of a white woman. James
Baldwin, a younger black writer who extended the same tradition, later
called it "everybody's protest novel"; it is apaunful story of social and
rucial oppression. Like Clyde Griffiths in Dreisef s An American Trag-
tdy, Bigger Thomas is a victim of the violence of his culture and the
shameful limitations of his environment. Yet he is more than this, for
he is also modern identityless man, an exile who insistendy feels that
he lives on "the outside of the world peeping in through a hole in the
fence. " The book has such a powerful irnpact because of its intense
immedt^cy but also because, under the close examination the literary
imagination can bring to such maffers, pure protest is transfigured into
a deep sense of disordered human identity, art awareness of absurdity.
In his later autobiographical Black Boy (1945), Wright gave a black
Ameri can portrait of the troubled artist. After the war he moved to
Paris and increasingly acknowledged the existentialist, absurdist aspect
of his writing. His novel The Outsider (1953) not only has virtually
the same title as Albert Camus's L'Etranger but a similar theme, ^s ^
rebellious black hero confronts with an act of murder a meaningless
world. Later black writing has drawn repeatedly on \X/right's double
heritage. In Ralph Ellison andJames Baldwin, \Wright found successors
who could extend his mixture of discovering vision and ruge against
injustice. In the civil rights battles of the 1960s that ruge seemed to
matter most, but later his broad sense of human exposure and artistic
hunger proved even more powerfully influentral. Black American fic-
tion has flourished in recent decades and owes much to him; like the
best fiction of the I930s, \Wright's work was reaching tow arda visionary
distillation of an oppressed human condition.

The social conditions of the 1930s led other American writers
back toward naturalism and its concern with social determination,
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victim LzatLon and the rudtcal expression of the values and circumstan-

ces of those who came from the underside of the culture. Books like

Edward Dahlberg's poetic Bottom Dogs (1930), the story of the author's

hobo wanderings in the prewar years, or Jack Conroy's Tbe Disinher-

ited (1933), about ^ young Missouri worker who moves to the auto
factories of the Boom and then encounters the disinheritance of the
Depression, exemplifu both the radical anger and the documentary
inclusiveness that nurtured much fiction over these years. James T.

Farrell's Studs Lonigan trilogy-Young Lonigan (1932), The Young

Manbood of Studs Lonigan (L934) and Judgment Doy (I935)-is a

carefully designed work of naturalism by an author of Marxist sym-
pathies who nonetheless rejected the simplistic stereotypes of prole-

tanan fiction. Farrell's subject is the world of Irish Catholicism on

Chicago's South Side. Suds himself-"s normal young American of

his time and his class," growing up "several steps removed from the

slums and dire economic want"-1yas carefully selected, Farrell ex-
plains, "not only as a character for imaginative fiction, but also as a

social manifestation." Yet what he manifests is not just economic but

spiritual poverty, the collapse of a Catholic immigrant inheritance and

community values that can no longer sustain him and his friends in a

materialist age. Farrell's books indict the cultural emptiness of an Irish-

American family, the barrenness of its social and religious life during

the I920s. In the absence of a nourishing culture, Studs exploits raw

aggression, physical and sexual prowess, streetwise values, an embit-
tered vitality. Around him Farrell constructs the world of his sensory

and emotional experience, a brut alized ethnic Chicago. Silhen Studs

dies a drunkard at the age of 2g,Farrell's indictment is complete, not

simply of the city's political shortcomings but of the cumulative erosion

of any meaningful culture
Farrell's naturalism remains powerful exactly because he made

his dense, dark Chic ago a credible and well-documented system. John
Steinbeck's naturalism grew from different sources-the desire he

shared with previous naturalists like Frank Norris, Jack London and
Theodore Dreiser to understand the basic springs of man's primitive

nature. Steinbeck came to seem the prototype of the "physical" writer.
Like Jack London, he had apparently done everything, been a car-
penter, a surveyor, a ranch hand, a department store clerk. He also
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had a scientific curiosity like Theodore Dreiser and had been a marine
biologist concerned with biological theories of life. He had, for good
measure, a certain amount of formal education at Stanford University
in his home state of California, about which he was largely to write.
His fiction began with a historical romance, but during the I930s his
themes changed. He explored the crowd emotions of a strike in In
Dubious Battle (L936), the brutality and grace of the simple Lennie in
Of Mice and Men (1937), the spirit of nature in his Californian novel
Tortilla Flai (i934) and his fine story "The Red Pony" (i937). The
Pastures of Heauen (L932) and To a God Unknown (1933) showed his
interest in social problems and in the allure of California, which he
atffibuted to the "westering" movement of mankind.

The fascinating thing to me is the way a group has a soul, a drive,
an intent, an end, a method, a reaction and a set of ropisms which
in no way resembles the same things possessed by the men who
make up the group,

he noted, and this sense of a group biology shaped his subject matter.
Steinbeck will always be remembered however for The Grapes of

Wratb, his Depression epic which appeared in 1939 to sum up the
spirit of the 1930s. \X/ith its "Okies," the migrants driven from Okla-
homa farmlands by the dust bowl and the foreclosing banks, it is a
protest novel, a challenge to agronomic earelessness and the indiffer-
ence of capitalism, but it is also another novel of corpor ate"westeritg,"
as the migrants make their slow way down Highway 66 toward Cali-
fornia. It takes in the defeats of the Depression and the shame of the
Hoovervilles, the tempo rzrry camps put up to house the migrant work-
ers, but it also affirms the primal human spirit and its transcendental
powers, a theme caught in the famous moment when Rose of Sharon
suckles a starving man back to life. Steinbeck later denied the novel
was ever intended as a social record or a work of protest and insisted
its focus u/as "streams in man more profound and dark and strong
than the tibido of Freud." But as the book went around the world, it
made known the impact of dust bowl and Depression on American
farmers; it had much to do with the award of the Nobel Pfize for
Literature to Steinbeck in 1962. By this time his work was returning
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to the larger myths in which the Depression was but an incident. East
of Eden (1952) is a neobiblical epic of tribal wandering and generational
conflict; California becomes once ag Ln the virgin \Western kingdom
where the dreams and struggles of humanity are experienced. Steinbeck
reminds us that an inclusive epic persisted behind the social dismay
of 1910s writing and that transcendental American aspiration did not
die in the Depression.

This attitude was equally clear in the work of another writer of
epic intentions who undertook great wanderings in order to write of
"night and darkness in America, and the faces of sleepers in ten thou-
sand towns; and of the tides of sleep and how the rivers flowed forever
in the darkness." This was Thomas S7olfe, a stonecutter's son from
Asheville, North Carolina, the "Altamont" and "Ltbya Hill" of his
vast novels, a writer prepared to engulf all of America and the troubled
world of I930s Europe in the great web of his words. After the Uni-
versity of North Carolina, Wolfe went to writing classes at Harvard
before settling first in New York and then wandering around Europe,
always larger than life, before he died at thirty-eight from a brain
infection following pneumonia. In the period of his uavels and writing,
Wolfe produced millions of words, but organizing for publication his
vast flow of confession, repo fiage, the imaginative re-creation of his
own life and the great themes he celebrated-death and sleep, "the
city of myself, the continent of my soul," the web (of radition) and
the rock (of the contemporary city)-was beyond him. Maxwell Per-
kins of Scribner's, who also edited Frtzgerald and HeminSvay, came
closest to bein g a novelist when he cut Wolfe's great outpouring into
the book-length units of Look Homeward, Angel (L929) and Of Time
and the Riuer (1935). In the preface to the first of these \7olfe explained
his intentions: "All serious work is autobiographical. . . . The book
was written in simpleness and nakedness of soul. . .. It is a book made
out of rny life, and it represents my vision of life to my t'wentieth year."
In a letter he said, "There are few heroic lives; about the only one
I know a great deal about is my o'wn." Like \Thitman before him,
his aim was to make both a great social record and a great symbolic
myth, with the author's own romantic, ever-manscendental self at the
center.

Wolfe's books were constructed from the deluge of his personal
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experience, his own role that of the experiencer and searcher. His
novels are "enfabled" quests for, he said, a father, a meaning, a myth.
They take us from the traditional local community where lives are well
ordered into the world of self-exposure in the fast-moving city and on
to the turmoils of changing history-works of ext ruvagant rhetoric,
particularly atftactive to youthful readers. A later pair of novels, The
tVeb and tbe Rock (1939) and You Can't GoHome Again (1940), both
posthumously published, have certain different qualities, partly be-
cause they were ordere d by a different editor, Edward C. Aswell. By
now \7olfe had become more concerned with the terrible powers of
historical change, especi ally as Europe moved toward disaster, and so
he sought to give his confessional narrative greater distance, more
symbolic weight, a more complex time scheme. These are better books,
though the three gre^t subjects that concerned him persist at the
center-self, life and America. By now he is more ready to acknowledge
the problems of political life, the disillusionments of experience, the
darker side of ranscendentalism. Nonetheless S7olfe was never capable
of actual doubt: "I believe we are lost here in America," he asserted,
"but I believe we shall be found."

There were, however, writers who believed that Americans were
lost and that only ruge and obscenity were approp fiate articulations
of a nation that had become an "air-conditioned nightmare," a "huge
cesspool," the very opposite of an immigrant dream. Ignoring the
prevailing current of expatriation, Henry Miller, born in Yorkville,
New York City, in 1891, once employment manager for \Testern
Union, moved to Paris in 1 930 as most other expatriates were returning
home; "America three thousand miles away," he exulted, "I never
want to see tt agafur. " Paris brought him into contact with the surrealist
revolution and made him a writer of books that would not reach
publication in the United States until the 1960s because of their sexual
explicitness and frank and open obscenity. "This then? This is not a
book. This is libel, slander, defamation of character," begins the first
of them, Tropic of Cancer (Paris, 1934; New York, 196I); "No, this
is a prolonged insult, ^ gob of spit in the face of Art, a kick in the
pants to God, Man, Destiny, Time, Love, Beauty . . . what you udll."
Miller refused not simply all established concepts of art, but those of
morality, loyalty and social allegtarlce. In their way, his books were
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deliberate anti-novels, though as Leslie Fiedler has noted, his works

of the 1910s u/ere also Depression novels, novels of the economic

underdog written out of economic fury and political dismay. In "Inside

the \Whale" (1939), an essay about the collapse of liberalism and hu-

manism in an increasingly totalitarian age , George Onvell was to put

it slightly differently. Miller was his example of the writer as quietist,

a "\Thitman among the corpses," enduring and recorditg the processes

of a dead and corrupted world without offeritg any political solutions

at all. He was, said Orwell, a "completely negative, unconstructive,

amotal writer, " expressing the defeat the modern writer has suffered

in history while contenting himself with creating in the ruins a vivid,

sumeal rage.
Miller's novels do reject responsible action to claim the role of

aft as outrage, a challenge to liberal humanism, political faith, bour-
geois guilt, Utopian optimism. At the same time there is, as in Thomas
\Wolfe, a strong transcendental intention, though Miller's is largely

based on Taoism, surrealism and European anarchism. Tropic of Cancer
records random couplings, poverty, a vision of exremity amid the
general detritus of life; it was the first, perhaps the most outrageous,

of a three-volume sequence that went on to includ e Black Spring (Paris,

I%6; New York, 1963) and Tropic of Capricorn (Paris, 1939; New
York, 1962). Its down-and-out self, more fictional than the confes-

sional, open technique suggests, decides to be a writer and identifies

himself as a dispossessed genius with the tradition of Rimbaud, Bosch,

van Gogh, those who "lived like scarecrows, amid the abundant riches

of our culture." The artist must eject himself right out of society: "All

my life I have felt a great kinship with the madman and the crimin^I:'
he says in "Brooklyn Bridge," anessay tnThe Cosmological Eyt (1945).

"To me the city is crime personified. I feel at home." American society
has made him an underdog, but the underdog, exploiting the system
that has belittled him, becomes the accuser entitled to claim whatever
redemption there is. "Today I am proud to say I am inhum aD," he

writes tn Tropic of Cancer, "that I belong not to men and governments,

that I have nothing to do with creeds and governments." As with
Genet perhaps or C6line, violence could be "cosmological" and gen-

erate radical vision out of the cancer that sumounded it. Tropic 
"f

Cancer deals mostlv with Paris as contrast to the American void. " a
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soil so saturated with the past that howev er f,ar back the human mind

roams one can never detach it from its human background." The other
two volumes in the sequence increasingly turn to the underside of an

urban America, a New York he describes as the city of dead souls

where he acknowledges himself "perhaps the unique Dadaist in Amer-

ica, and I didn't know it."
Miller's actual return to America in L940 marked an important

transition. He traveled the continent to assault it in Tbe Air-

Conditianed, I'{ightniare (!915), but after settling in Big Sur tn L942 he

moved toward a kind of peace with his homeland. His fictional se'
quence The Rosy Crucifixion-Sexus (L945), Plexus (1949) and I'lexus
(1960)-continued the personal saga but made the mystical content

of his work more apparent. He argued that what he sought was not

a revolution in sexuality but a revolution in consciousness, an idea of

significant appeal to the rising beat generation of the L950s. He wrote
extensively and, with his books no longer banned in the United States,
becam e a guru of the neu/ rudicalism, a voice of American Romantic
anarchism and a writer of visionary celebrations. He came to be seen

as a rype of post-Marcusean man, freely enjoying bodily and spiritual
consciousness as witness to the pou/er of the polymorphous peruerse,

his work an influence on many writers of the later 1950s and 1960s
as model of a visionary surrealism. The dark nihilism of the earlier
days no longer seemed the important feature of his work; rather it was
his self-discoverirg vitalism, capturing out of the obscene, grotesque

comedy of apocalyptic despair a new form of being. This second Miller

was thus read largely as a manscendental optimist, a S7hitman not

among the corpses but among the flower people , ?fr influential and

much-celebrated American writer.
Miller was never alone in seeing a psychoanalytic, radical sume-

alism as one way forward for American writing. Anais Nin, his com-
panion in Paris, produced a more poetic and sensuous surrealism all

her ourn in works like House of Incest (1936) and lVinter of Artifi'ce
(1939), as well as in her intensely mystical and sensuous Diaries
(L96G7 6). Djuna Barnes, also an exp aftr te in Paris, showed similar
preoccupations in her psychological fantasy-tale of. alesbian love affat,
I,lightutood (I%6), for which T. S. Eliot wrote an admiring inffoduc-
tion. A more comic, grotesque vein of sumealism guided the work of
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Nathanael West, born Nathan \Weinstein, who took up his writerly
pseudonym when he too moved to Paris in the late I920s. It was here
he began Tbe Dream Lrfe of Balso Snell, a parodic and nightmarish
comedy about an American poet who enters the womb of the Trojan
horse through the posterior door, finds it "inhabited solely by writers
in search of an audience" and generates a world of massive literary
pastiche and artistic self-mockery. But it was when \West applied his
surreal, parodic tone to American society in Miss Lonelyhearls (1933),
a dark farce about a newspaperman who runs an agony column and
comes to share the painful sufferings of his correspondents, that his
work took on lasting importance. Behind the antics of his comic
metho d a world of real pain emerges to give to his writing something
of the despair of the later Mark Twain. S(/est's American society is
grotesgue, a place of hopeful dreams that can never be fully satisfied.
His next book, A Cool Million (1934), addresses the fragile American
Dream in a terrible parody of the Horatio Alger myth of "rags-to-
riches" success, a bitter satire explorirg political and financial corrup-
tion, constant violation and exploitation of innocence, in an atmos-
phere of rising American Fascism. Lemuel Pitkin, the innocent hero,
is deluded, cheated, mutilated and at last killed in the cause of the
Dream, and like so many of S7est's heroes becomes the futile victim
of a false faith which nonetheless fulfills human need.

By now \West was a screenwriter workirg in the greatest American
dream factory of all, Hollyvood. His final novel, The Doy of the Locust
(1939), published shortly before his sudden death in an auto accident,
takes Hollyvood as its theme and fully exploits \West's sharp, satirical,
grotesque comic-strip method of construction. Unlike Scott Fitzger-
ald's The Last Tycoon, it is concerned less with the world of the studios,
the film makers and the stars than with the frenzied atmosphere of
dreaming aspiration which surrounds them. Hollyvood becomes the
center of American myth, desire, religious yearning that attracts fan-
tasists filled with terrible boredom and deep hidden frustration, as the
Californian illusion of renewal to which they were drawn fails to satisfy.
"ft is hard to laugh at the need for beauty and romance, no matter
how tasteless, even horrible, the results of that are. But.it is easy to
sigh. Few things are sadder than the truly monstrous," reflects the
book's protagonist, the painter Tod Hackett, as he goes about his task
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of mying to paint an apocalyptic canvas, "The Burning of Los Angeles."
The book itself paints an even larger apocalyptic canvas, for S(/est's

Hollprood dreamers are not the westering epic heroes of Steinbeck
but a group of sensation seekers and freaks living on a daily media
diet of "lynchiflgs, murder, sex crimes, explosions, wrecks, love nests,
fires, miracles, revolutions, wars." Tod's purpose is to understand these
people and "paint their fury with respect, appreciating its awful, an-
archic power and aware that they had it in them to desroy ctvtltzation."
At the end of the book they do destroy, if not civilization, then Hol-
lyvood, rioting and looting after they have gathered hysterically for a
picture premiere. The final scene enables Tod to finish his violently
sumeal paintirg, a port rart of the modern suffering mob, and \West to
complete his apocalyptic tragicomedy. More than most American writ-
ers of the 1930s, \West actually creates a modern language, ̂  hard,
aesthetically sharp, satirical voice for expressing group rage, the psy-

chopathology of the gatherirg masses, the narcissism of twentieth-
century selfhood with its greedy lusts and overstimulated desires-the

world of posthistorical tackiness. In sorne notes he made for Miss
Lonelyhearts, \West explained his methods: "Forget the epic, the master

work. In America fortunes do not accumulate, the soil does not grow,
families have no history. Leave slow growth to the book reviewers,
you only have time to explode." He noted that what he was writing
was "A novel in the form of a comic strip" that avoided inward psy-

chology; what \West creates are pasteboard characters, identityless
identities who are nevertheless capable of suffering and tragedy. In
many respects \il7est is the most modern of the 1930s novelists; if
George Orwell was right to say that Miller rereated "inside the whale"
to avoid writing about totalitarianism and mass society, \West did con-
front these matters and find an appropriate style. It is the style of
"black humor" that nourished the gallows comedy of writers like

Joseph Heller and Stanley Elkin as well as the later "cybernetic" Post-
modern fiction of Thomas Pynchon and William Gaddis.

\(/est, like Faulkner, was one of the true innovative stylists of the
1930s. So was John Dos Passos, who did not "forget the epic, the
master work. " His three-volume sequence of novels The 42nd Parallel
(1930), 1919 (1932) and The BiS Money (I936)-published together
in 1937 as U.S.A.-is a vast experimental project that utters the 1910s
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in all its complexity. In some ways it was a I920s novel-the story
ends with the executions of Sacco and Yanzetti-and Dos Passos was
a I920s writer. Like a good many of his literary contemporaries, he

had gone, after aHaward education, to be an ambulanceman in France

during the First World $Var. His first novels are reflections of that
experience: One Man's Initiation-lgl7 (I9I9) and Three Soldiers
(I92I). Their very titles suggest his gradual move frorn a subjective
vision toward a wider and more collective view of history, the first

book establishing his sensitive, aesthetic dism ay at the war, the second
the broader experience of me chantzation and organi zation to which
his soldiers are subjected. But it was with Manhattan Transfer (1925)

that Dos Passos found his way to Modernist form. LikeJoyce's Ulysses,
Doblin's Berlin Alexanderplatz or Andrei Biely'r Saint Petersburg, this
is an attempt to convey the complex, simultaneous, cinematic con-
sciousness of the massive contemporary city. With its expressionist
techniques of startling juxtaposition, rapid cutting, fragmentation, it
owes a good deal to the cinema of Eisenstein and Griffith. The high-
rise city, the jostle of crowds, the transit of massed people through
skyscrapers and subways dominate the book. As Jean-Paul Sartre said
in an admiring essay, Dos Passos seems to invent for us the "authorless

novel" with " chatacterless characters" guided by an overall sensation
of urban experience. The book belongs with works like Hart Crane's
long Manhattan poem The Bridge (1910) or the city paintings of Ben

Shahn. It is a synchronic novel, a work of juxtaposition and simul-
taneity, pluralized naffation and the intersection of docurnent ffiy ma-

terial with personal stories.
Many of these methods helped to shap e U.S.A. but in the interest

of tracing the growth of a modern history-the history of the United
States from its optimistic and progressive hopes at the turn into the
nventieth century, the "American century," through the crisis year of
I9I9, when $Toodrow \Wilson's hopes began to fail,, and so to the crass
materialism of the 1920s, the era of "the Big Money." It covers the
dying of the progressive impulses that had animated early rwentieth-
century Ame rica, the move from simple to complex capitalism, from
a production to consumption economy, from innocence to modern

experience. Dos Passos sees all this corrupting the psychology of his

characters as thev break faith with anv idea of communitv or even of
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a shared common language-he u/as early in expressing his sympathy
for a left-wing interpretation of modern American culture. But U.S.A.
avoids the methods of simple documentary or naive realisffi, drawing
instead on the techniques of Modernist collage and fragmentation. The
long sweep of the trilogy unfolds on four different narrative levels.
There are the extended life stories of various fictional characters, like
Margo Dowling, Dick Savage and J, \7ard Moorhouse, not simply
individuals but representative American types; some of these tales
intersect, but most sir"nply run parallel, eolleetively representing an
ironic portrait of the American Dream. Then there arc factual biogra-
phies of real public figures, some of them heroes of radicalism like
La Follette, Thorstein Veblen, Randolph Bourne, Big Bill Hayvood
and Frank Lloyd \X/right, others the major politicians of the era or rep-
resentatives of corporate capitalism like J. P. Morgan and Samuel In-
sull, or the major politicians of the era. Then there are the "Newsreels,"
documentary collages of headlines, songs, speeches, newspaper reports,
sometimes there to show the evolution of events, at other times to make
ironic comment on the failure of rhetoric to encounter reality. Finally
there ate the "Camera Eye" sections) sffeam-of-consciousness percep-
tion essentially derived from the novelist's own viewpoint as he strug-
gles through the painful world of broken images, able to do little more
than register sense impressions and struggle toward meaningful speech.

U.S.A. is a work where Modernist experimental sensibility meets
the radical and reformist spirit of the 1910s; it is both a vision and a
critique. It both questions and records history as it traces the disso-
lution of epic while seeking an epic life somewhere behind the social
order, in the hearts and minds of the people. \What divides and limits
this land of great prospects, popular energies and noble myths is the
power of capital, the weight of war, the loss of community, the dom-
ination of indifference and greed. In the prologue the young Vrg
wanders the sreets and highways and mies, like \X/hitman, to include
all conmadictions: "U.S.A. is the world's greatest river-valley fringed
with mountains and hills, U.S,A. is a set of bigmouthed officials with
too many bank-accounts." He places his hope where Dos Passos him-
self seeks to place it: "But mostly U.S.A. is the speech of the people."
Yet if the book seeks, as the poet Carl Sandburg did during the 19J0s,
to recover the native speech of the people, it is also a complexly layered
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system of elaborate discourses. As with Pound's Cantos, its technical
fragmentation seems to lead us to a vision of disconnection, a world
where the gap steadily widens benveen rhetorical statement and actual
meanings, bet'ween ideal and real. As history turns downward after
I9I9, the fragmentation increases and false rhetorics increasingly over-
whelm the languages of humanity and person alrty,In the age of "history
the billiondollar speedup," language must struggle to maintain contact
with the world of actual experience: "America our nation has been
beaten by strangers who have turned our language inside out."

Yet, Dos Passos writes, "$fe have only words against," and so
he layers into his book an epic and celebratory intention, an attempt
to document and recover the deeper America, the endurance of the
land, the speech of the people -a major theme of much 1930s writing.
Indeed U.S,A. now appears a key work of the times, expressing the
conflict ber'ween populist history and a second history of wealth, power
and politics and showing, for all its artistic ambition, the documentary
outreach and politic al ruge of the fundamental Americanism implied
in its title. Dos Passos was for a while a Communist, though he soon
decided that after all Henry Ford was preferable to Karl Marx or even
Michael Gold. "I think there's more life in the debris of democracy
than the comrades do." In due tirne he became an America Firster,
and by the postwar years his novels-especially the later sequence
Mid-Century G96I) meant to counterpoint U.S.A.-became patriotic
and conseffative assertions of American values.

Ironica[y, this shift to affirmation deprived his writing of much
of its form, vitality and intellectual challenge. The liberal and left-wing
attitudes of the 1930s were a reminder that a writer is a critical inter-
preter of his culture. Their enduring legacy was the challenging, often
left-radical tradition later American writers could exploit as they con-
fronted mass, anonymity, economic despair and urban disorder in their
search for sustaining human value in contempo rury American life.

. IV .

The naturalistic, investigative literature of the I930s brought American
writing closer to public utterance than it had come in more than a
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century. Many of the best books u/ere efforts at exploration and doc-
umentation, not the least of them the various guides to America com-
missioned by the Federal Writers' Project, which produced, for

instance, Richard Wright's rich depiction of Harlem. The reporter was
often accompanied by the photographer: James Agee's and \Talker
Evans's assignment for Fortune magazine to look at the poor white
sharecroppers of the South eventu aIIy appeared in L941 as Let Us I'low

Praise Famous Men, one of the most sensitive records of the American
1930s. It was not really a time to deveiop the more personai afi of
poetry. Archibald Macleish, defiantly insisting that "a poem should
not mean but b., " was one of many who resisted the call to commit-
ment: "How to conceive in the name of a column of marchers?" he

asked. Yet although American poetry during the I930s never managed

to produce a group of politically radical and experimental poets com-
parable to the British Auden group, there were notable achievements
by $Tilliam Carlos Williaffis, Louise Bogan and many more. In the
South the fugitive group ofJohn Crowe Ransom, Allen Tate and others

explored in poery and criticism alike the problems of modern poetic

identity and the relation of literary form to historical and social
responsibility.

If the I930s was not perhaps an important age of American verse,
it was a significant period in the articuladon of anative critical tradition.,

\X/hile Henry James had been enjoyed or reviled for his careful prose

and complex sructures and Poe was rejected for his btzane themes
and jingling verse or celebrated as the nation's first great master of the

short story, neither had become established as a major citical voice.
"\What had criticism in America usually been if not predominantly

social, even political in its thinking," AlfredKaztn noted in On Natiue

Grounds (1942).

From Emerson and Thoreau to Mencken and [Van Wyck] Brooks,
citicism had been the great American lay philosophy, the intel-
lectual conscience and intellectual carryalJ,. It had been a study of
literature inherently concerned with ideals of crttzenship, and often
less a study of literary texts than a search for some new and im-
perative moral order within which American writing could live and
grow. . It had always been more a form of moral prop aganda
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than a study in esthetic problems. . Just as the main madition
of American letters for a century and more had been the effoft to
create a muly national literature, a lrteruture of broad democratic
reality, so criticism had usually sought . . . to unite American writers
in the service of one imperative ideal or another.

The tradition of wide public discourse described by Kazin was con-

tinued by critics as dissim rlar as Irving Babbitt, Edmund \Wilson, Lionel

Trilling, Irving Howe and Kaztn himself. Though their social and
political philosophies might differ, though they might argue Marx with
V. F. Calverton and Granville Hicks or Freud with Ludwig Lewisohr,
most of them saw literature as a means to an end-a healthy citizen
rn a just, comprehensible social world. They frequently affributed the
cultural ills of the day to the hegemony of scientific positivism, and
yet often they assumed a reality that could be known as they understood
science to know rt, a reality that remained stable in the pages of history
and was reflected clearly and directly in the writings of the authors
they favored. In each of these areas, their assumptions about the nature
and purpose of literature now seem continuing echoes from the earlier
Genteel Tradition.

In such a climate, the suggestion that aft offered an alternative
way of knowing could be found only in the fringe publications of the
avant-garde. For T. S. Eliot, the criteria of mainsream criticism ignored
what made art wh at rtis and thus failed to see clearly how it participated
in and helped us know the world we live in. He agreed with his friend
Irving Babbitt that the greatness of literature could not be judged

solely in literary terffiS, but he had learned from Ezra Pound and the
French symbolists that whether or not a text was literature at all could
be determine d only in literary terms. He also learned from the French
how to value Edgar Allan Poe, and with his admiration for Henry

James he not only introduced the literary world to the little-known
American formalist radition but succeeded in makirg it prevail in the
bookshops and academies of his homeland. By the mid- I920s the
politic al and ethical concerns of neohumanism and Anglican Christi-
anity were leading Eliot far from the aesthetic preoccupations recorded
in The Sacred Wood (1920), but for decades his insistence on "the
poem itself" was the rallying cry of the first near-total revolution in
the history of American literary criticism.
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Eliot's quest for a viable literary and cultural tradition made him
for many years a spiritual cousin of Irving Babbitt and Paul Elmer
More. With enemies much like theirs-Romanticism, liberalisffi, the
chaos of a self-indulgent society-he too constructed a carefully or-
dered literary, political and, ultimately, religious uadition. His literary
pantheon had taken shape by the early I92As: Dante, Dryden, the
Ehzabethan dramatists, the seventeenth-century Metaphysical poets.
From the very beginnirg, his concerns were with European culture
and European traditions. Living most of his aduit life abroad, h.
seemed, in the words of Stanley Ed gar Hyman, "almost entirely blind
to the American traditior, if not in flight from it." Like most of the
artistic exiles, Eliot left his counuy primarily because he could discern
there no usable tradition. "It is inevitable," he remarked in a L9L9
review of the Cambridge History of American Literature, "that ^ny work
on American literature should contain a good deal of stuffing. The
fault is not in the lack of material so much as in its lack of cohesion."
Eliot's inability to find "cohesion" led to a view of American writers
much like Mencken's: "The great figures of American literature are
peculi arly isolated, and their isolation is an element, if not of their
greatness, certainly of their origin ality." In a later discussion of the
subject, an address in L953 on "American Literature and the American
Langu age ," Eliot's view remained the same. There is Poe, \Thitman
and Mark Twain, but no uadition. The New England writers-the
best is Hawthorne-show some coherence, but then New England
has never been characteristically American. As one might expect from
his influence on the French Symbolists, it is Poe who most interested
Eliot. He admired Poe's intellect, his originality, his unmistakable
idiom. "He was the directest, the least pedantic, the least pedagogical
of the critics writing in his time in either America or England."

Eliot's literary ideas owed a good deal to the theoretical raining
he received at Harvard University from 1906 to I9I4. The eminent
philosopher of pragmatism, \X/illiam James, had retired in 1907, but
his influence remained powerful on a faculty that includedJosiah Royce
and two of Eliot's mentors, Lving Babbitt and George Santay ^n ,
(A. N. \X/hitehead came to Harvard in 1924.) In addition to studying
Eltzabethan and Jacobean drama and the poetry of Donne and Dante,
the young Eliot read deeply in social anthropology and philosophy.
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During a brief period before moving to London he taught in the
philosophy program, and by L9I6 he had completed his doctoral dis-
sertation on the Oxford idealist F. H. Bradley.

There are sufficient elements here to indicate the general direction
of Eliot's life and career. His later choice of Christian coRservatism
would occur in a world he had been taught to see u/as his for the
shaping: "The letter giveth life." And he had been taught as well, by
Santay ana, that

beauty is a species of value. . If we approach a work of art
scientifically, for the sake of its historical connexions or proper
classification, we do not approach it aesthetically. The discovery
of its date or of its author may be othenvise interesting; it only
remotely affects our aesthetic appreciation.

Santayana's distinction anticipates the fundamental New Critical dis-
crimination between an "extrinsic" rpproach to the literary text-the
approach of traditional academic scholarship and other critical schools
(biographical, psychologi cal, socioeconomic, mythic)-and the "in-
trinsic" emphasis of formalist New Criticism.

In L936, when John Crowe Ransom wished to distinguish his
literary position from the ethical imperatives of the new humanists, he
admitted that he too was a "dogmatical critic," but he insisted that

there are categories of beauty to be discussed, and techniques of
beauty; for beauty is comparatively rare, and probably it is achieved
and maintained often with heroic pains. It has the same right to
its connoisseurs that moral character has.

In God lVithout Tbunder (1910) and The World's Body (1938), Ran-
som's cultural analysis parallels Poe's assault on science for robbing
us of our necess ary dream beneath the tamafind tree, the beliefs we
need to give our life meaning, and he insists that poetry alone can
supply the lack. \7e need, he argued rnThe I'lew Criticism (I94L), an
ontological criticism. Sfith its debts to Poe, James and Eliot, such a
criticism was already building, and it took its name from Ransom's
volume.
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The side of Eliot and Pound which ultimately had such a profound

influence on the creation and study of American literature was not l
political. It was in fact more closely related than either would admit

to Croce and Spingarn. tWhat Robert Spiller has called the "aesthetic

existentialism" of the century's middle decades owed as much to these

American expatriates, as writers and critics, as it did to the imagists

and symbolists, to Gertrude Stein, T. E. Hulme and the freshly dis-

covered aestheticism of Henry James. Additional support for the cre-

ative artist was provided by the psychoiogical libertarians. \Xihatever

their other differences, men like Ludwig Lewisohn andWilliam Carlos
\X/il1iaffis, for ma ny years little more than a persistent undercurrent in

American criticism, later provided valuable encouragement for the

formahst coup of the 1940s and I950s. And not far behind both Lew-

isohn and \X/illiams was D. H. Lawrence.
Lawrence u/as interested in American literature, Edmund \Tilson

writes, for its "meanittg in the life of the western world as a whole."

But from almost every other angle Studies in Classic American Literature
(L923) seems an American book, right down to its completion during

Lawrence's stay in New Mexico and its impact on subsequent American

literary thought. All the earmarks of the period's criticism are here:

the opening, reminiscent of Brooks's America's Coming of Age, that

recognizes the need for American artistic maturity; the insistence that

this need can be supplied only through acceptance of the nation's true

literary tradition; and, finally, the confidence that in this book that

madition has at last been formulated.
Lawrence's reading of the American literary past follows closely

his theory of instinctual "blood consciousness." He begins by rejecting

"snuff-coloured" Ben Franklin and Franklin's God, "the provider. The

heavenly storekeeper. The everlasting \Wanamaker." Crdvecoeur,

Cooper, Poe, Flawthorne, Dana and Melville ^re only partially ac-

ceptable, because they only partially recognized the unconscious de-

mands of the blood.

Americans have never loved the soil of America as Europeans have

loved the soil of Europe. America has never been a blood-

home-land. Only an tdeal home-land. The home-land of the idea,

of the spirit. And of the pocket. Not of the blood.
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Whitman was the first to escape this commitment to the superiority
of the soul, the first to accept the soul as one with the senses and the
flesh. He "was the first heroic seer to seize the soul by the scruff of
her neck and plant her down among the potsherds."

Lawrence's psychological primitivism had its most direct Amer-
ican influence on William Carlos tWilliams. With In the American
Grain (1925), tWilliams wanted to tap the spiritual resources of his
country's past in order to nourish this same sense of "blood-
home-land. " Like Lawrence, \Tilliams looked for myths that would
encouruge the sinking of roots, would provide a definite sense of
place-such as his own feeling for Paterson or the need the later
Agrarians felt to relate themselves to the mythic past of the South. He
has looked, h. tells us, under the surface of America's misunderstood
past to determine its "true character," the "noteworthy stuff." "It has
been my wish to draw from every source one thing, the strange phos-
phorus of life. "

To see American history truly is, for \7i11iams, to see from the
beginnitg a tragic split that has sapped the nation's potential greatness.
Men like Columbus and Champlain appreciated the fertile newness of
the continent, while Cort6s, Raleigh, Drake and their kind brought
only the rapacity of the Old \7orld. As a result, "almost nothing
remains of the great American New World but a memory of the In-
dian. " The vitality, the instinctive place-consciousness of this Indian
was effectively destoyed by Puritanism. \Williams's indictment of the
Puritan is among the best-edged that appeared durirg the period, for
he has read the men he attacks. He has read Cotton Mather and has
decided that what is in his books still "lives and there hides, as in a
lair from whence it sallies now and then to strike terror through the
land. " The Puritan remained a European, fearful of emotional contact
with a new, "orchidean" land. Instead of embracing it, he exploited
it, and Americans became the greatest moneymakers in the world.
Williams's view of the Revolution echoes his friend Pound's: instead
of freeitg us from the tyranny of the Puritan the conflict plunged us
into worse senritude, and "Hamilton was the agent." $Tilliams's usable
past includes those who protest: the Indian, the American woman with
her healthy intuition, Thomas Morton, John Paul Jones, Aaron Burr.
The sum of all these he finds in Daniel Boone and his literarv coun-
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terpart, Edgar Allan Poe. Williams's Boone is a mythic figure of heroic
proportions, while his Poe, suppressed by society like Brooks's James
and Twain, becomes virtually the only truly American writer. America
has followed the wrong leaders, taken the wrong turn. "However
hopeless it may seem, we have no other choice: we must go back to
the beginnirg; it must all be done over; everything that is must be
destroyed."

Ludwig Lewisohn's Expression in America (1932), with its com-
panion anthoiogy, Creatiue America (Lg1J), was a more systematic
reinterpretation of the American past than either Lawrence or Williams
had made, but it started from much the same premises. In his early
I'lation days Lewisohn concerned himself directly with the political
and social implications of the theater he discussed so well. By the time
he came to write his oft-postponed history of American letters, how-
ever, he had fallen under the spell of Freud. \Where the work of Freud
seemed to offer metaphoric systems highly useful for many of the
period's creative writers, for Lewisohn Freud supplied a thesis. He
accepted the idea of sex as the all-important motive force in human
behavior, and his book became a study of repression and its effect on
American letters.

Lewisohn's new aim involved him in something of a contradiction
with his still lively social concerns. He persistently berated Spingarn
for his Crocean blindness to the social function of aft, but when he
himself spoke of art as autobiography, as release and liberation, he
unwittingly strengthened the case of the aesthetes. His books seemed
to illustrate the sterility which followed conformity to society's moral
code, and as a result he was welcomed by those artists and critics who
found art and society incompatible concerns.

\fhen Lewisohn laid aside his socialism for the methods of Freud
he was merely tradirg one weapon for another. The enemy remained
the same: the established Philistine values that Brooks and countless
others had blamed for the aridity of American cultural life. Like Law-
rence and \X/illiams before him, Lewisohn traced these values back to
the moral rigidity of the Puritan.

From the Colonial laws which punished incontinence by brands
and lashings . . . to the latest experiments in Prohibition enforce-
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ment, American society, mue to its origin, has compensated itself
for its fierce sinning against the Indian, the slave, the business
competitor, by bearing down with unparalleled harshness upon all
the more amiable and expansive forces of human nature.

The only artist such a culture can tolerate is the mere artificer-like
Longfellow-who observes "the rules of the social and moral game"
and represents life "as emptied of both reflection and desire." The
result is a tradition of "polite letters unintegrated with life until almost
the other d^y." Such a tadition has no value for Lewisohn's historical
moment. \il7hat is needed, h. writes in Creatiue America, is "a reval-
uation of the past in the terms of the present." To supply this need
he produced his two books, "embodying the ultimate eff,ort and highest
exercise of the American spirit . .. a usable past."

Lawrence, Williams and Lewisohn agreed in making the American
past contemporary and thereby replacing a hteruture of historical con-
tinuity with an art of symbolism and timeless myth. Theories of veiled
ambiguities, of racial unconscious, ofJungean prototypes and Freudian
repressions have since inspired a host of able critics-Edmund \X/ilson,
Richard Chase and Leslie Fiedler among them. None of these writers
believed art should be separated from its social context, and yet their
views found a sympathetic audience in those who hymned the integrity
of the artist and the autonomy of his art, "$(/here the ego had once
been a figure of speech," Alfred Kazin notes, "it was now a banner."

The first widely influential reordering of America's literary ffa-
dition was Vernon L. Parrington's three-volume Main Currents in
American Thought (1927-30). It was in effect a capstone to one whole
movement of literary criticism, for Parrington succeeded in doing what
Van \X/yck Brooks never could: he provided a coherent usable past
for the liberals. From another point of view Main Curcenls was only
the beginnitg, the tentative introduction to a decade of leftist literary
interpretation. Looking back in 1943, the editors of Tbe New Masses
were forced to admit that leftist citicism during the middl e I930s had
"not come directly from Marxist sources, but from bourgeois critics
like Taine, Brandes, and Parrington. "

Parrington's debt to Brooks and the diagnosis of contempo rury
ills Brooks popul anzed is apparent throughout Main Currents. It was
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as clear to Parrington as it had been to Brooks that industrialism was

transforming the agraflan world of an earlier America, that "the passion

for liberty is lessening and the individual, in the presence of creature

comforts, is being dwarfed," while "the drift of cent ruItzation is shapitg

its inevitable tyrannies to bind us with." There was reason to doubt

that the idealism and concern for human rights of the early Fathers

could "unhorse the machine that now rides men." But Parrington took

comfort from the very resistance Brooks had called for: "it is not

without hope that inreiiigent Arneriea is in revolt. The artist is in revolt,

the intellectual is in revolt, the conscience of America is in revolt."

To help direct this revolt, Parrington produced his comprehensive

survey of the American past: he wanted to reassert those "germinal

ideas that have corne to be reckoned traditionally Ameri can." The

ideas Parrington saw as germinal to the American tradition he explicitly

affirmed as "liberal rather than conservative, Jeffersonian rather than

Federalistic"-dsrnocracy as " a humane social order, serving the

common well-being." He was looking for writers who sdll had

something-the right thing-to say to his own generation and, as he

put it himself, "very likely in my search I have found what I went

forth to find." For Pamington, "the promise of the future has lain

always in the keeping of liberal minds that were never discouraged

from their dreams."
As Lionel Trilling saw some years ago, Parrington's was not a

great intelligence. It appeared obvious to him that the mue American

vein was the liberal one; once he had accepted this premise it seemed

the simplest matter to line up those writers and thinkers who had

furthered what he saw as the Jeffersonian-liberal cause and to oppose

them with those who fought this "main cument": "The line of liber-

alism in colonial America runs through Roger WilliaffiS, Benjamin

Franklin, and Thomas Jefferson. . Over against these . must be

set the complement ary figures of John Cotton, Jonathan Edwards, and

Alexander Hamilton. " The three volumes move neatly from Calvinistic

gloom through Romantic optimism to ^ modern mechanistic pessi-

mism. Cooper, Thoreau, Twain and Whitman-writers who came to

grips directly with the mue American experience-form the nucleus

of ausable past. Poe and James, Lowell and Longfellow-those writers,

in short, who dealt only with abstractions and ideahzations-bear little
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relevance to the needs of the present and rarely detain Parrington long.
Howard Mumford Jones, a historian on the scene, later recalled the
excitement Main Curuenls aroused. "$7ho can forget," he writes,

the tingling sense of discovery with which we first read these lucid
pages, following this confident marshaling of masses of stubborn
material into position, until book, chapter, and section became as
orderly as a regiment on parade! . . . All other histories of literature
were compelled to pale their intellectual fires. \7e were free of
Anglophilism, of colonialism, of apology ̂ t last. . Here was a
usable past, adult, reasonable, coherent.

There was excitement in other circles as well. America had pos-
sessed a small but gifted and dedicated literary left since before the
First \7orld \War. With the deaths of Sacco and Y anzettt and the
collapse of the early Depression years apparendy verifying their readirg
of history and the weaknesses of American crvrltzation, the early Marx-
ists found their numbers growirg daily as more and more writers and
intellectuals either joined the party or traveled sympathetically along-
side. The L930s were substantially Marxist years. As these writers and
critics cast about for an American past they could square with Marxist
dogma, they came naturally enough to the work of Vernon Parrington.

It is easy to understand what the Marxists would find appealing
in Parrington's work. He had taken his first impulse toward cultural
criticism from Taine but had soon fallen under the influence of his
close friend J. Allen Smith and his economic interpretation of history.
He came to feel, in the words of his editor E. H. Eby, that "economic
forces imprint their mark upon political, social, and religious institu-
tions; literature expresses the result in its thought content." He was
".tp to [his] ears in the economic interpretation of American history
and literature," Parrington wrote to his Hanrard class secretary in 19I8,

I become more radical with every year, and more impatient with
the smug Tory culture which we were fed on as undergraduates.

. I have set the school down as a liability . to the cause of
democrucy.It seems to me the apologist and advocate of capitalist
exploitation.
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From the early years after graduation he had been an active populist,

and it is said that before the war his sal ary w^s twice reduced because

he would not limit his lectures exclusively to belles-lettres. By 1928 he

could remark, "I was a good deal of. a Marxi an,"

There are passages aplenty in Main Currents which must have

given aid and comfort to the left. "Bad social machinery makes bad

men," Parrington writes in his discussion of Sinclair Lewis:

Put the banker in the scullery instead of the cirawing-room; exait
the test-tube and deflate the cash register; rid society of the dic-
tatorship of the middle class; and the artist and the scientist will
erect in America a civili zation that may become . . . a thing to be
respected.

But in spite of words like these, Parrington was no Marxist, as Granville

Hicks saw very clearly. Parrington obviously went to school to Marx

and the Marxist method, as Hicks pointed out, but after all is said

and done, Parrington accepted the American system while Hicks and

other Marxists did not. He was able to envision an America saved

without revolution because he was not uuly scientific in his determin-

ism. He saur clearly enough for any Marxist that the conservatives in

American history had been motivated by economic considerations, but

he never applied the same standard to his beloved liberals. These are

always "free souls," "idealists" or "men of vision." As a consequence

the tragedy of American history had been merely the inability of the

right side to retain ascendancy. He always slips back, Hicks com-

plained, "into the conviction that things might sornehow have been

different, if only men had been true to the ideals he believes in." \flhen

Parrington spoke of the "different path" America must take, he de-

scribed a future far from the inevitable classless Utopia expected by

the Marxists. He had understood "something of the interplay of eco-

nomic forces and the significance of class ideologies, but his concept

was not cornprehensive," and so his ultimate position could not be

sadsfactory. Nor would his American tradition fit comfortably the

masters of the new decade.
"Any Marxist knows what the 'different path' must b.," Hicks

asserted with a confidence he later retracted. But the role the writer
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and his critics should play in leading society along this path was not
always equally certain. Floyd Dell and Max Eastman, for instance,
thought the revolution could best be served by the absolute autonomy
of the artist, that the poet must necess anly fail, when his afi is too
directly subservient to party dogma. This attitude dominated the left
in the early years of the New Masse.r' rebellion against what Eastman
called "middle class monotonies," and it flared ,rp agarn in the mid-
1930s when the Partisan Reaiew finally split from the I,lew Masses.
The Partisan group protested, they wrote, " against the official idea of
aft as an instrument of political propag anda" and the practice of
Michael Gold and others of condoning bad art for reasons of political
expediency. For them Marxism was merely " a method of analysis."

For left writers whose national identity outweighed their interest
in things Russian, the creation of a usable past was a pressing issue.
"It seems to ffie," Dos Passos wrote,

that Marxians who attempt to junk the American tradition, that I
admit is full of dry-rot as well as sap, like any tradition, are just
cutting themselves off from the continent. Somebody's got to have
the size to Marxianrze the American uadition.

"\7e do need ffadition," V. F. Calverton agreed, "but it must be a
new tradition in consonance with the new age,The task that confronts
us is to establish that tradition. "

The two most frequently discussed-and abused-attempts to
formulate a Marxist liter ̂ ry heritage for America were Calverton's Tbe
Liberation of American Literature (1932) and Granville Hicks's The
Great Tradition (L933). Calverton explicitly sets our

to interpret American literature in terms of American culture.
It is only by an appreciation of the class psychologies domin ant at
the time, as Marx has shown, that we can understand the nature
of. a culture or the direction and trend of. a literature.

Calverton's resemblance to Parrington manifests itself on nearly every
page, and he follows Pamington in calling his book social history rather
than literary criticism. There is a fundamental difference, however,
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betweenThe Liberation and Main Currents. Calverton, Hicks and Par-

rington agreed that taste has a social basis and, in Calverton's words,

"can only be significant when derived frorn a sound social philosoghy."

But where Parringron put his faith in the liberal motivation of the

individual, the Marxists saw a healthy future solely in class terms, in

the freedom from economic restraint that only man in the mass could

win. Thus Calverron finds his literary heroes in the writers of the

frontier, Artemus \il/ard, \Whitman, Twain and Joaquin Miller, who

helped the national literature escape the "colonial complex" of |.lew

England's aristocratic individualism by establishing the larger class

independence of the bourgeoisie.

The faith in the common man which Emerson and Whitman en-

tertained was faith in him as an individual and not as a mass.

In that sense, their faith was founded upon a false premise; fitting

and persuasive enough in their generation it led only to disaster in

the next. . Their belief in the common man v/as a belief in him

as a petty bourgeois individualist; our belief must be in him as
proletarian collectivist. In that belief lies the ultimate liberation of

American literature-and American life.

The same year The Great Tradition appeared, Hicks oudined his

critical principles in the I,leut Masses. "An adequate ponrayal of life

as it is would lead the prolet ̂ rlaln reader to reco gnuze his role in the

class struggl.," he writes:

Therefo re a book should be judged by its ability to have that kind

of effect. . . . The critic . . . will insist on intensity: the author must

be able to make the reader feel that he is participating in the lives

described whether they are the lives of bourgeois or of proletarians.

. And, inasmuch as literature grows out of the author's entire
person ality,his identification with the proletariat should be as com-

fl.t" as possible. He should not merely believe in the cause of the

proleta r:rat; he should be, or should try to make himseLf,, a member

of the proletariat.

Hicks's allegrance ro this recipe in The Great Tradition is uneven; he
judges principally on "centr altty of subject matter." His tradition is
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confined to those we might call indusuial realists, and a writer rises
-but generally falls-by how much cognizance his work takes of the
major historical development of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
the growth of machine civthzation.

Hicks's book is a good deal more penetrating and readable than
Calverton's, but it is ultimately not much more than a sensitive re-
writing. If we have made his approach seem simple and automatic, it
is because we agree with Stanley Edgar Hyman in regardirg Hicks
and Calverton as mechanical Marxists. Hicks was, to use a phrase he
once applied to anothe t, d young man in search of certainty. Many of
the left writers shared with Calverton and Hicks the sense of standing
at the crossroads of history, since the momentum of earlier American
aft and life seemed clearly played out. The future could belong only
to the left, for only the left showed any signs of vitality. "Revolutionary
literature marks a new beginnirg," Hicks concluded:

It is, in part and however imperfectly, something unprecedented
in human culture, and what is new in it will grov/ into what is still
newer and far gre ater. But it is also the only possible fulfillment
of the spirit that moves in the noblest creations of all American
writers.

Hicks's certainty, like Calverton's, lay in the confidence that he could
identify these noblest meations by testing them against a fully com-
prehensible reality. The sterility of their approach comes not from the
theories they sought to apply but from their limited conception of
what is real. The Marxist world of the 1930s was a world preoccupied
solely with the play of economic forces; the only place for literature
in such a world was as a weapon in class warfare, "Things are what
they are and nothing else," Lionel Trilling writes in description of
another Marxist, Bernard Smith. "That things are what they mean,
that things are what they make us do or what we do with them, Mr.
Smith does not u/ant to believe."

A central lite rury irony of the decade is that the Ieft and the nearly-
left failed to recognize their most threatening opposition. The real
enemy u/as just consolidating its social views as the 1930s opened.
Hicks followed Calverton in casting a brief glance at the Fugitive-
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Agrarians of Tennessee: they "may deserve whatever admiration one

can accord to a quixotic gesture," but "they . . . demonstrate that

regionalism is meaningless as a literary program unless it can be

founded on economic and political realities." The left critics did not

see the threat because the threat was not political, but before the decade

was out the Fugitive-Agrarian-New Critics would sweep all before

them and be well on the way to absolute control of the American

literary scene.
If the ivlarxists mistook their er-remy, there was no silch confusion

on rhe part of the twelve Southerners who issued I'll Take My Stand

(1930).Until the final editorial meeting, the title for the collection of

essays was to be "Tracts against Communism" or something similar.

For Allen Tate, John Crowe Ransom, Donald Davidson, Robert Penn
\ilflarren and the others, there were few values more central than social

stability. Like the Humanists they saw science, industrialism and op-

timistic liberalism as prime threats to this stability, and they did not

need to be reminded by Babbitt or More that the leading champions

of machine crvrltzation were working from the political and literary

left.
Ransom, Davidson, Tate and \X/arren came by their politrcal com-

mitment gradually; their association was originally solely literary. As

members of the Fugitive group at Vanderbilt, they met regularly with

poets and those interested in poetry and poetic form. Between 1922

and 1925 these sixteen poets managed to publish nineteen issues of

Tbe Fugitiue, a riumph in endurance for the decade's exclusively

literary little m gazines. Reminiscing some years later, Allen Tate said,

"I rhink that I m^y disregard the claims of propriety and say quite

plainly that, so far as I know, there was never so much talent, knowl-

edge, and character accidentally brought together at one American

place in our time. "

During the Fugitive years indusrialism was making rapid inroads

in the South. $7ith industrialism, Davidson recalled later, came

advocacy of a collectivist type of government, thoroughly rnateri-
alist and antireligious in philosophy, controlling education and the
arts no less than the means of production, and founded upon a
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dialectic that would insist on a complete break with the historic

continuity of \Western civili zatron.

Collectivism was making its bid under the guise of nineteenth-century

liberalism, and there were very few in the South able to reco gnrze the

danger and move to the defense. "At the time," Davidson continues,

it was thoroughly surprising to some of us in the fugitive group of
poets. \We had been devoting ourselves almost entirely to poeffy
and criticism without giving much attention to public affars. \We

rubbed our eyes and looked around in astonishment and appre-
hension. \Was it possible that nobody in the South knew how to
reply?

Fugitive poetry itself-poems like Tate's "Ode to the Confederate

Dead" (1926) and Ransom's "Antique Harvesters" (1927 )-contained
the beginnirg of a response. The then-imagist John Gould Fletcher

saw as much when he enlarged upon the group's obvious debt to Eliot:

Where he was an uprooted expariate, seeking for eternal and
absolute values in a world that had gone back to chaos, they still
kept a local point of reference for their art, in the shape of their
feeling for the Old South and its Tradition.

But the major impulse moving Fugitive poet toward Agrarian social

theorist came from outside the group. With the Scopes "monk.y trual"

of 1925 and the abuse it brought the South from, among others,

H. L. Mencken, the leading spirits of the now defunct Fugitiue began

more and more to turn their attention to the modern world around

them. It seemed clear to all of them that the South must be defended

in historical terms, that, as Davidson had it, "some true and com-

manding image of its past must be restored." "I've attacked the South

for the last time," Tate wrote to Davidson in March 1927 , "except in

so far as it may be necessary to point out that the chief defect the Old

South had u/as that in it which produced, through whatever cause, the

New South." Davidson replied, "You know that I'm with you on the

anti-New South stuff. . . . I feel so smongly on these points that I can
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hardly trust myself to write. " At almost precisely the same moment,

Ransom was writing to Tate,

Our cause is . . . the Old South. . Our fight is for survival; and

it's got to be waged not so much against the Yankees as against

the exponents of the New South. . \X/e must think about this

business and take some very long calculations ahead.

While the calculations v'ere going forward, Tate examined the South's

heritage in Stoneutall lackson; The Good Soldier (1928) and lefferson
Dauis; His Rise and Fall (1929). At the same time he was reviewing a

host of Civil \flar books, books of political and social speculation and

books on the history of the South. In 1929 Robert Penn \Wamen

contributed John Brown: The Making of a Martyr, in which he pointed

out the danger of an idealism that is divorced from a sense of human

community.
The "stand" thatemerged in 1930 was, as the symposium's subtitle

has it, for "The South and the Agrari anTrudition. " That the "agrarian"

label was a poor choice hardly needs to be repeated. It invited the

charge of reaction, an attack which took too simple a view of the values

asserted. It was not the drudgery or hardship of the farm that the

rurelve Southerners meant to defend, but the simplicity and cultural

integrity of the husbandman's world view. The way to express the

issue, runs the book's statement of purpose, is agraflan aersus indus-

mial. In a later debate with Stringfellow Barr, Ransom made clear the

direction Southern indust naltzation-the "New South"-11r4s taking.

"Big business . which every day becomes bigger business, will call

for regulation, which every duy will becorne more regulation. And the

grand finale of regulation, the millennium itself of regulated industri-

alism, is Russian communism."
After the late years of the Ig3Os-perhaps it was the collapse of

Seward Collins's conservative American Reuiew, perhaps it was the

steadily diminishing threat from the left-these critics wrote less and

less about political and social issues. But when the Fugitives became

Agrarians, they did not lose their passionate concern for literature, and

when the Agrarians became "New Critics," or "Aesthetic Formalist

Critics," they did not give up their interest in the health of American
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society-they remained the conservative regionalists they had been

from the beginnirg. In 1945 Ransom might repudiate his agrarianism

as a "phantasy," but only because it had no chance of success. "The

agtaflan nostalg ia," he felt, was still "very valuabl., " for it focused

attention on the role the arts can play in expiation of the crimes of

science. "The modes of aft and politics have always, 4S now, been

mixed," Tatewrote as early as L933; "but no other age seems to have

lost as completely as we have lost it, the distinction bet'ween the fwo

modes." The Fugitive-Agrarian-New Critics never lost the distinction

between the two modes. Their persistent attention to the aesthetic

dimensions of literature distinguished them from the other major crit-
ical movements of the century. And their taste came eventu aly to

dominate the 1940s and I950s and shape the thinking of later decades.

There had been citics before in America who had defended the

aesthedc autonomy of literature. Poe, for instance, had felt that as a

special form of knowledge, a poem does not need an" ulterior motive";

the simple fact is, that, would we but permit ourselves to look into

our own souls, we should immediately there discover that . . . there

neither exists nor cAn exist ^ny work more thoroughly dignified

;";il* ;,*:|I,:i:il {:,',no".Jl'ilu'i 
a poem and nothing

A similar view can be found in the work of Henry James, in many

ways the central hero of the twentieth-century aesthetic tradition. And

it can be found in Spingarn, Stein, Eliot, Pound and the other writers,

at home or abroad, who filled many of the little magazines before the

Depression. But it was not until about 1938, with the publication of

Understanding Poetry, the immensely successful poery text of Cleanth
Brooks and Robert Penn \Warren, that this srain of American criticism
reached full srength. As this text came more and more to dominate

the teaching of literature in the college classrooffi, the aesthetic position

acquired a methodology and was well on its way to clearing the field

of aIl other approaches to the appreciation and understanding of

literature.
The New Critics did not lose interest in politics and theology,

but rather, followirg the early Eliot, they tried to compartmentahze
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their concerns and separate their literary criticism from their analysis
of American life. "I have assigned the critic a modest, though I think
an important, role," Cleanth Brooks explained. As a man, the critic is
of course interested in and pursues other interests. But as aprofessional
critic he must tell us "what the work is and how the parts of it are
related." This is essentially the argument by which Brooks and the
other early New Critics sought to confine themselves to what can be
done with some objectivity and assurance, the argument which kept
their attention focused on the private difficulties of lv{odernist poetry
rather than the distracting cultural density of prose. In the hands of
their less gifted disciples, this new critical cedo ultimately led back
to much the same genteel separation of literature from American life
with which the century began. But as we shall see, developments of
the past two decades that clearly rest upon the work of Eliot, Ransom
and their fellows are often distinguished from it in what has come to
seem a ritual killing of the fathers. Despite the views of recent ahis-
torical commentators, "autonomy" for the first New Critics did not
mean placing poemy "in a vacuum." It meant only that they sought,
as Malcolm Cowley observed about the entire formalist tradition, "to
establish literature as an independent country, with a history and ge-
ography of its own." Allen Tate made the case every formalist frorn
Poe to the present would urge against those whose readings of literary
works center on the implications of their paraphrasable contents. Paul
Elmer More "is primarily a moralist, which is a worthy and serious
thing to b.," Tate observed. But "his failure to understand the sig-
nificance of style is a failure to understand most of the literature he
has read."

The New Critics' insistence that the literary work represents an
autonomous entity, linked to the worka d^y world in its genesis and
materials but separable for purposes of examination, led to the method
of critical explication presented in Understanding Poetry and its in-
numerable successors. Followirg the lead of Eliot and traditional rhe-
torical analysis-drawing, that is, on some of the same legacy employed
by Kenneth Burke and Chicago neo-Aristotelians like R. S. Crane,
Richard McKeon, Elder Olson, Norman Maclean and \Wayne Booth
-Brooks and \Warren demonstrated a fine-toothed verb aI analysis of
individual poems. The works reated are usually short, often by Eliot's
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favorites, the English Metaphysicals. In the rhetorical ironies of
Donne's densely packed lines, the rich resources of verbal play create
mutually limiting tensions that the critic examines and describes as a
universe unto itself. For the second-generation New Critics in the
1950s, the method would often become tediously mechanical and
bloodless, but when used by what came to be called "good readers,"
the poetry being scrutintzedyielded wonders of implication; the whole
emerged as richly superior to the sum of its parts, with easy separation
of content and form disappearing as varied elements fused into
meaning.

In l941-the ye^r in which the United States entered the Second
World \Var, when the Depression and the spirit of the I%Os alre ady
had begun to fade-rwo books appeared that put the critical conten-
tion and dialogue of the intenv ar years into perspective. One was John
Crowe Ransom's The l'lew Criticism, which not only seffled the name
of what had come to be called the "formalists," but gave them a history
and a usable past going back to the "aesthetic existentialism" of the
leading figures of the modern movement-Eliot, Pound, Stein, Hulme,
Henry Jarnes. Two years before, Cleanth Brooks had demonstrated
that the art of Modernisrn demanded a "r^dical revision of the existing
conception of poetry." Now Ransom made it clear that a literury text
was a way of knowing all its own, that reading it fully meant more
than locating it socially, politically or philosophically. He also made it
clear that criticism itself, in the growing university system, had become
an institution, that there was now somethitg that could be called'"Criticism, 

Inc." By the 1950s the New Criticism had become an
academic convention, continuing the reinterpretation of the Modern
movement and concentrating attention on both the complexity and
the dissent that literature could embody. In magazines like The Kenyon
Reuieut it represented the antithesis but also the complement to the
arguments of the more historicist critics of the Partisan Reuiew who
continued.to debate the role of the critic as public intellectual in an
age when Marxism had become "the God that failed."

The orher book of I94I which seemed to sum up the position
American literary interpretation had come to was F. O. Matthiessen's
American Renaissance, alarge study of " art and expression in the Ag.
of Emerson and \7hitm an.' ' Matthiessen mediated ber'ween the fwo
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contending traditions, the social cuments of Parrington, the formalist
readings of the New Critics. In the work of Emerson, Thoreau, Haw-
thorne, Melville and Sfhitman he identified a single concentrated mo-
ment of American expression, complex and elusive in its artismy,
cultural in its force. Matthiessen was a liberal well aware of the threat
of war, and he believed that the question of a cre^tive national tradition
was of crucial importance. He insisted that an arttst's use of form and
language was the most sensitive index of cultural history , andhe argued
that his central grcup of authors, in complexity and even dissent, had
created a literature for democ rccy. Writing with critical judgment and
deep cultural insight, he constructed a vision of American literature's
usable past that with Parrington's u/as to shape the compendious Lit-
erary History of the United States (1948) and nourish the American
Studies movement of the I950s. Bringing these writers, some of them
still on the fringes of discussion, to a central position in their own
forming culture and in American national history, Matthiessen pro-
vided American writing with a definitive, unmistakable and powerful
heritage, a formed literary tradition-no longer uncertain, tentative or
too disordered to guide the present. The contemporary American
writer had gained an artistic and a cultural basis, fashioned not only
from the past but from the vital tensions of two contentious decades.



CHAPTER

OITO

STRANGE REALITIES,
ADEQL]ATE FICTIONS

. I .

\X ft.rt the nventieth century opened, the United States was still

\y \y a provincial country, though that provinciality was fading fast.

Despite its 200,000 miles of railroad mack, more than all of Europe,

two-thirds of its 76 million people still lived in rural farm communities

or small towns. Though there were 8,000 horseless carriages and

154,000 miles of surfaced road, the big city was often far distant,

Europe remote, the Pacific unimagined, and most lives were lived in

a single place. Now, 4S the fwentieth century comes to its end and the
prospects for the new millennium show over the horizon, the picture

is profoundly different. Most of America's 250 million inhabitants

live very mobile lives, in cities or suburban extensions of large met-

ropolitan areas. They own more than 100 million automobiles and

drive on some three million miles of highway; more land is now paved

than remains in virgin wilderness. At the beginning of the century,

they lived in a terresmial world; now they live in the age of global

space, of moonshots and the lunar module. They live at the center of

a network of world comrnunications linked by plane and satellite tech-

nology, microchip messagirg, interactive video or fax , dn age of poly-

glot noise and hypercommunication, At the beginnitg of the century

it was thought Arnerican technologies would transform the rwentieth

century; they did. Biotechnology, cloning, cryonics and in uitro fertil-
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izatron have changed the physiological rules of existence. For the frftv
years followitg the Second S7orld \Var, America has been a world-
shaping superpower. Its citizens are thought by many in the world to
lead typically Postmodern lives and to represent the essential principles
and life-styles of late Modern capitalism. American culture, aided by
possession both of the English language, the main world language, and
the newer languages of communications technology, reaches every-
where, whether it is popular, serious, seriopopular or any mixture of
both. American writing has reflected this position of pou/er, growirg
more open to history, to the global proliferation of styles and forms,
to the sometimes exhilarating and sometimes depressing new span of
human curiosity.

Far ^way nou/ from the experimental excitements of the 1920s
and the dismayed, radical self-analysis of the L930s, late- 1940s America
entered an era of posfwar, postatomic and Postmodern culture. \(/ar
restored the economic base, and since L945 the American economy,
with whatever jitters, has boomed. To be sure, the world's warlike
atrnosphere did not disperse in 1945, and a prolonged period of cold
u/ar fixed ideological opinion in a mind-set that is only nou/ beginnirg
to dissolve. But for a time, American society and American experience
seemed placed well in advance of the experience of most others in the
world; Europe had been left in ruins, once-colonial empires had to
reshape and rediscover myriad cultural identities, and the rebuildirg
of the world's geopolitical map left confusion and chaos. In more recent
years, as material wealth and modern technologies have reached world-
wide, American historical leadership has changed. American lives now
no longer seem quite so exceptional, and many feel that American
power has been overextended and so has smained the nation's eco-
nomic base. At various times in this postu/ar world, it has seemed that
an old history was over. Daniel Bell at the end of the I950s wrote of
"the End of Ideology," and more lately we have heard of "the End
of History" and even "the End of Philosophy," the coming of a phase
where some of the extreme ideological oppositions forged in the history
of the twentieth century have begun to dissolve along with the com-
fortable certitude that sustained them. \What does seem certain is that
the long-lived "Postwar world" is now over, and that a new era is in
the process of formation.
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The remarkable upheavals of war undoubtedly changed the spirit

and direction of all American writing. As William Faulkner said, wars

are not good for the novel, and the great shift from the Depression of

the 1910s to wartirne econorny changed the basis of all the literary

arts. Many writers served as war correspondents, and many others

went abroad on active service. The aftermath of war, and above all

the sudden awareness of the rwo great horrors it had left behind, the

genocide of the Holocaust and the threat of nuclear annihilation,

brought a terrible sobriety to all artistic and intellectual life. The war

had stimulated many new technologies and vastly expanded American

influence and world awareness. What followed the war was an age of

materialism, military expansion, ideological anxiety and a sense of the

rapid transformation of consciousness. This was an age of the media,

the instant record, the new rnessage systern, the multiplication of styles,

the accelerating confusion of levels of reality. As writers increasingly

began to obsen/e, it was an era in which reality came increasingly to

resemble unrealrty, when actuality frequently outpaced the writer's

ability to image it and fiction needed to become superfiction to cope

with an ever more fiction aI age of history.
In intellectual life, the sense that all realities were constituting

fictions was a notion not confined to artists alone-nor journalists (we

had the "new journalism"), nor historians (we had the "new history").

Thomas Kuhn'sThe Structure of ScientificReuolutions (1962) had enor-

mous influence by making it clear that science was not, and never had

been, the possessor of certain truths, but rather fictive "paradigms."

Mathematics examined the fiction of numbers, linguists described the

slippage of words, architects learned the vast simultaneity of all styles

and the certainty of none, as codes gave way to decodes. Quotation
and parody, redundancy or dreck seemed the stuff of which the fable

of life was made. The human self became an organic-cell, style-based

object; the loss of the subject seemed a universal condition. "To see

the gods dispellirg in mid -aft and dissolve like clouds," \(/allace Ste-

vens wrote, "is one of the great human experiences. It was their

annihilation, not ours, and yet it left us feelitg that in a measure, we,

too, had been annihilated. " The gods that dissolved like clouds were

not simply the gods of faith and theology. The limits of earth-based

experience, of body-based consciousness, of the Eurocentric world,
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the Judaeo-Christian heritage, the humanist hierarchy, also shifted,
much as Ptolemy's Earth found itself only one of many planets in the
universe. In areas like anthropology, linguistics and comparative reli-
gion, from Frunz Boas' s The Mind of Primitiue Man (191 1) to Claude
L6vi-Strauss's Structural Anthropology (1958), there was an insistent
sense of relativity about cultural truth-rnuch as Mandelbrot brought
relativity to mathematical truth and Heisenberg to the law of physics.
The whole new discourse of ideas brought writers face-to-face with
Henry Adams's "r-nultiverse," William James's "pluriverse. "

"One geometry cannot be more ffue than another," Henri Poin-
car€ had concluded in 1902. "It can only be more convenient." By
mid-century, many came to see truth as James had described it, as a
workable relationship in time with no knowable a priori or absolute
status. The only reality that can be known is a contingent synthesis
rescued by sheer force of human will frorn a Heraclitean ocean of flux.
\7e arc all, it seems, artists constructing homemade worlds of human
design-much as tWhitman and earlier Romantics had insisted we ^re,
but now with chilling literalness that only courage like James's can
embrace with enthusiasm. After STallace Stevens, the word frequendy
used to describe the fabrications we inhabit rs fictions, a synonym for
belief whose ontological basis rests on the willed and timebound con-
viction of individual human minds. Onto an actualworld we can never
know, we project meanings which constitute all there is for us of reality;
we formulate and reformulate from the flux of impressions the fiction
that for us proves adequ ate, sufficient, if never quite supremely perfect.

By mid-century, the word fiction pointed everyvhere to an epis-
temological sea change of truly revolutionary proportions. The postwar
world, the cultural drive toward what has become known as the Post-
modern, can be viewed as opposed responses to the challenge of het-
erodoxy, ? root disagreement reducible to the distinction between the
adjectives the and a; Is reality single and ultimately knowable? Is truth
therefore verifiable and constant; or is it multiple and timebound? And
finally, the question as central to interpretation in life as in art, can
we hope for the meaning of. a historical event or poem, or must we
make do as best we can with a meaning? The implications of this
simple distinction seem likely to alter irreversibly the future America
her writers will endeavor to write into knowable existence. If the age
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before L941 had been an age of the Modern, this was, the critics began

to tell us, an ^ge of the Postmodern.

I I  .

With the Japanese attack on American bases at Pearl Harbor in I94I

American life became irrevocably implicated in the disorders, the his-

torical redirections, the confusions of the later-twentieth-century globe.

With whatever misgivings about risking its special \Testern destiny,

America now committed herself to the Allied cause in what quickly

became a Second \7orld $(/ar, and it became evident that a last stage

in national innocence was over forever. The dying of an era, the fading

of an earlier modern notion of American writing, uras signaled by the

deaths of several of the leading figures of previous decades: Scott

Fitzgerald and Nathanael \West died within a few days of each other

tn 1940, Sherwood Anderson in 1941 and then Gertrude Stein in 1946.

Modernism itself seemed almost over, even though some important

figures, from Faulkner to Eliot to William Carlos Williaffis, wrote on.

And not just the experimentalism of the I920s but the rudtcal liberalism

of the 1910s nou/ found itself out of touch with the climate of cold

war and new affluence. There was now a new liberalism, bloodied and

anxious, shaken by the vision of hum an n^ture the war had left and

by the expansion of Soviet power through Eastern Europe in the 1940s.

Intellectuals themselves were humiliated by the neu/ anti-intellectualism

manifested by Senator Joseph McC afthy and the witch hunts of the

1950s, demanding confessions for "un-American activities" from the

intellectual survivors of the I930s, In this neur climate, many wondered

if writing could find its authority agaun or the avant-garde recover its

voice. In his After the Lost Generation (1951) John Aldridge argued

that the era of avant-gardism was now over and America no longer

had sufficient moral or mythic power to create a serious art, while

Malcolm Cowley tn The Literary Situation (1954) saw with remarkable

prescience that the fading of the experimental climate, the namowing

of ideological discussion and the co-opting of intellectuals away from

the magazines and into the universities meant that the new age would

not be less one of creation than of academic literary criticism.
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The postwar mood was already being signaled in the literature of
wartime. In Saul Bellow's first novel, Dangling Man (1944), the Kafka-
esque hero, Joseph, finds his old politic aI faiths and friends useless in
time of war and retreats into a disor ganized and lonely despair, until
he is called for military senrice-which he welcomes in relief, cryrng
"Long live regimentation!" Norman Mailer's powerful novel about the
Pacific battlefront, The I'laked and the Dead (1948), shows feeble lib-
eralism giving way to new militarism, while tn Barbory Shore (195 1)
his hero discovers he is lost in "the aLr of our time, authority and
nihilism stalking one another in the orgiastic hollow of this century."
As America rose in power, writers and their fictional heroes frequently
declined into anxiety, hoarding, as Saul Bellow would put it, their
spiritual valuables. As Malcolm Cowley pointed out, the new novel of
war lacked the experimental vigor and the sense of personal crisis that
had marked the war fiction of the 1920s. Instead, in many of these
works-Irwin Shaw's The Young Lions (1948), Herman \Wouk's Tbe
Caine Mutiny (1951), James Jones's From Here to Eternity (L95I) and
so on to Joseph Heller's Catch-22 (L961)-the enemy seemed less the
Germans, Italians or the Japanese than the American military machine
itself and its continuance into the cold-war world to follow. Few of
these works had any claim to experimentalism, though the surreal
energy of John Hawkes's fine novel of posrwar disorder The Cannibal
(1949) and the moral squalor of some of J. D. Salingef s I'line Stories
(L953) began to hint at some of the vigor to come. Theater looked at
the hidden corruptions of war in Arthur Miller's All My Sons in 1949
and at the disquieting implications of the material American Dream
rnDeath of a Salesman (1950). \War poetry also betrayed the crisis of
personal meaning felt by many. Randall Jarrell's poem tn Little Friend,
Little Friend (1945), "The Death of the Ball Tumet Gunner," summed
up the mood: "From my mother's sleep I fell into the State . . . /\X/hen
I died they washed me out of the turret with a hose."

There was thus little buoyancy in the literary recording of the
circumstances and atmosphere of America's rise to world influence.
For much of this new writing, the naturalism of the L930s, shorn now
of some of its ideological conviction, seemed appropriate to capture
a world of new historical horror, moral pain and rising alienation.
Urban writing concentrated on the darkness and disconnection of the
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American city, for instance in Nelson Algren's Chicago novel Tbe Man
with the Golden Arm (1949) or Saul Bellow's The Victim (1947). In
the South, agrarranism offered no comfort. Carson McCullers's Tbe
Heart Is a Lonely Hunter (1949) and The Member of tbe 

'Wedding

(1946), Eudora \il7elty's The Robber Bridegroom (1942) and Delta Ved-
ding (1946), Flannery O'Connor's Wise Blood (1952) and "A Good
Man Is Hard to Find" (L955), showed that the flowering of Southern
talent and the Southern sense of form were not over, but these books
offered a dismayed, disturbirg moral vision that passed on to Truman
Capote, \il7alker Percy andJames Dickey. A sense of spiritual emptiness
and haunting evil, of failed love and broken connections, dominates
Tbe Heart Is a Lonely Hunter and several other of these books. A
similar mood shapes the work of J. D. Salinger, one of the most striking
talents of the tirne, whose Tbe Catcber in the Rye (195 1) became the
student classic of an anxious age in which the very business of growing
out of childhood innocence seemed to be a pathway not to experience
but corruption. Salinger wrote, he indicated, of "love and squalor,"
and love and squalor dominate a good deal of this fiction fiction
of troubled realism that fitted a time of continuing nucl ear threat, lost
historical opdmism and a pervasive sense of human evil. A strong
philosophical influence came from French existentialism, with its vision
of the absurd, and the French novels of Jean-Paul Sartre and Albert
Camus and the writing of Samuel Beckett, who carried the Modernist
spirit fomrard into these darker days, encouraged this feeling. As
\(/. H. Auden said in a poem born out of his expatriation to Am errca,
this was "the Ag. of Anxiety."

American fiction was attempting to express a world which brought
home the urgency of history but offered few confident hopes of its
prospects. Some of the best writing came from those who felt their
kinship to the victims of the recent past-above all the Jewish-
American writers, whose posfwar work can often be read as an indirect
version of the war novel, a fiction of shaken survivors hunting for the
recovery of moral truths, speaking indirectly for the six million victims
of a totalitafian age which had not fully disappeared. From the 1890s

Jewish-American writing had been an important part of American
expression, but it reached ̂ remarkable floweritg after 1945. There
was the poetry of Delmore Schwartz, Theodore Roethke and many
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more and the forceful dram a of Arthur Miller, but above all it found
its expression in the novel. No longer predominantly a literature of
immigration, the new Jewish-American writing concentrated on the
nature of the American Dream, the rise of materialism, the experience
of the modern city, the bonds that linked person to person in the
moral chain. It documented ahenation and disaffiliation but spoke,
too, of new American opportunities and possibilities. It drew not only
on the intellectual heritage of American writing and the line of natu-
ralism, bui on the ivlodernism of Europ€, the heritage of lviarx, Freud
and Einstein. Many writers of lasting importance emerged: Saul Bellow,
Arthur Miller, Bernard Malamud, Norman Mailer, Delmore Schwa rtz,
Allen Ginsb€rg, Meyer Levin, Herbert Gold, Edward Louis \Wallant,

Chaim Potok, Stanley Elkin, Joseph Heller, E. L. Doctorow, Grace
Paley, Tillie Olsen, Cynthta Ozick, along with critics like Lionel Trill-
itg, hving Howe, Alfred Kazin and Philip Rahv. Not a few of these
had belonged to the left in the 1930s and been associated with mag-
azrnes like Partisan Reuiew. During the 1940s their emphasis shifted
from Marxism to Modernism in general and to a concern with what
Rahv called "the sixth sense, " the awareness of history itself. Their
Europeanism was reinforced by the influence of writers like Isaac
Bashevis Singer, whose fiction built the bridge between prewar Poland
and modern New York, and of other Jewish writers who had lived
and died in the turmoils of Europe: Isaac Babel, Bruno Schu\tz, Franz
Kafl<a-writers whose sense of history had been wedded to guilt and
pain, suffering and black humor.

Posrwar Jewish writing is generally marked by its concern with
the historical, the moral and the human anxieties of the modern self
and therefore has sometimes been described as displaying a return to
realism in the contemporary American novel. If this is so, it is generally
a reahtsm that contains a metaphysical vigor and a sumeal inner agony
of the kind that Kafka brought to the modern novel. It is a fiction that
still remembers the old myth of the American New \X/orld, the place
of freedom from persecution and bondage, though in modern material
America the dream now takes quirkier forms. In Philip Roth's Goodbye,
Columbus the old dream has become a story of affluent Jewry awash
in the "suramp of prosperity." In Malamud's /. Iriew Life the urban

J.* comically tries to re-create the frontier mtrh of the \X/est-and
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bemays and is betrayed by the now much more labyrinthine dream.

Re-creating the idealism of a migr^nt's Amerrca, many of these books

portray a world of arbitrary wealth or poverty which is nou/ historically

confident but spiritu ally incomplete. Often using the pained wit of

Jewish humor, they express moral aspiration and vivid humanism but

also a fear of vict Lmlz^tion and sterility. The existential rage of Norman

Mailer's novels, the nameless unease of Joseph Heller's Sometbing

Happened (I97 4), the cemetery wit of Stanley Elkin's fiction, the con-

stant allusion in Philip Roth's novels to the ghosts of a cruel history,

all form part of their report on contemporary American life. One clear

feature of much of this writing is that it is moral rather than political

in its spirit both of criticism and affirmation. (Lionel Trilling in his

influenttalwork of criticism, The Liberal lmagination lI950l, had sum-

moned novelists back from naive ideology to what he called "moral

realism.") In time political realities were to return; E. L, Doctorow's

work of fiction-and-history The Book of Daniel (1971), for instance, is

concerned both with the Jewish tradition and the ritual execution of

the Rosenbergs as Russian spies in the 1950s. Typically, though-

Bernard Malamud's fiction is nomble in this respect-the enduritg

question of the relationship between social and artistic responsibility

is kept alive. \What, collectively, Jewish-American fiction brought to

the American novel v/as a nexus of art and politics, history and moral

and psychic self-knowledge which encouraged and helped establish a

more complex, less ideological vision of reality.

In this evolution, a central figure was undoubtedly Isaac Bashevis

Singer. Born in Poland, h. was one of many mid-1930s exiles from

Europe to the United States who changed its mental and artistic life.

After his arrival in I%5, h. continued to write-m any novels and a

wide range of short stories-in Yiddish. A signific ant part of his

fiction -The Family Moskat (in English, 1950), the stories of Gimpel

the Fool (I957)-deals with the often btzarce and superstitious world

of peasant and ghetto Poland; another part, including many of his best

short stories, explores modern urban America with a similarly impish

sense of estrangement. Singer's highly imaginative influence reaches

far, into the poetic prose of Delmore Schwartz (The 'World /s a

Wedding, 1948) and the zany dark comedy of Stanley Elkin (A BadMan,

1967; The Rabbi of Lud, 1988 ; The MacGffin, 1991), the soul-searching
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hunger to understand history and the modern self in Saul Bellow
(Henderson the Rain King, 1954; Humboldt's Gift, L975; More Die of
Heartbreak, 1987) and the searching novels and stories of Bernard
Malamud ( Tbe Assistant, 1957 ; A I'lew Ltft, 196I; Dubin's Liu:es, Ig79).
Dealing very directly with Jewish mores and types, these works draw
magical or mythic elements from the European Yiddish tradition that
give them a cosmopolitan breadth. They contain as well a persistent
ethical strain: "He asked himself a question I still would like ansurered,
namely, 'How should a good man live, what ought he to do?' " reffects
the hero of Bellow's first novel Dangling Man (1944). Bellou/, perhaps
the most important single novelist of the American postwar period,
and like Singer himself a Nobel prizewinner, was an early translator
of one of Singer's most enduring,stories, "Gimpel the Fool," a portrait
of the Jewish schlemiel or wise fool who appears in much of this fiction.

Bellow v/as born in Canada, moved in childhood to Chicago,
about which he frequently writes, and published his first story in
Partisan Reuiew before he established himself as a novelist with Dan-
gling Man. That wartime book shows several influences: something of
Singer, something of Dreiser in its urban naturalism, somethitrg of
Kafka in its sense of estrangement from reality and its steady retreat
from life into solitude. Ever since that book, Bellow's work, which
now covers six decades, has traced postwar American life from the
urban deprivation of ordinary Jews in the late 1940s to the wealth-
laden supercities of contempo rary America, where, he has said, there
is more of the it than the we. The books also moved from the moral
discovery of common humanity in the postwar stories to tales of spir-
itual discovery and ranscendental adventure in the more exotic in-
tellectual climate of the later, post-space-shot world. Roughly his work
can be divided into two groups: the darker novels of soul-searching,
like DanglingMan, The Victim (1947) and Mr. Sammler's Planet (1970),
and the more epically inclined novels either of picaresque or mental
adventure, like The Aduentures of Augie March (1953) or his reflecdon
on American Modernism and what succeeds it, Humboldt's Grft (1975).
Both meet in what is probably his best work, Herzog (1964), the story
of the "sufferirg joker" Moses Herzog, who, caught in "a shameless
and impotent privacy" that leads him nearly to madness, is still capable
of analyzrng the intellectual heritage of popular and egotistical modern
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romanticism which has led him to despair. Herzog's attempt to resist

exotic modern apocalypticism and too-easy alienation draws him into

a uanscendental silence, BS, in this ambitious book, Bellow seeks a

way toward inner understanding past all the "five-cent syntheses" so

readily avatlable in the modern world. \7ith this novel Bellow showed

himself a serious analyst of Byzantine modern confusions in the world

of cultural pluralism and stylish prescriptions for selfhood .Later books

like Tbe Dean's December (1982), conrasting Eastern European po-

litical impotence with \Western moral impotence, and More Die 
"f

Heartbreak (1987 ), a study of the torments of the mind in a world of

confused modern sexuality, show his persistent vision of private wealth

and spiritual sterility and his continuing quest for transcendental re-

cuperation, even if it takes him (as it does in this last novel) to the

margins of polar isolation.
The tradition of posrwar Jewish-American fiction has endured

through the various stylistic surges of the recent American novel, per-
haps because it has assumed that the function of the novel is eternally
serious, even though it can be intellectually playful. Bernard Malamud
also wrote rn a variety of modes, from the neonaturalism of his early
work The Assistant (1957), to the skeptical rneditation on biography
and art of Dubin's Liues (1979). Art and theworld of dross from which
it comes has been a recurrent theme of Malamud's work, most playfully
addressed in the stories of Pictures of Fidelman (L969). Similar half-
guilty concerns with the relation of art to life also run through the
work of Philip Roth, who established himself in the stories of Goodbye,
Columbus (1959). Roth, too, showed himself to have a great repertory
of techniques; aJamesian moral vision informs Letting Go (1962) and
When She Vas Good (1967), while surreal and Kafkaesque experiment
dominates Tbe Breast (1972), Roth once remarked that America's ac-
tuality constandy outdid any literary realism: "The American writer in
the middle of the rwentieth century has his hands full in trying to
understand, describe and then make credible much of the American
reality." $(/ith the erotic Portnoy's Complaint (1968) he broke the mold
of his earlier fiction, releasing it from ideas of "ethical Jewhood" to
adventure among wild psychic urges. His various Zuckerman novels
explored a fundamental Oedipal guilt about the critical offense of being
a writer, and My Life As a Man (I97 4) and The Counterlife (1986)
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teased the entire notion that the life of the artist is one of formal and

moral maturity, rather than of suneal self-confession. Though critical

opinion has frequently tried to distinguish such writing from experi-

mental Postmodernist fiction and define it as late-rwentieth-century

realism , it has very evidently been more than that. Artistic self-ex-

amination has been a strong element of most posfwar Jewish fiction,

from the writers mentioned previously to the work of Grace Paley
(The Little Disturbances of Man, 1959; Later the Same Doy, 1985),

Tillie Olsen and Cynth ta Ozick.
If one implication of the development of Jewish-American writing

after L945 is that a once marginal ethnic radition has become central,

much the same could be said of black American writing. Richard

\X/right had been the leading figure of the 19J0s, but he bred many

successors in the 1950s. Ralph Ellison's lnuisible Man (1952) added

to \Wright's increasingly existential vision a Kafka-like absurdity by

telling the story of a black whose color has rendered him invisible as

a moral agent. A novel of existential narnelessness, it recogntzed the

universality of its cenual image: "lWho knows but that . . . I speak for

you?" For James Baldwin, the problem of the new black writer was

to escape from the " cage" of humili atrng conventions laid over black

writing by white representation. Baldwin u/as the son of abitter Harlem

preacher, and his extraordinary and in many respects most successful

novel Go Tell It on the Mountain (1953) re-creates the world of religion

and urban poverty he knew in childhood. His subsequent novels-

Giouanni's Room (1956), Another Country (I96L), Tell Me How Long

tbe Train's Been Gone ( 1968)-reveal his fictional form expanding and

growing more polemical as his writing acquires a greater social and

political ruge. Baldwin possessed both a fine citical intelligence and

a vigorous pulpit oratory, which he put to notable use in his deeply

felt polemics on the issues of black identity and civil rights, I'lobody

Knouts My I'lame (1961) and the apocalyptic The Fire I'lext Time (1963),
\Writing these at a time when civil rights protests and sit-ins were

raising American consciousness of the plight of blacks, Baldwin not

only called white consciences to account but played an irnportant if

sometimes contentious part in the rising rnovement of the black arts.

There were those, like Imamu Baraka (LeRoi Jones), who came

to believe that a black separatism, a black writing for black audiences
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only, was the only u/ay fonvard, but the most striking feature of the

powerful black writing that has developed in the United States since

the I950s has been its breadth and variety. Chester Himes wrote his

novels of protest- If He Hollers Let Him Go (I945)-b.tt also became

an important and successful detective story novelist (Tbe Real Cool

Killers, 1959). Ishmael Reed became a sumeal experimentalist (The

Free-Lance Pallbenrers, L967 ; Mumbo Jumbo, 1972) and Clarence Major

(All-I'light Visitors, 1969) a writer of self-reflective Postmodernism. In

the 1960s, with the appearance of writers like Ernest Gaines and John
A. Witliaffis, a new black American writing began to flourish, much

of it raising cenral questions of the historical identity of blacks in

America andtheir chaotic urban life in the ghetto cities. In I976 Alex

Haley (The Autobiograpby of Malcolm X, 1965) published Roots: The

Saga of an American Family, an enormously popular novel and tele-

vision series that stimulated geneological interest among a wide range

of American ethnic groups. Perhaps the most remarkable achievements

of the 1970s and 1980s came with the emergence of several black

women writers, including Toni Morrison (Song of Solomon, Ig77; Be'

loued, 1987) and Alice \Walker (The Color Purple, 1982).

There can be little doubt that the tensions of the Kennedy era

did much to unsettle the posrwar American novel and direct it toward

new forms and methods. During the 1950s it was already apparent

that American fiction expressed an edgy dissent and a world divided

between personal experience and public events so vast and disturbing

that, as Saul Bellow put it, "private life cannot mauntain a pretence of

its importance. " It was perhaps not surprisitg that many American

writers came to think of history as an absurd fiction, a massive plot

that commanded the self while dissolving its sense of stable reality.

Fiction undertook to reappraise the forces loose in the world and the

individual's power to face them. Williarn S. Burroughs's venornous

satire The l,laked Lunch (1959) and its various sequels traced the con-

nections between anarchic inner space and ovenvhelming modern po-

litical systems. It was the beginning of anew mood, and in the following

years works that mired grotesque form with historical vision developed

the theme. In I96L Joseph Heller's cult classic Catch-22 descibed

conremporary America in a fantastic and wildly comic parable set on

the Italian front in the Second World \(/ar. Kurt Vonnegut's Mother
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I,light (L961) and Slaugbterhouse Fiue (L969) used the methods of what
their author liked to call "gallows-humor" to explore the defeat of the
self and of innocence by u historical world that could be counteracted
only by the play of the imagination. Ken Kesey's One Flew Ouer tbe

Cuckoo's l,lest (L962) saw government as the totalitarian version of. a
madhouse, and the most remarkable new writer of the posrwar years,

Thomas Pynchon, attempted in V. (L963), The Crying of Lot 49 (1966),

Grauity's Rainbow (1973) and Vineland (1990) to give a parodic shape
tc the powers of world history, despite the enmopic and disintegraiing
processes he discerned at work in it. In many such books, history is
no longer a graspable progression but a stage set of lunacy and pain

that turns the writer auray from the immeduacy of realism toward a
mocking of the world's substance, a cartooning of character, a fan-

tasizrng of the "facts." This had implications as well for all forms of
historical journalism. A period that had begun with John Hersey's
documentary Hirosbima (L946) saw accurate report age blur into the
"non-fiction novel," as Truman Capote dubbed his In Cold Blood
(1966), and the "real life novel," as Norman Mailer called his The
Executioner's Song (1979). The elements thatJohn Dos Passos in U.S..A.
had categorically distinguished flowed together in a free interchange
of historical data and imaginative fiction aliztng, leading to the docu-
dramas of cinema and television and the docufiction of tWilliam Sty-
ron' s Tbe Confessions of I'Jat Turner (1967), Robert Coover's Tbe Public
Burning (1977) and E. L. Doctorow's The Book of Daniel (I97I),

Ragtime (1975), and Billy Batbgate (1989).
In The Armies of the I,light (1968), about a protest march on the

Pentagon against the Vietnam \(/ar, Norman Mailer confronted the
way "realities" are consructed by questioning the basic relation of
historical actuality and fiction. Q.restions of reportorial subjectivity
became overt in journalism itself, emerging in what Pete Hamill
dubbed "the new journalism." For Tom Wolfe, its leading exponent,
this displaced the "boring" novel by appropriating its methods of
scene-by-scene construction, dramatic rendering of dialogue and de-
tailed exploration of mores, style and status in order to record what
he described, with characteristic dlan, 4s "the crazed obscene uproar-
ious Mammon-faced drug-soaked mau mau lust-oozing Sixties."
\Wolfe, along with other "new journalists" like Hunter S. Thompson,
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Jimmy Breslin and Joan Didion (also a fine novelist), have tended to
emphasize their stylistic innovations, but their chief conmibution has
been to define a journalism as willing to confess to its authorial sub-
jectivity as were many of the "new histories" which were revising the
nature of historiography. Thus it was possible to pursue the legacy of
naturalism derived from Dreiser and Dos Passos while simultaneously
drawing report ̂ ge toward the maft of fiction. This coincided with a
turn away from conventional realism toward an emphasis on the "fic-
tionality" of fiction, a move toward "fabulation" or "metafiction" g.r-
erating a "self-reflexiveness" in the novel that recalled nothitg so much
as Laurence Sterne's Tristram Shandy (1759-67) and opened new free-
doms of fantasy. Many have argued that fantasy is not so much an
escape from reality as a way of intemogatitg the real, as Vonnegut
does tn Slaughterbouse Fiue. Much of this fiction thus becomes fantastic
through its assault upon the historical and the real, while at the same
time it makes clear that it derives from historical situations and proc-
esses. The gallows humor in writers like Vonnegut, Heller, Elkin,
Thomas Berger and Bruce J^y Friedman was gradually replaced by u
broad inquiry into fiction itself. Fiction began to celebrate its own loss
of signification, sought to create independent worlds of textuality and
consciousness and, in authors like Pynchoo, John Barth, Robert
Coover, \X/illiam Gaddis, William H. Gass and Donald Barthelme,
produced fables skeptical about genre, parodic or ironic in form that
resist stable readings of the signified world.

This broad shift in fiction can be seen in the careers of many
authors who started work in the immediate postwar clim ate, but whose
writing then changed markedly. J. D. Salinger's Tbe Catcher in the Rye
(L951) was a bible of the postwar young, the story of Holden Caulfield,
a middle-class adolescent schoolboy in New York just on the edge of
losing his presocial and presexual innocence-which he is able to
express, like Huckleberry Finn, in his ourn vivid vernacular and
through his own intuitive independence before his revolt collapses.
This vivid book was often read as a novel of generational protest, but
essentially it is an attempt to discover a lyric religion and language of
innocence that can offset social pressures so great that Salinger can
only see the world as real, unphony, through the eyes of a child. In
the linked narratives of. Franny and Zooey (196I), Raise High the Roof
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Beam, Carpenters and. Seymour: An Introd.uction (1963), Salinger re-
turns to this theme, bringing back the sensitive Glass family from an
earlier naff^tive. But these are works that persistently experiment with
their ourn form to become a corporate quest for transcendental vision
through and beyond the world of psychic tension. In the stories and
the world beyond them, the quest leads toward silence; Salinger him-
self, one of the most successful of. I'Jew Yorker writers, also moved
through broken form to literary silence. Happily other authors asso-
ciated v'ith the sarne magazLne remained productive, above all John
Updike and John Cheever (The Wapshot Chronicle, 1957; Falconer,
1977). Both became vivid recorders of American changes from the
affluent 1950s into the liberated 1960s and the narcissistic 7970s. Up-
dike in particular caught the new American world of expanding sub-
urbs, postatomic young couples and the rhythm of their marriages,
children, divorces, material hungers and spiritual and sexual desires
-desires that in his work very often seern to be one and the same.

Born in rural Pennsylvania, Updike took that world for the land-
scape of several of his early novels and stories, but his geography soon
widened into the attics and lofts of professional New York and out to
the eastern commuter seacoast, its Puritan past strangely transformed
but nonetheless haunting a number of his works, including the ex-
perimental Roger's Version (1986). Through his books we can read the
fate and fortunes of the couples-Couples (1963) is the title of his
sexually frankest book-who are radically changed and shaken by
history, but whose lives largely circulate around domestic needs and
aesthetic-religious desires for transcendent revelation in the age of what
Updike, rn Marry Me (1976), calls "the nvilight of the old morality."
The pressures of time and modern affluence dog Updike's most famous
hero, Harold "Rabbit" Angsrom, whose story evolves throu gh Rabbit,
Run (1960) , Rabbit Redux (1972), Rabbit Is Rich (1982) and Rabbit at
Rest (1990). Updike is an experimental realist, an excellent parodist,
as in his "Bech" books, a poet and serious literary critic. His work
has attempted to test what remains of the realistic and the romance
traditions of American fiction, and he writes with a vivid sense both
of moral hunger and aesthetic purpose. From his first book , The Poor-
house Fair (1959), to the ageof word processing and computer language
that gives underlying metaphors to Roger's Version, he has provided
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the most fluent, continuous, aesthetically considered record of the

postwar era of any contemporary American writer.

That k.y question of how one expresses both surface and soul of

modern America is also central to the work of Norman Mailer, once

called by Robert Lowell "the finest journalist in Ameri ca," The I'traked

and tbe Dead (1948), which brought him public fame, is essentrally a

naturalist novel in which record of Pacific War violence intersects with

Dos Passos-like "Time Machine" passages relating the war story to

conremporary social realities. Mailer puts conventional naturalistic

types-the petty criminal, the Brooklyt J.or, the Southern cracker, the

Montana wanderer-to the tests of Pacific combat and military dis-

cipline Ln aworld where "the individual personality is just a hindrance. "

But, Mailer stressed, his story was " a parable about the movement of

men through histo ty,' ' which he saw in a distinctive vdy, as a process

of massing power with oppressive psychic consequences. In the books

that followed, therefore, he began fracturing his naturalism. He de-

scribed Barbary Shore (L95I), about America's political wasteland, ds

an attempt to build a contemporary political ideology by uniting Marx

and Freud, rhe sexual body with the social. The Deer Park (L955) went

on to pursue existen ttal discovery won through untrammeled sexuality

and apocalyptic violence. Mailer's aim was to construct the romantic-

revolutionary savage who is at once sexually autonomous and histor-

ically evolutionary, and, as the essays of Aduertisements for Myself make

clear, that figure is inescapably Mailer himself. Trying to link Hem-

ingrvay's existentialism with Faulkner's experimental complexity, he

endeavors to assume responsibility for the consciousness of an entire

generation.
This attempt is the basis of Mailer's famous essay of 1957, "The

White Negro," where he described the new "Hipster" hero the age

needed if the totalitarian cancer was to be resisted ("One is Hip or

one is Squ are . . . one is a rebel or one conforms") and so defined the

Manichaean sruggle in which, Mailer thought, the American writer

was engaged. His 1965 novel An American Dream showed the kind of

fiction he envisaged. An unself-consciously obscene, semiautobio-

graphical sex-and-power fantasy interweaving the psychic, sexual and

political worlds of American life, it also reveals the kind of intervention

in the times he thought the writer could make politic ally-as when,
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for instance, he himself ran for public office as a candidate for Mayor
of New York. Mailer has also written several works of fictionalized
journalism, includirg Armies of the Itight (1963), subtitled "Hisrory
as a Novel /The Novel as History"-1fiough Frederick Karl has ob-
serued that "History as Autobiography/Autobiography as History"
might be more appropriate. Although he has remained one of the
period's most engaged and versatile writers, with a novel set in the
Egypt of the Pharaohs, Ancient Euenings (1983), and a murder mystery,
Tough Guys Don't Dance (1954), more of his eneigy has gone to
journalism than fiction.Why Are V/e in Vietnam? (1967) is an inter-
esting combination of both modes, a Reichian fantasy that relates an
n-laskan bear hunt to the violence of the war in Vietnam. Throughout
his career, Mailer has undertaken to porffay an alliance of conscious-
ness with that disorder and anarchy of event we call history, meanwhile
putting less and less faith in the autonomy of the individual self, in
conffolling form, or a directly rational or humanistic response to that
complex dreamworld of sex and violence he has identified as the rrue
politics of the age.

Experimental as this may be, it nonetheless has refused to explore
another major direction chosen by many posfwar American writer
the turn toward the novel as a haven of epistemological questioning
and pure aesthetic discovery. Various writers like Saul Bellow and
Joyce Carol Oates have resisted this tendency with its inclination to
reject the humanistic function of the novel and hence its capaciry ro
represent the rcality of action in a knowable world. Thus Oates, herself
a powerful and prolific writer of fiction and criticism, has questioned
" art forms in which language is arranged and reamanged in such a
rnanner as to give pleasure to the artist and his readers, excludirg any
referent to an available exterior world." she is refeming to that group
of writers with various roots in Modernism and surrealisrn who have
come to be known as "Postmodern" and who came to prominence
over the later 1960s and the 1970s. Like Modernism itself, "Posrmod-
ernism" is an elusive term. It has been used to describe a diversity of
strands, from the drug-culture writings of William Burroughs, Jack
Kerouac and the "provisional" and "spontaneous" authors of the Beat
Generation, to a body of writers influenced by the late-Modernist ideas
of Vladimir Nabokov, Jorge Luis Borges and Samuel Beckett. This
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latter group, includirg Thomas Pynchon, John Barth, William Gass,

Donald Barthelme and \Walter Abish, has shown a thoughtful conso-

nance with many of the philosophical ideas of current literary criti-

cism and literary theory, the tendencies of Structuralism and De-

construction.
Burroughs-a leading figure in the emergence of the Beat

Generation-is associated with this approach because of his experi-

mental method of "cut-up" and "fold-in" and his use of hallucinatory

images and indeed of drugs themselves to write his books-the novel

of homosexuality and drug addiction lunkie (1953), the sequence The

I'laked Lunch (1959), Tbe Soft Machine (1961), The Ticket That Ex'

ploded (1964 and I,loua Expres.r (1964). Burroughs exploits "junk" in

two senses-junk as drugs and junk as cultural rubbish, the floating

detritus and loose images of contempo rury life. Though he calls his

works satires, that term implies a literary conrol his methods belie,

as through loose and surreal associations the dreck of the world and

the images of science fiction merge with the author's mind-blowing

tips and homoerotic dreams to create violent fantasies of endlessly

warring powers. Calling himself a "cosmonaut of inner space," Bur-

roughs, like Mailer, sees a world of oppressive and authorrtanan forces

struggling with the free play of consciousness. His books are unstable,

violent and often obscene texts which attempt to penetrate a public

world far gone in barbarity, technological systemuzatLon and a violence

which accurately reflects his inner life. His transgressive experimen-

talism emphasizes the provisional, improvisatory side of modern ex-

periment and its pursuit of more open forms-much like abstract

expressionism in painting or some of the improvised "total theater"

or "performance theater" of the 1960s

At around the same time, another more profound experimentalist

was also challenging the referenttal basis of the novel. Vladimir Na-

bokov wrote his first books in Russian in the various European cities

to which the Revolution of L9I7 exiled him and his family. In 1940

he moved to the States, having already started in English Tbe Real

Life of Sebastian Knight (I94I), an ostensible "true biography" which

disintegrates in paradox and riddles of identity. So began his "love

affar with the English language" which brought to American fiction

an intricate tradition derived in part from Gogol, Pushkin and the
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Russian symbolist movement. His English-language books include
Bend Sinister (1947), by " an anthropomorphic deity impersonated by
me," Lolita (1955), a chase across America for an elusive nymphet,
Pnin (L957), about a Russian academic 6rnigr6 in a position not unlike
his own , and Ada (1969), in which the fiction allandscape of American
gothic is overlaid with the traditions of the Russian novel. These books,
later ones like Transparent Things (L972) and Look at the Harlequins !
(I97 4), earlier works later translated into English and his critical writ-
ings amount to a major inquiry into fiction and fictionaItty, "Reality,"
says Nabokov, is a word that means nothing without quotation marks;
fiction is a place where words do not simply attach themselves refer-
entially to things ; any literary type or structure can be open to mockery,
parody or "intertextuality," a distorting intersection with some prior
text. So Nabokov's narrators often emerge as liars or madmen, char-
acters'names may be puns, anagrams or emblems, and art becomes a
form of game-playing where an artist chases transcendent butterflies
with a verbal net, seeking some fleetirg imprint of the real. Humbert
Flumbert in Lolita, who owes something to Nabokov's own past but
quite a lot to Edgar Allan Poe, is himself an artist in pursuit of his
fleeting, erotic symbol, Dolores Haze. The essence of Nabokov's aft
is that it displays both the epistemological justification and the means
for seeing story as a model for the way u/e constitute the meaning of
the world through the fictional constructs of the imagination.

"\What the hell," John Barth once remarked, "reality is a nice
place to visit but you wouldn't want to live there, and literature never
did, very long. " Barth actually parodies his own methods in "Life-
Story" from Lost in the Funhouse (1968), a collection of fictions based
on the Mobius strip that mixes items written for print, tape and live
voice: "$7ho doesn't prefer art that at least overtly imitates something
other than its own processes? That doesn't continually proclaim 'Don't

forget I'm an artifice l ' "-56 runs his mockingly inverted account of
himself:

Though his critics . described his own work as avant-garde, in
his heart of hearts he disliked literature of an experimental, self-
despising, or overtly metaphysical character, like Samuel Beckett's,
Marian Cutler's, Jorge Borges's. . His favorite contemporary
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were John Updike, Georges Simenon, Nicole Riboud.
use for the theater of absurdity, for "black humor,"
in any form, for apocalyptic preachments tricked out

dramatic garb.

All this is a typical Barthean joke, down to the names of t'wo invented

authors (Cutler, Riboud) : even the narrative self is a parody. For Barth

does indeed represent the extension of Nabokov and Borges into recent

American fiction. He is, in the better sense of the term (though now

and agaLn in the worse) , dfr " academic" author, learned, burdened

with the great history of storytelling and conscious of lying near the

end of it Ln a state of exhaustion that he must turn to replenishment.

His early books (The Floating Opera, 1956; Tbe End of the Road, 1958)

were comedies of existentialist absurdity, but The Sot-'Veed Factor

(1962) expansively mocked the manner of eighteenth-century adven-

ture naffative to recount the story of Ebe nezer Cooke, first laureate

of Maryland. Since then his fictions have repeatedly spiraled around

themselves, as in Chimera (1972), which goes back to the origins of

storytelling in Greek myth and A Thousand and One I'lights to seek

the key to literary renewal. Later, larger-scale books have frequently

replayed the materials and characters of earlier ones in new combi-

natorial systems. Barth is, essentially, a storyteller in an anxious time,

ever questioning the nature of namative and the meaning of fiction altty

in order to resuscitate its power and signification.

In this he has been close to the center of an experimental era of

writing that has touched all of the approaches he mentions-absurd-

ism, black humor, apocalyptic fiction-and more, where many other

writers have been associated with the speculadve rediscovery of fic-

tional forms. Some have been self-consciously philosophical. "Reality

is not a matter of fact, it is an achievement, " says the philosopher-

critic-novelist William H. Gass in Fiction and. tbe Figures of Life (1970);

a true storyteller must keep his reader "kindly imprisoned in his lan-

guage, there is literally nothing beyond. " These nominalist assumptions

inform his works of fiction, Omensetter's Luck (1966), Willie Master's

Lonesome lYtf, (1968) and the story collection In the Heart of the

Heart of the Country (1968), as well as some superb criticism. Robert

Coover has followed Barth's inquiry into the nature of story in Prick-

authors
had no
allegory

He
for
: i n
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songs and Descants (1969), "seven exemplaty fictions," but has ad-
dressed political realities as well in The Public Burning (L977), which
is, like E. L. Doctorow's The Book of Daniel, afictionalist's exploration
of the Rosenberg case. Recent work has shown Coove r a bitter social
satirist as well as ^ teaser of namative in works like Gerald's Party
(1986) , aff extraordinary piece of sustained chafter which mixes-and-
matches a multiplicity of narrative forms, and A llight at the Mouies
(1987), which retextualizes the visual narratives with which we have
beccme farniliar. This Postmodern mixing of forms and genres-Post-
modernism sometimes seems essent ialTy an aftof styli zedand mannered
quotation from a splayed and glutted tradition-is also found in the
work of Richard Brauti gdn, with its playful Californian contrasts of
pastoral and tacky America. Trout Fisbing in America (1967) teases
the fisherman's manual, The Hawkline Monster (L97 4) is a "Gothic
\Westero," a mix of nvo discrep ant genres. Donald Barthelme brought
Postmodernism to the I'l eut Yorker in mixed-media tales, collected in
Sixty Stories (1981), which use pictorial illusmation and printed text
to capture modern sadness in a complex mixture of deletion, distortion
and recombination.

Among the writers expressing this Postmodern impulse has been
William Gaddis, author of Tbe Recognitions (1955), which has been
called the most experimental novel of the 1950s, the encyclopedic /R
(I97 6), about American money as a system, and the briefer, tighter
Carpenter's Gothic (1985), which yet manages to evoke a world of wide
and wild event and intimate interconnection. John Hawkes is anorher
writer who made his surreal mark in the 1950s with novels "committed
to nightmare, violence, meaningful distortion, to the whole panorama
of dislocation and desolation in human relationshipr." The tendency
was always international and had close links with the French nouueau
roman, as is manifest in the work of the French-American Raymond
Federman-who called his Take It or Leaue It (I976) "an exaggerated
second hand tale to be read aloud either standing or sitting"-4nd
with German speculative fiction like Peter Handke's and the work of
the Austrian-Jewish-American writer \Talter Abish, author of How
German /s It (1980), about a Germany he had never visited. These
experiments are far from being a negation of fictional meaning, any
more than they deny Modernism. Indeed they have opened American
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fiction to a recovery of its own multiple national and international
raditions: in gothic, in speculative romance, in Modernist experiment
(especially the experiments of Dada and surrealism), in existentialist
absurdisrn, in the contemporary kinship of American writing with the
experimental postwar forms of French writers like Alain Robbe-Grillet,
Germans like Grass and Handke, and of Italians like Calvino and Eco.
Nor was their emphasis on irrealism and on fiction ality a refusal of
historical awareness, as is clear in the work of Thomas Pynchon.

Pynchon is ^ restless and unrelentingly difficult writer, but his
novels V, (1963), The Crying of Lot 49 (1966) and Grauity's Rainbout
(L973) are major fictions of their time. V. tells the story of a quest for
history in a chaotic, synchronic, cybernetic universe. Its fwo central
figures ate Benny Profane, an inanimate modern man, and Herbert
Stencil, born in 1901 into Henry Adams's modern multiverse, the
"century's child." \X/hile the profane Profane yoyos his way through
modern urban entropy, Stencil searches the past for V., an elusive
female figure who has been associated with major historical crises but
whose name and identity constantly shift, like the lost significance of
modern history. The Crying of Lot 49 moves us to modern California
in the age of bricolage, to San Narciso and the Galactronics Division
of Yoyodyne, Inc., where, in a laid-back world of strange delights,
high technology and obscure plots and conspiracies, Mrs. Oedipa Maas
seeks the meaning of life. Pynchon is a bitter satirist but also the novelist
of indeterminacy; it seems impossible for Oedipa to know whether
there is "another mode of meaning behind the obvious, or none."
Ambiguity sdll prevails at the end &S, ̂t an auction, she awaits the
crying of the possibly revelatory Lot 49, perhaps the Pentecostal word
itself. Grauity's Rainbou, set, as one critic puts it, in "the crucial,
explosive, fecund nightmare of all our psychoses and all our plots, "
the Second World \(/ar, is Pynchon's largest endeavor to date; some
have considered it the late-nventieth-century Ulysses, the exemplary
Postmodern text. As German V2 rockets fall on London, the many
characterless characters of the book engage in clue-rich searches for
a "Real Text" to explain the seemingly random patterns of destruction.
The book conveys both the author's quest for meaning and his massive
historical research. But, perhaps like the world itself, it too ends in
anxious indetermin dcy, refusing that sense of completion and accept-
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ance we get from [Jlysses or most great works of Modernism-one
reason why to describe this writing by a term like "Postmodernism"
helps.

It may well be that as the century ends Postmodernism is on the
wane. If so it will undoubtedly remain an influential and revealing
phase not just in the history of American literature but of t'wentieth-
century writing generally-a deep-rooted search for a late Modern
form and style in an age of cultural glut that has been called an age
of nc style. Some of its works do have serious philosophical inrport,
and like the novels of Gilbert Somentino-are closer to the
joyous spirit of pure liter ary play, What it most sharply represents is
the feeling that, still under the complex shadow of Modernism, the
aesthetic and intellectual importance of which we have more and more
grourn to understand, we have both a stylistic situation all our own
and a peculi at vacancy of meaning. History has upset the coherence
of any single vision are after the Modern; we are no longer content
with ^n innocent and confident realism. Nor do we $ill share the
Modernist crisis which was related to the historical and political anx-
ieties of the first half of a century whose fundamental direction has
changed. Capitalisrn and radicalism have both had to reconstruct them-
selves, thereby changing our progressive expectations. The avant-garde
is no longer Aunnt, but our political, technological, social and artistic
philosophies remain as perplexed as ever by the ironies, paradoxes
and indeterminacies of a universe science has opened to much vaster
exploration. $7e are abundant in commodities, clever in the creation
of systems; u/e multiply the technologies of information, the powers
of artificial intelligence, the channels of global interaction. All our
stories have changed, but the fundamental task of stories-to help us
discover for us the meanings we need and the tracks of the imagination
down which we might reach them-remains, but anxiously, the same.
Now we are no longer in the posrwar world but near the close of a
century that will give way to a new one with a yet more extensive
conception of our modernity. By then it may well seem that our critical
philosophies of structuralism and deconstruction were not just explo-
rations but revelations of our awareness both of philosophical and
historical indeterminacy-ambiguous, half-destructing products of an
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age that needed to replenish itself by turning toward the future while

re-creating what u/as salvageable from the past.

Postmodernism now looks like a stylistic phase that ran from the

1960s to the 1980s and left the intellectual landsc ape looking very

different-p aftly reshaped by the anxious, self-doubting liberalism of

the 1950s, partly by the indeterminate, radical spirit of the 1960s which

encouraged expressionist att, aleatory music, performance theater, the

happening, the random street event. Today more conservative styles

return to fashion, intellectually and artistic ally, Cunning experiment

continues, as in the novels of Paul Auster, whose I'l ew York Trilogy

(1987) is a detective story quest through both chaotic urban culture

and its own liter ary ftadition. A new realism, sometimes called "dirty

realism," appears in the novels and stories of Raymond Canrer (Ca-

thedral, 1983) and Richard Ford (The Sportsutriter, 1986), which offer

a critical way of looking with stylistic exactitude at a sad, commonplace

world. \ilfe have a return to regionalism in the Texas fictions of Larcy

McMurtry and the tales of Gamison Keillor, whose \Tobegon world

(Lake Wobegon Days, 1985) is a comic return to tX/inesburg. In The

Bonfire of the Vanities (1988), Tom Wolfe uses traditional journalistic

obseruation to capture the closed world of \7all Sreet insider trading

in the age of high-tech capnt^lism and the chaotic outsider world of

the wasted inner city beyond, while glitzy novelists like J ̂ y Mclnerney

(Bright Lights, BiS City, 1984) and Bret Easton Ellis (Less Than Zero,

1985) record the sharp flavor of the Reagan years. Radicalism returns

but from different centers-from Hispanic fiction, from gay fiction

like that of Edmund White, and from feminist fiction by authors as

various as Marge Piercy (Woman oft the Edge of Time, 1976) and Kathy

Acker (Don Quixote, L986). Some of the striking writitg comes from

black women-Alice \Walker, Toni Momisoo, Maya Angelou-and

shows the novel's complex involvement in the most serious issues of

the time. The next generation of American storytelling is on the scene

and at present in a state of its own becomitg, as it too ries to deal

with the present and rewrite the meanings of the recent past.
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If the spectacle of postw ar nanative in the age of anxiety, the age of

the new American empire, displays a flamboyant and varied stylistic
abundance, very much the same can be said of the postwar scene in
poetry. \7hile the I930s were not in general a period of remarkable
poetic activity, this changed during the war. After it, the times nour-
ished more pcetry-or certainly more aspiritg poets and more variety
of poetic expression-than ^ny other period in the nation's history.
Perhaps the major war poet was Randall Jarrell, whose pained "The

Death of the Ball Turret Gunner" captured the crisis of personal

meaning many of his contemporaries felt. Typically, like James Dickey,
Richard $Tilbur and Howard Nemerov, Jarrell moved from the u/ar
to the university campus ("I'd pry to teach," he said) and became part

of the new alliance between the writer and the academyi as Jarrell put

it, "the gods who had taken away the poet's audience had given him

students." The Modernist ethos of bohemia was displayed by a new
landscape that Jarrell was himself to capture with affectionate irony in
his novel Pictures from an Institution (1954). As poets and novelists
supported their writing by teaching, often part-time, a fresh economy
of lite tary production began to develop, a new relation of poetry to

criticisrn and an efflorescence of littl e magazines with campus associ-
ations; many a campus became, as John N. Momis said of his own, "a

nest of singirg birds." Poeuy was at last becomitg a public institution,
and ff/enty-five years after John F. Kennedy asked Robert Frost to
read a poem at his presidential inauguration, Congress created, in 1985 ,
the "Poet Laureate Consultant in Poetry" to the Library of Congress,
so far granting the annual honor to Robert Penn \(/arren, Richard

$7ilbur, Howard Nemerov, and Mark Strand.
\7hile opportunistic Senator Joseph McCarthy was persecuting

prewar leftist idealists as un-American, the critique of American society
they had launched during the Depression years continued into the
1960s in an unlikely guise. Dos Passos had complained that there were
two Americas and he framed his IJ .5.A. trilogy with a destitute vag-
abond trudging a desolate road, "No iob, no woman, no house, no

city. \il7ants crawl over his skin like ants." The "old words the
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immigrants haters of oppression brought to Plymouth" have become
"ruined words worn slimy in the mouths of lawyers districtattorneys
collegepresidents judges," while soari.g overhead in the technological
miracle of an airliner is an overfed businessman, sovereign of the
modern state, the America of exclusion. The affluence of what Lowell
called "the tranquilized fifties" only accentuated the commercial and
acquisitive values the I%0s Leftists had condemned, and soon there
was a fresh movement of social and political protest. Reading Thoreau
and \ilhitman while pursuing the spiritual illuminations of Eastern
mysticism, the Beat Generation of Allen Ginsberg and Lawrence Fer-
linghetti followed novelistJack Kerouac On the Road (L957), the road
of Dos Passos's Vag that led not only to carnpus demonstrations against
"the military-industrial complex" but to affirmations of personal lib-
eration as well-through widespread experimentation with hallucin-
ogenic drugs and rejection of maditional sexual taboos. In a sense, the
wide availability of illegal chemical substances brought earlier resis-
tance to psychological repression even closer to the arena of political
protest than had been the case during the early Greenwich Village
days. The wisdom of Freud seemed captured in a pocket of pills, and
the newly freed self joined with the more- politic ally motivated in
condemning the war in Vietnam and marching on the Pentagon.

For many European readers, the Beat Generation wrote the most
representative American poetry of the postwar years. The label had
been coined half in jest by Kerouac and his friends to suggest not only
the beaten alienation of the socially disaffected and the rhythmic cel-
ebrations of the marginal music of jazz-whose hip jargon colored the
speech of the cognoscenti-but also the beatitude awaiting the rootless
wandering pilgrim who sought it at the fringes of conventional society.
The most visible pilgrirn of the age has been Allen Ginsb€rg, whose
"Howl" of 1956 atftacted as much attention as Eliot'sThe Waste Land
some thirty years before. "Howl" is a wasteland poem, but its roots
reach not to Eliot's radition of European culture but back through
Dos Passos's camera eye and \X/illiam Carlos $Tilliams to the native
leaves of S7alt \X/hitman. Ginsberg's writing has been in many ways a
return and response to \Whitman's vision; he has measured the nation's
fell from grace and sounded his own barbaric yawp of pain and dis-
appointment. "Hold back the edges of your gowns, Ladies, we are
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going through he11," \Tilliams wrote to introduce the poern. But

Ginsberg's vision is very much his own, and he often tints it with ^

humor not common in \Thitman's writing. His "supermarket in Cal-

ifornia" imagines \Whitman amid a modern microcosm of American

plenty: "shopping for images, I went into the neon Fruit super-

market, dreaming of your enumerations. . Whole families shopping

at night ! Aisles full of husbands I \Wives in the avocados, babies in the

tomatoes ! "

I saw you, \Valt \Whitman, childless, lonely old grubber,

poking among the meats in the refrigerator and eyeing the

grocery boys. .

Sfe strode down the open corridors together in our sol-

Ltary fancy tasting artichokes, possessing every frozen delicacy,

and never passing the cashier.
S7here are we goitg, S7alt Whitm an?

. . . \7ill we walk all night through solit ary streets?

. \7il1 we stroll dreaming of the lost America of love

past blue automobiles in driveways, home to our silent cottage?

Ah, dear father, graybe ard,lonely old courage-teacher. . . .

Ginsberg's extended "song of myself " writes of an urban America,

and as "Kaddish" (1959), his majestic celebration of his mother's life

as a Jewish immigrant, suggests, it is an America of rwentieth-century

tension and suffering. From his earliest associations with Kerouac and

San Francisco poets Kenneth Rexroth, Gregory Corso, Robert Duncan

and Gary Snyder, Ginsberg set himself to give literary presence to the

Jews, beatniks, homosexuals and Vietnam protesters his unorthodox

life-style brought his way. He has worked steadily for reform of the

nation's strict laws against homosexual relationships and drug use-

even though he has himself rejected chemic aIIy induced visions as

incompadble with a fully free human life. Ginsberg is best understood

as a public figure, a gentle guru .moving from cause to cause, from

campus ro campus, speaking always for antinomian freedom from state

and corporate invasion of the self, whether through draft laws or

violation of the natural environment.
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"My feeling is for a big long clanky statement," he notes with

regard to his \X/hitm anuan lines-

not the way
think it
and if each

. you get
slowly.

you would say rt, a thought, but the way you would
we think rapidly, in visual images as well as words,
successive thought were transcribed in its confusion
a slightly different prosody than if you were talking

Ginsberg admired Kerouac's "oceanic prose," and he learned, too,

from William Burroughs, author of ]unkie (1953) and I'laked Luncb
(1959) and elder counselor of the Beats. Ginsberg lived for a time with

Burroughs and acquired from him an appreciation for the European

Modernism of Kafka, Yeats, Rimbaud and Cdline. But Ginsberg's

literary roots run steadfasdy in rWilliams's American grain, so much

so that his high visibility and widespread popul afity among the young

seem to measure the decline of Eliotls authority and the waning of

Europe's influence on postwar American writing.
This is only pantally true, but the Beat writers did define them-

selves through their opposition to the reigning literary orthodoxies of

the 1940s and 1950s, the overseas Modernism of Eliot and Pound

institutionalized in the nation's universities by Ransom, Tate, Brooks

and I')Tarren and the other New Critics. In the late 1940s, Eliot was

firmly established as the controlling voice in American poetry, partly

through the forceful impact of Four Quartels in 1943 and partly through

his ovenrhelming dominance as a critic: his influenttal definitions of

the terms for poetic criticism, his authoritative reshapitg of poetic

tradition. In the Quartets Eliot moved beyond his earlier classicism

and impersonality, but the meditating self of these poems remains far

indeed from the open explorations of individual consciousness the ^ge

would soon embrace. Eliot's effort to capture the rhythm of the think-

irg mind would nourish other poets of philosophic meditation like

Ashbery and Ammons, but his personal integration of the finite and

infinite, the temporal and eternal, seemed to many to limit rather than

encouruge either metaphysical speculation or poetic experiment.

The poets of the postwar years were almost without exception

highly educated, and the literature classes of their college years brought
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them into close contact with Eliot's authority through the New Crit-
icism which had become the controlling orthodoxy of the nation's
English departments. John Crowe Ransoffi, Allen Tate and especially
Robert Penn \Wamen and Cleanth Brooks turned Eliot's readings in
the witty and highly complex verse of Donne and Herbert into the
counry's dominant literary tradition. The poery and critical meth-
odology of the Fugitive-Agrarian-New Critics created a separute place
in afi for the reader repelled by what seemed the empty experience
and general meaninglessness of current Anrerican life. lvfany of the
younger poets of the 1940s and 1950s learned to write Eliot's kind of
poetry, rich in metaphysical conceit, irony and mythic echoes, a poeuy
contained, impersonal, carefully crafted. "Frozen poems," Karl Sha-
piro remarked, "with an ice-pick at the core,/And lots of allusions
from other people's books."

As Eliot's influence gradually waned, other prewar Modernists
found readers and imitators. Pound, Stevens, \Williams and Frost con-
tinued to publish, although Frost rarely matched his earlier work and
became instead a widely known public figure, the nation's unofficial
poet laureate. Unlike Eliot, the other three opened new avenues for
younger poets. Despite his closeness to Eliot in other ways, Pound's
vision of the Romantic ordering self, apparent in "Hugh Selwyn Mau-
berley" (1920) but dominant in The Pisan Cantos ( 1948), pointed away
from the conservative impersonality of Eliot and his Southern disciples.
Fully conversant with the European roots of Eliot's Modernism, ril/al-

lace Stevens nevertheless displaced his classicism with Romantic the-
ories of imaginative creation-and Emersonian Romanticism at that,
For Williaffis, too, it was the American grain that contained the future
of the nation's aft; he had condemned Tbe Waste Land as an atom
bomb destroying what was vital in contemporary poetry. \7ith his
persistent \ilThitmanian celebration of America, his rejection of the
European iamb for the "American foot"-5s much closer to American
speech-\filhams lived into the posrwar decades as perhaps the most
fecund legacy of prewar Modernism. With the sections of Paterson
that appeared ^t intervals benveen 1946 and 1958, \X/illiams seemed
to many to assert continuing vitality and effectively displace Eliot's
principles and practice.

\X/illiams's growing influence can be attributed partly to the in-
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creased social and political activism that made Eliot and his followers

appear disconnected from the passional world of everyday life.

Younger poets sought a voice that spoke out of, that was adequate to,

backgrounds and experiences that differed vastly from Eliot's. At one

exreme were the anarchic Beats, who rejected all received structures

as betrayal of individual response, but few of the newer poets were

willing to follow Ginsberg's "How1"-though some, like Lowell, did

learn from the freshly asserted selves of Ginsberg and Kerouac. But

the agrtatron of the times prompted exploration in other directions as

well. \X/ith the loosenirg of Eliot's hold, diverse areas of concern began

to displace the hegemony of European literary tradition; activisrn u/as

fed by and in turn nourished fresh av/areness of longstanding, if usu ally

silent, cultural assumptions. The term was "consciousness raising,"

and its beam touched first the de facto racism of American life, then

the larger issue of women's rights in a reputedly egalrtarian society,

then-almost by necess ary association-the second-class citizenship

of Native Americans, Chicanos and other minority groups. For many

the literary tradition of \Thitman and Williaffis, of Sandburg, Dos

Passos and Steinbeck identified newly discovered regions crying for

expression, the other America, neglected, denied, virtually unseen by

the white, male, Anglo-Saxon establishment.
During the 1960s and 1970s the nation became increasingly alert

to, actually seemed to acknowledge for the first time, over half its

population. No one living or writing during these decades could escape

having his consciousness raised, could escape a new awareness of the

preconceptions that colored commonly shared perceptions of reality.

But not all writers undertook exploration and articulation of the new-

found American lands. Some, like Ginsb€rg, Bemyman and Lowell,

continued in the century's Freudian fascination with the self as a par-

allel and infinitely engrossing geography; theirs is the most explicit

autobiographical revelation to be found in American poetry, songs of

selves far more personal and searching than anything ventured by
\Whitman. Other poets have remained absorbed in the problems of

knowledge highlighted by the new concern with perceptual relativ-

ity. They look, not to \X/illiams or psychoanalysis, but to Emerson,

\X/illiam James and \Tallace Stevens and a poetry of ideas. Writers like

John Ashbery and A. R. Ammons share the concerns of Barth and
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Pynchon and the literary theorists who dominate the writing of the
1970s and 1980s in raising fundamental questions about the relations
ber'ween the world, the artist and his art.

While college students chanted "Hell no, we won't go" at antiwar
rallies, the armed forces drew their strength from the poor and under-
educated. Black men who risked their lives in Europe and the Pacific,
in Korea, Vietnam and Cambodia, expected their service to make a
difference in the life that awaited their return. But they found that
almost nothing had changed. Once out of uniform they \F,ere expected
to disapp ear into the urban ghettos of Harlem and \ilatts, the rural
anonymity of Southern small towns. The school desegregation agitation
followitg Broutn v. Board of Education ofTopeka (1954), the race riots
of the 1960s, the assassinations of Medgar Evers, Malcolm X and
Martin Luther King, Ir., heightened awareness of black disaffection,
not only among whites but among blacks as well. As \7. E. B. DuBois
had recogn ized, the parallel prosperity of the two races-that Booker
T. \Washington had predicted-would never evolve easily from the
generosity of white, the tractability of black. The Civil War had never
ended and slavery was still the issue.

The new militancy of the black consciousness movement reopened
debates of the I920s. Should,the black writer perfect his craft on the
standard of mainstream American culture, white and Eurocentric as it
was? \7ould he thereby demonstrate that he was in fact the equal of
white artists? Or was the very aspiration demeaning in its acceptance
of implied inequality? Pressure mounted in the 1960s, from black rights
organi zations and rudrcal whites, for black authors to write first as
blacks, to fashio n a black sensibility, a black aesthetics. The search for
a black liter ary tradition led to renewed interest in the writers of the
Harlem Renaissance and in the roots of the L920s movement-in Phillis
\Theatley, Frederick Douglass and slave naffative, in Paul Laurence
Dunbar, Claude McKay, Arna Bonteffips, Countee Cullen, Langston
Hughes and the other poets collected by James Weldon Johnson in
The Book of American I'legro Poetry (1922, L93I), in the fiction of
Charles $7. Chesnutt, Jean Toomer and Zoru Neale Hurston. Among
the most aggressive converts to black activism in the arts-and
beyond-has been Imamu Amiri Baraka. Born LeRoiJones in Newark,
NewJersey, in 1934, he attended Howard University, a predominandy
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black institution, and then earned an M.A. in German literature at

Columbia in New York. He knew Ginsberg and Frank O'Hara and
read Lorca, Williaffis, Pound and Charles Olson. Adopting as well the

currents of earlier black writing, including blues music, Jones began
as a poet of black self-torment seeking a personal voice for personal

sufferitrg, but the upheavals of the 1960s converted him to a larger

social vision. His adoption of a Muslim name signaled his distance
from his early writirg, from its "preoccupation with death, with suicide.

. . . Always my own, caught up in the deathurge of the rwisted society.
The work a cloud of abstraction and disjointedness . that was just

whiteness." His college experience, he came to feel, "let me understand
the Negro sickness. They teach you how to pretend to be white." In
"The Myth of a Negro Literature" he rejected most black writing as

mediocre because "most of the Negroes who've found themselves in

a position to become writers were middle-class Negroes who thought
of literature as a way of proving they were not 'inferio r.' ' ' Baraka has

transformed his own writing into an instrument of his political activism.
He founded the Black Repertory Theater of Harlem and has written

several plays, among them Dutchman (L964), a vividly rcahzed en-

counter between a black man and a white woman in a deserted subway
car that leads to the death of the man and the suggestion that the

u/oman will continue her journey of black entrapment and destruction.

\7ith such ^ vision of relations between the races, it is perhaps not

surprising that Baruka participated in the Newark riots of 1967 , nar-
rowly escaping conviction for carrying a concealed weapon, or that
his book of poems , Black Magic (L969), has sections titled "Sabotage,"
"Target Study" and "Black Art."

Baruka's career recalls the committed Leftists of the I930s whose
dream of revolution came to absorb the purpose and direction of their

writing. The less well known work of Robert Hayden stands as an
implicit rejoinder to Baruka and a powerful argument for a larger,

more fully formed-and informed-vision. Hayden u/as a university
teacher, at Fisk and the University of Michigan. With Heart-Sbaped in
the Dust (1940) and a succession of volumes in the 1960s and I970s,
he illustrated a protest poetry free of agitprop simplifications. Formally

sophisticated, it draws on the entire history of the black people to

bring resonance to a voice that must speak outside of time for all who
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cannot speak for themselves. In his two lengthy sequence poems , Hay-
den portrays racism with a richness of historical understandin g notably
missing from other black poets. "Run agate Runag ate" recounts Harriet
Tubman's 1849 escape from slavery; "Middle Passage" describes the
agonies of the black journey to slaveholding America with Melvillean
depth and power. Hayden has shown younger writers such as Michael
Harper and Rita Dove an alternative to the traditional black course of
imitating English verse forms or sacrificing craft to the passions of
protest.

The best-known and most successful black poet of the posrwar
years has experienced the same pressures but stopped short of the
violent public gestures Baraka and his admirers feel are necess ary,
\X/ith Annie Allen (1949) Gwendolyn Brooks became the first black
writer to win the Pulitzer Prize. She has long been identified with the
black community of Chicago; during the early decades of her career,
with the encouragement of Langston Hughes andJames \TeldonJohn-
son) she worked to express the lives of the urban poor she knew well,
creating, as one critic wrote, black portraits more than black protest.
"Although I called *y first book A Street in Bronzeuille," she remarked,
"I hoped that people would reco gnize instantly that Negroes are just

like other people; they have the same hates and loves and fears, the
same magedies and triumphs and deaths, os people of any race or
religion or nation ality." These are the themes of her early books, and
although she drew on the biblical speech of black preachers and the
vivid talk of the ghetto streets, she remained, like Phillis \flheatley and
Countee Cullen before her, a poet in the orthodox literury traditioo,
writing sonnets and short lyrics and using strongly accented and
rhymed,lines. Like Baruka and so many others, however, Brooks has
been forced to accommodate the upheavals in posfwar race reladons.
In 1967 she attended the second Black \Writers' Conference at Fisk
University and undertook a radical change of direction. No longer
content with what Hughes had called "the ordinary aspects of black
life," she has acquired a black publisher and writes primarily for black
audiences. Gone are the traditional forms of her early poetry. The new
verse juxtaposes fragments of anger, bafflement and protest. "Poets

who happen also to be Negro€S," she notes, "ate twice-ffied"; they
must both "write poetry and . . remember they are Negroes."
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This has remained the challenge of black poets in America, writers

as diverse as Etheredg. Knight, June Jordan, Michael Harper, Don

Lee, Sonia Sanchez, Nikki Giovanni and Audre Lorde. Several of these

are women, and like Brooks they often link their rucial protest to the

current agitation over culturally determined gender roles. The civil

rights demonsrations of the 1960s attacked de facto racial segregation

in housing and education and led to concerted denunciation of white-

only lunch counters, drinking fountains and bus seating. Before long

the libertarian energies aroused on behalf of som e 20 percent of the

population turned to a much larger group that was learning to see that

it too had been forced to accept minority status by an authority struc-

ture that was not only white but also predominantly male. Through

large-scale rneetings, org anrzattons like the National Org anrzatton for
\Women (NO\7) and journals like Ms. magazine, this newly conscious
"minority" remains the strongest leg acy of 1960s activism; it continues

to work with great energy and imagination to elect women can-

didates-Geraldine Ferraro's history-making vice-presidential bid is a

case in point-combat sexual discrimination in the marketplace and

its male-biased salary scales, and secure an amendment to the nation's

Constitution to guarantee uromen equality by act of law.

So Gwendolyn Brooks might have described the black woman

writer as thrice-tried. Poet Adrienne Rich recalls "the split . . . between

the girl . . . who defined herself in writing poems, and the girl who

was to define herself by her relationships with men." In her essay on

u/omen writers, "S(/hen \We Dead Awaken" (1972), Rich recalls that

women poets usually looked to established male writers for

guidance-in her case Frost, Stevens, Yeats, Auden and Dylan

Thomas. Even when she read u/omen writers, she was "looking . . .

for the same things I found in the poetry of the men, because I wanted

women poets to be the equals of men, and to be equal was still confused

with soundirg the same." Not only has the literary establishment his-

torically been predominantly male, but the most revered writers of the

American literary tradition have been, not only white, as the blacks

compl ain, but male as well. \X/ith the establishment of journals and

presses dedicated to the work of women writers, efforts have been

made to define a feminist usable past, a legacy of writing by women

offerin g avrable alternative to the male-dominated canon. Interest grew
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in Anne Bradsmeet and Mary Rowlandson, in the domestic "scribblers"

Hawthorne had lamented, in Fuller, Stowe, Jewett and Freeman, in

Charlotte Perkins Gilman and ostensibly undervalued authors like

Wharton, Cather and Stein, Elinor \7ylie, H. D., Katherine Anne
Porter and Edna St. Vincent Millay. Emily Dickinson and Kate Chopin,

who had slowly been making their uray into the standard anthologies

without apparent attention to their gender, suddenly became central
exhibits in the defense of an art by and for women. As more and more
young \r'cmen begin research careers at the nation's universities, the

volume of published commentary on this newly defined literary ffa-
dition continues to grow. Poets like Elizabeth Bishop, Anne Sexton
and Sylvia Plath may not pursue the overt lesbian concerns of Adrienne
Rich or Audre Lorde, but they do show increased awareness of early
conventions and they resist "ladylike" writing; they reflect the political

concerns of their time by insisting oD, and fashionirg, a distinctive
feminine voice in American poetry, enriching it with aTl that is available
to an other-than-male vision. In On Lies, Seuets, and Silence (1978),

Rich notes that

Vomen's work and thinking has been made to seem sporadic,

errant, orphaned of any tradition of its own.
In fact, w€ do have a long feminist tradition, both oral and

written, a madition which has built on itself over and over, re-

covering essential elements even when those have been strangled

or wiped out. .
Today women are talking to each other, recovering an oral

culture, telling our life-stories, reading aloud to one another the
books that have moved and healed us, analyztng the language that
has lied about uS, reading our own words aloud to each other

. to name and found a culture of our own.

Interest in the distinctive vision of women, the quest for a "wom-

an's voice" has paralleled similar quests for the voice of the black poet,

of the Native American poet. Further, each of these has shared in the

turn from Eliot's impersonal poet and the political energies of the

1960s toward the uniquely personal utterance of what might be called

the lyric of anew romanticism. That is, in each of these newly examined

regions of concern, the same debate has occumed berween those com-
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mitted to the interests which define the group and those explorirg the
private needs colored and shaped by gender, race, religious or sexual
preference and so on. In the poetry of women from Bradstreet to

Dickinson) a self can be heard beneath the woman's voice, molded by

the experience of being a u/oman and yet reaching for comprehension

and expression beyond the orientation of gender. The work of Mar-

ianne Moore has helped shape this traditior, and it can be examined

as well in the poetry of Elizabeth Bishop, who met Moore while still

a student at Vassar. Bishop learned too from Dickinson and George

Herbert and devised a poery u/ell tuned to the orphaned estrangement

of her life. She raveled widely throughout the world and-like \Tallace

Stevens-absorbed the lush imagery of Key \il7est and then Brazil,

where she lived for sixteen years. She early saw the analogy benveen

the raveler's map and a poem; as Helen Vendler has remark€d, "Each

represents-but in an arbtftaty, schematLc, and conventionalized

way-a realrty independent of its charting." Bishop's maps are drawn

with an exquisite eye for detail, but her quiet description turns always

toward questioning the journey itself, the meaning that she and her

reader of either sex cannot escape seeking: "Continent, city, country,

society:/the choice is never wide and never free./And here, or there

. No. Should we have stayed at home,/wherever that may be?"
Most poetry written during the past three decades has explored

this landscape of personal experience, but the terrain has differed as

widely as the purposes prompting the explorations. \X/hat might be

called the disguised confessional self of Eliot's Prufrock or Pound's

Mauberley reappears openly as tWhitmanian voice for the laments of

the nation, its inarticulate minorities or the psychological and philo-

sophical questionings that life in modern America presses on the
poet's sensibility. It can be heard in Ginsberg, Jarrell, Bishop and

Baruka, in Olson, Snyder, O'H ara and Ammons. But nowhere is it so
painfully naked as in the poetry of Berryman, Roethke, and Lowell,

and fwo of Lowell's writing students, Anne Sexton and Sylvia Plath.

Rarely has plumbing of the self as a metaphor for life in the world
reached so deeply or pictured such painful misery. "Don't you feel,"

John Berryman once asked Irving Howe, "that Rimbaud's chaos is

central to your life?" Some of the most creative writing of the period

begins in the nightmare shadows of Poe, Rimbaud and C6line and
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leads finally, graphically, to acute alcoholism, mental breakdown or
suicide. If the life in the poemy is taken to mirror the life of the poet,
then several of these writers have declared it, by their word and deed,
unlivable.

It is not seemly a man should rend open by day
The huge roots of his blood trees.
A man ought to hide sometimes. . . .
And some human beings
Have need of lingering back in the fastidious half-light
Even at dawn.

These lines were written by James \7right, a student of Theodore
Roethke at the University of \Tashington, a few years after P.oethke's
death in 1963. Roethke had been a remarkably popular teacher whose
alcoholism and mental breakdowns disturbed and shortened his life.
Like Berryman, Lowell, Sexton and Plath, Roethke made his pain his
principal subject; he learned from Blake how to use the voice of his
childhood to comment on his adult world, and he learned from Freud
how to locate in the bewilderment and fears of the child the moments
that haunt the later poet. The method was developed further by John
Berryman in some four hundred "Dream Songs" ( 1964, 1968) , a se-
quence of remarkable short lyrics modeled, Berryman said, on Leaues
of Grass, "the greatest American Poem." After early work as a tradi-
tional academic poet, Berryman began what he thought would be a
short poem on Anne Bradstreet. Led into extensive research in the
American past, he eventually produced the first of his rwo major works,
the frftV stanzas of Homage to Mistress Bradstreet (L956), His other
significant achievement is the dark wit and verbal virtuosity of the
"Dream Songs."

As a child, Bemyman had watched while his father committed
suicide. The experience haunted him during his career as scholar, poet

and teacher, through his episodes with drink, drugs and mental dis-
order until he took his own life in 1972. The father and his act of
violence appear frequently in the "Dream Songs," along with Berry-
man's somow, anger and unsuccessful effort to understand and accept
the violence he finds echoed around him and ultimatelv in himself:
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All the world like a woolen lover

iil:i'*::1:;ljilt's 
side

fhereafter nothing fell out as it might or ought.

I don't see how Henry, pried

)pen for all the world to see, survived.

Berryman suggests a demonic e. e. cummings in the skewed inven-

tiveness of a language that is all his own, part street slang, baby talk

and exaggerated minstrel-show black dialect. He splits his poetic voice

into a Freudian dramaof three, the commenting 
((I" 

of the lines above,

the questioning superego Mr. Bones from the vaudeville stage and

finally H"& Henry, the pleasure-seeking id without inhibitions or

patience for the resraints he feels forced upon him. After the "de-

parture," as Henty-and Berryman-fought to survive

[H.li#'-::ilffffi'.lt:
The poemy of Roethke and Berryman, of Lowell, Sexton and Plath

has become known as "confessional," a term often decried as at best
of little use, at worst implying whining self-pity. But there can be no
doubt that these decades saw widespread exploitation of the poet's
psychological life, a driven rvillingness to reveal innermost experience
for the sake of art-and for the sake too, no doubt, of mental balance
and sunrival. Many of these writers looked back to Delmore Schwartz,
whose poetry and personal life provided an instance of the modern
poet as near-mad sufferer. As poetry editor of Partisan Reuiew,
Schwartz was known by many as a writers' writer; his best work is
perhaps the story "In Dreams Begin Responsibilities" (1938), but his
witty, personal poems of the 1930s and early 1940s won him the
admiration of Bemyman and the respect of Lowell. As a ftagLc presence
in Bellow's Humboldt's Gift (1975), Schwartz evokes the anguished
misunderstood artist in the modern world, a farc that Schwartz and
similar writers both welcomed and endured as the price of their gift.

In his poem to Schwartz, Robert Lowell has him misquote $7ords-
worth: "S(/e poets in our youth begin in sadness;/thereof in the end
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come despondency and madness." Lowell himself did not begin as a

"confessional" poet, however. His series of books from Land of Un-

likeness (1944) and Lord \X/eary's Castle (Pulrtzer Prize rn 1946) race

rather a \Wordsworthian growth of the poet's mind from his deep roots

in the American past to assimilation of Eliot's legacy and eventually

the autobiographical revelations of Life Studies (L959). Lowell grad-

ually came to accept, as he wrote in "ForJohn Berryman" (L977), that
(( 

. really we had the same life,/the generic one/our generation

offered/. . . first students, then .*'ith our o.J,,n,/. cur fifties' fellow-

ships/to Paris, Rome and Florence,/veterans of the Cold \Var not the
\War. ." Lowell's version of this life took him from patrician Boston

to imprisonment for refusing to serve in the Second \X/orld \War and

later antiwar fellowship with writers as unlike himself as Ginsberg,

Levertov and Mailer. The career and the poery provid e a paradigm

of one kind of artistic life in the United States of the postwar decades.

In "Reading Myself" (1973), Lowell calls "this open book . . .

my open coffin." $7hile it may be true to date his confessional period

from his appreciation for the spontaneity and candor of Ginsberg and

the Beats and the publication of Life Studies, Lowell drew from the

first, as all writers do, on the experience that was his alone. Like Henry

Adams before him, he was blessed and cursed by a hallowed New

England name; he was related to a former president of Harv ard, to

James Russell Lowell and A-y Lowell, "big and a scandal, as if Mae
\X/est were a cousin." The first poems treat the tensions of such a

legacy and look with a New England conscience on the conscience of

New England, the intensity and consuiction so large a part of the

Puritan bequest.
Lowell found ways to bre ak away and begin refashioning himself,

an ordeal which joined personal uph eaval to serious mental strain. In

L937 , after rwo years at Hanrard, he transfemed to the Kenyon College

of John Crowe Ransom, where he learned to admire Eliot and Allen

Tate and the tight formal poetry of John Donne. In search of stability

outside his inherited tradition, he followed Eliot's path into the Church,

becoming ^ Roman Catholic in 1940. He later came to feel that his

conversion u/as as much a search for form as a matter of spiritual

conviction-a rejection of Protestantism and mercantile Boston as well

as a need for structures to help him "begin a poem and bring it to a
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climax." Catholicism provided him with ritual symbols and a detached
position from which to judge the "sublunary secular sprawl" of his
America, but he left the Church after ten years. His involvement in
public affairs became increasingly immed iate, and after listening to
readings by Beat writers and seeing the deeply personal poetry of his
own student, W. D. Snodgrass, Lowell undertook yet another depar-
ture. His own poetic style, he decided, was "distant, symbol-ridden,
and willfully difficult. . I felt my old poems hid what they were
really about, and many times offered a stiff, humorless and even im-
penetrable surface. "

Lowell occupies a special place in American cultural history. He

was an unusually gifted poet whose verse experiments transformed the
face of American poetry. As a Lowell, he touched principal moments
in the earlier life of the nation, and he was directly involved with the
political and social changes of his own time. He succeeded better than
any of his contemporaries in turning his personal experience, espec ially
his suffering, into an expression of general public-historic concern.
Like Yeats and Whitman he bridged the gap ber'ween private sensibility

and public utterance. From the harsh New England portraits of "The

Quaker Graveyard in Nantucket," "After the Surprising Conversions"
and "Mr. Edwards and the Spider," he moved to his well-known "For

the Union Dead," a passionate linking of the nation's Civil \Var past

to his own boyhood dreams and eventual disenchantment with his
native Boston. Just as the South Boston Aquarium of his youth stands
with boarded windows while "giant finned cars nose forward like fish,"

so, too, Saint-Gaudens's memorial to the first all-Negro regiment

shakes during the consruction of a parkin g garuge under Boston Corn-
mon; "when I crouch to my television set,/the drained faces of Negro

school-children rise like balloons" in fi,lms of contemporary civil rights

confrontations. Another popular poem, "Skunk Hour," responds to
"The Armadillo" by his friend Elizabeth Bishop with an apparent
relaxation of personal pain into the calrn of ordinary natural life. After

crying "f hear/my ill-spirit sob in each blood cell, as if my hand were
at its throat. . . ./I myself am hell ," h. can yet stand

. on top
of our back steps and breathe the rich aff-
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a mother skunk with her column of kittens swills the garbage pail.
She jabs her wedge-head in a cup
of sour cream, drops her osrich tail,
and will not scare.

Lowell joined the protesters in the march on the Pentagon in 1967 ,
where Norman Mailer observed that he "gave off at times the unwilling
haunted saintliness of a man who -was repaying the moral debts of ten
generations of ancestors. " s(/hen he died a decade later, he vras widely
appreciated as the most accomplished poet of his generation, not only
for his ten volumes of varied and intense verse but for his exemplary,
if tortured, life as a public man of letters. Unlike so many of the self-
examining writers who took him for a model, Lowell insisted on facirg
simultaneously both his own and his nation's pain,

Two of Lowell's heirs, Anne Sexton and Sylvia Plath, were his
students at Boston University. They became friends and shared each
other's interest in the particular problems of women and in the agony
of life that led each to attempted and then successful suicide. Poeuy,
Sexton said, "should be a shock to the senses. It should also hurt."
Her own verse owes as much to Snodgrass's Heart's I'{eedle (1959) as
to Lowell, but the candor and intensity of her subjects are all her own.
She brought sex, illegitimacy, guilt, madness and suicide into her poems
as if these topics , and her woman's sense of them, urere necess aty
components of the mental disintegration suggested in book titles like
To Bedlam and Part Woy Back (1960) , All My Pretty Ones (1962), Liue
or Die (1967), The Deatb I'lotebooks (I97 4) and The Awful Rowing
Toutard God (1975). Lowell remembered Sylvia Plath with an " air of
maddening docility. . . . I sensed her abashment and distinction, and
never guessed her later appallirrg and triumphant fulfillment." The
Plath of the autobiographical novel The Bell Io, (1963) does indeed
seem docile in the face of the limited roles avatlable to the women of
her generation, but with the poems of Ariel (1965) she found a strong
voice, often fierce and joyous at the same time, to test the "private

and taboo subjects" of her family tensions and mental breakdowns.
Like mamiage and motherhood, writing helped Plath cope with the
chaos of her inner world:
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I cannot sympathize with those cries from the heart that are in-
formed by nothing except a needle or a knife. . I believe that
one should be able to conuol and manipulate experiences, even
the most temifyirg . . . with an informed and intelligent mind,

A poem like "Black Rook in Rainy \7eather" reflects the tight restraint
and clarity she sought, while the deceptive whimsicality of "The Ap-
plicant," "Lady Lazatus" and the often reprinted "Daddy" only em-
phasizes the angry energy that eventu ally overcame her power and will
to control.

The so-called "confessional" poe$ of these years brought Amer-
ican poetry closer to European raditions of anguish and madness than
it had ever been. Many readers were surprised at what seemed a violent
turn from Eliotic classicism toward an intensely expressive romanti-
cism, but the sources of the new work were evident in a Protestant
legacy of intense self-scrutiny, the modern secular language of psy-
choanalysis and widespread conviction that the self and its expression
were the only artistic resource in an othenrrise incomprehensible world.
The questions raised seem likely to rem aun part of the nation's liter ary
culture: To what extent can a poetry of private and often obscure
suffering express a public, a universal, agony? To what extent can
madness in an individual be taken for the derangement, the meaning-
lessness of society as a whole?

Not all the recent autobiographical poetry portrays emotions on
the edge, desperation, madness, outrage. The very different needs of
very different writers have been served by a widenitg of expressive
range and an ever-deepening self-scrutiny. Autobiography of one kind
or another has again become legitimate in poetry, has in fact become
as dominant as it vras in the nineteenth century. \Writers as dissimilar
as James Memill, Adrienne Rich, Frank O'Hara and A. R. Ammons
have, like Levertov and Olson, found uses for personal experience that
touches, comments upon and shapes the world around them. As Daniel
Hoffman has noted, one may deal with chaos by inviting it in or by
holding it off. A number of accomplished poets have chosen to hold
rt at b^y; the result may be a loss of intensity but a garn in clarity, wit
and formal achievement. Picking and choosing among the styles and
verse patterns available, these writers fall into no particular school.
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Many saw no need to reject the formal devices employed by Eliot-
the masks, allusions and regular form aI patterns-but neither did they
feel the need to use them, unless the poem in hand would be well
served by them. The list here is lengthy: John Ciardi, Richard \X/ilbur,
Stanley Kunitz, Richard Eberhart, Howard Nemerov, $7. S. Merwin
and James Wright come most readily to mind. There continue to be
poets who associate themselves with specific geographical places, like
Frank O'Har a Ln New York or Robert Penn \Warren and James Dickey
in the South or Gary Snyder and Richarci Hugo in the Northwest. The
self has both an outer and an inner landscape; as has always been the
case with the best of the regionalists, the locale is chosen to express
the geography of the artist's inner life. As Hugo put it, "the place
triggers the mind to create the place. "

The poets of uninhibited and passionate self-revelation cannot
properly be called a "school," but to give some shape to the abundance
of poetic output during the posfw ar ye^rs we can speak of three more
or less coherent groups. In addition to the Beat poets with their roots
in San Francisco, there have been the adherents of Charles Olson,
one-time rector of Black Mountain, dfr avant-garde college in North
Carolina, and the so-called "New York School" of Ashbery, Frank
O'Hara and Kenneth Koch. In 1950 Olson published Projectiue Verse,
a radical manifesto describing a poetry of immediate notation, a ty-
pography stretchitg words and spaces unevenly across a page to in-
dicate the individual poet's "breath" and to score as in music the
pauses and emphases the reader should obseffe. Olson saw a poem
as the mark of. a self at a specific moment, not the sumrnary or de-
scription of a completed experience. His own poetry, notably the
sequenttalMaximus Poems (L953-68), adapts the approach of Pound's
Cantos to Olson's vision of America's pre-European past: "The sub-
stances of history now useful lie outside, under, right here, anyvhere
but in the direct continuum of society as we have had it." Like D. H.
Lawrence and Williams before him, Olson sought to escape the false
turns of civilLzatron by digging for the instinctive vitality he associated
with primitive North American cultures like the Mayas of the Yucat6n.
His combined aesthetic and cultural departures made him something
of. a guru for enthusiastic followers like Robert Creel.y, Robert Duncan
and Denise Levertov. Olson's interest in the redemptive energies of
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the unconscious can be found as well in "deep image" poets like Robert
Bly, S7. S. Merwin and James Wright and in the Native American and
Asian researches of Gary Snyder.

Snyder introduced a forester's term into poetics with the title of
his first book , Riprap (1959). A riprap, he explained, is "a cobble of
stone laid on steep slick rock to make a trail for horses in the
mountains. " A student of ritual and myth, Snyder seeks spiritual insight
through the painstaking accumulation of observed detail: poetry is "a

riprap on the slick rock of metaphysics." Poetry as apoint of purchase,

as the process "of the mind in the act of finding /What will suffice,"
as Stevens wrote in "Of Modern Poetry" (Ig4})-these poems of the
posfwar yeats comprise a new genre of meditative afi. \flallace Stevens

was, as Berryman quips, a "funny money man./Mutter we all must as
well as u/e can./He mutter spiffy. " Stevens muttered of "metaphysics"

more directly and more creatively than any other American poet; he

was, it has been said, a man made of words. FIe sang into being a

world made of words and celebrated his fictions for the human acts
that were their creation. His legacy reaches deeply into the fiction of
Barth, Pynchon and Barthelme and the poetry of A. R. Ammons and

John Ashbery. Ammons, with his command of science, the worlds of
both microscope and telescope, resembles Pynchon as a man of the
time pressing the present into comprehensible shapes. Like Emerson
and Thoreau, Ammons looks at the natural world of his upstate New
York home for representation of transcendent implication, but in his
case it is the human dimension he seeks, not the divine. His reader is
likely to hear Frost and Emily Dickinson in his lines and to think of
\Tilliams and Moore-but princip ally Stevens. The underlying aspi-
ration is most often epistemological, a desire to capture in words, to
create with words, not so much the meaning of experience as the act
of seekirg that meaning. "I found a/weed/that had a/mrror in tt/and

that/mimor/looked in at/a mirror/tn/me that/had a/weed in it," he

writes in "Reflective" (1966). In one of his colloquies with a mountain,
the poet remarks that "I don't know your/massive symmetry and rest";
in another the mountain sayS, "f see you're scribbling again." The poet

replies with a central image in the thought of late-tu/entieth-century
America, the river of Heraclitus and the paradox of its ever-changing
sameness: "I said/well, y€S, but in a fashion very/like the water here/
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uncapturable and vanishitg. . . "Next," the mountain says, "you'll

be/arciving at ways/water suffives its motions." Ammons is a poet of

flux who rejects "narrow orders" and ernbraces random change, eo-

tropy and "temporary meaning." He limits punctuation, drawing

heavily on the colon to suggest uninterrupted flow: he composed one

book-length poem, Tape fo, the Turn of the Year (1965), on a roll of

adding-machine tape, letting its width dictate the length of his lines

and its length the duration of the poem. In "Corson's Inlet" (1965),

he cieciares himself "caught aiways in the event of change." "lvlanifoid

events of san d/ change the dune's shape that will not be the same shape/

tomorrow." "The Overall," he admits, "is beyond me," but he will

accept no explanations that he cannot see clearly for himself: "no

forcing of image, plan, or thought:/no propaganda, no humblitg of

reality to precept," Ammons's reality is the knower's stream of con-

sciousness described by William James; it receives its fullest expression

to date in Sphere; tbe Form of Motion (1974), a single full-length poem

of L55 four-tercet sections with no full stops whatsoever.

The bearing of William James on American writing of the last

decades will concern us again in a moment. It has proven remarkably

fruitful in the meditative poetry of ideas produced by Stevens, Ammons

and John Ashbery. Ashbery seems to some the century's ultimate

symbolist-solipsist, the poet of intense phenomenological awareness

recording the consciousness focusing and unfocusing, thinking and

feeling, forming and dissolvirtg amid the rush of random thoughts and

moments. outer events seem merely the occasion for registering re-

sponse, or rather response to response. As with Stevens, poetry be-

comes very serious play, the process of meditation being meditated

upon. Again like Stevens, Ashbery and other members of the "New

York School"-Kenneth Koch, James Schuyler and Frank O'Har

drew important inspiration from contemporary painting, in their case

cubism and abstract expressionism. To the iconoclastic playfulness of

Klee, Matisse and the dadaists, cubism added the age's preoccupation

with the conditions of seeing, experiments with perspective suggesting

that various ways of looking at an object-or, by extension, an ex-

perience or idea-may be equally "true."

Like Stevens and Ammons, Ashbery thinks of. a poem as a picture

of the act which creates it, much like the "action paintings" of Jackson
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Pollock. In the lengthy Self-Portrait in a Conuex Mirror, he attends as
much to the painter's sense of his undertakirg as he does to the final
painting which promp$ the poem-and even more to his own reaction
to both. Such a poem must always be parctaI, a falsificadon of the
layered life that must be reduced to the limited dimensions of the
formal object. "I think that any one of my poems might be considered
to be a snapshot of whatever is going on in my mind at the time," he
has suggested, '(-fi1s1 of all the desire to write a poem, after that
wondering if I've left the oven on or thinking about where I must be
in the next hour." Ashbery's collected snapshots have appeared in a
series of volumes that display remarkable inventiveness and equally
remarkable shifts and departures, from the unsettling and bafflin g The
Tennis Court Oath (1962), a wholly unexpected successor to his first
book of lyrics, Some Trees (1956), to the prose poems of Tbree Poems
(L97D, the lyrics of Houseboat Days (1977) and the unrhymed sonnets
of Shadow Train (1981). In 1975 Self-Portrait in a Conuex Mirrorwon
all three of the year's major poetry prizes.

Ashbery's work displays an original intellect indebted to the writ-
irg of Keats, Eliot, Auden and Stevens. He returns persistently to
primary questions about the relations of art and knowing in a cyclic
life that seems without verifiable meaning or purpose. "\fhy be hanging
on here?" he asks, "Like kites, circling,/Slipping on a ramp of air, but
always circling?" \ile turn on a "waterwheel of days" or we spin on
a "damaged carousel,l' with "Dozens of as yet/Unrealtzed projects,
and a strict sense/Of time running out, of evening presenting/The
tactfully folded-over bill. . . ." "I know," he admits, "that I braid too

, much my own/Snapped-off perceptions of things as they come to me./
They are private and always will be." But these fictions, the "occasional
dream, a vision, " ate the only way to hold on "to the hard earth so as
not to get thrown off." Life is "a metaphor made to include us," and
so Ashbery turns to the "Fables that time invents/To explain its
passin g" -

The being of our sentences, in the clirnate that fostered them
Not ours to own, like a book but to be with, and sometimes
To be without, alone and desperate.
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But the fantasy makes it ours, a kind of fence-sitting
Raised to the level of an esthetic ideal. .

Ashbery imagines each of us "strapped" to our "mindset," each with
"one big theory to explain the universe/But it doesn't tell the whole
story. . " Nor can it, as the river of Heraclitus suspends meaning in
what Ashbery calls the emulsion of time. Tomorrow will "alter the
sense of wh at had akeady been learned. . The learning process is
extended in this wdy, so that from this standpoint/None of us ever
graduates from college."

Faced with the multiplicity of early modern life, Henry Adams
had turned to writing for the coherence he could not find in the world
around him. In "Negative Capability and Its Children" (1984), Charles
Simic defines a similar role for the poetry of the century's last years.
He finds contemporary relevance in Keats's term, negative capability
-('that is, when a man is capable of being in uncertainties, mysteries,
doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact and reason." Aryone
might make, Simic reminds us, "a long list of intellectual and aesthetic
events which questiofl, revise and contradict one another on all fun-
damental issues." If we add all the political upheavals of our time, we
might ask, "ho'w, in this context, are we capable of being in anything
but uncertainties? Or, since we are thinking about poetry, ask how do
we render this now overwhelming consciousness of uncertainty, mys-
tery and doubt in our poems?" Today's poet encounters uncertainties
on every side, and the poem, too, is "in the midst" of them, an adequate
fiction, "a kind of magnet for complex historical,literary and psycho-
logical forces, as well as a way of maintaining oneself in the face of
that multiplicity."

IV.

A main concern of this book has been with the way writers ftom the
sixteenth century to the present have participated in one of the more
important tasks of the post-Renaissance mind: the task the Mexican
historranEdmundo O'Gorman once called "the invention of Americ^."
The "Newfounde land" that challenged existing images of the world
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forced a unique creative enterprise, and those who undertook it faced
a problem of expression-the very Arnerican problem, as Horace
Bushnell put it in 1849, "of how to get a langu age , and where. " \(/hat
literature is, what Arnerica is, has been and will become, are large
questions. For Americans the nature of art has often been defined very
broadly, from painted canvas to painted barn, from statuary to the
technology of manufacturing, from poem to doggerel, from experi-
mental fiction to movie script. Americans very much wanted to have
a literature of their own-as Noah \X/ebster said, "Honor de-
mands . . . "-4nd they discussed the question with remarkable fre-
quency. They were certain that a new land, a new history, a new theory
of government and society, a new "nation of nations" could not express
and define itself simply by imitating the arts of Britain or Europe. But
what this literature should look and sound like, from what materials
and what attitudes of mind and spirit it should be composed, were
questions that often did not lead far beyond patriotic simplicities.
American literature has its many triumphs, but they have most often
arisen from dispar ate and largely unexamined theories of writing.

The history of literury ideas in America has not been predomi-
nantly philosophical but rather social, political, " ̂  search for some
new and imperative moral order," as Alfred Kaztn wrote, "to unite
American culture in the senrice of one imperative ideal or another. "

Over the generations, different assumptions have guided these activ-
ities. Puritans insisted on "the plaine style" as a religious duty in the
daily drama of spiritual life and death. The eighteenth century sup-
ported a neoclassicism influenced by Pope, Addison and Goldsmith.
Emerson declared that the literary work should be judged by its power

to point toward transcendental uuth. Poe offered his distinctive version
of the doctrine of art for art's sake, discriminating between truth and
beauty and asserting the value of the "poem which is a poem and
nothing more." S7riters who did examine their work theoretically, like
Poe or Henry James, u/ere generally not seen as typically American in
their concerns, and they certainly had little impact on criticism as it
u/as generally practiced in America in the nineteenth century.

In the earlier paft of the rwentieth century these debates revived
with vigor as critics returned to large questions about the nature and
history of American literature-a usable past, a viable canon. They
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did this once agarn largely in the setting of a broad social dialogue
which explored the nature of national life as much as it did literary
values, and critics atracted large audiences for their speculation. Po-
litical, ethical and literary discussion reached a high level of public
relevance; as H. L. Mencken put it in the I920s,

Ears are bitten off. Noses ate
above and below the belt .

of the critic, and so convirlce
quite inert, that criticism is an

bloodied. There are wallops both
[that] melodr amatize the business

thousands of bystanders, otherwise
amusing and insructive art.

Criticism was made public, and it was made interesting. But by the
I950s observers were already noting that debate was shifting into the
universities and away from creative practice, leaving bystanders not
only inert but thoroughly bewildered.

Today we unquestionably live in an age of critical theory, and as
a consequence there is no agreement or anything like one on standards
of judgment or a canonical tradition. Critical debate has grown highly
philosophical, crossing frontiers that even Eliot, Pound, Stevens and
their Modernist contemporaries approached with reluctance. The same
indeterminacy that prevails in accounts of the physical world is equally
present in the philosophy of serious literary criticism as it struggles
without any certainties to construct an adequate usable account of
itself. The pluralism of the age has multiplied theories of art, reading
and culture; these in turn have led to disputes that for the moment
seem unresolvable. Indeed the position of criticism resembles that of
the arts themselves, a situation of plurality without resolution. $7e have
learned-from thinkers like \Tilliam James, Eliseo Vivas, Ernst
Cassirer-that we live in a r,vorld of symbol systems, that we are largely
the artists of our own realities, that we all build fictions, provisionally
"adequate," never "supreme." \We have learned to see a pluralistic,
perceiver-shaped reality, and, as Elder Olson put it, "The number of
possible critical positions is relative to the number of possible philo-
sophical positions. "

In the years after the war, formalist theories largely derived from
Modernism passed into the New Criticism and into the general teaching
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of literature. These have contended with a rebirth of sociological and
political theories, often developed from 1930s Marxism and the Frank-

furt School with its emphasis on the "false consciousness" of bourgeois

society. Champions of other groups-women, blacks, Chicanos, Native

Americans-began to look past "false consciousness" to "conscious-

ness raising," seeking less an ideologic ally created world than one of

greater justice and equity. Also important has been mythological cit-

icism that sees literature leadirg less to matters of social org anrzation

than to shared, sffuctural forms of common experience, to the larger

naffative systems constitutive of human culture. Myth criticism found

its most complete expression in Northrop Frye's ambitious Anatomy

of Criticism (1957), which sees myth not so much as eternal human

naffative as art's power of discovery through its own metacommentaty.

Art is, he says, an" autonomous verbal structure," which yet contains

"life and reality in a system of verbal relationships." For Frye its

enormous symbolic discourse is scriptural and study of intertextual

and intergeneric relationships and underlying archetypal motifs can

reveal meanings analogous to those hitherto available only through

divine revelation.
If for Frye literature becomes scriptu ruI, for French structuralist

critics working in the L950s it becomes scriptible. Structuralism was a

large project which drew from anthropology, in Claude L6vi-Strauss,

to psychoanalysis, in Jacques Lacan; but essenti ally it was a science of

signs, or a semiology. Influenced by Gottlob Frege, Ferdinand de

Saussure and Roman Jakobson, it challenged theories of language

which linked words directly to the material world. Langu age for the

structuralist is a system of signs arbitrarily employed in signification.

Ary declarative statement draws on the relations of its terms to others

in the system and to the auditor's conversance with the total language,

the langue that is being employed. As with Frye's archetypes, meaning

is purely a matter of convention, 4s we grasp the part in what might

be called the ecology of the whole. The argument became powerful

in the United States as a development beyond the New Criticism; in

L966 Geoffrey Hartman welcomed it as "a new kind of criticism which

could view literature as an institution with its own laws or structural
principles, yet relate these to both local traditions and the societal as
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such." Like Frye, Hartman sees an

the narrow, closed, aesthetic world
into time and the sweep of history.

escape from what appears to be

of New Criticism and formalism

From the point of view of the practicirg writer, the price has

often seemed high. Sructuralist and myth critics are primarily con-

cerned with the network of relationships that exist among the parts

composing the whole, whether that is the langue of the sructuralists

or the collective myth of Frye's anatomy of criticism. Arguments about

"ihe Death of the Author" (Roland Barthes) and the "Disappearance

of the Subject" (Michel Foucault) appear to make the work of the

individual writer a single star in a vast galaxy, his written text no more

than the result of his inescapable programming, the flowing through

him of prefabricated perceptions. As an actor in the drama of literary

creation, the author was indeed dead. At the less cosmic level, the

semiological approach sees each literary text as a linguistic complex

drawing its meaning from the relationship ber'ween the writer's shapittg

discourse and the larger langue. It was through semiology that the

linguistic and philosophical cuments of Europe came, over the 1960s

and 1970s, to have their greatest impact on theoretical criticism in the

United States. Two existing native maditions enhanced its impact. One

was the tradition of formalism that had evolved out of Poe, Henry

James, Eliot, Pound and the New Critics. The other was the heritage

of pragmatism, the lineage of William James, Charles Sanders Peirce,

John Dewey and Clarence Irving Lewis, which reached back to Emer-

son and forward to Richard Rorty to regard the universe as a system

of signs drawing its meaning from the relation of its parts as grasped

through the intentions of its human perceiver. For William James, as

for his brother Henry, the "truth" is the successful connection of

perceiver and world, "successful" when the perceiver can thereby

function for his ultimate well-being. James's way of "reading" the

material world anticipated the contemporary semiologist's approach

to a poem as a formal verbal system. From this approach, a successful

reading is one in which the complex relations of the poem's details

are apprehended to render the fullest possible awareness of the total

work as a paradigmatic instance of coherent meaning rather than tbe

univocal reflection of its author's intention.

Semiology can thus be viewed as New Criticism moved from a
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symbolist to a pragmatic epistemological base, a shift that has proven

wholly unacceptable to a large segment of the literary community. If

the new critical methods for finding meaning captured in the intricacies

of lite rury symbol systems have been wed to belief in absolute truth,

a uuth closely linked, as it was for many New Critics, with the premises

of their personal religious traditions, then the modern epistemological
revolution which American pragmatism has nourished can come to

seem-to recall Andrews Norton on Emerson's manscendentalism-
"the latest form of infidelity. " At issue, as it was in the biblical criticism

of the previous century, has been the "ontological status" of a textual

work's meaning. Is it single and fixed, placed in the language of the

text by its author and avatlable to the humble and careful seeker like

treasure in a chest? Or does a poem's meaning reside elsewhere, per-

haps in the relationship of an individual reader or community of readers

to the systematic affangements that are the text? Is there only one

systern present to be read, or is any linguistic discourse a Byzantine

overlay and virtually an indecipherable scramble of coherent but com-
peting systems? In America at present there is a wide gulf berween
many neur critical formalists and younger critics attracted to Post-

modern conceptions of meaning. M. H. Abrams, to cite an eminent

example, labors through scholarship and carefully refined taste to read

literary works as he believes they were devised by their authors to be

read, while readers like J. Hillis Miller object on basic philosophical

ground to Abrams's quest for single and correct interpretations, the
reading rather than simply d responsible reader's response.

Critics as dissimilar as Hillis Miller, Paul de Man, Harold Bloom

and Stanley Fish have demonstrated repeatedly how formalist methods

of lite rury analysis can be continued and enhanced by awareness of

semiological theory. But they insist as well that the revolution in

thought that has moved this century from a world of determinable

truth to one of multiple, often conflicting interpretation has totally and

irrevocably altered how we think of-and teach-works of literature

and the reading appropriate to them. Their views have separated them
from their academic forebears and from the wide public arena as well
in controversy that is gradually being recogn tzed for what it is, a
philosophical debate, but since the epistemological certainties of earlier

centuries seem at present to have a shrinkitg number of serious de-
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fenders, we can assume that the newer viewpoints will gradually trans-

form many of the literary and educational practices of the nation.

One of the earliest discussions of these antipathetic views and

their favreaching implications was E. D. Hirsch's Validity in Inter-

pretation (1967). Hirsch's title suggests two foci of critical discussion

during the past twenty years. As Jane P. Tompkins argues in her

excellent survey, Reader-Response Criticism: From Formalism to Post-

Structuralism (1980), the .o--on ground of rwentieth-century criti-

cism distinguishes ir from rhat of earlier centuries: ̂  great deal of it

focuses on the interpretation of literary texts. Hence the recent flurry

of theoretical activity, by frequently pursuing the same ends, allies itself

more than its often ahistorical proponents are willing to admit with

the interpretive goals of mid-century formalism. Hirsch uses the word

"hermeneutics" to describe this concern, drawing on the long tradition

of biblical and legal exegesis to explore what a text might be taken to

be and what we might mean by interpreting it. The notion of "validity,"

however, marks the chasm where New Critics and their successors

part company. As we have seen, if the critic's presumption is that a

single textual interpretation can be isolated as somehow the "right"

one, he is implicitly affirming an episternological authority-or, as is

now commonly said, he is "privileging" one reading over another.

Hirsch's imaginative resolution of the dilemma is to have it both ways,

using the term "meanirg" for the recoverable intent of the original

creative act and "significance" for the varied interpretations subse-

quent generations of readers have found "val,id." But few critics have

accepred his distinction to describe alternative responses to a lttercry

work.
The discussions of tradition prompted by Eliot's Tbe Waste Land

(1922) and "Tradition and the Individual Talent" (1919) signaled a

crisis in the theory of history-an inability to establish whether the

past has absolute value in itself or whether, like ^ny other text, the

pasr concerns us only as u/e variously read and interpret it from

the multiple perspectives of today. Our loss of confident faith in our

inherited scriptures and traditions has deprived us not only of the

wellsprings of explanation and value but also of the very means of

establishing the "valid ity" of our individual readings of reality. In this

historical context, the arc of current critical discourse takes discernible
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shape. A world without absolute, unchallengeable norms, without epis-
temologtcal certainty, is a world of ultimate Protestantism: every man
becomes his own philosopher, his own arbiter of the true and the real.
"He always has been," we ate told. But he has never accepted the
responsibility so universally nor has he turned his ingenuity so diligently
to exploring the implications of his newly acknowledged autonomy.

In liter ary criticis m, analogous concerns have led to intense debate
over the role of the reader in discovering-or determining-the mean-
itg or meanings any text may be said to have. Earlier critical discourse
had addressed the relation of the author to his work (biographical and
psychological criticism), the interdependence of work and world
(sociopolitical criticism and the determining conventions of literary
history and myth) and the shaping internal tensions operative in the
work itself (formalism, structuralism, semiotics). Recent inquiry has
turned to the neglected participants in the entire process; if a text
may be said to speak, its discourse has come to be seen as less a
monologue than a dialogue. For many recent theorists, a text exists
only through the participating perception of its reader; some go so far
as to affirm that any individual work has as many meanings as it has
readers, for meanings are created or at least completed by readers or
"interpretive communities." As in the larger philosophic universe, so
in the more modest realm of literury criticism: the challenge to in-
terpretive certainty has made each individual consciousness-each
reader or group of readers-an active partner in creating the meaning
of the object perceived.

Varying degrees of centrality have been granted to the reader-
perceiver in creating the meaning of a literary work. The phenomen-
ology of Georges Poulet and the early Hillis Miller concerns itself with
a passive, almost erotic subjection of reader to the author's presence
in the text, while for Michael Riffaterre and Jacques Derrida the role
of the human agent in establishing meaning is limited by the shaping
power of structural and semiological codes-those "systems of intel-
ligibility," as Jane P. Tompkins puts it, "that operate through indi-
viduals" and determine their observations. Following in the footsteps
of \X/illiam James and I. A. Richards, the psycho analyic critic Norman
Holland has argued that "interpretation is a function of identity, " that
all our experience is "creative and relational" and that we tre at awork
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of literature just as we do anything we encounter: we identify what
we can use and then interpret and assimilate it to maintain our stability
and sense of identity. Like Emerson before him, Holland affirms the
separateness of the self and the otherness of the object, but all knowing
is reciprocal and-in the tradition of I. A. Richards-healing. The
early work of Stanley Fish posits something like a structuralist reader,
asking-the words areJonathan Cu11s1's-"what must an ideal reader
know implicitly in order to read and interpret works in ways which
we consider acceptable?" A poem is thus not simply a formal object
in space but an experience in time; its meaning is what happens as
the reader negotiates its lines. But more recently Fish has concluded
that conventions are important only in the use we make of them and
that readers actually create the works they read-meaning is not on
the printed page but in the "interpretive strategies" by which readers
"produce" texts.

\Talter Benn Michaels has seen most clearly how much this Post-
modernist thinking in America owes to the pragmatists, especially
C. S. Peirce. To an extent new to history, the individual human self
has been made constitutive of reality and so, for Michaels, Descartes's
separation of subject and object or the New Critics' separation of reader
and text can be ignored because both the self and the world it knows
are cultural, historical constructions. In this view, any meaning-of
text or world-is'relative, timebound and inescapably self-interested.

The last decade has seen increasing interest in the New Histori-
cism, less a school or movement than an academic tendency to revive
historical scholarship in a Postmodern world. Originating in the Ren-
aissance studies of Stephen Greenblatt and Louis Montrose and cen-
tered in the journal Representations, New Historicism has baffled
efforts at univocal definition. To some observers it seems reactionary,
a return to old-fashioned philological fact-finding and absorption in
the pastness of the past-in short a flight from Postmodern relativism.
To others it seems the expansion of that relativism into cultural analysis,
the displacement of conventional literary history by broad and deep
"thick description" of carefully selected cultural moments which seem
rich in significance. In this view, New Historicism joins the episte-
mological skepticism of Postsuucturalism with the methodology of
anthropologist Clifford Geertz. Or, as Hayden White puts it, at one
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moment or another the New Historicists import "models, methods,
and smategies borrowed from Geertzian cultural anthropology, Fou-
caultian discourse theory, Derridean or de Manian deconstructionism,
Saussurian semiotics, Lacantan psychoanalytic theory, or Jakobsonian
poetics into historical studies." H. Aram Veeser has recently tried to
formulate "key assumptions" that define New Historicism, "for all its
heterogeneity":

that every expressive act is embedded in a nerwork of material
practices; that every act of unmasking, critique, and opposition
uses the tools it condemns and risks falling prey to the practice it
exposes; that literary and non-literary "texts" circulate inseparably;
that no discourse, imaginative or archival, gives access to unchang-
ing truths nor expresses inalterable human nature; finally . . . that
a critical method and a language adequate to describe culture under
capitalism participate in the economy they describe.

In practice, the New Historicist's energi zLng sensibility may be de-
claredly political or not. His goal may be enriched understanding of
a literary work through aurareness of its complex cultural immersion.
Or he may resist foregrounding or privileging the arrwork by regarditrg
the historical moment as itself a text-to be interpreted and used with
full awareness of the reader's inescapable subjectivity and the conse-
quent fiction altty of his narrative account.

It is perhaps not a large step from this individual creation of
meaning to denial that anything at all is meaningful-or has value that
is related to meaning. The most extreme version of these views has
become known as Deconstructionism , ?flaggressive impressionism that
places reader-response at the center of any quest for meaning in the
literary experience. Vincent B. Leitch suggests that the Deconsructive
approach begins when "Nietzsche, Freud and Heidegger call into
question and destroy the metaphysical concepts of being, truth, con-
sciousness, self, identity, and presence. " Since the Poststructural De-
constructionist recognizes no referential connection berween linguistic
signs and any world outside them , a ltterury text becomes in effect a
cognitive playground. As Jonathan Culler notes,
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Although Derrida's writings all involve close engagement with var-
ious texts, they seldom involve interpretations as raditionally con-
ceived. There is no deference to the integrity of the text, no search
for a unifying purpose that would assign each part its appropriate
role. Derrid a characteristically concenrates on elements which oth-
ers find marginal, seeking not to elucidate what a text says but to
reveal an uncanny logic that operates in and across texts, whatever
they say.

The logic "revealed" is controlled only by the Deconstructive critic's
ingenuity and the linguistic determinations he finds encoded in the
text, and so the improvisational opportunities of the approach resem-
ble, as many have noticed, the creative independence assumed by the
jazz musician in his elaborations on a composer's melodic score.

American interest in Deconstruction largely began when Jacques
Derrida delivered his paper "structure, Sign, and Play in the Discourse
of the Human Sciences" atJohns Hopkins University in 1966, and it
prospered especi aIIy at Yale-ironically enough, the center of New
Criticism two decades before. The work there of Paul de Man, J. Hillis
Miller and Geoffrey Hartman imprinted a powerful neo-Romantic
impulse on contemporary American thought, arguing that criticism is
a performative afi and the critic in a fundamental respect ̂  creative
artist. Just as Leslie Fiedler called his study of the American novel yet

another American novel, so Harold Bloom called his inricate medi-
tation on modern literary intertextuality The Anxiety of Influence (1973)

a poem. Bloom would therefore doubtless accept Yale colleague Geof-
frey Hartman's view of his fellow interpretive improvisers as "the

unknowledged poets of our time," though he does stop short of what
he has called the "serene, linguistic nihilism of Deconsructionism."
Some of the most notable works of Sructuralism and Deconstruction,
French and American, do fairly take their place as part of the exper-
imental discourse they decode, the literature they challenge, the Post-
modern climate they perceive. Others, however, fall too readily into
the category of obscure pedanry. Smucturalism and Deconsruction
have also encouraged feminist and new Marxist approaches to writing
and led to a large-scale examination both of the power and the practice

of discourse. While some of this writing has been couched in a langu age
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of hermetic abstraction and while some of its argument has appeared

anticreative, these movements at best baue conffibuted to contempo-

ruty writing. For writing itself has always deconstructed its construc-

tions, decoded its codes, decanonized its canons, especi aIIy in periods

when a large-scale transition of forms is taking place. There is good

reason to suppose that the ending not just of a century but of a

millennium, when domin ant t'wentieth-century ideologies are either

collapsing or transforming, will prove a time when criticism has the

potential to stir the creative imagination into new vision.

Two different views could be taken of the present state of writing

in the United States, and indeed elsewhere in the \X/est. One view is

that we live in a moment of creative exhaustion, of labyrinthine aes-

thetic pluraliSffi, of critical mystification, an age of decadence. But

another notes that ages of decadence in the past have usually generated

the impetus toward new artistic enterprise and new stylistic discovery.

At such times the role of criticism often becomes cructal.Back in 1928,

Edmund \Wilson wrote in "The Critic \Who Does Not Exist" of his

regret "that some of our most important writers . . . should work, as

they apparently do, in almost complete isolation, receivitg from the

outside but little intelligent criticism and developing, in their solitary

labors, little capacity for supplyirg it themselves." He saw the absence

of a sufficient critical debate in America as "a sign of the rudimentary

condition of our literature in general. " American criticism lacked, he

said, "the interest of the intelligence fully wakened to the implications

of what the artist is doing. . . . There is one language which all French

writers, no matter how divergent their aims, always possess in common:

the language of criticism." It was a breach that \flilson himself at-

tempted to heal in his role as public critic, the kind of person-of-letters

that Ameri calargely lacked. There have been other seminal times when

the creative and critical traditions in the United States have profitably

intermingled: in the philosophic inquiries of Poe, in the metaphysical

and aesthetic speculadon that was an essential part of transcenden-

talism, in the explorations of the pragmatists and in the theories of

the early Modernist eta. As the century draws to a close, there is no

reigning theory of literature in America, and consequently there is no

domin ant theory of criticism or agreement on a canonical literary ffa'

dition. The epistemological pluralism of our ^ge multiplies theories of
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art; these in turn generate revisions of the literary canon, anthologies

which embody them and continuing-often acrimonious-debate over

who the significant American writers are and how they should be read

and taught.
"The traditional canon is elitist" is the blunt conclusion of Pro-

fessor Sue Howard, and she speaks for rnany who fear that accepted

maditions based on unexamined ideological bias may force low esti-

mation of unfamiliar works simply because readers lack sufficient back-

ground knowledge to appreciate them. The established canon, she

says, is "concerned with the writing primarily of privileged white men.
\Women's writing, writing of people of color, people of the working

class-those voices need to be brought into the study of literature."

Ferment of this kind, a grudging agreement to disagree, characterizes

contemporary critical discourse in America. It has fueled warm interest

in the history of criticism, in its issues, dialogues, persistent questions

and timebound answers and may well betoken a neur literary era where

these restructured traditions nourish new creative possibilities. For a

time, this critical writing that so resembles and asks to be read as

poetry has been the freshest, most imaginative literary work produced

in the United States. As long as historians continue to debate the

meaning of history and historical study and literary students quarrel

over the nature of literature and literary history, w€ will have con-

tending canons, and no one can say which or whether one will become

standard for a season. As we noted at the start, amid the present din

of disputed reassessment our effort has been to describe a central

thread in the nation's literary conversation with itself. \il/hatever is

ultimately added to this basic formulation, the writers and works

touched upon here will continue to hold a place in America's under-

standing of what it is, and what it has been, and will provide langu age

to express its hopes for the future .

Near the end of The Golden Bough, Sir James Frazer concludes

that "magic, religion, and science are nothing but theories of thought

. that ever-shifting phantasmagoria of thought which we dignify

with the high-sounding names of the world and the universe." Liter-

ature too is yet another theory of thought in which writers try, as

William Carlos Williams has it, "Through metaphor to reconcile/the
people and the stones." It is the story of that enterprise in America

Modernism
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over three centuries we have sought to tell. During the fwentieth

century, the promises ushered in by the early discoverers, the glories

of westward creation awarded by Bishop Berkeley, the expectations

of "the American Century," \6tsre largely fulfilled and the United States
,was leading the way into postmodern experience for many more people

than the Americans themselves. In consequence, the writing of the

American story has taken on a nev/ kind of meaning as American

writers have found themselves interpreting a modern history and ex-
perience for a larger world. At the same time the concerns of that

larger world impinged upon them, as never before, and so did the

imaginative experience of other peoples. The 6migr6s of the 19J0s,

the Eastern European dissidents of the cold war era, the writers of

South America, the Caribbean, Africa and the Pacific have joined the

increasingly multiethnic and multicultural expression of the contem-
porary United States itself in the quest. As the world map changes

agaLnand old ideological frontiers crumble the issues of whatBhzabeth
Bishop called "the worst century yet" give u/ay to the coming issues

of the fu/enty-first, and already there is a new story to tell. $7hen

centuries and millennia end, the imaginative arts are apt to take on a

special significance. Time as well as space is a new frontier, another
"Newfounde land." And it too demands its discovering fictions, fictions

adequate to explore the strange, ever more plural world to come.
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American Dream , 4-5 , 248, 249, J00,
302,3I7, 343, 346, 374, )76; and Puri-
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American Indians, see Native Americans
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lJ8,  156,  t64,  221,  27 4
American Reuiew and Literary Journal, 63,

364
American Revolution, 52,56-58, 8l
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author, "death" of (Barthes), 420
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(1924- ), 180-81, 400-1 , 402, 405;
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Barthelme, Donald (1931-89), 387, 413
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of the Author, " 420

Bartram, \Tilliam (1739-1823), Trauels, 94
Baudelaire, Charles ( L82I-67), I38
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Beat Generation, J86-87, 395-97, 399,
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Lowell, 408

Beckett, Samuel 09A6-89), 375, 386, 388
Beecher, Lyman (1775-1861), t82
Bell, Alexander Graham (1847 -1922), 188
Bell, Daniel (1919- ), 370
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Man, 374, 378 The Dean's December,
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33  *34
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Bishop, Elizabeth ( 19 Il-79), 29I, 404,
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389

Black Mountain Poets , 412-1.4
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144- 45

bourgeois taste, 62
Bourne, Randolph ( 1886-1918), 26), 272,

273,  346
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Brook Farm, I2L-22, I43, 150
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3I8-L9; Tbe Pilgrimage of Henry lames,
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63, 85-90, L02, I32, I37, I52; l ife of,
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Huntly,86-87, 88; Ormond, 86,87, 88;
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American Tale), 86, 87, 88

Brown, John (1800-59), I28
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Browne, Maurice ( 188 1,-L955), 270,
Browning, Robert ( 18 12-59), 255
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L2O, L2L
Bryant, Edwin (1805 -69): What I Saw in
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"Forest Hymn," 77; "The Prairies," 76;
"Thanatopsis," 74, 1.06; "To a Fringed
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Bryher, see Ellerman, A. \fl.
Buffon, Georges Louis Leclerc, Duke of

(1707-88) ,87
Bunyan, John ( 1628-88),

Progress, 28, 43
Burke, Edmund (1729-97), 68; Reuolu-
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Burke, Kenneth (1897 - ),274, 366
Btrrns, Robert (1759-96),74, L22; The
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Burr, Aaron (I756-t836), 353
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Beat Generation, 397; Junkie, 387 , 397;
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Bushnell, Horace (1802 -76), 477
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Byles, Mather (1707 -88), 49-50; Bombas-
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84
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)24
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Calverton, V. F. (1900-40) , 3L9, 349; The
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359-60,36L
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Calvino, Italo (L923 - ), 39t
Cambridge History of American Literatnre,

350
Campbell, Thom as (1777 -L844), 9L
Camus, Albert (I9L3-60), 375; L'Etran-

ger ,336
capitalism, and Postmodernism, 392
Capote, Truman (1924-84), 375; ln Cold

Blood, 382

o/, The Triumph of

(1816-84),  184-
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TI9,

1.8,26; Pilgrim's Carlyle, Thomas (1795-1881), L18, t2L,1,69
Carman, Bliss (136L-L929), 235
Carnegie, Andrew ( t835 -L9t9), 222
Carolina, novels of, 101
Carver, Raymond ( 1918- 88): Cathedral,

393
Cassirer, Ernst (1824-L945), 4LB
Cather, \Willa (I87) -1947), 243, 246-47,
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Antonia, 27 4; My Mortal Enemy, 247 ;
Not Under Forty, I9); O Pioneers!, 247;
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Centennial Exhibition (Philadelphia),
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Cervantes, Miguel de (L547 -L616) : Don

Quixote de la Mancha, 82,90
Channing, \Tilliam Ellery ( 1780-1 842),

105, 106
Channing, \Tilliam Ellery (1818-1901), 61
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Chase, Richard (I9L4-62), 89, 355; The

American Nouel and lts Tradition, xiv
Chateaubriand, FranEois Rend (t7 68-
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Cheever, John (I9I2-82): Falconer, 384;
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Chesnutt, Charles W. ( 1858-1932), 400;
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'Woman,234; 
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Chicago , 223 , 224, 229, 235 , 24I, 242,
24), 260, 269, 27 r, 28r, 324, 3J6; see
also city

Chicago Haymarket Riots (1886) ,209
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(1991),  188,  223,  235,  279
Chopin, Kate (1S51-1904) , t94, 404; At

Fault, L93; Tbe Awakening, I92, I93,
233 -34

Ciardi, John (1916-8 6), 4I2
cinema, t)4, )25-26, )29, 3)0, 3)t,  345,

382; Hollyrvood, 30 L-2, )09, 325, 343 -
344; see also drama

city: and blacks, J81; as new frontier, 188,
22L; and sense of fragmentation, 325; as
subject of novel , 87-88, 208, 223-24,
229, )45,375 as subject of poetry, 28I,
288; see also specific cities

civil rights movement, 380, 403
Civil tWar, American,77, 1.I7, 155, 163,

166, 169 , 181- 82, 1.84-87 , zLL, 246,
309,409; and Dickinson, 174; secession
issue, L82

Clemens, Samuel Langhorne, see Twain,
Mark

codes, structural, 423
Cold War, 371,375, 408, 429
Cole, Nathan (I71,1?-65?): Spiritual Trau-

els, L7
Cole, Thomas (1801-48), 98
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor (I772-t'834),

75, 9I, 118, 293; Biograpbia Literaria,
r23

collage technique, )46
collectivism, 362-63
Collins, Seward (1889-1952), )64
Colonial period, 3-58
Columbian Exposition, see Chicago

\7orld's Columbian Exposition
Columbus, Christopher (1451-1506) , 4-5,

68,286
communications revolution, xviii, 370,

429
Communism, see Marxism
confessional poetry, 405 -LI
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Congreve, lWilliam (1670 -t729\, )5
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66-69

Conrad, Joseph (1857 -1924),
Crane,227

Conroy, Jack (1899- ), 333; The Disin-
herited,337

consciousness raising, 399, 4I9
Constitution, U.S., 55, 56
constructivism, 240
Cooke, Ebenezer (1672?-1710) :
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Sot-

Coolidge, Calvin (1872-1933), 27 6, 3L7
Cooper, James Fenimore ( 1789 - 185 1 ) , 64 ,

74,95-103 , L22, 149, t52, t96, t97 ,
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Brauo, 100; Tbe Chainbearers, I0A; The
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mAn, 100; Tbe Heidenrnauer, 100;
Home As Found, I00; Homeward
Bound, 100; The Last of the Mobicans,
97 , 98-99; The Leatberstocking Tales,
97; "Littlepage Trilogy," 100, 101;
Miles'Wallingford, L03; The Monikins,
100; Notions of the Anericans, g6; The
Pathfinder, 97, 100; The Pilot, 98; Tbe
Pioneers, 97-98; The Prairie, 77 , 97 , 99;
Precaution, gT; The Redskins, L00; .la-
tanstoe,l00; Tbe Spy,97; Tbe Wept of
Wish-ton-\Vish, 98

Coover, Robert (L%2- ): metafiction,
383; Gerald's Party, 390; A I'Jight at tbe
Mouies, 390; Pricksongs and Descants,
389-90; The Public Burning, 382, 390

Copley, John (L738-1815), 5)
copyright agreements, 62, Igt, 197-98
Corbidre, Tristan (1845 -75), 256,279
Corso, Gregory 0%0- ), 396
Cort6s, Hernan (L485-1547), 5,286
cosmopolitanism , 258, 267 , 272, 285
Cotton, John (1584-1'652), 16-17, 356;

preface to Bay Psalme Book, L6
Cowley, Malcolm (1898-1989), 50, 27 4,

320, fi2; on formalism, 366; on war
writing, 374; The Literary Situation,
)73; The Second Flowering,278

Crane, Hart ( 1899-19)2), 265 -66, 27 4;
and cultural nationalism, 3L7; and radi-
cal issues, 332; Tbe Bridge, 68, L72,
267, 277, 288, 345;'White Buildings,
277

Crane, R. S. (1886-1967), )66
Crane, Stephen ( 187 1 - 1900) , 192-93 ,

209, 2L8, 226-229, 235; Tbe Black Ri-
der and Other Lines,226; "The Blue

and
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Maggie; A Girl of the Streets, 224,227;
"The Open Boat," 224-25, 227; The
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Crashaw, Richard (te 12? -49), 2j
Creeley, Robert (1926- ), 4I2
Crdvecoeur, J. Hector St. Jean de (I7)5-

L813): Letters from an American Farmer,
xv i i ,  37 ,  4L ,78 ,  352

critic, role of, 366
criticism, feminist, xviii, IB3, 4$-4, 426;

see alsa New Criticism
cubism, 240, 250, 262, 266, 27L, 276, 292,

324.-25, 414
Cullen, Countee (1901 -46), 324, 400, 402
Culler, Jonathan (1944- ), 424, 425 -26
cultural nationalism, xii, xvii, 46-52, 61-

703, ra4-7,  LLg.-20,  L55,  316-24,  349-
350; see also Europe, cultural influence
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culture, popular, 330-31,
culture, American, pervasiveness of, 370
cummings, e . e. ( 1894 -1962) , 27 4, 407 ;

and drama, 326; and \7orld \War I,
295; The Enormoas Room,296, 374;
Tulips and Chimneys,275; XLI Poems,
276

cybernetic fiction, )44, 391

dadaism , 27L, 342, 391; see also surrealism
Dahlberg, Edward ( t900-77): Bottom

Dogs, 333, ,7
Daily Eagle (Brooklyn), 169
Dana, Charles Anderson (1819-97), )52
Dana, Richard Henry, Jr. (1815 -82), t06;

Tuto Years Before the Mast, IO2, I03
Dante Alighieri (1265-1327), 169; Diuine

Comedy, 109-10
Daudet, Alphonse (1840- 97), 2I2
Davidson, Donald (1891-1963) , j22, )23,

)62-64
Davis, Rebecca Harding (1811-1910) ,222
De Forest, John \fill iam (1826-1906),
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Debs, Eugene V. (1855 -1926), 270
Decadence, 254, 255 -56, 258, 292, )09
Declaration of Independence, 42, 51, 55,

56 ,  188
Deconsructionism, 387, 392, 4L9, 425,

426-27; see also Denida, Jacques
Defoe, Daniel (1660? -t73L), 45; Colonel

Jack, 82; Moll Flanders, 28, 82

Deism, 48, 65, 67, 68, 7I-72,74
Dell, Floyd (1887 -1969), 269 -70, 27 I,

3r9, 359
de Man, Paul, 42I, 425, 426
democracy, 166,208-9; in \,X/hitman, 166,

r67
I)epression, see Great Depression
I)errida, Jacques (L930- ), 423, 425,
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Discourse of the Human Scien ces," 426

desegregation in schools, 400
determinism, 20I-3 , 208-9 , 224, 229 ,

23A, 328 see aiso naturalism
Dewey, John ( 1859-1952), 250; and prag-

matist tradition, 420; see also /
pragmatism

Dial, Tbe, I22, I4L,290
dialect, see regionalism
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Dickens, Charles (1812-70), I07, 142,

L63, I8I, 203; Martin Cbuzzlewit, 197
Dickey, James (1923- ), 375, )94, 4I2
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344; Manbattan Trantftr,276, 3I4, 345;
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New York, I92 , 227 , 23 4 , 235 , 269 -7 0,

27L, )24, 33L, 342; colony established,
8; as cultural center, 62, 73, 75, 90; and
Henry James, 2I5; and Howells, 209;
see also Harlem Renaissance

New Yorker magazine, 384, )90
New York Independent lournal, 57
"New York School" of poets, 4L2, 4L4
Nietzsche, Friedrich \flilhelm (1'844-

1900) ,  l2r ,  2r9,  270,  425
Nin, Anais (1903 -77): Diaries, 342; House

of lncest, 342; Winter of Artif.ce, 342
Nobel Pnze for Literature, 277 , )07 , 3L3,

3 2 5 ,  ) 2 7 , 3 3 8 - 3 9 , 3 7 8
Noble Savage, concept of.,7, )4, 62
Nook Farm group, L97
Norris, Frank ( 1870-1902), 209, 228,

230-f i ,  235,  24t ,  T7;  McTeague: A

Story of San Francisco,230-31; The Oc-
topus, 2)0, 23I-32; The Pit, 224, 230,
232;  Vandouer and the Brute,2)0,23I

North, effect of Civil \War in, 186
I'lorth American Reuiew, 55, 95, 106
Norton, Andrews (1786-I8fi), 421
Norton, Charles Eliot (t827 -t908), 272
nostalgia , I9I, 202, 204
nouueau roman tradition , )90
novel, L8,26-29, 82-101 , 190-218; of

1890s, 22745; gothic, 84- 89, I49,
3I2- I3,  J88;  Howel ls  on,  203-4;  In-
dian captivity narratives, 2649; influ-
ence of industrtahzatton, 142-43; and
Marxism, 3I9; see also city; romance,
American

Oates, Joyce Carol (1938- ), 386
objectivism, 287
" Objectiuists" Anthology, An, 287
O'Connor, Flannery Q925 -64), I93, 246,

3I5, )23; A Good Man Is Hard to Find,
375; Wise Blood, 375

Odets, Clif ford (1906-63), 325, 3)o;
Awake and Sing, )27; Waiting for Le.fty,
327 , 33r

Odiorne, Thoma s (I7 69 -185 1) : "The
Progress of Refinement," 50

O'Gorman, Edmundo (1906- ), 416
O'Hara, Frank (1926-66), 40I, 405, 4L1.,

4I2,  4L4;  and drama, 326
O. Henry (William Sydney Porter) (1862-

1910) , r92
Olsen, Till ie (I91rl- ),376, )80
Olson, Charles (1910-70),289, 40L, 405,

4II, 4I2; Projectiue Verse, 4L2; The
Maximus Poems, I72, 4L2

Olson, Elder (1909- ), 366, 4I8
O'Neill, Eugene ( 1888-1953), 268, 27 I,

27),, )16, )24, 327-10; Nobel Prize for
Literatu rc, 325 , 327 ; Ab, Wilderness ! ,
329: Anna Cbristie, 326; Bound East for
Cardif, 328; Desire Under the Elms,
329; Dynamo,277 , )29; Tbe EnPeror
|ones,275,3284.9; The Hairy APt,
275, 329; The Iceman Cometh, 328, 329;
Long Day's lourney into l'ligbt, 327 ,
329; The Moon of the Caribbees,274;
More Stately Mansions, )30; Strange ln'
terlude, 27i, 328; Thirst, and Other
One-Act Plays, 328; A Touch of the
Poet ,3 )0

Oppen, George (1908- 84), 287
optimism, in Augustan poetry, 72-73
Oratorical tradition, 55 -58, 168-72
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Oriental literaturc, 255
Orwell, George (Eric Blair) (L903-50),

34r ,  344
Otbers magazine, 271,
Ozick, Cynthia (L928- ), )76, 380

Page, Thomas Nelson (1851 -1922), I85,
187

Paine, Thomas (1737 -1809), 56-57, 68,
84; The American Crisis, 57; Tbe Case
of tbe Officers of Excise, 56; Common
Sense, 56; Rights of Man, 56-57

Paley, Grace (1926- ), 376; Later ihe
Same Doy,180; The Little Disturbances
of Man, 380

Paris, x, 225 , 250, 252-53 , 256, 259 , 263 ,
275,  276,  280,  295,  332,  )40,  34r ,  342-
343

Paris Exposition ( 1867), 2I0
Paris Exposition ( 1889), 223
Parker, Theodore (1810-60), LL9,

"The Transient and Permanent
Christia ntty," 139

Parkman, Francis (1821 *93), 106;
Oregon Trail, L40

I 2 L ;
in

Tbe

Parrington, Vernon L. (187 I-1929), 368;
and Marxism, 357-58, 359-60; Main
Currents in American Thougbt, 321,
332, 355-57 , 359, 360

Partisan Reuiew and Anuil, 320, 333, 359,
367 , 376

pastoral,  34, 36, 37,48, 58, 67-68, 84,
L53-55; "Yankee," It4

Paulding, James Kirke (L778-L860), 73,
90; "The Backwoodsman," 74; The
Dutchman's Fireside, 7 4; Konigsmarke,
7 4; "The Lay of the Scottish Fiddle,"
74

Peabody, Elaabeth (L804-94), tI9, L21,
Peabody, Sophia (18L1-71), 150
Pearce, Roy Harvey (L9L9- ),26,263
Pearl Harbor, bombing of, )I8, 37)
Peirce, Charles Sanders (1819 -1914), 250,

424; and pragmatist tradition , 420
Penn, William (1644-1718), 33
Pennsylvania, 3J; colony established, 8
Percy, S7alker (L9L6- ), 375
performance theater, 387 , 393
periodical publishing, 191
periodicals,2Tl; The Dial, L22, t41,290;

Tbe Fugitiue, 322, 362, )63; Tbe
Masses, 270, 27 L; The I,leut Masses, 332,
333, 355, 359, 360; Others, 27 L; Parti-
san Reuiew, 320, 333, )59, 367 , 376,
378, 407; Poetry m^g zrne, 223, 257 ,

260, 263, 266, 27 r, 27 g-82, 285, 290,
292; Representations, 424; see also
journals

Perkins, Maxwell (1384-1947\, 339
"Peter Parasol," see Stevens, Wallace
phenomenology, 42)
Philadelphia, Pa., 56, 85, 87 , 90, 331; as

cultural center, 62,73
Philadelphia Exhibition, 212
Piercy, Marge (1936- ): Woman on the

Edge of Time, 393
"Pilgrim Fathers," 8, 10-15; see also

Puritarrism
Pirandello, Luigi (1867 -1936): Henry lV,

264
Pitt, William, the elder (1708-78), 55
"plaine style," 10, 1L-I2, 15-18, 45,57,

417
Plath, Sylvia (L932-63), 404, 405, 406,

4I0-t1; "The Applicant," 4t1,; Ariel,
4t0; The Bell Jar, 410; "Black Rook in
Rainy Weather:' 411; "Daddy," 4lI;
"Lady Lazarus," 4II

pluralism , 4I8
Plymouth Plantation, 29; colony estab-

lished, 8
Pocahontas (c. 1596-1617), 7
Poe, Edgar Allan (1809- 49),77,86, 89,

107,  1t5,  L30-38,  L3g,143,  L44,  16),
176,  349-52,  )54,  )56-57;  ar t  for
art's sake, 417; on autonomy of litera-
ture, 365, 366; critical reaction to, )48;
and formalist radition , 420; fusing crea-
tive and critical uaditions, 427; influ-
ence, 405; skepticism, 165; "The Bells,
I34; "Berenice," L36; "A Descent into
the Maelstrom," L33; "Dreamland,"
t33; Eureka, I34; "The Fall of the
House of Usher," L35, L3647; "Isra-
fel," lfi; "The Journal of Julius Rod-
man," I33; "Ligeia," L36; "MS. Found
in a Bottle," 130; "The Murders in the
Rue Morgue," I)5, 136, It7 ; I'lanatiue
of Artbur Gordon Pym, I02, L03, 133,
118, 140; "The Philosophy of Composi-
t ion," L34-36, t47; Poems, If i ;  "The
Poetic Principle," 77, BA41; "The
Purloined Letter," L)6; "The Raven,"
1,34, I35; The Rauen and Otber Poems,
133; "Some lWords with a Mummy,"
I3l; "To Helen," I33; "Ulalume," I34;
"lWilliam \Wilson," L37

"Poet Laureate Consultant in Poetry," 394
poetry, L8, 19, 45, I90,204,253-68, 348;

attacking slavery, 140; black, 234,400-
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403; confessional, 405 -11; 1890s , 226;
eighteenth-century, 46-52; and Emer-
son, 122-25; literary criticism as, 426;
Longfellow's conception of, I07-IL;
and New Criticism, 366-67; and paint-
ung, 4I4-I5; Poe's attitude toward, I3I;
postwar, 394-416; Puritan, 19-26; re-
gionalist , 19); Revolutionary period,
66-78; and social issues, 77; and uncer-
tainty, 4L6; and war, 374; by women,
289 -9r, 400, 402 -5, 4 10-1 1

Poetry: A Magazine of Verse, 223,257,
260, 26), 266, 27 l,  278-82, 285, 290,
292

Poincar6, Henri (1854-I9L2), 372
Poirier, Richard (t925- ), 89, t43-44,

242
political debate, 52, 55, 6L-62
Pollock, Jackson (I9I2 -56), 4t4-15
Pope, Alexander (1688 -L744), )5, 48, 5I,

70,  4I7;  Essay on Man,70,72;  Windsor
Forest, 47

populist moveme nt, 241.
Porter, Katherine Anne (1890-1980), 3L6,

3 2 3 , 4 0 4
postimpressionism, 240, 250, 25L, 27I
postindustrial society, 428-29
Postmodernism, xviii, 289, 370-73, 380,

386-9); and American novel, 386-87;
and capitalism, 392; and European
novel, J88, 390-9L

poststructuralism, 424-27
Potok, Chaim (L929- ), 376
Poulet, Georges (1902- ), 423
Pound, Ezra (1835 -1972), L09, I72,239,

240, 254-64, 267 , 268, 269, 27), 274,
277,280,28I, 40L; on city as cinematic
metaphor, 325; and Eliot, 258-59, 264;
expatriation, 316 and formalist tradi-
tion, 420; and Fro st, 282; idea of ideo-
gram, 284; literary criticism , 278-79,
349, 365,418; l i terary influence, 352,
398; and New Criticism , )67; style, 291.;
and \flhitman, 263, 264; and William
Carlos \filliam s, 284-85, 287; The Can-
tos, xvi, 68, I72, 254, 263 , 264, 27 6,
284, 288, )47; .Canzoni, 254, 258; Hom-
age to Sextus Propertius, 254, 262-63,
274; Hugb Selwyn Mauberley, 254, 262,
274-75, 296, 398, 405; Des Irnagistes,
261,285; "In a Station of the Metro,"
26I-62; A Lume Spento,255; Patria
Mia, 255-56; Personae,258; The Pisan
Cantos, 398; Ripostes, 254, 260; Tbe
Spirit of Romance,258

pragmat ism,  I I2 ,205,  2 I3 - I8 ,  294,  350,
420-2t, 424, 427; see also Dewey,

John; James, \7illiam; Peirce, Charles
Sanders

pre-Columbian civilizations, 3, 4
Pre-Raphaelitism , 258
Prescott, S(/. H. ( 1796-1859), 92, 96-97
Princeton University, 5 1
printing, establishment of, 4,8, 16
progressivism, 208, 24L, 270, 296
Prohibitron, 297
"Proletarian Realism," 33I, 332, 3t) -35,

337
protest literature,248, J80, 38), 395-97,

401- 3; see also Marxism
protest movements, 408, 410
Protestant ethic, 45
Proust, Marcel (187I-L922), 252, 308
Provincetown Players, 27 L, 325, 328
psychoanalysis, 2L6, 324, )28, 354, 4Ll,

425; see also Freud, Sigmund; Jung,
Carl

publishing, establishment of, 16
Purchas, SamueI (1575? -1626): Hakluytus

Posthumus, or Purchas His Pilgrims, 6
Puritanism, 8, LI6, 23), 286; and Ameri-

can Dre am, 9, L2-14; and Dickinson,
L73-74; dissenting voices, 29-10; and
Emerson, I20, L23; and English Revolu-
tion, 29; and European literature, 19;
facile definitions of, 26), 27), 296, 297 ;
and Hawthorne, I43, 144-49, 150-5L;
influence of Uncle Tom's Cabin, 183;
literary influence of, 30-32, 214-18,
272,384,  4I3,  4L7;  and modern Amer-
tca,353, )54-55; "plaine style," 10,
I1,-L2, 15-18, 57, 417; poetry, 1946;
and predestination, 14; and Robert
Lowell, 408; and scientific study, 34;
secularization of, 41, 43; as subject of
novel, 103; typology, 16, 18-19, 67; vt-
sion of world, 19

Pushkin, Alexander ( 1799 -t837) , 14) ,
)87

Pynchon, Thomas (L937 - ), 344, 387,
39L-92, 399-400, 4t3; metafiction,
383; Tbe Crying of Lot 49, 382, 39I;
Grauity's Rainbow, 382, 39I-93; V.,
382, 39I Vineland, 382

Quakers , 3) , 40, II4

racial discrimination, I28, 336
Radcliffe, Ann (1764-I8D): The Mysteries

of Udolpho, 84
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radicalis m, 273 , 3t2, 333 , 346- 47 , 348,
373, 393; and Postmodernism, 392; see
also Marxism

Rahv, Philip (1908-73), L97, 2IL, 376
Raleigh, Sir \ilalter (L552-I6L8), 34
Ransom, John Crowe ( 1888 - 1 97 4) , 322 ,

349, 362, 364, 365, 366, )97, 3gg,40g;
"Antique Harvesters," 363; God With-
out Thunder, 35L; Tbe Neut Criticism,
323, 35I, 367; The rVorld's Body, 35L

Rasles, Pdre (L657?-L724), 286
ratiocination, L35, 136-37
rea,Jer-response theory, 422:2.8
realism, 1,42, 186, I87, 190-91,204-LO,

2LL,2L8,  323-24;  "d i r ry ,"  393;  rn
drama, 328; in 1890s,229; Henry
James's development of.,211; in Jewish-
American writin g, 37 6; moral, 377;
move to metafiction, 383; in Twain,
197, 202

Reconstruction period, 186-88
Red Scare, 273, 296
Reed, Ishmael (1918- ): Fliybr Into Can-

ada, L84; The Free-Lance Pallbearers,
38I; Mumbo Jumbo, 381

Reed, John ( 1387 -L920), 269, 27 L, 32!,
324; John Reed Clubs, fi3,336

regional ism, 101, 190- 94, L95,205,22L,
229 -35, 290 -gr, 296, 294, 322-23,
362-63,  365,  )93,  4L2

R6gnier, Henri de (1864-L936),279
religious writing, 18-19, 39; and aboli-

tionism, L83; and Dickinson, L74;ha-
giography, 15; jeremiads, II-L4, L5,
L20; sermons , L5 -L7 , 18

Renaissance mind,3, 4-5, 8, 19,2j
Representations (journal), 424
Rexroth, Kenneth (1905 -82), )96
Reznikoff, Charles ( 1894-197 6), 287
Rhode Island, 29; colony established, 8
Rice, Elmer (1,892-1967), 268,274; The

Adding Machine, 275 -7 6, 326-27 ;
Street Scene,277

Rich, Adrienne (1929- ), 404, 4LI; On
Lies, Secrets, and Silence, 404; "\flhen
\We Dead Awaken," 403

Richards, I. A. (1892-1979), 423, 424
Richardson, Samuel ( 1689-17 6I), 82, 83;

Pamela, 82
Riffateme, Michael (1924- ),423
Riley, James \Whitcomb ( 1849 -1916), 234;

"Little Orphant Annie," L%; Tbe Old
Swimmin'-Hole, L93

Rilke, Rainer Mafia (1875-1926), 266;
Sonnets to Orpheus,264

Ripley, George (1802-80), LI9, l2I,
r43

"Rising Glory" poem (Freneau), xii,
64

r28,

5T,

Risorgimento, Pound's notion of, 256-64,
269 ,  27 4,  279

Robbe-Grillet, Alain (1922- ),39t
Robeson, Paul ( 1398-197 6), 329
Robinson, Edward Arlington (1869-1935),

L1,4,256, 282; and Poetry magazine,
280; and regionalism, 323; Captain
Craig,226; "Luke Havergal," 28I;
"ldiniver Cheevy:' 28L; Tlie Torcent
and the ltight Before,226

Roethke, Theodore (1908- 63), 375, 405,
406

romance, American, 84-1 03, L43, I49,
L53-56,  t5g-60,  1gg,  tgL,20)-4,  2r2,
2I5-L8,223;  in Henry James, 2L2,2I5;
Southern, 309; see also novel

Romant ic ism, 19,  62,  64-65,  75,77,78,
106, 113, Lrg, I22, 204, 206, 2)5, 254,
256, 257-59, 26r, 272, 350, )gg, 4t1.;
and Cooper, 98-100; and emphasis on
society, I4I; and Faulkner, )09; and
Modernism, 265-68; and naturalism,
230; and twentieth-century poetry, Zgl-
285; see also transcendentilism

Roosevelt, Franklin Delano (1882 -L945),
New Deal reforms, 377, 322

Rorty, Richard (1931- ), 420
Rossetti, Dante Gabriel, (1828- 82),215
Roth, Henry (1906- ): Call It Sleep, 335
Roth,  Phi l ip (1933- ) ,335,377;  The

Breast, 379; The Counterlife, 379-80;
Goodbye, Columbus, 376, 379; Letting
Go,379; My Life as a Man, 379-80;
Portnoy's Complaint, 379; Vhen Sbe
Was Good,379

Rousseau, Jean-Jacques (I7L2-78), )7, 62
Rowlandson, Mrry G. L635-c. L678), 404;

The Soueraignty and Goodness of God
.  , 27 -29

Rowson, Susanna (c, 1762-1824), 90;
Cbarlotte Temple, 84

Royal Society, London, 34, 42, 45
Royce, Josiah (1855 -L916), 250, 350
rural themes, 229-30,246-47; see also

nature

Sacco and Van zetti executio ns (t927 - ),
277 ,  297 ,  )32,  334,  345,  357

Salem witch trials, 3L,35, t48
Salinger, J. D. (1919- ), 383-84; Tbe

Catcher in the Ryt, J75, 383; Franny
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and Zooey, 383 -84; I'line Stories, 37 4;
Raise Higb tbe Roof Beam, Carpenters,
383-84; Seymour: An Introduction,
)83-84

Sanchez, Sonia (L935 - ), 403
Sand, George (Armandine Dupin) (1804-

76), t83
San Francisco,  230-3L,235,  4L2
Sandburg, Carl ( 1878-1967), 223 , 273 ,

28L; and American speech, 346; and
Poetry magazine, 280; and regionalism,
3T; "Chicago Poems," 281; "The Peo-
ple, Yes:' 28L; "The Skyscrapet," 28I

Santayana, George (1861 -1952), t4, 232,
257 , 270,272, 3r7 , 350, 351,; "The
Genteel Tradition in American Philoso-
phy," 220

Sarett, Lew( 1888-195 4), 280
Saroyan, 

'William 
(1903-81), ll0; The

Time of Your Life, )26
Sartre, Jean-Paul ( 1905 - 80), 3 45 , 37 5
Saussure, Ferdinand de (1857 -1913), 4L9,

425
Schoolroom Poets (Fireside Poets), 77,

rL5 -L7 , r3L, 189, 204
Schopenhauer, Arthur ( 1788-1 860), 2I9
Schulz, Bruno (L892-I942), 37 6
Schuyler, James (t923 - ), 4I4
Schwartz, Delmore ( l91j - 66), )7 5 , 37 6,

407; "In Dreams Begin Responsibili-
ties," 407; The 

'World 
Is a Vedding,

377
science and technology, 200, 202-3, 2L2,

221-22,223,  )69-70
scientific inqrrry, 7, L8, 34, 38,39, 37I-72
scientific materialism, 205
Scopes monkey trial, 297, )23
Scott, Sir Sfalter (t77 L-t8.i2), 73, 7 4, 9t,

96, tr3, r22, L69, )09
sea fiction, L02, L03, L33, L58-61.
Sedgwick, Catherine Maria ( 1789-1867),

101; Hope Leslie, t}t
semiology (science of signs), 4I9-22, 425
sentimental fiction, 108, 193
sermons , L5 -t7 , 18
Sewall, Samuel (L652-1730), L8; Diary, 35
Sexton, Anne (1928-74), 404, 405, 406,

410; All My Pretty Ones, 410; The Aw-
ful Rowing Toutard God, 410; To Bed-
lam and Part Woy Back, 4t0; The Deatb
Notebooks, 4L0; Liue or Die, 4I0

sexual themes: gay fiction, )9); lesbian-
ism, 342, 4O4

sexuali ty, 37, 166, L70-7I,233,246, )42,
)79; lesbianism, )42, 404; Henry Miller,

)40-42, 379; and naturalism, 242, 245
Shahn, Ben (1898-1969), 345
Shakespeare, William (I564-L6I6), 6,

L56-57, 164, t69
Shapiro, Karl (t9I3 - ), )98
Shaw, George Bernard (1854-1950), 270
Shaw, Henry Bernard , 270
Shaw, Henry Vheeler ('Josh Billings")

(1818-85), r92, r95
Shaw, Irwin (1911--84) : The Young Lions,

374
Shelley, Percy Bysshe (1792-1822), 73 ;

Defence of Poetry, L23
Shepard, Rev. Thomas (1605-49), 17
Sheridan, Richard (1751-18 16), 48; Tbe

School for Scandal, Tg
Sherman, Stuart Pratt (188L-L926), 3I9;

Tbe Genius of America,275
Sherwood, Robert E. (1896-1955), 27 4,

325; Abe Lincoln in lllinois, 326; Idiot's
Deligbt, 326; Petrified Forest, 326

Sidney, Sir Philip (I55a-86),22
Simenon, Georges (1903 -89), 389
Simic, Charles (1938- ): "Negative Ca-

pability and Its Children ," 4t6
Simms, \ililliam Gilmore (1806-70), 101,

L02; The Yemtssee, I0l-2, I49, t52
Sinclair, Upton (1878-1968), 235, 24I;

and radical issues, 332; The lungle,2)2,
243

Singer, Isaac Bashevis (1904- ),335,
)76, 377; The Family Moskat, 377;
Gimpel the Fool, 377, 378

Sit'well, Edith (1887-1964), 292
slave narratives, 184, 234,400; see also

blacks
slave poetry, 69-70; see also blacks
slavery, 140, 181, t95,198-99, 400, 402;

attacks on, 35, 56; see also abolitionism;
slave narratives; slave poetry

Smith, Art, andKazan, Elia (1909- );
Dimitroff, 33L

Smith, Bernard (1906- ), 36I; Forces in
American Criticism, 32I

Smith, Captain John ( 1580-1 63t), 7-8,
33; A Desuiption of I'leus England, 7;
Generall Historie, of Virginia, Neut-
England, and tbe Summer Isles, T; A
True Relation 

"f 
. Virginia, 7

Smith, Henry Nash (1906- 86), 202; Vir'
gin Land, xiv

Smith, J. Allen (1860-1924), 357
Smith, Sydney (I77L-L845), 9L, 1,56
Smollett, Tobias (172I-7I), 82, 90
Snodgrass, \(/. D. (1926- ), 409
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Snyder,_Gary (1930- ) ,  396,  405,  4!2,  cAns,25L,25j ,276,3I4;  Par is France,
+tl;_Rlprap, 4r3 239; Tender Buttons, 2ir, 253; Things

socia l  Darwinism, 20I ,203,209,227,243; As They Are,250;  Three Liues,250
see also crty Stein, Leo ( r872-r947),2i0

social issues and themes, I4I, I93; see also Steinbeck, John (L902-68), 333, 337-39;
Marxism; protest literature; radicalism; Nobel Prize for Literature, ,8-39; and
slavery regionalism, 324; East of Eden, 339;

socialism,20-6,208; see also Marxism TEe Grapes of \Vrath, 338; In Dubious
society novel, 244-45 Battle, T8; Of Mice and Men, i3g; The
Sorrentino, Gilbert (1929- ), 392 Pastures of Heauen, 3)8; "The Red
south,  101,  r32,  t40,  181,  r92,  r9 i ,246,  pony,"  Tg;  To a God tJnknown,33g;

277, 362-65, 375; Faulkner on, 108- Tortilla Flat, ?38
71A' F"oit i lrs-Agrarian grcup , 31913, Steiner, George (t929- ),82
248,353,36I-62; I'll Take My Stand; Sterne, Laurence (17L3-65): The Life and
The South and tbe Agrarian Tradition Opinions of Tristram Shandy,83,383
(by "Twelve Southerners"), 322, 362- Stevlns, .Wallace (1879-L9jji, 12), 2j7,
)65; industiahzatton, 364; poerry, 348; 26L,266-68, 273, 280, 283, 289-95,
romance, 787 and war, 186-87; see 377,372, 40), 405, 4I4; inf luence, 4Ij ;
also Civil War, American; regionalism; literary criticism , 4I8; and poetry of

_ slavery ideas, 399; and Romanticism ,398; "An-
Southern Gothic, I32 ecdote of the J^r," 266; style, 29I; Au-
Soutbern Literary Messenger, 132 roras of Autumn, 294; Collected Poems,
Southern Renaissance, t32,246, 323 29I-92,294; "The Comedian as the
Southwest,323 Letter C," 292,293-94; Harmonium,
Sovlet Union, 32r-22, 333, 373; see also 275,292-2%; "A High-Toned Old

Marxism Christian \Woman," 2t3; ldeas of Order,
lnanish-AmericanV/ar,228 294; The Man with tbe Blue Gu-itar,
Spanish Civil \War, )02, 306-7, 3T 266,294; "Le Monocle de Mon On-
Spectator, 44 cle," 293; Tbe l,lecessary Angel; Essays
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